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PHILOSOPHICAL magazine.

I. Result of some Experiments on the Distillation of va-

rious Vegetable and Animal Substances in the dry IVay.

By David Mushet, Esq.

JL HE following are some of the experimcrils promised in

my last communication to the Philosophical Magazine*.

Experiment I.

Raw Sugar.—270 grains, being distilled till all volatile

-matter was separated, were found to have been reduced in

weight to 38 grains, having lost 232 grains.

100 parts therefore contained : Volatile matter 85*9

Oxide of carbon 14* 1

The charcoal obtained in this experiment was light and

spongy, and possessed the most fascinating prismatic co-

lours
J
gold, purple, blues, and indigos. It occupied about

three times the bulk it possessed when raw.

Experiment II.

Loaf Sugar, single refined, 264 grains.-—This in distilla-

ion also swelled greatly in bulk, and discharged a pure

white flame edsred with blue. The coal had in forming en-

tered into complete fusion, and resembled the former pro-

duct, though not possessed of the same brilliant shades.

—

It weighed 39 grains. Loss by distillation 225 grains.

Component parts of loaf sugar : Volatile matter 85-26

Oxide of carbon 14*74

100 part^^.

From these experiments it is evident that sugar possesses

* See Vol, axxii.

Vol. 33. No. 129. Jan. 1809. A 3 simiUv



4 Some Experiments on the Distillation

similar properties with some varieties of pit-coal, in so far

as it cakes or welds in distillation. (See Phil. Mag. vol.

xxxii.)
Experiment ITT.

IVhite Silk Stuff, 200 grains.—These were distilled with

a violent discharge of biiuminous flame and smoke. The

residuum was formed into a caked coal of a dense compact

structure; cellular, though not in the least brittle. The

colour was iron-gray, with a faint shade of copper. When

struck, it was sonorous in a great degree.—It weighed 63

grains. Loss in distillation 138 grains.

Component parts ; Volatile matter 69

Oxide of carbon 31

100 parts.

Experiment IV.

Pure White Wool, 180 grains.—After being- distilled,

there was found a residuum coal of a dark shining gray

colour, welded, or rather caked into one mass, adhering in

part to the sides of the retort.—It was found to weigh 43

grains. Loss in distillation 137 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 76*11

Oxide of carbon 23-89

100 parts.

Experiment V.

Rice, very clean, 240 grains.—This substance distilled

with a good deal of flame. The result was found to be a

dense coal that had entered con)pletely into fusion, and

possessed no remains of the original grains of rice.—It now

weio^hed 42 grains. Loss by distillation 198 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 82*5

Oxide of carbon ]7'5

100 parts.

Experiment VI,

Barley, well dried, 200 grains.
—

^This flamed violently,

and burnt like coal or fat wood. The result was a firmly

welded
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welded mass of the same shape vviih the interior of the re-

tort. Each grain of barley preserved its original form, but

firmly welded to each other by a porous cement of silvery-

coloured coal, which in some places was prismatic.—It

weighed 38'grains. Loss in distillation 162 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 81

Oxide of carbon 19

100 parts.

Experiment VIT.

Eggs.—An egg was boiled hard and the shell taken off,

the core was then allowed to dry till it had attained the con-

sistency of a horse's hoof, which it greatly resembled. In this

state it was found to weigh 333 grains. In distillation it

yielded a great quantity of white llame of a dazzling colour.

The residuum had passed by fusion into a silvery bright po-

rous coal that weighed 21 grains. Loss by distillation 312

grains.

Component parts : V^olatile matter 93*7

Oxide of carbon Q-i

100 parts.

Experiment VII T.

Goose Feathers, 107 grains.—This substance in distilling

yielded at lirst a heavy smoke, which was afterwards suc-

ceeded by a pale bkie flame. The residuum coal was un-

conunonly light and spongy. It had caked into one mass

during the exposure, and now weighed 11 grains, having lost

in distillation 96 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 90
Oxide of carbon 10

100 parts.

Experiment IX.

Corky in small pieces, 200 grains.—These united together

and swelled into three times their original volume, similar

to a caking coal. The charcoal obtained from this sub-

stance, when pounded, was nearly ten times the bulk of

A 3 common



6 Some Experimenp on the Distillation

common vegetable charcoal. The mass was found to weigh

32 grains. Loss by distillation 168 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 84
Oxide of carbon 1

6

100 parts.

Experiment X.

Horse-Hoof, 180 grains.—The coal aflforded by the distil-

lation of hoof was light, spongy, and of a silver-gray co-

lour. It was formed by a perfect fusion of the pieces into

one mass, and weighed 24 grains. Loss by distillation 15G

grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 86-6

Oxide of carbon 13*4

100 parts*

Experiment XT.

White Horse Hair, 202 grains.—This operation was car-

ried on with a small discharge of Hame. The hair was found

resolved by fusion into a light porous coal, of a silvery-gray

colour, which weighed 28 grains, having lost by distillation

174 grains.

Component parts': Volatile matter 86*13

Oxide of carbon 13*87

100 parts.

Experiment XIL
Black Horse Hair, 200 grains yielded by distillation a

very fine coal largely honeycombed, and of a silvery-gray

colour, weighing 38 grains, having lost in distillation 16^

grauis.

Component parts : Volatile inatter 81

Oxide of carbon 'l 9

100 parts.

A portion of hair taken from the mane of the same horse,

yielded of oxide of carbon 25*14 per cent.

The subjects of these experiments all afford coal, which

partakes
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jiartakes of the nature of welding or caking pit-coal, and

most of them in distillation exhibited similar phaenomena.

The substances operated upon in the following experi-

ments yield a carbonaceous residuum, more of the nature of

Ivood, in so far as the original masses are seldom, or but

slightly, altered in shape or appearance during the operation

of distilling.

Experiment XI It.

Sioeduh Turnip that had remained in the ground during

the winter, washed cleati, and separated from the skin, 500

grains, emitted during distillation Ji strong smell of vege-

table matter, and towards the close of the operation d

minute portion of flame. A fine prismatic coal was ob-

tained which weighed £0 grains.—Loss by distillation 480

grains.

Component parts : Vcilatilc matter gG
Oxide of carbon 4

100 parts.

The skins were distilled in a similar manner, and with a

similar result as to coal. The product was only equal to

3*4 parts in 100.

Experiment XIV.
Potafbe.—A well washed potatoe dried, weighed 697

grains. After distillation, a beautiful prismatic coal was
found. The original shape of the potatoe was still preserved,

but the internal structure was materially changed ; a regular

arrangement of delicately coloured cavities had succeeded

the vegetable organization, and the whole considerably re-

sembled a honeycomb. The product was found to weigh

36 grains, having lost in distillation 661 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 94'83

Oxide of carbon 5* ] 7

100 parts.

Experiment XV.
Garden Beans, 330 grains.—In distillation these yielded

a small portion of grayish blue flame. The beans were found

A 4 possessed
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possessed of the same shape as when first introdLiced. They

were quite detached from each other, contained many fine

prismatic shades upon their surface, and weighed 40 grains.

Loss in distillation 290 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 87'8

Oxide of carbon 1-2-2

100 parts.

JExperimenl XVI.

Common Field Pease, 240 grains, exhibited the same ap-

pearances both during and after the distillation, and yielded

of prismatic coal 48 grains, having lost in distillation iy2

grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 80
Oxide of carbon 20

100 parts.

Experiment XVII.

Oats deprived of their husk, 240 grains.—A considerable

portion of whitish blue flame was disengaged during the

distillation. The grains were found in the state of coal, of a

black coppery colour, free, and possessed of their original

shape.—Weight of the coal 50 grains. Loss in distillation

190 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 79; 16

Oxide of carbon 20*84:

100 parts.

Experiment XVITI.

FlaX) 397 grains.—After a copious discharge of wliice

flame, a soft inflammable coal was found. The original

vegetable fibre was entire, and equally compact as to shape

and bulk as when first introduced.—It weighed 63 grains,

having lost in distillation 332 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 83*62

Oxide of carbon 16-38

* 100 parts.

Experiment
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Erperiment XTX.
Cotton Chth, well bleached, 263 gnins.—A considerable

portion of pale blue flame was discharged during the opera-

tion oi distilling. A light friable coal was obtained, pos-

sessed of ihe original shape and textnre ol the cloth.—It was

found to weigh 3p grains. Loss in distillation 124 grains.

Coniponcnt parts : Volatile matter 85* 16

Oxide oi carbon 14*84

100 parts.

Experiment XX.
English Apple, cut into square j^icccs, 620 grains.—The-

distillation of this substance aflbrdcd but a small portion of

flame towards the close of ihe operation. A light prismatic

coal was obtained. The shades chiefly blues with orange,

and so vivid as to bear an intimate resemblance to the satne

colours upon polished steel. The individual masses were

much shrivelled, but not in the least adhering togctiier.

—

Weight 20 grains. Loss by distillation 600 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 96*77

Oxide of carbon 3-23

100 parts.

Experiment XX F.

Cinnamon, 150 grains.—This substance yielded a small

portion of white flame edged with pale blue. The coal was

partially prismatic, but the shades were few, and dull in

point of colour. It possessed no pytnptoms of welding or

caking, and weighed 36 grains, having lost by dislillaiiou

1 14 grains.

Component parts: Volatile matter 76

Oxide of carbon 24

Kio parts.

Experiment XX I

L

Sweet Almonds, 2iO grains.—These in distilling dis-

charged a great quantity of oily flame resembling the pro-

duct of pit-coal. The almonds were found entire, and in

the
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the state of a prismatic coal.—Their weight was 33 grains.

Loss in distillation 207 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 86*25

Oxide of carbon 13'75

100 parts.

[To be continued.]

II. Description of a Portable Bridge, invented hy Mr.

James Elmes, Architect, of College- Hill, Queen-Street,

Cheapside, London*.

Jl5ridges upon this construction may be rendered either

permanent or otherwise. The only difference will be, that

for the former the parts may be strongly bolted and fastened'

together, instead of being joined by contrivances which ad-

mit of the parts being separated, for the convenience of re-

moval, as in the drawing now sent. (Ssee Plate I.)

The component parts shall be first described, and after-

wards the manner of applying them. A is a strong iron

frame that forms the bottom. B is a square frame of the

same metal, fastened by hinges, to the ends of A, for the

purpose of falling down flat upon the bottom for conve-

niency of packing, as shown by the figure C. A skirting of

iron plate marked D, is also strongly fixed to the bottom,

as in the elevation of the whole P, and in the figure B. Two
spring catches are attached to this skirting to keep the sides

steady when erected. One of these catches E on a larger

scale is shown in the drawing. The remaining detached

parts are marked F and G. F is a square iron link separated

in the middle, and each part opening by a spring. G is a

kind of staple opening and closing by a double worm de-

scribed round its superficies working in an interior screw,

contained in a box, opening and closing very considerably

by a single revolution of the box round the screw, by the

means of a small handspike H.

* Communicated liy the inventor.

As
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As many of each of the above described parts as are neces-

sary, according to the width of the river or vality intended

to be passed, with a feufficicnt quantity of planking posts,

chains, &c., accoiding to the existing circumstances of the

case, are the whole of its component parts.

A bridge on this principle for a river, Sec, of a consider-

able width is very portable ; for several of the square frames

may be packed upon each other in carriages or \Vaggons of

the dimensions of eight feet three inches long, three feet

four inches wide, and as many feet high a-? it m^^v be wished

to pack a number of frames ; two of them rising one foot.

The links and staples can be packed in cases, each sort se-

parate.

The method to be used in passing a river with this bridge

shall now be described. (A valley is passed in the same man-

ner ; but there being no water to pass, the bridge will be

easier supported from the under side.) First, two sufficient

holes are to be dug on one side the river, at the distance

apart of the width of the bridge, which in this plan is nine

feet, and the posts 1, are first to be prepared with prongs,

&c., as in the dotted figure K: next the four smaller ones

L, properly secured and well ranmicd. Then taking any

.

one of the pieces C, f:x it on the posts I and L as drawn,

and support it on two well driven piles, if the shore will

permit : and hooking on the next piece wiih one of the

links F through the eyes at the bottom of the piece, and one

of the staples G, fixed into tlie holes of the uprigiit piece cr

parapet, it will there hang. Several more are to be hanged

on the same way, leaving under them, where necessary,

baro-fs or other craft, moored with supporters undtr them

pro tempore. When completed to the opposite shore, the

same process of fixing the posts, &c., is to be repealed, and

when fastened to these posts, the under supports may be

taken away, and the whole left suspending by itself. No-

thing now remain's but for the superintendant of the work

to screw the staples, by the handspike H, till the bridge

rises by a small curvature by opening the interstices N at

the top. It is not required to rise more than a small degree

above level, only just enough to stiffen the v,hoie,-and cau?e

it
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it to lie like a stiff plaak, and rather to occasion a thrust

Outwards than otherwise, which when the weight has

brought down may be again raised by the same operiftion.

The planks are now to be laid on to meet at the intervals as

in the ichnographic plan O, oF which P is the elevation

complete. Q is a perspective view of three joints looking

along the bridge with the planks, &c., drawn faintly.

III. jiiialysis of 'iome Tron Ores in Burgundy and Fravcke-

Comte ; to icliicli is added a?i Examiiwtioii of the Pig

Iron, Bar Imn, and Scorice, produced from tliein. By
M. VAuaUEMN *.

±N the year IS05, M. Vauquelln having visited various iron

works in Burgundy, collected specimens of ores, pig iron,

bar iron, scoriae, and fluxes; Intending to subject them to

chemical analysr-^, to ascertain whether it might be possible

to learn, from a comparison of their composition, what

takes place in the processes to which iron ores and cast iron

are subjected. The following arc the principal results of this

able chemist's labours, and the particulars of some of the

processes he employed to obtain them.

I, Chemical Examination of some Fluor Spars.

The spar used as a ilux at the min^ of Drambon, jn the

department of Cote- d'Or, is yellowish white, and tolerably

hard. It dissolves wiih effervescence in nitric acid, and

leaves a yellowish residuum, amounting to about a llfth of

its weight, which is composed chietly of line sand, with a

minute quantity of alumine and iron. The solution, which

is colourless, gives with annnonia a light, flocculcnt, semi-

transparent, yellowish- whitii precii);tate, in which was de-

tected iron, a little alumine, and phosphate of lime. It

likewise exhibited some traces of silex.

The spar of Pesme is compact, of a grayish white, and

dissolves in nitric acid, leaving a residuum of about a twen-

From Jvurral dc<! Minr', No. ! 19— being an abridgment of a paper

given iu the Msmoir* of the Nviiioiial Insckule.

tielh
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tieth of its weight. A little iron, alumine, and phosphate

of lin)e, were found in the solution.

From these two analyses it appears, that the fluors ana-

lysed consist almost wholly of calcareous matter, hat that

of Pesmc is the most pure. They show at the same time,

that the stones examined contain a small quantity of phos-

phate of lime, which certainly does not amount to a five-

hmidrcdth part.

II. j4)iahjsis of the Scorice of the Iron IVorks at Dramhon.

M. Vauquelin began with these scoriae, rather than with

the ores and smeltings, because these scorise include more

foreign matters in a smaller bulk.

They have a shining blackish colour, nearly resembling

some oxides of manganese. 'I'hcir weight indicates that a

considerable quantity of metallic matter is left in them.

Some parts txliibit blebs of different sizes, others are com-

pact. Their fracture is crystallized, either ncedly or laminar.

Five grammes (77 grains) of scorice, fused twice in suc-

cession, with an equal weight of caustic potash, communi-
cated to the alkali a very deep green colour, when the mass

had been washed with water.—This green colour is known
to be an unequivocal prry^f of the presence of manojanesc,

and it is the best method we can employ to discover the

slightest trace of this metal in any substance.

All the washings of the scoriae thus treated were ]nit

together, and boiled, to separate the manganese. In pro-

portion as this took place, the liquor lost its green colour,

and the metal floated in it in the form of brown flocks,

which, when collected, washed, and dried, weighed two

decig. (three gran-.b) amouniing to four per cent.—The al-

kaline hquor, freed from the manganese and llltered, siill

retained an orange yellow colour, which led M. Vauquelin

to suspect the presence of chrome.

To verify this suspicion, it was necessary, in order to

facilitate the operations requisite for detecting the chrome,

to separate the alumine and silex, thai were m the alkaline

lixivium : .md to avoid the presence of muriatic acid, which

would have thwarted the end he proposed, M. Vau'iuthn

cniployed
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^employed very pure n'ltraie of ammonia, Instead oF the mu-
riate. Thus lie olnained two percent. (0*3 grains) of a mix-

ture ot silex and aiuminc.

He next saturated the li(}iior with pure nitric acid, added

a little in excess, and boiled it for a quarter of an hour, in

order to dissipate entirely the car!)onic acid.

To a portion of the liquor thus prepared he added a few

drops of the solution of nitrate of mercury at a minimum :

but instead of yielding a red colour, as is usual with chrome,

they threw down a white precipitate, which at first he took

for muriate of mercury, but it afterwards appeared to be

phosphate of mercury,—Instructed by this trial, he added to

the remainder of the liquor limewater, which, when the

acid was saturated, produced a ftocculent precipitate. This

had a slight tint of yellow, which changed to a green on

drying, a circumstance that indicated some foreign matter

in the phosphate of lime.

Anxious to discover the cause of this colour, he made the

precipitate red-hot in a silver crucible ; but the green tint,

instead of disappearing, became more intense. He then

fused a little with borax by the blowpipe, and the fine eme-

rald green colour which the salt assumed, confirmed his first

suspicion of the existence of chrome in the scoriae from the

refining furnace.

The remaining precipitate, being treated with nitric acid,

did not entirely dissolve ; a portion being left of a very deep

crccn colour, which was nothing but oxide of chrome mix-

ed with a little silex, the particles of which being brought

together and hardened by the heat had lost the capacity of

being soluble.

The soluti(m was colourless ; and oxalate of ammonia
threw down from it a granulous precipitate, which, when

washed and dried, weighed two decig. (three grains), and

was true oxalate of lime.

The liquor from which the oxdlate of lime was thus pre-

cipitated, being evaporated to dryness, and the residuum

calcined, yielded an acid, which had all the properties of

\hc phosphoric.

The first liquor, to which the limewater had been added

to
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to precipitate the phosphoric acid;, being mixed with nitrate

of mercury recently prepared, a brown yellow precipitate

was formed, which assumed a green tinge by drying in the

air. This precipitate fused with borax gave it a very fine

green colour, which proved it to be a cliromate of mercury

with excess of oxidti.

The presence both of chrome and phosphoric acid in the

scoriae from the refining furnace was thus demonstrated.

These matters, as wfll as those that will be mentioned be-

low, existed in the pig iron, and previously in the ore, for

nothing was added during the processes of working them,

from which these could have been produced.

After chrome, phosphoric acid, manganese, and a por-

tion of the silex and alumiue, had been separated, M. Vau-

quelin dissolved in muriatic acid the ferruginous part, which

had then a yellowish red colour. He observed, that, though

the alkali had taken from it a great deal of oxide of manga-

nese, a perceptible portion of oxvgenized muriatic acid was

produced, as the dissolution went on.

A white powder remained at the bottom of the liquor,

which, when washed and dried, weighed 88 cent. (13-6 gr.),

or about a fifth of the weight of the scoriae. During the

.evaporation of the liquor, which was carried to dryness, a

portion of the same substance was precipitated, which was

freed by means of muriatic acid from a little iron that fell

down with it. This contained some traces of chrome, for

it communicated to borax a decidedly green colour. It was

silex.

M. Vauquelin precipitated the iron from its solution by

ammonia,' and added to the filtered solution oxalate of am-
monia, which formed in it a pretty copious precipitate

pf oxalate of liine.

The iron, still moist and in an attenuated state, was treat-

ed with acetous acid, the mixture evaporated to dryness, and

the residuum redissolved in water. Tn the clear and colour-

less liquor was detected by difl'ercnt means the presence of

oxide of manganese and of a umine, which iiad escaped

the action of the alkali in the first operation, and of a pretty

larae
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large quantity of lime, which the volatile alkali had precipi-

tated with the help of the oxide of iron.

From these experiments, and the results they furnished,

it is evident, that the scoriae of the refining furnace, on

which they were made, are formed of, Isi, a large quantity

of iron oxuled at a minimum ; 2d, oxide of manganese

;

3d, phosphate of iron ; 4th, chrome, probably in the stace

of oxide; 5th, silex ; 6th,alumme; 7th, lime, part of which

is perhaps combined with phosphoric acid.

A doubt can hardly be entertained, that all these matters

were contained, at least in part, in the pig iron that fur-

nished th ^ scoriae : the charcoal might have nnparied to them

at most some lime, silex, and manganese; but the analysis

of" the ores, and of the pig iron itself, will soon teach us

what we ought to think on this point.

III. Examination oj the Bog Ores,

The ores subjected to analysis by M. Vauqueliri were,

1st, those employed at the forge of Drambon. These^are

in spherical nodules of different sizes. Some irregular frag-

ments of limestone are observed among them. 2d, those of

Chamfont and Grosbois. These much resemble the former.

Those of Grosbois contain a pretty large quantity of lime-

stone. 3d, that of Chatillou-sur-Seine. This is of an ochrey

yellow colour, in grains as small as millet-seed ; no lime-

stone is seen among it, but it contains a pretty large quan-

tity of clay.

M. Vauquelin gives at large his analysis of the ore of

Drambon, observing, that the other ores include the same

principles, though indifferent proportions; at the same time

the quantities he has assigned to its different component

parts he gives only as approximations.

Ten grammes (154*3 grains) of the ore of Drambon,

treated with caustic potash, assumed a very intense green

colour, that connTiunicated itself to the water in which it

was lixiviated. The ore, on being subjected to the same ope-

ration a second time, produced a similar effect, but less

striking.

The
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The liquors were boiled, and three decig. (4'6 grains) of

manganese fell down, containing a little silex, and a minute

portion of iron.

The solution retained a slight yellow colour, as in that

from the scoriae. M. Vauquelin, supposing this colour to

be produced by the same substance, saturated it with nitric

acid. With this liquor he mixed a solution of nitrate of

mercury made witliout heat: when it became colourless, and

a white precipitate fell down, which did not give any tinge

to glass of borax.

As the liquor contained an excess of acid, it was suspect-

ed, that, if any chromate of mercury had been formed, it

was held in solution. Accordingly a few drops of a solu-

tion of pure potash were added, and a brown red j)rcei|)itatc

xvas obtained, which, being fused with borax, gave in a fine

emerald green. This indicated, that it was chromate of mer-

cury, perhaps with a little phosphate of the same metal.

The liquor being still acid, and retaining some mercury

in solution, M. Vauquelin imagined it still contained

chrome. He therefore added a few drops of nitrate of sil-

ver, in hopes of obtaining a crimson red precipitate; but

what fell down was of an orange yellow, and did not cjvc a

green colour to borax. It was phosphate of silver. Potash

added to the remaining liquor produced a very bulky, lloc-

culent, lemon-coloured precipitate. This accpiired a green

hue as it dried, and was chromate of iiiercury, containing

silver, with a smairquaniitv of aluminc and silex.

The mercury was separated irom tlie silver in a gentle

heat by means of muriatic acid, diluted with two j)a!ts of

water, that it might not dissolve the muriate of silver. At
once the precipitate became white, and the acid green. The
solution being evaporated to dryness left a blackish matter,

which gave a very fine green colour to borax.

Afterward, by employing sulphuric acid, and precipitating

by limewater, M. Vauquelin obtained 1*5 per cent, of

magnesia. Though this earth was found in the pia; iron

from each of the five bog ores, he does not venture to assert

that it exists in all : but he observes, he has much more rea-

Vol. 33. No. li-Q. .7a»z. I809. B son
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son to think that chrome and phosphoric acid are constantly

found in it.

Reflecting that oxide of manganese, chrome, and mag-

nesia, which he had just obtained, were found hkewise in

aerolites, or meteoric stones, he questioned whether it were

not possible for iron ores to have contributed in some way

or other to the formation oFtlicse stones. This idea led him

to examine, whether nickel likewise did not occur in bog

ores ; but his researches were fruitless.

From what has been said it follows, that the bog ores

analysed were composed of, 1st, iron; 2d, manganese; 3d,

phosphoric acid ; 4th, chrome; 5th, magnesia; 6th, silex j

7th,alumine; and 6th, lime. The chrome, phosphoric acid,

and magnesia had not before been noticed in these ores.

IV'^. Examination of the Iron thai sullimes and collects in

the Ckimncys ojthe refining Furnace.

This iron is found adhering to the sides of the chimneys

of the refining furnace in the shape of stalactites, which are

sometimes more than a foot long and three or four inches in

dianieter. They are formed of agglutinated grains, red in

their fracture, leaving great i-ntervals between them, and

having but a slight action on the magnet.

We shall omit the particulars of M. Vauquelin's analysis,

which he concludes with the following words :

" In this sublimed iron, then, there are oxide of manga-

nese, silex, phosphoric acid, and above all a great deal of

chrome. These matters therefore have been volntilized^by

the caloric, either by being dissolved in this fluid, or by

vielding to the impulse of the current of air; but in either

case they have issued from the pig iron during tlie process

of refining."

V. Kxamlnatlon of the Vlg Iron of Dramlon,

Having found oxide of manganese, chrome, phosphoric

acid, and earths, in the scoriae of the refining furnace, it

was natural for M. Vauquelin to infer, that he should find

the same substances in the pig iron; since it is this that

furnishes
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furnishes these scoriae, at least for the most part, In the pro-

cess of refilling. This fact was fully confirmed by analysis.

He proceeded thus. Ten grammes (154*5 grains) of gray-

pig iron of Drambon reduced to filings were dissolved in

sulphuric acid diluted with six parts of water. The hydro-

gen gas evolved during the solution was collected. It had

an extremely fetid smell, very much resembling that of phos-

phureited hydrogen gas, though it had a certain pungency,

which the phosphurelted hydrogen has not. The nature of

this gas will be noticed presently.

The residuum was of a very deep black, and diffused an

extremely strong smell of phosphorus. It weighed 53

cent, (8*2 grains), or a little more than a twentieth of the

iron employed. The upper part of the bottle in uhich the

solution was made, and the tube through which the hydro-

gen had passed, being so greasy that water would not ad-

here to them, M. Vauquelin suspected that oil had been

formed ; a fact fist announced by M. Proust a few years ago

on a similar occasion, and which M. Vauquelin adds he had

himself observed before that, when dissolving certain kinds

of tin.—To know whether any of tliis oil remained in the

residuum of the pig iron dissolved in the sulphuric acid, he

boiled it with highly dephlegmated alcohol, and filtered the

liquor hot.

On' the addition of water this alcohol became milky ; and

being exposed to a gentle heat, drops of oil separated from

it as the alcohol evaporateck This oil was clear and- trans-

parent; it had a slight yellow tinge ; its taste was hot and

a little pungent. It appeared lo be of a middle kind between

the volatile and fat oils.

When the oil it contained was separated from the resi-

duum of the pig iron, this residuum was deflagrated in a

silver crucible with a little very pure nitrate of potash, the

matter was washed with distilled water, and a light yellow

liquor was obtained. This was mixed with a solution of the

nitrate of ammonia, to precipitate the silex and alumine

supposed to be contained in it ; and a small quantity of these

was separated. Limewater added to the filtered liquor formed

B 2 in
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in it a copious precipitate, which haJ all the characters oF

phosphate of lime.

To ascertain whether chrome was contained in this liquor,

it was first boiled to volatilize the ammonia, and a few drops

of nitrate of mercury were added, which was precipitated of

a brown yellow, owing to a little lime remaining. Thiis

precipitate, however, gave a green colour to borax, which

proves that it contained chrome.

The lixiviun) from the residuum of the solution calcined

wiih nittate .'f potash then contained phosphoric acid,

chrome, and silcx mixed with a little alumine. There was

likewise in it a nunute portion of manganese.—The resi-

duum, when thus treated and lixiviated, was in the form of

a reddish powder, which was dissolved for the greater part

by muriatic acid. There remained, however, a small quan-

tity of grayish matter, which was silex mingled with chrome,

for it gave a very decided green colour to borax.—The mu-
riatic solution contained a large portion of iron. It assumed

the consistence of a jelly on evaporation, which proves that

it contained silex. It is probable that a little chrome and

man'"'ane3e were also concealed in it.

It appears then that this pig iron, besides carburet of

iron, contains phosi^huret of iron, manganese, chrome, si-

lo;, and alunrme- Next to the iron and carbon, it appeared

to M. Vauquelin that the phosphorus was most abundant.

It is then in the rcsiduums of the solutions of pig and bar

iron that we must henceforward look For phosphorus, rather

than in the solutions themselves, as has hitherto been done.

Probablv the neglecting to examine these residuums with

sufficient attention is the reason of our remaining so ignorant

of the causes of the bnd quality of iron.

M. Vauquelin admits that there is likewise a small quan-

tity of phosphorus converted into acid, and dissolved in the

liquor, probably in the state of phosphate of iron, by means

of the sulphuric acid. It appears to him, that, when the

sulphuric acid is less diluted with water, a larger quantity of

phosphorus dissolves in the liquor. To separate this phos-

phate of iron, he dilutes the solution with seven or eight

parts
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parts of water, and mixes with it carbonate of potash, till

almost the whole of the acid is saturated. A white preci-

pitate is formed, more or less copious according to the kind

of iron employed; and at the expiration of a few days it

grows yellowish. This precipit.'ite, washed and dried, lie

treats with potash in a silver crucible at a red heat : he thca

lixiviates the matt'cr with water, and, after having saturated

the liquor with nitric acid, and boiled it to expel the carbo-

nic acid, he adds liniewater, which commonly forms a white

floccuknt precipitate, or semilransparcnt if pho^phorc acid

be proscm. He has likewise found a large quantity of

chrome in the precipitate produced by carbonate of potash

in the solufion of pig iron by sulphuric acid. It follows

therefore, that chrome as well as phosphcuus is oxygenized

and dissolved in sulphuric acid.

The alkaline liquor sliould be tested with nitrate of am-

monia, previously to saturating it, in order to know whether

it holds anv silex or akimine in solution. If it docs, a suf-

ficient quantity should be added to precipitate these earths,

after which they must be separated by the filter ; as without

this precaution thev vvould be precipitated by the lime, and

might be mistaken for phosphate of lime. M. Vauquelin

has found very evident traces of this salt in the pig iron of

the works at Drambon, thougii he emuioyed sulphuric acid

diluted with six parts of water to dissolve it ; ihtrc was much
less, however, than remained in the residuum ol" thesoiutiun.

This was the only kind of pig iron he examined, but he

conceives it probable that all the irons from bog ores con-

tain the same foreign matters.

VI. Examination of the Bar Iron (f Dramhon and Pcsines.

M. Vauquelin tlissolved five grammes (77'2 grains) of cold

short iron of Drambon in sulphum. acid diluted with five

parts of water. The hydrogen gas evolved duruig the dis-

solution had exactly the same smell as that of the gas from

the pig iron, but not quite so powerful.

—

Tho. residuum left

by these five grammes was much less copious than that of

the pig iron, and appeared likewise not to be of Sv) deep a

jblack. \yhile wet, it emitted a very strong fetid smell,

B 3 anaiogQirt
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Analogous to that of hvdrogen gas. It weighed 15 cent.

(5'3 grains), amounting to three per cent. The solution of

the iron had the same smell, which was not dissipated hut

by evaporation.

A few particles oF this residuum, thrown on a burning

coal, emitted a white va[)our, with a smell resembling that

of arsenic and phosphorus. Hcaltd red-hot in a silver cru-

cible, it burned with flame, and left behind a yellowish

powder. This was mixed with a little caustic potash, cal-

cined, and lixiviated. The liquor being fihered, saturated

with nitric acid, and subjected lor a few minutes to heat,

iimewater was added, which threw down a white ffocculent

precipitate, consisting chiefly of phosphate of lime, but with

a minute portion of silex, and perhaps of alumine.

It is certain from these experiments, which M. Vauquelia

repeated several limes, that the iron of Drambon, though it

is considered as of pretty good quality, contains very per-

ceptible traces of phosphorus. He likewise found some slight

traces of it in the solution by sulphuric acid.

The iron of Pesmes aff(;rded nearly the same results.

The residuum, however, was less by one half, amounting

only to 1| per cent.; and it contained less phosphorus.

This iron is very tough, and is reckoned one of the best in

Franche-Comte.

VII. Of the Hydrogen Gas.

Various experiments, which. M. Vauquelin made by the

help of oxygenated muriatic acid on the hydrogen gas evolved

from the pig and bar iron, led him to conclude that phos-

phorus is the chief cause of its fetid smell.

VIII. Recapitulation and Inferences.

From the experiments I have related, says M. Vauquelin,

it follows

:

1. That the five sorts of bog ore I analysed are composed

of the same principles, which, beside iron, are silex, alu-

mine, lime, oxide of manganese, phosphoric acid, magne-

sia, and chromic acid.

2. That the five sorts of ore haying been taken without

selection
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selection from ])laccs tolerably distant from each other, it

is probable that all ores of the ban)e kind contain the same

substances.

3. That these ores want only nickel, to contain the s^me

sn!)'itanccs as the stones that have fallen from the almo-

spiiere.

4. That part of these substances remains in the bar iron,

and proba!)lv in larger quantity in pisj; iron, which may be

the cause of its greater hardness and brillleness.

5. That the greater part of these suljstanccs is separated

during the refining of the pig iron, when this operation iS

well executed ; since they are found in the scorioe, and in

the sublimed iron that adheres to the insidcs of the chim-

neys of the refining furnaces.

C. That traces of them, however, arc fomid in bar iron of

good qualitv ; and thai .probably chrt)ine, phosphorus, and

niann;ancse arc ihe chief causes that render iroii hot short

or cold short.

7. That the process of refining merits the greatest i'ten-

tion from iron-masters, since it appears that the good

quality of irjn depends on its skilful execution.

8. That the presence of phcsphoru* and of chrome is to

be sought for not in the solutions of pig and bar iron alone,

but also in the rcsiduums of their solutions.

9. That by the union of hydrogen and carbon during the

dissolution of iron, and particularly of gray cast iron, an oil

is formed, which, in conjunction with a small quantity of

phosphorus, communicates a fetid smell to the hydrogen

gas that dissolves them.

10. That it is to these two substances the hydrogen gas

owes its properties of burning with a blue flame, and being

heavier than when pure.

1 1. Lastly, That the oil and the phosphorus are separated

from the hydrogen gas by oxygenized annriatic acid, which

destroys them.

B4 IV. On
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IV. On Hydrophobia.

To Mr. rUloch.
SIR,

The foIlow!\-ig P;iper, with some other MSS., lately fell into mf
hands. The Paper now sent appears to have be.^n written se-

' veral years ago. It you think it worthy of insertion in your
valuable Journal, it is very much at your service.

I am your very obedient servant,

Grev;Ile street, JoHN TauntoN.
Jan. 10, 1809.

xVabies canina, or, as it is more commonly called. Hydro-

phobia, the subject of the following dissertation, is a disease

as little understood, yet as serious in its conseqiiences, and

dreadful in its effects, as any with which the human body

is afiected.

It may be defined a painful and difficult state of degluti-

tion, attended with great anxiety and horror of countenance,

with occasional convulsive paroxysms j and these the conse-

quence of the bite of a mad animal.

History of the Disease.

The symptoms take place at very irregular and uncertain

intervals of time after the bite, having been known to occur

as early as the third week, and as late as nine or twelve

months ; but for the most part the commencement of the

disease may be placed at four or six weeks from the time of

the accident. In most cases, the first symptom is a painful

and uneasy sensation in the part where the bite was in-

flicted ; but this is not to be considered as a constant or in-

variable occurrence.

Among the earliest appearances are to be ranked languor,

depression of spirits, timidity, disturbed sleep, frigiitful

dreams, sighing, and loss of appetite ; sometimes with

nausea, weight at the stomach, and rigor.

In a short time the unhappy object becomes extremely

sensible to all external impressions, the sense of touch, of

hearing and seeing, being more or less affected in diti'erent

cases. Upon attempting to swallow the smallest quantity

either of solids or fluids, but especially the latter, although

frequently
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frequently excited to it by thirst, the greatest agitation and

horror arc produced, with aii apparently strong convulsive

affeclion of the pharynx and cvsophagus, difliculty of breath-

ing, tremor, great anxiety and impatience, and remarkable

tjuickness of circulation.

The patient is not so much agitated by the sigiu of solids

or fluids in the early state of the disease, as is commonly

imagined ; watery liquors being sometimes carried to the

mouth with fortitude and composure ; but, immediately mx

touching the lips, are rejected with a violent and frightful

agitation, the miiid being at that time more particularly

conscious of the inability of swallowing.

Solids are, notwithstanding, in some cases, c;ot down,

even in the advanced stage of the disease, but never without

pain and an;itation, being thrvist into the mouth in a pecu-

liar hurried and greedy manner, and invariably exciting or in-

creasing the convulsions, which constitute so formidable a

part of the disease.

After these symptoms have continued 12, 18, or 2-1 hours

(the progress being somewhat different in different cases),

the disorder puts on the most distressing and melancholy

appearance ; the convulsive attacks, which were before ex-

cited chiefly by the attempt to swallow, now occur spon-

taneously every 10 or 15 minutes, the whole body being so

violently agitated as to rccjuire several assistants to support

the patient. The countenance is wild, the eyes red and

fitarintr, and large drops of sweat pour from the head and face.

In ihe intervals of these paroxysms, the miserable suOcrer

becomes somewhat composed, complains of an up.easy sen-

sation across the breast, and also in the throat, often ascrib-

inc; it to wind, and wonderinc; that he is not able to dis-

charge it, so as to obtain relief.

The secretion of saliva is now much increased, but of

such a thick viscid qualiiy, that the patient is obliged to

exert considerable force to discharge it from his n)outh. The
-manner of doing this, and the frequency with which it is

repeated, joined to l;he peculiar anxious state of the coun-

tenance already mentioned, so strongly characterize tho

<liseasc, that the most superficial observer, having seen one

case
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case of it, can scarcely afterwards be at a loss to distinguish

another. As the disease draws towards a conclusion, the

intellectual faculties, which had before remained wonderfully

perfect, give way, the patient being afl'ccted with delirium

of the fiercest and most unmanageable kind, especially du-

ring the paroxysms of convulsion, which become so fre-

quent as scarcely to have any interval.

The strengtii is at length exhausted; the pulse is extremely

small, weak, quick, and intermitting-; cold clammy sweats

supervene ; the countenance is somewhat livid and fright-

fully distorted ; and in this state a general return of convul-

sion puts an end to one of the most melancholy and affects

ing scenes that the human mind can well foim an idea of.

This fatal termination happens most commonly about the

end of the third day from the first attack, though it has

scnnetimes occurred as early as the second, and at other

tunes as l;Ue as the fourlij day.

No anatomical examination that has hitherto been made
en this subject, seems to have throvvn any light upon it.

Different parts of the fauces, pharynx, and ossophagus have

been frequently found slightly inflamed, probably owing to

the exertions to which these parts are subjected in the course

of the disease. The lungs have also been generally found

distended with blood, and in some cases the vessels of the

brain likewise ; both of which maybe supposed to depend

on the irregular action of the heart." The only disease with

which this is likely to be confounded is tetanus ; the jxiinful

and diflicult deglutition, with the convulsive paioxysms, being

common to both ; but the continued stiffness of the jaws,

or the spasm of the muscles by which the jaws are kept

fixed, which is essential to tetanus, will at once lead to a

satisfactory distinction, independent of the circumstances of

infection, which we always annex to hydrophijbia.

With regard to the theory of this disease, there are several

important questions which naturally present themselves for

consideration, each requiring a separate and perhaps exten-

sive discussion, viz., To what is the origin of the infection

to be ascribed ? To what animals is it confined? Is any

country exempted from it, and in what climates is it most

1 frequent }
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frequent ? Is the infection confined to the saHva? Is ab-

sorption necessary to the production of the disease ? At how
Jate a period is the destruction of the part on which the bite

was inflicted, effectual in preventing the disorder? Are the

symptoms accompanied by a state of increased excitement,

or by debihty ?

The hmits of this paper will not permit me to enlarge ou

these interesting topics ; but we niay shortly observe, that,

whatever may be the origin of the infection, it docs not ap-

pear to be confined to any particular class of animals, or any

particular country or climate ; that, with regard to absorption

as necessary to the production of the disease, it is difiicult to

form a decided opinion ; for while on the one hand we have

the analogy of oiher poisons, as that of hies venerea, in fa-

vour of absorption, we must observe on the other, that this

disease bears a great resemblance to tetanus, where there is

not the most distant suspicion of any thing absorbed to ac-

count for the mischief; and further, that the lymphatic

glands in the course oF absorption have never, as far as I

know, been found diseased.

Could this point be settled, we should have less difficulty

in determining the next, namely, the period at which the de-

struction of the part bitten v/ould be effectual in preventing

the occurrenceof the disease ; for, were it clearly shown to be

produced by absorption, we should be inclined to think that

the operation would be Successful any time before the com-

mencement of the pain in the part mentioned in the history.

As to the question whether the hydrophobia be a disorder

accompanied by increased excitement or debility, it is ne-

cessary to say, that, by increased excitement, I mean not

only a greater freqtiency of action in the heart and arteries,

but of strength likewise. In some cases of this disease, the

symptoms seem to have indicated such a condition; as, for

example, the rapid and apparently strong state of circula-

tion, and the fierce and unmanageable delirium. Bleeding

has seemed to be strongly indicated from these circum-

stances, and has accordingly had a full and fair trial ; but

the effects have by no means tended to confirm the idea on

which the practice was founded. The delirium and frequency

ef
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of circulation have rather, on the contrary, been increased

by it. It is not unlikely, when we take a view of the action

of the other poisons, that there may be a difference in difier-

tnt cases; thus, the small-pox is sometimes attended with

strong inflammatory symptoms; at other times with great

debility ; and this difference not depending on any variety in

the poison itself, but on the state of the constitution and

other accidental circumstances. I am not able to determme

how far the analogy will apply to hydrophobia. That it is

soiiietimes connected with debility cannot be doubted,

having occurred in delicate children, in whom the pulse has

been weak throughout the whole of the disease. This weak-

ness, too, must necessarily be increased by the unhappy state

ofdeglutition, which precludes all nourishment by the mouth.

There are several other circumstances also, which are fa-

vourable to the idea of debility as connected with this com-

plaint : thus, it is well known that some of the most violent

convulsive disorders are attended with great debility, and

the only method of removing them effectually, is by

strengthening the constitution. Again, a fierce and very

unmanageable state of delirium occurs in some cases of low-

fever, where every other symptom points out weakness, and

the free use of wine at such times has produced the happiest

eflects. Although then it is far from n)y intention to pro-

pose debility as explanatory of the symptoms of hydrophobia,

yet it appears to be that condiiionof the body \^hich most

generally accompanies it, and which should not be lost

sight of in the treatment.

Melhod of Treatment,

I have no hesitation in affirminsr, that there is no well-

marked case of this disorder in which a cure has been ob'"

taincd after the syniptoms havii made their appearance
j

and even with regard to the prevention, that there is no
method of treatment (that of removing the part excepted)

which can in any degree be depended on.

The disorder has repeatedly occurr<!d after the fullest trial

of theOrmskirk and other boasted specifics. And no favour-

able ^onckisjon can be drawn from thpse ii>stances in

which
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v.'hich patients having taken such remedies have escaped.

First, because many bites are inflicit-d by animals which are

not diseased, l)ut only supposed to be so, Secondly, IF the

animal be decidedly mad, all of those on whom tlie bite is

inflicted are not the subjects of the disease, soma of them

escaping indepcnuenlly of any medicine.

After the symptoms have made their appearance, there

are some remedies which appear to have had so full a trial,

that their exhibition should be totally laid aside in future.

Of these are the Ormskirk medicine, musk, mercurials,

bleeding, warm bath, and opium ; and thcrefoi^, in con-

ducting the treatment hereafter, I vvould projtose in the

first place, that we should seek for a specific among those

articles of the materia medica which are known to exert

strong effects upon the body. Among the metallic prepa-

rations, I would more particularly recon)mendatrial of thostj

of lead, copper, zinc, and lastly of arsenic. Among the

vegetables, tobacco, cicuta, aconite, henbane, &c. Several

remedies of this description may be administered at the same

time.

But while we are endeavouring in this way to find out

a specific for the poison of hydrophobia, I would not

neglect other objects, which appear to be of consequence,

and which do not interfere with it. Thus, I should en-

deavour to administer frequent clysters composed of broth,

milk, and other nutriiious articles. Various antispasmodics

may be combined and employed in the same form, for it is

in vain to expect that the patient can swallow so frequently

as would be necessary to the fair trial of such remedies.

Camphor, asafcctidu, castor, celbcr, &:c., may all be com-

bined in the form of clyster, and injected every second

or third hour. When these different plans have been tried,

if the disease should still baffle our endeavours, let us

not continue tame witnesses of so melancholy a spectacle,

but proceed to methods which no other situatioii could jus-

tify—I mean that of injecting into the blood vessels va-

rious active remediefi, leaving previously tried upon animals

(as some kind of guide) in what quantities ihcy can be re-

ceived
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ceived into circulation without fatal effects. If ihese should

be found unsuccessful, to expose the patient for a certain

length of time to one or other of the inephitic gases.

V. On Deal Pendulum Rods.

l>ynn, Dec. 17th, 18GS.

5jj^
To Mr. Tilloch.

-It has been frequently observed, that clocks with wooden

pendiikun rods vary considerably in their rates of going, at

different seasons of the year ; but the cause of this irregula-

rity still remains in some obscurity, for want of a greater

number of observations.

Mr. Ludlam says, " That such a j)cndulum rather loses

in cold and gains in warmer weather *." Mr. Woilaston had

a clock with a pendulum rod of deal, and he says, '^ It ap-

pears as if the clock gained in warm and lost in cooler

weather : but this is not clear. It began to gain before

the weather grew warm. Whether this be owing to damp,

or any other causes, longer experience and abler observers

may discover f."

My clock, of the rate of which the following table contains

a short abstract from 1798to 1807, has a deal pendulum

rod, a dead escapement, and goes when winding up. The
daily rate was ascertained by a transit instrument which

stands in the same room with the clock, and the observations

were taken at all convenient opportunities, as an exact rate

cannot be found from observations taken only once in a fort-

night or three weeks.

It appears from this table, that pendulums with wooden

rods gain most in the driest, and lose most in the dampest

weather. I could never discover that heat or cold had any

effect upon my clock, further than that it went very regularly

during hard frosty weather, which I suppose was owing to

the moisture in the pendulum being frozen. And it also ap-

pears, that moisture does not affect the wood so much ai

* Ludlam's Observations, p. 40. ^ Phil. Trans, abrid^^ed, No. 50, p. 216".

the
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th^e contrary extreme, hut the greatest rate of gaining was

only of short duration : hence it may be supposed, that the

wood imbibed nioi-;lure rapidly as soon as the dry seasou

was over. I am, sir, your h limbic servant,

Ez. WALKEff.

Tabic of the greatest Variations in the dnihj Rates of thres

Clocks with Deal Pendulum Rods.

1798.

1799.

1 800,

I SOI

1S02

1803

Greatest vana- Greatest an-

Time of the year when the greatest jiion in the daily nual varia'

OSS ;iiid }i;:iin in ihe daily rate of tiie rate of tlie tion, in tl>e

clock look place. lock in twelve rate of the

nontlis. Iclock.

Feb. 4th and the 6th,

<

CQ

Sep. I4tli

Feb. 24 th

Julv 25 ih

Feb. 4th

Aug. 18th

Jan. 7th

Julv 11th

March 7th

Oct. nth
Feb. ISth

i^Sep. 25th

13th,

23th,

26th,

3th,

27th,

8th,

Uth,
9th,

13 th,

23d,

29lh,

—
+ 4
— 1

2

.3^
10 /

+

+

+

i+
3
ti

1+ 3

7

1

,4 \
53 /

o}
59 \
51 r
48 \
•16 /
•33 ~1

•4S J

4-83"
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VI. An Account of a Method of hastening the Mali/rat ioTi,-

of Grapns. i>y John Williams, Esq., in a Lttier to

the Rt. Hon. 5/r Joseph Banks, Bart. K.B. P.R.S.*

SIR,

J.T is a fact well known to gardeners, tbat vines, when ex-

posed in this cHniaie to the open air, although trained to

wails with southern aspects, and having every advantage of

judicious culture, yet in the ordinary course of our seasons

rij)en their fruit with difficulty. This remark, however,

though true in general, admits of some exceptions ; for I

have occasionally seen trees of the common white muskadine,

and black clyster grapes, that have matured their fruit very

well, and earlier by a fortnight or three weeks than others

of the same kinds, and apparently possessing similar advan-

tages of soil and aspect.

'I'hc 7m>es that ripened the fruit thus early, I have gene-

rally remarked, were old trees having trunks eight or tea

feet hi<*h, before their bearing branches commenced. It

occurred to me, that this disposition to ripen early, might

be occasioned by the dryness and rigidity of the vessels of

the old trunk obstructing the circulation of that portion of

the sap which is supposed to desceiid from the leaf. And
to prove whether or not my conjectures were correct, I made

incisions through the bark on the trunks of several vines

growing in my garden, nmoving a circle of bark from each,

and thus leaving the naked alburnum above an inch in

width completely exposed ; this was done in the months of

June and Juli/. The following autumn the fruit growing

on these trees came to great perfection, having ripened from

a fortnight to three weeks earlier than usual : hut in the

succeeding spring the vines did not shoot with their ac-

customed vigour, and I found that I had injured them by

exposing the alburnum unnecessarily.

Last summer these experiments were repeated ; at the end

o{ July and beginning of August, I look annular excisions

of bark from the trunks of several of my vines, and that the,

* From Transactions of the Horticultural Society, vol. i.

exposed
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exposed albiirnuai might be again covered with new bark by

the end of autumn, the remtivcd circles were made rather

less than a quarter of an inch in width. Two vines of the

white Frontiniac, in similar states of growth, being trained

near to each other on a south wall, were selected for trial ;

one of tiiese was experimented on (if I may use the term),

the other was left in its natural state, to form a standard of

comparison. When the circle of bark had been removed

about a fortnight, the berries on the experimented tree be-

gan evidently to swell faster than those on the other, and

by the beginning of September showed indications of ap-

proaching ripeness, while the fruit of the unexpcrimentcd

tree continued green and small. In the beginning of Octo-

lery the fruit on the tree that had the bark removed from it

was quite ripe, the other only just began to show a dispo-

sition to ripen, for the bunches were shortly afterwards de-

stroyed by the autumnal frosts. In every case in which

circles of bark were removed, I invariably found that the

fruit not only ripened earlier, but the berries were consi-

derably larger than usual, and more highly flavoured.

The effects thus produced, I can account for only, by

adopting Mr. Knight's theory of the downward circulation

of the sap, the truth of which these experiments, in my
opinion, tend strongly to confirm. I therefore imagine by

cutting through the cortex and liber without wounding the

alburnum, that the descent of that portion of the sap which

has undergone preparation in the leaf is obstructed and con-

fined in the branches situated above the incision ; conse-

quently the fruit is better nourished and its maturation hast-

ened. It is certainly a considerable point gained in the cul-

ture of the vine, to be able to bring the fruit to perfection,

by a process so simple, and so easily performed. But lest

there should be any misconception in the foregoing state-

ment, I will briefly describe the exact method to be follow-

ed by any person who may be desirous of trying this mode
of ripening grapes. The best time for performing the ope-

ration on vines growing in the open air, is towards the end

of Julijy or lieginning of August , and it is a material point.

Vol. 33. No. li.'9. Jan. liiOy. C not
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not to let the removed circle of bark be too wide : from one

to two eighths of an inch will be a space of sufficient width ;

the exposed alburnum will then be covered again with new

bark before the following winter, so that there will be no-

dangtT of injuring the future health of the tree.

It is not of much consequence in what part of the tree

the incision is made, but in case the trunk is very large, I

should then recomnund, that the circles be made in the

smaller branches.

It is to be observed that all shoots which come out from

the root of the vine, or from the front of the trunk situated

Itlow the incision, must be removed as often as they appear,

unless bearing wood is particularly wanted to till up the

lower part of the wall, in which case one or two shoots may

be left»

Vines growing in forcing houses are equally improved irr

point of size and flavour, as well as made to ripen earlier by

takino; awav circles of bark : the time for doins: this, is when

the fruit is set, and the berries are about the size of small

shot. The removed circles may here be made wider than

on vines growing in the open air, as the bark is sooner re-

newed in forciufr houses, owing to the warmth and moisture

in those places. Half an inch will not be too great a width

to take off in a circle from a vigorous growing vine, but I

do not recommend the operation to be performed at all in

weak trees.

* I think that this practice may be extended to other fruits,

so as to hasten their maturity, especiallyj%5, in which there

is a most abundant flow of returning sap ; and it demon-

strates to us, why old trees are more disposed to bear fruit

than young ones. Miller informs us, that the vineyards in

Italy are thought to improve every year by age, till they are

50 years old. It therefore appears to me, that nature, in

the course of time, produces efl'ccts similar to what I have

above reconniiended to be done by art. For, as trees be-

come old, the returning vessels do not convey the sap into

the roots, with the same facility they did when young: thus,

by occasionally removing circles of bark, we only anticipate

the
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the process of nature j in both eases a stagnation of the true

sap is obtained in the fruiting branches, and the redundant

nutriment then passes into the fruit.

I have sometimes found that after the circle of bark has

been removed, a small portion of the inner lark has adhered

to the nllurnum : it is of the utmost importance to remove
this, thougli ever so small, otherwise in a very short space

of time, the communication is again established with the

root, and little or no effect j)roduced. Therefore in about

ten days after the first operation has been performed, I

generally look at the part from whence the bark was re-

moved, and separate any small portion, which may have

escaped the knife the first time.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Pitmaston, Worcestershire, JOHN WiLLIAMS.
April 20, 1808.

VII. On a new Method of training Fndt Trees, By Thos.
Andrew Knight, Esq., F.R.S., &c.'*

-T ROM the result of experiments I have made to ascertain

the influence of gravitation on the descending sap of trees,

and the cause of the descent of the radicle, and ascent of

the expanding plumule of germinating seeds f, I have been

induced to believe that none of the forms, in which fruit

trees are generally trained, are those best calculated to pro-

mote an equal distribution of the circulating fluids j by

which alone permanent health and vigour, and power to

afford a succession of abundant crops, can be given. I havQ

therefore been led to try a nicthod of training which is, I

believe, different from any that has been practised ; and as

the success of this method has fully answered every expec-

tation I had formed, I have thought a concise account of it

might not be unacceptable to the Horticultural Society. I

confine my account to the peach tree, though, with a little

variation, the method of training and pruning, that I re-

• From Transactions of tlie Horticultural Society, vol. i.

t Philosophical Transactions, 180G and ISOJ.

C 2 commend.
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commend, is applicable, even with su|X'rior advantages, to

the cherry, plum, and pear tree; and I must observe, that

when trees are by any means deprived of the motion, which

their branches naturally receive from winds, the forms in

which they are trained, operate more powerfully on their per-

manent health and vigour, than is generally imagined.

My pesch trees, which were plants of one year old only,

were headed down, as usual, early in the spring, and two

shoots only were trained from each stem in opposite direc-

tions, and in an elevation of about five degrees; and when

the two shoots did not grow w^iih equal luxuriance, I de-

pressed the strongest, or gave a greater elevation to the

weakest, by which means both were made to acquire and ta

preserve an equal degree of vigour. These shoots, receiving

the whole sap of the plants, grew with much luxuriance,

and in the course of the summer each attained about the

length of four feet. Many lateral shoots were of course emit-

ted from the young luxuriant branches ; but these were

p'nched off at the first or second leaf; and were in the suc-

ceeding winter wholly destroyed ; when the plants, after

beins pruned, appeared as represented in Plate II. Fig. 1.

This form, I shall here observe, might with much advan-

ta'^e be o;iven to trees vi'hilst in the nursery ; and perhaps it

is the only form which can be given, without subsequent

injury to the tree : it is also a form that can be given, with

very little trouble or expense to the nurseryman.

In the succeeding season as many branches were suflfercd

to spring from each plant as could be trained conveniently,

without shading each other ; and by selecting the strongest

and earliest bud» towards the points of the year old branches,

and the weakest and latest near their bases, I was enabled

to give to each annual shoot nearly an equal degree of vi-

crour; and the plants appeared in the autumn of the second

year nearly as represented in Fig. 2. The experienced gar-

dener will here observe, that I exposed a greater surface of

leaf to the light, without placing any of the leaves so as to

shade others, than can probably be done in any other mode

of training ; and in consequence of this arrangement, the

growth of the trees was so great, that at two years old some

3 of
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of thcni were nflccn feet wide; and the young wood in

every part acquired the most perfect maturity. In the win-

ter, tlie shoots of the last season were alternately shortened,

and R-fc their whole length, and they were then jirepared to

afford a most abundant and rca.ular blossom in the succeed-

ing spring.

In the autunm of the thinl year the trees were nearly as

represented in -Fig. 3, ihe central part of each being formed

of very fine bearing wood; and the size and general health

of the trees afford evidence of a more regular distribution

of the sap, than I have witnessed in any other mode of

training.

In the preceding method of treating peach trees very little

use was made of the knife during winter; and I niust re-

mark that the necessity of winter pruning should generally

be avoided as much as pcissible ; for bv laying in a n)uch

larger quantity of wood in the summer and autumn than can

be wanted in the succeeding year, the gardener gains no

o;her advantage than that of having a '* grcit choice of fine

bearing wood to fill his walls," and I do not see any ad-

vantage in his having much more than he wants ; on the

contrarv, the health of the tree always suffers by too much
use of the knife through successive seasons.

To enicr into the detail of pruning, in the manner in

which I think it might he done u iih most advantage, would

of necessity lead nie much beyond the intended limits of my
present communication ; but I shall take this opportunity of

offering a few observations on the proper treatment of luxu-

riant shoots of the peach tree, the origin and oflice of which,

as well as the right mode of pruning them, are not at all

understood either by the writers on gardening of this coun-

try, or the Continent.

I have shown in the Philosophical Transactions of 1S05,

that the alburnum or sip wood of oak trees loses a consi-

derable part of its weight during the period in which its

leaves are formed in the spring ; and that any portion of the

alburnum affords less extractive matter after the leaves have

been formed than previously. 1 have also shown that the

aqueous fluid which ascends in the spring in the birch and

C 3 sycamore
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sycamore becomes specifically heavier as it ascends towards

the buds ; which, I think, affords sufficient evidence that the

alburnum of trees becomes during winter a reservoir of the

sap or blood of the tree, as the bulb of the hyacinth, tulip,

and the tuber of the potatoe, certainly do of the sap or blood

of those plants. Now a wall-tree, from the advantageous

position of its leaves relative to the light, prqbably generates

much more sap, comparatively with the number of its buds,

than a standard tree of the same size ; and when it attempts

to employ its reserved sap in the spring, the gardener is

compelled to destroy (and frequently does so too soon and

too abruptly) a very large portion of the small succulent

shoots emitted, and the aphis too often prevents the growth

of those which remain. The sap in consequence stagnates,

and appears often to choke the passages through the small

branches ; which in consequence become incurably un-

healthy, and stunted in their growth : and nature then finds

means of employing the accumulated sap, which, if retained,

would generate the morbid exudation, gum, in the produc-

tion of luxuriant shoots. These shoots, our gardeners, from

Langley to Forsyth, have directed to be shortened in sum-

mer, or cut out in the succeeding spring ; but I have found

great advantages in leaving them wholly unsliorlened ; when

they have uniformly produced the finest possible bearing

wood for the succeeding year ; and so far is this practice

from having a tendency to render naked the lower or in-

ternal parts of the tree, whence those branches spring, that

the strongest shoots they afford invariably issue from the

buds near their bases. I have also found that the laterals

that spring from these luxuriant shoots, if stopped at the

first leaf, often afford very strong blossoms and fine fruit in

the succeeding season. Whenever therefore space can be

found to train in a luxuriant shoot, I think it should rarely

or never be either cut out, or shortened : it should, how-

ever, never be trained perpendicular)}', where that can be

avoided.

VIII. Pr(^-
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VIII. Proposed Improvement of the Hygrometer,

By J. Berzelius*.

XJalton's admirable researches have at last dce'ulcd the

dispute respecting the water of the atmosphere, which had

lasted for nearly a whole century. The least absurd of the

ideas advanced on the subject was, that the water became
dissolved by the air, much in the manner as other solid bo-

dies are dissolved by water, and that the aqueous meteors

depended on alterations in the solvent capacity of the air,

whereby the water is sometimes precipitated, producing

clouds and rain, and at times dissolved, producing exhalations.

But Dalton has proved, that the water of the atmosphere

is independent of the air; and that if the earth were deprived

of the latter, it would nevertheless be surrounded by aqueous

vapour, the extent of which would depend upon the decree

of heat only ; its increase in an increase of temperature being

rather hindered than promoted by the air. The water con-

tained in the air is in a gasiform state, njixed with the at-

mospheric air, just as in this the oxygen is mixed with the

nitrogen, or as water is mixed with any other fluid. The
quantity of water-gas in the air (as we have said) is in pro-

portion to the temperature ; and if the latter were immu-
table, the former would also continue the same ; but per-

petual changes of situations, circumstances, and tempera-

ture, produce continual alterations in this gas of the air, and

from this alone are most of the aqueous meteors derived.

Dalton, by a series of experiments, has calculated the quan-

lily of water capable of maintaining a gasiform state, cor-

respondent with every degree of the thermometer ; and in a

separate table determined these quantities according to the

diflerent columns of mercury they support. For instance,

ai — 15't it is equivalent to a column of 0*064 inches, at

— 5** to 0-120, at OMo 0-183, at + 13° to 0-422, at -}- 50=

to 2*90, and at the boiling point to 25-0 inches, and this in

vacuo as well as in the open air. But it seldom happens

* Translated from Bcrzclius''; Fhilosophical Journal, 1808.

f What Thermometer docs M. Berzelius use ? Edit.

C4 that
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that the air is charged with water to the maximum of its

temperature—a circumstance which renders the inJicaUuns

of the hygrometer highly useful and necessary. T!ic hy-

grometer should express—To \\hat column o( mermry the

water-gas of the air corresponds ? and at the same tir..e de-

termine the absolute quantity of the gas ; and, the tempe-

rature of the air being known—How much of this gas it

can take up beyond what it already holds, and how soon

the exhalation thereof can take place? Our usual hygro-

meters of hair, and of whalebone, are, in this respect, very

imperfect : the results from them are not much to be relied

on, having always a relation to the temperature in which

the examination is made.

Dalton made use of a very plain instrument for his hy-

gromelrical essays : he filled a long cylindrical glass vessel

with cold well water, and when the dew appeared to coat

the outside, he decanted the water, and wiped the glass well

with linen, after which he returned the water, and this he

repeated until the glass ceased to appear moist upon the in-

troduction of the water ; when he, by means of the ther-

mometer, examined the temperature of the water so pour-

ed in : he then found the degree of heat at which the air

might prove saturated (if I might so say) with the contained

water-gas, and in consulting his tables he learned what co-

lumn of mercury coincided therewith, he being already ac-

quainted with the temperature of the air. This simple ap-

paratus served all his purposes.

We nevertheless may easily see, that although this me-

thod is built upon a true principle, yet it will prove to be

both inconvenient, tedious^ and defective, as the precise

temperature at which the glass should cease to appear moist

cannot possibly be attained. Therefore, to obtain a greater

certainty in the result, though scarcely with less trouble,

1 altered Dalton's plan in the following manner :

Let us su}-)pose that the air which v.c i\w about to exa-

mine is at 20°, and that a glass of ordinary spring water,

generally at 7° when recently taken <Vom the spring, is be-

dewed in this air. The difference between the temperature of

the air and the water is then equal to 13^. Should we take

12 Qilass
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12 glass vessels, in the first of which we mix 12 parts of litis

spring water with one part of water which has acquired the

temperature of the air; in the second, 1 1 parts of tlie former

with two of the latter, and so in a decreasing' ratio throniTb-

out, we then obtain fluids which differ from each other bv
one degree of temperature. Of these we examine the first

which does not bedew, and its temperature then precisely

indicates the expansive capacity of the waler-aas of the air-

Should the air happeff to be too dry, so as not to yield a

deposition of water, then we might render it cooler hv the

addition of sal ammoniac which dissolves in it ; and in winter

we can increase the cold by snow, with salt or sa! ammoniac.
But even this method is slow and troublesome for hyo^ro-

metrical investigations. I therefore determined to precipi-

tate the water from the air by the thermometer itself, as

follows :

The bulb, defended by a case of oiled silk, beincf Immersed

in the cold water, was taken up after having acquired the

temjicrature of the water. Tt then became covered with va-

pour of water ; I observed also the degree of the thermometer

when the dew disappeared, and found the expansive capa-

city of the water-gas, according toDalton's tables, tolerably

near. But I also found that a very damp air at 4- 18° to

-f 20" produced a somewhat greater result than what it

ought to be, because the thermometer, u hen much water

is deposited on its bulb, proceeds little b'jyond the true j)oint

before all is evaporated. Besides, there is another circum-

stance which renders the use of the ordinary thermometer

less certain, that, namely, a sir.al! portion of deposit is not

accurately distinguished on the bulb. I therefore caused a

thermometer bulb of steel to be made, greatly oblongaied,

its outside higiily polislied, and thereto attached a steel

tube an inch long, wherein I closely cemented a thermo-

meter tube, and made thereof an actual thermometer. Thi^

instrument completely answered my purpose. When the

bulb with its oil case was immersed in the cooling mixture,

and taken up as the mercury icll an inch, or every i-.ther

inch according to circuujstances, I at Ust arrived at a pe-

riod when the bulb became covered vviih a quickly-passin*'-

c<^:it
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jcoat of aqueous vapour, and the scale then expressed the

degree of expansive capacity of the water-gas of the air with

the greatest precision possible. This kind of hygrometer,

besides the nicety of its results, also has the advantage that

an experiment may be made without loss of time and trouble,

and does not tire the observaior like the former methods.

IX. Materialsfor a History of the Prussiates.

By M. Proust*.

Part Sf.cond.

Some Precipitations by the simple Prussiate.

X HIS prussiate yields, with metallic solutions, resuhs dif-

ferent from those of the triple prussiate. Scheele had already

remarked some of them, and the following came under my
observation ;

Silver. Triple prussiate : a white precipitate which soon

became blue, on account of the white prussiate of iron

which is mixed with that of silver.

Silver. Simple prussiate : a white curd which does not

phange.

Gold. Triple prussiate : nothing.

Gold, Simple : white precipitate, which becomes of a fine

yellow.

If we heat the mixture, this precipitate, when heated,

does not fulminate; it is a true prussiate of gold. When
heated in a retort, it gives water, abundance of empyreu-

matic oil, carbonic acid gas, which burns with a blue flame,

and a residue of gold mixed with charcoal powder. Upon
looking over my notes I do not find ammonia mentioned,

perhaps from neglect.

Molyhdtc Acid an(\ Oxide of Tungsten.—The two prus-

siates yielded nothing in either of these cases.

Titanium. Triple prussiate : Prussian blue proceeding

from the iron always retained by this oxide.

« From yinnales de Chiinie, tome \x- p. 225,—rFor M. Proust's first paper,

^t the preceding vojume.

Titaniim^
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Tltaiimm. Simple ditto: yellow oxitlc of iron, sueh as

the prussiate gives with the solutions of red oxide. I have

never yet been able to obtain titanium exempt from iron.

Uranium. Triple prijssiale : precipitate of a blood colour.

UraniuTH. Simple: whitish yellow.

Cobalt. Triple prussiate : precipitate of a grass green.

Cobalt. Simple : clear cinnamon colour.

Nickel. Triple prussiate : greenish white precipitate.

Nickel. Simple : yellowish white.

Manganese. Triple prussiate : precipitate of a pea-bloora

colour.

Manganese. Simple : dirty yellow.

Copper. Triple prussiate : a fine crimson.

Copper. Simple : yellow.

White muriate of copper, or muriate the oxide of >.vliich

is at the minimum dissolved in muriatic aeid.—Triple prusr

siate : white precipitate, red inclined to crimson. We find

that if this muriate was perfectly exempt from oxide at the

maximum, the precipitate would be white. The solution

of this muriate is like that of iron ; it is dillicult to keep it at

the zero of hyper-oxidation, on account of the air.

The same muriate: simple prussiate : curdled precipitate,

perfectly white. Some drops of potass take the prussic acid

from it, and restore the yellow colour to it, which is ihp

colour of the oxide of copper at the minimum,

Plalina and the two prussiaics : nothing.

Prussiate of Mercury.—This is obtained, as we already

know, by treating the red oxide of mercury with Prussian

blue. This salt crystallizes easily in tetrahedral prisms.

It is always opaque. It may contain potash, as we shall

see presently, if there was any in the Prussian blue. It also

contains oxide of iron ; we may perceive this from the fol-

lowing experiment

:

Heat some grains with muriatic acid in a small matrass,

and white prussiate is precipitated.

In order to purge it from iron, we must boil its solution

pver red oxide several times : at every boiling it deposit*

pxide of iron ; but this depuration is very tedious.

The prussiate of mercury chanties its state on passing over

i!)9
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ihe red oxide, and seems to take a surcharge of ii : for it

docs not any longer crystallize in prisms, but in small

groups of very fine needle-like crystals. Their solutions

also require more concentration : new solutions do not re-

store then) to their first form.

This salt heated in a retort is very easily decomposed, and

indeed totally, if we be not too hasty in heating it. It

is sufficient to heat some grains of it in a tube three or four

lines in diameter closed at one end. If, while it is heated,

ViG present tlie open end to the flame, the prussic gas mixc d

uith gaicous oxide takes.fire> Its flame is red and blue,

terminated by a yellowish aureola. One hundred grains of

prismatic prussiate distilled yielded 72 grains of mercury,

and on another occa^;ion 72}.

The residue, being i'rom eight to nine grain?, was a mix-

ture of charcoal and carbonate of potash. This is not sur-

prising ; the alkali cannot decompose the prussiate of mer-

cury : it certainly belongs to the Prussian blue, which wai»

that used in commerce.

The products from this distillation are ammonia and oil

i'.i abundance, besides a mixture of carbonic acid gas and

carbonic acid.

There was apparently no prussiate with a base of oxide at

the mmimum ; for the prussic acid, applied to mild mer-

cury, and to the nitrate with a vii/iimum base, eliminates a v

portion of mercury, and gives prussiate with a base of red

oxide, the same as that obtained by treating this acid di;

rcctly with red oxide.

The red oxide also decomposes the simple prussiate. Po-

tass is also separated from it ; and as it Vias no action upon

the prussiate of mercury, the latter crystallizes in the mass.

It also completely decomposes the triple j)russiate, which

requires lon'j; ebullitions : in this case the black oxide,

the element of this salt, passes to the slate of red oxide,

^nd is deposited in ochre. A part of the mercury gives up

to it the oxvcen which it re()uircs for this : hence it hap-

pens that we find it native with the ochre which is prceipi-

t?.ted ; but without the hyper-oxidation of the iron, which,

as wo knaw, dimini.^hes the affinities of thi^ metal, the ox-

ide
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'kleof mercury would not siicteccl perhaps in deconiposiiig

a conihination so strong as th.-^l ot the tri[5le prussiaie.

Dihiied sulphuric acid lias no aciioii upon the prusKiate

oF iiuTcarv even with heat, and not the shghtest suicU of

priissic gas is perceived.

Potass saluTHtes the sidphuric acid as the excipieut of the

prufsiate, but jireeipitates noil^.iiig.

Coiicentraied sulpiuuie .ie;d destroys the prussic acid,

gives sul]iluir('ou-; acid, and thereby puts an end to every

mean ot conjparison.

The nitric acid is not more successful, even after ebul-

lition. We perceive very early a little nitrous gas, but it is

certainly the black oxide containing the prismatic prussiate

which occasions it : to conclude, the prussiate crystallizes

in the mass of the acid. The alkalis saturate this last, and

also precipitate nothing from it.

It docs not elvidethe muriatic acid in the same way, how-

ever. There is a separation of prussic gas, a complete de-

composition, and the prussiate is totally changed into corro-

sive sublimate. Alcoliol also dissolves entirely the saline

residue of this operation : finally, examined by the reogents,

we fmd no longer any sublimate. Alcohol, as we know

already, docs not dissolve the prussiate of mercury.

Potash dissolves in abundance the prussiate of mercury by

means of heat. This salt crystallizes in it upon cooling.

Alcohol separates it from it, and we recover it entirely.

The muriate of tin at the minimum, and hydro-sulphu-

retted water instantly decompose this prussiate, and the

prussic acid becomes free.

We have seen that the muriatic acid acted efficaciously

upon this prussiate. From this it sliould seem that the sal

anmioniac which presents to the prussic acid a principle ca-

pable of tiuiting with it, should be able to exchange the

other with the mercury : this (bes not happen, however. If

we heat a solution of mercurial prussiate, and of muriate of

ammonia, there is, nothing new. Alcohol separates them

entirely. Potash and limewater prccijVitnte nothing from

them; not an atom of corrosive sublimale ; and the green

sulphate, which could not fail to form prussiate of iron

with
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nith that of ammonia, were the latter present, does not

undergo the least change.

Prussic Gas.—Twenty diachms cf triple priissiate heated

in a retort with a sufficient quantity of weak sulphuric acid,

charged four ounces of alcohol with about twenty -four

grains. I kept the alcohol in a bell glass over the bath of

incrcury : the gas is dissolved rapidly, but it would have

taken much more. The water of the intermediate receiver

was also surcharged with it : ihe smell was pungent and

suffocating, and its taste very strong of almond kernel. This

water did not disturb barytes. The gas always tends to se-

parate from it, and continually elevates the stopper : if wc

plunge a sniall matrass of it into hot water, it is rapidly se-

parated, and burns at the opening of it : if we bring the flarna

of a candle to it, we perceive smoke; doubtless because a

part of the carbon escapes, as in the coinbustion of the vo-

latile oils.

The prussic acid dissolved in water and well corked is de-

composed by itself. It is coloured yellow in four or five

months. It loses its smell gradually, becomes turbid, and

deposits a sediment of a coffee colour, which, after having

been heated, presents all the characters of carbon.

It gives by distillation a little water, with prussic and

ammoniacal acid. The carbon is azotized ; and it has

resumed one of the principles which the acid abandons by

its destruction j for 1 have healed it with carbonate of pot-

ash, and it gave me a lixivium proper for making Prussian

blue.

But while the carbon is separated by retaining azote, the

greatest part of this last, added to the hydrogen, is consti-

tuted in annnonia : we also find it in the yellow liquor, with

the rest of the acid which has escaped its destruction.

The priissic gas, dissolved in water, does not disturb the

solution of green sulphate: but wlicn it has passed through

the changes we are about to mention, it disturbs it and gives

a blue, because the ammonia of new formation concurs to it.

Lastly, this liquor v/hen distilled gives prussiate of am-
njonia, and there is no longer any thing in it but atoms of

a charry matter which are deposited. It would have been

important
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irtiporfant to have ascertained if the carbonic acid existed

there with ammonia, but I neglected it at the time. I shall,

however, return to that subject.

Prussic alcohol is preserved extremely well : we might

even conclude from this, with some foundation, that if al-

cohol is more proper than water for its solution and preser-

vation, the prussic gas, considered besides in its qualities of

being aromatic and inflammable, is perhaps more visibly

allied to oily combustible products, and of a complex na-

ture, than to saline substances.

It results from these facts, in the first place, that there is

only one prussiate of mercury, being that of which the base

is at the maxirmim. Secondly, that all this exaltation of affi-

nities which the prussic acid borrows from the black oxide,

when it is requisite to use potash, or the red oxide of iron,

and upon which Berthollet has insisted with so much jus-

tice, ceases to be necessary to it, if it is in contact with

oxides of gold, silver. Copper, cobalt, nickel, uranium,

mercury, &c. We see, in fact, that with regard to the lat-

ter, this acid, the affinities of which are so indolent, and

so little deserve the title of affinities, has however no oc-

casion for black oxide, in order to furnish with mercury a

saline combination, very soluble, very crystallizable, en-

dowed, in a word, with all the characters which distinguish

the most perfect compounds. Add to these mysterious cir-

cumstances, its preference to mercury over all the alkalis,

and its not yielding its oxide either to the nitric acid or to

the sulphuric acid, which their power raises so much above

it; and lastly, iis only yielding to the muriatic acid, which

we know to be in so many respects inferior to the sulphuric

and nitric acids.

Lixivium of Animal Charcoal,—Equal parts of charcoal

of blood, and of carbonate of potash, made red-hot in a

covered crucible, have always furnished mc with the richest

lixivium.

Thinking that the carbonic acid might he an obslacle tc*

the saturation of the potash, I added lime to the mixture,

but the lixivium was not in)provcd by it.

I kept red-hot for half an hour^ a mixture of 114 grains

of
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of charcoal, and the same quantity of carbonate. The lix-

ivium being finished, the charcoal extracted was only 104

grains : 40 grains were deslro\ ed.

These 104 grains were again treated with 144 of carbonate:

they were reduced to 62 ; loss 42.

The lixivium of these two experiments was saturated with

the solution of the sulphate of iron used in commerce : the

blue of the first, after the colour was struck, was double in

volume to that of the second.

In order to ascertain the intiuence of temperature, I tried

three mixtures of equal quantities. The first was kept red-

hot for half an hour, the second one hour, and the third an

hour and a quarter. The first lixivium gave very little blue j

the two last gave a great deal, and much about the same

quantity. These results prove either that the simple p.rus-

siate, being that which predominates in the lixiviums, is

preserved in the midst of the carbonaceous alkaline mass, or

that it is reproduced in proportion as it is destroyed.

Tae charcoal of blood, pulverized, licjuefies in the air :

when washed, it gives sea salt, and carbonate of soda hold-

ing a little prussic acid in solution.

The charcoal of blood, v;hen treated in this way a second

time, still yields blue, but in small quantity ; a third, less

sensibly; a fourth, not at all. This charcoal, when made

red-hot, is incinerated with much facility without exhaling

the ammoniacal smell. It, appears, that in proportion as it

loses the azote, it becomes more combustible, and resem-

bles more closely vegetable charcoals : the nitric acid, how-

ever, does not inflame it. The azote being susceptible of

forming concrete combinations capable of resisting a high

temperature, what would be the infiuence of animal char-

coal in the formation of steel ?

Equal parts of charcoal of blood, washed, and of pot-

ash rendered caustic by lime, yielded, by the distillation of

the simple prussiaie of ammonia, plenty of gas, which had

the same smell with the prussi'^, and which burns red.

Equal parts of this same charcoal, and of oxide of manga-

nese, yielded carbonate and prussiate of ammonia.

The desire of forming auunui.ia to some profit, led me to

the
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the following experiment : I distilled the following mix-

tare : cliaiL-oa! of Wood, six drachms; argil and sea salt,

each two drachms; but ihc produce in sal ammoniac was

much Ix'low my expectations.

All the vegetable charcoals azotizedarc proper for making

Prussian blue. Thus those of gluten, of chick peas, indigo,

and of pit-coal, have yielded dyeir.g lixiviums, sometimes

mixed with hydro-sulpluirct : those of sugar-cane and of

milk do not give any indication of blue.

Charcoal of chcsnuts and of lirush-wood, which arc

l)referred at the founderies to any other kind, because they

have the advantaoc of beino; extinsiuished the moment the

bellows cease, do not owe this to azote, Tor their lixiviums

i\o not contain any thing prussic in them.

Cream of tartar made red-h(ji gives a lixivium, which

does not give the least blue : nor did two parts of cream of

tartar and one of sal ammoniac ; but one part of sal am-

moniac with four of cream of tartar yield a lixivium which

contains simple prassiale. It gives blue with the green sul-

phate of commerce. Cream of tartar and nitre of soda,

nothing.

This result proves clearly that it is hy the azote alone that

animal are preferable to vegetable charcoals. It also results

from this, that if we can at any time discover S9me azotized

combination, more capable of supporting a strong heat than

the ammoniacal salts, we might succeed in forming the

prussic acid in a manner perhaps less laborious than by the

animal charcoals.

Exam'mation of the LUiviiims.—By distillation they give

continually prussic acid and ammonia : we have seen the

origin of this a little higher.

They contain carbonate of potash in a great quantity.

Simple prussiate of potash.

Triple ditto.

Sulphate of potash.

Phosphate of lime.

Sulphur.

They deposit phosphate of lime in proportion as we eva-

porate them : I know not how it is formed.

Vol. 33. No. 1^9' Jan. 1809- D If
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If we saturate a portion of lixivium with sulphate of iron,

and examine the blue liquor fornied by it, we discover phos-

phate of iron. This phosphate induced Westrumb to think

that the prussic acid was phosphoric.

Alcohol applied to concentrated lixiviums takes simple

prussiate from tlieni ; but it appears difficult to purify them

bv this meaiis. The triple prussiate remains in the lixivium

with the carbonate.

Of these two prussiates, one only can give Prussian blue

with solutions of red oxide ; namely, the triple prussiate, be-

cause it Is provided with black oxide. The other cannot,

because it has not the black oxide : but it does so, and

becomes triple prussiate, as soon as we mix the lixiviums

with the sulphate of iron of conuTrerce: and consequently, if

we use sulphate completely red, we shall have infinitely

less Prussian blue, because, the black oxide being wanting, it

could not l)ecome triple prussiate and give blue with this

sulphale. Two cxjtcriraents will render this apparent.

I divided a lixivium into two equal parts ; one part was

precipitated with red sulphate, and the other with the green

sulphate of commerce. The excess of oxides being separated,-

the blue of the second was in proportion to that of the first

as four to one.

The first lixivium, when filtered^ exhaled a strong smell

of nlmonds. I saturated it with potash, in order to fix once

more the free prussic acid : when tried afterwards with red

sulphate, it did not give one atom of blue; but with the

green sulphate it gave abundance. We may therefore con-

clude that, without the aid of black oxide, a carbonaceous

lixivium would not give with solution of red oxide the whole

of the blue which it might. From this would arise the loss

that might be ^utTercd of all the simple prussiate contained

in a lixivium if we only used a sulphate the oxide of which

was completely red; and from this proceeded the mistake

into which I fell when t advised it, 1 did not reflect that, if

the green sulphate has the inconvenience of giving pale prus-

siate, the oxygen of the air soon remedies this defect ; but

it has the essential advantage of furnishing to the simple

prussiate Ihe portion of bla(ik oxide which it re(|uires in

order
I
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order to convert it into a triple salt, and may afterwards

iurnisli blue with the red solutions. In this way praciicx had

preceded theory in accomplishing an object; but practice

also becomes in its turn a rational torniula, from the moment
that it is confiimed by theory. Two other experiments

strengthen this demonstration.

The lixiviums are generally precipitated with a solution of

four parts of alum, and one of the sulphate of conmicrcc.

I divided one of these solutions into two parts : the one

was hyper-oxidated by the oxy-muriatic acid, and the other

not. I afterwards saturated them with carbonaceous lixi-

vium. The common solution furnished blue in abundance,

but the hyper- oxidated gave a very pale precipitate, which

was only a little blue mixed with a great deal of alumine.

This experiment does not differ essentially from the pre-

ceding. It has only the advantage of showing that the alum

is but a passive ingredient in the formation of Prussian blue.

It is not the same therefore with the lixiviums of the ma-
nufacturer, as it is with an alkali passed over Prussian blue:

the latter vv-ill always give blue in abundance, because it

comes out of the operation tripled, but the lixiviums do not.

They could not give it hut in proportion to the triple prus-

siate which they contain : it is in order to increase it, or to

raise their simple prussiate to the same degree, that it is in-

dispensable to use, if not a suljihate rigorously green, at

least one which contains a certain quantity of green ; and

this is precisely the usual quality of that of commerce, how-

ever old it may be.

These details also explain to us, that if the lixiviums

contain a portion only of tripled prussiate, it is because

charcoal of blood has not iron enough^o furnish for rais-

ing all the simple prussiate formed during calcination to

the triple degree, or rather because a part of the latter again

becomes simple prussiate by the loss of its oxide, a.i we liave

seen happen to it when heated alone. 01 these two opmions,

however, I adhere to the last, because I have remarked,

that the charcoal which served the lixiviums gives ashes

which always contain much iron : thus, in the calcination of

the alkaline-carbonaceous mixtures, we cannot presume with

D 2 reason.
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reason, that it is iron which is wanting in the prussiate:

and even if we reflect on it, it is astonishing to, see that

the triple prussiate, which certainly exists in the hxiviunis,

could defend its oxide against the effects of the charcoal,

which tends to reduce it continually. In short, all this part

of the subject is very obscure. We do not know the period

at which ti)e prussic acid is formed, if it be destroyed in

order to be reproduced, nor finally the degree of heat to be

applied to the boilers, in order to obtain the greatest possible

quantity of the one or the other of the prussiatcs which it is

the object of the manufacturer to obtain.

Tiie existence of the triple prussiate is clearly demon-

strated in the lixiviunis, by the following experiment

:

Saturate a lixivium with dilute sulphuric acid: carbonic

acid is first set free, afterwards conies prussic acid from the

free prussiate : but it must be afterwards heated 2 we then

obtain the triple prussiate, and the white prussiate of iron is

set free. Besides this, the old concentrated lixlviums de-

posit octahedral crystals of triple prussiate.

The prussic lixivium has two distinct tastes ; the one of

potash, and the other of kernels : and from this latter taste

we judge of its quality. If it perfumes the mouth but feebly

it is not good ; and either the mixture has not been sufficient-

ly heated, or the charcoal has been used too sparingly. I

think also, that the calcination of the mixtures in the open

air ought not to contribute to the augmentation of the prus-

siatcs, and that it would perhaps be more advantageous, and

less troublesome, to heat them in close crucibles placed in a

reverberating furnace, since it is in other respects certain

that agitation is by no means necessary to the success of

this operation.

When we have occasion to concentrate the lixlviums, in

order to diminish their volume, or in order to preserve them,

we should begin before every thing, as observed by Cura-

deau, in placing the simple prussiate beyond the reach of

destruction ; this may be at once elfectcd by pouring green

sulphate into it by small portions at a time. The green sul-

phate is completely dissolved : the lixivium at first becomes

red, and then ytlbw : an excess of sulphate does not alter

it
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it at all, because the potash which predominates reduces it

to oxide. The latter is then dcjiosiled without passing to

the state of prussiate. To attain this, it must be accom-

panied by an acid, for the oxide in question (l)eing only at

the minimum) has no effect upon the triple prussiate. The
following experiment clearly demonstrates the advantages of

this method :

1 divided a lixivium into two equal parts: the one was

prepared or tripled by green sulphate, the other not. 1 af-

terwards distilled them : the former gave no suspicion of

the presence of ammonia, and the latter furnished it as

usual. It is indispensable, therefore, to prepare lixiviums be-

fore concentrating them. Lastly, neither the red oxide, nor

its sulphate, as Scheele experienced, can be dissolved in ihq

simple prussiate, and give it the quality of triple prussiate :

this oxide, although fit to become the base of Prussian blue,

cannot decompose the triple prussiate : ii must necessarily

be used when dissolved in an acid.

Recapitulation.

The prussic acid is composed of carbon, azote, and hy-

drogen, in proportions with which we are not yet acquaint-

ed." Considering the great quantity of charcoal, however,

which it leaves after its destruction in several cases, we may

conjecture that it contains carbon in a greater proportion

ll)an the two other substances.* No person has supposed

that oxygen entered into its composition; and in truth the

well-known affinities of its three elements, added to the cir-

cumstances attending its formation, have not as yet per-

mitted us to hazard the opinion.

The prussic acid, when by itself, has very few of the

general qualities of the acids. It has not a sour taste : it

does not redden turnsole: it is not so easi'y dissolved in

water (the true solvent of the acids) as it is in alcohol : in

this last solvent it is decomposed even spontaneously, and

without the assistance of the external air. It forms with the

alkali* combinations so imperfect, that we find in them,

almost in a state of perfect separation, the specific proper-

tics of the component parts, and the carbonic acid, the

Y) 3 weakest
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weakest of all, is sufficient to decompose iheni. In a word,

its combustibility, taste, aromatic smell, its being gene-

rated in the midst of volatile oils, and its preservation jri

alcohol, exhibit qualities which nmch more strongly re-

semble oily and inflammable prorluclions thari saline sub-

stances.

The prussic acid, notwithsthanding its trifling saline

energy, has a powerful action on the major oxide of mer-

cury : it furnishes with this oxide a saline combination,

so well characterized in its attributes, tliat we are compelled

to acknowledge that it acts in certain circumstances like the

most powerful acid. Nothing in fact is wanting to the prus-

siate of mercury, to entitle it to be ranked among the most

perfect of metallic salts : it will perhaps astonish some che-

mists, to see that it refuses to be united to the minor oxide:

but by a concurrence of affinities, of which we have other

examples, it raises it to the state of major oxide, by elimi-

nating a part of the metal, iu order to form, with the other,

prussiate of mercury.

The prussic acid has no action upon the red oxide of iron ;

but it .attacks the black oxide, and produces white prussiate

with it. This prussiate, it is true, is not absolutely white,

the difficulty of preparing, with green sulphate, a pre-

cipitate at the zero of hyper-oxidation, not permitting it

:

thus, it is always greenish j but as, upon drying, it becomes

perfect Prussian blue, we cannot doubt that the prussic acid,

plus the base of the green sulphate, will give, all perturba-

tion being out of the question, a prussiate equally white

with that which we obtain by more easy means.

Prussian blue is not a simple combination, as has been

thought. The following observation will sufficiently prove

this assertion : Wc know, for instance, that the basis of

^his blue is red oxide : but if this oxide be sufiicient of itself

for making Prussian blue, why should not the prussic acid

and the red oxide furnish it? Why should not the solutions

of this oxide, and the simple alkaline prussiates, give it also?.

There must necessarily be another element in Prussian blue;

the following facts clearly demonstrate this : When we,

apply potash to Prussian blue we obtain a yellow crystal-

lizabl^
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hzable salt, which has always a constant proportion of black

oxide.

If we employ the yellow prussiatc in reproducing Prussian

blue, this oxide re-enters with the prussic acid into the new
combination. The black oxide is therefore an element ne-

cessary to the formation boih of the crystallizable prussiate

and of the Prussian blue, and likewise of all the metallic

prussiaLcs prepared with the triple prussiatc of potash.

There arc metals which are susceptible of forming simple

"and triple prussiates, such as copper, silver, manganesx.-, cobalt,

nickel, uranium, &c. There are some which give simple

prussiatc, such as gold, mercury, &:c. There are some also

which give triple prussiatc only, such as iron, &c. Lastly,

some of them do not appear susceptible either of the one or

the other. But, with the exception of i'russian blue and

prusjiate of mercury, all the rest arc little known, and merit

examination. The black oxide united to the prussic acid

may pass from the one combination to the other without

changing its state : the base of this com.bination may even

be raised from ihe minimuin to the maxhnmtij without the

black oxide on that account taking any part in this change.

The combination of the acid with this oxide is maintained

by so powerful an affinity that the alkaline hydro-sulphurets

cannot separate them, or rather they cannot touch the oxide

in the triple prussiatc of potash, or in Prussian blue.

The prussic acid united to this portion of black oxide,

which enables it to form triple, alkaline, or metallic prus-

siates, is a peculiar combination, the existence of which is

not doubtful ; but with which wc are not as yet acquainted,

eiixept in these prussiates alone.

The triple prussiatc of potash cannot undergo a red heat

without losing the blade oxide, and consequently without

being reduced to the state of simple prussiatc.

The simple prussiatc is also decomposed, but by a far

lower temperature : its acid is destroyed, and reduced to am-

monia and carbonic acid : it is the destruction of this salt

by the heat of ebullition, which degrades the lixiviunjs for

preparing Prussian blue.

The simple prussiatc assumes the character of triple prus^

P 4 sjate.
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siatc, as soon as we present lo it either the black oxide, or

a salt with a base of black oxide, and acquires, besides the

advantage oF crystallizing, that of being no longer decom-

posable by the heat of ebullition.

This prussiale, which was the test liquor so long wanted

by chemists, does not give Prussian blue with solutions ot

red oxide ; but it gives them if vhev contain black oxide, be-

cause its acid is attached immediately to that portion of the

same oxide, which oi'ght to serve as an intermedium be-

tu een it and the red oxide.

The triple prussiate of iron, or Prussian blue, strongly

heated, is reduced to annnonia, to the two gases of carbonic

acid and gaseous oxide, to iron (fcracerc) and to charcoal.

The prussiate of mercury gives the san)e products by its

decomposition, besides a certain portion of oil.

The charry lixiviums contain but little triple prussiate,

and a great deal of simple prussiale. They must not be con-

centrated without having in the first place slrengtheued the

constitution of the simple prussiate by an addition of black

oxide, orof green sulphate.

In order to obtain from these lixiviums the whole of the

Prussian blue which they are susceptible of giving, it is in-

dispensably requisite to use a sulphate, a portion of which at

least is green: without this precaution, the simple prussiale

contained in them could not furnish blue with a sulphate,

the base of which was completely red.

To conclude, if this memoir be compared with that of

Scheele, it will be found that all the facts above slated were

perfectly well known to him : but they appeared to me to

require some further elucidation ; and with this view I lay

my present memoir before the public.

X. Observations of a Cornet^ marie with a View to hivesti-

gate its Magnitudey and the Nature of its Illumination.

Bi/ WiiLiAM Herscuel, LL,D, FR.S."^

-I HE comet, which we have lately observed, was pointed

out to me by Mr. Piggot, who discovered it at Bath the

* i'jom Philosophical Transactions for 1808, Part II.

£Sth
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L'Sth of September; and ihe first time T had an opportunity

of examining it was the 4th of October, when its brightness

to the naked eye gave me great hopes to find it of a different

construction from many I have seen before, in which no
solid body could be discovered with any of my leleseopes.

In the following observations, my attention has been di-

rected to such phaenomena only, as were likclv to give us

some information relating to the physical condition of the

comet : it will therefore not be expected that I should give

an account of its motion, which I was well assured would

be most accurately ascertained at the Royal Observatory at

Greenwich.

The diflerent parts of a comet have been generally ex-

pressed by terms that may be liable to misapprehension,

such as the head, the tail, the coma, and the nucleus ; for

in reading what some authors say of the head, when thoy

sjjcak of the size of the comet, it is evident that thev take

it for what is often called the nucleus. The truth is, that

inferior telescopes, which cannot show the real nucleus,

will give a certain magnitude of the comet, which may be

called its head ; it includes all the very bright surroundino^

light ; nor is the name of the head badly applied, if we keep

it to this meaning; and since, with proper restriction, the

terms which have been used may be retained, I shall give a

short account of my observations of the comet, as ihcv re-

late to the above-mentioned particulars, namely, the nucleus,

the head, the coma, and the tail, without regarding the or-

der of the time when they were made. The date of each

observation, however, will be added, that any person who
may hereafter be in possession of more accurate elements of

the comet's orbit, than those which I have at present, may
repeat the calculations in order to obtain a more accurate

result.

Of the Nucleus.

From what has already been said, it will cosily be under-

stood, that, by the nucleus of the comet, I mean that part

of tlw! head which appears to be a condensed or solid Ijody,

and in which none of the very bright coma is included. It

bliould be remarked, that from this definition it follows, that

when
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when the nucleus is very small, no telescope, but what has

light and power in an eminent degree, will show it di-

stinctly.

Ohservations

.

Oct. 4, 1807. 10-feet reflector. The comet has a nu-

cleus, the disk of which is plainly to be seen.

Oct. 6. I examined the disk of the comet with a proper

set of diaphragms, such as described in a former paper*,

in order to see whether any part of it were spurious; but

when the exterior light wis excluded, so far from appearing

larger, as would have been the case with a spurious disk,

it appeared rather diminished for want of light; nor was

its diameter lessened when I used only the outside rays of

the mirror. The visible disk of the comet therefore is a

real one.

Oct. 4. 1 viewed the comet with different majTnifvinjj;

powers, but found that its light was not sufficientlv intense

to bear very high ones. As far as 200 and 300, my 10-feet

reflector acted very well, but with 400 and 500 there was

nothing gained, because the exertion of a power depending

on the quantity of light was obstructed!, which I found

was here of greater consequence than the increase of mag-
nitude.

lllutjijnation of the Nucleus,

Oct. 4, Oh. 13'. The nucleus is apparently round, and

equally bright all over its disk. I attended particularly to

its roundness.

Oct. 18. The nucleus is not only round, but also every

where of equal brightness.

Oct. 19. I see the nucleus again, perfectly round, \Vell

deiincd, and equally luminous. Its brilliant colour in my
ten-feet telescope is a little tinged with red ; but less so than

that of Arcturus to the naked eye.

Magnitude of the Nucleus.

Oct. 26. In order to see the nucleus as small as it really

is, we should look at it a long while, that the eye may gra-

* See Phil. Trnns. fcr 1805, p. 53. Use of t))c Criterion.

'•J- See Phil Tnms. for 1800, p, 78.

dually
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Jually loyc Ihe impression of the bright coma which sur-

rounds it. This impression will diminish gradually; and

when the eye has got the better of it, the nuelens will ther^

be seen most distinctly, and of a determined magnitude.

Oct. 4. With a seven-feet reflector I estimated the dia-

meter of the nucleus of the comet at first to be about five

seconds ; but soon after I called it four, and by looking at it

longer, I supposed it could not exceed three seconds.

Oct. (J. 10-feet reflector, power 221. The apparent disK

of the comet is much less than that of the Georgian planet,

which being an object I have seen so often with the same in-
^

strument, and magnifying power, this estimation from me-

mory oannot be very erroneous.

Oct. 5. Micrometers for measuring very small diameters,

when high magmfying powers cannot be used, being very

little to be depended upon, 1 erected a s?t of sealing-wax;

globules upon a post at 2-122 inches from the object mirror

pf my ten-feet reflector, and viewed them with an eye glass,

which gives the instrument a power of 221, this being the

same which I had found last night to show the nucleus of

the comet well. I kept them in their place all the day, and

reviewed them from time to time, that their magnitudes

might be more precisely remembered in the evening, when

I intended to coniparc the appearance of the nucleus with

ihcm.

On examining the comet, I found the diameter of its nu-

cleus to be certainly less than the largest of my globules,

which, being 'OiGfi of an inch, subtended an angle of 3"*97

at the distance of the telescope in the day time.

Comparing the nucleus also with the impressions which

the view of the second and third had left in my memory,

and of which the real diameters were '0323 and '0290 of an

inch, and magnitudes at the station of the mirror 2"* 77 and
2''*47, I found, that the comet was almost as large as the

second, and a little larger than the third.

Oct. 18. The nucleus is less than the globide which sub-

tends 2"*77.

Oct. ly. The air being unconnnonly clear, I saw the cor

met 40 minutes after five j and being now at a considerable

altitude.
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altitude, I examined it with 289, 3»tl having but very lately

reviewed my globules, T judgcil its diameter to be not only

less than my second globule, but also less than the third :

that is, less than 2"'47.

Oct. 6. The 20-feet reflector, notwithstanding its great

light, does not show the nucleus of the comet larger than

the ten-feet, with an equal magnifier, makes it.

Oct. 28. My large ten-feet telescope, with the mirror of

24 inches in diameter, dots not increase the size of the nu-

cleus.

Oct. 6. Being fully aware of the objections that may be

made against the method of comparing the magnitude of

the nucleus of the comet viith objects that cannot be seen

together, I had recourse to the satellites of Jupiter for a more

decisive result, and with my seven-feet telescope, power 202,

I viewed the disk of the third satellite and of the nucleus of

the comet alternately. They were botli already too low to be

seen very distmctly ; the diameter of the nucleus however

appeared to be less than twice that of the satellite.

Oct. 18. With the ten-feet retlector, and the power 221,

a similar estimation was made ; but the light of the moon
would not permit a fair comparison.

Oct. 19. I had prepared a new ten-feet mirror, the deli-

cate polish of my former one having suflTered a little from

being exposed to damp air in nocturnal observations. This

new one being uncommonly distinct, and the air also re-

markably clear, I turned the telescope I'rom the comet to

Jupiter's third satellite, and saw its diameter very distinctly

larger than the nucleus of the comet. 1 turned the telescope

again to the comet, and as soon as I saw it distinctly round

and well defined, I was atsured that its diameter was less

than that of the satellite.

6h. 20'. I repeated these alternate observations, and al-

ways found the same result. The night is beautifully clear,

and the moon has not yet risen to interfere with the light of

the comet.

Nov. 20. With a seven- feet reflector, 'and power onlv 75,

I can also see the nucleus ; it is cxtren)ely sn)all, being litile

more than a mere point.

Of
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Of the Head of the Comet.

When the comet is viewed wiih an inferior telescope, or

if the magnifying power, with a pretty good one, is either

much too low, or much too high, the very Ijright rays im-

mediately contiguous to the nucleus will seem to belong to

it, and form what may be called the head.

Oct. 19. T exliTiined the head of the comet with an indif-

ferent telescope, in the manner [ have described, and found

it apparently of the size of ihc planet Jupiter, when it is

viewed with the same telescope and magnifying power.

With A good telescojie, I saw in the centre of the head a

very small well-defined round point.

Nov. 20. The head of the comet is now less brilliant than

it has been.

Of the Coma of the Comet.

The coma is the nebulous appearance surrounding the

head.

Oct. 19. By the field of view of my reflector, I estimate

the coma of the comet to be about six minutes in diameter.

Dec. 6. The extent of the coma, with a mirror of 24

inches diameter, is now about 4^ 43".

Of the Tail of the Comet.

Oct. IS. 7h. With << night glass, which has a field of view

of nearly 3=', I estimated the length of the tail to be 3°|-;

but twilight is still very strong, which may prevent my see-

ing the whole of it.

Nov. 20. The tall of the comet is still of a considerable

length, certainly not less than. 2^ degrees.

Oct. 2G. The tail of the comet is considerably longer on

the south-preceding, than on the north-following side.

Tt is not bifid, as I have seen the comet of 1769 delineated

by a gentleman who had carefully observed it*.

Oct. 28. 7-feet reflector. The soutii-preceding side of the

tail in all its length, except towards the end, is very well

defined ; but the north-following side is every \\ liere hazv

* Dr. Lind of Windsor.

and
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and irregular, especially towards the end ; it is also shdttef

(han the south-preceding; one.

The shape of the unequal length of the sides of the tail,

when attentively viewed, is visible in a night glass, and evert

to the naked eye.

Oct. 31. 10-feet reflector. The tail continues to be better

delined on the south preceding than on the north-follow-

ing side.

Dec. 6. The length of the tail is now reduced to about

23' of a degree^

Of the Density of the Coma and Tail of the Comet.

Many authors have said, that the tails of comets are of so

rare a texture, as not to affect the light of the smallest stars

that are seen through them. Unwilling to take any thing

upon trust, that n)ay be brought to the test of observation,

I took notice of many small stars, that were occasionally

covered by the coma and the tail, and^he result is as follows.

Oct. 26. Ch. 15'. Large lO-fect reflector, 24 inches aper-

ture. A small star within the coma is equally faint with

two other stars that are on the north-following side of the

comet, but without the coma.

7h. 30'. The coma being partly removed from the star,

it is now brighter than it was before.

Oct. 31. 6h. 3'. 10-fect reflector. A star in the tail of the

comet, which we will call <7, is much less bright than two

others, h and c, without the tail.

Two oilier stars, d and e, towards the south of h and r,

are in the following skirts of the tail, and are extremely

faint.

7h. 20'. The star e is now considerably bright, the tail

haviu"^ left it, w hile d, which is rather more involved than

it was before, is hardly to be seen.

7h. 3(/. The star o, toward which the comet moves, is

involved in denser nebulosity than before, and is grown

fainter.

d is involved in brighter nebulosity than before, but

being near the margin, it will soon emerge.

6h.
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8h. 35'. Being still more involved, the star a is now hardly

visible.

e is quite clear oF the tail, and is a considerable star; d re-

mains involved.

oh. lo'. The star d is also emerged, but the comet is now
too low lo estimate the brightness of stars properly.

Nov. 25. 7h. 35'. There is a star a wiihin the light of the

tail, near the head of the comet, equal to a star b situate

without the tail, but near enough to be seen in the field of

view with a. The path of the head of the comet leads to-

wards a, and a more intense brightness will come u]X)n it.

8h. 46'. The star« is now invulved in the brightness near

the head of the comet, and is no longer visible, except now
and then very faintly, by occasional imperfect glimpses;

but the star b retains its former light.

Nebulous j4ppearance of the Comet.

Dec. 6. The he^fd of the comet, viewed with a mirror of

C4 inches diameter, resembles now one of those ncbulic,

which in my catalogues would have been described, *' a very

large, brilliant, round nebula, suddenly much brighter iii

the middle."

Dec. 16. 7 -feet reflector. The night being fine, and the

moon not risen, the comet resembles "^ a yery bright, large,

irregular, round nebula, very gradually much brighter in

the middle, with a faint nebulosity on the south-preceding

*ide."

Jan. 1, 1808. 7-feet. '* Very bright, very large, very gra-

tluaily much brighter in the middle."

If I had not known this to be a comet, I should have ad*

ded to my description of it as a nebula, that the centre of it

might consist of very small stars ; but this being impossible,

I directed my ten-feet telescope with a high power to the

comet, in order to ascertain the cause of this appearance ; n\

consequence of whicli I jKrceived several small stars shinin"^

through the nebulosity of the coma.

Jan. 14. 7-feet. *' Bright, pretty large, irregular rounti,

brighter in the middle."

Feb. 2. 10-feet, 24-inch aperture. •' Very bright, large,

irrecular
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irregular round, very gradually much brighter in the mid-

dle." There is a very faint diflfu.sed nebulosily on the north-

preceding side; I take it to be the vanishing remains of the

toniet's tail.

Feb. 19. Considerably bright; about ^-^h of the field =
3' 26" " in diameter, gradually brighter in the middle."

The faint nebulosity \x\ the place where the tail used to be,

still projects a little further from the centre than in other

directions.

Feb. 21 . Less bright than on the 1 9th : nearly of the same

size : gradually brighter in the middle. The nebulosity still

a little projecting on the side where thelail used to be.

ReiiiU of theforegoing Observations.

From the observations which are now before us, we may
draw some inferences, which will be of considerable im-

portance with regard to the information they give us, not

,,only of the size of the comet, but also of the nature of its

illumination.

A visible, round, and well defined disk, shining in every

part of it with equal brightness, elucidates two material cir-

cumstances ; for since the nucleus of this comet, like the

body of a planet, app arcd in the shape of a disk, which was

exjierimentally found to be a real one, we have good reason

to believe that it consists of some condensed or solid body,

the magnitude of which may be ascertained by calculation.

For instance, we have seen, that its apparent diameter, the

19th of October, 6h. 2()', was not quite so large as that of

the third satellite of Jupiter. In order therefore to have

some idea of the real magnitude of our comet, we may ad-

mit that its diameter at the time of observafion was about

1", which certainly cannot be far from truth. The diameter

of the third satellite of Jupiter, however, is known to have

a permanent disk, such as may at any convenient time be

measured with all the accuracy that can be used ; and when

the result of such a measure has given us the diameter of

this satellite, it may by calculation be brought to the di-

stance from the Earth at which, in my observation, it was

COHipared with the diameter of the cometj and thus more

accuracy.
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accuracy, if it should be required, may be obtained. The
tollowing resuh of iny calculation, iiowever, appears to mc
quitfe sufficient tor the jnirpose of general inlormation. From
the perihelion distance 647191, and the rest of the given

elements of the comet, ue find, that its distance from the

ascending node on its orbit at the time of observation was
73" 43' 4 t'; and having also the Earth's distance from the

same node, and the inclination of the coinet's orbit, \\q

compute by these data the angle at the sun. Then by cal-

culating in the next place the radius vector of the comet,

and having likewise the distance of the Earth from the sun,

we find by computation, that the distance of the comet from

the P^arth at the time of observation was 1 • I691 92, the mean
distance of the Earth being 1. Now since the disk of the

comet was 'observed to subtend an angle of 1", which brought

to the mean distance of the Earth gives / -169, and since

we also know that the Earth's dian)eter, \\hich, accordino^

to Mr. Dalby, is 7913-2 miles*, subtends at the same di-

star.ce an angle of 17"' 2, we deduce from these principles the

real diameter of the comet, which is 538 miles.

Having thus investigated the magnitude of our comet, we
may in the next place also apply calculation to its illumina-

tion. The observations relating; to the light of the comet

were made from the 4th of October to the 19th. In all

which time the comet uniforn)ly preserved the appearance of

a planetary disk fully enlightened by the sun : it was everv

where equally bright, round, and well defined on its borders.

Now as that part of the disk which was then visible to us

could not possibly liave a full illumination from the sun, I

have calculated the phases of the comet for the 4th and for

the 19th ; the result of which is, that on the 4th the illumi-

'nation was 119^ 45'' 9", as represented in Plate IL fig. 4,

and that on the 19th it had gradually increased to 124^ 22'

40", of which a representation is given in fig. 5. Both phases

appear to me sufficiently defalcated, to prove that the comet
did not shine by light reflected from the sun only ; for, had

* See Philosophical Transactions for 1 791, p. 239. Mr. Dalby gives the

two seiniaxes of the Earth, from a mean of which the above diameter

7913-1G82 is obtained.

, Vol. 33. No. 129. J"fttt.yF809. E ihi^
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this been the case, the deficiency, T think, would have been

perceived, notwithstanding the smaHness of the object.

Those who are acquainted with my experiments on small

silver globules* will easily admit, that the same telescope

-which could show the spherical form of balis^ that subtend-

ed only a few ttnlhs of a second in diameter, would surely

not have represented a cometary disk as circular, if it had

been as deficient as are the ligurcs vi'hich give the calculated

appearances.

If these remarks arc \\'ell founded, we are authorised to

conclude, that the body of the comet on its surface is self-

luminous, from whatever cause this quality may be derived.

The vivacity of the light of the comet also had a much

greater resemblance to the radiance of the stars, than to the

mild reflection of the sun's beams from the moon, which is

an additional support of our former inference.

The changes in the briiiiuness of the small stars, vi'hen

they are successively immcrged in the tail or coma of the

comet, or cleared iroin ihem, prove evidently, that they are

sufficiently dense to obstruct the free passage of star-light.

Indeed if the tail or coma were composed of particles that

j'cflect the light of the sun, to make them visible we ought

rather to expect that the number of solid reflecting parti-

cles, required for this purpose, would entirely prevent our

seeinti" any stars through them. But the brightness of the

head, coma, and tail alone, u ill sufficiently account for the

observed changes, if we admit that thev shine not by reflec-

tion, but by their own radiance; for a faint object projected

on a bright ground, or seen through it, will certainly appear

somewhat fainter, although its rays should meet with no ob-

struction in coming to the eye. Now, as in this case we are

sure of the briglu interposition of the parts of the comet,

hut have no knowledge of floating particles, we ought cer-

tainly not to ascribe an cflcct to a hypothetical cause, when

the existence of one, quite sufficient to explain the pluvno-

mcna, is evident.

li' we admit that the observed full illumination of the disk

^ Philo^^opliical Transact'ons for 1805, p. 58, the 5th experiment.

' « ' ./o7 of
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«f the comet cannot be accounted for from reflection, we
may draw the same conclusion, with respect to the bright-

ness of the head, coma, and tail, from the following consi-

deration. The observation of the 2d of February mentions,

that not only the head and coma were still very bright, but

that also the faint remains of the tail were still visible ; but

the distance of the comet from the Earth, at the time of

observation, was nearly 240 millions of miles*, which

proves, I think, that no light reflected from floating parti-

cles could possibly have reached the eye^ without supposing

the number, extent, and density of these particles far greater

than what can be admitled.

My Jast observation of the comet, on the 2 1st of February,

gives additional support to what has been said ; for at the

lime of this observation the comet was almost 2*9 limes

the mean distance of the sun from the Earth f. It was also

neaily 2'7 from the sun
;f. What chance then could rays

going to the comet from the sun, at such a distance, have

to be seen after reflection, by an eye placed at more than

275 millions of miles § from the comet? And yet the in-

stant the comet made iis appearance in the telescope, it

Struck the eye as a very conspicuous object.

'J'he innnensc tails also of some comets that have been

observed, and even ihat of the present one, the tail of which,

on the iStii of October, was expanded over a space of more
than nine millions of miles||, may be accounted for more
satii:iactorily, by admitting them to consist of radiant mat-

ter, such as, for instance, the aurora borealis, than when
we unnecessarily ascribe their light to a reflection of the sun's

illumination thrown upon vapours supposed to arise from

the body ot the comet.

By the gradual increase of the distance of our comet, we
have seen, that it assumed the resemblance of a nebula;

and it is certain, that had I met with it in one of my sweeps

of the zones of the heavens, as it appeared on either of the

* 23989-1909.

f The sun's mean distance being' 1, that of the comet was 2-89797.

\ The comet's distance trom the sun was 2-6Blii9G.

" « 27o077«89. ',1 9160542.
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days between the 6th of December and the 2 1st of February,

it would have been put down in the list I have given of ne-

bulae. This remark qannot but raise a suspicion, that some

comets n)ay have actually been seen under a nebulous form,

and as such have been rccorc'-^d in my catalogues ; and were

it not 3 task of many years' labour, I should undertake a re-

view of al! my nebulcc, in ovtlcr to see whether any of them

were wanting, or had cl\n!c;t-cl tlicir place j which certainly

would be an investigation, that niighi lead to very interest-

ino- conclusions.

XI. On Commerce. Being a seco?id Communication from
Mr. Graham, in Answer to our Correspondent Lapis.

To Mr, Tilloch.

SIR,

In my last letter T endeavoured to prove, and illustrate from

a variety of articles, that no country could produce all that

was necessary for the comfort, health, protection, and se-

curity of its inhabitants. 1 likewise showed, by a reference

to very barren and uncomfortable situations, that the inha-

bitants of such districts, so far from desertin"; those coun-

tries, were rather more attached to the soil than the people,

of much more favoured climates. Without further recapi-

tulation, I will pass on to another observation of vour cor-

respondent Mr. Lapis. I will not call it an objection, be-

cause he does not give his opinion as positive; but he is

apt to think, from the different languages spoken by the-

differeut nations of the world, as well as from the natural

barriers of kingdoms, such as large rivers, long ridges of

almost impassable mountains, and the still more extended

ocean, which rolls its mighty waves between different coun-

tries, that the Author of the universe never intended ihar>

social intercourse between nations which I seemed to argue,

but rather that they should be completely independent of

each other. I am niuch pleased with this observation, not

so much on account of giving me an opportunity of com-

Huuiicating my ideas on the subject, but as I consider it a

matter
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.matter of great importance, as well as useful and curious

discjuisition. I ho^e some of your readers, who have m'jre

time and far superior abihties, will favour us with a more

ftiU illustration of the subject.

\\\ order to prevent my being misundcrstof)d, it may be

here necessary to observe that, in all I have written, 1 wish

to keep in view this idea or leading pmieiple, (viz.) ("hat

the Supreme Creator of this world is tlic luiiversal parent

of all its inhabitants ; that they are all alike his children
;

and that all his laws have in themselves a natural tendency to

promote the happiness of his creanires. At the same tims

it is necessary to observe that the benevolent Author of our

existence was fully aware of all the weaknesses as well aj

imperfections of his creature-^, and that it was impossible

for the whole inhabitants of this earth to be under one go-

vernment : he has thcretore uu^Jet! or separated different

countries and kingdon by nieh barriers as I liave already

mentioned : yet, notwillislanciog the^e great impediments,

and what would apncai aintost insurmountablf difficuities,

we find that the am'ncion of man is not fully restrain'.,d ; for

some nations are constantly cndeavouri'-'g to rial-e inioads

on their neighbours . low, if this is the cose under the pre-

sent formation of this world, surely it would have bten

much more so if nature had not '-xed those strong bounda-

ries. While on the one hand 1 admit this ar;oment in its

fullest latitude, on the other I can never enough admire the

kind benevolence of our Creator, in giving such diversuy iiv

the productions of the earih to dlflcrent countries, as to be

a very strong incitement for friendlv and social intercourse :

even the principle of curiosity, which has so powerful aa

etftct on the human mind, is a great indueeujent to visit

distant countries ; but tliis can never be done with cither

pleasure or satisfaction, unless such nations or people h^ve

a friendly communication with each other. I must like-

wise observe how easily a social intercourse is m-Tintained

with all the different parts of the earth when there is no

hostile intention 3—With what ease and facility can a few

merchant-vessels carry the various productions of this coun-

try to ajiother, and bring in exchange many articles of

Ji^ 3 which
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which we are In want ? But how many dlfficuhies attend the

fitting out of an armed fleet ! This requires all the united

strength and energies of the nation. Thus, while the Su-

preme Being has laid strong restraints on all the more dan-

gerous passions of men, he at the ^anie time has placed

very powerful incitements in the human mind for sociability,

and from the diversified productions of the earth has made

it their interest to have a friendly intercourse with one an-

other, to behave and act as subjects of one supreme go-

vernor, and as the children of one kind and benevolent parent.

Were I to call in the aid of the ins|)ircd uriters, they would

appear in full force in favour of n)v argument ; but I only

beg leave to recommend a serious perusal of the principles

of Christianity to many who assume that name, while their

whole conduct is diametrically opposite to its precepts,

otherwise we should never have heard of that impious and

unchristian maxim, Natural Enemies : from the general idea

of the Devil such a supposition v/oald be natural, but to im-

pute such to our merciful Creator is surely horrid impiety.

J hope it will not for a moment be supposed that I here

make any allusion to Mr. Lapis,—No, not in the least; but

that there are such as I describe is but too evident. As I

would not willingly overlook any argument or objection

brought forward by Mr. Lapis, I will beg leave to observe,

that I fully agree with him in the manner in which he has

Slated the first beginning or principles of conuncrce, as be-

longing: to one nation or individual countrv : but he couldTOO »

not perceive that the same was rendered necessary between

different kingdoms. Now I think I have shown in a^variety

of instances, that there is a greater necessity for an inter-

chano-e with different countries than with the distinct parts

of the same nation ; and that, in the present system of the

universe, every law or institution contrary to this order of

nature may justly be gaid to counteract the benevolent dis-

pensations of the Creator. The more I consider this sub-

ject, the more I am convinced that it is a law or principle

which runs through every department of society, from a

single individual to that of nations. I am rather surprised

that Mr. Lapis should mention (as part of his objection to

my
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my statement) that that man who could excel in the manu-

facture of any article in his own country, had more merit

than he who imported it from another:—most certainly he

has ; and whoever will turn to my first Essay will find, that

to promote this spirit amongst the inhabitants I slate to be

one of the principle objects of a wise and patriotic politician

or statesman. 1 think I have already proved to a demon-

stration, that there is no country which can produce all that

may be said to be of use, comtort. See, 8cc., to the inhabi-

tants,— I mean as far as the productions of the soil are con-

cerned. I likewise contend that no exertions, either by

individuals or united bodies, can bring the making or

manufacture oi every article to the same degree of perfection

to which it is sometimes brought in another cotuitry ; at least

such :i phaenomenon has not yet appeared in the world, and,

for the happiness oF the human race, I believe it never will.

Nations, like individuals, if they possessed within them-

selves every requisite which they found necessary or useful,

would be too much puffed up with vain-glory, pride, and

])resumption ; would consider themselves as the only fa-

vourites of Heaven, anil look down with contempt on all their

fellow-mortals as beings of an inferior order, and not

alike the children ot" the same kir.d and benevolent parent.

Nations, as well as individuals, with all their wants, weak-

nesses, and imperfections, are but too apt to fall into this

dangerous error:—How much more would it be so if every

country did, or even could, by its exertions supply all its

wants! Would not such be apt to forget the Creator, and to

exclaim, " My own right IkuuI has gotten me the victory?"

I am well aware that several foreign articles may justly be

termed luxuries, and that a very improper use is often made

of them; but if some people will injure their health or hurt

their constitution, by excess in that which ought only to be

used as a medicine, or for the comfort and support of old

age, the blame in all those cases lies wiili man, who only

abuses the bounties of his benevolent Creator. I well know
that rice is more congenial to the support of the inhabitants

of those countries where it is the natural produce, than it

would be to an Englishman who has been accustomed to

E 4 brcnd
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bread made from flour*. But, even in our years oF greatest

plenty, is not rice a very uselal article ? From the gene-

ral reasonableness of the price, even the lower orders of the

people find it pleasant, wholesome, and to them a luxuri-

ous treat: only a few ytars have passed away since all

classes of people were happy to find in it a substitute for

bread. I am apt to think that the Supreme Governor of

the world saw that it was necessary so to constitute the order

of nature, that years of scarcity might sometimes occur, to

teach ungrateful men the value of his blessings, as well as

to show them the necessity of a friendly intercourse with

other countries : and i am persuaded that, if that social inter-

course for whicii I contend were more generally adopted,

even famine would be divested of half its horrors.

I have already said, that I would neither recommend wine

nor foreign brandy, as a common beverage to an English

labourer, in prei'erence to good malt liquor; but however

preferable this may be wliile youthful vigour blooms in the

countenance, and manly strength braces every nerve : when

old age weakens the limbs, bows down the body, and dries

np every source of pleasure. Who will deny that a change is

often useful, and that even a little wine as well as some

other foreign cordial will make glad the heart of man, and

occasionally help to che^r the languor of declining years? If

\\-\\< be a true state of the matter, (and I think it will readily

be admitted by every person who has made observations on

these things.) was I not justified in saying, and now re-

peating, that it is a cruel policy to deprive the great t)ulk of

the people of any article which may be of such eminent use,

and iTiore particularly when nature requires it most ? 1 my-
self have known several instances where the physician or

apothecary have recommeude:! wine: the attending relatives

of the patient answered (while the sympathetic tear started

from their eyes) " O sir, we Lave no nioney, it is too dear,

* It would be superfluous to enter into the disquisition whether the natural

produce of every country being more proper for the inhabitants tiian any
foreign substitute, did not proceed more from long habit than from any po«

^itlve law or order of nature: for it is a well known fact, that the stomach

and coustitutioii of man vpry soon assimilate to a great variety of ^od.

we
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we cannot afford It." But of this I forbear. I will only beg

Jeavc to mention one or two more articles, to show the great

tlinicnity, if not utter inij-osiibiliiy, of tlie people, even in

the same country, making some things equal in quality or

perfection at a very small distance fron) each otlier. London
porter is one article:— there is scarcely a town or village of

any note in the kingdom, where the makitig of porter, iu

imitation of the London, has not been tried. JBrewers and

malt -makers have been brouuht iron) the metropolis at a

very great expense, no money has been spared, every ef'

fort whieh human ingenuity could contrive has been ex-

eri'.,!,—but all in vam ; the difference even to a supcrlicial

observer is very evident.

1 will only mention one more :—the makinc; of Cheshire

and Glocester cheese, seemmgly a very simple and well

known operation
; yet 1 have never seen what could be call-

ed a tolerable imitatioji, and have knowu' great exertions

made bv some wealthy farmers, both from a principle of

emolument and curiosity ; but I have never known one jjho

fiucceedt'd in any tolerable degree*.

I must now beg your indulgence while I offer a few re'

marks on the bad policy of high duties. Whether I con-

sider the present system as it afieccs the revenue, the morals,

or the health of the people, it has the most dangerous ten-»

dency : it teems with evds of the greatest magnitude. I

will not here recapiiulale the arguments 1 used in my first

Essay, but will add some others.

To remove as far as possible every alluring incitement to

transgress the laws of the country, to place at a distance

every temptation u hich might be supposed too strong for

the general 'virtue of the people, has always been the care

and study of every wise legislator, much more than to make
severe laws or to iiitUct cruel punishments. I am fully-

persuaded that there is no person who has studied human

^ 1 liopc this will not be uiidcrstood as meaning to damp ardiuir, or di-

spirit the exertions of those wlio wish to persevere in improvements: I only

mention ilie difllculty, without meaning tg sQt bounds to liunuui ingenuity or

persevering fxertiom.

nature^
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nature, whether by reading or from his own observations lit

the world, but will admit the wisdom -and utility of this

maxim.

I cannot here omit mentioning the great penetration and

humanity of our ancestors in framing many of our laws.

The law is positive, ^* Thou shalt not steal ;" but very

great difference is made between the crime of breaking locks

and bars to commit theft, and when cash or other valuables

-are placed in very open exposed situations ; and for this very

plain and humane reason,—the temptation is supposed to be

much more strong in the one case than the other. Com-
pare this with our present system of excise laws, which are

of a modern date ; in these no allowance is made for the

weakness of human nature placed under the strongest temp-

tations, sometimes of poverty ; at other times the loss of

business, by being undersold by some neighbour who is

less scru{)ulous as to illicit connexions :—even that invaluable

privilege, trial by jury, is denied to the great bulk of the

people connected with the excise. I have often contem-

plated with astonishment, that the greatest crimes which

can disgrace human creatures arc suffered to be tried by a

jury the nearest to the place where the crime is connected

;

but this is deiiied to every offender against the excise laws,

imless he is able, and will submit to the enormous expense,

of having the cause tried in the Court of Exchequer at Lon-

don. 1 could here adduce a great variety of arguments in

support of this proposition.. 1 wish to prove, as well as re-

late, some circumstances, the unavoidable consequence of

the present system, which would astonish some, and excite

feelings of pity in the breast of the most obdurate •— but I

forbear this.

Lest, however, some may think that I plead too much

for the weakness of humanity, I w ill only beg leave to men-

lion two cases, which, I think, are in point. If the good

and pious Agar so earnestly prayed ag?.inst poverty, lest he

should put forth his hands to steal. How necessary then to

place, as far as possible, temptation from those whose minds

are often little fortified either by piety or morality ! If he

who
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who well knew the heart of man closed this petition, (*' Lead

us noi into temptation") with those which we are commanded
to oiler up lo our Creator, need I use any further arguments ?

I must not, however, omit mentioning a well-knowa tact,

which I am afraid is too little attended to hy those who fix

such enormous duties to certain articles-, viz. There is not

one amongst a thousand who considers what is called illicit

triade any breach either of religion or morality : if they pav

the value of the article to those who sell, they think they

have fulfilled every moral obligation. I will now mention a

few particulars to show how the herilth of the people is in-

jured by the present system of high duties. 1 agree with

Mr. Lapis, (and I believe it is generally admitted,) that malt

liquor is the most wholesome and best beverage for the great

bulk of the people : But, since the present enormous imposts,

where can it be obtained genuine? Far be it from me to im-

peach every brewer of illicit practices ; but the public have

had sufficient evidence, that, in diflcrent instances, various

ingredients, and some of a very pernicious nature, besides

malt and hops have been made use of. But, supposing no such

practices to have been proved, is it not a well known fact, that

not only in breweries, but likewise in distilleries, all the arts

of chemistry, and the skill of the most eminent in the pro-

fession, are.called into action? To produce the colour most

likely to please the eye, to obtain the flavour in most gene-

ral approbation, to cause the liquor to sparkle in the glass,

raise a fine head or adhere to the sidts of the pot, are, with

many other objects, constantly exeri-ising the mind of the

operator ; and to obtain such on the easiest terms, or at the

least expense, his constant aim and study. It is really asto-

nishing how easily some of these objects can be produced by

artificial means, which ought only to be the eflcct of the

genuine materials irom which the liquor is made. To ob-^

tain any foreign liquor in a true genuine slate is likewise

very difficult ami uncertain ; for in this the temptation is

* Taking the fifst price of tobacco at 5\(l. per pound, while the duty is

2i. 3(/., it is evident that one cargo smujvgled, yields a fortune to the adven-

turer.
,

equally
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equally strong. Even allowing tliat the first importer has

strength of mind sufficient against all thealhirements otgain,

the article goes through so many hands before it reaches

general consumption, that all the well known practices of

mixing, (particularly when the flavour is strong,) reducing,

and again bringing to lull proofs are too often carried to a

great extent.

Even wine is well known to he often so much adulterated,

that it is a mixture of no person can tell what. When we

consider that this is often used as a medicine, how danger-

ous and uncertain must the application often be I

Need I recall the attention of your readers to the various

means used to adulterate tea before the reduction of the duty ?

Now it is nearly back to its former high price, the very same

consequences will naturally follow *, a3 30on as any of the

countries on the continent shall be in a situation to get tea

from China so as it may be smuggled into this country. What
with smujrgling from abroad, adulteration at home, the high

price lessening the consumption, the diminution of the re-

venue must follow. I should now point out some of the bad

effects which high duties have on the morals of the people

;

but the evils are so numerous, and the consequences so fa-

tal to the peace of society as well as individuals, that the

subject would require a separate Essay, and I have already

intruded loo much on your indulgence. Wishing every suo

cess to your useful and entertaining Magazine,

I am, sir, yours. Sec,

Berwick, JaMES GrAHAM,
Jan. 2, 1809.

* Before the reduction of the duty on tea took phice, the revenue arising

from that article liad dwindled to a mere trifle, and the same cause %vill cer-i

tainly produce the same eflect

Xtl. jSIfinOV.
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XII, Memoir upon the Fineyards and IVines ofChampUgne

in France : PFritten in answer to certain Queries circulated

by M. Chaptal, By M, Gkrmon, of Epernay*,

I'RliUMINAniESt/

JL HK ancient province of Champagne, now divided Into

two deparinients under the names ot La Marne andLaHaute-

Marne, has been long celebrated as the vineyard ot" France.

There arc two kinds of wines which distinguish this di-

strict.

While wines : called Riviere de Marne wines.

Red wines: called Monlairne de Rheinis wines.

The white wines are produced irom vineyards situated in

the valleys and upon the sides of the hills in Epernay,

Dizy, Avenavj Cramaut, Lemesnil, iNlonthelon, Chouilly,

Moussy, &:c. : but in consequence of one of these varieties

of nature, for which wc cannot always account, the estate

of Cumiorcs, in the midst of so many vineyards celebrated

for white wines, aud under the same exposure, produces red

wines only, and of a (juality far superior to the above wines.

Among all the vineyards on the river JNIarne, the can-

tons of Hautvillers, Marcuil, Cumieres, and Epernav, arc

the most advantageously situated : they extend along the

river Marne, with this distinction, that the qualitv of the

wine falls off in proportion as the vineyard is distant from

the river : for this reason Hautvillers and Ay have always

enjoyed a preference overEpcniay and Pierry ; and the latter

over Cramant, Lemesnil, Sec, and these last over Mon-
thclon, Moussy, he.

South exposures produce upon the banks of the Marne ex-

cellent white wines, but their declivities and posterior parts,

which are called the mountains of Rheims, although situated

• Annales de Chimie, vol. Ixi. p. 5.

t The numerous facts contained in this Memoir render It trulv vaiuahle

:

ailhongh the author expresses himself in the languag'e of a pood practical

cultivator, lie does not always display the accuracy of a modern chemist.

We have not hitherto met witli any thing more comprehensive on the bUb-

jecf. and it forms the materials of M. Chapt.il's projected work, upon " L'Art

<kfaiif Ic fin." =N<'te of the Frencli, Editor,

in
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in general towards the north, and ahnost ahvays to the east,

also give red wines oi a good quality, and of a fine taste aiid

aromatic flavour.

The slope which overhangs Rhcinis is divided according

to the quality of its wines; hence we have wines of the

jnountain, of the lower mountain, and of the estate St.

Thierry.

' The mountain comprehends Vcrzy, St. Basle, Vcrznay,

MaiUy, Taissy, Ludes, Chigny, Rilly, and Villcrs-Allerand
;

and among these vineyards, the most esteemed are Verzy,

Verznay, and Mailly. The rest, although very good, are of

a different quality.

The vineyard of Bouzy, which terminates the chain or

the horizon between south and east, and which, therefore,

belongs to the two divisions, ought not to be omitted. It

produces excellent, fine, and delicate red wines, which,

from its exposure, participate in the good qualities of Verz-

. nay and the good red wines of La Marne.

The lower mountain comprehends a great quantity of

vineyard countries; among which we may distinguish Cha-

mery, Ecueil, and Ville Dcmange : this last place in parti-

cular, when the season is good, yields wine which will keep

for ten or twelve years.

The lower m.ountain extends to the banks of the river

Aisne. As the wines it produces are of a middling quality,

it scarcely requires to be particularized.

The district of Saint Thierry has taken its name, witli re-

spect to its wines and vineyards, from a large extent of

grounds containing large vineyards, such as Saint Thierry,

Triiinv, Chenay, Villelranqueux, Douillon, Hermonville,

and produce very agreeable red wines of a pale colour, very

much in request by the dealers.

But the wine properly called Clos Saint Thierry, and

coming from the archbishopric of Rheims, is the only wine

which unites the rich colour and flavour of Burgundy to the

sparkling lightness of Champagne. Clos Saint Thierry holds

the same rank among Champagne wines, that Clos-vougeot

does among those of Burgundy.

la the enumeration of the vineyards of the mountain,

some
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,&ome reaJcrr, may perhaps expect lo find S'tUery mentioned,

once so remarkable for red and white wines : the truth is,

that Sillery wine is in a great measure composed ol" the wines

produced in the territories of Verznay, Mailly, and Saint

Easle, once made, by a particular process, by the viarecliale

d'EstreeSj and for this reason long known by the name of

Fins de la Marechcdr. At the revolution this estate was di-

vided, and sold to ditTerent rich proprietors of Rheims : the

senator of Valencia, however, the heir to a great part of this

vineyard, neglects no means of restoring Sillery to its former

reputation.

Series of questions put by M. Chaptal, with their answers.

J. JVIiicli is the most advantageous Exposurefm- the Vine?

The most advantageous exposure for the vine is, without

contradiction, the south and the cast; but it has been ascer-

tained that certain advantages of soil and the nature of the

plant must also concur : otherwise various districts, such as

Daniery, Vanteuil, Reuil, &c., with the same exposure and

climate, and also watered by the Marne, would enjoy the

same celebrity as Cumieres, Uautvillers, and Ay. It must

be confessed that the former districts produce inferior kinds

of wine; but it remains to be derided whether \vc ought to

ascribe this difference to the culture, the plants, or the soil.

If. Are the high Exposures y the middle Elevations , or the

lower Grounds, lest adaptedfor Vnieyards?

Of all situations, the middle grounds are most esteemed :

the heat being more concentrated in thtni, they are exempt

from the variations of the atmosphere which prevail on

eminences, and from the humidity and exhalations whic.'i

issue from the lower regions: the elaboration of the sap or

juice is therefore more complete in the middle grounds.

Iir. Does an East or /Vest differ muchfrom a South Expo-

sure, in occasioning a sensible Dfference in the Quality

of the JVinesP

A western exposure is unfavourable to vegetation; it

burns and parches without any advantage, nor does it give

time
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time for the juice to be elaborated, and spread through all

the channels of vegetation, when mists, humidity, or dew,

succeed : it is a certain fact, that there is a difference of one

third in the quality and value between vines situated in east

and west exposures.

IV. Descrihe the Nature of the Grm/vd or Soil lulilch pro-

duces the best IVive.

Next to exposure, the nature of the soil and of the ground

influences the quality of the wine. It must be admitted,

however, that grounds with a northern exposure produce

wines of a generous and spirituous description ; while an-

other expos'.jre, perhaps to the south, yields a poor and com-

mon sort of wine. It is therefore to the salts and the juices

of the earth, combined with the influence of the atmosphere,

that we must ascribe the goodness and qualities of soils

adapted for vineyards.

The most proper soil for vines is a sandy granitic earth,

neither compact, nor too tiiick, nor clayev : frequently in

the best exposures, we meet with stony soils, which give

very strong wines; but warm and dry seasons are requisite in

these cases, and a necessary maturity : beneath these stony

soils, there are clayey and unctuous parts, and plenty of

springs, which conduce to the elaboration of the juice.

In general throughout Champagne the soils proper for

vines rest upon banks of chalk. The vine, indeed, comes up

slowly in this kind cf soil, but when it has fairly taken root

it grows to perfection : the heat of the atmosphere is tem-

pered and modified bv the coolness of the chalky beds, the

moisture of which is constantly sucked up by the vegetative

channels of the vine-plant.

CULTIVATION OF THE VINE.

V. How is the Vine planted P

In November or December, when the season admits of it,

the vine is planted by making an oblong hole or furrow,

one foot and a half in depth, by two or three feet in length :

the plant is introduced into it and covered with earth, slop-

ing it in such a way as to uncover only two or thr^e inches

of
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of the extremity of the plant, to which a horizontal and

erect position is also given. Each hole of this kind is one

foot and a half from the one adjoining, and on the same

line in vineyards where the soil is rich ; two feet being al-

lowed in lifrht soils. An interval of three feet is left between

the rows of the plants, and care is taken when a new row is

begun : the plants nmi^:t not be placed perpendicularly, and

directly above each other.

VI. IV hat is the JVny in which the Shoots are made P

The plants are inserted into turfs, or in lorigueltes. The

longuctte is a niere nuked twig, which had been left the

year preceding, and which i? now carefully raised and de-

tached, leaving the young roots behind it.

The turf plant, or vKircotte, consists in digging up a turf

in the marshes, and introducing into it in spring, by means

of a hole made in the middle of the turf, \\\c lo7iguette ov

slip intended to be planted : this shoot with its earthy ap-

pendage is then fixed in the ground, sloping it as usual :

the root is formed in the course of the year, and with a

pruning-knife the longuette is cut close to the top of the

shoot, and they are then removed by men, or on the backs

of animals, in order to be afterwards planted : this last way

is the most expensive, but it is the surest, and advances

the vine very fast ifi respect to vegetation.

One hundred of longueltcs or bare slips cost four or five

livres, and turf plants cost from 12 to 14 livres.

But as two longuettes arc requisite for each hole or fur-

row, when they plant in this way there is a trifling saving,

although the other method is far preferable,

VII. Is Grafting advantageous P

Grafting is not in general use, except in the vines be-

lonaintr to the vine-dressers themselves, and in the large

plant : these vines when grafted become yellow, and lan-

guish. The graft remains for some years exposed to the air,

humidity, and to bad management of the labourer, and iu

short to all the intemperance of the climate.

Vol. 33. No. li'O. Jrt«. l&og. I \ III. How
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VIII. How long does a good Fine Plant last ?

A good vine plant lasts 50 or 60 years, and frequently

lonQ;er, accordinji; to the care which has been taken of it.

A vine plant is deteriorated generally by the bad manage-

ment of the vine-dressers with respect to the shoots or slips:

if they arc not sunk deep enough in the ground, the vine

plant becomes over\\ helmed with roots, which at last form

a solid cake, and absorb all the juices from the ground : the

vine bcin"; thus incapable of shootinji;, the evil ouciht to be

instantly remedied.

IX. JVIiat Kind of Grapes are lest adaptedfor IVhile IVineP

Black and white grapes are planted indiscriminately in the

same vineyard : and this is perhaps wrong ; for the term of

maturity is not the same with both kinds of grape. The

reason assigned for this practice is, that wine made from

black grapes alone would be too vinous, and would become

muddy [snjet a tacher) in hot seasons ; while wine made

from white grapes would be too soft : the latter kind of

grapes would be too soft, as containing more nmcilage

(niiiquevx).

X. Is the BlacI^ Grape preferable to the JVhiteP—Stale the

Cause of this Superiority.

There is not much variety in the grapes of Champagne.

The black are generally preferred to the white grapes for

several reasons : In the first place, the black grapes resist

much better the rains and frost so common about vintage

time. Secondly, because there is more vinosity aud fine-

ness in the black grape, and it gives inore of what is called

bodv to the wine ; the white on the contrary is too muci-

laginous, renders the wine soft, and exposes it to become

yel'^iw, or to tiiickcn.

There are whole cantons, however, such as Chouilly,.

Cramant, Avise, Bisseuil, 8cc., where there are but very

few bla;k <>rapes, and yet their wine is in Iiigh estimation.

XI. JVhich of the Exposures is most subject to the Hoar-

frosts of Spring ?

The effects of frost arc only to be feared at sunrise : the

eastern
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eastern exposures are conscqucirtly most apt to suffer, al-

though it has been ascertained that vine plants freeze in

every exposure.

Thus, all the preservative methods hitherto indicated, such

as fumigations, or poles armed with long branches of foliage

capable of being agitated by the air, arc mere reveries of the

imagination : they have been eiiiployed indeed in small en-

closures ; but they never preserved a single cluster ofgrapes,

and are incapable of being applied to a large vineyard,

XII. At what Period is the Fine to be pruned P

About the end of February or beginning of March, the

most essential operation must be performed, namely, that

of cutting the plant. When it is very strong, two branches

or stumps only are left.

XIII. How many Eyes are left in the Plant P

Three eyes upon each branch : \^en the vine is weak,

one branch only is cut off.

XIV. At what Heightfrom the Ground is the Plant pruned?

When the plant is young and the rind is not marked with

old prunings, the plant is cut at the height of three or four

inches : the vine-dressers cut higher, because they frequently

cultivate three branches, and leave four eyes.

XV. To lukat Height is the Vine allowed to rise P

Not higher than a foot and a half,—to avoid dilating the

sap too much.

XVI. At what Season does thefirst Operation in the Vine-

yards commence?

After having pruned ihe vine, the first occupation is that

©f hoeing : this operation consists in digging up the earth

around the plants, so as to uncover their roots for a moment,
and detach the earth from them which may have become

clotted ; ihc hoe being always inserted into the earth about

a foot from the plant.

At the end of March, or beginning of April, when the

thaws have softened the ground, the hoeing commences.

F2 XVII. JVhat
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XVII. What is the Period of Planting Inj Slips or Cuttlnsg ?

This kind of planting is performed ai the time when the

vine is planted.

XVIII. In what Manner is this Kind of Planting managed P

In pruning, the vine-dresser reserves, m the barest and

most sterile places, certain slips, upon which he leaves or.ly

two or three stalks, according to the strength of the slip

:

the hole or furrow heing made, the slip is gently inclined,

by disengaging the roots, and by means of a pair of tongs

the stalks are held while placing in the furrow, at from four

to six inches distance from each other : the slip being thus

fixed at the depth of a foot or thereabout, a hand-basketfull

of manure is thrown at the root of the slip j the hole is then

filled up with natural earth in a loose manner, in order to ad-

mit of the two or three stalks sending out their shoots with-

out being bruised.

XIX. How many Operations are there to le performed le-

tween the Pruning and the Vintage Season P

The prunings being oyer, as the same vines are not pruned

every year, and even in those which have been pruned the

earth has not been thoroughly stirred, the vines are trimmed

at the beginning of May : this trimming is called labourage

an bourgeon, and is followed by the tycing up of the vine

plants.

XX. Which is ike 7nostfavourable Momentfor Tyeing and

Paring the Vine?

While the vine is in flower, it must not be touched : it

must be pared when the flower has nearly passed away, and

at the height indicated in Art. XV.: it must afterwards

be tied in such a way as to envelop the slip, without in-

juring the circulation of the air or the growth of the suckers.

Finally 5 about the middle of August, in order to clear

away the grass from the roots of the plant, and to raise up

the grapes which may have fallen to the ground, a third and

last trimming takes place.

The following is the routine practised in the vineyards of

Champagne

:

I. They
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1. They are cut in February or March,

2. Hoed in March.

3. Pnincil in April and May.

4. Tied or propped up in April and May.
5. First trimming for the shoots.

6. Pare and tie in June.

7. Second trimjiiing in July.

8. Third Irimminfr in Autjust.

XXI. Hotv iv it ascertained that the Grape is siijjicieiitbj ripCf

in order to commence the Laboitrs of the Vinla<reP

At the end of September, or later if the season has been

backward,—before proceeding to the labours of the vintacce,

in order to obtain the fruit at ihe most complete state of

ripeness.

The stalk of the grape must be brown and woody
;

The grape pendent \

The skin or pellicle of the grape tender, and not brittle

uhen chewed

;

When a seed can be easily detached from the juice of the

grape : which should in its turn present a vinous and trans-

jiarcnt appearance, without having any green in it ;

" When the grape stones are brown, dry, and not glutinous.

OF THE VINTAGE.

XXTI. What Precautions are necessary for managing the

Grapes so as not to injure the JVhite JVines P

Many precautions, even of detail, are necessary in making
white wine.

These consist in carefully picking the ripest and soundest

grapes from all withered or bruised grapes : they are then

put into panniers, and covered with cloths to prevent the

effects of the sun's rays, and to avoid fermentation.

The panniers thus covered, being put upon the backs of
horses, arc conveyed to the press ; into which they are not
emptied, however, until after sun-set. From twenty to fo^ty

panniers full are put under the press at a time : the contents

of two panniers produce half .a piece of wine : forty pan-
niers yield nine or ten pieces of white wine^ and each piece

contains two hundred bottles.

[To be continued.]

i' 3 XIII. ]\h\
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Xlir. Mr. Davy's Theory.

To Mr. Tilloch.

J. THANK you for your early insertion of my former com-

munication, as by that means I was favoured by Mr. Davy's

observations on it in his lecture yesterday.

*^ It seems that I misunderstood him : it is fit therefore

that i should state that f did so. He did not assert (in reference

to the experiment of the decomposition of the sulphate of

potash) that the sulphuric acid and the potash repelled each

other in consequence (if being in opposite states of electri-

city, but in consequence of being brought into the same state.

" I had understood him to say that the decomposition

took place in consequence of the natural electricities of the

sulphuric acid and the potash being reversed by means of

the Galvanic apparatus ; and I was less disposed to suspect

that T was wrong, from observing the following passage in

the Bakerian Lecture for 1807, which seemed to me to con-

vey the same doctrine :
' In the decompositions and changes

presented by the effects of electricity, the different bodies

naturally possessed of chemical affinities appear incapable of

combining, or of remaining in combination, when placed in a

state of electricity different from their natural order.' Philo-

sophical Transactions, i 807» p. 3S; and as, in the experiment

glluded to, both the sulphuric acid and potash seemed to mc
to be placed in a state of electricity different from their na-

tural one, T was by this means confirmed in my mistake.

^f That I did misunderstand him, however, I am amply sai^

tisfied by Mr. Davy's declaration, which is moreover shown

by the following passage, which, had it occurred to me at the

time, would probably have pointed out my error : it refers to

the theory of the decomposition of the fixed alkalies, and is

as follows : 'The oxygen being naturally possessed of the ne-

gative energy, and the basis of the positive, do not remain in

combination when either of them is brought into an electri-

cal state opposite to its natural one.' Phil. Trans. 1808, p. 9.

** Hence, therefore, we are to understand, that in the expe-

riment of the sulphat of potash to which I have so often re-

ferred.
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frrred, upon this neutral salt being placed in the Galvanic

circle, either the sulphuric acid or the potash, one or the

other of tlien», is brought into an electrical state opposite to

its natural one; consequently, into the same state as the body

with which it was united : hence a repulsion ensues, and the?

compound body is decomposed. This is Mr. Davy's expla-

nation.

'^ But I would still presume to request that my former

proposed explanation may be considered (which is not in liie

least affected by my having misunderstood Mr. Davy's ex-

planation) ; for the difficulties in the way of the present seem

to be, that we rtust suppose that in the first instance one

only of the parts of the compound body is affected l)y the

battery, and has its natural state of electricity reversed; and

that, ultimately, both are affected ; for, the exfierimcnt being

completed, the acid is found to be positive, and the potash

negative.

*' Is there, however, any repulsion in the case? Should we

not rather consider it as a case of chemical decomposition,

in which the attraction between the two constituents of the-

salt is overcome by more powerful affinities ?

I remain your obliged, humble servant,

JanuarvS, 1809. AUDITOR.

XIV. Mr. Davy's Theory,

To Mr. T'dloch.

London,
January 25, 1809.

SIR,

Y OUR correspondent 'Auditor,' notv/ithstaudinghis pene-

tration, has, 1 think, misunderstood Professor Davy's rea-

soning on electrocheniical attraction. His remarks on the

inconsistency of the theory and its explanation, tntch as he

conceived them to be, must naturally occur to every consi-

derate reader.

But if my memory does not deceive me, Mr. Davy stated ,:

*' An acid that is artificially rendered positive will not com-

F 4 bine
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bine with an alkali thai is naturally positive, and vice versa."

Hence it is evident that, if the ekctrical state ot either the

acid or alkali in the neutral salt is changed, tiiey can no

longer remain in union, as th( y nifrantly exert towards each

other a repulsive power proporti(niable to the uivcrse energy

of their natural electrical affinlt^ . This principle of de-

composition, which Mr. Davy merely mentioned in the lec-

ture referred to by Auditor, was fully explained and illus-

trated in a subsequent one.

He showed, by refined applications of his principles, that

in the decomposition of a neutral salt in solution the order

of the arrangement varies. When copper wires, which rea-

dily combine with oxygen, and are easily soluble in an acid,

are used to transmit the electricity, the positive wire attracts

the oxygen and acid, and repels the hydrogen and alkali.

But when platina wires are employed, which have but a very

slight affinity for oxygen and acid, the phcenonienon is very

different. Oxygen and acid, as before, are attracted by the

positive polej but as they are incapable of uniting with the

platina, they instantly receive by contact its electric state,

and exercise a repulsive power towards it : the same effect

takes place with the hydrogen and alkali at the negative pole.

If WG follow this course of reasoning, it is e^'ident that the

gaseous oxygen and hydrogen must diffuse themselves in

the atmosphere as they are liberated from their combina-

tions, and the acid and potash must find their states of rest

at a little distance from the positive and negative poles.

I am, sir, with great respect.

Your humble servant,

-A.B.

XV. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

January 12.—^The conclusion of Mr. Davy's Bakerian

Lecture was read. In this part of his communication Mr.

Daw gave an account of the decomposition of the fluoric

acid ; detailed some curious experiments upon the muriatic

acid
'f
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acid ; and entered into various new views connected with

chemical theory.

Potassium burns, as Mr. Davy discovcf^d, in fluoric acitj

gas, and separates its hasis^ which combines with the potash

formed, or with ihe potassium, if this last be in excess; and

this compound of the fluoric basis, and the alkali or alka^

line basis, prcduccsfluate of potash by combustion, or by

the action of water.

Common muriatic acid gas, Mr. Davy has discovered, con-

tains at least a third of its weight of water. Mr. D. has not

been able to procure it free from water in an uncombincd

state ; but he has obtained combinations of nniriatic acid

with phosphorous acid, phosphoric acid, Rulphuric acid, and

with phosphorus, free from moisture; and these compounds,

even when fluid, though constituted by niatter sup])osed to

be intensely acid, do not act on litmus paper nor dissolve

alkalis, and are non-conductors of electricity; but a very

small quantity of water develops tlieir energies, renders them

conductors, and makes them capable of violently acting

upon litmus and alkaline bodies. With these compounds

of muriatic acid, potassium detonates violently even at com-

mon temperatures. The energy of the explosion has hitherto

prevented Mr. Davy from examining the results; ; but he

thinks it probable that the muriatic acid may undergo change

or decomposition in the experiment.

In the course of his general inquiries Mr. Davy examined

an experiment, (lately published in Mr. Nicholson's Journal)

ou the production of ammonia, from a pyrophorus moist-

ened with water, by Professor Woodhouse; and states that

he has found his results -accurate ; but that the formation of

the volatile alkali depends upon nitrogen absorbed from the

atmosphere by the charcoal employed.

Mr. Davy, by exposing the pyrophorus whilst cooling

to hydrotren ira?, found that no ammonia could then be pro-

duced bv the aflusion of water.

Mr. Davy, from experiments made upon a large scale,

confirms his former analysis of potash, as consisting of about

14 of oxygen to 86 of metal.

lie defends the theory of Lavoisier against the opinions of

some
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some of the disciples of this ilkistrious man, who suppose

the metals to be componncls of hydrogen.

Jaa. 19 and 26.—A. Marsden, esq., Vice-president, in

the chair. Part of a lono paper, illustrated wi'.h several draw-

ings by Mr. Troughton, mathematical instrument maker,

was read, describing his instruments and methods of gra-

duating quadrants, sections of circles, and other instruments

for mathematical and philosophical experiments. Mr. Trough-

ton's theoretical method consists in making out a table of

errors, by which means he corrects the dots made on the

graduated circle, previous to the application of his instru-

ment for dividing it into 180 degrees. Of this instrument,

invented by his brother, and improved by himself, no cor-

rect idea can be given without the drawings, which unfold

the whole secret of the author's superior mode of manufac-

turing mathematical instruments.

WEKNERIAN NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

At the meeting of this Society on the 14th of January,

Dr. Thomas Thomson read an interesting description antj

analysis of a particular variety of copper-glance from North

America.

At the same meeting Dr. John Barclay communicated

some highly curious observations which he had made on the

caudal vertebras of the Great Sea Snake, (formerly men-

tioned) which exhibit in their structure some beautiful pro-

visions of Nature, not hitherto observed in the vertebrae of

any other animal.

And Mr. i^atrick Neill read an ample and interesting' ac-

count of this new animal, collected from diflerent sources,

especially letters of undoubted authority, which he had re-

ceived from the Orkneys. He stated, however, that owing

to the tempestuous season, the head, fin, sternum, and

dorsal vertebrse, promised some weeks ago to the University

Museum of Edinburgh, had not yet arrived ; but that he

had received a note from Gilbert Measoa, esq., (the gen-

tleman on whose estate in Stronsa the sea snake was cast,)

intimating that they might be expected by the earliest ar-

rivals from Orkney. lu the mean time, he submitted to the

Society
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Society the first sketch of a generic character. The nan^e

proposed for this new genus was Halstjdrus, (from dxg tliK

sea, and J^Jfo; a watcr-snakc) ; and as it evidently appeareJ

to be the Soe-Ormen described above half a century ago, by

Pontoppidan, in his Naliiral History o\ Norway, it was sin^-

gestcd that its specilic name should be H. Pontoppldani.

XVI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

EAUTHQUAKE.

JL HE following account of a shock of an earthquake felt at

Dunning, in Perthshire, on the ISth of January, about two

o'clock A.M. is given by Mr. Peter Martin, surgeon, in

Dunning.—He was coming i-unic at the time cai horseback,

when his attention was suddenly attracted by a seemingly

subtcri;t:ieou3 noise, and his horse immediately stopping, he

perceived the soimd to proceed froin tlie north-west. After

continuing the space of half a minute, it became louder and

louder, and apparently nearer, when, all on a sudden, the

earth gave a perpendicular heave, and with a tremulous wav-

ing motion seemed to roll or move in a south-east direction.

The noise was greater during the shock than before it, and

for some seconds ifter it was so loud, that it made the cir-

cumjacent mountains reecho with the sound ; after which,

in the course of about half a minute, it gradually died away.

At this time the atmosphere was calm, dense, and cloudy,

and for some hours before and after there was not the least

motion in the air. Fahrenheit's thermometer, whenexamiucd

(about half an hour after the shock), indicated a temperature

of 13 degrees below the fieezing point of water. The pre-

ceding day was calm and cloudy ; thermometer, eight A.M.
14, eight P.M. 13. The morning of the 18th was calm and

cloudy, but the day broke up to sunshine ; thermometer,

eight A. M. 19, eight P. M. 16. This was a greater shock

than that felt at the same place on the gth of September^

about six A. M. several years ago[; and if it had been suc-

ceeded by another equally violent, it must have damaged the

houses : but fortunately wc have heard of no harm being done.

'Natural
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Natural lIiSTonv.—At day-break on tlie 3 J of January

1809, an enormous l]?h was descried at halt" cable's length

from P8nryn quay, steerh)g towards the town, and three boats,

under the direction of captain Dunn, were manned to attack

him : the first he enclosed, as it were in a pond, formed by

a circular curve from head to tail, without doing any injury.

A man then courageously cut a hole in the dorsal fin, through

which he rove a hooked rope. Upon feeling this, the fish

attempted to put to sea, hut being diverted bv some hard

blows on his snout, he sheered towards the Falmouth road.

A three-inch rope doubled was then parbuckled round him,

which he instaniaueously snapped. A hawser fFom the quay

was next applied to him ; when, after dragging a sloop's

anchor, tearing up a moorstone post on the quay, and stav-

ing a boat, he was brought into shoal water, and, it being

ebb tide, subdued. He was afterwards towed rounrl by three

boats, and with the tackle of a sand-barge and the exertions

of 20 men and three horses, he was drawn upon the slip of

colonel Hcame'o quay, where he remained a few davs for the

amusement of the curious. He measures 31 feet long, 19

feet round, 9t feet high, 7j feet mouth. It proved to be a

male of the Squal us genus, being the Squalus' maximns,

the Baskino- Shark, or Sun-fish of Pennant. It abounds in

the Irish Channel and on the west coast of Scotland. It is

generally seen in pairs. Accordingly the mate of this animal

was observed in St. Keverne Bay, next day, by the Wal-

siniiham packet.

Mr. Taylor the Platonist announces, that he has made

some very important discoveries in that branch of the mathe*

inatics relating to infinitesimals and infinite series. One

of these discoveries consists in the ability of ascertaining

the last term of a great variety of infinite series, whether

such scries are composed of wliole numbers or fractions.

!Mr. Taylor further announces, as the result of these dis-

coveries, that he is able to demonstrate, that all the leading

propositions in Dr. \\'allis's Arithmetic of Infinites are false

;

and that the doctrine of Fluxions is founded on false princi-

ples, and, as well as the Arithmetic of Infinites, is a most

Tfiuarkable instance of the possibilit\- of deducing true con-

3 elusions
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ciusions from erroneous principles. Mr. T. is now com-

posing a treatise on this subject, which will be published in

the course ot" next year.

LECTURKS.

St. Thomas's and Ginfs Hospitals.

The Spring Course of Lectures at these contiguous Hos-

pitals" will commence as usual the 1st of February, viz.

j4t St. Thomas's. Anatomy and Operations of Surgery,

by Mr. Cline, and Mr. Cooper.—Principles and Practice of

Surgery, by Mr. Cooper.

At Gui/s. Practice of Medicine, bv Dr. Bahington and

Dr. Curry.—Chemistry, by Dr. Bahington, Dr. Marcct,

and Mr. Allen.—P^xperimental Philosophy, by Mr. Allen.

—

Theory of Medicine, and Materia Medica, by Dr. Curry

and Dr. Cholmelcy.—Midwifery, and Diseases of Women
and Children, by Dr. Haighlon.—Pliysiology, or Laws of

the Animal CEconomy, by Dr. Haighton.—Occasional

Clinical Lectures on Select Medical Cases, by Dr. Bahing-

ton, Dr. Curry, and Dr. Marcet.—Structure and Diseases

of the Teeth, by Mr. Fox.

N. B. These sveral Lectures are so arranged, that no two

of them interfere in the hours of attendance ; and the whole

is calculated to form a complete Course of Medical and

Chirurgical Instructions. Terms and other i'articulars may
be learnt at the respective hospitals.

Mr. Singer's extensive Course of Lectures on "Electricity

will commence at the Scientitlc Institution, 3, Princes-

Street, Cavendish-Square, about the niiddle of Februarv,

They comprise a Historical View of the Pr()fj!;ress of Elec-

trical Discovery, from the earliest period to the present time;

and an Exhibition of every interesting Experiment, with

their Application to the Solution of Natural i'h.-cnomena,

and to the I^irposes of Philosophical Hescarch : assisted by

Original Illustrations on an Apparatus of considerable extent

and power.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.

To Phincas Andrew?, of Haverstock Hill, in the parish

of Hampstead, in the county of Middlesex, gent., for

certain
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certain improvements in the construction of a machine for

thrashing of corn, grain, and pulse, and all kinds of seed.

October 31.

To Samuel Crackles, of Kingston-upon-Huli, brush-ma-

nufacturer, for a method of niaking brushes from whale-

bone, formerly made from bristles. November 3.

To Samuel Brookes, of Bermondsey, tanner, for an in-

vention for splitting raw bull, ox, and cow hides, so that

each side of the hide so split, may be manufactured for the

purposes for which an entire hide has been before used—as

follows : the grain side for coach and chrase hides and other

purposes, and the flesh side for losh hides, for white leather,

for vellum, for tanning, and for other purposes. Nov. 3.

To John Hartley, John Musgrave, and William Farmery,

of Leeds, machine makers, for a machine for preparing

roving, slubbmg, spinnmg, twisting, and doubling of cotton,

flax, hemp, tow, worsted, silk, or any other substance,

into threads, preparatory tO their being manufactured or

otherwise used. Nov. 8.

To Nicholas Fairies, of South Shields, esq., for a windlass,

windlass bites, and metalhc hawse hole chamber, whereby

great manual labour is saved, and a less space of time is

necessary in hcaving-to ai^d getting on board ships' anchors,

either inmoderate weather or in gales of wind. Nov. 15.

To Jonathan Dickson, of Christ-Church, Surrey, steam-

engine maker, for improvements in the construction of tuns,

coolers, vats, and backs, used by brewers, distillers, and

others. Nov. 15.

To Charles Gostling To\vnley, of Ramsgate, esq., for

improvements applicable to musical instruments of different

descriptions. Nov. 26.

To Frederick Nolan, of Stratford, near Colchester, in the

county of Essex, clerk, for improvements in the construc-

tion of flutes, flageolets, hautboys, and other wind instru-

ments now in use. Nov. 26.

To Charles Seward, of Lancaster, block-tin manufacturer,

for improvements in the construction of lamps. Nov. 26.

To John Schmidt, of Saint Mary Axe, London, watch-

maker, for a phantasmagoric chronometer or nocturnal dial,

representing
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representing or making visible at night, to'an enlarged size,

the dial of a watch against the wall oFa room j the reflec-

tion obtained by a light and optical apparatus being at the

same time sufiicient to give the room a pleasing illumina-

tion. The nocturnal dial may, with little alteration, be con-

structed of any watch or time-piece: but to render the whole

as simple and useful as possible, he has also invented a me-

chanism, or instrument, which is applicable to the above,

on account of ils peculiar action, which he calls the myste-

rious circulator, or chronological equilibrium, requiring only

one hand or nonius to show seconds, minutes, and hour^ :

it is particularly useful, and may, if required, with little al-

teration, represent an orrery. Dec. 20.

To John Frederick Archbokl, of Great Charlotte-Street,

Blackfriars-Road, for improvements in making brandy

;

comprising, first, a new method in making wine as the worts

or must for the making the brandy, and a still applicable to

the working oft' the same, and a new method of rectifying

the spirit when worked, off. Dec. 20.

To William Steel, of Liverpool, glass-dealer, for an en-

tire new machine engine, or instrument for making white

sail. Dec. 2o.

To William Tompson, of Dent End, near Birmingham,

in the county of Warwick, locksmith, for a lock, which

acts in a perpendicular and horizontal direction, with spring

and tumblers, one part being at liberty whilst the other is in

motion, the bolts of which lock return into the body thereof

when it is unlocked. Dec. 29.

METEOROLOGY.

The weather during the presciii month has been the most

severe that has been remembered for many years. The fait

of snow has been excessive, and the degree of cold very in-

tense. Tn Scotland the weather has been similar. At Edin-

burgh on Saturday the 2l3t of January, at eleven o'clock

P. JM. a thermometer constFucted by Crighton of Glasgow,

stood at 17°. On the following morning, at half past eight

o'clock, it stood at 12"; and at eleven at night it was so low

as 9'^. On the 23d in the morning the temperature was 17^

METEOaO-
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XVII. On Barometrical ISItasurements^*

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sir,

JVl. De la Place in hia' Mechaniqve Celeste, M. Ramond
in the Mcmohes de I'Lntitut, vol. vi,^ and M. Daubisson

in the Journal des Mines, February 1807, bave recently

brought to perfection, the method of nieastiririg altitudes by

means of the barometers. Their memoirs are highly deserv-

ing of being translated into English : it is at least certain,

however, that it would be ag'ceuble to the geologists of this

country, and to those of foreign nations who make use of

instruments graduated in the English way, if the second of

the two methods of M. Ramond was reduced into the mea-

surements of this country. This second method has the ad-

vantages over the first of being the most €ixpeditious, and at

the same time almost imperceptibly exact. I have under-

taken this task, and shall be happy to see it inserted in your

Journalj if you find it worthy of publication.

The principal part of this work consisted in the reduction

of the table of M. Ramoiid ; the object of which is, to have

a view in calculation, to the gravity at xJifterent parallels of

latitude at which we take observations. His second method

abridges considerably his first; and, in my opinion, all an-

tecedent methods where exactitude was the object in view.

I subjoin this table calculated upon the co-efficient 10057*6

fathoms, which corresponds to 18393 metres, being that of

M. Ramond.

You will perceive that the result of the calculation, ac-

cording to my reduction, gives the altitudes in fathoms in

place of giving them in feet as in England. In this trifling

change, I find two advantages : In the first place it renders

the calculation a little shorter j and secondly, it presents the

altitudes in numbers more easily fixed in the imagination

than more complicated numbers. In short, we cannot form

* For this communication we are indebted to a learned foreigner now in

London.

Vol. 33. No. 130. Feb. 1809. G a very
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a very distinct idea of the height of a mountain, when we

state it as 19000 feet, whereas three miles and some fathoms

will impress the real height much more strongly on the mind.

The examples subjoined show the method; and I presume

will require no further illustration to those who are ac-

quainted with logarithms. I shall only observe, that in re-

duting the metre to fathoms, I have made use of the report

which I found in the Memoirs of the Royal Institution,

vol. i., namely, l'"39'371 English inches : and with respect to

the thermometer, I liave made use of the well known re-

port 100 : 1 SO, those two numbers marking the space of the

scale comprehended between the freezing and boiling points :

thus in calculation the degrees of Fahrenheit should be di-

minished 32° for the degrees above the freezing point, and

on the contrary with respect to the degrees below melting

ice, they must be relrenched from 32".

I am your very obedient servant,

De J .

January 1809.

Note—In the first of the following examples I have ap-

plied to the least height of the barometer, the difference of

the thermometers which are attached to them, because the

thermometer was lower than in the other.

In the second example it is the contrary, because the

thermometer attached was highest at the station where the

barometer was lowest. The rule is to augment the height

of the column of mercury, in the coldest station, by so

much as -rrrlT-,- as there are deg;rees of difference between

the thermometer.s of correction. The perusal of M. Ramond's

Memoir will greatly assist the reader on this gubject.

Example
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Table of the Logarithms of the Coefficients calculated for

diflercnt Latitudes—Supposing the coefficient equal to

10057 '6 fathoms for the 45 dctrrees.

latitude.
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XVIII. A Letter on the Jlterations that have taken place in

the Structurs of Rock'i, on the Surface of the hasaltk

Country in the Omntics of Derry and Antrim. Addressed

to Humphry Davy, Esq.^ Sec. JR. S. By WihuiAM
Richardson, D.D. *

SIR,

X REauEST you will be so good as to lav before the Royal

Society the following observations on the Natural History

of that part of Antrim, (contiguous to the Giant's Cause-

way,) which you and I examined so carernllv tr)gethcr. I

Icnow not any country that deserves so well to have its facts

faithfully recorded; from the important concluaions to which

they lead.

The basaltic area (taken in its whole extent) comprehends

the greater part of Antrim, and the east side of Derry to a

considerable depih.

In a geological point of view, naturcf has been vcrv kind

to this district, for not content with assembling together in

a small space so many of her curious productions, and ar-

ranging them with more regularity and steadiness than in

any other country described, she has condescended occa-

sionally to withdraw the veil, and lay herself open to view,

often exhibiting a spectacle eqiuillv gratifying to the admirer

of magnificence, and to the curious naturalist, wjio can

here, by simple inspection, trace the arrangements which

are to be discovered elsewhere, (jnly by penetrating beneath

tne surface of the earth.

As soon as we enter the basaltic area, we begin to per-

ceive traces of these arrangeuients ; as we advance further

north, they increase; and in the tract near the shore, aiui

especially at the island of Unfhlin, which seems to have

come fresher from the hand of nature than the rest of our

area, the stratification of the whole is perfectly visible, and

* From Philosophical Transactions for 1808.

f-
By the word nature, which frequently occurs in the course of this Me-

moir, I always mean, according to K.ay's dcfinitiuii, the wisdoui of God iu

the creation of the world.

the
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the nature of the several strata laid open to us at iheir abrupt

and precipitous terminations.

To the southward we perceive the distinctive features

abate, and wear away ; the basaltic stratification indeed re-

mains, but is no longer displayed to us in the same manner;

the neat, prismatic, internal construction of the strata,

which occurs so frequently on, and near, the coast, is scarcely

to be met with at a distance from it ; a rude columnar ap-

pearance is all we find, and that but rarely.

It is at the periphery of our area, and especially at its

northern side, that every thing is displayed to the greatest

advantage j here we have perpendicular fagades often con-

tinuous for miles, and every separate stratum completely

open to examination.

Of these facades, four are more distinguished by their

grandeur and beauty than the rest, Magill/gan Rock, Care

Hill, Bengore, and Fairhead.

The two former are at the extreme points of the north-

west diagonal of our area, and nearly forty miles asunder
;

they are at the summits of mountains, and accessible by

land.

The precipitous faces of Fairhead and Bengore, to which

I had the pleasure of attending yoa, and which are visible

only from the sea, are the moet beautiful, and the most

curious ; for the strata, which at Magilligan and Cave Hill,

are all nearlv similar, at Fail head and Btngore are much di-

versified. Of Fairhead I have already published an account

in Nicholson's Journal for December, 1801, and I now
propose to execute an intention which I have had i'or some

years of givinji a minuie account of Bengore.

I am aware thai it will be extremely difficult to convey a

clear ami adequate idea of an assemblage of 16 strata, (for

such is the number of which our promontorv is composed,)

appearing and disappearing at various altitudes, yet retaining

each its own proper place, and forming together a most

beautiful and regular whole, though never considered as such

before.

liut as 1 have the aid of very correct views of the most

important parts of the fa9ade, to the accuracy and fidelity

G 4 'of
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of which I liave already obtained ynir testimony—T shall

vehtui-e lo proceod,'f6r J am anxious to bring into notice the

most complete exposure of the internal structure of a (listrict,

tf)at' I liave seen or read of; as there is little likelihood that

any other person yv ill enjoy the opportunities which I have

had for so many years, of exploring this interesting part of

our'coastV through a turbulent sea, and rapid tides.
V.J ra.ji /, .:. r,o:r-'i', i .'< . .

JbesMpt'wn of the Promovtory of Boigore^ and its

Siratficutlon.

This' prornontory commences at the termination of Busk-

foot Stra7ia,' w'^ere the coast, the n-eneral direction of which

for several miles had been due ea'st and west, turns to the

north-easf, and, after being cut into several semi-circular bays,

deflects lo.the S.S.E. and near the old castle oi Diinsejjerick.

resuines its former rectilinear and nearly eastern direction.

" The promontory occupies the interval between Dunseve-

rickp and l):ie Black Rock, at the end of Bus'foot Strand,

about four English 'miles ; the fagacles cbmiinence at i»/ac^

Rock, and increase in height until we reach Pleskln, where

the perpendicular part at the summit is 1 70 feet, and the'

precipitous part from the bottom of the pillars to the sea 200.'

As we proceed on from Pleskin to Dunseverick, the height,

cjradually abates, and is finally reduced to about 100 feet.

In this whole space, wherever the precipice is accurately

perpendicular, the several strata are easily distinguished from

each other, but where the slightest obliquity prevails, a grassy

covering is formed that eflfcctually conceals all beiieatli it

;

hence the face of the precipice seeins much diversified j the

columnar strata in some places only exhibiting cletachcd

groups of pillars, while in others they form extensive colon-

nades.

1 shall now state the appearances as we approach, and

coast the promontory from the westward, noticing in this

first view of the precipice, every thing that may be consi-

dered as general, and reserving (as I did with you) for my
return in the contrary direction, a detailed account of the

strata taken separately.

The first circumstance, that oc9urs to the attentive pb-
" server
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server on his approach, Is, that although bolli the promon-

tory itselF, and the strata composing it, ascend to the north-

ward, yet it is not in the same angle, the strata being more

inclined to the horizon than the line tracing the surface of

the promontory, a fact which I shall account for afterwards.

From the Black Rock to the Giant's Causeway (about a.

mile) the materials, and their arrangement, are similar to

those of the coast to the westward, viz. strata of table basalt,

generally separated by thinner strata of a reddish substance.

At the Giant's Causeway a new arrangement commences,

one of the little systems I have mentioned in other memoirs,

bv the aoirrejiate of which our coast is formed; nature having

changed her materials, or their disposition, or both, every

two or three miles. To the system of strata comprehended

betuccn the C^iant's Causeway ap,d Dunsevoiick I now limit

myself, as all the strata composing it emerge between these

two points.

As vv'C proceed along the coast from the Giant's Cause-

uay eastward, we perceive the whtde mass of strata ascend

gradu^lfVi culminate at the northern point of the promon-

I'orv, ati'd then descend more rapidly, as the land falls away
to the south-east, until having traced them across the face

of the precipice we see them immcrgc separately at and bc-

vond Fortmoon IFhyn Dykes.

The western side of the promontory is cut down p^erpcn-

dicularly, by eleven JP^hyn Dykes; the inter.vals between

them are unequal, but tliey all reach from the top of the

precipice to the water, out of which some of them ao-ain

emerge in considerable fragments ; they are, all constructed

of horizontal prisms, which are strongly contrasted with the

vertical pillars of the strata ihi-ough which they pass.

One of the dykes at Port Cooan, on Bevgore, half a mile

from the Giant's Causeway ^ is very beautiful : an insulated

rock about ] CO feet high, and 20, in diameter, stands pcr-

pendicubir in the middle of a small bay ; the main body of

the rock is similar to the contiguous consolidated masses;

but on the east side a singular whyn dyke is joined to it

cbinposed (as they often arc) of sp,veral walls agglutinated.

tQgcther, with wall-like fragiticnts of other parts of thc.dy.ke,

3 emcroiiiiT
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emerging at their base ; the solid mas? of tlyke is seen cutting

c'own the precipice to the south wartl at 150 yards distance,.

Depression of the Strain.

Soon after we have passed the last of our whyn dykes at

Tort Spagna, (a name derived from a vessel beioucing to the

Spanish armada having been driven ashore in that creek,)

we discover a new and curious circar.istance, viz, that the

•western half of tjie promontory has sunk or subsided be-

tween thirty and forty feet, without the slightest concussion

or derangement of the parallelism of the strata.

Two olher depressions appear as we proceed onwards,

one at Porhnoon, and the other at the angle where the pro-

montory begins to project from the rectilineal coast ; these

however are far less consideraVile in thickness than the pre-

ceding, neither of them exceeding five feet.

Such depressions occur at the collieries near Ballycastle,

and generally on one side of a whyn dyke. We have also at

Seaport, two miles west from the Gia/it's Causeway, a dyke

oblique and undulating, with a depression of the strata of

about four feet on one -side; but on Bcngore promontory

our dykes are unacctmipanicd by depressions of the strata, and

where we have depressions we do not find a trace of a dyke.

The portions of this extensive fac;.ade, whicli I have se-

lected for expianritorv vicv/s, arc Portmoott, in or near which

most of the strata emerge, and Plcskin, where the strata

culminate: each of these views, too, exhibits one of our de>-

pressions ; but in tb.al of Plc.<kln the first apparent de-

jKCSsion is purely an optical effect arising from the position

of my friend ntajor O'Neal, of the bCXu, v.ho took his view

from the uater.

^nitmcratwn of the sixteen Strata that compose the Promon-

tory o/"Bengore, takeji in their regular Order, and count-

ingfrom above.

The counirv immediately to the southward of Bengnre is

like the promontory itself, a stratifitd mass, accumulated (o

the sunmiits of Craig Park and Croaghmore, tl.e first five

hundred and the second seven hundred feet high; but with

th'csi
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these strata I have nothing to do, limiting mvself to those

alone of which the promontory is formed, and which are

exhibited in its facades.

-The uppermost of these commences near half a mile to the

eastward of the angle, where the coast deflecting from its

due east and west course, turns to the north-west, and be-

gins to form the promontory.

So far ihp course of this stratum is to app?arance perfectly

horizontal ; for the strata all ascending to thcuorlh, the in-

tersection of their planes with the plane of the sea must

run east and west, that is, in tiie present case it coincides

w ith the direction of the coast.

But when the coast changes its direction, this coincidence

ceases, and the facade (that is the vertical section of the

coast) losing its east and west course, its strata must appear

to ascend towards the point it turns to ; therefore tlje strata

at Foftmoon, and along the north-e:ast side of the promon-

tory, should ascend obliquely along the fagadcs, as they ac-

tually do,

First Slratum, (/;?).

The stratuni I conniience with forms the whole far^ade,

from its first appearance until it readies the promontory ; it

consists of massive pillars rather rude, and about sixty feet

long, its course for half a n)ile (as I have stated) seems ho-

rizontal, but on the face of the promontory it ascends, and

continues to rise unilbrmly until it reaches the sunnnit,

which it lines as far as Portmoov, on the south side of which

it loses some of its thickness, then sudd':nlv disappears and

vanishes from that facade, receding westward in tlie form of

a stony ridge, and is seen no more.

SecQ7id Strnt!/772, [k).

The stratum upon which the preceding rests, Is red as-

brick, and about nine feet thick ; it appears in spots and

patches just above high water mark, so lung as tlie incum-

bent stratum continues horizontal, but when that ri^:es ob-

liquely, the second ascends "with it; it is now compietelv

displayed, and having supported the prvceduig in its course

to
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to ib.c summit, vanishes with it (at x in the view oi Port-

mnon), and is seen no more.

These ochreous matters, so comniQa in all basj^ltic coun-

tries, according to Mr. F. St. Fond's opinion, were once

pure basalt, but have uiidergone some chemical process oC

nature we are unacquainted with, by which their colour has

been changed.

Third Stratum, {'>).

The next stratum i^ the last of those composing the pro-

montory wlilch appears beyond it; for so long as the first

and second continue their horiz,ontalcoui;se towards Ec'Tig-ore,

this third accompanies them, showing its upper surface be-

tween high and. low water-mark ; but when it ascends along

with the others across the facades it displays its whole

thicluiess, above fifty feet.

This stratum is of that variety of basalt, I have on diffe-

rent occasions distinguished by the name irregular prismatic ;

it resembles the columnar basalt in grain, but differs from

it totally in princij)le of internal construction, for its prisms

are small, not articulated, and indifferent as to the position

of their axes, which is perpetually changing.

The irregular prismatic basalt accompanies the columnar

in most countries, as at Pont du Baume, at Trezza, at Bol-

sena in the Sound of Mull, and at Stajf'a. In ylntrim, it is

very common ; and here is a striking resemblance between

the rock crowning the celebrated colunms at Staffa, and a

stratum covering a very neat colonnade at Cra'igahullury near

Portrvsh.

This stratum (a? is well exhibited in the view of Por^-

moou) is scolloped off' irregularly frcn) the point where it be-

comes superficial (,v), until it completely disappears at (i);

a thin stripe of its lower edge alone is ever resumed again.

Fourth Stratum, (//).

The next three strata will require only very short descrip-

tions ; the fourth is about seven feet thick, entirely colum-

nar, the pillars small, but not neat : they appear very white

from a thick covering of Byssus saxatUh, which shows a

great predilection for this stratum.

Fifth
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Fifth. Slratitm, (g).

This stratum is ochreons, and more of a slate colour llian

any of the other red strata; as it is friable, it soon acr]uires

a grassy coat, through which it is only in spots that it show*

its proper colour; it is about eight feet thick.

Sixth Stratum, (f)

.

This stratum is composed of rude massive pillars so

coarsely formed, that on the least abatement of perpendicu-

larity the columnar form can scarcely be traced. This stra-

tum is about ten feet thick, it forms the vertex of the beau-

tiful conical island Beanyn Daana, and is marked in the

views (y).

These last strata, though they have nothing very remark-

able in themselves, nor contribute much to the beauty of

the facade; yet thev exhibit one of the most important facts

I am acquainted with in natural history, and which, when,

attentively considered, throws much light on the nature of

the operations performed upon our globe since its consolida-

tion, and leads us irresistibly to conclusions extraordinary

and unexpected.

The fourth, fifth, and sixth strata reach the top of the

precipice, and vanish together at the waterfall in the north-

west corner of Porfnioon. When they come to the surface,

they turn inland to the westward in long stony ridges ; these

obstruct the course of the waters in their descent alone: the

inclined plane, formed by the surface of the promontory,

and throw them over the precipice, in a cascade higliiy beau-

tiful after rain.

On the facades to the north-west not a trace of tljcm ap-

pears, these being entirely formed by the lower strata, which

I have not yet noticed ; but at the distance of a mile, at the

great depression (already mentioned), the fourth, fifth, and

sixth strata, with a narrow stripe of the third, suddenly ap-

pear, in their regular posts, their proper order, and with all

the cliaracteristic marks peculiar to each scp.iratc stratun).

In the interval between the depression zlPleskin, and the

Giant's Causeway (about a mile), these three strata often

appear
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appear in a rlesiiltory way on the summit of the precipice,

wherever it is of £iifficltnt heiglii to receive ihcm, always

preserving their usual thickness, their characters, and their

order ; so that a person master of the order I am detailing,

as he approaches a rising point of the precipice, can tell its

strata, and their order, before he is near enough to distinr

guish them.

Screnlh Strutum, (d).

The rude and massive pillars of the sixth stratum pass into

the neater, and much longer columns of the seventh, without

interrupting the solidity or continuity of tlT£ material ; exact-

ly as a down-held hand appears to separate into fingers. The
thickness of this stratum, that is theJength of the pillars of

which it is formed, is fifty four feet ; it is marked {d) in the

two views, and in its passage across the face of the precipice,

displays more beautiful colonnades than any of the others.

This seventh stratum emerges from the beach immediately

behind the south-east point of Portmoon, and where it first

shows itself in that bay, has its lower edge raised only a few

feet above the water; it forms the upper frustum of the

larger of the two conical islands, ascends obliquely along

the face of Portmoon, and continues to rise until it com-

poses the upper range in the beautiful facade, properly called

Bengore Head. This is probably the most magnificent of all,

its convexity towards the sea producing a fine effect. The

lower edo;c of this stratum, that is the line formina; the base

of its pillars, i>as bete, as at Pleskin, attained the height of

three hundred feet above the water.

The seventh stratum, like those above it, also suffers an

interruption; for after having exhibited itself to such great

advantage at Bciigorc, the extreme northern point of the

promontorv lowers, and this stratum disappears for about

one-third of a mile ; as the promontory rises, it is resumed

a^ain in great beauty at Phfskln, and is interrupted no more;

we scarcely ever lose sight of it until we reach Port Noffer

(the next bay to the Causeway) ; here, for want of perpen-

dicularity it is little seen, and is finally lost over the cause-

way, we know not well how.

Eighth
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Eight /i Stratum, (c).

Thf next stratum is oF the same variety of basalt with the

third, that is, irregular prisinnfic; it is lifty-four ft>ct thick,

aiul in the views distinguished by the letter (c) : where it

emerges at the south-east corner of Portmoon, it is quite ac-

cessible by land, and affords the best opportunity I know for

examining this species oF basalt, as it is there very neat.

There is little njore of this stratum seen in the fagade of

Portmoon for want oF perpendicularity, but it forms the

lower frustum of the great conical island Beanyn Daa?m,

and the whole of the smaller, except the base ; it is v\ell dis-

played over the remainder of the precipice, it forms the in-

termediate stratum between the magnificent colonnades at

both Bengore and Plr-skin, and iinally is lost just over tiie

Giant's Causeway. Large globular fragments have fallen

from it, and are scattered about the causeway.

Ninth Stratum^ {b).

This stratum is forty-four feet thick, that being the exact

length of the neat pillars composing it ; at its emersion it

forms the bases of the two conical islands in PortinooUy and

is no more seen in that bay, but inunediatcly to the north-

ward it begins to show itself in colonnades and groups, soma

of them resembling castles and towers.

It ascends along the precipice obliquely, like those above

it, forms the lower range at Bt^ngore and Pleskin, from

which last it dij)s to the westward regularly, composes the

group at Port Noff'er, called the Oi:gan'>, seen from the

causeway, and finally at its immersion, or intersection v/ith

the plane of the sea, it forms the beautiful assemblage of

neat pillars, so long distinguished by the nanie of the Giant's

Causeway.

At these two intersections, each of them accessible by

land and water, the prisms exactly resemble each other in

grain, size, and neatness ; the interval between them is full

two miles, through great part of which this stratum is dis-

played at difTereiit heights ; it culminates between Pleshin.

and BengorCf wiih its lower edge more than two hundred

feet above the water.

a We
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We see now what a dimiliutive portion of our vast basal-

tic ni 335 has, irjlil lately, monopolized the attention oF the

piiridas-; and even after.it was discovered that we had many
Other, and nnich finer collections of pillars on the same pro-

moatorv, it never occurred to those who were preparing to

give accovtnts of them to the public, to examine whether

these were mere desultorv groups, or detached parts of a

'^rand and, regular whole, which a more comprehensive view

of the subject would soon have laid open to them.

Tenth Stratum^ {a).

. The stratum upon' whi.ch the pillars of the preceding rest,

is ochreons, red as ujiniuip, and about twenty feet thick ; it

is scarcely seen at Portmoon, a patch alone of its surface

being distitiguishable under water at lovy tide ; but inmie-

diately to the porthward it shows itself, and from its bright

colour, makes a conspicuous figure across the face of the

precipice in a coarse of more than a mile and half; its last

appeamnce to the westward is at RovinvalleTj , the opposite

point of the bay from the GianVs Causeivay, from which

we have a good view of it. The final dip and immersion of

this tenth stratum, as well as its emersion, are lost for want

of perpendicularity.

The six remaining strata are all similar in material, but

differing much from each other in thickness ; they are all of

that description called tabular basalt, sometimes showing'

a

faint disposition to assume a columi^ar form at their edges,

and always separated from each other by ochrtous layers.

These six strata are not so perfectly distinct as those above

them, for soinetimes we think we can count ^even, and

asixiin not more than five ; nor does each of these preserve

the same thickness through their whole extent, for they are

deeper towards the northern point, where they culminate,

forming by themselves a perpendicular facade nCctr two htih-

dred feet high, bat they grow thinner as they recede from

this centre.

The jets of black rock in the view of Porfmoo??, are the?

emersions of these strata ; their last aj-pcarance on the vvest

side is at Rovi/ival/eij, where they siiongiy displav the incli-

nation
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nation of their strata, (ihe same with all the rest) to those

approaching from the westward; their final immersion is:

lost for want of pcrpcndiciilarity.

I shall now proceed to select from the great mass of facts

that are exhibited on the face of Bengore promontory, and

occur in the contiguous basaltic country, ^such as seem ap-

plicable to geological questions, and likely to throw lijjht

on such subjects.

Facts applicable to geological Questions.

1. Every stratum preserves accurately, or very nearly, the

same thickness through its whole extent, with very few ex-

ceptions.

2. The upper and lower surface of each stratum preserve

an exact parallelism, so long as they are covered by another

stratum; but when any stratum becomes the superficial one,

its upper surface is scolloped, or sloped awav irregularly,

while the j^lane forming its base continues steady and rec-

tilineal ; but the parallelism of its planes is resumed as soon

as another stratum is placed over it.

3. The superficial lines bounding the summit of our fa-

cades, and our surface itself, are unconnected with, and

unaffected by, the arrangement of the strata below them.

4. Nature, in the formation of her arrangements, has

never acted upon an extensive scale in our basaltic area, (at

least on its northern side, where our continuous precipices

enable us to determine the point with precision,) but change?

her materials, or her arrangement, or botli, every two or

three miles, and often at much smaller intervals.

5. Wherever there is a change of material, as from one

stratum to another in a vertical line ; or where the change is

in a horizontal direction by the introduction of a new sy--

stem ; or where a whvn dyke cuts through an accumulation

of strata; in all these eases the change is always per saltum

and never per gradus, the lines of demarcation always di-

stinct, and well defined
;
yet the different materials pa*?

into each other without interrupting the solidity and coix-

tinuity of the whole mass.

6. The facades on our coai^ire for:ned ds it were bv ver-

Vol. 33. No. \M). Fei. IMOO. H tical
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tical plaues, cutting down, occasionally, the accuiDulalions

of our strata; the upper part of these facades is generally

perpendicular, the lower steep and precipitous.

7. The bases of our precipices commonly extend a con-

siderable way into the sea; between the water and the foot

of the precipice, (and especially near the latter,) there is fre-

quently exhibited the \vild..st and most irregidar scene of

confusion, bv careless observers supposed to be formed by

the ruins of the precipice above, which have fallen down:

such, no doubt, was Mr. Whitehurst's idea, when he de-

scribes one of these scenes as " an awful wreck of the terra-

queous globe,"

But a more attentive observer will soon discover that

these capricious irregularities, whether in the form of rude

cones, as at Bcanyii. Daaim, and the west side of Pleskin ;

or towers, as at the dyke oi' Port Cooan and Castro Levit, at

the foot of Magilligan fic^ade, even spires and obelisks, as

to the westward of A"e;/Z'a«/?, and at the Bi/ll of Rathlin

;

yet all of these once formed part of the original mass of

coast, stratified like it, and their strata still correspond m
material and inclination with those in the contiguous pre-

cipice.

8. These vertical sections or abruptions of our strata are

by no means conlined to the steeps that line our coast ; the

remaining boundary of our basaltic area has several of them

equally ^rand ; and similar abruptions, or sections, (thouc;h

not so decj),) are scattered over a great part of our area, and

especially on the ridges of our fiills and mountains which are

cut down in n)any places like a slair, by the sudden abrup-

tion of the basaltic stratum.

9. Wherever the strata are thus suddenly cut ofl', whether

it be a mass of accumulated strata as in tlie facades on our

coast, or solitary strata in the interior; the materials on one

tide of (he abruption are eompletelv carried awa\', w ithout

a fragment being left behind, while on its other side the un-

touched stratum remains entire and undisturbed.

1 shall not proceeil to apply these facts to support, or in-

validate, any of tlie nunierous theories which have given

rise to so much controversy^ in which I myself (as you

know)
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know) liave borne some part ; I shall look to nature alone,

without much reference to opuiions, antl shall endeavour to

trace, by the marks she has left behind her, some ot" the

grand operations she once executed on the surface of our

globe.

Varro divided the time elapsed since the beginning of the

world into three portions, which he distinguished by the

n^mcs, prolcpticam, Jabulosum, and historicum.

The first comprehended the period of absolute darkness;

in the second some ftiint lights were thrown upon the his-

tory of its events, by fable and tradition; in the third, the

historian had the common aids from which history is usually

compiled.

The natural history of the world seems to admit of a cor-

responding division. In the first I include the formation of

our strata, their induration, their derangement from the

horizontal position in which they seem originally to have

been placed, and the operation of cutting them do;vn by so

many whyn dykes.

In the second division, corresponding to Varro 's fahdo-
sunij I comprehend the operations performed upon our

globe, posterior to its final consolidation, and antecedent to

all history or tradition ; operations therefore that can be

established by the visible effects alone which still exist,

written in strmig characters.

The third division contains the period since we acquired

come knowledge of natural history, became acquainted with

causes and effects, and able to trace the connection between

them.

With the operations performed in the first division (cor-

responding with Varro's prolepticum) modern theorists as-

sume that they are well acquainted, able to account for every

appearance, and to detail the whole process of original for-

mation. I however shall decline noticing these early pro-

cesses oF nature, and limit myself to the second division of

natural history, hoping from the prominent features of my
country that remain still undefaced, and from its ciHous

facts, to trace and demonstrate the great effects that have

been produced upon our surfac?^ j and though I do not pre-

H y sume
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snnie to advance further, T perhaps may assist in clearing

the way for luture natnralists, and, by establishing effects,

encourajre them to proceed to causes, and help them to dis-

cover the powers and agents by which these grand ojx^ra-

tiuns have been executed.

[To be continued.]

XfX. Result nf some Experiments on the Distillation of

various Vegetalle and Animal S^ibstances in the dry JVuy,

By David Mushet, Esq.

[Continued from p. 10.]

Experiment XXIII.

13 ITTER Almonds^ 2 JOgrains.— In distillation they discharged

a great quantity of smoky flame. The almonds were found

without adhesion to each other, and contained upon their

surface a great variety of prismatic colours. The coal was

found to weigh 32 grains : :208 grains having been lost by

the distillation.

Component parts : Volatile matter 80*66

Oxide of carbon ig-S-i

100 parts.

Experiment XXIV.

Black Pepper, not ground, 240 grains.— In distilling, a

considerable portion of flame was disengaged. The coal ob-

tained w^is partially prismatic. Every spherule of pepper

preserved its original form. A few masses slightly adhered

together without ajiy appearance or reality of weldinir.

Weight of the coal 53 grains. Loss by distillation 187 grs.

Component parts : Volatile matter 77'f)J

Oxide of carbon 22-09

100 part?.

Experiment XXV.

White Pepper, 240grain3.-^This substance flamed a good

(,^eal in di«;ti!lingj of a pure white colour, edged with pale

blu:.
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blue. The proiluct In coal was clear, and shining, each

corn entire, and partially connected in groups, which, how-

ever, separated upon being exposed to air. Weight 50

grains; having lost by distillation 190 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 79" 1

6

Oxide of carbon 20'84

100 parts.

Experiment XXVI.

Fine Black Tea, 240 grains—The result of this distillation

was a slightly prismatic coal, to appearance very little al-

tered in shape, bulk, or colour. It weight 74 grains.

Loss in distillation I6C grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 69*16

Oxide of carbon 30-S4

100 parts.

Experiment XXVII.

Gunpowder Tea, 120 grains,—This substance afforded a

small portion of flame during the operation of distilling.

The result was a firm compact coal, thoroughly welded to-

gether by means of a silverv-grav species of coal, perhaps of

resinous extraction. The whole surface of the mass, which

resembled in shape the interior of the retort, vi:as covered

with fine prismatic shades. The grains ot tea had, not,

though welded, lost any part of their shape, . The coal thus

obtained weighed 39 grains. Loss by distillation 81 grains.

Component parts ; Volatile matter 67 3

Oxide of carbon 32-.5

100 parts.

llxpcrimejit XXVIII.

CoffeeBeanSj 240 grains.—The distillation of thissubstance

disengaged a considerable portion of flame. The beans were

found in the state of a beautiful pri,«niatic coal of the most

lively and elegant shades. The whole were desiitute of ad-

hesion, and seemed to possess nothing of the welding jiro-

II 3 pcrty.
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perty. They now weighed 45 grains, having lost 1 95 grains

by distillation.

Component parts : Volatile matter 81*25

Oxide of carbon 18-75

100 parts-

Experiment XXIX.

Dutch Cheese, 270 grains.—After a distillation, which was

attended with the discharge of a watery-coloured smoky

flame, a rough sooty coal was found, without any symptoms

of welding. It was salt to the taste, and in distilling emit-

ted strpng fumes of muriatic acid gas. The coal weighed

48 grains, 222 having been lost by distillation.

Component pans : Volatile matter 82*22

Oxide of carbon 17*78

100 parts.

Expei'iment XXX.

Scotch Cheese (Dunlop), 300 grains.—This cheese flamed

'Violently during the distillation. The colour of the flame

approached near to that of tiiick oil, and deposited a con-

siderable portion of soot. The resulting coal was much

shrivelled, possessed nothing of the welding property, and

weighed 25 grains, having lost by distillation 275 grains.

The colour of this coal was grayish black, and saltish to the;

taste. It was not, however, nearly so pungent as that ob-

tained from the Dutch cheese in the former experiment.

Component parts : Volatile matter 91-66

Oxide of carbon 8*34

100 part?.

Experiment XXXI.

Cheshire Cheese, 300 grains.—The discharge of flame in

the distillation of this cheese was still more violent than in

the two former. The coal was reduced to a mere skeleton.

The colour brownish black, with a small perception of salt.

It weighed 15 grains. Loss 285 grains.

Component
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Component parts : Volatile matter 95
Oxide of carboti 15

100 parts.

It would appear by the Experiments from Exjjer. XIII.

inclusive, with the exception of the gunpowder tea, that the

coals obtained from these various substances do not con-

tain the welding or caking prniciplc ; and so far they re-

semble the residual coals, or oxides obtained from the di-

stillation of all the woods.

The following experiments are selected from a variety

made with animal substances.

JLxpcrimcjtt XXXII.

Beef, tni\xQ\\ freed from fat, ll'Jl grains.—This in distil-

lation gave out a light blue penetrating smoke, which to-

wards the middle of the operation became particidarly of-

fensive. Towards the close a blue lambent flame appeared,

which continued to twitter for some time ; after this, all of-

fensive smell ceased, and a skeleton coal of a pure black

colour was obtained perfectly insipid, wiiich weighed 3d

grains ; 1087 grains having been lost by distillation.

Component parts : Volatile matter 97
Oxide of carbon S

100 parts.

Experiment XXXIII.

Fat, cut from the same beef, 425 grains.—This was slowly

distilled, and with a moderate heat, so as to restrain the

flame. After ignition there was found in the bottom of the

retort a long flake of carbonaceous matter that weighed three

grains. Loss by distillation 422 grains.

Compon'ent parts : Volatile matter 99*29
Oxide of carbon 0Q*7l

100 parts,

H 4 Experiment
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Experiment XXXiV.
Mutton, cut from the thick part of a hind-quarter ami

carefully freed from fat, 775 grains.—This sulistance e:xh;iled

the same disagreeable odour as the beel'^ but was succeeded

by a flame that burnt longer and with more violence. The

coal obtained was light and honeycombed, of a dark gray

colour, and weighed 23 grains. Loss bv distillation Tb%

grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 9J'74

Oxide of carbon -I'^S

100 parts.

Experiment XXXV.
"Pat, cut from the same quarter, 225 grains.—A thin flat

cake of silvery gray coal was obtained, which weighed 2*25

grains,—Lost in distillation 223" 75 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter gg
Oxide of carbon 1

100 parts.

Experiment XXXVI.
Vealf carefully separated from fat, 1245 grains.—The re-

sult of the distillation of veal gave a fine silvery gray co-

loured coal, light, and extremely spongy, weighing 44

grains.—Loss by distillation 1201 grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 96-47

Oxide of carbon 3*53

100 parts.

Experiment XXXVII.
"Lean of Pork, 820 parts.—This flamed a great deal, and

yielded a coal of considerable bulk, but very light and

spongy. The colour was silver gray. It weighed 49 parts,

having lost by distillation 771.

Component parts : Volatile matter 94*03

Oxide of carbon 5*97

100 parts.

Experiment
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Experiment XXXVIII.

AToad, weighing .551 grains.—This was inlrodnced into a

retort, and distilled with nearly the same attendant circum-

stances as in the experiments immediately before. At the

commencement of the operalioi- a violent hissing was per-

ceptible, accompanied with sliii^ht explosions. The result

was, the skeleton nearlv in the position in which it was ori-

p,inally placed. The flesh and skin had disappeared, and left

a very perfect coal adhering to the bones, all of which were

converted into a beautiful white colour.—The carbonaceous

matter weiglied 24 grains ; the bones, some of which soon

fell into powder, 7 grains :—total 31 grains. Loss in the

distillation 523 grains.

Toad: V^ol utile matter 94-40
• Lime - 1-26

Oxide of carbon 4*34

100 parts.

Experiment XXXIX.
An Eel, weighing 704 grains, and newly killed, was boil-

ed up and put into the retort, and exposed till all smell of

animal had ceased. A mass of coal was fouwd attached to

the slender bones of the animal, and in the same position il

originally occupied. It was not easily possible to sejjarate

the bone. The whole weighed 2S grains, having lost ia

distillation 676 grains.

Component parts of eel : Volatile matter 96

Oxide of carbon 4

100 partCt

Experiment XL.

IVhite Sjiails, 340 grains.—Tncse in distillation formed

a pretty firm mass of cake. 1 coal of a dull black colour. The

same penetrating smell of animal matter was perceived iti

this experiment as in the former. The coal weighed 24

grains
J 319 grains having been lost by disLillalion.

Component
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Component parts of white snails : Volatile matter 93'&2

0.\icle of carbon 6* 1

S

100 parts.

Experiment XLT.

Black Snails, 637 grains.—A shrivelled coal was found to

be the result of the distillation of these animals, mixed with

nearly one-third part of caustic lime of a gray earthy colour

:

the whole weighed 50 grains; the loss by distillation having

been 387-

Component parts of black snails: Volatile matter 92)5
Oxide of carbon 7'65-

100 parts.

Experiment XLII.

Earth Worms, that had been kept for some weeks to

cleanse themselves, 1000 grains.—A considerable quantity

of gas was evolved during the distillation, and the usual

smell of the combustion of animal matter. A firm bulky

mass of coal weighing 130 grains was obtained, mixed with

concretions of earthy matter. Loss l>y distillation 87Q grains.

Component parts : Volatile matter 87
Oxide of carbon 1

mixed with earthsj

100 parts.

It is rendered highly probable from these experiments,

that every animal substance contains a portion of oxide of

carbon ; and many of those that exhibit but a small residuum

in the state of coal, part with a considerable quantity in

the state of gas and flame, dissolved in hydrogen, but

which is lost from a recompounding affinity not being pre-

sent at the period of disengagement. From this circum-

stance most probably may arise, in part, a well established

fact, that the same quantity of any of the substances before

Operated upon, will communicate a greater share of carbo-

naceous matter when in a raw state, than the same sub-
^ stance
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stance carefully converted into charcoal, and afterwards ap-

plied to the same purpose. The substances being so varied

i^nd numerous thai contain the oxide of carbon, it could not

possibly follow that the extent of their carbonaceous effect^

would be in the proportion of their masses under similar

circumstances, nor that the charcoal or oxide tliai each of

them afforded by distillation would bear the same relation

to each other in point of purity, evpn where the acknow-

ledged quantity of alloy in the stale of earths, salts, Sec,

were the same. We therefore find, that even in the state of

the raw substance equal weights or quantities of mutter,

calculating always upon the residuum alloys of different

substances, produce results materially different, which can

only be attributable to the different existing stale of the

oxide, or to the decomposition of the hydro-carbonate whicli

most of them contain. The difference of the results becomes

much greater when the oxide of carbon is used in the stale

of charcoal or coke, and the variety of the results here also

obtained, where no hydro-carbonate comes ioito action, can

only be placed to the state of oxidation of the carbon.

In a future communication I shall illustrate, by some ex-

periments, what I have just stated.

XX. Hydraulic Investigations, sulservicnt to an intended

Croonian Lecture on the Motion of the Blood. By Thos.
Young, M.D. Fur. Sec. i?.S.*

I. Of tlw Friction and Discharge of Fluids running in Pipes,

and of the Velocity of Rivers.

JtiAViNG ktely fixed on the discussion of the nature of in-

flammation, for the jft.\bject of an academical exercise, I

found it necessary to examine attentively the nv-'chanical

principles of the circulation of the blood, and to investigate

minutely c\nd comprehensively tiie motion of fluids in pipes,

as affected by friction, the resistance occasioned by flexure,

jhp laws of the propagation of an impulse through the fluid

* From Philosophical Transactions for 1808.

contained
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contained in an clastic lube, the magnitude oF a pulsation

in difFereut pans of a conical vessel, and the effect of a con-

traction advancing progressively through the length of a

given canal. The physioloscical application of the results of

these inquiries I shall have the honour of layii»g before the

Royal Socie!y at a future time; l)ut I have thought it ad-

visable to comnumieate, in a separate paper, sucli conelu-

sions, as may be interesting to some persons, who do not

concern themselves with disquisition? of a physiological na-

ture; and I imagine it may be as agreeable to the Society

that they should be submitted at present to their considera-

tion, as that they should be withheld until the time ap-

pointed for the delivery of the Croonian Lecture.

It has been observed Uy the late Professor Robison, that

the comparison of the Ciievalier Dubual's calculations with

his experiments is in all respects extremely satisfactory ; that

it exhibits a beautiful specimen of the means of expressing

the general result of an extensive series of observations in an

analytical formula, and that it does honour to the penetra-

tion, skill, and address of Mr. Dubuat, and of Mr. de St.

Honore, who assisted him in the construction of his ex-

pressions. I am by no means disposed to dissent from this

encomium; and I agrte with Professor Robison, and with

all other late authors on hydraulics, in apj^lauding the un-

usually accurate coincidence between these theorems and the

experiments from which thev v\ere deduced. But I have

already taken the liberty of remarking, in my lecture on the

hislorv of hydraulics, that the form of these expressions is

bv no means so convenient for practice as it might have

been rendered ; and they are also haUle to still greater ob-

jections in particular cases, since, when the pipe is either

extremely narrow, or extremely long, they become com-

pletely erroneous : for notwithstandmg Mr. Dubuat seems

to be of opinion, that a canal may have a finite inclination,

and yet the water contained m it may remain perfectly at

rest, and that no force can be sufticient to make water flow

in any finite quantity through a tube less than one twenty-

fifth of an inch in diameter ; it can scarcely require an ar-

gument to show, that he is mistaken in both these respects.

2 It
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!t was therefore necessary for my purpose lo substitute, for

the formulae of Mr. Dubuat, others of a totally different

nature; and I could follow Dubuat la nothuig but ui his

general mode of considering a part of the pressure, or ot the

heicrht of a tiiven reservoir, as employed iu ovcrcommg the

friction of tire pipe throuc^h which the water l^ows out ot it;

a principle, which, if not of his original invention, was

certainly first reduced by him into a practical torin. By

comparing the experiments, which he has collected, with

some of Gcrstncr's, and some of my own, I have ullunately

discovered a formula, which appears to agree fully as well

as Dubuat's with the experiments from which his rules were

deduced, which accords better with Gerstner's experiments,

which extends to all the extreme cases with equal accuracy,

which seems to represent n.ore. simply the actual operation

of the forces concerned, and which is direct in its applica-

tion to practice, without the necessity of any successive ap-

prc^ximations.

I beoan bv examining the velocities of the water discharged

throu^rh pipes of a givui diameter with different degrees of

pressure ; and 1 found, that the friction could not be repre-

sented by any ^mgle power of the velocity, although it trc-

cuiently approached to the proportion of that power of

which the exponent is i-8; but that it appeared to consist

of two parts, the one varying simply as the velocity, the

other as its square. The proportion of these parts to each

otlicr must however be considered as diflevent in pipes ot

difTerent diameters, the first part being less perceptible la

very large pipe., or in rivers, but becoming greater tliau the

second in verv n.nuite tubes; v. hile tiie second also becomes

szreatcr for eiich given portion of the internal surface of the

pipe, as ihe diameter is diminished.

If we express, in the first place, all the measures in

French inches, calling the height employed iu overcoming

the friction /", the velocity in a second v, the diameter of the

/ /

pipe d, and us length I, we may make /= a-p"- +- 2 v^v;

fur it is obvious, that the frictiqn must be directly as the

lenirth of the pipe ; and sinqe the pressure is proportional
-~,

> * to
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to the area of the section, and the surface producing thi

friction to its circumference or dianitttr, the relative mag-

nitude of the friction must also be inversely as the diameter,

or nearly so, as Dubuat has justly observed. We shall then

find thit a must be -0000001 ^430 4--'^- — ^'^'^^ — -^^^ V
V . d a + 12 d-\-Y

and c = -0000001 /-9?0'^'^^^+_L /,o5o + i^+^^V
\ddA.\cm^ ^d\ ^ d dd//

Hence it is easy to calculate the velocity for any given pipe

Or river, and with any given head of water. For the height

required for producing the velocity, independently of fric-

tion, is, according to Dubuat,-. -, or ratlier, as it appears
478

from ahnost all the experiments which 1 have compared

j

: and the whole height // is therefore equal to /' +—

»

530
" 550

;
-flZ , 1 V , ,

2r/ , , . , 1
or h = ( - \ \v--\- --pf : and makmp; v — .

\(/ 550/ d ^ al. d+ 001S2*

and e — , v" + 2cv = Lh, whence v = ^ {lli -j- e')—e:

In order to adapt this formula to the ease of rivers, we

must make / infinite; then I becomes and Z'/i =- . -

at a I

=— , 5 being; the sine of the inclination, and d four times
a

^

the hvdrnulic mean depth; and since e is here =— , y =
a

./ {ads + cr) — c 1 • , •
, ,y—

^

, and m most rivers, v becomes nearly
a ^

V (20000 ds).

In order to show the agreement of these formula with

the result of observation, I have extracted, as indiscrimi-

nately and impartially as possible, forty of the experiments

made and collected by Dubuat; I have added to these some

of Gcrstncr's, with a few of my own 5 and I have compared

the results of these experiments with Dubuat's calculations,

and vyith my ov/n formulae, in separate colunms. There are

Bix ©f Dubuat's experiments, which he has rejected as irre-

gular, apjjarently without any very sufficient reason, since

he has accidentallv mentioned, that someof them were made

with great care: I have therefore calculated the velocities for

these experiments in both ways, and compared the results

jn a separate table. Tabular
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the mean error of his formula is about -',-, and that of mine

Vt' III fifteen of Gerstner's experiments, the mean error

of Dubual's rule is one third, that of mine one fourth; and

in the three experiments which I made with very line lubes,

the error of my own rules is one fifteenth of the whole,

while in such cases Dubual's formulaj completely fail. I

have determined the mean error by adding together the lo-

garithmic ratios of all the results, and dividing the sum by
the number of experiments. It would be useless to seek for

a much greater degree of accuracy, unless it were probable,

that the errors of the experiments themselves were less than

those of the calculations ; but if a sufficient number of ex-

tremely accurate and frequently repeated experiments could

be obtained, it would be very possible to adapt my formula

still more correctly to their results.

In order to facilitate the compulation, I have made a table

of the coefficients a and c for the different values of d, all

the measures being still expressed in French inches.

Table of Coefficientsfor French Inches.

d
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516, c- -0001063, e -hcl:d- -22, and v = ^ [Ih \- e^)

— e = 1 18'46, which agrees with the experiment wiihin -^
of the whole. I had at first employed for a the formula

430 57 1

. . , „
—

•, 4- —r + r- , ,•> but I found that the value, thus
I -^ I 1 '. a a Vila

determined, became too great when </\vas about 20, and too

small in some other cases. Coulomb's expcrimenls on the

friction of fluids, made by means of the torsion of wires,

give about '00014 for the value of c, which agrees as nearly

with this table, as any constant number could be expected

to do. I have however reason to think, from some experi-

ments communicated to me by Mr. Robertson Buchanan,

that the value of a, for pipes about half an inch in diameter,

is somewhat too small ; my mode of calculation, as well as

Dubuat's, giving too great a velocity in such cases.

If any person should be desirous of making use of Du-
buat's formula, it would still be a great convenience to be-

gin by determining v according to this method ; then, tak-

ing b = -,
-
, ^

) or rather, as Langsdorf makes it, h —

r—— , to proceed in calculatins: v by the formula v
h — V* : 482

"^ is j

= 148-5 (V d --2) . (^^_H.W(^+ 1-6) - '001),

since this determination of b will, in general, be far more

accurate than the simple expression i; = -,— , and the

continued repetition of the calculation, with approximate

values off, may thus be avoided. Sometimes, indeed, the

values of v found by this repetition will constitute a diverg-

ing^ instead of a converging series, and in such cases we

can only employ a conjectural value of t', intermediate be-

tween the two preceding ones.

Having sufficiently examined the accuracy of my for-

mula, I shall now reduce it into English inches, and shall

add a second table of the coefficients, for assisting the cal-

culation. In this case, a becomes •OO'GOOOl (413 4- -^

1440 180 \ / QOOdd 1

(1085
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- 13-21 10563v
, ,

1

(1085 +- ^- + -^-), and h = ^-^-^-___, .being

hcl .ds cc. c
—7-, and y = ^ {I'll + c^; — e, or = ^/ + - \_ —

,

as before; and in either case the superficial velocity of a ri-

ver may be found, very nearly, by adding to the mean ve-

locity V its square root, and the velocity at the botti)m by

subtracting it.

Table of CoefficientSy for English Inches.

d
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cidence with some experiments merely accidental, since the

results afforded by it must vary according to the method of

stating the problem, which is entirely arbitrary. Thvis it

depended only on Mr. Dubuat to consider a pipe bentto an

an2;le of 144^ as consistinjr of a sinjile flexure, as composed

of two flexures of 72° each, or of a much greater number

of smaller flexures ; although the result of the .experiment

would only agree with the arbitrary division into two parts,

which he has adopted. This difficulty is attached to every

mode of computing the eflcct either from the squares of the

sines or from the sines themselves ; and the only way of

avoiding it is to attend merely to the angle of flexure as ex-

pressed in degrees. It is natural to suppose, that the effect

of the curvature must increase, as the curvature itself in-

creases, and that the retardation must be inversely propor-

tional to the radius of curvature, or very nearly so ; and

this supposition is sufllcienlly confirmed by the experiments

which Mr. Dubuat has employed in support of a theory so

different. It might be expected, that an equal curvature

would create a greater resistance in a larger pipe than in a

smaller, since the inequality in the motions of the different

parts of the fluid is greater ; but this circumstance docs not

seem to have influenced the results of the experiments made

with pipes of an inch and of two inches diameter : there

must also be some deviation from the general law in cases of

very small pipes having a great curvature, but this deviation

cannot be determined without further experiments. Of the

25 which Dubuat has made, he has rejected ten as irregular,

because they do not agree with his theory : indeed four of

them, which were made with a much shorter pipe than the

rest, differ so manifestly from them, that they cannot be

reconciled: but five others agree sufficiently, as well as all

the rest, with the theory which I have here proposed, sup-

posing the resistance to be as the angular flexure, and to in-

crease besides almost in the same proportion as the radius of

curvature diminishes, but more nearly as that power of the

radius of which the Index is -^-. Thus if p be the number of

ilegrees suhttijded at the centre of flexure, and q the radius

of curvature of the axis of the pipe in French inches, we

shall
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pv^
sliall have r = ,j^—77 nearly, or, more accurately, r =z

'OOOOQ45 J,v^ ffh ^, , ,
.

. These calculations are compared with the

whole of Dubuat's experiments in the following table.

Tabic ofExperlmcnls cm the Resistance occasioned It/ Flexure'.

p
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XXI. Analysis of the Schist that accompanies the Menilite

near Paris. By Professor Lampadius*.

Jl HE schist that accompanies the meniUte near Paris was

formerly cout'oundecl with puHerschiefer, or pohshing slate :

but Werner has given it the name of klebschiefer, or adhe-

sive slate, on account of its property of adhering strongly to

the tongue. After his return from France he gave me some

of it for the purpose of chemical analysis.

Werner gives the following as its external characters : It

adheres strongly to the tongue—colour, pale yellowish

gray- -without lustre—fracture slaty in even laminae—opake

—

takes a slight degree of lustre by scratching—is very tender

—separates into leaves spontaneously, which is one of its

principal characters—specific gravity under 0'2.

It serves as a gangue to the menilite, with which it is

found in the hill of Menil-Montant near Paris.—The fol-

lowing are the results of my chemical experiments on it.

a. Roasted for two hours in a powerful wind furnace, it

lost 30 per cent, of its weight. Its colour became a deep

brown. It exhibited no signs of fusion, either in a clay

crucihje, or in a crucible lined with charcoal : yet it had

become harder and less friable. That which had been roast-

ed in the clay crucible was rendered very attractable by the

magnet.

L. Exposed to the blowpipe on charcoal and with oxygen

gas, it melted in a few seconds into an opake glassy bead, of

a blackish brown colour.

c. Exposed to the flame of the blowpipe simply, it was;

not possible to melt it : but with borax a small portion was

dissolved, and coloured of a blackish brown.

These preliminary trials, and its effervescence with mu-
riatic acid, led me to suspect that it contained carbonic

acid and iron.

d. A thousand parts of the mineral distilled in a retort

yielded 270 of carbonic acid.

e. Another thousand parts dissolved in ten times their

\vcight of muriatic acid lost 270 parts.

* Extracted from Beytrage xur Ertveilerung der Chcmif, 1804,

It
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It contains therefore 27 per cent, of carbonic acid.

The analysis was conducted in tlie following manner :

1. One part of the mineral in fine powder was put into

four parts of concentrated sulphuric acid, in which it dis-

solved with evident eflcrvescence j and the solution was

evaporated to dryness.

2. The residuum was diffused in water, and a gelatinous

matter separated, which was still a lillle yellowish. Tliis

was si lex.

3. The liquor was filtered.

4. The gelatinous residuum was washed with boiling water,

till no further trace of sulphuric acid was discoverable.

5. This water and the filtered licjuor were evaporated to-

gether, till there remained but ten drachms.

6. Some sulphate of lime separated, which was decom-

posed by an aikaline carbonate; and after it had been heated

and roasted 0-06 of pure lime were obtained.

7. The liijuor separated from the sulphate of lime being

concentrated by heat, yielded crystals of sulphate of iron

and of sulphate of magnesia.

8. T put the whole, without separating the crystals, into a

platina crucible, and exposed the saline mass to a stjrong

heat for two hours.

9. After cooling, the mass had an ochrey colour, and a

bitter taste. On it I aff'used boiling water, filtered and

washed the residuum.

10. The oxide of iron remained on the filter. After hav-

ing been dried and roasted it weighed 0'09.

11. I added to the liquor carbonate of ammonia, when a

white earth was precipitated, which, dried and roasted, ap-

peared to be magnesia, and weighed 0.28.

12. The yellowish gelatinous residuum (No. ^) was di-

gested in muriatic acid, till its colour became entirely white.

13. Being filtered and washed, the liquor was of the co-

lour of pale while wine. Being precipitated with ammonia,

I obtained some more oxide of iron, which, washed and

roasted, weighed 0*03.

14. Having redissolved this oxide of iron, and that of

No. 10, there ycl remained 0*008 of silex.

I 4 13. The
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15. The resiclLuim of No. 13 wag found to be pure silex,

which, after having been dried and roasted, weighed 0'30.

100 parts of this mineral therefore contain

Magnesia 28
Carbonic acid -7

Silex 30-8

Oxide of iron 11*2

Lime O'S

Water ." . 0-3

9b-

1

Loss ., l-y

100

The most remarkable circumstance is, that this mineral

contains no aliunine, and includes a large quantity of iron.

The outward appearance of the mass would lead us to sus-

pect ihe former substance, and its light colour by no means

indicates so large a quantity of the second. Probably the

carbonic acid combining with the oxide of iron conceals its

presence.

M. Klaproth, who had before analysed a specimen of

this schist, found in it

:

Silex G6'3

Alumine 7

Magnesia , 1*5

Lime 1-2^

Oxide of iron 2*5

Water 1

9

97-75

Loss 2-25

100

XXH. Coinparntive Analysis oj so?ne Varieties of Steatite

^

Qi Talc. By M.VAVGtuBLiN*.

JL HE smoolhr.css and unctuosity of the stones called stea-

tites has been commonly ascribed to the presence of ma^-

* I'rom AiDiales de Chimic, tome xlix.

nesia.
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nepia, t'nis earth having been found in all of tlicni that have

been analysed ; ;ind in consequence aU slonts possessing

these external characters have been classed together. But
llie picrre dc lard, or speckstein, which in sonic respect

may be considered as the prototype of the species, bavin"^

been analysed by Klaproth, and no magnesia found in it,

has changed the opinions of niincraioiiists on this subject,

and led them to wish that sonie of these substances should

be anal)scd anew.

To remove this uncertainty, M. IlaLiy gave me three va-

rieties of talc, that i mlglu make a com[iaraiive analysis of

them.—The lirst of these is termed in llaiiy's Mineraloo-v

laminar talc. It is of a greenish white colour when seen in

the mass, very smooth to the touch, and divides into ex-

ceedingly thin flexible laniinaj of a silvery wliitc.—The
second is called in the same work talc glajihique,, because it

is employed in sculpture; but connnonly pierre de lard. It

is the bildstcin of the Germans. This is compact, very

greasy to the touch, and of a colour varying between f^rav,

yellowish, and greenish. Its fracture is dull, uneven, and

at the same time scaly.—Of this species M. Haiiv sent me
two specimens ; one of a yellowish white, from a broken

Chinese image ; and the other of a light rose colour, but in

fcvcry other respect perfectly similar to the preceding speci-

men,
Aiialii<^U of Flexible Laminar Talc.

1. One hundred parts of this stone, calcined in a stron<''

fire, acquired a yellow colour, with a liglu rosy tint, was

deprived of its flexibility, and lost six parts of its weiHit.

Its laminae being thus rendered very fragile, I could easily

reduce it to powder.

2. The hundred parts thus calcined I heated with twice

their weight of caustic potash. The mixture did not melt;

but its tumefaction indicated, that a combination between

the substances had taken place.

3. The mixture diluted with water was afterwards dis.

solved in muriatic acid, and evaporated to dryness in a gen-

tle heat. Towards the end of the operation the licjuor formed

a jelly.

? 4. The
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4. The residuum, being lixiviated with distilled water,

left a while powder, which, when calcined in a red heat,

weighed 62 parts. It was pure silex.

5. Ammonia, mixed with the liquor separated from the

silex, formed in it a yellow precipitate of little bulk, from

which 1*5 ©f alumine were separated by means of caustic

potash. The remainder was oxide of iron, weighing 3 parts

and a half.

6. Having precipitated the iron and alumine by means of

ammonia, I put into the liquor a solution of carbonate of

soda, and set it to boil. As soon as the mixture began to

grow hot, it grew turbid and deposited a large quantity of a

white powder, which, when washed and calcined, weighed

27 parts. This substance was magnesia, for with sulphuric

acid it formed a salt that had all the characteristics of com-
mon sulphate of magnesia.

Flexible laminar talc therefore is compounded of

Silex 62
Magnesia 27
Oxide of iron 3-5

Alumine 1
"5

Water 6

100

From the smallness of the quantity of the iron and alu-

mine, I think these substances may be presumed not to

be essential to the formation of the stone ; so that perfectly

pure laminar talc may be deemed a compound of silex and

magnesia.

Analysis of compact rose-coloured Talc,

In the analysis of this variety I pursued the same pro-

cesses as in that of the preceding; I therefore need not enter

into the particulars. The following are its results ;

Silex 6t
Magnesia 22
Alumine 3

Iron mixed with magnesia ... 5

Water 6

100

Analysis
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Atmlysis of the yellowish compact Talc {Speckstein),

1. A hundred parts of this stone strongly calcined lost

6 parts.

2. Heated afterwards with twice its weight of potash in a

silver crucible no fusion took place, but the matter was

greatly increased in bulk, and had become homogeneous.

3. This was diffused in water, and dissolved in muriatic

acid. The solution, being evaporated, became gelatinous

towards the end of the operation.

4. The matter being dried and washed, a white powder

remained, which, after calcination, weighed 56 parts.

5. The silex having been separated by lixiviation, the

liquor was mixed with a small quantity of muriatic acid,

and ammonia was afterward poured in, which formed in it

a copiou« white flocculent precipitate.

6. The liquor being filtered, the precipitate was washed

and dried. This was alumine, and weighed 30 parts. The
alumine dissolved entirely in sulphuric acid, and its solu-

tion, saturated with the requisite quantity of potash, af-

forded very pure alum : hut the mother water, evaporated

afresh, yielded 51 parts of sulphate of lime crystallized in

needles. Thus with the assistance of the alumine the am-
pionia precipitated the lime from its solution in muriatic acid.

7. The liquor from which the alumine had been sepa-

rated gave no precipitate with carbonate of soda, even assisted

by long boilmg. The speckstein therefore contains no maor-

nesia, like the two preceding varieties.—But in recapitulat-

ing the products of this analysis we find only 93 parts;

namely,
Silex 56
Alumine 29
Lime 2
Iron 1

Water 5

93

A loss so considerable, which is not corninon in such

analyses carefully executed, led me to suspect that the

j;ompact laic contained some other principle, which the

processes
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processes employed did not enable me to discover. In con-

sequence I treated a lunidred parts, reduced to fine powder,

with concentrated sulphuric acid.

1. After boiling for two hours I dried the mixture, lixi-

viated the residuum with distilled water, and boiled the

lixivium. At the expiration of a few days 1 obtained 36

parts of alum crystallized in cubes : and by a second evapo-

ration I procured from the mother water 15 parts more of

the same salt mixed with a few needly crystals of sulphate

of lime.

2. The stone appearino; to me to be but imperfectly decom-

posed, I powdered it afresh, and treated it as before. On
adding the acid employed in this operation to the mother

Water of the preceding, I obtained 15 parts more of alum,

making in all 60 parts. Then, as I employed for this ope-

ration very pure sulphuric acid, and added no potash to the

solution, it is evident that the stone contained a certain

portion of this alkali, and that this substance was the occa-

sion of the loss I had in the first analysis. Sixty parts of

alum, however, do not require seven of potash, the quantity

of loss, but as the stone is very siliceous, it is probai)le

that the whole of the potash was not extracted bv the sul-

phuric acid, though I boiled the stone twice in it.

The speckstein therefore is composed of

Silex 56
Aluminc 29
Lime . 2
Iron , . . . . 1

Water 5

Potash 7

100

In his analysis of speckstein, M. Klaproth found no

potash : but the quantity of water, which, according to him,

amounts to 10 per cent., and the loss of 2', which he ex-

perienced, will just balance the deficiency I found. It is

probable that M. Klaproth estimated the water by compu-

tation, and not by direct experiment] for, to whatever heat

I e> posed the stone, it never lost more than 5 per cent.

From
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From tills analysis it follows, that of the three varieties

of talc here mentioned, two only must continue to be so

called ; namely, the laminar talc, and the compact rose-co-

loured talc. The third, the spcckslein, should be removed

to the genus oi' alknlinijerous stones.

It deserves particular remark, that those two varieties,

which most resen)ble each other, and which have always

been classed together, should now be separated by analysis:

which shows, that minerals should never be classed accord-

ing to their external appearance, since the most striking

analogies in this respect are the most deceitful. In fact, the

spcckstein and compact rose-coloured talc, have the same

softness, the same fineness of particles, the same fracture,

nearly the same specific gravity; and certainly, if there were

any room to suppose that one of the three substances

oucht to be separated from the talc species, we should be

more inclined to suppose it the laminar, than either of the

others.

No/e. I analysed at the same time that species of talc

known by the name o( craie de Bri(W(;on, or French chalk,

and I found it to contain the same principles, and nearly ia

the same proportions, as the laminar talc, and the compact

rose-coloured talc. These proportions were,

Silex 6 1 -£5

Magnesia SC-S/i

Water C

Aluminc i

Oxide of iron 1

Lime 075
Loss 373

100

xxnr. M«-
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XXirr. Memoir upon the Vineyards and Wines of Cham-
poirnein France: IVritten in answer lo certain Queries cir-

culated by M. Chaptal. By M. Germ on, of Epernay.

[Continued from p. 85.]

XXIII. JVhat is the Method nf opprolivg; in the PresSj in

order to make JVhile iVineP

J- HE press being previously well washed and cleaned, and

the screw inspected and greased, the iruil is pressed by

three successive and rapid turns ot" the screw in certain

districts, and by two only in others, according lo the expe-

rience of the proprietor, the strength of his machinery, and

the expertness of his workmen, or the nature of his grapes.

The whole of this operation should be finished in less than

an hour by good workmen. Before applying the press, three

or four layers of billets or pieces of wood are thrown upon

the grapes, placed in such a way as to make the pressure ge-

neral. After allowing the juice to flow for about five minutes,

the press is slackened, in order to stir up the remaining

mass, and clear away any obstructions, and the operation i&

repeated.

The wine flows through a hole into a small tub, called a

carl'oUy placed under the press.

When the three pressures have been effected, the wine

produced from the juice is called vifi d'elite, or choice wine.

It is called in the language of the workmen vin de ciievcc, or

wine of the tub; but of this expression I highly disapprove,

as it gives an idea to strangers that the white wine of Cham-
pagne is allowed to ferment {cuver) in tubs.

This vin d'elite is carried from the carhou into a tub ad-

joining, in which it is allowed to deposit its lees and all other

heterogeneous matters during the night : this tub is called

the cuve de depot.

After this vin d'elite is extracted, there still remains some

juice in the husks of the grapes : a new turn therefore is

given to the screw of the press, and the wine issues through

a hole placed a little lower in the press into another tub

:

this
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this juice is called \.\\t first cut {premiere laillc)y and fre-

quently enters into the composition of the vind^ elite. If

liie wine is *ttot already too vinous, the juice from this last

pressure is allowed to flow for about an hour, according to

the season or other circumstances.

Another pressure is still given at a subsequent period, and

the wine is called deuxicme taille, or vinde tuwme, so nmch
called for at certain seasons.

A third pressure is sometimes given at another interval,

and the wine is muddy, hard, and vinous.

Lastly, a poorer kind of wine, called vin de rebechage, is

produced by repeatedly pressing the Imsks until they arc

perfectly dry : these operations are also called drying the

husks.

Thi^ vin d'elite, after having been allowed to remain all

night in the tub, where it deposits its sediment, Sec, is put

into new or well rinsed puncheons, and the juice from the

subsequent pressures is successiiveiy treated in the same

way.

XXIV. (Vhai Use ?s made of the IVines last drawn off,

which are generalhj very spirituous j but which, lebig co-

loured, cannot be mixed with iliefirst Juices F

As it has been experienced that the Champagne wines of

the last pressures, notwithstanding their vinositv, are too

weak, and would occasion too much waste of time and ex-

pense to distil them into brandy, it is found more advan-

tageous to sell them in the vineyards of inferior quality, in

order to improve the poorer kinds of wine : they are some-

times sold also to inn-keepers, after a sufficient quantity

has been retained for the use of the domestics of the pro-

prietor.

In some places, however, these wines are distilled ; but

it requires from five to eight pieces of them to make one

piece of brandy.

[Articles 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28, regard the making of

red wine, and will be treated of under a separate head.]

1

XXIX. How
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XXIX. How is Red Wine made?

The grapes for making red wine are managed with tlic

same precautions as those for white wine.

The only dificrence consists in loosely depositing the

grapes for making red wine in vessels for the purpose: these

vessels are covered, and tlieir contents are aliov/ed to remain

Tinti! the first fermentatltjn has begun in the colouring pelli-

cle of the fruit.

This must, in a state of fermentation, is deposited under

the press : the same turns of the screw are given as to the

white grapes.

XXX. How are the IVhite ll'ines 'managed until they arc

fitfor drinking P

The white wine, when left in the state described at the

end of No. XXII., enters into fermentation, at first ra-

pidly, and afterwards in a milder manner : when it has

gone through all these degrees of fermentation it becomes

clear; and when the weather is dry with a clear frost it is

racked oft", being previously fined with a proper quantity of

isinglass. With one pound of Marseilles isinglass forty

pieces of wine are fined.

XXXI. IVhal is the Process of clarifying JFhife IFines

;

and at what Age are they bottled P

The isinglass is prepared by breaking it, in order to divide

it into small pieces : it is then diluted in some wine drawn

from the punclieon. When both are well mixed up to-

gether, it is introduced into the bung-hole of the cask, its

contents being briskly agitp.ted with a staff or other instru-

ment: the wine is then allowed to rest: it undergoes another

slight fermentation, until the coldness of the weather finally

settles it.

One month or six weeks afterwards it is again racked off;

and a slight proportion of isinglass is added, to bring it to a

slate of perfect limi)idity.

XXXII. ylt what Period is it bottled

P

In the month of March these winei are generally bottled.

XXXTII. Hvw
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XXXIII. How is tlie Opcrallon of Bottling^performed ?

The wine is drawn oflfinto bottles well chosen, well rinsed,

and of an approved nianufaclnre: ihcy are corked with the

very best kind of corks : pieces of thread oriroti wire are used

for fixing down the coi ks firmly ; the bottles are then put

into the cellar, and piled up on their sides.

The elaboration of the juice ^lot being completed 'when

the wine is bottled, a sliglit fermentation takes place in the

bottles. Abcnit the middle of August in the same year this

fermentation begms, and freijuently there is a loss by the

en(]^of September of five or ten per cent, from the bottles

breaking. This los> sometimes g(^es on increasing until next

year, according as the uines are more or less juicy or vinous.

XXXIV. L it necessnrij to cover the Corks with. JVaxP

It is not necessary to wax the corks when the wine is

bottled : this expense would be thrown away ; since about

15 or IS months after being bottled, when the wine has ex-

hausted all its fermenting principles, and is to be sold and

sent oti', it must be again disturbed, in order to undergo

the operations pointed out in No. 38. This moving of the

wine consists of making a slight deposit disappear, whicf),

notwithstanding the first clarification, is indispensable in

the different operations necessary : Secondly, such hotlles

nmst be filled up as have leaked or lost by filtration through

the corks, ar.d the broken bottles are also to be removed.

XXXV. IVhot are the Faults to ivliich W kite [Fines are

S7/bjeci, either in Ca^ks or Bottles P

The faults to which white wines are most liable arc mud-
diness {la graisse), acidity, and sometimes also yel!(;\\ness

of colour. White wine very rarely becomes mudtly when
in the casks ; but this happens sometimes with boiiletl wines.

The wine is said to be greasy {gras) when it is milky and

whitish, and when it does not sparkle and present biibblr-;

on its surface when hastily poured out.

When it is ascertained that this accident has happened,

care must^ie taken not to disturb the wine, and the disease-

Vol. 33. No. 130. Fel). 1809. K generallv
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generally cures iiselt' bv the ne^t or following spring. The

whitish sediment turns brown, and deposits or attaches itselt

to the bottle; and the wine becomes once more diaphanous

and sparkling.

XXXVI. IVhat are the Mea^is used to roniedt/ this P

When the season has been rainy, tlic vintage wet, and

the juice is too waterv, this disease is very frequent; and

be-aides, if the white is in more abundance than the red

fruit, the yellow disease is mixed with what is called the

greasy, and in this case it is no longer fit for sale : it has a

disagreeable taste, and is of the colour of cider : nothing

can be done with it, unless it is mixed with common or

inferior red wines.

Greasy wines must be cured by time alone; and they very

rarely continue more than a year in this state.

All the" preservatives recommended in books npon this

subject arc of no avail : when employed, they arc found to

injure the quality of the wine instead of improving it.

Note. Acidity being more peculiar to red wines, it will

he treated of under that head.

XXX\'II. How does it happen thai Half of the Bottles are

broken during the first Six Months ?

The breaking of the bottles is owing to several causes

more or less direct and more or less well ascertained.

It depends in the first place upon the choice and quality

of the wine; the time at which it is put into bottles; the

qualiiv of the glass ; the nature of the cellar; the tenipeva-

tuie of the weather, and even on the way in which the bot-

tles are packed. We cannot therefore assign the exact cause

of this accident, so much connected with the phacnomcna of

nature: in general, however, when a proprietor has no more

than t\\ en'ty bottles broken in one hundred he docs not com-

plain.

XXX VII I. When While U incs deposit a Sediment in

Bottles, ivhat are the Methods of extracting this Sedi-

ment before sending them off to their Place (fDestination t'

The sediment in white wines, when they are not spoiled

in othef respects, is made to disappear in the Jbltewlim way :

if
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If the wine is not muddy the operation is vcVy <;iinplc:

it consists in emptying ihc buttle with care, keeping it in the

prt'cisc direction in which it lay : the workman with a small

hook removes the iron wire which fixes the cork; he then

uncorks tin bottle, and presents in a perpendicular direction

ancjthtT bottle to it (juite empty and well rinsed, and pours

out all ihe wine, leaving the sediment, which, if the bottle

lias noL been shaken, will remain at the bottom.

Some persons make use of a s\phon, when the wine is

not thi'jk, in (nder to avoid all shaking.

\Vh(.n the wine is thick the operation is more tedious and

nioie delicate : wooden planks are made use of, in which

holes are made at proj)er distances, in order to receive the

bottles: thcbC! planks being arrange,!, adjoining to the col-

Jection of bottles, an intelligent and experienced work-

pjan carefully takes a bottle from the heap, keeping it in

the same position in which it lay : he then gives it a slight

?h«ke, and by a regular and long continued n)ovcment he

brings into the side of the bottle the sediment which is de-

tached, ami, without scattering it through the li(]uor, makes

it slowly descend to the neck : he then places his bottle

upon the plank which lies readv to his hand, inclining it in a

sl'jping direction : he afterwards does the same by a seconti,

a third bottle, &cc., which he places in the same sloping

direction.

Four-aiid-twentv hours afterwards the workman returns

to the plank where he has deposited his bottles ; he once

more uives them a slight shake, and slopes them a little

more, in i)rdcr to bring the sediment nearer to the cork : if

the sediment has then completely fallen down, and the wine

is limpid, the workman holds the bottle perpeucliciilarlv ele-

vated, and does the same with all the rest of the bottles

))laced upon the pl.Anks : he returns with his hook, imcorks

I be boitli'.s, and with a de.vierous moiicni of the wrist turns

tliein upside down : the fixed an" escapes and pushes out the

sednnent, which falls in.to a receiver: the workman tlien

dexterously re]ilaces the bottle upon its end, after allowing

noihin<i to escape, except what is necessary to render it lim-

K a pid.
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pid. Anotlier workman then fills it up with good wine, re-

corks it, and the wine is fit for sale.

By this delicate and cautious operation, the wine loses

nothing of its briskness, but occasions a great expense in

utensils, fresh corks, wire, labour, &c. It has become

necessary, however, of late, since the consumption of Cham-

pao-ne has become so general throughout Europe, and great

exertions are made to keep up its celebrity.

XXXIX. Do (he sparkling Wines keep well P

The wines of Champagne, after being put into circulation,

and having traveled about, preserve their good qualities for

ten years : but when they are kept in cellars, and particu-

larly in those of Champagne, which are superior from the

nature of the soil (beiiig dug out of beds of chalk), ihcy will

keep for twenty and thirty years.

XL. IFhai Decree of' Temperature is best adapted for the

Preservation of IVinesP—Point it ont itntli reference to

Reaitfnur's Thermometer.

I am well convinced that it is by always preserving an

equal temperature that ihe breaking of the bottles may be

avoided when in the cellar. Currents of air passing through

the cellars should by all means be prevenied: but in order

ta establish an equal current of air, the cellars should be dug

very deep : they, however, woiild Le so expensive that few

proprietors could be prevailed on to adopt such a regulation. '

AlKheinis, ky, Hautvillers, Epernay, Craraant, and Vertus,

there are, I. have seen, some cellars made upon a most ex-

cellent plan, and where no expense has been spared.

- I have never tried the temperature of thd air of the cellars,

and I cannot give any results upon this head.

[Articles 41, 42, -1.^ 44, and 45, being entirely applicable

U) the management of wines, will form part of a particular

treatise upon the'subject of red wines.]

XLVI. IVhat is the Price of an Acre of the lest Vineyard

Ground? (The acre being 100 rods and 22 feet.)

I-ivres.

At Ay . - ^ - 6000
Hautvillers
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IJautvilJcrs - - . - 300O
Eperiiay, Picrry, AviaC, Craniant 3000
Other vineyards' - - - 2000

XLVir. IFhat docs an Acr-c of the .'second Qucditij cost?

At Av _ > _ - 3000
Haiitvillers - - - <i500

Epornay, Pierry, Avise, Cramant 2000
And the oilier vineyards - lUOO

XLN'^III. JVhat is the Expense of the annual Culture of av.

Acre of Fineyard, including the Expense of Prunings and

- of Mintage P
Livres.

The ordinary expense of cutting, hoeing, tying, and '7

pruning the vines - - -. i- SO

Expense of occasionally propping up such vines as lia\Hc .'U

fallen, 8cc. - - - - -
> 60

16 or IS bundles of props, 50 in each bundle 3o

Dung and carriage of the vines, &c. - - 42

Five empty puncheons for each acre's produce, at

ten livres - - - -
, -i ^ :; j-SO

Ex])cnse of gathering, pressing, keeping the labouncri^;-: • r

&CC. &c. - - - - -
,

•46''

303

Produce of an ylcre of Vineyard,

h IS generally understood, that, taking the average often

vintages, five pieces or puncheons of wine are obtained from

every acre.

. Three of these are of the first quality, or choice wines :

and two of them are ordniary wines.
I.ivres.

The three puncheons of best wine may be valued 'at '

'

150 livres each - - - - ''iS6

The two others at 50 - - - - lOtI

First result - - 550

From which we must deduct the expense of bottling

and of cooperage at ten livres for each piece of the

K3 best
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J^ivrcj.

best wine. The fining of tlic-t;e wines being u)ost

expensive - - * - - 30
For the two other pieces three livrcs only -

Annual interest of the money laid out for the

ground, &:c. - - - - 100

Taxes, Sec. _ _ - - r 72

LabouTj he. J as above - .- r 308

516

first result . - - - r r 550
From which deduct as above - - r 516

ISTet produce of an acre of vineyard iri niidclling years 34

We may easily perceive tiiat the net pn^duce cannot hf

estimated upon vexy just and rigorous data, as, the wines of

Ay, Hautvillers, Epernay, and Pierry, fetch from £00 to

400 livres each piece ; and a mean price must he fixed for

all the other classes of Champagne w'uies, which sell for

00 np to 200 livres.

It follows from this statement, that, without great indus-

try, a proprietor can derive but a small profit, who is obliged

to sell annually in the cask the produce of his vines : the

rich proprietor only, who can afford to put his wines into

bottles, and keep them for two or three years, can depend

upon a certain and real profit.

In what Manner is the Vine planted in the ]\fonnlain P

The vines are planted differently in the mountain and on

the banks of the river. The greater part of the vine-growers,

who have contracted habits wliich they will not give up,

notwithstanding the inconveniences which they are every

d3.y aware of, plant their vines in March only : the shoots

they use are either produced from the tall vines which have

been beaten, and which have very few roots, or from other

plants which spring up among the low vines at the moment

of cutting the vines, and which have also very few roots,

since they are procured from stalks that have lain on the

ground since the comwaencemcnt of the season.

[To be coBtinued.]

XXIV. Mc-
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XXIV. Method nf painting Linen Cloth in Oil Colours^ to

be more pliant, durable, and longer impervious to IVateTf

than in the usual Mode. Btj Mr. William Anderson,

of His Majesty's Dock-Yard, Portsmouth*

,

SIR,

X BEG leave to lay before the Society of" Arts, S:c., the fol-

lowing Improvements and observations, whieh I hope will

be of service to the public.

Having never heard or read of any method being disco^||

x'fered to prevent paint when laid on canvass from hardening

to such a degree as to crack and eventually to break the

canvass, and render it unserviceable in a short time ; and

having been an eye-witness for many years of much canvass

perishing for want of such discovery, in the immense quan-,

titles painted for covering seamen's hammocks, and for other

uses on board his niajesiy's ships j I long had it under con-

sideration to find out such an ingredient as, when mixed

with paint, would preserve the canvass and paint laid ihereoni

from the damages above mentioned : and after experiments

for a considerable time, I have discovered such an artici?,

and made trial of it with efl'ect above three years.

The canvass I have painted hi^s been submitted, to the jn-

spection of the Navy Board, who are so . perfectly satisfied

with ray new method, that general directions are now giveu

to paint all canvass in his majesty's dockryards inthispj^jir

ner; which, in addition to thp advantages, I have before iDeii'rr

tioned, actually ?aves an expense of. one, guinGa, in every

hundred square yards of canvass so pain tec), ,a,s i huve.fully

stated to them. The ingredient I use is jaojl; oply serviceable

for ships' canvass, but also for canvass designed for paintings^

for floor-cloths, and for paint,ed covej-jngs within ^nd witUr

out doors, I have no doubt of it beings applied to many
other purposes I am yet unacquainted with

^
(is, frotip actiijvl

trials of near four years, I can vouch fqr it^ bj^ij^ig ^i- pr'es^^-'^

• From Tran.sactions nf ihr Smiety for the Kncnuragcmcnt ofArts, Maimftic

lures, and Commerce, for 1807. The silver medal of the Society was voteU

to Mr. Anderson for this communication. '• •^oi m .' ii.«.>j

K 4 vative
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vative to red, yelloa', antl black paints, u ht-u ground in oil

and put in casks. When the paints were examined at tlie

expiration of such time, they discovered no improper hard-

ness; but when laid on the vyork with a brush, they dried

in a remarkable maimer, without the addition of any of the

usual drying articles. I still preserve some o'l these paints

for future trials, and I believe this plan of preserving co-

loufs' will be of essential use to colourmen 5 and other per-

sons w^o purchase colours for exportation. The ingredient

J use is perfectly simple, being a solution of yellow soap
;

jjlhd the composition for painting is made in the following

manner

:

To one pound of soap I add six pints of water in a vessel

over the fire ; in a few minutes after the boiling of the water

the soap will dissolve j whilst hot it is to be mixed with oil

paint, prepared as hereafter directed, and is then fit for im-

iiiediafe use. The above quantity of 'soap solution will be

sufficient to mix with one hundrec"' weight of paint.' The

first coat to be laid upon the canvass is to be entirely of 'this'

composition, without first wetting the cahrass in- the usual

way. A very small proportion of it, or none, isnectssary

in the second coat ; and the third coiJt'should hd of oil paint

4lone.

The method heretofore pracrt^tf^'ln W*? Wje'^fji^^sljiifck-

yards for painting canvass, was as fdllows : Tht? ^t'tnvi%§

ivas first wet with watet^, tht'n prirned with Spanish bfoNVn^^

a second coat given it of a chocolate colour, mndv^ frhni

Spanish brown and black paint;' aiid, lastly, firtished with

black. This models destruct'iv^, and more experi'sire than

mine in the proportion before mentioned. Irimy method,

to ninety-six pounds of EngTish ochre ground in boiled oil,

I add sixteen poands bi black paint, being' one-sixth iii pro-

portion of the ochre; this, \vhen mixed,- forms an indif-

ferent black. The solution, made of one pound of soap and

six pints of vvattr, i* to be iidded to this paint, and well

united therewith ; ahd'withbht the canvass being prfevio'usly

wet, this composition is to be laid iij>on the canvass as stiff

*as can conveniently. be doi'ieAyith the bruf^h, 'and this'ffrst

coat wilt form a tolerably sn^ooth surface,: jJih^.^^^cond eoat

..-
'

T i
• is
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is to be formed of the same proportion of English ochre and

black, without any soap solution; and the third or finishing,

coal, iu Ijc dune with black paint as usual.

i am, -sir, your obedient humble servant,

VVm. And'krson,
Mastet- Painter «f li. M iX-ck-Yar^

Portsea, Oct. 31, 1806. at Portsmouth.

SIR,

Agref-aaly to the request in your letter, T have enclosed

certificates relative to niv new method of painting canvass;

and I take the libcrtv of informing you of a method of ob-

taining from painted canvass, unserviceable, the- u hole of

the colour laid thereon, and to do it at a very small expense^

This ] discovered since I last wrote to you, and I believe it

will be of considerable advantage to government, whoy fo»

want of such a thought, have buried and bnrnt immcnso

quantities of ships' hammock cloths, wheii found unser-.

viceable, to prevent embezzlement IVoni taking pljice., T

suggested the idea to N. Diddcms, esq., builder of Ports^

mouth yard, who communicated it to the honourable George

Grey, commissioner. 1 obtained leave to make, an experi-

ment, which I repeated thrice, and found that from one

ton of painted canvass, unserviceable, I obtained, uponf an

avera<2;e, lour hun^ired weiojht of drv colour, in value to

government nine juninds six shillings ; the expense of the

process not exceeding si\' shillings.

This I effected by calcination, raking aside- the ashes and

'sprinkling them with water, to prevent loss of paint through

evccss of heat. By passing the calcined niatter throutih a

fine sieve, it is perfectly prepared for grinding 5 it grinds

well, possesses a good body for covering with', and dries

well with a good gloss". Its increase of bulki in comparison

3YUhtpQiitmou colour of equal weight, givQi^>it,tbe,advanta«re

^covering more work. The colours yielded by the calcic

jiaiiop.pt diflferent coloured canvass areas f(,)il^>,\v :.viz. Gt^^-

yass. which has been ppiujed with black \>4^s^i Oiijy, prpduce/s

A black colourk Canva's^ liuished black, bu| which lia^ ha^

^.previous red or yellow grourid, will produce a dark cho-

-/; CO late
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colate colour. Canvass painted lead -colour will yield a good

dark lead-colour.

1 am, sir, your obedient humble servant,

Wm. Anderson.
Porfsea, IiTarcI* 25, 1807.

To G, Taylor, M.D. Sec.

Certificates, dated March, 1607^ were rccaved from the

following persons, viz.

A, Stow, lieutenant and commander of the gun-brli;

Steady, stating, that in the preceding month of October he

had received on board his shin a set of hammock cloths,

painted after the method invented by Mr. William Ander-

son, which had been constantly in use since the time above

mentioned, and appeared fully to answer the end proposed,

of rendering the canvass soft and pliable, of preventing its

cracking, or the paint peeling off, and wliich in the old

method had been a subject of much complaint.

John Pridv, lieutenant and commander of the Gladiator,

and formerly connnandcr ot the Dapper, on which latter

ship a set of hanmiock cloths, painted after Mr. Anderson's

method, appeared fully to answer the end proposed.

P. F. Wyatt, oil- and colour-man, Porisea, stating that

}ie had seen canvass painted after Mr. Anderson's new mer

thod, which, after a trial of sixteen months, remained per-

fectly soft and pliable, the paint by no means cracking or

peeling oft", and that the gloss was retained, though it had

been exposed to all weathers. He further added, that he

had seen the paint prepared by him from old painted canvass

found unserviceable, and had worked and painted there-

with ; that it was, in his judgment,, very good, and would

answer either on canvass, woody or iron.

Ns. DiDDENfs, master shipwright, Portsmouth dock-

yard, stating, that Mr. Anderson had proposed to him to

obtain, by calcination, from old unserviceable painted can-

yass, the paint which had been laid thereon ; that such ex-

periment was made, and four hundred weight of dry ser-

viceable paint prepared from one ton of. such canvass j that

he
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he had seen it when groiinfl in oil atul laid on work, when
it appeared to possess all the properties of irood paint, and

bad th<;rctorc been reconmiended by him to the Navy Board.

Slit,

In answer to yonr letter of the 'Jjth of April, in which

you inl'onned nie that the committee were desirous that I

s1\ould furnish them with a sample of canvass painted in th(i

old method, and another on mv imj^roved plan, I trust that

I shall be able fully to comply with their request. In the

first place, I have sent a small sample of the residuum of

the burnt canvass, fit for grinding in oil for paint, also a

piece of canvass painted therewith, marked No. 1 ; another

piece painted after the old method, marked No. 2 ; another

piece painted according to mv process, marked No. 3 ; and,

lastly, a piece finished entirely with a new coniposition,

marked No. i ; each sample havijirr received three coats of

paint. Upon examining No. 2, you will find it becoming

from time to time more stubborn, in consequence of the paint

hardening; and when a small ridge is formed in it, by press-

ing it between the finger and thumb, it will soon discover

that it is subject to crack, and by this means, perrnitting the

wet to enter it, will soon rot the canvass,

The space of time proper between laying oii the new pre-

paration and the second coat, ought to be one entire day;

but if saving time is an object, the second coat may he put

on the day following the first j for, if the canvass is placed in

an advantageous situation for drying, (he composition will

dry or harden so as not to rub off.

Canvass finished entirely with the composition, leaving it

to dry one day hetween each coat, will not stick together if

laid in quantities, as you will find by making experiments

on the sample No. 4.

Since the Navy Board have given directions for ships' can-

vass to be painted according to my method, I find, upon

calculation, that I have painted upwards of twenty thousand

yards since November last, a great part of which has not

been hung up for painting and drying more than one week,

as
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as no more time could be allowed me, in consequence of

^ips sailing. My plan was therefore to lay on the conipo-

silioii the first day, to coat it the second day, and, leaving

one intermediate day, to finish it on the fourth. Three days

were then allowed it to dry and harden ; and when after-

wards taken down and folded together in cloths, containing

^x-ty or seventy vards, thev did not stick together.

Having no means of giving inlonnalion to persons con-

cerned in grinding colours, so well as through the medium

of the Society of Arts, Sec. I beg leave further to relate how

l.havc, for the last three years, saved the labour of three

wien put ,of four in. grinding colours with the common mills

employed for that purpose. One mill has ever been con-

sidered sufficient for a man to turn, whereas one man can

now, with perfect ease, turn four mills; this is effected by

placing two mills on each side of the winch, so close as

only to leave room for the fly wheel to play between them.

The.spindles of each on either side are locked together by a

sfnall iron collar, with a pin passing through it. The distance

of the mills thus paired from each other, in order for the

man's standing belween them to turn, istwo feet six inches.

The distance of the arms of the winch screwed on the end

of the spiiidlcs on citlier side, is two feet two inches; the

kngth. of the arm ia mie foot six inches from the spindles to

the bar across which the man clasps in order to turn.

Fly wheels at the extremity are in)pediments. Necessity

was truly the mother of invention to me in this case, as I

^lad grea,t demand for paint, and [ was not allowed men
sufficient for the work in the common way.

., Persons will scarcely believe, without; seeing the cxperi-

iipent, the ease with which they turn. If a little extraordinary

pjotioo, is first given them, and they are then left alone, they

\vi}l continue to go round sixteen times ; so that a man with

one ]oi^nd may turn them.

I anii sir, your obedient humble servant,

ii. \Vm. Andbrso^-,
Tortsca, Mr.y 0, 1«07.

To C. Taylor, INl.D. Sec.»',,
»;> SIB,
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SfB,

1 HAVK Stated to the Admiralty Board the several im*

provcnients made by me in paint work ; and in consequence

thercoi' they have desired the principal officers of our yard

to report to them on their merits. The officers, who have

lor more than twelve nionths past daily had the execution

of them under their inspection, have recommended the same

in stronger terms, and the advantages thercofj to the lords

commissioners, beyond my statement. I have enclosed to

you a certifieate relative to the ship Mibernia, which arrived

here the 12th of JMay last, and for which vessel I painted a

set of hammock cloths, containino; thirteen hundred vards

of canvass, in June 1806, after my new method.

I am, sir, your obedient iumible servant,

Wm. ANDERSOIf.
Porlsmouth, Nov. 27, 1807.

ToC. Taylor, M.D. Sec.

XXV. Experimeiits on lar'wits Earlhs, undertaken wltlv tlie

View of ascertaining whether Lney are metallic Oxides.

By Daviu Mushkt, Esq.

X HE late interesting experiments (Df Mr. Davy in nictalliziivj

soda and potash, have brought lo my recolleciMu a ira'n of

experiments in v,4iich I was engaged eight years ago, with

ri view to melaiuze some of the earths. Thmtgh considerably

disappointed in my Hrst attempts, yet I have repeatedly re-

turned to the charge with increased hopes, but without ob-

tauiing any thing like a perfect result;

In giving lu the public a detail of mv ej<pci-iments, it L?

impossible that I shcudd mean to bring them f^jrward with

any view to a comparison with the perfectly original and

satisfactory results of Mr. Davy. Our modes (xf operating

were so totally diflercut, that .similar results could not he

expected. Should, however, any beneficial or useful pur-

pose arise from the knowledge of th^ new metals ; then, so

far as a simple mode of operation goes, my reasonings and
practice may be of service to others who may enu-ai'e in a

slmiUiv undertaking.

My
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My first experiments were niade with pure earths, clay,

silex, lime, barjtes, and sirontian, considering them as

metallic oxides, whose oxvgen might be carried off by pre-

senting them with carl)on at a high temperature, and secured

from the access of air. This reasoning I carried into prac-

tice by cementation for hours, and sometimes for three or

four davs. Various earths were exi)osed imbedded in finely-

pounded charcoal. These were afterwards freed from the

carbonaceous matter, and exposed to fusion in liigh heats

in a wind furnace. Clav and silex I found infusible under

the highest heat that could be urged. Barytes, lime, and

strontian, were fused with various proportions of charcoal,

but no result occurred tiom which aiiv conclusion could be

drawn favourable to the idea of either a part, or the whole,

of the oxvgen havinsi; been removed from the respective

earths, nor was it founti that any loss of weisjht took place^-

(as is the case with iron ores,) which would not have oc-

eurrcd by simply exposing these substances to the same

temperature. The glasses resulting from the different fu-

sions were various in colour, whitish, opa(]ue, brownish,

and black. The oniv circumstance which iiuiieated change

was in the barvtes, the difl'erent fusions of which always

gave a thin pellicle on the surface that never was resolved to

glass, but was alwa\ s strouglv alkaline. 1 his, at the time,

1 could not account for, nor till Mr. Davy's discoveries were

amiounced. The jirohvibiiity then appeared, that this was a

portion of the b:u\tiuin, whicli, during the operation, had

been metalli;iicd, bui, in eoohng, had again attracted oxyvicn

from the atmospheric air, and had passed into the slate of

an alkaline earrh.

After many experiments, I at that time abandoned the

pursuit, and arranged those specimens of glass uhich a.p-

peared most iit Ini hiture examination, should the subjict

present itself uud.-r uny new shape. Some years afterwards,

having occasion otherwise to examine the boxes in which

these specimens were kepi, I was niucli surprised to liud,

that manv of tlie glas-ies had beeonie converted into a tine

powder.* 1 was induced, irom a similar circumstance hav-

ing taken place with a glass of manganese, to infer, that in

the
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the original e^^pcriment a de-oxidation had taken place,

and that by the rcassumption of oxygen the present effect

^lad been produced.

I then thought oFpursning some mode of operation which

would enable ine to detect what proportions of oxygen were

united to the various eartlis. This I thought of accom-
plishing by a sec of comparative experinients in the fusing

of j)ure malleable iron with the different earths. Iron being

a highly oxidable metal, the cjuantiiies disappearing would

indicate the comparative quantities of oxygen in each of the

earths. This was with a view to form the most ample data

for subsequent experiments, and to compare the alkalis

with alkaline earths. These experiments embraced a

number of substances, as will be broug-ht forward in the

detail.

I.—200 grains of calcareous earth (very pure Paris white),

deprived of its carbonic acid, were niixtd with 50 grains of

iron filings : these were mixed togetiier and exposed to a

high degree of heat ; a perfect fusion of the earth iiad taken

place, which was now eoiwerttd into a black glass of a detp

jetty lustre. 'l\vo small but tlnely |-)olished spherules of

metal were obtained weighing 12 grains—loss bv oxidation

38 grains, or ?(> per cent. It may be proper to slate here,

that .H) grains of m.illeable iron filings, the same used in

this and the lollowin*'^ experiments, v^-erc fused per se in ten

minutes, 4tnd the button Ibrnied in consequence wciuhed

41 \ grains —loss only 1\ percent.—oxitlaiiou in consequence

of the calcareous earth iiearlv 70 per cent. more.

II.— 100 grains of pure barytes and 50 grains of filiutis of

malleable iron were fused together. A black brownish

opaque u,lass was obtained, and beneath a snuioth-skinned

metallic spher'.ile was found vveighing 9' grains—loss 40'

grains—equal lo 81 per cent. I'Vom the portion of the earth

to the iron in this experiment being double, in place o^

quadruple, as in the last experiment, it was inferred that HJu

grains of calcareous earth would oxidate 19 grains of iron,

whereas 100 grains of barytes in tliio experiment oxidated

II I g;rains.

Ill.-^ioo
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III.—100 grains of carbonate of barytes in a similar ex-

periment oxidat^-d only 4l{ grains of iron*,

IV.—100 grains of carbonate of strontian deprived of its

carbonic acid oxidated 214 grains of iron.

V.— 100 grains of potash oxidated 28 grains of iron.

VI.— 100 grains of salt et tartar oxidated 224 grains of

iron.

VII.—100 grains of calcined borax oxidated 3t grains of

iron.

VIII.— 100 grains of window glass, composed of two parts

of soda and two of Lvnn-sand, oxidated 4i grains.

IX.— 100 grains of botcle glass oxidated 3 grains of iron,

X.— 100 grains of roasted ironstone, containing iron48'5
;

oxygen \b-b; earths 36'= 100, oxidated 33 grains.

XI.— 100 grains of manganese in a similar experiitient

oxidated 25; graitis.

It appeared from these experiments, th.it either barytes

contained the greatest dose of the oxidable principle, or that

it cave it out to iron with the greatest facility. It was there-

fore fixed uponas the most proper subject for further expe-

riment, the details of which I shall stale as shortly as pos-

sible.

XII.— 100 grains of pure barytes were exposed to a heat

of 168° of VVe4gwood. An emerald-coloured glass was

obtained, which, in coolmg, arranged itself into numerous

small squares ; the surface was covered with a crust or pel-

licle very like ?in oxide of nickel.

XIII.— 100 grains of barytes mixed with 10 grains of

charcoal were exposed to the same heat. The result was a

dark-oreen glass, accompanied with a similar saline crust,

rather more of a coppery colour. The charcoal had disap-

peared.

XIV.—The same experiment was repeated with 20 grains

of charcoal. The fi^ .on, though exposed to as high a heat,

was less perfect. A greater quantity of the apparent oxide

was formed, and a proportionably less quantit\ ot glass.

* The result oi this ' perimeut being the same a^ Exijcriment 11., Mr:. M.

has probublv nude a mistake la copyhig hi= notes.—Edit.

2 XV.—This
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XV.—This experiment was performed with 100 grains of

pure barytes, 200 grains of iron-stone, and 8 grains of

charcoal.

The reasoning which suggested the use of iron-stone pro-

ceeded upon the supposition that the surface incrustation

was an oxide of barytes (barytium), effected to a certain

stage of purity, in consequence of lusing pure barytes with

cliarcoal. It seemed probable that the addition of a second

affinity would, with the acid of the charcoal, tend to remove
the more fixed and ultimate portions of oxygen over which
the charcoal had no power. It was conceived that the iron-

stone, not being saturated with oxygen, might withdraw a

portion of that supposed to exist in the partially revived ba-

rytes, and tend to metallize the result. Malleable iron, as

in the other experiments, might have been used; but as this

would always have entailed the presence of a button of iron,

the result, it was supposed, would be attended with some
uncertainty. In the present experiment it was thought

proper to reduce the quantity of charcoal to eight grains,

lest any part of the iron contained in the oxide might thereby

be revived.

This experiment being exposed to a similar heat as the

others, a flat blackish mass was obtained weighing 2/0

grains—loss of weight in the whole 38 grains. The iron-

stone alone ought to have lost 70 grains. It was therefore

inferred, that some new combination had taken place, and

what in other experiments would have been volatilized, in

this, became fixed. When the mass was divided, it exhi-

bited an uncommon appearance : the surface was covered

with a black de-vitrified glass ; the fracture showed a beau-

tiful metallic crystallization and brilliancy, with some large

metallic plates not unlike carburet of iron. Toward the

lower edges of the button the crystallization was very per-

fect. Although this mass had all the beauty and splendour

of a metallic regulus, yet there was a great deficiency of

inetalline property : it was eagerly brittle, and easily reduced

to a powder ; exhibited little or no lustre in grain, or when
scratched with a knife point. This experiment was repeated

Vol. 33. No. 130. F*Z'. 1809. L under
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itnder various temperalurcs, but without being more suc-

cessful in producing the metal in a state of greater purity.

XVI.— 100 grains of pure baryes, 200 of iron-stonCj and

10 of charcoal, fused together, gave the following result

:

Surface a black shining gla<;s of considerable thickness, co-

vering a perfect crvsuillized reguUis of the same matter as

uas found in Experiment XV. The same want of metallic

property was evident in this as in the last, though the spe-

cific gravity of the mass was very much increased. On one.

side (and not under the imperfect regulus of barytium) was

found a metallic spherule, supposed to be revived by the

addition of the two grains of charcoal—it weighed 1^ grain.

XVII.— 100 grains of pure barytes, 200 of iron-stone,

and 13 r of charcoal, gave a result similar to the former in

point of glass. A smaller and more perfect regulus was

found under it, alongside of which, as in the former, was

found a metallic spherule of iron weighing 10 grains.

XVIII.— ICO grains of pure barytes, with 200 of iron-

stone, and 20 of charcoal. The result of the fusion of this

compound presented something different from any of the

former. A button of iron was found weighing 33 grains

;

this v^as surmounted by a black glass, which now con-

tained no barytium. Over this glass, and immediately on

the surface, a metallic crust presented itself. It was cry-

stallized in small concentric radii inclining to a brownish

silvery colour, and brightened a little under the file. It had,

in every respect, a more metalline appearance, and, so far

as polish, continuity of grain and lustre were concerned,

was mucli superior to any of the former results.

The same experiment was repeated again and again,

sometimes with increased doses of iron^itone and charcoal
;

hut none of the results were more perfect? thaii the present.

Despairing, therefore, of any thing more perfect with iron

oxide and charcoal, it was resolved to try the effect- of mal-

leable iron filings in place of iron oxide. Having used all

the pure barytes hi my possession, the following experi-

ments were made with a fine crystallized specimen of car-

bonate of barytes.

xrx; 115
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XIX.— 115 grains of this carbonate were exposed for two

hours to a high red heat, and came out unchanged, both as

to weight and appearance.

XX.—40 grains pounded small were exposed to a high

white heat in a Cornwall clay crucible. A rough whitish

mass was obtained, which evidently had been, fused—weight

3G grains. Loss 4 grains, supposed to be carbonic acid.

It was remarkable that the present result in cooling under-

went several shades of colour chiefly metallic ; a green suc-

ceeded by a vivid purple was the most decided.

XXI.—90 grains of this same carbonate, pounded small,

and 45 grains of iron filings were mixed together and fused:

the upper surface of the result was covered with a brownish

silvery enamel regularly crystallized in small stars, each radi-

ating from a common centre. The thickness of this me-
tallic crust was nearly one-sixteenth of an inch. Its frac-

ture presented brilliant crystallized facets of a highly metal-

lic appearance. Under the barytium was found a jet black

shining glass, in which was inserted a smooth button of iron

weighing 20 grains. Beneath this button was another layer

of barytium regularly crystallized, but of a less metallic ap-'

pearance than the upper stratum. In this experiment 90
grains of carbonate of barytcs had furiiished the means of

oxidating 25 grains of iron.

XXII.—50 grains of carbonate of barytes, and an equal

quantity of iron filings, gave by fusion a double stratum of

barytium. Interposed between was a la\ er of black glass
;

the crystallization and brilliancy of the upper stratuu) and

the general ajipearance of the whole were very similar to the

last experiment. The button of iron found in this result

weighed 33 grains. Loss I7 grains oxidated by 50 grains

of carbonate of barytcs.

This experiment was repeated with various proportions of

the carbonate of barytes and the iron, and with greater

q\iantities of matter, yet none of them were so perfect as

those detailed in the fort-going experiments. Greater quan-

tities of the apparent regulus were obtained, all tending to

the same crystalline arrangement, but inferior in point of

colour and brilliancy.

L 2 I next
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I next varied the experiments in the following manner

;

Iron ore was de-oxj'genated ahnost to a state ot'nietallic pu-

rity. The ore in this state consisted of 90 parts of iron,

with which a little oxygen was siill combined, and 10 parts

of calcareous earth.

XXIII.—280 grains of this ore, and 280 grains of carbo-

nate of barytes were fused together, and the result was as fol-

lows : A double stratum of the reguline matter was formed;

the upper evidently more metallic than that below
;

yet the

general appearance of this was less metallic than the results

of Exper. XXI and XXII. The button of iron was covered

on its surface with a silvery-white circle delicately crystal-

lized in the starry form peculiar to the barytium ; and this

being the first crystallization of that'form I had ever seen on

iron, I was led to infer that an alloy had taken place be-

tween the iron and the metal of the barytes. The weight of

this button was found to be 172 grains. Loss 108 grains

of matter, which, taken at the rate of 90 per cent, of metal

in the ore, gives the quantity of iron oxidated by 280 grains

of barytes 97iV grains, or 34-p^g- grains of iron from 100

grains of carbonate of barytes, a result but little difterent

from the last experiment.

Similar experiments were performed with various propor-

tions of the barytes and de-oxygenated ore; and correspond-

ing results uere obtained. When the iron existed in equal

portions to the barytes, a quantity of crystallized regulus

was obtained nearly equal to one half of the result—the

other half being always a black glass. When a greater pro-

portion of iron filings was used, and to the extent of two

parts lo one of the barytes, a greater proportion of the re-

gulus was obtained ; bui then the experiment was difficult to

manacre, from the great heal necessary to fuse so large a re-

lative proporticm of malleable iron, without destroying the

barvtes altogether. On the contrary, when the carbonate of

barytes or pure barytes vt-ere used to the extent of two parts

to one of iron filings or oxidated iron, the mass was chiefly

resolved into a glass, and the greatest part of the iron was

oxidated: the quantity of regulus small, and a perfect re-

sult always precarious, from the violent action of the barytes

uprni
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upon the clay of the crucible. In this respect harytes re-

sembles Sonne rich oxides of iron, which are totally uuccn-

finable in a clay crucible at a high temperature.

After making two hundred experiments without having

obtained, what I thought, a perfect globule or regulus of

pure metal, I abandoned the subject till new reasonings and

after-redection should point out any new tract which was

likely to lead to more success. I was satisfied that I had

obtained an approach to metal, and was even convinced that

tfie nielal at one part of the operation was more decidedly so

than it afterwards appeared to be when examined cold : but

I was not at all satisfied that the regulus I had obtained

was in its ultimate state of purity.

Disappointed in my hopes of success with barytes, my
experinients on lime and strontian were few; but limited as

they were, I was convinced that they were similar com-
pounds, and capable of decomposition. I did not succeed

in obtaining so compact reguli as with the barytes, but both

of them showed metallic crystallization upon the surface,

although apparently more volatile and destructible than those

of barytes.

Should I at any future time increase niy experiments on

these substances, and should the results point to any thing

new and likely to be beneficial, I shall communicate them.

I am confident that an increased knowledge on the subject

of lime-stone will prove highly interesting to the manufac-

turer of iron. The single circumstance of its being a me-

tallic substance combined with oxygen, and as such acting

its part in the operations of the smelting furnace, will enable

him to explain facts that cannot be reconciled to any past

reasoning or knowledge on the subject.

In regard to silex or clay, considered as metallic oxides,

I have been able to ascertain nothing decisive. They seem

not (judging from the experiments 1 have made) in the

most distant manner allied to the other three earths, though

thev may be more akin to each other. It is possible that

silex may prove to be clay completely deprived (or nearly so)

of all its moisture. Or, in other words, that clay, by fire or

other natural processes, becomes oxygenated to such an ex-

L 3 tent.
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tent as to convert it into what we call sllex. May clay not

prove to be water an4 oxyotn, and silex this oxygen with-

out water ?

XXVI. Proposalfor alter'wg the Scale of the Thermometer,

By Richard Walker, Esq,, Oxford,

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sir,

jL beg leave to announce, through the medium of your useful

Miscellany, an intention I have of offering to the public

notice an alteration in the scale of the thermometer, which

many of my friends, as well as myself, have adopted, from

a persuasion of its being founded oai the truest principle.

The alteration I shall suggest, and which presented itself

during the long course of ray thermometrical experiments^

I shall only briefly state now, reserving a fuller account of

the reasons which induced me to adopt the scale I now pro-

pose to another opportunity.

The two fixed [joints, viz., the freezing and boiling points

of water, as they have hith'erto been, will probably never

fail to be continued, as being perfectly sufficient for the

accurate adjustment of thermometers.

The commencement of the scale, and the number of di-

visions, only appear to claim attention. With respect to the

f\xs\j since neither of the extremes of heat oi; cold (to speak;

familiarly) are likely to be ascertained, the hope of fixing

at either of these may be entirely relinquished, a.nd it re-

mains to fix at the fittest intermediate point.

Hence I presume to propose the following mode of

graduation, slating briefly the principle on which I pro-

ceeded. Having ascertained that the temperature of 6-2° of

Fahrenheit is the temperature at which thft human body in

health is conscious af no inconvenience from heat or cold,

and that a deviation from that point of only one or two de-

grees, above or below, actually produces that effect, under

ordinary circumstances, I fixed my zero or there.

With respect to the divisions, I adopted those of Fah-

reiaheitj from an opinion of that being the fittest, considcr-

inff
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ing those of Reaumur, the ccntigrade3, See, as being too

fcwj and decimal divisions unnecessary in a thcrmomctri-

cal scale.
; ,,

Hence it will follow, that being placed at C2° of Fahn

rcnhcit, 150° will be the boiling, and minus 30'^', the freez-

ing points of water; and all .other points on Fahrenheit's

scale may bs reduced to this, by sul)tracting 62 for any

degree above of Fahrenheit ; and adding G-J for any degree

lelow 0.

I shall only add, at present, that there is a very convenient

mechanical mode of adjusting this scale in the construction

of thermometers.

For ordinary meteorological purposes, a scale of this kind

extending to 65 degrees above 0, and as many degrees below

0, will be sufficient. ^i , ,,

Rd. Walkee.
Queen-Street, Oxford,

Feb. 17, 1809.

XXVIT. On the Difference he!ween the Products obtained

by DistiUafion of recent and of dried Fegetables. By
Mr. Garden, of Old Compion Street, London *,

J. HAT most recent vegetable bodies during the process of

desiccation undergo a material change in their external ap-

pearances becomes evicient from mere insiH-ciion ; but that

an alteration frequently takes place in their physical proper-

ties, and ako among their constituent principles, by that

process, has not, perhaps, in every case, been so clearly

established.

Our knowledge indeed of the phvo^ical properties of vege-

table substances, obtained from an acquaintance with their

chemical coiiiposition, has hitherto made but little progress;

arising, no doubt, from the exceeding alterability of their

nature, when subjected to those processes usually employed

for disuniting their component parts ; some of their ingre-

dieiits being too volatile to be retained, while others become

go niodiflvd by the aclion of moderate temperatures, as to

* C. mir.unicated by Mr. Garden.

L 4 tender
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render it difficult to trace the precise order of union which

those elements maintained in the original compound. Thus

it is found that vegetables, both of the noxious and escu-

lent kind, yield by that species of chemical decomposition

which is effected by fire, the same comniou elementary

principles; whence it follows, that the precise nature of a

vegetable cannot be determined by the mere knowledge of

its constituent parts.

When the recent leaves of vegetables are exposed to a de-

gree of heat but little exceeding the medium temperature of

our climate, an evident change is quickly produced ; their

bulk becomes greatly diminished , their colour less vivid;

the fragrance, if they possessed any, is in most cases con-

siderably impaired, and in some instances totallv destroyed :

it will also be found that a considerable loss of weight has

been sustained.

These obvious changes may chiefly be referred to the

evaporation of aqueous moisture, dissipation of the aroma,

and loss of a portion of the volatile or essential oil. That

this last effect does not take place is an opinion entertained

by some practical operators, who iriaintain, that from those

vegetabjes containing essential oil, the greatest quantity may
be obtained by previous drying before they are submitted to

the process of distillation.

It is not my intention either to combat this opinion or

to enter into a detail respecting the chemical composition of

vegetable bodies, but siniply to state the following fact,

which has lately come under ray observation.

A quantity of the dried leaves of peppermint {mentlia pi-

perita), which had been included in casks well closed for

nearly two years, and apparently in a state of good preser-

vation, were exposed to distillation, with a view to obtain

the essential oil. The operation was conducted in a com-

mon still furnished with a connecting refrigeratory, and the

products received in an Italian recipient, such as is usually

employed for the separation of the lighter essential oils.

After a considerable quantity of the fluid had distilled, and

that which remained tasted but little of the plant, the pro-

cess was discontinued. On examining the receiver, it was

observed,,
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observed, that the produce of essential oil was excessively

small, notwithstanding the quaiitiiy ot" leaves which had

been operated upon amounted nearly to 40 pounds.

Apprehending some niismanagenient m the operation,

another (juairtity similar to the preceding was introduced into

the still; attenduig at the same tinue to every circumstance

which could possibly be imagined to f'aciliiate the develop-

ment of the oil. A piece ot"l)asket-work was placed in the

bottom oF the still, and a quantity of water was added suf-

ficient to give fluidity to the mass, and prevent the possi-

bility of empyreuma taking place; added to these, the boil-

ing point was attended to with care, and the first portions

of the distilling liquid were suflcTed only to droji slowly frnni

the condensing vessel.

In this last operation, however, the value of the products

did not differ materially from that of the preceding j and the

result of several subsequent distillations appeared to show
that the essential oil could not be obtained from the dried

plant in a projjortion equal to that aflforded when in a recent

state.

In the respective operations it was observed, that although

the produce of oil was comparatively inconsiderable, its ab-

sence seemed to be balanced by an abundant produce of

water highly impregnated, both with the taste and flavour

of the plant.

This circumstance appears to warrant the presumption,

that the herb, notwithstanding the length of time which it

had been enclosed in the tasks, had not suffered so much
deterioration as the diminished produce of oil might seem to

indicate ; for although the essential oil did not appear iu aa

uncombined state, its particles may have undergone some
peculiar modification, in virtue of which ii was rendered

more soluble, and hence the increased quantity of highly

impregnated water may be accounted for.

The addition of alkaline substances in small proportions

has been supposed by some to accelerate the evolution of

volatile oils from their bases: in the present case luis expe-

dient was not productive of any remarkable effect.

XXVIII. Pxe^
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XXVITI. Report on a Manuscnpt Work of M. Andre,

formerly hioivn under the Name ofV. (JJhrysologue de
Gy, entitled a Theory of the actual Surface of the Earth.

By MAI. Hauv, Levierkk, and CuviEii. Head to

• the Class of Mathematical and Physical Sciences in the

National Institute '*

.

As this is the first opportunity which has hitherto presented

itself of entertaining tlic class with geological subjects^ it will

not perhaps be considered foreign to our purpose to make some

general reflections on the manner in which a society such as

ours may and ought to consider this kind of researches.

llie natural history of unorganized bodies, commonly

called crude matter, or njincrals, is divided into two principal

branches. In the one we examine each of these bodies by

itself, and in its physical and chemical properties, and hence

determine its distinctive characters, and its rank in the ge-

neral system. This part has more particularly retained the

i\d.m& oi mineralogfy f which has almost always been culti-

vated by men of talents, and has now attained a degree of

precision and exactness, equal, at least, to that of all the

other physical sciences.

The object of the other branch of the history of minerals

is the reciprocal position of their ditferent species, and of

the masses composed of one or more of these species. It is

this branch wliich leaches us what materials constitute the

vast extent of countries, what others are confined to vacan-

cies, crevices, and fisHures of the preceding; it shows us

M'hat substances respectively form the great chains, inferior

mountains, ridges, and plains ; it is especially occupied with

the super-position of minerals, and enables us to distinguish

between those which always bear, and those which always

surmount others, or, in a word, to discover the order of the

different strata. To this branch is -given the appellation of

geologi/, geognosy, or physical geography , according to the

extent and profundity of the researches.

It is evidtnily a science susceptible of as much accuracy

as mineralogy properly so called. To give it this qwalily,

* Fro^n Transactio;as of the Institute; ISOS.

it
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it is only necessary to treat it as all the natural sciences

onghl to be; that is to say, to collect with care the parti-

cular facts, and to deduce no general conclusions until these

facts are collected in sufficient numbers, observing always

the rigid rules of logic.

It is also evident that this science constitutes a piirt of na-

tural history not less indispenable to the knowledge of ihe

globe than mineralogy itself. It is to the latter, what the

history of the climate, soil, and situation proper to each

plant is to botany. Its utility to society, if it were once

completed, would be no less evident. By it we direct our

researches for divers minerals, and by tlie same means an-

ticipate the ditficuhies and expenses attending numarous

works, which co;dd not otherwise be known but by expe-

rience. Thus, our engineers could not calculate the expense

of a subterraneous conduit to substitute for the machine at

Marly : geology taught them that at tiiis place lliey could

expect to find nothing; but chalk.

The miners, wlio are more interested than any other art-

ists ijO possess this kind of knowledge, have made it a par-

ticular study, according lo the class of minerals in which

they are engaged. They have determined the characters of

mountains \\\\\\ metallic veins, and know perfectly the

countries where there is nothing to be found, and those

where something may be gained. But from the very na-

ture of the motives by which they are influenced, they havtt

almost entirely neglected to examine districts poor in metals.

It is thus that in our vicinity each workman knows bqt the

kind of quarries in which he works. Me who seeks plaister

6f Paris neither knows what is above nor what is below (he

strata of gypsum : the quarrier is ignorant that under him is

potter's clay, &c.

He who is the least acquainted with science, will feel that

a study which furnishes data with regard to all the useful

minerals, similar to those of the miners on metallic veins,

must be of the greatest importance to society ; and that were

it exteniied to all the known minerals, it would form an
equally agreeable and curious branch of natural philosophy.

It is probable that we should have principally studied, with

this
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ihis view, the surface of the globe, and the trifling portioti

of its interior where we are able to penetrate it, if there had

not been found minerals entirely crude. As these mine-

rals must have been originally disposed in some order, we

should not at first have seen in their disposition proofs of

successive action and of revolutions, if a very great part of

their beds had not been replete with the remains of orga-

nized bodies. Tlie fossils and petrifactions indeed, by ex-

citing curiosity and arousing the imagination, have given a

loo rapid inipulse to geology, have raised it too superficially

above its first basis, which should be founded on facts, and

carried it to search for causes which should have been its,

final result. In a word, from a science of facts and obser-

vations it has changed into a tissue of hypotheses and con-

jectures, so vain and so contradictory that it is becorne al-

most impossible to jironounce its name without a smile.

At first fossils and petrifications were considered as lusus

natur(S, without considering what it really meant. But

when a more profound study had shown that their general

forms, iheir texture, and in many cases their chemical

composition, were the same as those of analogous parts in

living bodies, it became necessary to admit that these objects

bad also possessed life, and that consequently they had ex-

isted at the surface of the earth, or in the waters of the sea.

How did they become buried under immense masses of

stones and earth ? How were marine bodies transported to

the summits of mountains ? But above all, How was the

order of the climates reversed, so that we find the produc-

tions of the torrid zone near the pule?

When it was perceived that almost the whole surface of

the globe was thus covered, the general and powerful causes

which had so dispersed thetn began to be considered. Ge-

nesis, and the traditions of almost all Heathen nations, of-

fered one, to which it was natural that philosophers should

first have recourse : it was the deluge. The petrifications

passed as proofs of it ; and during nearly a century the works

on geology consisted either of eflorts to find the physical

causes of this great catastrophe, or to deduce from it as an

eficct the actual state of the surface of the globe. Their

authors
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authors forgot that the deluge is stated in Genesis as a mira-

cle, or as an immediate art of the Creator's will, and conse-

quently that it is superfluous to seek any secondary causes.

[To be continued.]

XXIX. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ftOYAL SOCIETV.

r EBRUARY 2.—The reading of Mr. Troughton's paper on

the Division of Mathematical Instruments hy ocular Inspec-

tion was conckided. One of the methods adopted was the

use of a roller one-sixteenth the diameter of the circle to be

divided. The description of this principal instrument the

author has deferred till a future coinuiunicaiion.

A most curious and interesting^ paper by Mr. Davy was

read, civino an account of various experinrmts on the ac-

tion of potassium on ammonia, from which it appears, that

a considerable quantity of nitrogen can be made to disap-

pear, and can be regenerated. When it disappears, nothing

is obtained in its place but oxygen and hydrogen ;
and when

it IS formed, its elementary matter is furnished by water.

There seem to be, at present, only two modes of ex-

plaining these extraordinary and entirely unlooked-for re-

sults : i. e. that nitrogen is either a compound of hydrogen

and oxygen,—or, which is the most j)rub;iblc, that hydro-

gen, nitrogen, ammonia, water, and the nitrous compound,

all contain the same ponderable elementary maiter, and that

their different forms depend upon ditferent electrical stales.

The paper concluded by stating that the author was still pur-

suincr this inquiry, so intimately connected with the whole

arrauiiements of chemistry and meteorolgy.

PL-b. 9.—Dr. Young furnished a series of nunjerieal tables

of the elective attraction of acids with alkalis, by means of

which 100 figures are made to represent the affinities of 100

different salts, which would otherwise require above 5000

words to express.

Feb. IC.—A paper by Mr. Brodie, describing a twin

foetus,
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foetus, nearly the full siztj seven months old, and without

cither heart, liver, or gall-bladder, v«as read. This was cou*

bidcred ihe best formed fcetus which has hitherto been known,

viiihout a heart, although the author cited a considerable

number. It appears that all such children have been twins,

and that the present was quite as large as the other foetu8

which had its organs complete.

Cupt. Burney furnished two papers, one on the motion of

heavy bodies in the Thames, deiaihng some experiments

with loaded sticks, to ascertain why loaded barges sailed

f istcr than the current, or than unloaded barges ; but his

experiments only tended to conHrm the fact that the heaviest

end of a pole always went first with the current. The other

was a plan for measuring a ship's way at sea, by means of

a steel-yard and line, where a pound weight should indicate

a mile, or more or less, according to the power of the in-

strument.

Feb. 23.—A letter from Mr. Knight to the President was

read, containing some further observations on the sap of

trees, the formation of radicles from the bark, and also that

of the buds from the same source, instead of their being

produced from the alburnum, as supposed.

A paper of Mr. Home's, on a peculiar joint discovered

\n the iqualus max'ivms (basking shark), lately cast on the

sea shore, wad laid before the Society, accompanied by a

drawing. More interesting particulars respecting the stomach

of this fish are to form the subject of another communication.

XXX. List oj Patents for Nciv Inventions.

J. o Malcolm Mac Gregor, of Bell-yard, Carey Street, mu-
sical instrument maker, and William Mac Farland, of the

Strand, umbrella manufacturer, for certain improvements in

the construction of umbrellas and parasols. Dec. 29.

To John Brierley, of River Bank, in the county of Flint,

for a process of setting blue lead, for corroding the same

into white lead. Jan. 17, 1809.-

To James Goddart, of NcwmanStreet, gent., for his ma-

chinery for manufacturing a certain description of wooden

boxes
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boxes called chip boxes, or pill boxes, of all the various sizes

and shapes hitherto made. Jan. 23.

To Kdvvard Stracv, oF Parliament Street, Westminster,

esq., lor an improved method Oi" hanging the bodies, and

of constructing the j)erc;hes of four-wheel carriages, by

which such carria<fes arc rendered less liable to be over-o
turned, and of constructing perch bolts and collar braces.

Jan. 23.

To John Peek, of Charlotte-Row, Fort Place, Bermnnd-

sey, Surry, millwright, for a machine for casting printing

types, by which three motions out of five made in the or-

dinary method of casting types are saved. Jan 23.

To Samuel Whitfield, of Church Street, Birmingliam,

brazier and scale-beam maker, for a method for the appli-

cation of stamps, dies, and ])iercinf5 tools, to the manufac-

turing of ears, handles and bewells for culinary articles of

every description, whether in wood, iron, brass, copper,

tin, silver, or any mixed metals. Jan. 23.

To Michael Logan, of Rothcrhiihe, civil engineer, for a

transcendant orchiance, or improved cannon, for either ma-

rine, fort, or field service. Jan. 2G.

To Anthony George Eckhardt, of Berwick Street, Soho,

for a method of casting metallic and other bodies, together

or separately, in moulds, in the state of fluidity or softness,

in order that the said bodies may preserve the figures thus

obtained, when they shall afterwards become solid, or con-

sistent by cooling, or by any chemical or other change

which shall or may take jdace, or be produced in the nature,

order, proportions, or quantities of the component parts or

ingredients of the same. Jan. 28.

Theatre of Anatomy.) Gi-eville- Street, Hatton- Garden,

Mr. Taunton's Lectures having been suspended through

a severe indisposition, he begs leave to inform his ])upi!s that

he hitends to resume them on Tuesdav next, the Jihhislani.

METEORO-
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meteorological table,

By Mr. Carey, of the Strand,

For February I8O9.
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XXX r. Remarks 071. Ih/grnmeiri/, (nid the Hygrometer of
' J. Behzkltus. In a Lei ler from Mr. J. Gough, to

Mr. Til LOCH.

Micldleshaw, Feb. 25, 1809.

SIR,

JT ERHAPS few additions could be made af present to the ap-

paratus of a meteorologist, wliieh would prove more accept-

able than a cheap and correct hvgrometer. Various attempts

have been made to improve the instrument, which have

commonly ended in addinn^ to its sensibility : but such con-

trivances seem intended to amuse the superficial observer,

rather than to ass^ist the lover of meteorology. It is the

business of those who cultivate this science, to determine

the comparative humidity of the atmosphere, not only as it

is found in different parts of the world, but also as it varies

with situation in the same country. This project would be

carried into effect with the greatest ease and certainty, by

diminishing the sensible 'powers of the hygrometer rather

than by improving them. The preceding proposal is far

from being new; for the same notion respecting hygrometry

occurred to t)r. Franklin, so long ago as the year 1764.

The idea was suggested to the Doctor by an incident, which

proves the atmosphere to be drier in Pennsylvania than it is

in EnMand'and France. The Doctor's ihoilij^hts on the sub-

ject appeared in the first volume of the American Philo-

sophical Transactions, nnderthe form of a letter addressed

toMr. Nairne, of London, ih 1780: and it is SuperHuous

to add that his sentiments are delivered with the elegance

and perspicuity which distinguish the productions of this

great man.

I have entertained an opinion for some tirne past-, that a

common artist might construct an instruiTient whichi would

answer the purposes already specified; and a 'few experi-

ments were madfe'imder my direction three or four years

ago, which were far fi'om discouraging; the hope.' The' plan

of the hygrometer here alluded to is very sireyple,aiid\vill

be easily (uM^rst'ood from the follbvvJfigdeicri''ptibhj assisted

by the a'nnekW figlfti-el • ' '" ' '•

•Vol. 33. No. 131. March 1809. M lii
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In Plate VI. Fig. 5, AD represents a scale made of brass,

writing slate, or marble ; in which the right line EF, nine

or ten inclics long, i^ divided into one hundred equal parts.

This part of the iustruniont bfing prepared, take a square

rod of wood, cut across the crain ; it must be four or five

inches in leneth, and not more than a quarter of an inch in

dian.eter : this is rc[)rcscnied in the plate by the rectangles

PL, OK and MN. One surface of this rod must be

marked lungiiudinally by a coloured line, which is de-

noted in the figure by EG and Ffl. After the rod has

been thus marked, it must be suspended for several days

in the air of a close vessel coniaining a quantity of quick-

lime or drv potash, either of which will extract the mois-

ture from the wood and bring it to a state of great dryness.

When the piece is removed from the vessel, ajiply the

end PE to llie line PO, making E coincide with the top

of the divided line EF, and mark the place of G, the op-

posite extremity of the line EG. In the next ])!ace, sus-

pend the rod for several days in the air of a close vessel

containing a quantity of water, by which precaution the

wood will become saturated with moisture. This being done,

apply the end OF to the right line PO, making F coin-

cide with the bottom of the divided line EF, and mark the

place of H the other exiremity of FII. Lastly, draw the

right line GH, which completes the hygrometer. As oft

as you wish to make an experiment with this instrument,

make the end PE of the rod PL coincide with the divided

line EF, taking care that the point G falls in the line

GH, and observe the degree marked by E, which denotes

the state of the hygrometer. The figure MN shows how
this is to be done ; and it is placed in a situation which

makes the point E coincide witli 50*\

I have not the presumption to compare this apparently

insignificant contrivance with the elegant hygrometer of

M. De Luc. It has, however, the recommendation of sim-

plicity ; and a conmion artist might construct a number of

them with little trouble and at little expense. Thev should

all be cut from the same board, and made to the same scale

j

ahcr which, those rods should be furnished with plates re-

2 &emblir.fr
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sembllng the original one, and preserved for use, and which

were found upon irial to give correspondent results in diffe-

rent parts of the scale. Dr. Franklin recommends slips of

mahogany for hygronictrical purposes : my experiments,

however, were made with rods of old dry deal, answering

the preceding description. The preference was given to this

kind of wood, because temperature has but little effect on

its dimensions ; besides which, I did not recollect at the

time the recommendation given to mahogany by the cele-

brated philosopher of America.

I^crhaps, sir, I should never have troubled you or any other

journalist with the preceding trifle, had it not been for a

paper which appears at the 39th page of your present vo-

lume. This is a description of a hygrometer recommended
to the puhlic, Ijy the inventor J. Bcrzelius, on the suppo-

sition that Mr. Dallon's theory of mixed gases is consistent

with the phucnoniena of meteorology. In attempting to

vindicate the merits of his instrument, this foreigner asserts,

that Dalton has proved the water of the atmosphere to be

independent of the air. To this we may reply, It is a fact

established by different philosophers of the last century, that

water assumes the form of a gas under an exhausted receiver

at any temperature greater than 32°. It has also been shown
by M. De Luc, that the presence of air retanls the produc-

tion of the aqueous gas; but I will venture to say that M.
Bcrzelius goes loo far when he asserts that Mr. Dalton has

proved the water of the atmosphere to be independent of the

air. The periect I'rcedom of atmospherical vapour is un-

questionably a favourite opinion with this gentleman ; but

in what part of his works, or in what manner, is the propo '

sition demonstrated ? An explicit answer to this question

is abioluiely necessary ; because JVI, Berzclius has adopted

principles in the construction of his hydrometer, which
must remain [)recarious until the subject in debate has been

decided in favour of the new hypothesis. M. BerzeJius's re-

marks on Mr. Dalton's table, exliibiling the expansive force

of vapour, have nothing to do with the business of hygro-

metry, so long as the preceding uncertainty can be objected

to the opinions of the latter gentleman. This table njay be

M -2 true
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true when confined to the phaenomena of vapour produced In

a vacuum ; hut I am convinced that it fails in point of ac-

curacy when air is presentj even if the experiment be n)ade

in Mr. Dahon's own manometer.

Every one who allows the ju.--tice of the preceding argu-

ments must refuse his assent to M. Berztlius, when he says

that the hygrometer should di^.c(>v'er to what colunm of

mercury the water gas of the air belongs ; because,we are far

from being certain that the air contains any water gas at all.

The foregoing remarks relate to the hypothesis which

Suggested the hygrometer in question. As for the instrument

itself, it cannot possibly have any just claim to correctness,

before the following proposition is fairly established, in con-

junction with the other new doctrines already mentioned.

The substances of which these hvgrometers have been or

shall be made, exercise no attractive force on the aijucous

gas ; on the contrary, they only diminish the temperature of

this gas ; in consequence of which, part of it is condenseil

upon the cooling surface by the pressure of the rest. Hence

it follows, that if this gas be equally cooled at the same in-

stant by t^vo different substances, it will fall in the form of

water, and in equal quantities, upon them both. Various

experiments, w hich I have niade at different times, enable

me to pronounce the proposition to be incorrect; conse-

quently the instrument of M. Berzelius cannot be admitted

into the ajjparatus of a meteorologist under the name of a

hy2;rometer. To state this objection more clearly, let me be

understood to say, that if any one would try two instt-u-

ments of the kind at the same time, one of which consisted

of glass and the other of tin or silver, they would assign

difl'ercnt expansivb forces to the water gas of the atmosphere,

by beginning to condense it at different degrees of tempera-

ture, Besides, if we advert to some experiments by Count

Runifoi-d, it is evident that glass attracts water from the at-

mosj^licre when we suspect nothing of the kind, and that a

olass g-lobe is frequently covered with a thin film of dew

when it is supposed to be dry. Moreover, the experiments of

M. De Luc inform us- that the phcenomena of the hygrome-

ter succeed in a vacuum, where it would be absurd to ima.

gint
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ginc the vapour to be conclenst:d by a refxigerating principle

residing in the whale-bone.—What arc the genuine inferences,

from these facts ? Ist, That glass and other substances rob

tlie atmosphere of water by an attractive force ; and that a

loss of temperature docs nothiiig more than prepare the air.to,

part with its moisture more alnnulantly : Sdly, I'hat the at-,

traction of the hygrometer is resisted by a similar, but op-

posite power, residing in the atmosphere itself: 3dly, That

the phaenomenaof the instrument are to be explained by the

mutual reaction of these contr iry forces.

There is one circumstance which renders the hygrometer

of little or no use to the advocates of tl>e new hypothesis.:

for, if f understand them rightly, a barometer will supply

the place of the other instrument in their opinion. The au-

thor of this svstem maintains the j(/int pressure of the per-

manent gases to be 29*56 inches of mercury at all times and

places, I suppose on the level of the sea. This being ad-

mitted, it will follow, that rhe same joint pressure may'bd"

found for any height ; consequently, if this given qUjanlixy

be subtracted from an observed elevation of the barometer,

the re"mainder will express the expansive force of the

aqueous atmosphere for the time and place. If this be what

they mean, it nmst convince every meteorologist that liieir

opinion cannot explain the changes that freqjieully take

place in the weight of the, atmosphere. For instance, if the

iiypothcsis be true, the force of the aqueous atniosphere

ought to be greatest in sumnier, and the -barometer to he

highest at the same season ;:—but this. is nut the case. On
the contrary, the maximum of elevation connnonly happens

after the winter solstice, and the minimum too; for the

barometer frequently rises during January to 30'C0 or higher;

i. e. the force of the atmospherical vapour is equivalent to

one inch of mercury or more. The preceding conclusion

cannot be reconciled both to observatioti and the hypothesis;

for the thermometer very seldom reaches 4S'', at least in

Wefstmoreland, during the month of January; consequently

the force of the aqueous atmosphere is never equal to tV^^^^

of an inch of mercury in this county at that season ; and

the hypothesis seems to confipe the range of the baronieterMs"' to
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to the limits 29-56 and 29*96, which is inconsistezil with

observation.

I will conclude this long letter by the bare relation of the

following experiment, which was made in a room where a

fire is kept in winter.—February 21, I8O9, De Luc's hy-

drometer stood at 52^, the thermometer at 50**, and the ba-

rometer 29*88 inches. It is proper to remark here, that the

force of the permanent gases at Middlcshaw cannot exceed

29*22 inches by the hypothesis, and must be considerably

less by observation ; consequently the pressure of the va-

pour was greater than -66 of an inch. A silver vessel con-

taining a quart or more had been placed near the thermo-r

jneter at the commencement of the experiment, which be-

came coverctl with a very thin film of dew when cooled

(down to 40*^, I am, &c,,

John Gough.

XXXII. Hi/draul/c Investigations, suhsennenl to an intended

Croonian Lecture on the Motion, of the Blood. By Thos,

Young, M.D. For. Sec. R.S.

[Concluded from p. 133.]

III. Of the Vropagation ofan. Impulse throngh an elastic Tale,

J. HE same reasoning that is employed for determining the

velocity of an impulse, transmitted through an elastic solid

or fluid body, is also applicable to the case of an incom-

pressible fluid contained in an elastic pipe ; the magnitude

of the modulus being properly determined, according to the

excess of pressure which any additional tension of the pipe

is capable of producing ; its height being such, as to produce

a tension, \yhich is to any small increase of tension pro-

(duced by the approach of two sections of the fluid in the

pipe, as their distance to its decrement : for in this case the

forces concerned are precisely similar to those which are em-

ployed in the transmission of an impulse through a column

pf air enclosed in a tube, or through an elastic solid. If the

pati^re of the pipe be such, that its elastic force varies as the

?xces§
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excess of Its circumference or diameter above the natural

extent, which is nearly llic usual constitution of elastic bo-

dies, it may be shown that there is a ctrt;nn fuiite height

which will cause an infinite extension, and that the height

of th<? nioduhis of elasticity, for each point, is equal to half

its height above the base of this imaginary e<i!nnm ; whi( h

niay therefore be called with propriety the modular colunni

of the |)ipc: consequently the velocity o^ an impulse will be

at every point equal to half of that which is due to the height

of the point above the base ; and the velocity of an im-

pulse ascending through the pipe being every where half as

great as that of a body falling through the corresponding point

in the modular column, the whole time of ascent will be pre-

cisely twice as great as that of the descent of the falling

body; and in the same manner if the pipe be inclined, the

motion of the impulse may be compared with that of a body

descending or ascending freely along an inclined plane.

These propositions may be thus demonstrated : let a be

the diameter of the pipe in its most natural state, and let

this diameter be increased to b by the pressure of the column

c, the tube being so constituted that the tension may vary

as the force. Then the relative force of the column t is re-

presented by ic, since its efficacy increases, according to the

laws of hydrostatics, in the ratio of the diameter of the tube;

and this force must be equal, in a state of equilibrium, to

the tension arising from the change from a to li, that is, to

h — a; consequently the height c varies as -
. - , and if the

tube be enlarged to any diameter x, the corresponding pres-

sure required to distend it will be expressed by a height of

the colunm equal to ( \ V -—-, since ,
"

: c : :

; /l — - ) •; . Now if the diameter be enlarged

in such a degree that the length of a certain portion of its

contents may be contracted in the ratio I : l — r, r being

7'

very small, then the enlargement will be in the ratio 1 : 1 + ->

the increment of the force, or

M 4 of

that is, x' will be —
j but the increment of the force, or
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of ihe hciHit, is --.
, , which will become —-. 7 . Now

in a tube lillcd with an elastic fluitl, the height being h, the

force in similar circunistances would be rk, and if we make

1 a Ic . . i

,

« = —-
. , -, the velocity or the propaMtion or an mipulse

will be the same in both cases, and will be equal to the ve-

locitv of a body which has fallen through the height I /tr

Supj)osing X mlinite, the height capable of producing the

necessary pressure becomes' 7— , .Which inav be called t^.

and for every other value of x this height is ^1 —
• "/^;0'^

as. -71 '^S 17-1
^»— — , or, since li becomes —, g — ^ "^ so that A is al-

ways equal to half the difference between g and the actual

height of the. column above the given point, or to half the

height of>he p|Oiut above the. base of the column.

If two values of x^ with their corresponding/heights, are,

given, as b and'u,',.cprr?spQndingtO)C and d, and it is required.

^ , , O'-a ' x—a
to find a : we ha\''-e —7— : c : :

^-^— :,cf, dvx—aax — cbx-^
^

- ,

•
. i.'^., . •

•

dhx—clx '' ''

b."' dxr^ch _, ^r , , •
, ,

cha, and a = •

,

,
-

'-i ori^^sb' •iJ ' '

'

-v Thus it the height
' ax—cv. a dx-^cx °

equivalent to the tension vary HI the ratio or any po.wer m
of the diameter, s'o that, w being ai small c^uantity, x=='p

inn -\-n
. v • •, . . , j

^' ^'' + ^

=: , Since the square 01 7ns evanescent, and - = -

h 5
For example, \^ m — Aj — = --, and if'W.=: 2, ^ : a : : 3 :.2.

lV.0fihe\M<tgn¥lUde6fa diverging P^dsation-at different

cU 1'w» fJOUloQ Xji/5n..o ,. iiiPoifitsi
; jcijj '))^;ia^. f; !;:;.& r;

• .Thi demoHslrations of Euler^ Lagrange,: and BernouHi,

respecting the propagation of sound, have determined that

llie velocity of the actual motion of' the individual particles

Of[, aiy elastic-fluid, w\hep.;a,u inipijilse is trajifmitted through.

a conical
Id
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acoiiicat pipe, or diverges spherically from a ccwtrc, varies

in the simple inverse ratio of the distance from the vertex or

centre, or in the inverse siil)dnplicale ratio of the number of

particles affected, as njiglit ^naturally be inferred from the

general law of the preservation of the ascending force or im-

petus, in all case* (}i th^ pomnuinication of motion between

elastic bodies, oi- the [)arlicles of fluids of any kind. There

is also anotheV way of considering the subject, by whieli a

similar conclusic>n may be formed respecting waves diverg-

ing from, or converging to, a centre. Suppose a straight

wave to be reflected backwards and forwards in succession,

by two vertical .surfaces, perpendicular to ll^p direction of its

motion; it is. evident that in this and every other case of

such reflections, the pressure against the opjiosite surfaces

must l)e equal, ptherw\se ^he centre of inertia of th^ whole

system of bodies concerned would be displi^ced by their mu-
tual actions, which is contrary ^o the general laws of the

properties of the 9,qr}^r^.of inertia. ..I^ow', ijF-.ii^istead of one

of the surfaces, ,i*'e svibstitule two; others, converging in a

very acute angle, ihf wave will be elevated higher and higher

as it apnroaches the angle : and if its heifj;ht he suppos&d to

be every where in the inverse subc'uj/licale ratio of the di-

stance of the converging surfaces, the magnitude of the

presaurc, r,ediuce4 to the diieciion of the motion, will be

precisv'ly espial to that of the pressure on the single opposite

sunaee, vvhieh v^ill not happen if the elevation varv inversely

in the simple ratio of the distance^ or in that of any other

power ih;in its H(]uare root. This mode of considering the

subject afl'ords us therefore an additional reason for assert-

ing, that ia all transmissions of impulses through elastic

bodies, or through gravitating fluids, the intensity of the;

impulse varies inversely in the subchiplicate ratio of the ex-

tent of tlie parts alfectfd at the same,time ; and the same

reasoning may without doubt be applied to the case of an

elastic tube.

There is, however, a very singular exception, in the case

of waves crossing each other, to tlie general law of the pre-

servation of. ascending force, which appears to be almost

^ufli'cient to set aside the miiversal applicatioij of this law to

the
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the motions of fluids. It is confessedly demonstrable that

each of two waves, crossing each other in any direction,

will preserve its motion and its elevation with respect to the

surface of the fluid affected by the other wuve, in the same

manner as if that surface v/erc plane : and, when the waves

cross each other nearly in the same direction, both the height

and the actual velocity of the particles being doubled, it is

obvious that the ascending force or impetus is also doubled,

since the bulk of the matter concerned is only halved, while

the square of the velocity is quadrupled; and supposing the

double wave to be stopped by an obstacle, its magnitude, at

the moment of the greatest elevation, will be twice as great

as that of a single wave m similar circumetances, and the

height, as well as the quantity of matter, will be doubled,

so that either the actual or the potential height of the centre

of gravity of the fluid seems to be essentially altered, when-

ever such an interference of waves takes place. This diffi-

culty deserves the attentive consideration of those who shall

attempt to investigate either the most refined parts of hy-

draulics, or the metaphysical principles of the laws of mo-
tion.

V. Ofthe Effect ofa Contraction, advancing through a Canal.

If we suppose the end of a rectangular horizontal canal,

partly filled with water, to advance with a given velocity,

less than that with which a wave naturally moves on the

surface of the water, it may be shown that a certain portion

of the water will be carried forwards, with a surface nearly

horizontal, and that the extent of this portion will be deter*

mined, very nearly, by the difference of the spaces described,

in any given time, by a wave, moving on the surface thus

elevated, and by the moveable end of the canal. The form

of the anterior termination of this elevated portion, or wave,

may vary, according to the degrees by which the motioa

may be supposed to have connnenced ; but whatever this

jiiorm may be, it will cause an accelcrative force, which is

sufficient to impart successively to the portions of the fluid,

along which it passes, a velocity equal to that of the move-

ithk end, so that the elevated surface of the parts in motion

may
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may remain neaily horizontal : and this proposition will be

the more accurately true, the smaller ihe velocity of the

movealile end may be. For, calling this velocity v, the

original depth a, the increased depth x, and the vflocily of

the anterior part of the wave y, we have, on the supposition

that the extent of the wave is already become considerable,

X = —=-—, takinsi' ibe neuaiive or positive sitrn accordin^f

to the direction of the motion of the end ; since the quantity

ol Uuid, which before occupied a length expressed by?/, now

occupies the length y + v j andputtmga "-^ x = z, z r= -—-.

The direction of the surface of the margin of the wave is

Indiflferent to the calculation, and it is most convenient to

suppose its inclination equal to half a right angle, so that

the accelerating force, acting on any thin transverse vertical

lamina, may be equal to its weight : then the velocity y
must be such, that while the inclined margin of the wave

passes by each lamina, the lamina may acquire the velocity

*> by a force equal to its own weight ; consequently the tinie

of its passage must be equal to that in winch a body acquires'

the velocity v, in falling through a height by corresponding

21;

to that velocity : and this time is expressed by — j but the

space described by the margin of the wave is not exactly z,

because the lamina in question has moved horizontally du-

ring its acceleration, through a space which must be equal

to [' ; the distance actually described will therefore be z + b,

. , z + h 2l> 2ly
, ,

iLyu
and we have -""- = , z -\- b = , av + bv — bu =. —

^

y V — y ' — J y

q: 2hy, y' + -^ vy = ^^^ - ^, (y + ?c
(') ' = ^^ + -.; but //i

being the proper coefficient, v ~ m ^ b, and z'- = m'b^
av^ v^

„ /U b \ /a b \
2b +I6

== "" (2 +ili)' y = '^^ ^ (2 + To) ± -i "' ^»<i

yTv~vi^{-^-\- —,) q: \ v. But when v is small, we

may lake y + t- nearly m ^/-, and z = -^'-—= ^i^ah),

and X — a ± ^ (2«^0^ while ihe height of a fiuid, in which

the
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the velocity would be y, is nearly « ± |- V* ("«[) : conse-

quently, whfn the velocity v is at all considerable, y must

be somewhat greater than the velocity of a wave moving on

the surface of the elevated fluid ; and probably the surface

,of the elevated portion will not in this case be perfectly ho-

rizontal ; but where v is small, y may be taken, without

material error, m ^ — , or even m ^ —, which is the velo-

city of every suiall wave. Hie coefficient m is here assumed

the sam« for the motion of a wave, as for the discharge

through an aperture, and I have reason from observation to

think this estimation sufficiently correct.

Supposing now the moveable end of the canal to remain

open at the lower part as far as the height c, then the excess

of pressure, occasioned by the elevation before it, and the

depression behind, will cause the fluid, immediately below

the moveable plane, to flow backwards, with the velocity

determined by the height, which is the diflerence between

the levels ; and the quantity thus flowing back, together

with that which is contained in the moveable elevation, must

be equal to the whole quantity displaced. But the depres-

sion, behind the moveable body, nuist vary according to the

circumstances of the canal, whether it be supposed to end

abruptly at the part from which the motion begins, or to be

continued backwards without limit : in the first case, the

elevation x; will be to the depression as y toy — v, the length

of the same portion of the fluid being varied inversely in

that ratio; in the second case, the proportion will be as

•^ -\- V \Q y — V : and the diflerence of the levels will be

y—v %y ,,
y—v 1%y ,. ^

% \- z— = -
-, or secondly % \- % - = —^-: and first,

V V '
y + v y + v

'

w V ^ + (y "" ^') ^— (^ ~ ^O ^5 ^"^J since y is here

considered as equal to m ^/ -, putting ^ ,^-
— ^' l — d, y

— V = md, and, calling a — r, r, m v'
— c + mdz — me

V ^'» V c + (/,•?;= e -/ b, c"- — — e'l + d'z"-— 9.dze j l\
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X =^J — ^ (— -j^j : and in the same manner f is foiuul,

c y <? / L'

for the second case, equal to ,„ ,
—- + -—

,
— . For ex-

» d-:(7/ + v) d

ample, suppose the height a 2 feet, /» = i, r = 1, and con-

sequently e = 1, then d becomes l, v — A, anJy = 8 ; and

in the first case « = . i, and in the second z = . 14.

Ifz', the velocity- of the obstacle, were great in com*

parison wlih ;« ^ -
, the velocity of a wave, and the space c

below the obstacle uere small, the anterior part of the ele-

vation would advance with a velocity considerably greater

than the natural velocity of the wave : but if the space below

the obstacle bore a considerable proportion to the whole

height, the elevation z' would be very small, since a mode-

rate pressure would cause the fluid to. flow back, with a suf-

ficient velocity, to e.xhauit the greatest part of the accuma-

lation, which wokild otherwise take place. Hence the ele-

vation must always be less than that which is determined

by the equation m ^ zc = e/', and z is at most equal to

e I' \ ^ c*
/— )=. — ])., but sinte the velocity of the anterior maroriu

of the wave can never materially exceed m ^ ^ , especially

when z is small, and ^ - being in this case nearly ^—}-

which, multiplied by z, shows the utmost quantity of the

fluid that can be supposed to be carried before the obstacle.

(I ^ (I

Supposing h — \ a, this quantity becomes m ^~. -^ .—
;

and if be, for example, -ji-, it will be expressed by -^ ^ y
^ ^

au, while the whole quantity of the fluid left behind.

A similar mode of reasoning may be applied to other cases

of the propagation of impulses, in particular to that of a

contraction

1
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contraction moving along an clastic pipe. In this case, an

increase of the diameter does not increase the velocity of the

transmission oF an impulse; and when the velocity of the

contraction approaches to the natural velocity of an impulse,

the quantity of fluid protruded nmst, if possible, be still

smaller than in an open canal ; that is, it must be absolutely

inconsiderable, unless the contraction be very great in com-

parison with the diameter of the pipe, even if its extent be

such as to occasion a friction which may materially impede

Ihe retrograde motion of the fluid. The application of this

theory to the motion of the blood in the arteries is very ob-

vious, and I shall enlarge more on the subject when 1 have

the honour of laying before the Society the Croonian Lecture

for the present year.

The resistance, opposed 'to the motion of a floating body,

might in some cases be calculated in a similar manner : but

the principal part of this resistance appears to be usually de-

rived from a cause which is here neglected ; that is, the force

required to produce the ascending, descending, or lateral

motions of the particles, which are turned aside to make way

for the moving body ; while in this calculation their direct

and retrograde motions only are considered.

The same mode of considering the motion of a vertical

lamina may also be employed for determining the velocity

of a wave of finite magnitude. Let the depth of the fluid

be rt, and suppose the section of the wave to be an isosceles

triangle, of which the hcis;ht is h, and half the breadth c:

then the force urging any thin vertical lamina in a horizon-

tal direction will be to its weight as Z' to c; and the space c/,

through which it moves horizontally, while half the wave

passes it, will be such that {c—d). {a + \l) = ac, when

Ic
ce d — 7. But the final velocitv in this space is the

'la -\- b

same as is due to a height equal to the space, reduced in

the ratio of the force to the weight, that is, to the height

. 7, and half this velocitv is h m ^ ( j- ), which is

the mean velocity of the lamina. In the m^an time the wave

describes
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describes this space c + d, and its velocity is greater than

that of the lamina in the ratio of -7+ 1 to 1, that is—,

—

d I'

+ 1 or ^; + 2 to 1, becoming mQ+ i)_J—^^=: ;„

a + ^
, • , , , 11 '^————T. ; which, when vanishes^ becomes m ^ ~

, as

in Lagrange's theorem, and, when b is small, wt ^ V a + v

.—; rr^ , or m — -~-
i but if a were small, it would

approach to m ^ I, the velocity due to the whole height of

the wave.

XXXTII. On the Icy Crust formed on Glass JVindoius du-

ring a severe Frost :— trilh afew Remarks on Marine Ve-

getallci. By Air. James Graham, of Beru/ick-upon-

Ttrnd.

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sib,

If you think the following observations on the crust formed

on windows during a severe frost merit a place in your

very useful and entertaining Miscellany, they are much at

your service.

This curious phoenomenon is so common, that I believe

there are very few who have not taken some notice of it
;

but, like many of the other appearances in nature, which

strike the mind {»f the philosopher or the contemplative ob-

server with wonder and astonishment, with the great bulk

of mankind it excites not the least surprise. Such seems

to be the general weakness of the human intellect, tliat

we all require some friendly hand or kind assistant to

first ** rear the tender thought, or teach the young idea how
to shoot." The appearance to which I wish to call the at-

tention of your readers is the various figures which are re-

presented on the glass where this crust is formed. T have

found some, whose curiosity was in a certain degree excited,

suppose that all was merely accidental, or formed by what

wc often call chance : but, on a closer observation, this will

not
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not he foLu:iJ to be the case ;—when strictly examined, every

figure is as, regularly formed as if drawn by the hand of a

skilful artist, and the whole exhibits, as it were, a beauTiful

dt.imcaiion of various murine or sea plants. Sometimes there

is an exact representation ol the pi mt from which that spe-

cies of ashes or alkali coninionly cal'iyd kelp is* made ;—on

other parts of the glass will be seen a pcrlxct likeness of

some of the smaller vegetable productio.ns,. which, from a

small root, branche out into an astonishing number of very

fine fibres, joined together in such curious workmanship

as far to excell any land production .(at least that I have

observed) ; indeed no descripiion which I can give, without

a drawing, can convey any idea either of the beauty or cu-

riosity of these several icy arborifica;4ons. A few of the

larger kinds I have sonieiimes observed during a continued

frosl ; but the more common appearances resemble the plant

from whielipthe kelp is made, and the smaller vegetable pro-

ductions. I wish to be informed by any o"f your Teamed and

|)hiI()Sophical readers. What can be the natural cause which

produces this eBect ? Surelv we cannot ascribe it to mere

accident; for if this were the case, there eertaiiilv \^•ould not

be the same re^rular uniformify. It may, however, be ne-

cessary to observe, that this uniform appearance will some-

tiujes be broken; bvit on strict exannnation I have always

found it to proceed from some such circumstance as a sudden

change in the 'fenlperaturc of the air in the room by an in-

crease of company, or a larger tire, &c. : these will some-

times in a certain degree melt the cjust on the glass, and if

again' suddenly frozen the regularity of the figures will ap-

pear broken ; but where Nature i» left to operate without

interruption, I have always found the result the; same.

lean scarcely omit this opportunity of dirt^cting your at-

tention to another observation, which Idblibf not' will be

grateful to some of'voiir readers, as enlarging the sphere of

their curiosity, and giving a moi-fe anlplt scope tb the con-

templative mind ;

—

The first sight of the sea to a persdn who has lived to thfe

years ot maturity without seeing it, "(and eveti in this island

there are many,) I mi apt to think' is the greatest object

\\liich
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which Nature presents to the mind on this terraqueous

globe. It' the survey is made on a cahu summer's day, the

clear, smooth, aiid extended surface, which is bounded only

by the horizon, stretching as tar as the eye can reach, fdls the

mind with tlie most pleasing wonder and surprise; while

the imagination is left to roam at large on the supposed ex-

panse which lies far beyond the circle which the eye can

embrace. If the survey is made in the winter, especially

during a storm, what a grand and awful spectacle is pre-

sented, particularly to any person not accustomed to the

scene ! The deep and hollow sound of contending waves

catches the ear at a great distance : but when the eye comes

lo survey a seemingly boundless ocean rolling in constant

succession its tremendous billows, till they dash with such

impclucns force on the shore as to threaten destruction to the

very rocks and banks which Nature has placed as a barrier

to its almost irresistible fury, the u)ind is liUed with amaze-

ment.

These are appearances so peculiarly grand, that they arrest

the attention of even the careless and indifferent spectator.

The objects to which I beg leave to direct the inquisitive mind,

which finds pleasure in observing and examining the great

variety of Nature's productions, is the vast quantity of n)a-

rine plants which are to be found on the shore and amongst

the r()cJ<s during the ebb tide:—these are often tlirown up

in such promiscuous heajis on the beach, that superficial

observers do not think they can deserve any attention : nor

will they easily be induced to believe tliat the mind of the

traveller is not more astonished when he first visits the torrid

zone, and finds every tree, every shrub and |)iant, in short

the whole vegetable creation, different iVom any thing he had

seen in the more temperate climates, than any person will

be when he first examines the productions of the ocean. I

shall not attempt to give any delineation of this vegetable

kingdom : even if my abilities were equal lo tb.e task, it would

far exceed the limits of a short essay: but I will again assure

all who have not made the experiment, that their pains and

trouble will be amply repaid, and their curiosity fully graii-

Vol. 33. No, 131, March 1609. N ficd.
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fied. I cannot, however, conclude without one more ob-

servation :—^During the ebb tide, if the shore is rocky, a

number of small pools of clear water are left, in which will

be found many of the smaller plants adhering to the stones

or rock, which, if carefully removed, and, before they are

too dry, spread on white paper, will exhibit a most beauti-

ful and pleasing variety without the trouble of drawing.

I am, sir, your most humble servant,

James Graham.
Eer\vick-npon-T\vecd|

Feb 1, 18U9.

XXXIV. ^ Letter on the 'Alterations that have taken place

in the Structure nf Rocks, oji the Surface of the basaltic

Country in the Counties (f Derry and Antrim, Addressed

to Humphry Daw, Esq., Sec. R. S. By William
Richardson, D.D.

[Concluded from- p. 1 16.]

Inquiry into the Formation q/'oiir perpendicular Parades.

±T is natural that the first great operation we proceed to in-

vestip'ate, should be the formation of our magnificent fa-

cades, one of which is the principal subject of this memoir.

The line of coast that bounds our basaltic area on its north

side, extends about twenty-five Irish miles, in which course

the precipices are nearly continuous, and more than one half

of them absolutely perpendicular for a great part of their

stupendous height. The operalion by which thty were cut

off so abruptly, and left with a fornjidable aspect towering

over our coast, is the one we inquire into.

That these bold precipices once pnijectcd furthei in many

places is easily demonstrated ; at Btanyn Daana, and at the

Chimney, the columnar construction was obviously once

carried much further out.

Atthii Milest07ie, Portcooan, and Portnalau, the fragments.

of dykes extend far beyond the face of the precipice.

These same facts, together with the projecting base, show-

that ihcru- sudden abruptions were not formed by the sub-

siding.
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siding, and sinking of" one part, leaving the remainder in its

place ; slill less by any violent revolution, or convulsion,

as the slraiification has not sustained the slightest shock

either above or below the fagade.

The formation of our abrupt coast, has been ascribed to

the action of" the sea beating violently against it, washing

away the lower parts, and leaving a j)erpendicular facade

standing ; as we often see on the banks of rapid and en-

croaching rivers.

A cool examination of our precipices will soon prove that

our facades could not have been so formed ; for we always

find them on the highest part of the cliff, and receding from

the water, which could be instrumental in bringing down
the materials from above, only by wasiiing, and so wearing

away the bases of the steepest parts ; but the elevations of

these bases are utterly irreconcilcable to this supposition
;

for instance, the base oi Pieskin facade is two hundred feet

above the present level of the sea, that of Fairliead three

hundred : now had the sea ever risen to eitfrer height, it

would have submerged a great part of Ireland^ and none of

tiie neighbouring country (whatever its level may be) bears

the least resemblance to alluvial ground, nor shows any

mark of having been once covered by the sea.

The next argument is still more conclusive : the boundary

of our basaltic area on its north side, is for twenty-five nnles

also the con line ol" sea and land; so far it is natural to ascribe

its features, and characteristic marks, to the action of the

powerful element that beats against it. But when that pre-

cipitous boundary ceases to be the confine of sea and land,

turns southward towards the interior, and becomes the line

of demarcation i)etweeu the basaltic and schistose country

on the west, it still preserves its former character : that is,

of a range or ridge of very high land, steep to the exterior,

and sometimes cut down vertically into fa^adc^, like its

northern part that lines the shore.

Thus Magilligan Rock (four miles inland) is not inferior

in magnificence to any of our facades on the coast: its per-

pendicular section is one hundred and seventy feet, and this

continuous for a njile j the facades at Bicnbraddock are nine

N 2 niiles
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miles further inland, and those o1 Monyneeny thirteen ; while

the base of the lowest of these perpendicular precipices is

elevated 1400 feet above the sea.

The same style prevails on the east side of onr basaltic

area, after its boundary ceases to be the confine of sea and

land ; for the limestone facades at Garron Point (consi-

derably above the level of the sea) exactly resemble those of

Dunluce and Kenbaan at the water edge ; and Cave Hill

(several miles from the sea, and nearly one from the shallow

estuary of Belfast,) exhibits basaltic facades at the height

of one thousand feet, precisely similar, and little inferior to

those of Mas.itVwan.

The exact resemblance between our inland facades (on

the cast and west sides of our area) to those on the shore,

proves them to be all effects fron) the same cause, and that

our accumulated strata have in all these similar instances

been cut down vertically by the same agent, and that this

agent was not the sea.

Nor has this powerful agent confined its operations to our

coast, or to the periphery of our basaltic area j we can trace

it over its whole surface; wc find throughout its interior,

similar, though very diminutive abruptions, executed pre-

cisely in the same manner, that is, strata cut across by a

lono; vertical fapade, their planes on the upper side perfectly

undisturbed, while on the lower side all the materials of

which that part of the stratum was once composed are com-

pletely carried off.— (See 6th fact.)

Wc are now unavoidably led into a discussion of a ques-

tion \Vhich has at all times occupied the attention of natu-

ralists.

JVhence arise the Inequalities with irhich the Surface of the

Earth is so exceedingly diversified P

I shall not attempt to encounter this question generally,

nor to extend my inquiries beyond the limits I have pre-

scribed to myself; but 1 shall try whether the curious facts

so profusely exhibited over our basaltic.area, throw any light

iipon the formation of our own inequalities, or lead us a step

S towards
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lowards the discovery of the operations by which such stu«

pcndous effects have been produced.

Some, to escape ihc diflicuhics in which this question i»

involved, ascribe our inequalities to original formation ; as

if the world had come from the hand of the Creator with

the variegated surface which now contributes so much to its

beauty ; but the frequent interruptions, and resumptions of

the strata in our area, with the perfect resemblance of \\k

corresponding parts, however great the interval by which

they are separated, can scarcely leave a doubt that these

strata were at first continuous ; of course, the figure of our

surface at that time must have depended on the original po-

sitions and inclinations of these strata, which, as appears

by the 3d fact, are now unconnected with the superficial

line, the figure of which is governed by their abruptions and

removals alone.

Naturalists have differed much in opinion as to the direc-

tion in which the causes acted that produced the inequalities

on the surface of our alobe ; some referring us to the bowels

of the earth as to the scene of action ; while others assert

that the operations were performed upon the surface itseif.

i\\.\\ the slightest inspection of our faQades will at once

prove that the first hypothesis cannot be correct ; for obli-

quity of direction must have been the result of a disturbing

cause acting from below ; whereas parallelism and a steady

rectilineal course distinguish the basaltic arrangements of

which I have been treating.

We have, it is true, occasional depressions of our strata,

where they obviously have subsided, and no doubt from a

failure of support below ; but in no instance that I have met

with, in our area, are these attended by the slightest con-

cussion ; the permanent and subsided parts, with us still

preserve their parallelism, and the continuity of their mate-

rial ; whence it is probable this event took place previous to

the induration of the strata, and of course antecedent to the

period to which I limit myself.

Euffbn ascribes our superficial inequalities to the agitation

of the w aters while they covered our earth, and argues from

the resemblance thc.-e inequalities bear to the waves of the

N3 sea;
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sea; a jeseniblance I cannot trace in any country which I

have observed^ nor could our sudden and perpendicular ab-

ruptions ever have been produced by any agitation ot" the

waters.

Professor Playfair considers rivers as having formed not

only the beds or channels in which they flow, but also the

whole of the valleys through which they run, and in gene-

ral all the inequalities of our surface ; but an attentive ob-

server, tracing the course of any of our most rnpid rivers,

would soon perceive that the quantity of its depredations

have been coinj)arativL'ly insignificant, and that they can be

determined with precision : the river has no doubt in several

places extended itself considerably on both sides, but in ib.e

intermediate space betv\een the remotest boundaries it ever

reached, it levels, instead of raising inequalities.

The same result I apprehend would follow from the ope-

rations of another aoent, which theorists are in the habit of

calling in to their aid, when they cannot find some certain

material, which from their theory we had rc.-ason to expect

;

thev then tell us it has been carried ofl', and lost in the suite

of degradations and decompositions.

But decay and decomposition, instead of cre.Tiinji; inequa-

lities, would produce a contrary effect, and detace those ac-

tually existing; they would gradually abate the height of our

perpendicular facades, and increase the green steep at their

bases by the accumulation of the crumbling and mouldering

materials from above ; while the more diminutive fa9adcs

formed by the abruptions of single strata scattered over the

face of our area, and formino- its most characteristic leature,

would in time (as many are already) be converted into steep

acclivities covered with verdure.

Such are the principal causes to which the inequalities of

our surface have been generally ascribed. Pievious to our

deciding finally upon their insufficiency, it may be propef to

fnunterale a few of those inequalities, where the deviation

of our present surface, from the form it probably had origi-

nally, is not only striking, but where also the concomitant

circumstances afford demonstration, that pome great opera-

tion has once taken place there,

Tims,
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Thus, by making ourselves acquainted with effects, we
shall be better qualitied to investigate causes ; and if those

cfTects shall appear to be beyond the powers of" such natural

Jgents as we are already aequairttcd with, we siiall be justi-

fied in admitting the performance of operations to which we
have seen nothing similar ; and also in admitting the former

existence of powers of far superior energy to any we have

ever known in action.

Enumeration of some remarkable Inefjnaliiies in (he Surface

(f our basaltic Area, produced since tlic Consolidation of
its Strata.

That we may better imderstand the facts T am proceeding

to state, I shall assume (in the style of the mathematicians

putafactum) previous to demonstration, that the planes of

our uniform, rectilineal strata, however interrupted we may
now find them, were once continuous.

Upon this supposition, the valley of the Mayola, between

the stratified summits of Seafm and Slievegallon, is an ex-

cavation ] 700 feet deep, and three miles wide, of which the

whole materials have been completely carried off.

To the northward of this excavation, between Scafin and

Carntogher, the continuous accumulated strata of basalt are

interrupted, and taken away quite down to the schistose sub-

stratum ; while the untouched sunmiits of the contiguous

mountains, Carntogher, Seaf?i, and Monyneeny, arc still

stratified basalt.

On the eastern side of our area, immediately to the

southward of Kello and Connor, a similar operation has been

performed, attended by still more extraordinary circum-

stances.

We here find a district near four miles in diameter, called

the Sandy Braes ; over this whole space the basaltic strati-

fication has been carried off, and the operation has reached

deep into a very singular substratum, ^ reddish breccia, by

some mineralogists called a porphyry, the mass friable, but

the component angular particles cf extreme hardness.

The hills, of which this little district is full, are every

jenc perfect segments of spheres, while the loftier basaltic

N 4 hills
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hills that surround it preserve their characteristic form, to

witj a gradual acclivity on one side, with a steep abrujitioa

on the otlier.

As we sail along cur northern shore we discover another

great chasm or interruption of our strata, which also cuts

deep into the substrata : for on the west side of Ballycustle

pier, the bold basaltic precipices suddenly disappear, and at

a lower level disclose the substratum, which appears to bg

an alternation of sandstone, and coal, sometimes with bitu-

minous schistus.

A mile or two to the eastward the abrupt precipice is re-

sumed, and a basaltic stratum again occupies its summit on

to Fulrhead, with the same angle of inclination in which it

was disposed along our whole coast, that is, a slight ascent

to the north.

Tracer of similar operations and abruptions arc to be found

over our whole area, but ihe preceding are sufficient to make

us acquainted with th.e style of these interruptions of our

strata ; of cciurse it is time to proceed to the suspended de-

jnonsiration. 'hat ovir strata, so interrupted, were once con-
,

tinuous, notwithstanding the n)agnitude of the interval bv

which the corresponding parts are now separated.

Proofs that our now interrupted Strata were once continuous.

We must now turn back to the fagades of Bengorc^ where

the strata themselves, and all the circumstances attending

them, arc so happily displaytd, as to throw great light on

the subject, and to lead us analogically, step by step, to the

conclusion we seek for.

Let us e:;amine and trace the summit of the precipice for

a mile immediately eastward from the Giant's Causenau,

and we shall find a frequent interruption and resumption of

the fourth, fifth, and sixth strata, at the shortest interval?,

the interruption not always reaching to the lowest of the

three, which in that case remains continuous : so far simple

inspection removes all doubt, that each of these strata was

once continuous as far as the great depression to the west o.f

J^leskin.

]fieTt indeed the interruption becomes considerable, not
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less tluin a mile; but when we find at Por/woon a succession

of three sivAia with the sanvc inelination, in the same order,

of the same thickne^-s each, and with the same strong cha-

racteristic marks that distinguished the three iuterruplcd, at

the depression ; above all, when we find the strata they rest

upon continuous (at least with very trifling interruptions)

for the same extent ; 1 think we can scarcely entertain a

doubt that this interval l)et\vecn tlie corresponding parts,

though so m.icii greater than any of the preceding, is, like

them, but an mierruption, and that these strata were once

continuous from the depression to Portmocm.

'Ihe sanic style of induction would establish the quondam
continuity of all the strata in the face of Bengorc promon-

tory, for here th.c strata arc so distinctly marked that we
know each of tiicm when we find it again after any inter-

ruption.

In the rest of our precipices and facades, the similarity of

the strata deprives us of this advantage; yet in their smaller

interruptions, the eye, by tracing the rectilineal course of

the strata, and so connecting the. separated parts, can esta-

blish their former continuity : while in the greater intervals

we must rest our proof on analogy alone.

That we pnay be entitled to carry this style of induction

into the interior of our basaltic area, and to apply the ^anie

reasoning to enable us to form a similar decision upon the

pQore stupendous interruptions of our strata, which I have

already enumerated, it becomes necessary to explain the geo-

logical construction of our area,—the strata of which it is

formed—their arrangement—and their inclinations.

An extensive limestone stratum, white as chalk, and about

two hundred feet thick, seems to form the base of the whole

district I limit myself to : upon this, accumulations of rec-

tilineal and parallel basaltic strata, are heaped up to most

unequal heights.

This great calcareous stratum seems not to be an accurate

plane, but rather to resemble a bason, as every where at its

peripherv it dips to the interior; yet the plane of its section

has a slight ascent to the southward : a recollection of these

circpmsiances will enable us to account lor every appearance

this
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this stratum exhibits, as it happens to be disclosed to us
;

and by the converse, an attention to these appearances will

enable us accurately to determine the position oithe stratum.

This stratum, from Bal/i/ca.slle to Soloinon's Porch y
(about

twenty- five miles,) keeps very nearly the level of the sea,

wften indeed sinking below the surface, but never raising its

lower edge above it : but when at Solomon's Porch, the

boundary of our basaltic area begins to deflect to the south-

%yest, and then to the south, the ascent of the stratum to

the southward begins to operate, and we perceive the dotted

line of its quarries gradually to rise along the face of the

mountain from the shore to A'lonijneeny and Scajin, wheie

is has attained the height of 1500 feet: it is true, the actijal

stratum has not been opened at these two great elevations,

but the white rubble immediately below the l)asaltic facade

proves incontesiably that it is close at hand.

An accumulation of basaltic strata, had in this southern

course, as well as on the northern shore, covered the lime-

stone up to the summits of the hills or mountains.

1 have already stated how the ridge of mountain is sud-

denly interrupted bv the valley of the JMuyola, from ICOO to

1 700 feet deep ; but if we look to the southward, in the

rectilineal course of the strata (the positions of which we

have been able to ascertain with so much accuracy), wc shall

find near the summit of the mountain Slkvegallon a similar

white linK-.tone stratnu! ciouncd with basalt, cutting it in

the very direction the former ought to have reacheti it, tliat

is perhaps two hundred feet higher, the ascent of the strata

to the southward ha\ lUg elevated their planes so much in a

distance of four miles, the probable interval between tlie

summits of thcr-e mountain'^.

We ate now to decide whether this calcareous and basaltic

fra!Xir>eut, on the sum nut of Slicvagallon mountain, be the

iaslreinnant oi' the (^Id arrangement wc have been tracing,

and aset rlaining with so uiueh precision, for seventeen or

ei'vhteen ujiles from the sea, and lu-entv- five miles alona:

the coast, but now interruplcd by the valley of the ISIrtyola,

like our former more (hmin>,nvc interruptions, and also like

^licm resumed at the next elevation, in tlie sauie rectilineal

course,
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course, the strata preserving ilu; same order, and the same

characteristic marks. Or whether these strata, appearin*z on
the summit oF Slievcgnllun, be the coiTiiutncement oF a

new arrangement, abandoned by nature as soun as beofiin :

which IS highly improbable, lor neither limestone nor basalt

are to he found on the mountaai except ia this solilary

hummock.
We might, by a minute attention to the inclinations and

arrangements oF the strata contiguous to the other inter-

ruptions I have enumerated, j)rove in like manner that the

basaltic nuisses crowning the summits of the surrounding

hills and mountains, are merely the remnants of strata once

extensive and coniinuous, but interruptcfd and carried off, as

ii^ the preceding case, by the same powerful agent.

The mote diminutive inequalities scattered over the whole
surface of our area, -Ani] always produced by interruptions of

the strata, would still more easily admit the application of

the same reasoning, from the contiguity of their abrupit'd

parts; but the detail would be tedious ; those who wish to

pursue the subject furliitr must come to the scene them-

gclves.

MntcriaU cnmplcichj carried off.

A circumstance perhaps still more extraordinary, is the

complete, removal of all the materials that once filled un the

intervals between the abrupted parts of these strata. 1 have

stated in my 9th fact, that the materials that had hirmcrlv

composed the projecting parts of our northern l'a(,ade3 and
precipices, had totally disappeared.

The removed parts of the limestone stratum on the west

side of our area have shared the same fate, for where the

chain of mountains extending from Magiil/gan Bock to

Bienlraddock, is interrupted by valleys at Stradreau/i, Druni'

rotmyier, and Ballyness, it is obvious that the limestone stra-

tum was once continuous to the high points wh(. re it shows

itself on Kcaily, and the mountains on each side; its thick-

ness too, wherever we can try it, is very great : yet this

stratum, which in its entire state must have sjjread like a

ruof far aboye the present surface of these valleys (which are

now
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now sunk deep into the schistose substratum) has not left a

particle of its debris behind, nor is a single lump of white

limestone to be found, until we come lo the quarries, that

is, to the edge of the solid, untouched stratum.

Conclusio'is.

The conclusions that unavoidably follow, from the con-

sideration of these facts, are,

That the hdls and mountains, in the district T have been

describing, were not raised up or formed as they now stand,

but that ihev arc the undisturbed remains of strata that were

left behind, wlien stupc-ndou-; operations carried away the

parts that were once contiguous to them.

I'hat the inequalities of this surface were all produced by

causes acting from above, and carrying; oO" whatever they

touched, without in the least disturbing what was left be-

hind.

yldditinned Evidences. Basaltic Hmmnochs*

,

The arguments on which I have founded my opinions

have hitherto been all taken from the hollows in our surface,

and the interruptions in our strata, both which, the con-

comitant circumstances have led me to consider as so many

excavations; but the lofty elevations, and the aln-upt pro-

iTiinencies rising suddenly from our surface, when minutely

examined, lead us irresistibly to the very same conclusion.

When you and I examined together the line of our north-

ern facades, we studiously souii,ht for the points where na-

ture had made any change in her materials or their arrange-

ment, hoping that at the junctions of these little systeuis,

we should find some facts t])at would throw light on the

subject; but we generally failed; want of perpendicularity,

or other local circumstances, impeding us at the most in-

teresting points.

On the present occasion she has adopted an opposite line

of conduct, and in mariy of the steps she has taken, ob-

trudes upon us demonstration of what she has done.

* Navigators use the woril humnaock to express circular and elevated

mounts, appearing at a distan:e; I adopt the term troin ijiern.

Whoever
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Whoever has attended to the exertions of man when em-
ployed In ahering our present surface, either by levelling

heights, or by making excavations, must nave observed that

it is the practice of the workmen to leave small cylindrical

portions standing, for the purpose of determining the height

of the old surface, and thereby ascertaining the quantity of

materials removed.

To these may be compared the stratified basaltic hum-
mocks so profusely scattered over our area, and which seciTi

to show how high our quondam surface once reached.

The hunmiock of Du/jw/^//, three miles south-east from

Portnish, is very beautiful, it stands on the top of a high

ridge, and is a conspicuous object from all parts of the

country ; it is exactly circular, its flat surface contains an

acre, it is completely surrounded by a perpendicular facade

about twenty-five feet high, and formed b.y two strata, a

colunmar, imd an irregular prismatic, resting upon it.

From tiiis elevated station, where I had the pleasure of

accompanying you, I showed you at six or seven miles di-

stance to the westward, among the Dcrry mountains, the

still loftier liunimocks of Altahrian and Sconce, hemisphe-

rical in form, composed of but one stratum each, while their

swelling out ba-ses displayed accumulations of many more

:

and also near those the hunmiock oi' Fermayle, resembling

Diinmnll, but much larger, and also surrounded by a fa-

<,-ade composed of two strata.

I showed vou also at twenty miles distance to the south-

east, the gigantic SIf-nt/'ih, one of our basaltic hummocks,
magnified (as it were) into a lofty and insulated mountain,

completely stratified from its base to its fiat summit.

I showed you likewise from the bottom of its riJii;e, the

neat but diminutive hunnnock, called the Rock of Cloghtr,

above Bushmill'). As our time was precious, vou took mv
word for its stratification being precisely similar to that of

Dunmull.

There are many other basajtic hummocks scattered over

the surface of our area, all of then) either stratified or por-

tions of strata; two of the most remarkable are the hill of

Knock
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Knock houghran, near Maghera, and a tall hummock (whose

name I forget) a mile eastward from Lisanoure.

We meet still more frequently an imperfect style of hum-
mock, a semicirciiinr ficaJe one side, while on the other

it slopes awav gradually with the dip of the strata, as if the

operation had been interrupted before ii was carried quite

round; the most remarkable of these are Batlystrone, in

Dary, and Croaglimore, in Antrim, both visible from

Dunmull.

Regular stratifications on the summits of hills and moun-

tains have been long a stumbling-block to theorists ; the

historian of the French Academy, for the year 17*6, ob-

viously ascribing the superficial inequalities of the earth,

(like many others) to causes acting from below, and per-

ceiving how incompatible such assembhi2;es of strata were

to his theory, thinks it safer to doubt their existence, as they

could not have been formed, he says, " unless the masses of

the mountains were elevated in the direction of an axis per-

j)endicular to the horizon : ce que ft' a pu elre (jue tres rare."

But as these stratified mounts are in our area by no means

uncommon, they lay us under the necessity of suggesting

another alternative similar to those we have already stated.

Were these isolated hunnnocks originally formed as they

now stand, (solitary and separate from each other) one by

one ; or, are they the last remaining portions of a vast con-

solidated mass, of which the intermediate and connecting

strata have been carried off by causes with which we are un-

acquainted?

To be able saiisfactorily t\) resolve this alternative, it be-

comes necessary to lake a careful view of the contiguous

countries, and to try whether their construction, and the

arrangement of their strata, will throw any light upon the

subject.

When we examine the assemblage of hummocks abovfe

Knockmult, that is. Sconce, Fermoyle, and Altabrian, we
tind their materials and stratification precisely similar to that

of the country below them to the tastwarJ, where the abrup-

tions of the strata are disjilayed in long stony ridges-~to the

southj
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south, the abruptions on the summit of Ktadij mountuia

discover the same similarity; ;iii(J to the nurlh-uest the

grand fa(;'ade o\' Magilligan Rock, three miles distant, dis-

plays an aceunuilation oi exactly the same son oi strata con-

solidated into an cnormou3 mass.

Tile liuinmock of Dinimull is lormcd of two very parti-

cular strata, a columnar, and an irregular prismatic ; but f

showed }'ou, a mile to the northward, at the facades and

quarries of hfnmore and Cra'ignhtdlcr, at the base of the hill,

that the whole ridge, on the summit of which DumnulL is

placid, was a consolidated mass, formed by alternate strata

of the same description : and that the arrangement of the

nhole country below, and adjacent, was precisely the same

with that of the huinuHjck of Clogkir, I proved to you at

file curious opening of the strata at Bushmills Bridge, and

in the fa'^ades at the Giant's Causewoij.

After these proofs that so many (and I might proceed to

the rest) of our detached hummocks are in their construc-

tion a^nd mater'als, similar to, and connected with, the main

consolidated masses of which our country is formed, [ think

it will scarcely be asserted that these hummocks were origi-

nally formed, solitary and separate as they now stand ; but

rather that they were once parts of that vast whole, and left

behind in their present form, upon the removal of the con-

tiguous portions of their strata, by some powerful agent, of

whose operations and modes of acting, we have hitherto ob-

tained little knowledge.

The highest point on the fa(;:ade of Cave Hill is caHt'd

M'Art's Castle, and appears to be a solitary fragment of a

stratum, precisely similar to those below it, and obviousK-

once extended like them.

The irri'gularity of the summit of Fuirhcad, plainly show?

that its gigantic columns once reached liigher.

And in the facade of Mugilligan, the highest of all, a few

desultory patches of an upper stratum (no doubt once perfect

and continuous) are to be traced along its summit.

Our mountains themselves seem to show clearly that thev

were once highw j the top of MagiWigan mouniain is an ex-

tensive
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tensive pliir., over wliich a wandering slralum is interrupt-

ed and rcKumcd at intervals for a great way.

At the highest part of Donald's Hill, over the valley of

GlevmtP.cr, v:c fiitd a hummock ; also at the termination of

the ridge, at its highest part over tlic valley of Mnyola, si-

milar hummocks. I have the honour to be, sir,

your obedient humble servant,

Clonfccle, Jan. 2, ISOS. W. RiCHARDSON.

XXXV^. Method of Preserving Fruit withciif Sugar, for

House Use or Sea Stores. Bij i\/?-. Thomas Saddington,

of Lower Thames Street, London-'^.

SIR,

i. SHALL be much obliged to you to lay before the Society

of Arts, &c., the inclosed communication, and a box con-

taining the following fruits in bottles, preserved without

sugar; namely, apricots, gooseberries, currants, raspberries,

cherries, Orleans plums, egg plums, green gages, damsons,

and Siberian crabs. I have also sent some fresh English

rhubarb plant, preserved in a similar nsanner. The same

mode is applicable to other English fruits, as cranberries,

barberries, and many more. This manner of preserving

fruit will be found particularly useful on ship-board for sea

stores, as the fruit is not likely to be injured by the motion

of the ship, wlien the bottles are laid down on their sides,

and the corks kept moist by the liquor, but on the contrary

will keep well even in hot climates.

The cheapness of the process will render it deserving of

the attention of all families from the highest to the lowest

ranks of societv. If the instructions I have sent are well

attended to, I liave no doubt that whoever tries my method

will find it to answer his expectation.

I am, sir, your most obedient humble servant,

TiiOMAS Saddington.
London, Jnn. S. 180R.

To C. Tayi-or, M.D. Sec.

* Vrom' Tra .i.siiclimis I'f tlie Sociciy for the Encouragemeuf nf Arts, Manu-

Jactures, and d^rnmerce, for 1807. Five guineas were voted by the Society

to Mf. Saddiiijjton fjr this comnuiiiication,

A new
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A new Method to preserve various Sorts of English Garden

and Orchard Fruit, without Sugar,

GENTLEMEN,
The general utility, as well as luxurious benefit, arising

from the fruit produced by our gardens and orchards, is well

known and acknowledged at the festive board of every fa-

mily ; nor is this utility and benefit less manifested by a de-

sire of many persons to preserve them for culinary purposes,

in the more unbountiful season of the year ; and I am well

persuaded that this commendable desire would be greatly

extended in most famiHes, was it not attended with so much
expense as is generally the case by preserving fruit in the

common mode with sugar, that article chiefly constituting

the basis by which it is effected. Tn addition to the expenses

of sugar, which is frequently urged as a reason for not pre-

serving, there are other objections to that method, and what

I am about to mention cannot be considered as the least,

namely, the great uncertainty of success, occasioned by the

strong fermentable qualities contained in many sorts of fruit.

It may be said by some, that fruit may be preserved for a

length of time without sugar by the ordinary mode of baking

or boiling, and being closely stopped up, to which assertion

I freely assent j but even that method is frequently attended

with uncertainty ; for if the cork or other means used for

keeping the external air out of the vessel becomes dry, or

from any other cause the atmospheric air exchanges place

with what is impregnated by the fruit, it soon becomes

mouldy and unfit for use.

From these considerations, and a desire of preserving fruit

at a trifling expense, I have made various and successful

experiments of doing it without sugar, and at the same lime

with a certainty of their retaining all those agreeable flavours

which they naturally possess ; and it is highly probable that

they will keep perfectly good for two or three years, or even

a longer period, in any hot climate, by which it appears to

become a valuable store for shipping or exportation, as I

have exposed them to the action of the meridian sun in an

upper room, during the whole of the summer, after they

Vol. 33. No. 131. MarcA 1809. O < have
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have been so preserved (being clone in 1806). . I have now
-the pleasure of laying before the Society specimens of the

fruit alluded to.

•^rj* • t',-ri ProcessJhr preserving Fruit.

ff.,,The bottles I chiclly use for small fruit, such as goose-

berries, currants, cherries, and raspberries, are selected from

..the widest-necked of those used for wine or porter, as they

are procured at a much cheaper rate than vthat are generally

'Called goosebcrrv bottles. Having got ihem properly cleaned,

and the fruit ready picked, (which should not be too ripe,)

fill such of them as you intend doing at one time, as full as

they will hold, so as to admit the cork going in, frequently

..shaking the fruit down whilst filling. When done, fit the

GQrkij to each bottle, and stick them lightly in, so as to be

.easily taken out when the fruit is sufficiently scalded, which

-ipay be done either in a copper, or large kettle, or saucepan

ever the lire, iirst putting a coarse cloth of any sort at the

•bottom to prevent the heat of the fire from cracking the

.bottles: then fill the copper, or kettle, with cold water suf-

.fieiemly high for the bottles to be nearly up to the top in it

:

•put them in sidc-wa\ s to expel the air contained in the ca-

\ity under the bottom of the bottle ; then light the fire if the^

'copper is used, taking care that the bottles do not touch the

-bottom or sides, which will endanger their bursting ; and

increase the heat gradually until it comes to about one hun-

dred and sixty or one hundred and seventy degrees, by a

brewing thermometer*, which generally requires about three

quarters of an hour. For want of such an instrument it may
be very well managed by judging of the degree of heat by

the fineer, which may be known by the water feeling very

]u)t, but not so as to scald it. if the water should be too

hot, a little cold may be added to keep it of a proper tem-

perature, or the fire may be slackened. When it arrives at

a sufficient degree of heat, it must be kept at the same

ibr about half an hour longer, which will at all times be

quite enough, as a longer time, or greater heat, will crack

the fruit. During the time the bottles arc increasing in heat,

• • • loj'i.; ,. . r ' I
•••

• Faareulieit s.

a tea-
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a tca-kctlle full of water must be got ready to boil as soon

as tbe fruit is sufficiently done. If one fire only is used, the

kettle containing the bottles must be removed half off the

fire, when it is at the full heat required, to make room for

boiling the water in ihe tea-kettle. As soon as the fruit is

properly scalded, and the water boiling, take the bottles out

of the water one at a time, and fill thtni within an inch of

the cork with the boiling water out of the tea-kettle. Cork

them down immediately, doing ii gently, but very tight,

by squeezing the cork in ; but yon nuist not shake them

bv drivino; the cork, as that will endanger the bursting; of

the bottles with tbe hot water r when they are corked, lay

them down on their side, as by that means the cork keeps

swelled, and prevents the air escapiug oui : Irt them lie un-

til cold, when they may be removed to any convenient place

of keeping, always observing to let them lie on their sicfe

until wanted for use. During the first month, or two, after

they are bottled, it will be necessary to turn' the botilos. a

little round, once or twice in a week, to prevent the fer-

mentation that will arise on some fruits iVom forming into a

crust, by which proper attention the fruit will be kept moist

with the water, and no mould will ever take place. It will

also be proper to turn the bottles a little round once or twice

in a month afterwards.

Having laid down the method of preserving fruit without

eugar, in as clear and concise a manner as possible, I will

recapitulate the whole in a few words, which may be easily

remembered by auy person. Fill the bottles quite full with

fruit. Put the corks in loosely. Set them in a copper, or

kettle of water. Increase the heat to scalding for about three

quarters of an hour ; when of a proper degree, keep at the

same half an hour longer. Fill up with boiling water. Cork
down tight. Lay them on their side until wanted for use.

It may be said as an additional reason as v.ell as cheapness,

for using wine or porter bottles, instead of gooseberry,

is the difficulty of obtaining them, even at any price, in some

parts of tbe country; and indeed they arc equally useful for

small fruit, and answer the purpose quite as well, excepting

the little inconvenience of getting the fruit out when wanted

2 for
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for use, which may be easily done by first pouring all the

liquor out into a bason, or any other vessel, and then with

a bit of bent wire, or small iron meat skewer, the fruit may
be raked out. Some of the liquor first poured off, serves to

put into the pies, tarts, or puddings, instead of water, as

it is strongly impregnated with the virtues of the fruit, and

the remainder may be boiled up with a little sugar, which

makes a very rich and agreeable syrup.

In confirmation of the foregoing assertions, I now pro-

duce twenty-four bottles as samples, containing twelve dif-

ferent sorts of fruit, viz. apricots, rhubarb, gooseberries,

currants, raspberries, cherries, plums, Orleans plums, egg

plums, damsons, Siberian crabs*, and green-gages—which

have all been preserved in the manner above described.

In order to diversify the degree of heat, and time of con-

tinuance over the fire, I have done some in one hundred

and ninety degrees, and continued them in it for three

quarters of an hour, from which experiments it is evident

that the heat is too powerful, and the time too long, as the

fruit by that degree and continuance is rendered nearly to a

pulpf. In the summer of 1807 I preserved ninety-five

bottles of fruit, the expense of which (exclusive of bottles

and corks) was iZ. 9s. 5\d.', but having some fruit left, it

will not be right to judge them at a higher rate than l/. 9^.

;

and allowing 5s. for the extra coals consumed in conse-

quence of my not having a conveniency of doing more than

seven or eight at a time, and this being done at fourteen

different times, it will amount to 1 1. 145. the average cost

of which is nearly 4{J. per bottle, exclusive of the trouble

of attending them ; but if we estimate their value in the

winter season, at ]s. per bottle, that being in general as low

or lower than the market price, they will produce 4L 155.,

but losing one bottle by accident, reduces it to 4/. 145. leav-

ing a net profit of 31. on ninety-four bottles, being a clear

gain of nearly two hundred per cent. Another great ad-

vantage resulting from this statement will appear by making

it an article of store for shipping, or exportation; and I shall

* Apples and pears may be done for shipping, &c.

f Some of these samples of 1807, were done in 180 and 190 degrees.

9 submit
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submit a few Ideas tending to promote such a beneficial ob-

ject by doing it in large quantities ; for which purpose suf-

ficiently extensive premises must be fitted up, with a proper

number of shelves, one above another, at a distance of about

five inches.

The vessel for scalding the fruit in, should be a long

wooden trough of six, eight, or ten feet in length, two or

three in breadth, and one in depth, fitted with laths across

to keep the bottles upright, and from failing against one

another ; this trough of water to have the heat communi-
cated to it by steam, through a pipe from a closed boiler at

a little distance. The boiling water wanted to fill the bottles

with, may be conveyed through a pipe and cock over the

trough, by which arrangement, many hundreds of bottles

might be done in a short time. It may be prudent to ob-

serve that this idea is only speculative, not having been ac-

tually practised, but at the same time seems to carry with

it a great probability of success, and worthy the experi-

ment.

It remains now that I state some reason or object for

troubling the Society, whom I have taken the liberty to ad-

dress, with these conmnunications. The first is a desire of

publicity, sanctioned by their investigation of the experi-

ments made for preserving fruit without sugar, thereby les-

sening the expense attending an object of go much public

benefit and utility. The second arises from a personal or

private consideration ; but on this subject I shall only ob-

serve, that I wish to throw myself entirely on that protec-

tion which has ever characterized the liberality of the Society;

and that I shall feel highly honoured if they conceive what I

have communicated deserving any mark of their favour.

I am, Gentlemen,

Your most obedient humble servant.

Wood Street, London, ThOMAS SaDDINGTON.
January 1, 1808.

To the Society of Arts, &c.

O 3 XXXVI. Me^
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XXXVI. Method of raising large Slories out of the Earth.,

By Mr. Robert Richakdsost, of Keswick, in Cuiri'^

lerland*.

GF.xVTLEMEN,

X, Robert Richardson, of Keswick, in the parish of

Crosthvvaitt, and county of Cumberland, beg leave to in-

form you, that I have found out a method of taking large

self-stones out of the ground in a very expeditious manner,

and that by this means two men will take as many stones

out of the ground in one day, as would require twelve men
in the usual way of blasting, and afterwards using large

levers, &c.

Where stones of from two to four tons each are to be

taken up, two men will raise as many as twenty men in the

usual way. The work is done by the power of a tackle, but

by my method of fixing the tackle to the top of the stone,

by the plug which T have invented, it will hold till the stone

is pulled out of the ground, and laid upon the surface, or

upon a carriage, if required, all which can be done in a very

little time.

Stones of four tons weight, or upwards, may be taken

out of the ground within the time of five or ten minutes,

by two men, without any earth or soil being previously

taken from around them, or without any digging with hacks

or spades. J. C. Curwen, esq., of Workington, has seen

and approved of my performance with this invention, and

if the Society should think it deserving of a premium, it

would ever be gratefully acknowledged by.

Gentlemen, your most obedient humble servant,

Robert Richardson,
Keswick. Feb. 8, I SOS.

To the Society of Arts, 8cc.

DEAR SIR,

T CANMOT suffer Mr. Richardson's letter to be sent to th^

* From Traiisaclii77s of ihe Society fnr the F.Tirourasxement of Arts, Mamifac-

tiires, ami Comwerc-', for 1808. The silver medal of the Society was voted

to the inventor, and one of the implements is preserved in the Society's Re-

pository.

' V/ /

,

• - Society
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Society without adding a few lines concerning it, I can

bear /irpple testimony to the ease with uhiih the largest seif»

stones arc lifted by his method. I have s?en one upward^

of live tons lifted by four men. One of the plugs is sent

for the inspection of the Society. There is no difficulty in

cutting the hole to receive it, the only care is not to make it

too large. It is difficult to explain the theory of its action
;

the least stroke laterally disengages the stone. In many
situations it is likely to be of great use, not only in dra\> ing

stones out of the ground, but in making weirs and em-

bankments, where the stones are only to be lifted a moderate

height.

One of my farmers in Westmoreland has made great use

of one, and speaks of it in high terms. I liave exhibited it

to numbers of persons, who could not believe its power till

they saw it tried.

Mr. Richardson submits its examination to the Society,

and T conceive it will be very useful and beneficial in cases

of new inclosures of land. I do not think it would ansu er for

soft stones, or be safe to use for raising stones in buildings,

it being so easily disengaged by any lateral blow. By adding

wheels to the tackle macliine, or having it upon a sledge, a

great deal of time and trouble would be avoided, f purpose

to employ this method next summer in making an embank-

ment against the sea; the facility it will give in raising and

removing large stones, will expedite the work greatly. If

any further certificates of the performance of this pluiz; be

required by the Society, \ will with pleasure transmit them

to you. I will answer for its extracting any stone not ex-

ceeding five tons weight out of the ground, without any

previous moving of the earth; and it is of importance to

preserve large stones entire.

I am, with respect, dear sir,

your obedient humble servant,

Workington Hill, J, C. CuRWEN.
Feb. 19, I HOB.

To C.Taylor, M.D. Sec.

04 SIR,
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sin,

T AM favoured with your letter, desiring my opinion of

the utility of the iron plug invented by Robert Richardson,

of Keswick. That which I use is about six inches long,

and one inch and a quarter in diameter ; it requires a hole

of its own size, only two inches deep; the plug is to be

driven in a little short of the bottom, and will raise a stone

of six or ei<Tht tons, with the assistance of three men, in the

course often minutes after the hole is prepared; and I do not

hesitate to say, that three men, thus furnished, will clear

the ground of large stones in less time, and more effectually,

than twelve men by any other method yet come to my
knowledge. The plug should be made of good beaten iron.

The simplicity and cheapness of the whole apparatus is a

great object, as a good plug of the size I use will only cost

two shillings and sixpence. I am fully of opinion, that by

adding more and stronger ropes and pulleys, work might be

done by it to an amazing extent. I have reaped great ad-

vantage in my farm from ihe aid of the iron plug, and. in

justice to the inventor, am happy in thus vouching for its

extreme usefulness. Several of my respectable neighbours

have experienced the aid and benefit of the above instru-

ment, and will vouch, if required, for the trr'. ti of the above

statement. I am, sir,

your truly obedient servant,

Robert Wright.
Rose Gill Hall, near Shap, Westmoreland,

May 9, 1808.

To G. Taylor, M.D. Sec.

Beference to the Engraving ofMr. Richardson's Invention

for raising large Stones out of the Earth. See Plate VI.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Fig. 1, K, shows the upper part of a stone nearly buried

in the earth, having a hole made in it three inches and a

"half deep, and one inch in diameter, by means of a miner's

jumper ; the cylindrical tail of the plug a, figs. 2, 3, and 4,

which is of the same size, is driven fast into it, by means

of a hammer applied upon the head of the plug at G. This
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plug, in its whole length, is nine inches, and has a hole

made in its broad part H, through which the oval iron ring

B passes easily, and on which the plug can move backwards

and forwards, when the ring is hung upon the hook of the

lower pulley block of the lifting tackle. CCCC represent

the four legs or frame-work of the quadrangle , D a five-fold

tackle, with blocks ten inches in diameter; E a roller seven

inches in diameter, turned by two long iron levers bb; the

handle I is used as a safeguard, and to assist to regulate the

power of the levers. In fig. 1, the plug A is shown fixed

in the stone K, ready to draw it out of the ground, by means

of the lifting tackle.

N. B. The hinder legs of the quadrangle are made to close

in between the fore legs, for the convenience of carriage.

XXXVII, Description of an apparatus for making Car-

bonated Hydrogen Gasfrom Pit Coal, for the Purpose of

ligliivig Factories therewith. By Mr. Samuel Clegg,

of Manchester *

.

DEAR SIR,

W HEN your son was in Manchester, he called to see my
nephew's, Samuel Clegg's, improved gas lights, and was

desirous to have a plan of his method, which my nephew

promised to him, and I undertook to get it conveyed to you.

I have, accordingly, taken the opportunity of sending to

the Society of Arts, &c., a plan and explanation of his ap-

paratus.

He lighted a large factory in Yorkshire some years ago

upon this principle, and has since lighted some buildings iu

this neighbourhood, and I believe he is the first person who
succeeded in rendering these lights free from the offensive

smell which generally accompanies them. My nephew-

served an apprenticeship to Messrs. Boulton and Watt, of

Birmingham, in the steam-engine business, in which he is

• From Transactions of the Sorieti/ for the Encouragement ofArts, MaraifaC'

ture, and Commerce, for 1808. The silver roedal of the Society was voted

to the author.

now
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now engaged here on his own account, and has made con?

siderable in)provements in their construction.

I remain, dear sir, your most obedient servant,

AspiwoKTii Clegg,
Manchester, May 18,1808.

To C. Taylor, M.D. Sec.
'

rYouR esteemed favour I have received, and, according to

your request, have sent you a fuller explanation of the ga-

zometer and lamp, accompanied with further drawings.

A gazometer, containing seven hundred cubical feet of

gas, weighs about twenty hundred weight, and costs about

two pounds ten shillings the hundred weight.

The whole of an apparatus complete, capable of support-

ing forty lamps for four hours, each lamp affording light

equal to ten candles of eight in the pound, will cost about

two hundred and fifty pounds. Each lamp consumes six

cubical feet of gas per hour. I am happy to find that the

Society have honoured my communications with their at-

tention, and I remain, with great respect.

Sir, your most obedient servant,

S. Clegg,
Manchester, Aug. 12, 1808,

To C. Taylor, M.D. Sec.

Reference to Mr. S. Clegg' s improved Apparatus for ex-

- tracting Carbonated Hydrogen Gasfrom Pit Coal. See

Plate V. Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

In fig. 1, A shows the cast iron retort, into which are

^ut the coals intended to be decomposed by means of a fire

tinderneath it, the heat of which surrounds every part of it,

excepting the mouth or part by which the coals are intro-

duced. The lid or iron plate B, which covers the mouth

of the retort, is ground on air tight, and fastened by means

of a screw in the centre j C is a shield or saddle of cast iron,

to preserve the retort from being injured by the intensity of

the fire underneath it, and to cause it to be heated more uni-

formly. DDD represents the cast iron pipe which con-

veys
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veys all the voliUile products of the coal to the refrigeratory

of cast iron E, jn \\hich the tar, &c,, extracted from the

coal is deposited, and from whence they can be pumped out

by means of the prtppcr pipe F. G is the pipe which ccui-

veys the gas to the top of the cylindrical vessel or receiver

H; this receiver is air tight at the top, and consequently

the gas displaces the water in the vessel H, to a level with

the small holes, where the gas is suffered to escape and rise

through the water of the well I, into the large gazonieter K,

The use of the vessel H is pointed out as follows, viz. I£

the pipe G reached all through the water, without passing

into the vessel H, the gas would not be rendered pure or

washed ; and if part of the pipe did not rise above the water,

the water would have free communication with the tar, be-

sides exposing the retort A to a very great pressure, so as to

endanger its burstingwhen red hot. This vessel or receiver

H, in a lartre apparatus, is about eighteen inches diameter,

and two feet long ; the quantity of gas, therefore, which it

contains, is sufficient to fill the pipes and retort when cool,

and prevents the j^ipe G from acting as n syphon, and ex-

poses tiie gas to the water without endangering the retort.

When the operation begins, the upper part of the cylin-

drical gazometer iv", fig. 1, made of wrought iron plates, is

sunk down nearly to a level with the top of the, circular

well I, and is consequently nearly filled viilh water, but it

rises gradually as tlic gas enters it and displaces the water;

the two weights LL suspended over pulleys by chains keep

it steady and prevent its turning round, otherwise the lower

stays Af of the gazometer would come into contact with the

vessel [I. There arc two sets of these stays, one shown at

M, and the other at N.

There is also an iron pipe made fast in the centre of

the gazometer by means of the stays, which slides over the

upright pipe P, by which contrivance the gazometer is kept

tjrm arul steady, when out of the well ; it likewise prevents

the gas from getting into the cast Iron pipe P, and the cop-

per pipe R, any where but through small holes fnade in the

pipe at S at the top of the gazometer, where the gas is

perfectly transparent and fit for use.

^ .r.ivxx -.
^ ^^^^
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The pure gas enters the tube at the small holes made
in its top at S, and passes on through the tubes P and R to

the lamps, where it is consumed and burnt.

The seams of the gazometer are luted to make them air

tight, and the whole well painted inside and out, to preserve

it from rust.

Fig. 2 shows a horizontal section of the lower hoop of

the gazometer K at the part M, with its stays or arms, and

the manner in which the iron pipe C, before described at

fig. 1, sliding on the tube P, passes through the ring in the

centre of the hoop ; a horizontal section of the receiver H
appears therein.

Fig. 5 shows a section of one of the gas lamps ; the space

between the outer tube T and the inner tube F', is to be

filled with gas supplied by the pipe R, shown in fig. 1,

where a stop cock is inserted for adjusting the flame, which

gas passes through a number of small holes made in the

outer edge of a circular plate shown at fig. 6, which unites

the tubes Tand ^at their tops. F"is the inner tube which

conveys the atmospheric air into the centre of the flame
;

the upper part of this tube is made conical, or widening out-

wards, to join a circular plate with holes in it, a horizontal

view of which is shown at fig. 6. IV is a button, which

can be placed at a small distance above the mouth of the

lamp, and its use is to convey, in an expanded manner, all

the air which rises through this tube to the inner surface of

the flame, which assists the combustion very much ; this

button may be set at any convenient distance above the tubes

of the lamp, as it slides in the cross bars XXf by which it

is supported in the inner tube.

A current of air also passes between the glass tube or chim-

ney and the outer tube T, through holes made in the bottom

of the glass-holder, as in Argand's lamps j this surrounds

the flame, and completes its combustion, as explained by

the view, fig. 3, and section, fig. 4, which have a glass

upon each. ZZZZy figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6, show the tube

through which the lamp is supplied with gas from the pipe

M, fig. 1.

XXXVIII. i?tf-
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XXXVITI. Report of Dr. M. Garthshore and Patrick

CoLauHOUN, Esq., to the Society Jar bettering the Con-

dition of the Poor, to ivhom it was submitted to consider

the Expediency and Practicability of establishing an Ex-
perimental Dispensary in the Metropolis, comprising in

its Structure a Dietetic Regimenfor debilitated Patients,

Jjefore any accurate opinion can be formed of the utility,

necessity, and practicability, of adding a dietetic to the me-
dicines generally administered to the poor at the different

dispensaries in the metropolis, it may be useful to detail a

number of prominent facts, which either bear directly or

collaterally on this subject, and which are necessary to assist

the mind in forming a correct judgment.

According to the parliamentary returns of the year 1803,

it appears that the number of poor persons relieved in that

year in the metropolis, comprehending all the parishes

within the bills of mortality, besides Marylebone, St. Pan-

eras, Paddington, Kensington, Chelsea, and Islington, (in-

cluding a population, according to the parliamentary re-

turns of 1801, amounting in the whole to 846,845 persons,)

was 86,120.

Of these 86,120 poor persons relieved,

14,746 were maintained in sixty workhouses, at

theyearly expenseof 14/.85.3^c?. perhead.

{21,877
vvere relieved out of work-

houses, at the expense ofabout ^2 15

33,187 were occasionally relieved—at

the expense of about - 15
16,310 were relieved, not being pa-

rishioners, supposed vagrants, 2

Total 86,120

The number of children under fourteen years of age are

nearly equal to the adults who have received relief. The
workhouses (sixty in number) are generally full during

the winter months, and the greatest number that can be ac-

commodated
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cortimodatecl docs not exceed 1 7jOOO men, women, and

children.

The number of distressed objects who do not receive anv

]{)arish relief, but who arc supposed, in many instances, to

require it as much as those who are relieved, may be esti-

mated at about 20,000 men, women, and children.

It will be seen from the above abstracts, that the perma-

nent out- door relief seldom averages above 25. to 2s. 6d. per

week, while the occasional relief is infinitely less, which is

barely sufficient to pay the weekly rent of a miserable half-

furnished lodging.

It will also be seen, that many thousand gases may occur,

wherehalf- famished families cannot obtain an asylum in their

parish -workhouse for want of room. And that the propor-

tion of those who are relieved at their own dwellings, is

nearly Joiir to one.

Hence it follows as a clear proposition, that there ever

has been, and always must be, a very large proportion of

the poor of the metropolis, who can derive no benefit from

the maintenance afforded in the parish workhouse : and that

the pittance allowed in money, can afford little for food,

where a family is broke down by sickness, and their only

property (the labour of their hands) no longer effectual or

productive. Hence, in such cases, the pawnbroker assists

in filling up the chasm until their little all is exhausted, and

they are not only without food, but also deprived of their

apparel and bed clothes.

*> To relieve this numerous class, who are subject to so

many casualties, reducing them to a state of extreme indi-

gence, benevolent individuals have founded hospitals and

dispensaries in different parts of the metropolis ; but many

of the hospitals arc ill endowe»l; and from a deficiency of

funds, they are not adequate to the relief of one-tenth part

of the patients who would be glad to become inmates during

sickness and disease.

The dispensaries are more numerous. It appears from an

authentic return from thirteen of these estal)lishments in

different parts of the metropolis, that, in the course of the

year 1S08, medicines were dispensed to 28,154 patients, at

the
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the expense of about 1200 to 1500/. for drugs, and perhaps

about 2000/. for house-rent, taxes, salaries, and other ex-

penses—in the wliole, between three and four thousand

pounds a year. These nearly comprehend all ilie dispen-

saries in the metropolis.

But it requires little investigation to convinee the mind,

that drugs alone will not restore an enfeebled body to health,

\vhere the eause of the disease originated in the want of

nourishing diet. On the contrary, they are often pernicious,

unless accompanied by a dietetic regimen, which is out of

the reach of a considerable proportion of those distressed

objects who become patients to the difterent dispensaries.

There, every medicine is to be found, but that alone which

in many eases is to efi'ect a cure. Their bodies are wasted,

and must be restored by nourishing food. Their recovery

depends on this
J

but it is not attainable—it is not to be

found in their miserable dwellings ; and the workhouse is

shut against them—it is already full; and the hospitals are

also maecessible.

That this evil exists, in a great degree, in the metropolis,

must be evident from the state of the poor, which has been

already explained, and which rests on the solid foundation

of parliamentary documents. - '^-"

That such also is the state of many patients who ai*e' fe!-'

lieved at dispensaries, every candid medical man who attends

these dispensaries will admit. If the evil therefore exists,

and if its magnitude is as great as the facts stated afford ther

strongest grounds to suppose, a question will arise among
those who are benevolently employed in their laudable en-

deavours to better the condition of the poor in the metropor

lis-T-In what way a remedy can be apjilied?—a remedy

which shall restore parents to their families, and children tq

their parents, who must otherwise drop into the grave.

In suggesting new and untried objects, difficulties natu-

rally occur^ to the mind, which often vanish on a patient in-

vestigation,; jind such it is earnestly hoped will be the cas.e

on the presiut occasion.

The dispensaries at present administer those medicines

which are most generally applicable to that part of the com-
6 munity
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mumty who are in easy circumstances. To adapt them to

the poor, there ought to be superadded, a certain moderate

proportion of spirits for cordials—strong porter—soups—and

also flannel waistcoats and shifts and shirts. These will avail

more in many disorders arising from scanty food, than all

the materia medica. Nor will the difficulty of preparing and

dispensing these auxiliaries be so great, or the expense so

formidable, as may appear to those who have not minutely

investigated the subject in detail. The dietetic is proposed

to be dispensed as medicine, not as food. It will make a

part of the physician's and surgeon's prescription, where,

upon due inquiry, and according to the nature of the case,

such auxiliary aid, together with the flannel garments, are

found to be necessary to give effect to the drugs. Both are

to be dispensed in small portions, and only to those who
actually require such aid, and cannot otherwise obtain it.

The soup to be prepared and taken in the kitchen of the

dispensary, on the order of the medical attendant, only in

extreme cases. The dietetic is capable of being so syste-

matized as to prevent not only the shadow of abuse, but also

at no additional expense of servants ; and the materials com-

posing it, and all the other auxiliaries will cost infinitely

less than can be supposed at first view, as will appear from

the following statement :

Estimate of the Expense of an Experimental Dispensary,

with the Dietetic Auxiliary,

House-rent and taxes - - - - j^ioo O
Apothecaries' salary - - - - 80

Servants' wages, 8cc. - - - - 40
Coals and candles - - - - 40

Drugs 70 00
Spirits for cordials - - - - 25 O
Malt liquor of the best quality - - 40 O
Meat, consisting of legs and shins, and

clods and stickings, for soup - .^45

Potatoes for potatoe soup, Sec, vegeta-

bles, barley, Sec, about - - 15

Flannel waistcoats and shirts and shifts 25 o o 85 o o

^480 O

The
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The usual expense of medicines is liere rcJuced, because

in many instances the dietetic will be substituted for drugs,

vhich would otherwise be administered, producing at pre-

sent little or no benelit to debilitated patients, whose disor-

ders have been chiefly occasioned by deficient nourish-

ilient.

The soups to be of two kinds:—Beef tea for debilitated pa-

tients ; and a strono:;er broth mixed with vegetable substances

for those who are in a state of convalescence, and can bear

a stronger diet. Not more than a pint of any of the; two

soups will probably be ordered by the physician or surifeon

to any one patient, which must be taken in the common
kitthcn of the dispensary. T he cost of a pint of either kind

of soup cannot be estimated at more than twopence, (in-

cluding the ex|)ensr* of fue!,) nnd this to be given in lieu of a

Composition of medic;iie which would probably cost double

that sum. T.vo comuion boilers, such as are used in pri-

vate families, will be sufiicient to prepare the coups for each

day's delivery ; and admitting that twenty patients (aithout^h

an opinion prevails that ten will be the utmost number) re-

quire soup, the whole quantity to be prepared on any one

day will not exceed four gallons, and the total expense will

be 3^. ^d. Other patients may require strong porter—a j)int

of which (in a pint bottle) is to be delivered to the patient on
the prescription of the physician or surgeon ; and supposing

ten pints to be issued in one day, the expense will not ex-

ceed '2s. Qd.—the patient to bring back the bottle to be again

filled, or not, according to the prescription of the medical

gentlemen. It has already been observed, that the common
kitchen of the house wil^ be amply sufficient for every pur-

pose; and the design is capable of being so systematized as

to prevent the possibility of abuse. The labour to the cook-

maid will be next to nothing. The spirits will be made up

in cordials, by the direction of the physicians, and admi-

nistered to such patients as may require this species of as-

sistance in order to promote their recovery. It will be de-

livered in the disguised state of a drug, to be taken at dif-

ferent times, under circumstances where no abuse can pos-

sibly take place, at the residence of the patients.

;'N>'ol. 33. No. 131. March I8O9. P Supposing
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Supposing 4,000 pints of soup to be (Uspensed

in a year, at '2d. a pint - ^33 6 9^

3/)00 pints of stroug'poTter dispensed

in a year, at 3d. a pint - 37 10 a

Total expenses .^70' 16 8

Consi'caering this limited dietetic in the light of new ami

more appropriate medicines, nothing in the general ueconomy

of the system can be supposed to experience any change.

One prescription from the physician or surgeon goes to the

apothecary, and another to the kitchen. Nothing is in the

smallest degree disturbed, and the utmost regularity would

prevail.

Under a self-evideat presumption, that this dietetic is to

save the lives of many individuals, who would otherwise

sink under their complaints ; and, by thus giving effect t&

the power of the medicines, preserve many useful lives,— it i&

.scarcely possible for the human i:»ind to devise any scheme

where so much good is likely to be done at so small an ex-

pense. Nor is there any way in which the condition of the

sick poor in the metropolis can be so much improved; since

the success of an experimenta? dispensary, with a dietefec

auxiliarvj upon tiie plan now proposed, (as to which there

can be no doubt^) would be the means of extending the same

system to the other dispensaries in.' the metropolis ; and

thereby contribute to the recovery of many hundred poor

persons in the course of a year, to whom, for want of a

^D-mall portion of nourishing food applied at a critical mo-
ment, medicines can be of little use in effecting a cure.

For these and other reasons which could be adduced, the

reporters are decidedly of opinion, that an experimental dis-

pensary, upon the plan now proposed, would prove an in-

calculable benefit to the poor, and that it highly merits the

patronage and countenance, not only of this society, but of

ihe public n.t larg.«,

M. Garthshore,
, .

i'. CoLauiioui^^
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At a Meeting of the Committee of the Socicti/for Betieiing

the Condition of the Poor, held at Mr. Hcitchard's, Pic
cuddlyf on Friday the 3d of February, i 609,

THE LORD BISHOP OF DURHAM IN THE CH.AIR,

Resolved^—^Th.il this meeting do unanimously apj)rove of

the suggestions offered in thvs Report, and will aflbrd every

countenance and assistance in promoting the experimental

dispensary with an auxiliary dietetic, upon ihc plan which

has been proposed.

Resolved,—That the said Report be forthwith printed, and

generally circulated among the members oF this society, in

the expectation that their a«id and countenance will be af-

forded in earrvinjT the design into effect.

Resolvod,—^I'hat one hundred copies of the said Report be

sent to each o\ the dispensaries in the metropolis.

Resolved..—That one hundred copies of this Report be

presented to Dr. Hcrdman, of Old Broad Street, London,

v\ ho first sugiiested and tlucidated the plan lor improving

dispensaries by a dietetic auxiliary, and the medical treat-

ment of the diseased poor, in a j)rinted letter addressed to

the president, vice-presidents, and the other members of

the cunimitiee of this bociety,

S. DuNELM, President.

XXXIX. Memoir upon the Vincyvrdi and IVines of Cham-
pagne in France : /Written in answer to certain Queries cir-

ciliated by M. Chaptal. By M. Germon, of Epernay.

[Concluded from p. 150]

Is Grafting attended with Advantage P

Jl" ifty years ago they used to graft the vines on the moun-

tains, and they generally obtained very fine vines with large

fruit. This plan has now been abandoned, because it has

been discovered that a grafted vine does not last so long as

an ungrafted one, and the grafted vine is always more ten-

der and delicate
J
besides, it produces a poorer kind of wine.

P 2 Hou^
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Hoio many Dressings are given to the Vines previous to tas

Vintage P

The first dressing, which is called lechcrie (hoeing), is

given innmediately after the Frosts have disappeared.

In general, as scon as the bud of the vine makes its ap-

pearance the u'onien proceed to prune, and the men follow

with the first dressing. This is a pernicious system ; but the

prejudices of the proprietors have not yet given way to the

counsels of men of science.

The vines are primed at the same time with the first hoe-

ing ; but this method is not practised in the Marne district,

where they prune subsequently to the hoeing : it frequently,

however, saves the prunings from the efTeets of the frost,

and presents a resource tothe proprietor if the vines have

suffered from this accident.

Two other dressings are afterwards given, one in June and

the other in August; but some proprietors, who are jealous

of the good qualities of their vines, give them a third dress-

ins: in Sentember.

What are the Processes employed in gathering and pressing

the Produce of the Vintage P

In order to make red wine,—when the fruit is perfectly

ripe, the black grapes only are carefully picked and gather-

ed. The white grapes are laid aside^ as Well as those red

ones wliich are not ripe ; and these are afterwards n)ade into

wine of an inferior quality. The ripe red fruit, when thus

separated, is put into panniers, or sniall wooden boxes called

larillets or cuuclcts, and conveyed on the backs of beasts

of burden to the pressing-place : here they are pressed by

small portions at a time, and the juice then put into a tub

to ferment. In performing this operation some proprietors

employ an utensil called a martyr, which is very useful.

This is an oblong coffer, less than the diameter of the fer-

menting-tub, and about a foot or eighteen inches high. This

coffer rests upon bcanis placed across the fermenting-tub,

and its bottom and sWcs are pierced with holes in such n

manner as to allow the expressed juice of the grapes to flow

through into the tub.

How
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How long is the JTine allowed toferment P

It would be difficult to fix any precise time for the dura-

tion of the fermentation ; this depends entirely upon the na-

ture and maturity of the fruit, and upon the influence of the

atmospheric air. Grapes gathered in the morning will more
slowly go into fermentation than those which have been

gathered after noon-day in fine weather :—mists, rains and

hoar-frostSj all retard fermentation more or less.

In some years, three or tour days are sufficient for pro-

ducing a fermentation sufficient for preparing the fruit for

the press :— in other years, ten, fifteen, and even twenty days

are required.

Bij what Sign is it ascertained thai tho Fruit has attained a

proper Degree of Fermentat ioji P

We cannot assign any certain symptoms that the wine

lias sufficiently fermented, as the periotl proper for placing

the bruised fruit into the presses depends upon various

causes ; upon the pleasure and experience of the proprie-

tor, and upon the quality and colour which he wishes to

give to his wine. Some place the fruit in the press at thfe

strongest degree of fernieiitalion, and others when it has

slackened.

After the fermentation begins, in order to hasten it, they

squeeze down the fruit in such a manner as to keep the must
always uppermost : poles armed with spikes are used for

this purpose ; or, what is better, some strong workmen de-

scend into the vat and tread down the fruit: the fermenta-

tion thus becomes more equal and more general ; and when
it has proceeded far enough, the must is carried to the press

and the wine is niade.

In ordinary years, when a lighted candle cannot be held

over the tub without going out ; wlien the grapes and husks

ascend to ihe top, notwithstanding their beini; repeatedly

j)ressed down ; when the must undergoes a kind of ebulli-

tion; and lastly, wheu the colouring particles are sulilcientlv

.decomposed to butisfy the wishes of the proprietor,— it would

be dangerous to push the fermentation any further, as in

P 3 that
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that case ilie wine might assume a dry and hard taste which

ev'eu time could not correct, particularly in Champagne
wines, which are prized on account of their pleasantness

and lightness. Tiip most consummate experience i^ some-

times unsuccessful in the above operatic^ns, and there has

been no instrument yet invented which can be depended

upon.

h it advantageom to mix. the extracHue Liquor of the Tuls

with that which is produced hj pressing P

This may be answered in the affirmative, with respect to

the whole of Champagne;—and it is very advantageous for

the following reasons :

1st, The wine made from the tub would be paler in co-

lour and more delicate than that which is expressed from

the husks.

Sdly, The wiiie which came from the press only, would be

harder, stronger, and redder, than the other; so that from

the same tub we should certainly have tu'o different kinds of

wine:—The inixing of them is therefore indicated by expe-

rience, and it is at all times necessary to have wines oi an

equal quality.

Is it advanta [7eons to bruise the Stones of ilic Grapes P

This operation depends upon the season, and upon the

ripeness and nature of the fruit. When the fruit is small

and the stone large, or when the fruit has not accjuircd all

its malurity, the i-tnnes sliould be bruised.

When the fruit is full and well grown, when the season

has been rather dry than humid, this operation may be

omitted. It has been ascertained, however, that the strong

and rough taste of the stones is necessary, as one of the

constituent parts of wine.

To 7(hat Occidents ore Red JVine^ liable wheji in the Casks P

The accidents to which red wines are liable, are yellow-

rtess, muddiness, and 4 wormwood taste. These accidents

kappcn when the wines arc kept in badly-aired cellars, or

when
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when the fruit Ivas been tlamacred durino; the vifttacc sca&on

by frosts or coutiuual rains.

How are the Red JVines manugcd P

\V3.ien the red wine which comes out ot' the tub, and that

which has been expressed from fhe husks, are well wiixed

together in a vat procured for the purpose, the whole is

poured into new puncheons previously rinced with hot wa-

ter j but they are not filled at once, 'because tike wine always

ferments for a few day« longer :—as the fermentation ceases

ihey are filled and bunged up, leaving a small spiggot in the

bang in order to allow the gas to pass out : wken the fer-

mentation has entirely ceased the puncheon is hcrnietiealiy

closed.

About the end of Deceraibcr, and if pess&le in dry wea-

ther, the wine is drawn ofT aiid i'vozd from the greatest part

oi the lees.

About the middle of May, before the warm season com-

mences, the wine is again drawn off clear. Before putting

the puiicheons into the cellar they are furnished with new

hoops, where they are kept during the summer, or till they

are sold, otherwise their contents would be spoiled.

IVJtat h the Method of clarifying Red IVinesf

This consist<5 in drawing off the wine a third time. The

whites of five or six fresh eggs are diluted in a chopin of

\vater ; and this quantity is sufficient for each piece or pun-

cheon containing; 240 bottles.

There are only 200 bottles in a pun^chcoM of white wine.

Tlie whiles of eggs are well beaten up and then throwa

into the puncheon, the contents of whl-ch arc ihen briskly

stirred lip by a cleft stick.

This operation is performed prmous to bottling the wine

or sending it off to a market.

u4t it'hnt Age should Red Wines le bottled P

In general, the red wines of Hnnfe Montagne are bottled

in the month of November succeeding the vintage, i. e.

ihirlecn mooths afterwards. Tliis season of the year is fixed

V i npnu
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upon bccanse ail germination has ceased, and Nature is in a

state of perfect repose ; thereby all fermentation is avoided
;

and red wines may therefore be safely b(;ttled from the first

of October until the end of December : at any other season

great inconveniences would arise; for I know of nothing

worse than red wine bottled in spring time; it relains a

slight degree of fermentation, and is very disagreeable to

the taste.

There are some excellent and generous wines which can

remain three or four years on their lees : of this description

are the wjnes of St. Thierry.

How long loill Red IVines keep in Botlies P

The more body and spirit the wine has, the better is it

preserved in bottles : the more tender^ delicate, and light it

is, the more difficultly is it kept.

This is the reason why the wines of Mailly, Chiny, Che-:

nay, and Hermonville, keep worse than those of V^erzenay,

Bouzy, and Verzy; and these last worse than those of St.

Thierry. To conclude:—Wernay safely venture to say, that

the best red wines of Haute Montague will keep in good

cellars for six, eight, ten, and twelve years.

JVhat Degree ofTemperature, according to Reaumur's Ther-

wometer, ought the Cellars to have P

The cellars in Champagne are from 25 to 40 feet in depth,

particularly those v/hicb are dug in beds of chalk, and in

vv'hich it is necessary to dig low, in order to obtain such a

solidity of earth above, as to render an arch unnecessary. It

results from experiments made by Messrs. Pubois, mer-

chants at Rheims, that several good thermometers placed

in various situations in their cellars, always marked tlvp

de^T^rees below the temperature of the atmosphere. The va-

riations between winter and summer were not half a degree,

and could not be noted.

What is the Cost of an Acre of Vineyard?

FIKST CLASS.
Livies.

In Haute Montague - £,'000

In Basse Montague - 1000
In Sc. Thierry - - 1)00

SECONn
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SECOND CLASS.
I.ivrcs.

In Haute Montagne - 900
In Basse Montagne - 600
In St. Thierry - - 300

The convent lands, and what Is called Cios St. Thierry,

are not taken into this computation.

JVIiat is the annual Expense of Cultivating un Acre of

riueyardi including the Expense of Vintage and of
Pruning P

Livrcs.

To the vine- dresser r - 50
Props - - - - J 8

Mending them, and carriage, &c. 40
Prnnings and contributions - 2^^

Four ))iincheons - - 'iO

lixpense ot" vintage - - 28

£00

General Observations.

We have only mentioned the culture of vines in general,

without detailing those of the high and low grounds sepa-

rately. There arc many vineyards!, however, and particu-r

larly in St. Thierry, where the greater part of the vines is

always raised to ihe height of about tivc icet, and supported

by props of oak, six feet high, and an incii ui diameter-

This kind of vine can only answer in strong and vigorous

ground.

The difference between the culture of the high and low

vineyard:?, consists in the shaping, tyeing, and prunincr

1st, Shaping consists in clioosmg from the sucker (he

best stalk, in preference to others which are cut ofi", and all

the small collateral shoots arc lopped off.

2dly, The tyeing is etfected when the sap is most abundant,

and the bud already developed : the above single stalk is

bent like a hoo-p, and tied to the pr()[) in two or three places.

3dly, Pruning consists in reinserting into the earth, and

into small and long holes, every ten or fifteen rears, the

old sucker, upon which three or four stalks are left, which

are al.-ro !)inied in the earth ; and they send out an excellent

3 pidiu
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plant for the ensuing year. This operation is called ravalh-

ment, and is very difierent tVoui the pruning practised in the

department of tiie Marne.

An intelligent proprietor, who has a large extent of vine-

yard, should bury some vines {ravallcr) every year, in order

to have a sure and constant supply of plants for replanting.

The methods of treatment arq in every respect the same

with high and lovv plants.

XL. Gn the Affinity existing hetiueen Oxides of Carbon and

Iron, By David Musiiet, Esq.

Xn my late communications to the Philosophical Magazine,

a number of experiments were adduced to exhibit the uni-

versal diffusion of carbon, and to convey a tolerably correct

idea in what proportioBS it enters into the composition of

animal, mineral, and vegetable substances.

The affinity that exists mutually betwixt iron and carbon is

levery day manifested as the basis of one of our greatest na-

tional manufactures : in particular, in the various modifi-

cations of cast iron, steel, plumbago, 8cc.

Any incjuiry that has for its object the investigation of

those means, and of their peculiar modes of formation, to

which we exclusively owe the existence of the most widely

(liffused and most useful metal that has hitherto been known

in civilized society, commands attention, not only as a

mntler of curiosity, but as an object of j.he highest impor-

tance.

The natural mutual affinity of iron and carbon is such,

ihat they niav 1k' reciprocally used as tests and agents of

each others existence respectively; and upon this principle,

chiefly, the experiments which arc to follow were performed.

The first object to be ascertq,incd, in pursuing this investi-

gation, was the nature of oxide of carbon, whether in the

state of charcoal, coke, plumbago, &c- ; and wherein, and

in what, it differed from the matter of carbon that existed

naturally in the substances from which these were obtained.

If any two oxides of carbon were taken similarly com-

pounded
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poimdcd as to the alloy of foreign nialtcr, and c:nploycd ua-

dcf the same circumstances, to revive equal quantities of the

same metallic oxide, Would in not be just to infer, that if

the quantities of" njetal were cqu;;l, so were the qualities of

the oxide ; and the reverse IF a ditl'erent result were obtained?

And docs it not appear equally fair to deduce, that where the

greatest quantity of metal is revived, the appropriated oxide

is of superior quality ? The former deduction holds uni-

versally correct; Init the latter, if admitted, would often

lead into error, particularly where the oxides exist iti the

state of coal or coke.

I was once of opinion that the cirbonaiinsr powers of any
oxide depended upon the real quantity of combustible mat-
ter wliieh it contained ; and that the substance found to

yield the largest j)ortion of coal or coke, and to contain the

smallest portion of ashe^, would, every thing else beino-

alike, revive the greatest (juantity of metallic oxide ; or,

in other words, would be found to contain the laro;est quan-
tity of pure carbon, or diamond: but upon investi"atinfy

the nature and properties of a variety of carbonaceous oxides,

chiefly obtained by the distillation of pit coal, with a view

to fix an unerring list whereby to judge of coal fit for iron

making, it was found that not only this conclusion was
of itself erroneofus, but that, in general, the very reverse of

ibis theory to(;k place. It not only appeared that the car-

bonating powers of the oxide depentled upon some other

cause, remote from the actual quantity of combustible mat-
ter, but that the process of distillation, or ofcokino", sub-

jected the oxide to new laws, the very rcviTse of what at

first view ought to have taken place. This, then, was at once

attributed to the state of oxidation of the oxide ; and a direct

probability inferred, that that coke or coal that revived the

greatest quantity of metallic oxide would be the least oxi-

dated ; or, in other words, approach more nearly to the state

of diamond.

This theory, however pl/usible, was found incompatible

vviih practice; and in the event it was found that the coke
or coal that became most deoxidated in burning, revived,

^nder precisely the saqi* circums!ances_, the least quantity

8 of
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of metallic oxide : and froin the experiments hereafter to

be detailed, it will not aj)pear rash to infer, that this in-

verse rritio of carbonatiun proceeded exclusively from an

approximation, however remote, to the state of diamond ;

arising chiefly from a new and mure dense arrangement of

the particles of the coaj, in consequence of parting with a

portion of oxygen.

These experiments were arranged and conducted in the fol-

lowing order :.^—About ,')0 |)()und6 of oxide of iron were pre-

pared, and thoroughly n)ixcd, that there might not exist any

variety of quality arising from difierent preparations. This

was kept during the whole series of -experiments in the sanie

temperature, that none of the results might be affected by

llic moisture of the atmosphere. A parcel of hand-made

crucibles, all nearly of the same size, prepared from Stour-

bridge clay, with ground covers, made so as to form a water-

tight joint, were §et aside for tiie experiments. These,

from time to lime, before the introduction of the mixture,

>vere brought to a red heat: wheij irs this state, the mixture

was introduced, the cover was slipped on, and the whole was

put directly into the assay furnace. This n)ode had not only

the advantage of facility, but, which in these experiments

is absolutely indispensable, prevented the carbonaceous mat-

ter introduced irom being dissipated by the moisture, which

is always contained in the clay when crucil)l,cs are put into

the furnace in a green state.

The proportions of oxide of iron and oxide of carbon,

i)*cd in the most of these experiments, were oxide of iron

iOO grains, ofcarl>on 15 grains.

These were intimately mixec), and put into a square of

t'lui paper contauung about live superficial inches of mea-

surement, and productive exactly of half a grain of char-

co;'| : this, and ]4t grains of the substance to be tried,

formed the quantity of 15 graijis. Sj that in all these ex-

jvrimcnts there is nearly l-^yih of carbon of jniper united.

When the experiments were directed to comparative views

hetwixt the raw and coked ijiatcrials, a quantity of the

former was u>ed, that would, by accurate experiment, have

formed 15 grains of coal, or prepared oxide of caibon. The

paper
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pa|)cr aiKl mixture were with facllitv inirocluccd into the

crucibles resjicctivclv, and the imiiicthatc introduction of

ihe cover [ircvcnted the most minul(- contacl of air, or dis-

sipation of ihc snnjcct of cxperimem. The duiaiion of the

crucible and degree and munagcnient of the heat in the

furnace were scrupulously attended to, and many of the ex-

periments were rei)eated three times.

The first class of experiments was with various woods,

fronj which the following were selected :

Experiment I.

Charcoal prepared from Walnut, composed cf

Oxide of carbon - 96-048

Ashes - - - 3-95'2

100 parts.

\o grains of this oxide and £?00 grains of oxide of iron,

were subjected to fusion, after being cartfully mixed, and

tlie result was a metallic button which weighed 36 grains,

(equal to 18 per cent.) from the oxide of iron.

It was found, upon a calculati'-.n of wiint this wood lost in

distilling, that 76 grains of raw wood would have fornaed

15 grains of the charcoal operated upon. This quantity of

wood was therefore rasped down, and, in a similar numner

with the former, introduced into the crucible. The result was

A metallic button weighing - - 49 "Tains.

Charcoal of the same wood, revived as above, 36

Increase (equal to Cih per cent, or 21' upon
the whole,) - - - - - 1 'J

Expcrlmtnt II.

Charcoal prepared from Elm, composed of

Oxide of carbon - 1)6'70

Ashes - - - 3-30

100 parts.

15 grains of oxide froiTi elm and 200 grains of oxide of

iron, yielded a metallic button weighing 4(> grains (equal to

20 per cent.}.

75 Grains
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7j grains of the sair.e wood, in the state of raspings,

fomul to be t'(|ual to 13 grains of prepared coal, being mixed

with 200 grains of oxide of \\ux\y they were fused together,

and the resuk was a iDelallic button weighing 59 grains.

(Equal to 29} per cent, from the oxide of iron.)

With llie charcocd, the quantity revived was 40

Increase (equal to 91 per cent.) - ly

ExperimaU III.

Charcoal prepared from Holly,

Composed of oxide of carbon 94* 1 52
Ashes - - 0-S18

100 parts.

15 2;rains of this carbon and 200 grains of oxide of iron,

yielded by fusion a- nielalhc result that weighed 44 grains*

(Equal to 22 per cent.)

71'4 crrains of raw hollv, being equal to 15 grains of char-

coal, aiid 200 grains of oxide of iron, yielded by fusion

A neat metallic button weighing 45 grains.

Revived as above with charcoal 44

Increase (equal to i percent.) I

Experimevt IV.

Charcoal prepared from Scotch Pine,

Composed of oxide of carbon 9"' JO

Ashes - - 2-90-

100 parts,

15 crrains of this charcoal and 200 grains of oxide of

iron, being fused together, yielded a metallic button of iron

weiahiniT 40 grains, or CO per cent. 88 grains of raspings

of this wood (equal to 15 of charcoal,) and 200 grains of

oxide of iron, yielded a button of iron that weighed

34 per cent., or - - C8 grains.

Revived as above with charcoal 40

Increase (equal to 14 per cent.) 28

JLxperhnent
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Experiment V.

Charcoal prepared from Beech,

Composed of oxide of carbon 95*20

Ashes - - 4-SO

100 parts.

15 orains of charcoal of beech mixed with 200 grains of

oxide of iron, yielded by fusion a metallic button of iron

weighing 42 grains, (equal to 21 per cent.)

71*5 grains of raspings of this wood, (found equal to 15

grains of carbon,) being mixed with 200 grains of oxide of

iron, there resulted from the fusion of this conipound a me-

tallic button that weighed (= to 27] percent.) 54*5 grains.

Revived as above with charcoal - - 42

Increase (equal to 6| per cent.) 12*5

Experiment VI.

Charcoal prepared from the American Maple-Tree,

Composed of oxide of carbon 9G*140
Ashes - - 3-860

100 parts.

15 grains of this charcoal and 200 of oxide of iron pave

a metallic button weighing 50 grains, (equal to 25 percent.)

from the oxide of iron.

76 grains of this wood (equal to 15 grains of charcoal,)

and 200 grains of oxide of iron, yielded by fusion a but-

ton of iron, weighing (equal to 30} per cent.) 6l grains.

Kevived as above with charcoal - - 50

Increased, (equal to 5} per cent.) 11

Experiment Vlf.

Charcoal prepared from Spanish Mahogany*

Composed of oxide of carbon 96* 1 54
Ashes - - 3846

1 00 parts.

15 grains
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15 grains of this charcoal with 200 grain? of o.xidc ti

iron, gave by fusion a metallic button weighing 40 grains,

(equal to 20 per cent.) from the oxide of iron.

53-5 grains of mahogany was found equal to 15 grains of

tharcoal. This, in the state of sn)all ras))ing3, was mixed

with '200 grains of oxide of iron. The result by fusion was

A metallic button weighing 43 grains.

Revived as above with charcoal 40

Increased, (equal to If per cent.) 3

Experiment VIII.

Charcoal prepared iVom Sallow,

Composed of oxide of carbon 93'665
Ashes - - 6*135

100 parts.

15 grains of this charcoal mixed with 200 grains of oxide

of iron, gave by fusion a metallic button which was fodnd

to weigh 43 grains, (equal to 2H pt-r cent.)

79 grains of sallow, being found equal to 15 grains of

charcoal, this, in the state of raspings, was mixed with 200

grains of oxide of iron. The compound was Fused, and the

result was A button of iron weighing Co grains.

Charcoal revived only - 43

Increase, (equal to 8^ percent.) 17

Experiment IX.

Charcoal prepared from Aiiicrican JBLck Beech,

Composed of oxide of carbon 05-169

Ashes -
.
[,„T,> 4-831

' '"1' ; t -

100 parts.

15 grains of this charcoal mixed with 200 grain? of oxide

of iron, yielded bv fusion a metallic result \^cighing 36

grains, (equal to 18 per cent.)

69 grains of black beech were requisite to form 15 grains

of charcoal. These, in the state of raspings, were n)ixed with

' '^^h
'- * 200 "rains
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SOO grains of oxide oF iron and fused together, the result

wjs, A metallic button that weighed 49 grains.

Revived with charcoal - 36

Increase (equal to G per cent.) 12

[To be continuciL]

XLI. Soyne Circiimslances relative to JMerino SJieep, chiefi.y

collectedfrom the Spanish Shepherds, who attended those

of the Flock of Paula?-, lately presented to His Majesty by

the Government of Spain ; ivith Particulars respecting that

great National Acqnisition ; aiid also respecting the Sheep

of the Flock of Negrete, importedfrom Spain by His Ma-
jesty in the Year 1791*. By S/r Joseph Banks.

Soho Square, Fcl). 18, 180P.

Sir John,

XXT a time like the present, when Spanish wools, though at

a price unheard-of in the annals of traffic, still continue to

find a market ; thus clearly proving, that their value in the

estimation of the consumer is far above any price that has

been hitherto offered for them by the n)anufacturer ; and

when we must all agree, that the interruption of our trade

with Spain may still continue for some time longer, I trust

that a paper written with a view to facilitate the production

of this valuable article in the United Kingdom, and to com-

municate some information relative to the important present

of Merino sheep lately received by our most gracious Sove-

reign from the government of Spain, will be interesting to

you, sir. I beg the favour of you, in case you shall approve

it, to do me the honour of placing it at the disposal of the

very useful institution over which you preside with sq much

advantage to the agricultural interests of this country.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient and faithful humble servant,

Joseph Banks.
Sir John Sinclair, Bart. President

of thj Board of Agriculture.

• From Communications to the Board of Agriculture.

Vol. 33. No. 131, March ISO.Q. Q A CON-
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A CONSIDERABLE part of Estrcniacliira, Leon, and \\\<;

neighbouring provinces of Spain, is appropriated to the main-

tenance of the Merino flocks, called by the Spaniards Tra-

shumantes, as are also broad green roads, leading from one

province to the other, and extensive resting-places, where

the sheep are baited on the road. So careful is the police of

the country to preserve them duritig their journeys fron) all

hazard of disturbance or interruption, that no person, not

even a foot passenger, is suffered to travel upon these roads

vi'hilc the sheep are in motion, unless he belongs to the flocks.

The country on which the sheep are depastured, both in

the southern and the northern parts, is set out into divi-

sions, separated from each other by land-marks only, with-

out anv kind of fences; each of these is called a Dehesa,

and is of a size capable of maintaining a flock of about a

thousand sheep ; a greater number, of course, in the south

country, where the lambs are reared, and fewer in the north

country, where the sheep arrive after the flock has been

culled.

Every proprietor must possess as many of these in each

province as will maintain his flock. In the tenipcrate sea-

son of winter and spring, the flocks remain in Estremadura,

and there the ewes bring forth their lambs in December. As

soon as the increasing heats of April and May have scorched

up the grass, and rendered the pasturage scanty, they com-

mence their march towards the mountains of Leon ; and,

after having been shorn on the road, at vast establishments

called Esquileos, erected for that purpose, pass their sum-

mer in the elevated country, which supplies them with

abundance of rich grass; and they do not leave the moun-

tains till .the frosts of September begin to damage the hcfhage.

A flock in the aggregate is called a Cavafia : this is divided

into as many subdivisions as there are thousands of sheep

belonging to it ; each sheep, besides being sear-marked in

the .face with a hot iron when young, is branded after every

shearing with a broad pitch brand, generally of the first

letter of the nauie of tlie proprietor, and each subdivision is

distinguished from the rest by the part of the sheep's body

on which this mark is placed.

• .K Bv
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By the laws of the Mesta, each Cavana must be governed

by an officer called Mayoral j for each subdivision of a thou-

sand sheep, five shepherds and four ilogs are appointed.

Some of these inft-rior shepherds obtain the office of Rabadan,

the duty of which is to give a general superiiuendancc under

the control of the Mayoral, also to prescribe and administer

medicines to the sick sheep. At the time of travelling, and

when the ewes arc yeaning, one or two extra shepherds are

allowed for each thousand sheep.

The number of Merino sheep in Spain is estimated by

Burgoyne at G,000,000 ; these of course must be attended by

30,000 shepherds, and 24,000 dogs at ordinary times, and

they find occasional employment for 3 or 10,000 additional

persons in the seasons of lambing and of travelling.

In their journey, each subdivision is attended by its own
shepherds and dogs, and kept separate as far as may be from

all others. The duty of the dogs is to chase the wolves,

who are always upon the watch when the sheep are on the

road, and are more wily than our foxes j they are taught

also, when a sick sheep lags behind unobserved by the shep-

herds, to stay with and defend it, till some one returns back

in search of it. There are besides in each subdivision about

six tame wethers, called Mansos; these wear bells, and are

obedient to the voices of the shepherds, who frequently give

them small pieces of bread : some of the shepherds lead, the

Mansos are always near them, and this disposes the flock to

follow.

Every sheep is well acquainted with the situation of the

Dehesa to which its subdivision belongs, and will at the end

of the journey go straight to it, without the guidance of the

shepherds. Here the flock grazes all the day under the eyes

of the attendants : when the evening conies on, the sheep

are collected together, and they soon lie down to rest ; the

shepherds and their dogs then lie down on the ground round

the flock, and sleep, as they term it, under the stars, or in

huts that afl'ord little shelter from inclement weather; and

this is their custom all the year, except that each is allowed,

in his turn, an absence of about a month, which he spends

O 2 with
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with his family ; and it is remarkable, that the families of

these shepherds reside entirely in Leon.

The sh-epherds who- came witii his majesty's flock were

questioned on the subject of giving salt to iheir sheep : they

declared that this is only done in the hottest season of the

year, when the sheep are on the mountains ^ that in Sep-

tember it is lol't off; and that they dare not gi-ve salt to ewes

forward wii4i la«ib, being of opinion that it causes abortion.

It is scarcely credible, though it appears on the best au-

thority to be true, that under the operation of the laws of

the Mesta, which confide the care of the sheep to the ma-

nagement of their shepherds, without admitting any inter-

ference on the pari of the proprietor, no profit of the flock

comes to the hands of the owner, except what is derived from

ihe wool ; the carcases of the culled sheep are consumed by

the shepherds*, and it docs not appear that any account is

rendered by them to their employers, of the value of the

skins, the tallow, &c. : the profit derived by a proprietor

from a flock, is estimated on an average at about one shil-

ling a bead, and the produce of a capital vested in a flock is

said to fluctuate between five and ten per cent.

The sheep are always low kept. It is the business of each

Miyoral to increase his flock to as large a number as the

land allotted to it can possibly i-Jiaintain : when it has ar-

rived at that pitch, all further increase is useless, as there is

no sale for these sheep, unless some neighbouring flock has

been reduced by mortality below its proj^cr nun»ber : the

most of the lambs are therefore every year killed as soon as

they are yeaned, and each of those preserved is made to suck

two or three ewes ; the shepherds say, that the wool of an

ewe that brings up her lamb without assistance is reduced

in its value.

At shearing time the shepherds, shearers, washers, and a

multitude of unnecessary attendants, are fed upon the flesh

of the culled sheep; and it seems that the consumption oc-

* Tlie shepherds, on discovering the drift of the questions put to tkem on

this head, said that in settHng the wages of the shearers and washers, at the

tsquilcos, all waace is maJt; for the mutton vith which they are fed.

casioaed
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casioned by this season of rcasliiig is snfTicient to devour

the whole of the sheep that arc draughted from the flock.

Mutton in Spain is not a favourite food ; in truth, it is uoi

in that country prepared for the palate as it is in this. We
have our lamb-fairs, our hog-fair«, our shearling- fairs, our

fairs for culls, and our markets for fat sheep ; where the

mutton, having passed through tlicse different stages of pre-

paration, each under the care of men whose soil and whose

skill are best suited to the part they have been taught by their

interest to assign to themselves, is offered for sale; and if fat

and good, it seldom fails to command a price bv ib.c pound,

from five to ten per cent, dearer than that of beef, hi Spain

they tiave no such sheep-fairs calculated to subdivide the

education of each animal, by making it pass through many
hands, as works of art do in a manufacturing concern; and

they have not any fat sheep markets that at all resemble

ours. The low state of grazing in Spain ought not -thcrffore

to be wondered at, nor the poverty of the Spanish farmers;

they till a soil sufnciently productive by nature, bnt are rob-

bed of the reward due to the occupier, by the want of an

advantageous market for their produce, and the benefit of an

extensive consumption ; till the manufacturing and mercan-

tile parts of a community become opulent enough to pay

liberal priced; the agricultural part of it cannot grow rich by

selling.

That the sole purpose of the journeys taken annually by

these sheep is to set-k food in places where it can be foimd

;

and that these migrations would not be undertaken, if either

in the nortiiern or the southern provinces a sufiieiency of

good pasture could be obtained during the whole year,—ap-

pears a matter of certainty. That change of pasture has no

effect upon their wool, is clear, from all the experiments

tried in other countries, and in Spain also : for Burgoyne

tolls us, that there are stationary flocks, both in Leon and

in Estremadura, which produce wool quite as fine as that of

the Trashumantcs.

The sheep lately presented to his majesty art of the Ca-

vafia of Panlar, one of the very finest in point of pile, and

p'teemcd also above all others for the beauty of carcase. In

^) 3 both
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both these opinions, M. Lastevric, a French writer on sheep,

who lived many years in Spain, and paid dihgeut attention

lo the Merino sheep, entirely agrees : he also tells us, that

the Cavana ot" Ncgrete, from whence the sheep imported by

his majesty in the year 1791 were selected, is not only

one of the finest piles, but produces also the largest-carcased

sheep ot" all the Merinos. Mr. Burgoyne agrees with him

in asserting, that the piles of Paular, Negrete, and Escurial,

have been withheld from exportation, and retained for the

royal manufactory of Gaudalaxara, ever since it was first

established.

The Cavana of Paular consists of 36,000 sheep. Tt origi-

nally belonged to the rich Carthusian monastery of that

name, neav Segovia ; soon after the Prince of the peace rose

into power, he purchased the tiock from the monks, with

the land belonging to it, both in Estremadura and in Leon,

at a price equal to twenty French franks a head, iCis. 8d.

English. All the sheep lately arrived are marked with a large

M. the mark of don Manuel.

The number sent from Spain to the king was 2000, equal

to two subdivisions of the original Cavana. To make the

present the more valuable, these were selected by the shep-

herds from eight subdivisions, in order to choose young,

well-shaped, and fine-woollcd animals. This fact is evident,

from the marks which are placed <jn eight different parts of

the bodies of the sheep now at Kew.

The whole number embarked was 2,214; of these, 214

were presented by the Spaniards to st)nie of his majesty's

ministers, and 427 tlied on the journey, either at sea or on

their way from Portsmouth to Kew. His majesty was gra-

ciously pleased to take upon himself the whole of the loss,

which reduced the royal flock to 1373; several more have

since died. As the time of giving the ram in Spain is

July, the ewes were full of lamb when they embarktd, se-

veral of them cast their lanibs when the weather was bad at

sea, and are rendered so weak and infirm by abortion, that it

is much to be feared' more will die, notwithstanding the great

care taken of them by his majesty's shepherds. A few iiave

died of the rot. This disease nrast have been contracted by

halting
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halting on some swampy district, in their jonrncy from the

mountains to the sea at Gijon, where thcv were embarked,

as one sheep died rotten at Portsmouth ; there is every rea-

son however to ho])c, that the disease will not spread, as the

land on which they are now kept has never been subject to

its ravages, being of a very light and sandy texture.

It is well worthy of observation, that although the

Swedes, the Saxons, the Danes, tlu; Prussians, the Au-
strians, and of late the French, have, cither by the fore-

sight of their governments, or the patriotic exertions of in-

<lividnals, imported Merino sheep, no nation has hitherto

ventured to assert, that they possess the complete and vm-

mixcd race of any one Cavafia; this circumstance does not

appear to have been attended to any where but in England
;

though in fact, each Cavana is a separate and distinct breed

of sheep, not suffered by the Spaniards to mingle with

others. The ditference in value of the wool of diflerent

Spanish flocks is very great; at this time, when Spanish

wool is unusually dear, the prima piles are worth more than

7s. a pound, and yet the inferior ones scarce reach 5s.*

Even the French, attentive as that nation is to all things

that concern the interest of individuals, appear to have over-

looked this circumptance, and to have contented themselves

with making up the numbers of their iptiportations, without

paying any regard to it ; they have not at least stated in any

of their publications, that attention was paid to the securing

sheep of a prima pile, and keeping the breed of that pile

pure and unmixed after they had obtained it.

Our merchants in Spanish wool range the prima piles in

the following order of value, as appears by a statement in

the year 179-.
Paular.

Negrete.

Muro.
Patrimonlo ; and 13 more not necessary to be enumerated.

M. Lasteyric, the French writer on sheep, ranges them not

very differently j he states them as follows : but both En-

* Since tliis was written, Spanish wools have risen to an exorbitant price.

Prima Leonesa is this week rated in the Fanner's Journal at '20s. a pound,

and Seville at IDs. Gil,

O -1 p-lish
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glish and French agree that all the prima piles are nearly

equal in fineness of fibre, and consequently in value to the

nianufacturer.

Escurial, called by us Patrimonip.

Guadalupe.
Paular.

Infantado.

Montarco.
Negretc, Sec.

The Danes, he tells us, procured their sheep iVomthe be^
piles ; but there is ao appearance of their having, since they

obtained them, kept the flocks separate, nor are they at

present so r"niarkable for flue wool as the Saxons, whose

wool is now at least as Hue as that of Spain is, upon an

average of prima and second rale piles.

The Swedes were the first people who imported the Spa-

nish breed. This good work was undertaken and complete^

by the patriotic exertions of a merchant of the name of Al-

stroemer, in the year 17!23. The next who obtained an im-

portation of Merino sheep were the Saxons, who are in-

debted for the benefUs thev enjoy from the improvement of

their v/ools to the prince Xavicr, administrator of the elec-

torate during the minority of the elector, and brother-in-law

to the king of Spain. The prince obtained a flock of these

valuable animals in 1766, and in J77S an addition to it of

100 rams anil £00 ewes. The Danes followed his useful ex-

ample, as altio did both Prussia and Austria. Every one of

these countries continue at this moment to profit largely by

the improvement thc>e sheep have occasioned in their agri-

cultural concerns. So far from twtth is the too com.mon as-

sertion, that their wool will not continue fine in any country

but Spain, liiat in tlic year ISOG, vvben the ports of Spain

were closed against us, a very large quantity of fine wool,

the produce of Gerjnan Merino sheep, was imported into

this country from Hamburgh, and used by our manufac-

turers as a substitute for Snap.ish wool. In truth, some of

this wool was so fine that it carried in the British market as

high a price as t!:e best Spanish piles were sold for, in times

of peace ar.d amity.

[To be contim-.ed.]

XL! I. On
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XLIT. On the Motion of Floating Bodies.

March 4, 1809.

SIR,

In your Magazine of the last -month, Capt. Bnrney mad^

certain expcrimtnts on unloaded and loaded barges, with re-

spect to their velocities in a running stream : atid there was

fiti allusion also to beams, or sticks, or limber, always

moving with the heavy end foremost. These two problems

may be solved in the same way,—they are the result of

gravity. The heavier a barge is loaded the quicker will it

move, because all water that is in motion moves down

an inclined plane seekinji its level ; the loaded barge that

swims or floats in it will of course move down a regular

inclined plane, endeavouring by the force of gravity to de-

scend, and its velocity will be in proportion to its weight

;

viz. to the quantitv of matter moving together ; and unless

resisted or opposed by a contrary force, or irregular cur-

rents, it will acquire an increased velocity in a certain ratio.

This is exactly a parallel case to loaded or unloaded carriages

going down hill, the heavier they are, with tl^e greater ve-

locity will they press downwards ;—or, to put another case,

let a cannon shot and a round piece of turned wood of the

same dimensions be rolled down an inclined plane, the can-

non ball will roll quickest, because it contains more matter
;

in the same way it would descend quicker through the air.

—

A beam or stick in the water observes exactly the same laws

of matter and motion, and will go down the stream with

its heavier end foremost ; so in the air, if a stick be thrown

upwards, the heavier end will first reach the ground.—The

savacres in the South Sea Islands know this, and make cer-

tain short spears or clubs, which they throw at their ene-

mies, over wherever they see a crowd of them ; and these

clubs fall with the heavy end downmost, and if they hit

disable or kill. I aiDj sir, your obedient servant,

G. Orr,
To Mr. Tilloch,

XLIII. Pra-
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XLlir. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

KOYAL SOClIiTY.

AIarcii 2.—The reading of Mr. Home's paper on the in-

lervertible joint discovered in the basking shark, was con-

cluded. Mr. Brando analvscd the liquor found in this pe-

culiar joint, when it proved to be almost entirely animal

mucus or mucilajre, without cither gluten or albumen.

March 9— 16.—Earl of Morton, vice-president, in the

chair. A very long memoir was read on the nature and mo-
dillcations of coloured concentric rings, exhibited in glasses

brought into contact, by Dr. Ilerschel. It is impossible to

give any adequate idea of the numerous and diversified ex-

periments performed by this indefatigable philosopher, whose

narrative of them is divided into above 60 subdivisions.

From these experiments it appeared that no coloured rings

Avere prodiiced if the glasses were of the same quality, uni-

formly level, and brouglit perfectly into contact. Sir Isaac

Newton's opinion respecting «' fits of transmission" was

explained on his own principles of the known dillerence of

refrangibilitv of coloured rays. Various other optical phe-

nomena, relating to coloured rays, chromatics, and refrac-

tion, were incidentally illnslralcd.

March 2-J.— f^arl of Morton in the chair. An account of

experiments on Brazilian platina, bv Dr. Wollaston, was

read. The very small specimen of platina from the silver

mines in Brazil, which Dr. W. analysed, was given to him

by the chevalier de Souza, the Portuguese minister in this

country. Vnnquelin havino; Inund platina, but no palladium,

in the silver njines of Guadalcanal, it was thence supposed

that this metal was peculiar to the Peruvian platina. The

Brazilian platina, however, has some external characters

different from that of Peru ; it is brighter, flat, not rounded

off at the corners, and has not that worn aspect which the

Peruvian platina presents. It also contains a small quantity

of gold, which was not found in the platina of Estrema-

dura. But notwithstanding the smallness of the speci-

men, native palladium was discernible in it by its external

characters : although while, like the platina, it exhibited flat

square
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Bqiiare surfaces, which were laniiiious, and could be me-

chanically detached from the other metals. The specimen

which Dr. W. received was too small to admit oF his ascer-

taining the exact proportions of native palladium, gold, and

platina it contained; but on examining the |>alladium apart,

and dissolving it, some sensible traces of iridium were dis-

covered ; and the Doctor supposes that, when sufficiently

large specimens of the Brazilian platina are received, it will

be found to contain not only palladium and gold, but also

iridium and osmium, like the Peruvian platina.

WKRNERIAN NATURAL HISTORV SOCIETY.

At the meeting of this Society on the 11th of February,

Professor Jameson read a short account of the orvctognostic

characters and gcognosiic relations of the mineral named

crvolite, from West Greenland.

Ivlr. P. Neill read a description of a rare species of whale

stranded near Alloa, in the Frith of Forth, in the end of

Octo'ner last. It was 43 feet long; had a small dor>al fin

very low down the back ; longitudinal folds in the skin of

the thorax ; short whalebone {fanons) in the upper jaw

;

the under jaw somewhat wider, and a very little lonocr than

the upper ; both jaws rather acuminated, the under one cnd-

ino- in a sharp point proceeding from a twisted bony ridge

on the lower side. From these characters lie considered it

as evident that it was the Baleinoptera acuto-rostrata of La

Copede, and that that author had fallen into an error in

saying that this species never exceeds from 2G to ey feet in

length.

At the same meeting, the Secretary laid before the Societv

several interesting communications. 1. Copies of the affi-

davits made before the justices of the peace at Kirkwall, in

Orkney, bv several persons who saw and examined the car-

case of the great sea snake (Halsydrus Pontoj^pidani) cast

ashore in Stronsa in October last ; vviih remarks illustrative

of the meaning of some pa-sages in these affidavits.—2. An
account of the discoverv of a living' animal resembling a

toad, inclosed in a bed of elav, (in a cavity suited to its size,

and v;hich retained its shape,) at the depth of fifty-sevcti

lalhoms,
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.

fathoms, in the coal-formation at Govan ; comnnunicateil

by Mr. Dixon of"Govan-h;ll.—3. Au instance of remarkable

intrepidity displayed by a^i old male and female otter, (at

the river Dart, near Totness, Devonshire,) in defending their

young, although the Otter is generally accounted a very

tiiDid animal; communicated by Mr. Laskey ofCrediton.

At this meeting also, Mr. Laskey (who is at present with

his reciment in Scotland, aiul who is well known in the

scientific world as an eminent conchologist,) presented to

the Society a very valuable and well arranged collection of

British shells, and likewise a curious mineral from New
Holland.

At the meeting of this Society on the 11th of March,

Dr. Yule read an interesting memoir on the natural ordtt

GramineiE, with introductory observations on monocotyle-

donous plants, in which he contrasted these with the dico-

tyledonous class, from the period of germination to the

complete evolution of their stems. The Doctor is to con-,

tinue the subject in a future paper.

Capi. Laskey laid before the Society a list of Scottish

Testacea, as far as they had fallen under his own observa-

tion ; with remarks on the new and rare species. Of the

genus Chiton he enumerated 4 species; of Lepas 3; Bala-

nus 6 ; pholas 4 ; Mya 9, including 3 new species ; of Li^

gula, (a lately constituted genus,) ^ species; Solcn 6;

Tellina 15, including a new species, named by Col. Mon-
tagu, T. Laskey i ; Cardium 10; IMactra fi; Dona.x 3 ; Venus

23, including 9 new species ; Chama 1; Area 6 ; Pccten6;

Ostrea I ; Anomia 4 ; Mytilus 1 1 ; Pinna 1 ; Nautilus 3
;

Cyprasa 1 ; Bulla 13, including 2 new species; VokUa 8,

4 of them new ; Euccmum 8 ; Stroinbus 2 ; Murex 23,

comprehending the rare carinatus, and 3 new ones; Tro-

chus4; Turbo 32, 3 new ; L'elix 17; NeritaJ; Haliotis 1 j

Patella 1
1

-,
Dentaliuai2; Serpula 7 ; Vermicu!um3. This

is the most ample catalogue of Scottish testacea hitherto

formed; containing 126 species of muUivalvc and bivalve^

and 142 species of univalve shells ; in all 26S.

At the same meeting the Se:retary read a communicaiioti

froni George jMontagn_, cso., of Knovvel [louse, giving an

account
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account of a nondescript fish, five feet long, taken on the

coast of Devonshire last summer. It must constitute a new
genus, in the Apodal order ; and Mr. Montagu lias bestowed

on it the generic name of Zip/;o///af/, and the specific one

tetradens. The communication likewise contained accurate

descriptions of four rare species of English fishes ; and was

accompanied with correct and elegant drawings of these, as

well as of the ziphotheca.—At the same time, Mr. Mon-
tagu presented the Society with copies of his Testacca Bri-

tannica, and Supplement, three vols. 4to., with coloured

plates, and of his Ornithological Dictionary, two vols. Svo,

XLIN'". List of Patentsfor Keia Inventions.

JL o John Dickinson, of Ludgate Hill, London, stationer,

for certain improvemtnts on his patent machinery forcatting

and placing paper; and also certain nnchinery for the ma-
nufacture of paper by a new method. Jan. 19, IS09.

To George Finch, jun., of King Street, Soho, orris wea-

ver, for certain methods of manufacturing various kinds of

metal laces, so as to imitate gold and silver laces ; and also

of manufacturing gold and silver open laces. Feb. 4.

To Thomas PoLts, of Hackney, for a new process of free-

jjig tarred ropes from the tar, and rendering them fit for tlie

use of the manufficturer. Feb. 4.

To Frederick Albert Winsor, of Pall Mall, esq., for cer-

tain improvements upon his former patent oven stove, or

apparatus for carbonising all sorts of raw fuel and con)bus-

tibles, and reducing them into superior fuel of coke and

charcoal, as well as for extracting and saving, during the

same process, the oil, tar, pyroligncous vegetable acid and

ammoniacal coal liquors ; and for extracting and rcfininn-all

the inflammable air or gas, so as to deprive it of all disagree-

able odour during combustion, and rendering the gas itself

salutary for human respiration, when properly diluted with

atmospheric air. Feb. 7.

To William Congreve, of Cecil Street, Strand, esq., for

hii mode of construction or arrangement for any buildin^,

so
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so as to aflord security against fire, with other advantages.

Fel). 7.

To Archibald Thomson, of Manchester, engineer, For

certain improvements on machines applicable to various

kinds of spinning. Feb. 7.

To William Everhard Baron Doornik, of Old Lisle Street,

Leicester Square, for certain improvements in the manu-
facture of soap, to wash with sea-water, with hard-water,

and with soft water. Feb. 7.

To John Stead, card-manufacturer, Leith Walk, Edin-

burgh, for his method of manufacturing cards which are

employed in the carding and spinning of flax, tow, wool,

cotton, and silk, so as to combine the quality of a fine card

with the strength of a coarse one. Feb. 9.

To James GrcHier, of Aldborough Hatch, in the county

oFEssex, esq., for a peculiar construction for the purpose

of burning coke and lime, whereby the superfluous heat of

.the fire used in burning the coke is applied to burn the lime,

and also whereby such fire may be rendered j)erpetual, and

which he denominates '* the union and perpetual kiln."

Feb. 13.

To Stephen Hooper, of Walworth, in the county of Sur-

rey, gent., f(jr a thermometer or machine for ascertaining

the heat of bakers' ovens and various other purposes. Feb. 13.

To David Meade Randolph, a citizen of Virginia, in the

United States of America, but at present residing near Gol-

den Square, in the county of Middlesex, merchant, who, in

consequence of a communication made to him from his friend

and correspondent residing within the said United States,

has become possessed of a new method of manufacturing all

kinds of boots, shoes, and other articles, by means of a

substitute for' thread made of hemp, flax, or other yarns.

Feb. 2!.

To Joseph Ilett, of Stratford, in tb.e county of Essex,

ealico-printcr, for his method of proJucins; fast greens on
cotton and various other articles. Feb. 21.

To Leger Didot, of Two Waters', in the county of Hert-

ford, for certain improvcmaits in the construction of um-
brellas and parasols. March l.

Tq
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To Richard Scantlcbury, of Rodrulh, in the county ot'

Conuvall, brazier, for a machine, by wliich he counter-

balances the weight of any volume oF water or other fluids,

required to be lifted by any steam or water engine, or other

niaciiinery, cither worked by animals or men, which gains

a very considerable power over any machine now in use.

March 1.

To Edward Steers, of the Inner Temple, esq., for a new
method directed by machinery, of using the screw, by whicli

its mechanical power or its motion is increased. March 1.

To Abraham Seward, of Lancaster, tin-plate worker, for

a new improved hook, for bearing up the heads of horses in

drawing carriages. March 1.

To Thomas Clalworlhy, of WinsFord, in the coantv of

Somerset, sheep shears maker, and John Clatwonhy, of

the same place, sheep shears maker, his son, for shears oti

an improved construction for shearing sheep. March 1.

To Frederick Bartholomew Folch, of Oxford Street, and

William Howard, of Bedford Street, Lockfields, in the

county of Surrey, for a certain machine instrument or pen,

calculated to promote facility in writing; and also a certain

black writing ink or composition, the durability whereof is

not to be affected by time, or change of climate. March 4. '

To William Proctor, of Sheffield, optician, for improved

mcihods of raising or supplying tubes or lamps with oil, so

as to remove away the shade of the vessel containing the

oil, and in form and use equal to any mould or wax candle,

which he denominates Proctor's spiral Argand and canrlle

lamp. March fj.

'i'o .John IJeathcoat, of Loughborough, in the county of

Leicester, lace manufacturer, for a machine for the niaking

and manufacturing of bobbin lace, or lace nearly resembling

foreign lace. March 20.

To .lames Ilakewill, of Beaumont Street, in the parish of

St, Mary-lc-bone, artist, for an improvement in the con-

struction of tables, chairs, and stools, for domestic, mili-

tary, and naval service, and in the packing of the same.

March t2i).

METEORO-
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XLV. Observalions on a late Paper hy Dr. Wm. Richard-
son, respecli?ig the basidtic District in the North of Ire^

land, and on Ihe (Jcologicai Fac/i thence dcIn cible ; inCon^

junction with others observable in Derbyshire and other En-
gli\h Counties : with the A[jplication of these Facts to the

Explanation of some of the most difficult Points in the

Natural History of the Globe. By Mr. John Farey.

" By making ourselves acquainted '. i h effects, we shall be better qualified

to investigate caiifrs ; anJ if dtu-.e tftects shall appear to be bevond the ooweij

of such natur;.! sgents as we are already acq"ain'od with, we fhall be justified

in admitting the performance of operations to which we have seen nothing

similar; and also in admitling the former exia'.ence of powers of far superiur

energy to any we have ever known in action."—Dr. W. Richardson.

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sir,

iN EXT to the delight occasioned by the discovery of any

truth of importaiii application, few things can be more
pleasant to an ingenuous nind, than to observe others ar-

riving at a similar conclu'^ion, by modes sufficiently distinct

to give additional evidence to the truth acquired.

I v.'as led to these reflectior.s, fron) having considered all

that I had read or heard, cnuceming the basaltic districts of

our globe, previous to the perusal of Dr. William Richardson'

s

late able paper in the Philosophical Transactions, (reprinted

in your two last Numbers, and which 1 shall take the liber-

ty therefore of referring to,) as showing, that no part of the

surface or crust of the whole earth was less likely to harmo-
nize with the conclusions, to which I had been led, seven

or eight years ago, by an attentive consideration of the geo-

logical facts which Bedfordshire then presented to my mind,
and which Jiave since received ample, and 1 think I mitrht

say complete confirmation, in a more extended field of ob-

servation.

Of the nine geological facts deduced by Dr. Richardson,

as applicable to his basaltic district or area, seven of them
appear exactly conformable to all niy experience in other

districts, including very various kinds of strata; and perhaps

my not fully comprehending some expressions in his 4th

and 5th facts, (page 113,) may alone have prevented a like

Vol. 33. No. 132. April 1809. R con-
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concurrence as to them. It gives me great pleasure there-

fore to find, the results of my observations on \\\t denudated

districts in Sussex, Derbyshire, Sec, communicated fully

to numerous friends within three years past, which a'^e

shortly alluded to in your volumes (xxviii. p. 120,: and

xxxi. p. 37), and more fully explained under the article

DenudatioTiy and others, in Dr. Rees's New Ci/clopcedia, thus

fully confirmed by Dr. Richardson's able investigations,

conducted, as far as I am acquainted, without any know-

ledge of what I have been doing, and tending to remove all

doubts as to the regular stratification of basalt.

The cut ling and carrying off oi the upper strata, observ-

able in numerous instances in the north of Ireland, has been

termed by Dr. R. (pages 114, 196,) abruptions of the

strata, which word I am not inclined to adopt instead of

DENUDATIONS already explained, as above. The word hum-
mock, introduced by Dr. R., notwithstanding the seamen

have iin)ited its use to circular knowls or points of hills, may

have its meaning as a geological term extended, as Dr. I?,

has done, to include such as are precipitous and irregular

also in their shape, and as such I shall hereafter adopt it,

instead of cap, (a term much too numerous in its meanings

already,) which I have hitherto used, in pointing out to my
friends in Derbyshire, the numerous hummocks on their de-

nudated hills ; where these detached pieces of strata, being

mostly accessible on all sides, have furnished the strongest

evidence both to myself and others on the spot, (as similar

ones have done in Ireland to Dr. Richardson,) that the in-

tervening parts of the same stratum, once continuous, have

been torn off from our globe.

Before I had ever seen a hummock or heard of a denu-

dated district, from observing the universality of fissures

or faults in Bedfordshire, having their sides always po-

lished or worn, pursuing rectilinear courses, quite incon-

sistent with the crater-like action of any force hitherto sup-

posed to have acted from leloic, I was irresistibly led to

the consideration of forces actingfrom above, as Dr. R. has

also been, by the evident excavation of valleys and leaving

of hummocks in his basaltic area.

The
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The worn state of {hostfaults, which make at present no
alteration in the level ot the strata on each side oi them, in

connnon with those which, as doing otherwise, might admit

of ex|)ianation by the mere i///) or subsidence of one side,

obtruded the conclusion, that succeawe and general lieav'

ings of' the surface were necessary, to account for this phae-

nomenon, so universally overlooked by geologists in their

writings; and Gravity , that most powerful of known agents,

which, now that no satellitic body remains nearer to the

earth than 240,000 miles, daily heaves up a mass or column

of sea water, perhaps 1000 miles diameter and ten feet high !

appeared to me as the probable cause, throuiih the medium
of a large and perhaps very dense body, that might have re-

volved roimd this globe, at that awful but important period,

when •' God said. Let the waters be gathered together, and

let the dry land appear."

These ideas of accounting for the universality and worn
slate offaults, I had very shortly after the opportunity of

explaining to the worthy Presid'jnt of the Royal Society,

when on a visit to that inestimable character the late Duke

of Bedford, in a day's ride over the district which had fur-

nished the materials for these speculations, and while the

progress of His Grace's extensive works then carrylno^ on,

admitted of verifying niost of the facts. The sudden loss

of my former patron, having occasioned the turning of my
attention more particularly to the acquirement of geolotncal

knowledge, I have since had the happiness of finding these

first ideas of mine, when applied to a salellite movino- near

enough and with attraction sufficient, to reverse the direc-

tion of gravity for the instant of its passage, over any o-iven

tract on the earth's surface, as fully adequate to account for

the numerous, and to me new and astonishing facts, which

my researches in Sussex, Derbyshire, Staffordshire, Sec,

have since furnished : the details of these 1 intend to pub-
lish, as soon as my observations on Derbyshire and the sur-

rounding borders of other counties shall be completed, and

my professional avocations will allow. In the mean time,

I have been anxious, to suggest tire above effects and their

pauses, for the consideration of those, who, like Mr. U'^m.

R 2 Smith,
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Smith, Dr. Richardson, M. Andre, &c., may engage in

extended and minute inquiries, as to " the actual .surjaceof

the earth," (p. 1 70 of the present volume,) without which

direction to their inquiries, the mention of geology must

continue to be received with a smile, as M. Cuvier and his

very able associates justly remark.

In order to show that liummochs or isolated caps of strata

are not confined to basalt, or any other stratum in particu-

lar, but are ot'conmnon occurrence in denudated districts, I

beg to present the following list of a few which I have ob-

served, and noted most of ihem, in the part of my geological

map of Derbyshire, a copy of which has been now some

time in possession of my worthy patron in these pu'^iiiis, the

President of the Royal Society, referring for some iurtherpar-

ticulars, to my Section plate II. of your thirty-llrst volume.

Hummocks with Coal measures on their tops.

Hill North of Ounston, near Dronfiild,

Shutlings Low, near Macclesfield, Cheshire.

Hummocks with First or MiUstone Grit on them.

Stanton Moor, near Winster,

Hartle Moor, ditto.

Comb's Moss, near Buxton,

Lose Hill, N.E. of Hope,

Grindlow Rime, N. of Edale,

Sheenhill, near Longnor, Staffordshire,

Revedge, near Warslow, ditto.

Sometimes these appear, as single or romantic isolated Rocks

on the millstone grit districts, as

Alport Tor-stone, in Wirksworth,

Thoma's Chair, on Stanton Moor, near Winster,

Eudle Stone, - ditto, - ditto,

Rowter Rocks, at Birchover, - ditto.

Mock-beggar Hall, on Hartlemoor, ditto.

Hummocks or Caps of part of the First Limestone.

Gree Tor, S. of Winster,

Bank's Pasture Rocks, ditto.

Dungeon Rocks, near Wensley,

St. Peter's Rocks, in Cresbrook vale, nearWardlow.

Hummocks
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Hummocks of rhe Second Limestone.

ilobtliurst Houses, in Wey-tlale, near Little Longstone,

Hill N. of MHIcr's dale, near Tidswell,

Womihill, near ditto,

Tunstead Hill, near Wormhill,

Bole-end Hill, ditto.

Hummocks of the Third Limestone.

Aldwark, near Brassington,

Hill N. E. of Green Fairfield, near Buxton,

Buxton Town.

Humm(>cks of the Third Toadstone.

Siaden Hill, near Buxton,

Knot Low, near Wormhill,

Cawton I>o\v, near Chelnierton,

Haiborough Rocks, near Brassington.

The humm<^cks of the Fourth Limestone differ from many
of the others above, in our not being able to see these iso-

lated masses, resting on aiiy under stratum, since none of

the very deep valleys whiqli intersect it, are excavated deep

enough, to reach any under measures. The numerous iso-

lated conical and pcaky hills in Hartington, and other pa-

rishes on the VV. side of tht LiiTicstone district, are all a

sort of massive hummocks, too numerous here to be named.

In Dove-dale, in this stratum very extraordinary small

humniocks occur, or rather perhaps, in the rude and very

wide barren veins by which the vale was intersected :—these

are called Tissington Spires, the Sugar Loaves, &c.—Rey-

nard's Tor, Hoc-cliff", Pike Tor, &;c., in Brassington, are

also among the interesting hunmiocks of this stratum.

The above list, contains none of the many cu'.-ious and

conspicuous hills of th's district, which are crowned bv pro-

jecting or sudd* nlv elevated points or edges of strata, still

connected with the mass, but only such whose strata or up-

per beds, are entirely isolated bv a surrounding denudation.

Small hummocks of Gravel on the heights of this denu-

dated tract, consisting of sand, mixed with quartz and other

very hard and highly rounded pebbles, (not of the rocks of

any known pan of the globe, as has been said,) at some

R 3 miles
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ii)i]es distance from any other gravel, are perhaps among its

most curious pbanomena :—these I have observed at

Thorney Ley, W. of Chapel le Frith,

E. of Kiiburn, near Horsley,

S. of Slrelly, Notts,

On Sheepston Hill, W. of Anncsley, Notts.

After revolving the circumstances of excavated valleys in

mv mind, as I have travelled in these pursuits, for weeks

and iDonths together, and observed these valleys wonder-

fully distributed over the whole surface of large districts,

effecting a descending outlet or drainage to every part there-

of, as perfectly, though with none of the constant regula-

rity, in which the veins are distributed over an animal, for

returning its blood from every part to the heart : I have been

lost in conjecturing any application of mechanical or

known principles, that could have directed the almost irre-

sistible forces which effected this important, and as it were,

finishing operation upon the matters of our globe, but must

refer the same to Omnipotent Power itself, acting perhaps in

this instance, without the intervention of the agents, whose

operations in nature the light of science enables us in so

many instances to trace.

Dr. Klchardson's expressions in his 3d fact, (p. 112) and

mine above, might perhaps be construed as asserting, that

the form of the surface of a denudated tract or excavated

valley, is uninfluenced by the arrangement or alternations

of its strata: such, however, is seldom strictly the case; for

though to a cursory or inexperienced observer, the contour

of most valleys and hills seems regular, except where there

are facades or clifls, yet a more attentive examination of the

outline of such denudated or abraded surfaces, will dis-

cover the edge or top of every stratum which is materially

harder than that above it, as grit stone under clay, &c., by

means of a slight protuberance, or tablet as some have called

it, visibly projecting the surface, but so slightly as in most

instances to have escaped the notice of persons on the spot,

and yet I have scarcely ever failed of late, in being able to

discover the position of the strata in a denudated tract, com-

posed ef several strata, by this n)cans ajo-ne, and frequenll-y

at,
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at some distance, and can often dislinciiy trace the bases to

tlircc or four diflcxent strata at the same time, as I ride

along, sometimes for miles together, before am pits or

quarries are found open, by whicii to identify the subslancei

of which they severally consist.

I mention the above, both as a circumstance of great

practical iu}portance in nnneraloffical survi vaitr, and also as

tending to prove, that the strata had acquired their present

comparative hardness, before the denudation and excava-

tions spoken of, took effect : the faults likewise have hap-

pened since the consolidation of the strata, as their ground

edges in numerous instances prove, and the disarrangement

they occasioned in the strata must likewise have occurred,

prior to the final denudations and excavations of the surface,

since very few of the numerous faults whieh raise the mea-

sures on one side or depress those on the other, are visible

by any inequalities on the surface, except that a very atten-

tive and experienced eye may often discover their situation,

by means, of the interruptions they give to the faint tablets

of strata, above described : by which, I have sometimes

greatly surprised practical miners in tracing out the principal

faults of their district : a circumstance often of the utmost

importance in practical mining.

I cannot conclude this letter, without heartily congratu-

lating Dr. Richardson on the very great progress which he has

niade in these inquiries, and expressing a hope, that he will

still persevere; endeavouring also to bring fresh labourers

into the field, for the purpose of giving us a general and

connected idea, of the order and position of all the principal

strata of the interesting island wherein he resides. Maps
also, showing by different colours, the surface occupied by

each particular stratum, and vertical sections in particular

directions similarly coloured, are much wanted, and will, I

hope, ere long, be undertaken.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

John FarRV, Mineralogfcil Surveyor.

12, Upper Crown Street, Weitniinster,

April 5, 1809.

R 4 XLVr. J.'Ia-
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XLVI. A. alijsis oft.te M^iawqiie Cilsste ofM. La Place,

Membtn- ofilie FrtnciL Institute, C§rc. By M. Biot *.

INenvton, by publishing his Principia and the immortal

discovery (jf universal gravity, gave a new direction to the

physical an.! irr-thematical scient. He was the first who

demonstralcd that, in order to discover truth in the st'idy of

nature, it wa^ not necessary to imagine precarious causes

in order lo deduce from them hypothetical results, but to

ascend by a course of well-directed inductions from the

phaenomcna observed to the laws which produce them ; and

in this point of view we may regard this great man as having

prepared the way for ill the discoveries of his successors.

Newton presented under the synthetical form, results which

might probably have been attained by a different route ; and

herein he perhaps attached himself to his avowed predilection

for ihe method of the ancients ; and probably, also, he gave

way to a desire of concealing tlic course which he had pur-

sued. Modern geometricians, without entirely abandoning

constructions, which are always satisfactory to the mind,

have felt that the assistance of analysis was necessary for

giving to the principle of universal gravity all the develop-

ments of which it is susceptible; and it is to this happy

idea, and to the progress of the integral calculus, that the

theory of the system of the world owes the perfection which

has nowbeca attained ; a perfection so great, that there does

not exist any astronomical phcsnnmenon, the causes and

laws of wh'ch cannot be assigned. Lut these valuable dis-

coveries, the results of the labours of a small number of

men, were too isolated from each otlier, ^nd the chain by

which they were united too difficult to unravel, in order to

bring; them will n; the reach of the greater number. It be-

came important therefore to collect them in a work of the

same nature, but in a form d'furent and more complete

than that of Newton. This task required an equally inti-

mate acquaintance with astronomy and with analysis, and

particularly that philosophical mind which discusses phae-

* Translated from the French,

SLomenq,.
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noincna with care, compares them with each other, and,

removing the ilUisions ot imagination and ot" the senses,

penetrates to the true laws of nature. In these respects the

task fitted M. La Place exactly, who from the outset of

his career directed his researches towards the celestial pha;-

nomena, and who has since taken an active part in the

progress of this pcience, by pubhshintr, upon every point

connected with the svstcni of the world, a crowd of Me-
moirs filled with important uisooveries. It is principally

from these memoirs that M. La Place has derived the ma-

terials of thjs great work : and if he has connected them

with each other by an admirable coincidence, it has arisci

from ail of them having become peculiar to himself, either

because he had been the fir.^.t to discover them, or from the

new form which he has given to them,

Astronoipy, considered under the most general point of

view, is a great problem in mechanics, the elements of

which are furnished by observations. This problem is very

susceptible of being submitted to calculation ; because the

inmiense distances which separate the celestial bodies, at-

tenuating the secondary causes, which might act upon them,

in order to bring into view only the principal forces which

animate them, give to their movements a rigour and preci-

sion truly matb.ematical. To develop the relations which

exist between the motions and forces which produce them

;

to deduce from thence the nature of the force which oueht to

animate celestial bodies, in order that their movements may
be such as are presented to us by observation ; thus to raise

ourselves to the principle of universal gravity, and to re-de-

scend from this principle to the explanation of all the ce-

lestial phaenomena, even to their minutest details, such is the

object of the Mccankjiie Celeste, and such has been the ob-

ject of the labours of jN3. Li Place.

BOOK FIRST,

After having first detailed the principles of the compo-

sition and decomposition of forces, the author establishes

the conditions of equilibrium for any point wanted, by any

number of forces acting in any given directions; conditions

which
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which reduce it to this, namely, The sum of the products of

each force by the clement of its direction is null. He teaches

us to determine, when the point is not free, the pressure ex-

ercised bv it upon the surface or upon the curve to which

it is sul)jected. Considering afterwards the point in the state

ofnjotion, he seeks the relation which exists between the

forces that animate it and the velocities which should re-

sult from it; and bvavery delicate analysis, and considera-

tions drawn from experience, he demonstrates that, in na-

ture, this relation of the force to the velocity is the propor-

linnalitv. After having developed the immediate conse-

Cjuences of this law, the author gives the equation of the

movement of a point animated by any given forces, and de-

termines the pressures exercised by this point uj)on the sur-

face or upon the curve to which it may be subjected. He
afterwards mnkes the application of these principles to the

motion of bodies animated by gravity in a resisting medium,

and to that of a point gravitating upon a spherical surface.

The isochronism of the verv small oscillations of this move-

able point leads to the problem of /a?//oc/;ro7?ev which the au-

thor resolves, in the case where the resistance of the medium

is proportional to the two jfirst powers of the velocity. He
is afterwards occupied with the conditions of the equilibrium

of any system of bodies considered as points : he writes

down for each of them the equation of the equilibrium j and

uniting these results, he extracts from it the principle of the

virtual velocities, which is thus demonstrated in a direct and

general manner. After having shown how we deduce from

this the reciprocal actions of the bodies of the system, and

the pressures which they exercise upon external obstacles,

be niakcs the application of them to the case in which all

the points of the system are invariably united together; and

this leads him to treat of the centre of gravity. The author

afterwards considers the conditions of the equilibrium of

fluids : the property which characterizes them being a per-

fect mobility, it is necessary, in order that a fluid mass be

in equilibrium, that each of the molecules composing it be

in equilibrium in virtue of the forces which animate it. The

autlior, setting out from this principle, determines the rela-

tion
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tion which should t^xist between the forces which solicit the

sysicjri in order to fuKil this condition, and he inaVes af\pli-

calion of" it to the cqi.iiHbrium of a homogeneous fluid ma=:$

covering a fixed solid iniclens, and of a given figure, lie

aiterwards gives tlie general equation of the movement of

any ^/stem of bodies, which he deduces from thai ofequih-

briuni ; and he draws irom it the principles of the preser-

vation of living forces, of areas, of the motion of the centre

of gravity, and of the least action. He fixes the circum^

stances in which these principles take effect, and gives the

method of estimating the alteration which that of living

forces undergoes in the sudden chances of the motion of thf

system. In treating of the principle of the areas, he shows

that in the motion of a system of bodies animated solely by

their mutual attraction, and by forces directed tovvards the

origin of the coordinates, there exists a plane passing by this

origin, and which enjoys the f«)llowing remarkable proper-

ties : 1st, The sum of the areas traced upon this plane by

the projections of ihe vector radii oi the bodies, and multi-

plied respectively by their masses, is here tht greatest pos-

sible. 2(lly,Thi3 same sum is null upon all the planes which

are perpendicular to it; the principles of its living forces

and ofthe areas, still taking place with respect to the centre

of gravity, even supposing it to have an uniform and recti-

linear movement. Mencc it results that we niav determine a

plane passing by this moveable origin, and upon which the

sum of the areas described by the projections of the vector

rac/i/ of bodies, and multiplied respectively by their masses,

is the greatest possible. The author shows that this plane

is parallel to that which passes by the fixed origin, and sa-

tisfies the same conditions. Hence he infers, that the plane

passing by the centre of gravity, and determined according to

the preceding conditions, always remains parallel to itself in

the movement ofthe system ; a singular advantage, and which

renders it cf the greatest utility. It is another remarkable

circumstance, that every plane parallel to the above, and

passing by any one of the bodies of the system, will enjoy

analogous properties. After having obtained these valuable

fcsults, the author examines the laws ot movement which

could
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could lake place in evciv possible mathematical relation

between the velocity and force, lie shows that there exist

in .his general ea«c, principles analogous to those of the

conservation of the living forces, of the areas, of the niove-

HJtnt ot the centre of gravity, and of the lea->t action in na-

ture. He draws from thcoe results the conditions which es-

sentially distinguish the state of motion from that of equili-

Lilunj.—Tlii-s,.- very remarkable connections are entirely new.

The laA s of the motions of transposition and rotation, of

solid bodies are alter .vards developed with the greatest extent.

The author here demonstrates the properties of the principal

axes, and their use in the determination of the momenta

inertice : he searches for the place of the points which re-

main immoveable duri!U'"the instantaneous movement of the

body 5 and he is led in a very simple ftianner to observe, that

these points are Giiuated upon a straight line, whence he

infers, that every movement of rotation, of whatever kind

it ma) oc_, ii nothing else than a movement of rotation

around a straight line fixed during an instant, ai;J variable

fVom one instant to another, a property which ha- jirocured

it the name of insiavtaneous axis of roiailon. The author

applies these prfnciples to the case where the n^ovement of

the body is owing to a primitive impulsion which docs not

pass by lis centre or gravity ; he shows how we may deter-

mine t'li2 distance of i! e centre of gravity from thi> impulT

sloir, when the circum ;»ances of the mo\eaient of the body

are k?. v>'n. riiul he fives an example of it drawn from the

mo-. '•.
i ^ : f o: li.

He c .rwaruc- coiisiders the oscillations of a body which

turns very nea;ly round one of its principal axes. He de-

monstrates thai ili'.i movement is stable around the two

principal axes, ihe momenta inertice of which are the greatest

and the smallest, and that it is not around the third princi-

pal axis ; so that this last motion may be sensibly affected

by the slightest cause. He afterwards Integrates the equa-

tions which determine the movement of rotation in the hy-

potiiesis ,of the very small oscillations. Finally, he examines

the movement of a body subjected to turn around a fixed

axisi and supposing this body animated by gravity alone,

h*
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he clelermint.'S the hngth oF the simple pcndahiin which

would make its oscillaiions in ilic same tin'c. llie author

afterwards takes np the motion of fluids: he esiahiislus the

conditions necessary, in order that tliis movement may take

place, and that the continuity fd the fkiid at the same time

may be always satisiied : he discusses certain cases inx^hich.

these equations arc integrablc, such as the case where the

density being any given iunetion of t'ne pressure, the sum of

the velocities parallel to the three rectangular axes, nuilli[)lied

each by the clement of their direction, forms an exact vari-

ation ; a condition which will be fulfilled at every instant if it

be in one alone. This case takes pi ice when the motions of

the fluid are very small ; and the author draws from it the

equations which involve the theory of the very small undu-

lations of homooeneous fluids. Considering- afterwards ao o
homogeneous fluid mass, endowed with a motion of rota-

lion uniform around one of the rectangular axes, he shows
that this hypothesis verifies the equations of the movement
and of the continuity of fluids ; whence he concludes that a

smiilar movement is possible. This case is one of those in,

which the sum of the velocities multiplied respectively by

the elements of their direction is not an exact variation
;

whence it follows, that motion may lake place without this

condition being fulfilled.

The author afterwards determines the oscillations of a fluid

homogeneous mass, covering a spheroid endowed with an
uniform movement of rotation around one of the rectangular

axes, supposing this fluid mass to be deranged from the

slate of equilibrium, by the action of very minute forces

:

applying these considerations to the sea, and regarding its

depth as very small, relatively to the terrestrial radius, he

thence deduces the conditions of its motion; and comparin""

them w ith those of its equilibrium, he shows that each point

of the spheroid covered by the sea is more pressed in the-

state of motion than in that of equilibrium, from the weight

of the sm.all column of water comprehended between the sur-

face of the sea and the surface of level ; this excess of pres-

sure becoming negative in the points where the surface is

lowered below the level. It results also from the same.ana-

lysis.
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lysis, that supposing the initial velocities and their first dif-

ferences, divided by the element of the time, had been the

same with respect to the molecules siiuatcd upon the same

terrestrial radius, these molecules will remain upon the same

radius durin^; the oscillations of the fluid. The author treats

tlie uiotions of the atmosphere in the same manner, looking

only to the regular causes which agiiaie it. He iirst con-

siders it in the state of equilibrium ; and cou) paring the con-

ditions resulting from this supposition with those which the

equilibrium of the seas necessitates, from this he infers,

that, in the state of equilibrium, the stratum of air contiguous

to the sta is every wliere of equal .density ; and that the

atmospheric strata of equal density are every where equally

raised above the level of the sea, with very small exceptions,

which, in the exact calculatif)n of the height ot mountains by

barometrical observations, ought not to be neglected.

The author afterwards examines if it is possible that the

molecules of air situated originally upon the same terrestrial

radius, still remain upon this radius during the motion which

takes place in the oscillations of the sea. He shows that this

supposition satisfies the conditions of the motion, and of

the continuity of the atmospheric fluid : in this case the

oscillations of the various strata of level are the same. These

variations of the atmosphere produce analogous oscillations

in barometrical altitudes. The author determines them^ and

shows that they are similar to all elevations above the level

of the sea, and proportional to the altitudes of the mercury

m the barometer, in the state of equilibrium, at these eleva-

tions.
[To be continued.]

XLVII. Description of a new Fence made of tori elastic

IVire, which becomes invisible at a comparatively short

Distance^ calculatedfor Pleasure- Groiuids. By Henry
Howell, Esq.

To Mu. TiLLocH,—Sin,

OiiouLD you deem the following description, and the ac-

companying plate of a fence for piciisure-grounds, upon a

new
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new principle, at all deserving a place in the Philosophical

Alagazine, you will oblige mc by giving it that distinc-

tion.

The basis of the invisible fence is clastic iron wire, ma-
nufactured and applied on principles discovered by Mr,
James Pilton, King's Road, Chelsea, Middlesex.

Tiiis infrangible material for the niain wires is drawn out

to the thickness of a connnon quill, of which continuous

strings are inserted horizontally through upright iron stan-

chions : the interval between the strings is about nine

inches ; between the stancliions, about seven feet. The ho-

rizontal wires, in a slate of tension, are fastened to two main

stanchions at the extremity of the fence, passing at freedom

through holes drilled in the intermediate stanchions. The
tension of every horizontal wire is preserved by the superior

stability of the extreme stanchions ; on the consiruciion of

which, and the meehanism of the base work, the resistance of

the whole, as a barrier against lieavv cattle, depends. When
the extent of the fence is great, the main stanchions are re-

lieved at expedient distances by other principal stanchions :

an improved mode of jr)ining horizontal wires qualifies every

part of the length to bear the highest degree of tension.

The invisible fence, in this simple form, of the height of

three feet six inches, has, in the Royal Pleasure Giounds at

Frogmorc, and in various parks of the nobility and gentry,

been found adequate to exclude the largest and stronf+est

kinds of grazing stock. Increased in height two feet,, the

fence becomes applicable to deer parks. Deer have never

Ween known to injure it, or attempt to leap it; from its

transparent appearance they probably regard it as a snare.

When it is intended further to keep lambs out of planta-

tions, perpendicular wires, con)paralivcly slight, are inter-

woven upon the lower horizontal wires ; and to protect

flowers and exotics, from hares and rabbits, it is only neces-

sary to narrow the interstices by minute additions to the

upright wires.

On substances so small, presenting a round surface, nei-

ther rain nor snow can lodge; independent of which, bv a

coatincr
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coating of paint they are preserved from the effects of the

weather.

The strength attained, bv the principles on which the ma-
terials are manufactured and the erection of the fence is

conducted, cannot be justly conceived bvit by a person who
has witnessed the eflect of a coivsidcrabic force impressed,

or weight lodged on a single wire of a fence creeled. The

tempered elasticity of the tort string allows it to bend, and

on the removal of the pressing force,' the wire vigorously

rec'iils, vibrating till it reassumes a pericctlv straight line;

which shows that a violent shock cannot warp it.

With resard to the effect of these transparent boundaries

in opening a view, a pleasure-ground intersected or sur-

roun.ded with them must be surveyed before an estimate

can be formed of the small distance at which they vanish

from the eve and leave the prospect free;—this distance may

,
be fixed bv experience at seventy yards.

To advert a moment to the utility of the new principle,

(by which the invisible fence can be rendered strong and du-

rable in any degree demanded,)—from the theory of Mr.

Repton, previous to their discovery, it may be collected, that

a secure substitute for the heavy and unsightly fences, often

found indispensable near the basement windows of a man-

sion, was a desideratum ; and liis practice, since the satisfac-

tory trials made in many counties of the nevw- transparent

fence, sanctions its adoption. In his large and elegant pub-

lication on Landscape Gardening, that able improver of rural

scenery states many objections to the Ha Ha ; and regrets

the necessity for interposing substantial boundaries to a

grazed circle near the house, which counteracts a designer

in pursuing the incontestably judicious maxim, that the

fences in a park cannot be too few. Under a skilful direc-

tor, the new principle, in the multifold applications of which

it is capable, is a powerful instrument in creating artificial

beauties round a Country residence, or in opening a prospect

to adorned nature, where a pleasing fore- ground and en-

chanting distance have been hitherto shut out. (See the

Plate.)

The
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The inventor of these transparent fences has been en-

gaged by Mr. Repton to erect them on several estates di-

stinguished tor extent and beauty.

1 have the honour to be, sir,

your most obedient humble servant,

\G, Lower George Street, HeNRY HoWELL.
Sloane Square.

XLVIir, On the Affinity existing between Oxides of Carbon

and Iron. By David Mushet, Esq.*

[Continued from p. 241.]

Experiment X.

v^HARCOAL from Norway Pine,

Composed of oxide of carbon 98*179
Ashes - - 1-sei

100 parts.

15 grains of this charcoal were mixed with 200 grains of

oxide of iron. The fusion of this compound afforded a me-
tallic button that weighed 40 grains, equal to 20 per cent.

75 grains of Norway pine, requisite to 15 grains of it$

charcoal and 200 grains of oxide of iron^ produced a metal-

lic button weighing - - - G-2 grains.

Revived with charcoal as above - 40

Increase (equal to 11 percent.) 22
,

Experiment XI,
Charcoal prepared from Lignum Vitas,

Composed of oxide of carbon 98"13S
Ashes - - 1-86l>

100 parts.

W grains of this charcoal were mixed with 200 of o.vide

* The Reader is requested to correct the following errors in Mr. Mushet 's

last communication in the present volume:— I'ap-e 160, line 2, for Hi read

14] grains of iron; page 100, line 1 1, read ne ,)art of Lvnn sand
; page l(jl,

line 9. for add of charcoal read aid of, &c.—Also ir. page 121, for loded read

CvUed up and put into the retort.

Vol. 33. No. 132. April 180p. S of
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of iron. The nielallic result from the fusion of this mixture

wns 38 grains.

55 grains of raspings (equal to 15 grains of the charcoal

and 200 of the oxide) gave

A metalh'c button weighing 58*73 grains.

Revived with charcoal - 3S*

Increase (equal to 10-371 percent.) 20_;

Experiment XII.
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Weighing - - - 32 grains.

Revived with charcoal - 41

Increa$e (equal to 5} per cent.) 11

Experiment XIV.
Charcoal prepared from Scotch Oak,

Composed of oxide of carbon 93*135

Ashes - - 1-S65

100 part^.

15 grains of this charcoal and 200 of oxide of iron were

intimately mixed, and fused together. A button of iron was

obtained that weighed (equal to 2 7 per cent.) 54 grains.

(35 grains of oak being requisite to form the above, 15

grains of this charcoal were mixed with 200 grains of oxide

of iron. The fusion of this mixture was productive of a

button of iron that was found to weigh (equal to 31 [per

cent.) - - - - - 63 grains.

Revived with 15 grains of charcoal 54

Increase (equal to 4{ percent.) 9

Experiment XV.
Charcoal prepared tVum the V^hite Wood of the same Oak,

Composed of oxide of carbon 97*325

Ashes - - 2-675

100 parts.

15 grains of this charcoal and 200 grains of oxide of iron

yielded a metallic button that weighed 4 9 grains (equal to

24} per cent.).

96 grains of while wood, found by calculation from ex-

periment to be equal to 15 grams of charcoal, were mixed

with 200 grains of oxide of iron, and the compound reduced

by fusion. The result was a metallic button that weighed

(equal to 34% per cent.) - - - 69 grains.

Revived with charcoal - 49

Increase (equal to 10 per cent.) 20

S 2 Experiment
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Experiment XVI.
Charcoal prepared From Ash,

Composed of oxide of carbon 95*727
Ashes - - 4-273

100 parts.

15 grains of this charcoal and 200 grain? of oxide of

iron were fused together, from which was obtained a me-

tallic button that weighed 54 grains, or 27 per cent., from

the oxide of iron.

80 grains of ash wood was found equivalent to the forma-

tion of 15 grains ot this charcoal. To these were added 200

grams of oxide of iron. The fusion of the compound pro-

duced a metallic button of iron weighing (equal to 32*75

per cent, from the oxide) - - 65*3 grains.

Revived with the charcoal 54

Increase (equal to 5
;;
percent.) 11*5

Experiment XVII.

Charcoal prepared from Bark of the same Ash,

Composed of oxide of carbon 93*55

Ashes - - 6-45

1 00 parts.

15 grains of this charcoal were mixed with 200 grains of

oxide of iron and fused together, and there resulted a metallic

button of iron that weighed 41 grains (equal to 20| per

cent.).

78 grains of this bark were found requisite to form the

above portion of 15 grains of charcoal. That quantity was

therefore thoroughly mixed with 200 grains of oxide of iron.

A metallic result was obtained by the fusion of the com-

pound, and the resulting button weighed (equal to 33 f per

cent.) - - - - - 67 grains.

Revived with charcoal as above 41

Increase (equal to 13 per cent.) 26

Experiment
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Experiment XVI 1 1.

Charcoal prepared from Birch,

Composed of oxide of carbon 89'681

Ashes - 10-309

100 parts.

15 grains of this charcoal and 200 grains of oxide of

iron yielded by fusion a metallic button of cast iron that

weighed 62 grains (equal to 31 per cent, from oxide).

90 grains of birch-wood, being found equivalent to the

above 15 grains of charcoal, were mixed, in the state of rasp-

ings, with 200 grains of oxide of iron. The result on fusion

was a button of iron

Weighing (equal to 33 per cent.) C(l grains.

Revived by means of the charcoal 62

Increase (equal to 2 per cent.) 4

Experiment X TX

.

Charcoal prepared from Sycamore,

Composed of oxide of carbon 94*593

Ashes - - 5-407

100 parts.

15 grains of this charcoal being mixed with 200 grains of

oxide of iron and fused, a metallic result was obtained that

weighed 50 grains (equal to 25 per cent, from oxide of.

iron).

79 grains of sycamore raspings (equal to 15 grains of char-

coal) and 200 grains of oxide of iron yielded by fusion a me-

tallic button that weighed(cqual to 3)ipercent.)63 grains.

Revived by means of the charcoal 50

Increase (equal to 6} per cent.) 13

Experiment XX.
Charcoal prepared from Lime-tree,

Composed of oxide of carbon 96-321

Ashes - 3-679

100 parts.

S3 15 grains
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15 grains of the above charcoal and 200 of oxide of iron

gave a metallic button Weighing 51 grains (equal lo 25} per

cent, from oxide of iron).

83 T grains of raspings, as requisite to form the above

quantity of charcoal, and 200 grains ©f oxide of iron, being

mixed and perfectly reduced, afforded a button of iron that

weighed (equal to 34 ^ per cent.) - 69 grains.

Revived by means of charcoal 3 I

Increase (equal to 9 per cent.) 18

Experiment XX T.

Charcoal prepared from Bragnut of the specific gravity^

of 1-J009,

Composed of oxide of carbon 96*250,

Ashes - 3-750

100 parts.

15 grains of this charcoal were mixed with 200 grains of

oxide of iron, and the result by fu.^ion was a metallic button

^ weighing 36 grains (equal to 18 per cent.).

45 grains of bragnut were found equivalent to form 15

grains of charcoal. These in a state of raspings, and 200

grains of oxide of iron, were mixed together and fused j the

result.was a metallic button of iron weighing (equal ;to ,21

per cent.) _ _ _ _ - 43 grains.

Revived by means of charcoal 36

Increase (equal to 3 per cent.) 6

From the result of these experiments, it will appear at

one glance, that the extent and purity of the carbonaceous

matter \n charcoals do not at all depend upon the absolute

quantity of combustible matter they contaiin respectively.

The largest portion of revived iron is obtained with char-

coal of birch, the quantity of combustible matter in which

(by Experiment XVI II.) is 89-681. Iron revived 62 grains.

Combustible matter in oak 96-135 - 54
In ash 95-725 - 54
In walnut 96-048 -^ 36

This
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This contrast is quite sufficient to show that the different

carbonating powers of charcoal of wood depend upon a

principle different from any that has l)ecn developed in the

foregoing experiments.

From the same experiments, however, we are u-arranted

to conclude, that the carbonating powers of the matter of

carbon contained in different woods in iheirnatural state, are

greater than when the same is reduced to charcoal by distil-

lation or any other mode of operation. This curious fact,

the reverse from what might have been expected, may be ac-

counted for in three different ways.

1st, From the decomposition of the oleaginous or resi-

nous juices of the wood by the oxide of iron
;

part of the

carbonaceous matter of which, being set free, may either

unite itself to the iron, or unite with the oxygen of the ox*

ide, and by this means leave greater scope to the carbonating

powers of the concrete carbon.

2dly, From a large surface being exposed by wood in the

state of fine sawdust to the same bulk and weight of oxide.

Sdly, And what seems to be the most permanent cause,

this fact may arise from a certain degree of oxidation being

necessary in the carbon, which facilitates its union with

the oxygen of the oxide; and as the degree of oxidation in

raw wood is greater than in charcoal, so in proportion to

this degree of oxidation we find the affinity more speedily

and more extensively exerted.

The following Table will prove a convenient summary anil

contrast of the foregoing experiments.

S 4
'

Talk
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XLIX. On the native Gold Dust found in the Hills in the

Environs of the Commune of St. George, in the Depart-

ment of Le Loire. By Mr, Giut.io, Prefect of the De-
partment of the Sesia*.

At has long been known that a great number of rivers and

rivulets carry witii them particles ot native gold, of larger or

smaller size; that independently of the places where this

metal is found in its matrix, it is disseuiinatcd in grains in

their sands, as those of the Rhone, the Arriege, and the

Ceze in France, and witli us in those of the rivers Loire,

Balihec, Ccrvo, Elbo, Mnllon, and Orba, and of the rivu-

lets Oropa, Oremo, Evani,on, Vison, Sec. It is equally

known that there arc persons who make it their whole busi-

ness to search for this gold, who are called, in the language

of the country, arpailleurs, orpailleurs, ox pailloteurs.

Mineralogists are not agreed respecting the origin of these

gold grains : the older mineralogists, and Brochant among the

moderns, maintain that this gold is washed by the currents

from its native mines, connnonly situated in primitive moun-
tains. '* Native gold," says Brochant fj " is found chiefly

in primitive mountains, where it is met with in veins, and

sometimes disseminated in the rock : it occurs also in allu-

vial strata, where it is frequently wrought with advantage.

The sand of several rivers is mixed with grains of gold,

which are separated from it bv washing. Jt is unquestion-

ably evident, that the gold here is met with accidenlallv
;

and that it is deposited by the water that has washed ii

away from its origuial situation, which was probably the

same as is indicated above."—^Others think that these me-
tallic particles were originally disseminated in auriferous

strata, in the very places where they are exposed to view, by

great floods, or overflowings of the rivers, or that they have

been washed into the latter by torrents in storms or heavy

rains.

1 do not mean to enter into the question at large. This I

leave to the learned, whose chief study is the improvement

* Vrom Journal lies Mines, vol. xx.

f Flcmcntary Treatise on Mineralogy, according to tiie Piinciples of
Prof. Werner, vol, ii. ^

of
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of the science of mineralogy. My inductions go no further

than the small number of researches I have made : yet I

think I may venture to say, from the observations I am
about to pre&ent to the reader respecting the locality and si-

tuation oft he native gold dust in the conmiune of St. George,

that sucii dust is not always washed down from mines in the

mountains by rivers. And if such were the primitive origin

of their dissemination amid the strata, it certainly could

have happened only at some very remote period of the grand

disruptions that have taken place on the surface and ex-

terior of the strata of our globe. But these revolutions, of

which we have no records, are buried in the night of time.

For we shall see that strata which furnish gold dust are

found at a considerable depth in Pome hills, equally remote

from mountains capable of furnis)i>ng it, and from rivers

that could force it from its native situation. It could, there-

fore, have mingled in them only at a remote period, when

the strata of the hills assumed the arrangement they have at

present, namely, at the time of their formation.

This lias been the opinion of several naturalists of our

country, and I should be guilty of injustice to them, if, in

collecting fresh proofs tending to support their hypothesis,

I omitted to mention their valuable works. Accordingly I

shall quote Mr. de Robillant, who, speaking of the gold

dust found in the sands of the Oreo, says very positively :

'* This river carries along gold, which the people of the

country observe only below the bridge down to the Po

;

which confirms the opinion held by the people best ac-

quainted with the natural history of the country, that it is

from the gullies and hills that this gold dust is washed down

into the river by the rapidity of the water during storms*.

This valuable metal does not come from the high moun-

tains, since none is found above the bridge ; but it originates

from the washing of the red earth, of which most of these

hills and plains are composed, and which in stormy weather

is carried down into the principal river f."

• See a geographical Essay on the Continental Territories of the King of

Sardinia, by de Robillant, in the Memoirs of tlie Royal Academy of Sciences

of Tiu-in for 17?l-.5, part ii. p 234. f lb. p. 268.

Mr.

I
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Mr. Balbo agrees wiih M, cle Robillatn respecting this

S))ecies of natiye g'^ld, in his learned Memoir on the auri-

Ibrows »and ot;' the Oreo. *' Every one," says he, " knows
that gold dust is collecteci in the Oreo.—But I do not believe

it is equally known, tliat gold is found, not in the bed of

the river aloiu;, but to the distance of several niiles^ every

where niiuiijled more or less with the sand.— It is very posi-

tively asserted that it occurs in all the litile rivulets between

Valperga and Rivara.— I. endeavoureil to discover whether

all the waters rise sulficiently near to cachoihcr to lead us

to suppose that they equally derive their cold from the same

iriine; as it is in this way that the vulgar, and even most

of the learned, generally account for the gold found in

rivers. But I was completely convinced that the waters of

which' I speak arise from diHVrent heights ar some distance

from one another; so that, as we cannot suppo:?e all these

places to contain mines, from which the gold may be de-

rived, we nuist necessarily admit that the particles of gold

are not separated dady by the acli(jn of the water, and car-

ried along by its streams, but that the water finds them in

the soil itself over which it flows.—And it is further con-

firmed by the observation, that the auriferous strata disap-

p^A'p^as we proceed up the Oreo; that we find them at

furthest only as high as the bridge ; that above this all traces

of them are lost, though ihis is very far from the springs;

while as we descend into the plain these strata are every day

exposed by the- action of the water, and particularly in

floods*."

In a second part I shall speak of the theory proposed by

M. Napion, in his Memoir on the mountains of Canavais f,

who, having observed that all the pyrites of those mountains

are auriferous, attributes the particles of gold to their de-

composition or attrition. This is the opinion of our worthy

colleague. Dr. Bonvoisin.

The observations I am now about to connnnnicate appear

to me still more decisive than the proofs alleged by itiese

• Mem. of the Roy. Ac. of Turin fur 178!-', on the auriferous Sand of

,Orco, partii. p. 404—407.

t lb. for 1785-C^ p.34j-G.

author?
J
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authors ; and if the earths of which I shall speak do not

furnish so large a quantity of gold dust, they afford indis-

putable proofs that the gold certainly does not proceed from

any mine traversed by water, at least in the present day.

In the north of the commune of St. George, in the cir-

cle of Chivas, in the department of the Loire, we find fer-

tile rising grounds, and hills almost wholly covered with

vineyards, which continue till we come to the highest of

them, the hill of Macugnano, part of which is cultivated,

part covered with wild chestnut trees ; a distance of about

three miles.—In our progress from the outer and upper sur-

face of these hills to the bottom of the valleys, which inter-

sect them in different directions, we find in general three

very distinct strata.—The upper stratum is for the most part

argdlaceous, as it furnishes an excellent earth for making

bricks and tiles. The thickness of this stratum varies in

different places from three or four feet to twenty- five or

thirty. The second stratum, which stretches likewise hori-

zontally beneath the stratum of clay, is a few feet thick. It

is composed of a considerable portion of sand, of gravel,

and of pebbles of different natures, argillaceous, calcareous,

and quartZ(;se. Of these I shall speak more particularly in

the second part, as well as of the fragments produced by their

beinf^ broken or decomposed. The third or lower stratum,

which forms the bed of the valleys, and of the rivulets that

run through them in rainy weather, is composed in great

measure of the fragments of the argillaceous and calcareous

stones of the second stratum,—The rains have gradually

produced little guliics in different directions; which by the

falling of fresh rain, and the quantity and rapidity of the

water, have in the course of time been extended and con-

verted into valleys, more or less broad and deep, in different

places. Part of the water of several gullies accumulates par-

ticularly in one valley, where during storms and long rains

it forms a torrent, called in the country the Merdanzone.

i^ow the gold dust is found cliieHy among the sands of this

torrent, and of the small lateral rivulets that flow into the

Merdanzone or other similar valleys.

Does this gold proceed equally from the different strata f

have
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have mentioned above, or from one of them only ? I first

examined the brick earth (that of the upper stratum) ia

different places and at various depths : I also examined con-

siderable depositions of this earth accumulated in the shallow

valleys : but I never discovered the smallest particle of gohl

in it. 'f'lie searchers for gold know this so well by long ex-

perience and a great number of fruitless trials, that they

never pay any regard to this stratum. It is the stratum be-

neath the argillaceous composed of gravel, sand, micaceous

and calcareous stones, in which the particles of gold arc

found.

Of this I have convinced myself by several trials: and

though in general, if equal quantities of earth be taken from

this stratum, and from the bed of the torrent or rivulets

flowing into it, the latter will yield most gold, it seldom or

ever happens that no gold is found in the forn)er upon trial.

The particles of gold obtained from the auriferous stratum

itself, which have not yet been rolled along with the sand

by the rains, have a duller and deeper yellow colour than

those collected in the bed of the torrent or of the rivulets,

which are of a more shining yellow, no doubt in conse-

quence of the attrition. They are generally found amid a

sand that is more or less fine and blackish, and apparently

of a siliceous and ferruginous nature. The earth of the same

nature, which reaches to some distance, equally contains

gold. Thus a brook that runs on the east of the commune
of Aglie, between the mansion and the park, and receives

the rain water that washes down an earth composed of dif-

ferent strata of the same nature as those of the auriferous

hills of St. George, equally rolls along particles of gold

disseminated beneath the argillaceous stratum, which in

some places is of verv considerable tliickncss.

Betwpcn fifteen and twenty years ago several persons in

the commune of St. George n)ade it their principal em-

ployment to search for gold in the sand of the torrents and

rivulets that I liave mentioned. This ihey did particularly

after or during hcavv rains, and after storms.

'i'he quantity of gold they collected in a day was very va-

riable, Sometimes each of them wouKJ gain eight or ten

^ shil'jnes
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shillings a day, at other times scarce a fourth or fifth of this

sum. The size <;f the particles loo varied much, from an

almost invisjible atoii) to the weight of nine or ten grains or

more. They were afterward sold to merchants, who sent

them to themint.

1 do not speak here of gold dust disseminated in arable

land. Earth of tiiis kind in the territory of Salussole, as I

am infornied by niv colleague Giobert, contains particles of

gold. The earth of gardens js known to contain then). It

has been proved in our days by the experiments of Sage,

Berthollet, Rouelle, Darctt, and Deyeux, that there are

particles of gold in vegetables. Berlhoilet has extracted

about 2*14 gram. (33 grs.) from 4 8900 gram, or a hundred

weight of asties.

Gold has not vet been found in the arable land in the en-

virons, of St. George, but only in the stratum beneath the

clay, the surface of which is cultivated. The auriferous

stratum, as I have observed, is more than thirty feet deep

below the argillacetnis stratum in some places.

We have, nothing to do here with particles of gold mixed

with the surface mould by the decomposition of {)lants, or

which plants have derived from the earth. I have no doubt

that the particles of gold found in the environs of St.

George have the same origin as those niet with from Pont

to the entrance of the Oreo and of the Mallou into the Po,

from Valperga and Rivara, to Aglie and St. George's ; as

well as of those which Dr. Eouvoisin observed in the en-

virons of Challant in the valley of Aoste. The famous piece

of native gold preserved in the arsenal uas found there. In

that space, pieces of gold of the weight of a louis have

sometimes been found ; and other pieces are mentioned of

the value of mr)re ihan lOOlivrcs (4^. S.*. 4c?.). Probably the

iiold found in the earth in the valley of Brozzo, and in other

places, has the same origin. My conjectures on this sub-

ject sl)all be proposed in the second part of this memoir,

where the nature of the earths and stones of the auriferous

strata, as well as the nature of the land in which they are

contained, shall be entered into more at large,

L. Some
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L. Some Circumstances relative to Merino Sheep, cluejly

XoUected from the Spa?iish Shepherds, who attended those

of the Flock of Paular, lately presented lo His Mcijcsty by

the Government of Spain; ivith Particinars respecting that

great National Acquisition ; and also respecting the Sheep

tf the Flock of NegretCf imported from Spain by His Ma-
jesty in the Year 1791. By Sir Joslph Banks.

[Concluded from p. 218.]

jLn the year 1787 tlic kiiiir, guided bv those patriotic mo-
tives which are evt-r active in his majesty's niincl, gave orders

lor the importation of Merino sheep for his own use, and

for the improvement of British wool. As it was doubtful ai

that time whether the king of Spain's license, without

which these sheep cannot be embarked at a Spanish port,

could be obtained, it was deemed advisable to make the first

purchases in the parts of Estremadura adjoining to Portugal,

and to ship the sheep for F^ngland at Lisbon. The first im-

portation of these valuable animals arrived in March 1788,

and a liiile flock of them was soon after completed ; but as

these were of various qualities, having been drafted Irom

different Cavanas, his majesty was pleased to order an ap-

plication to be made to the king of Spain by lord Auckland,

then bis majesty's minister at that court, for permission to

import some sheep drafted from one of the prima piles.

This was obtained ; and a little flock, consisting of SGeues,

4 rams, and 1 manso, arrived safe and well at Dover, in

17yi. These sheep had made apart of tliC Cavafia called

Negrete, one of the three piles restricted I'rom exportalion,

and which is likewise remarkable for producing the laroest-

carcascd sheep that are to be found among the Merino flocks,

'as lias been before stated.

On the receipt of this treasure, (for such it has sii^.ce proved

itself to be,) the kinc", with his usual prudence and foresiffht,

ordered the whole of the sheep thai had been procured bv

the way of Portugal to be disposed of, (which was innne-

diately done,) and directed the Negrete breed to be increased

as much as possible, and maintained in iti utmost |-.urity.

2 Fiorn
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From that time to the present the opinion of the public,

sometimes perhaps too unsvarv, and at others too cautious,

in appreciating the value, and adopting the use of novel kinds

of sheep, has gradually inclined to give that preference to

the Merinos which is so justly their due. At first it was

impossible to find a purchaser wiUing to give even a mode-

rate price either for the sheep or for their wool ; the shape

of the sheep did not please the graziers, and the wool-sta-

plers were utterly unable to judge of the merit of the wool,

it being an article so many times finer and more valuable

than any thing of the kind that had ever before passed

through their hands. The butchers, however, were less ti-

morous ; they readily ofiered for the sheep, when fat, a fair

mutton price ; and there arc two instances in which, when

the fat stock agreed for was exhausted, the butcher who had

bought them anxiously inquired for more, because he said

the mutton was so very much approved of by his best cus-

tomers.

It was not, however, till the year 1 804, thirteen years after

their first introduction, that it was deemed practicable to sell

them by auction, the only certain means of placing animals

in the hands of those persons who set the highest value upon

them, and are consequently the most likely to take proper

care of them. The attempt, however, succeeded; and the

prices given demonstrated that some at least of his majesty's,

subjects had at that time learned to put a due value on the

benefit his royal patriotism ofiered to them. One of the

rams sold at the first sale for 4'-2 guineas, and two of the

ewes fur 1 1 guineas each ; the average price at which tha

rams sold was 19/. 4.9., and that of the ewes 8/. ]5s. 6cL each.

This most useful mode of distribution has since that time

been annually continued, and the sales have taken place in

the beginning of August. The last sale was held on the 17th

of August, 1808, when the highest price given for a ram

was 74/. 1 ]s., fur an ewe 38/. 17^'- The average prices of

rams was 33/. iOy. \cL, of ewes 23/. 12>9. 5d.;—a most

decisive proof not only that the flock had risen very mate-

rially in public estimation, but also that the sheep have not

in any way deecenerated from their original excellence.

The
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The wool was at first found to lie quite as difficult of sale

as the sheep themselv^es ; manutacturers were therefore em-
ployed to make a considerable quantity of it into clolh,

which, when finished, was allowed by both woollen-drapers

and tadors to be quite as good as cloth made of wool im-

ported from Spain. But even this proof would not satisfy

the scruples of the wool buyers, or induce them to offer a

price at all adequate to the real value of the article : it wa3

found necessary, therefore, to have the wool scoured, and

to sell it in ihut state as Spanish wool, which, though grown

in England, it really was. Thus managed, the sales were

easily efiectcd for some years, at a price equal to thai de-

manded for the prima piles of imported Spanish wool at the

times when the bargains were made.

Time and patience have at last superseded all difficulties,

and his majesty's wool has now fur some years been sold as

clipped from the sheep's backs, the sheep having been

washed, and the whole management of them carried on ex-

actly in the English manner, at a price not lower than

4s. 6d. a pound, which, allowing for the loss of weight in

the scouring, costs tiie l)u\er at least 5s. 6d. a pound, a tole-

rable price for Spanish wool when plenty of it could be pro-

duced, though not possibly so high an one as ought to have

been given or as will be obtained forthe Anglo-Negrete pile,

when the value of the article is fully understood.

The race of another capital Cavafia has now been added

to the riches of this country, the Paular, and the draught

from it is larger than on any other occasion has been suf-

fered to leave Spain ; the animals have been selected with

skill and attention, the pile they belong to stands at the very

top of our English list, and the sheep have been most for-

tunately placed at the disposal of nur most gracious king,

whose shepherds have demonstrated to the public, in an ex-

perience of 17 years of their management of these interesting

animals, that they can not only continue the breed in its

original purity, but can also preclude all danger of degene-

ration in the article of wool. What more can be wished for

on thl'^ head ?

That spirit of patriotism, which induced our sovereign to

Vol. 33. No. 132. Jpril I6O9. T declare
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declare himseU" ihe protector of the purity of the Ne^rete

race, will also, it is most earnestly t6 be hoped, induce his

iTiajcsty to extend the same protection to the newly arrived

Paulars ; b.y this measure, and by this alone, the public will

be cflTcctualiy guarded against all danger of the admission of

impin-c blood, which the avarice of ill-juda-ing individuals,

seeking; after a premature improvement of the carcase, has

too often, it is feared, introduced into our English flocks

Tluis protected, the twofold treasure obtained for the advan-

tage of his subjects by his majesty's wisdom and foresight,

will become a j^erennial fountain of true Merino blood, to

which those agriculturists who arc wise enough to adopt the

breed may from time to time resort, to correct their erro^--<

if they fall into bad practices, to carry on their crosses, if

any such are found to be advantageous, to the highest degree

of perfection, and to restore the originality of their stock,

if, in consequence of any unsuccessful experiment, it should

have suflcrcd deterioration.

LI. Remarks on M. Burckhardt's Conirivavcefor shorten-

ing Rcflt'ct'ing Telescopes ; uitlt a new McUiod of muk'ing

Refracting Telescopes ivitli a Tube onhf one- third of the

focal Lem^lli of the Olject- glass. By David Brewstkr,
^LL.D. F.R.S., and F.A.S.^Edia.

DEAR SIi;,

iN the Connais'^ancc drs Trwi fc^r 180f), I observe the dc'

scrij)tion of a new telescope", invented by the celebrated JVJ,

Burekhardt, of an interniediale nature between the Gregorian

and Newtonia!! telescopes; and requiring a tul^e only lialf

as long as other instruments oTthe same focal length. The

larire concave snccjlum Afi, Fig. 1, (Plate IX.) is perfo-

rated as in the Cregoriau telescope, so that the dian)elcr «)f

the ai^ertare cf may be hall' the diameter AB. 'i'he parallel

ravs K???, R//, which, after reflection, would have fornud

the Image at F, arc intercepted by a plane speculum C, per-

peudiculnr to the axis of the telescope, and of the siine si/^c

as the aperture if, and are reflected back to the point o,

v'hero
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1

where an image is formed, and viewed with the eye-glass G.

By giving a small inf-iinaiion to the plane sjieculum, the

image may be formed at A, above the speculum, without a

perforation in its centre.

The merit of this invention does not exclusively belong lo

the French astronomer. The same principle was employed in

the construction of the reflecting telescope more than six

years ago by Mr. I'aterson, who had then the management

of the Observatory at Kdinburgh, and instruments con-

structed in this manner were advertised for sale in that city.

In order to try the performance of a telescope made on this

principle, 1 constructed a small one several years ago, with-

out perforating the concave speculum ; but the great loss of

light when the plane spcculniTi intercepted the incident rays

that wou'd otherwise have fallen on the central and the most

perfect part of the concave one, and the distortion of the

image when the great speculum was inclined a little and the

plane one placed out of the incident rays, induced me to

think that the convenience which arises from shortening the

tube could by no means compensate for the disadvantages

with which it was necessarily attended. This was also the

opinion of the late celebrated Dr. Robison, to whom Mr.

I\ilcrson showed one of his new telescopes. M. Burckhardt,

however, seems to think that the advantages resulting from

shortcnin<i; the lube ureatly preponderate ; and that the loss

of light, which I have before slated, may be remedied by en-

larging the aperture of the concave speculum. The Board

of Longitude at Paris have seconded the views of M. Burck-

hardt, and have ordered a telescope to be constructed on the

jwinciple already described.

As this subject has been taken up by the French astro-

nomers, it mav not be uninteresting to give an account of

two other contrivances which have occurred to me for

shortening the tubes of telescopes. If instead of the plane

speculum C, we substitute a convex one so as to form an

image at O, the telescope becomes Cassegrainiam, requiring

a tube only abt)ut one- half the focal length of the concave

.speculum. This constvuctio-n is preferable to that which is

described by Burckhardt ; because it is much easier to give a

T -2 correct
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correct figure to a convex than to a plane speculum ; and it

13 well known to practical opticians, that the errors of one

spherical speculum often correct those of the other.

If any real advajilagc- arise from shortening the tubes ot

reflecting telescop>es, it becomes a matter of importance that

refracting telescopes should possess similar properties. By

means of the f()llo\\'ing contrivance the tubes of refractoys

mav be so much shortened as to be only one third of the

focal length of the object-glass. A plane speculum CD,
whose diameter is two-thirds of that of the object-glass AB,

is SO' placed that CA is one-third of the focal length of AB.

By giving a small inclination to CD, the rays are reflected to

a second plane speculum EG, equal to one-third of the dia-

meter of AB, which again reflects the incident rays to F,

where the image is formed and magnified by the eye-piece.

In this construction, the only disadvantage is the loss of light

occasioned by two reflections ; but this may be obviated by

increasing the aperture of the object-glass, and is by no

means such a serious evil as that which arises in M. Burck-

hardt's contrivance, from the loss of such a large central

portion of the great speculum.

1 am, dear sir, your most obedient servant,

D. Brewster.

To Mr. Tilloch,

lAl. J Reply to Earl Stanhope, on his Defence of certain

Principles and Facts erroneously stated in his Stereotyped

'' Principle'! of the Science (f Tuning Insirnments with

fixed Tones." By Mr. John Pakev.

" The difference between a man of u-al science, and one wlio has the am-

bition to be thought so, is very great."

—

E.xtll STANlIo^E.

To Mr. TiLi.ocH,

—

Sir,T. ,

HK truths and prmciples of the Mathematical Sciences

are not in any instance to be yielded to authority, however

imposing it* aspect ; neither should wc suffer any other con-

siderations, long to restrain our eftorts, in defending their

just-
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just cause. It has been purely out of regard and tenderness

to the unfortunate situation ot a musician of the very first

rank, whose mental aberrations had been much acgravaled

by the part he was led to take, and made appear to acl, in

explaining and defending a noble Earl's reveries on the sub-

ject of Tuning musical Instruments, tiiat. I have been so long

kept back from replying to such parts of the two Letters

of Earl Stanhope, printed in your Magazine (vol. x.wiii.

p. 144, and xxx. p. 34,) as relate to the sciciilidc principles

of Tuning: and similar feelings towards the very respectable

individual alluded to, alone induce me to refrain from again

touching on the two '' Plain Statements," and the " Narra-

tive," further than to declare, as injustice to Dr. C.'s mu-
sical reputation I think I ought, that he never, I believe,

perused or saw the Stanhopian " Plain Siatement," mention-

ed by His Lordship in vol. xxx. p. 25, previously to its pub-

lication* y except in the hands of Mr. Ferguson, from whom
he refused to take the proof sheets, or look at them : but, as

Mr. F. himself told me, directed him to take them again to

the printer ; intending, as he (Dr. C.) has often told me,

tliat His Lordship should be responsible for wi)at he had

written and got printed, and not suspecting, under the cir-

cumstances, that the name of J. IV. Culcott would be

affixed to it when published. After this, there needs no more

for me to say at present, than request those who happen to

have the two pamphlets, to compare them togetherj as the

worthy and unfortunate Doctor intended, by stitching up and

distributing them, as I mentioned in a former connnunication.

There are six questions touched upon in His Lordship's

two Letters referred to, on each of which I wish to be in-

dulged in saying a few words :—these are shortly,

1st, Whether a monochord board should be divided into 120

or 100 parts ?

2d, Whether the difference of the lengths of string, can ac-

curately measure the interval between the sounds of two

strings, of the same size, weight, and tension ?

* Indeed I saw Dr. C. write a Note to you, Sir, to this effect, in February

}S08, with an iuieat that you should publisk tliis tact in your Magazine.

T3
'

3d,
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3d, Whether four orJive colum7?s sAe io he found in pages

7 and 22 ot" ihe Stereotype pamphlet ?

4tli, Whether the intervals called the four tierce wolves are of

the same or different onugnltitde'i P

5th, Whether equal temperaments of successive concords

of the same kind, produce, erp/ alt ty in the rates of their

beating P

6lh, Whether the notatioti of nuisical intervals generally,

byy, f and m, rather than by thtir most simple ratios, be

analogous to substituting a notation by scores, dozens, and

odd, in place of the universally received decimal nota-

tio7i P

I.—In addition to the reasons I have given at page 1<)2 of

vol. xxvii., for preferring a decimal division of the mono-

chord, I have further to remark, on what has fallen from

His Lordship (page 144 of vol. xxviii.) that those *' impor-

tant lengths" which His Lordship's scale is calculated to

show 171 round numbers, are perfectly unimportant ; for,

what person using a moiiochonl, other than as a play-thing,

wants to use the scale attached to the string at all, in tuning'

d^ perfect concord of any kind ? And does not the use ot its

scale as a tuning apparatus wholly consist, in either setting

or taking oS tempered intervals P And wlu-ther is it easiest,

to set a tricqual quint for instance, on a decimal scale bv my
number "6694329, or on His Lordship's scale of 120, by

,. , . , c 2,00808,8.50+ ,,,
means oi his vuliiar ir;ictions —

—

-,,., ,,,
,--— (btercoivpcpae;e

71,70,247,592+ /A
^3^^ ^'^

107,10,927200+ (dP- -')

II.— I have maintained (and am backed by all mathema-

tical writers) that it is ratios only, and not lengths, except

of such things as In tlicir nature measure ratios, as logarithm

scales &,c. do, that can deline ujusical intervals. And
though His Lordship expressly asseits (p. 145, vol. xxviii.)

that ^^ deviations from perfect intervals are concisely, as

well as accurately and convenientlv expressed, bv means of

the difference rf the lengths of wncs,'"' I shall take the very

example which he alludes to, (Slereol\pe p. 8,) wherein it

is said, that 1*44 the difference of two strines, of which the

octave
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octave length is 120'00, '* shows the value" of the tierce

144 .

wolf; in order to sliovv, that Tonoo' ''^^^*^^'^ °^ expressing

an interval called the enharmonic diesis (21 S + 2 m) as it

ought to do, represents an interval exceeding Q octaves by a

superfluous third (3905 S + 77 f + 338 m) !

III.— Five colunms cerlainiy appeared to my eyes, when

I was commeniing on the Slereolypi; pages 7 auci 22, there-

ibre, unluckily it should seem, I mentioncd^i'6'; but liave I

anywhere said or insinuated, that I J is Lordship therefore

intended to represent yift' uo//;t^, besides that produced by

the quints? And I could not myself liave intended to re-

present five such wolves, when his Lordship is severe upon

me for saying there are but two in all. His Lordship's sar-

casms, about dividing 12 into 3 aliquot pans, might there-

fore have been spared.

IV.—-My arguments for the exaet equality of all His

Lordship's four tierce wolves, (at page 200, vol. xxvii.) re-

tain their force, and are not invalidated by what His Lord*

ship has advanced at page 149, vol. xxviii. ; where, fortu-

nately, His Lordship has let us into the secret of his blun-

ders in this respect, by the mention of" monochord lengths,"

showing, that when His Lordship argues for os complete a

distinction between his tierce wolves, as to ynagnitudes, a?

between half-guineas, half-crowns, sixpences, and half-

pence, he had no better ground than their different lengths

on the monochord j forgetting what I had endeavoured to

impress on him,- under the second head above, as to the

fallacy of these lengths as a test of the magnitudes of inter-

vals. Could not His Lordship as easily " distribute" or di-

vide t/te same interval in four ditTerent ways in his C (j D
and A columns, as he can so distribute four diffcrcril inter-

vals ? unless he conlines his idea of cipialitN-, to mono-

chord lengths, as then of course, they would only lit where

the octave and thirds are also of the proper proportionate

lengths i Absurdities, to which His Lordship surely could

not have turned his attention.

V.— I did think it possible, when writing my observa-

tions page 201 to 203j vol. xxvii., that slips of His Lord-

T4 shii)"'
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ship's pen had occasioned his appearing to advance a doc-

trine, so opposite to ali that had been demonstrated by Dr.

Smith, Dr. Robison, and a host of other mathematical

writers ; but his defence of the same in pages 150 to lAQ,

vol. xxviii., precludes any such charitable suppositions in fu-

ture. The scientific terms, or rather the " scientific jargon,"

of His Lordship, I certainly do not understand, it by that

he means, that I am to receive them, in opposition to the

authorities above quoted, bv whom His Lordship was cer-

tainly not " obliged to use" his new terms, for they have

uniformly and consistently used pulses or vibrations for

what His Lordship would now for the first time call heats

^

and what he would exclusively call heatings they have gene-

rally called heats, but have sometimes used heatings as sy-

nonymous therewith.

Before His Lordship took pen in hand on this subject, I

well knew that the rate of beating increased along with every

increase of the imperfection of a consonance ', but His Lord-

ship is the only one I ever heard assert, that it increases

*' As the impcrjection increases " which is no niore true,

than that the sineoi an angle increases as the angle increases,

or that gravity increases as the distance decreases. His

Lordship refers (page 131,) to an example, and attempts to

prove, that the triequal quints DA, one an octave above the

otherj heat egnalh/ quick : let us therefore see what evidence

numhers furnish in this case. By referring to my table in

page 5, vol. XXX. it will appear, that the two D's vibrate or

excite 134*44 and 268*88 complete pulses in the air in one

second of time respectively, and the two A's 200*83 and

401 66 pulses respectively, and by using these in the proper

theorem for the purpose, we get 1*666 beats per second

made by the lower, and 3*333 beats per second by the upper

of these tempered or tri-equal quints ; the one just douhle of

the other, instead of their being equal as our noble author

has maintained ; and thus we see, that no " beating between

the two beatings" could in this case happen even in theory,

and certainly none in practice could be expected ; for who
besides Earl Stanhope ever talked of hearing heatings, be-

tween two noises which themselves occur but 1| and 3j

times
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times per second ! or not above one-cighlh oi the rate necesi^

sary to constitute continuous or musical sound? In the

case of equally tempered intervals, situate at the exact di<-

stance oF any of the concords from each other, it is gene-

rally true, that jiio " beating between the beatings" either

in theory or practice can happen. Suppose for instance. His

Lordship's minor sixth C A which is flattened about 7-7 parts

20
of a comma (not — as printed by mistake p. 1<J5, vol. xxvii.)

;

this in the middle septave beats 22*6333 times per second

(or rather, in practice won't beat at all, but produce a con-

tinuous third discordant note) ; if we tune another similar

or equally tempered sixth, on a note, a true minor sixth below

C the bass of the former one, that is, on His Lordship's first

bass E : we shall find, that this will beat just 5-eighths as

fast as the above, or 14-1459 limes per second, but no
" beating between the beatings" will take place, although

each are quick enough to produce them, owing to their

having the true relation of minor sixth between them, and

not because they are unisons as His Lordship would contend.

Let us, however, abandon the supposition of the tempered

sixths having bassos that are oxoctly at concordant di-

stances, and tune just a similar minor sixth below C to that

which His Lordship has above C, that is, take two of these

6ihs 171 succession; then we shall find, the lower note E
making 151'79 vibrations per second, and the dth EC will

' beat at the rate of 14-3144 times in a second: which not

bearinor a true concordant relation to the beatin"" of theo o
upper 6th, the sounding of the two together will be found

by calculation to occasion a " beating between the beatinos"

at the rate of 1-3477 per second : thus we see, that a *' beat-

ing between the beatings" jnuy happen to equally tempered

concords : and the same will indeed always happen, in

theory at least, to the tempered concords of which His

Lordship treats (although His Lordship asserts the contrary)

;

for all his tuning is to be performed by perfect intervals ex-

cept two successive licqual thirds, and three successive iri-

equal quints, all of which will have such a " beating between

tb^
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the beatings," and of course so acute an observer as His

Lordship cannot fail of perceiving them : and will be ne-

cessitated to " beat" a retreat, out of the labyrinth of error

into which he has with temerity advanced, instead of think-

ing to '•' beat" his pretended *' facts" and '"' important mu-
sical truths" into mc, or any one else who has the least pre-

tensions to niatheniaiical kuowlcd<rc.

VI.— I have here to complain of the same superficial view

of the subject, as His Lordship took when couimenting on

decimally divided monochords : the object of any general

notation oF music;il intervals cannot be to represent the per-

fect concords, as -A- }> 4* t f, Sec., won? simply than they

are already expressed, but for comparing inconcinnous inter-

vals, such as His Lordship's biequal tlnrd for instance, with

any other intervals : if we examine the " in)portant musical

truths" in Stereotype with this view, what do we find, more

than that the biequal third has an approximate, ratio of

2 371 ,'^08,245 -[-
-^^ '"

^— ipaae 23) ? If we wish to compare this with
3 ,000,0(X),000

'^^ ~ '
»

the triequai quint for instance, whose ratio is stated in the

. 3,008,208,850+ , , • ,

same page, viz.
3-;^^oo,000~ ' ^^^ desirous to learn

their difference or the interval remaining after the former is

taken from the latter,; in vain do we search the records of

" musical truths" for the mode of accomplishing this. A
novice, misled by the term " difl'ercnce" in the last column

of this page, might think his work easy, and attempt ^o

give us the difference of these fractions, already reduced to a

common denominator, for the purpose; but on discovering

that the least interval had the largest numerator, here otir

tyro's exertions would probably Qn(\. One a little more ex-

perienced would discover, that it is a ratio which is to be

deducted, and recollecting his school rule for the division of

fractions, would proceed to multiply the denominators and

numerators toge-ther reeiprocallv, whcuaftcrproper reduction,

2,O0S,2QS,8.')0-f ,
. 11- ,, , ,, I

--y^-TT.—r would appear as the ullimale " truth to be
2,37l,r<W,24o+ '*

come at.

* Now those who have done mc the honour, of attending to

2 the
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the neio notation vol. xxviii. p. 142, would at once discover,

that 354} S + 7 f + 30;^ m, and SOT.V 2 + 4 f + 18 m,

rcpre-'cnt the tricqual quint and hiequal ihird respectively,

and that the diflereiice of these, or 1 16,} S -\- 3 f + IC} m,

admits of an immediate comparison with all the various in-

tervals in the talj'c in plate \'. of the same volume. One

simple subtraction would furlher show it to be,, a minor

third flattened 14^ S -f- IVm or 2/; S + V "^ more than the

diaschisma orquint-wolf of our n()l)le author: and hundreds

of instances might be ehown, wherein this notation gives

still gTfater facility to the comparison of intervals with very

complex ratios, than it does in the above case ; but can His

Lordship show a single instance (except the well-known and

uic-iul process t-f reducing large numbers n't pence to pounds,

shillings, and pence, ior iovie purposes be considered such,)-

wherein his ingenious notation by scores, dozens, and odd

would possess any advnntage over decimal arithmetic ? ana-

logous to the conversion of siniple ratios by ihe new notation

into three elementary ratios (or two in some cases) which

1 have effected for the general comparisons of intervals ? or,

can his sapient approvers make out, similar advantages to

result from their "cubit " and " measuring rod of Ezekiel,"

for expres-sing the Lapland deitree ?

I have not drojjped my design of entering at some future

time on a comparison of His Lordship's monochord and

.equal-beating systems, with the systems of other writers,

particularly those which His Lordship has in so sunjmarv a

way condemned, as I oriouudly proposed, by the help of a

table of the temperaments and beats ot eueri/ concord which

can arise in each system respectively: arid n.s 1 am kindly

assisted in the labour of these calculaiions, by a gentleman

of more leisure than myself, with whom His Lordship is well

acquainted, he has in the mean time the opj.ortunitv through

him, of himself anticipating my intended couiparisons, and

of givinf>., any further support to his svstems, which such

comparative evidence will warrant.

I am, sir, your obedient iiumblc servant,

John Farf.y.
12j Upper Crown Street, Vyestmlii-.'.r i.

Murcli l-i, lb(>9.

LIIL On
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LI II. On the Motion ofJioaiing Bodies in running Water.

By Peteu Barlow, Esq.j of ike Rcijal Military Aca-

demy, IVoolivich.

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sir,

In your Magazine for March, I have observed a letter from

Mr. G. Orr, wherein he endeavours to account for some par-

ticular circumstances in the motion of floating bodies in

running waters, that have been noticed by Capt. Burney,

and which, it seems, formed the subject of a paper that was

read before the Royal Society. In order to accomplijsh this,

Mr. Orr has called in the assistances of the inclined plane,

and the doctrine of gravity, or, as he calls them, the laws of
matter and motion, Mr. Orr will excuse me, at least I hope

so, when I inform him that he does not seem to compre-

hend what those laws are. He is not, perhaps, aware that, in

the sense that he attaches to them, he is reviving the old

exploded notions of Aristotle, which ever since the time of

Galileo have been known to be erroneous :—that celebrated

philosopher proved that, by the law of gravity, all bodies,

whatever their magnitude and density may be, fall through

equal spaces in equal times ; and when this is not the case,

it arises from those laws being counteracted by some other

force .Thus in the case given by Mr. Orr, of two globes of

equal magnitudes and different densities rolling down an in-

clined plane, were they left solely to the action of gravity,

—

for instance, had the experiment been made in vacuo, they

would both have descended in the same timej and the reason

they do not in ordinarv experiments, is because the force of

gravity is counteracted by the resistances of the atmosphere;

for, both bodies having equal dimensions, they experience

equal resistances in their descent, and consequently that

body which opposes the greatest force to this resistance,

thai is, the hcavit st body, will descend with the greatest

velocity. We see, therefore, that instead of gravity being

the cause of the diflcrent rates of descent of the two bodies,

the circumstance must be attributed to its laws being coun-

teracted. Mr. Orr is not less mistaken in considering this

Rs a parallel case to two bodies floating in running water;

for
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for in the former case the bodies move through a medium

which is perfectly at rest ; and in the latter the medium it-

self is in motion, and is the cause of the motion of the

bodies.

Having thus, I think, satisfactorily shown that Mr. Orr's

laws of matter and motion 2iTt Tioi ?,\.\{?n:\Q\\i to account for

the circumstance alluded to by Capt. Burncy, I will venture

to offer mv own conjectures on this subject ;—but this I do

with considerable diffidence, and soliciting a correction of

any errors that may be discovered therein by any of your

ingenious correspondents.

Let us then suppose the case of a beam of timber loaded

at one cud ; and let us conceive that in the first instance the

beam moves parallel to itself, or that the velocities of the

two ends are equal : then it is evident that the heaviest end

will acquire the greatest momentum, and consequently, rf

the beam should experience any resistance in its motion,

that end of it which possesses the greatest momentum wifl

oppose that resistance with (he greatest effect, and will thus

be thrown foremost ; and this will continue to be the case,

till its direction coincide with that of the stream.

What the resistance is that the beam experiences, and

from what cause it arises, are not difficult to determine. In

such a river as the Thames, where the experiments were

made, and where the tide is consiantly ebbing and flowing,

every particle of water cainiot be supposed to move with

equal velocities; small eddies, con;rary currents, and va-

rious other circumstances will prevent that uniformitv,

though perhaps they may be imperceptible to tlic eye of even

an attentive observer. This being the case, if the beam
should be struck by any particles of water moving in a con-

trary direction, or should the beam strike any that are at

rest, or moving in the same direction as itself, but with a

less velocity, any of these circumstances will oppose a re-

sistance to the motion of the beam, whicli it has been sliov. n

will be more effectively overcome by that end ol it which

has the greatest momentum. And in a similar nianner we
may account for the motion of the two barges.

Should
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Should these conjcctmts be thought deserving of a place

in your next Nuinbcr, they are very much at your .-Jervice.

April?, 1809. l-ETKU BaRLOW.

LTV. Memoir jipon the Formation of the Phof^phoric Eiher^

I'lf Means of a partialfar jipparatu<;. By M. Bquli.ay,

Che7nist, in Paris.—Read to the First Class of the Na-
tional Institute the 23d of March, 1 807 *.

k3cHEELE and Lavoisier had repeatedly tried without suc-

cess, to transform alcohol into ether, bv the action of the

phosphoric acid; when at last M. Boudet jun.. an apothe-

cary of Paris, publislied a Memoir upon the subject, in

tome xl. of the Annales de Chimie. The phcenomena which

he describes announce a real action between the acid and

the alcohol, and manifcsi several circumstances which ge-

nerally accoiivpanv the process of ctherification. According

to his own admission, ho\ve\er, the produce he obtained

•was not very volatile, totallv insoluble in watet ; and although

it had a peculiar smell, it did not present the characters of a

true ether.

Convinced by various trials that the want of action of the

concentrated or even vitreous jihosph.oric acid upon alcohol,

was particularlv o'.ving to the diflicultv of uniting these two

substances, of nudiiplying and prolonging the contact of

their reciprocal moUcules, I resumed the experiments, and

the hope I entertained of attaining a more satisfactory result

was realized by the following experiment :

—

To a Itibulated retort placed upon a sandbath, I adjusted

a bell-<r!ass also tubulakd, which eonin)'..}nieaicd by a Wel-

ter's tube of safetv with a iiask filled with limewater. From

this flask issued a second tube which {irocecded under a bell-

glass attacb.cd to llic liMlro-pneuinatic apparatus.

I introduced into the retort .'iOO g^-auimes of pure pb.os-

phoric acid, le^ubing from the couibustion of 'phosphojus
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by the niliic aciJ, vitrified, redissolvcd, and reduced by

evaporation to the consistence oHioncv.

I afterwards placed upon the iLihnlurc of ilic retort an in-

strument of tilass, which may be called the resercuir, of an

obloiig form, open at both extremities, each of which niav

be made perfectly air-tight by means of a slop-cock. Front

the lower extremity issued a tube which descended to the

boflou) of the retort, and entered into tiie phosphoric acid.

The upper extremity surmounted by a funnel, the coamiu-

nicafion between wiiich and the reservoir might be inter-

rupted, had also a small aperture with a ground stopper, in.

order to Ici out the air wlu-n it uas displaced by a liquid.

(See Flate iX. Fig. 3.)

The apparatus being thus arranged, carefully luted, and

'lie (iist receiver coi^led bv a mixture of ice and sea salt,

afire was lighted under the retort, increasing it gradually so

as to heat the acid Xo 9,3 degrees of Reaumur. Five hundred

grannnes of alcoholat -10 degrees were then introduced into

the reserv(>ir, and, by means of the lower stop-cock, drawn

drop by drop through the phosphoric acid warm and liquid.

-The mixture to(-k jilace wiih orreat ert'ervcsccnce : it was

coloured black, and abundant streaks immediately covered

the arch and neck of the retort.

The (ire w a-i kept up, and distillation continued totlryness :

'Inhere passed into the bell-glass :

1. Oi'.e hundred and twenty granuncs of alcohol feebly

Oheilzcd.

-2. Two hundred and sixty grannnes f)f a white light liquor,

of a lively smell, and much more etherized than the first.

;->. Sixty arauimes of water saturated with eihcr, aiul 01.

uhich four grannnes of a lcn:on-colourcd tluitl floated ot an

empyreumalic smell, very analojiOus to that which con;e-

aher ihc sr.lphuric ether, and wiiich is commonlv iImiiu-

guished under the name of sued oil of wine.

> 4.. Anf'lher li(]uid of a fcetid insupportable smell, redfii.-:;-

ing liirn-^nle tiu'.lure, and uniti:v,'; \\\\\\ etU'rveseencc uiiL

the carbonate of potash. 'I'his combination evaporated i</

dryness was a deliquescent scaly salt, perfectlv resjmbliuir

acetate of potash.

lame-
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Liniewater became turbid, but not until after the distil-

lation was over.

Besides the air in the vessels, a gas of a pungent smell

was collected, which burned with a white flame, depositing

upon the sides of the bell-glass a very abundant charry coat-

ing : this was a little ether which had escaped condensation,

passed over at the same time with the most etherized liquid

product, and a little before the white vapours which an-

nounce the presence of oil.

There remained in the retort a vitreous blackish substance,

composed of phosphoric acid and a little charcoal.

The two first products united, of the weight of 3SO gram-

mes, rectified over dry muriate of lime at a heat of about 50

degrees, furnished about 60 grammes of a liquor having the

greatest possible resemblance, in point of smell and taste,

to the purest sulphuric ether. Like the latter, it marked 60

degrees in Baume's areometer, the thermometer being at 10";

it was dissolved in eight or ten j)arts of cold water, was ra-

pidly evaporated in the air, entered into ebullition at thirty

degrees of temperature, dissolved the resins and phosphorus,

burned with a whitish flame, leaving a charry residuum, and

without any trace of acid having been exhibited by its com-

bustion over the surface of water.

The other products of the rectification were alcohol slightly

etherized : this alcohol when again passed, in the manner

already shown, through the phosphoric acid used in the ex-

periments, occasioned the formation of a ncw'quantity of

ether in every respect similar to the first.

It seems to result from the preceding facts, and from the

examination of the above products,

1st, That the phosphoric acid can transform alcohol into

a perfect ether by means of the apparatus which I used, and

by attending to the precciuti(nis already described.

2dly, That the ether which results from the action of the

phosphoric acid upon alcohol is, of all the ethers known,

that which has the most analogy with sulphuric ether, both

with respect to its properties and to the phoenomena ob-

served in it" preparation.

LV. Me-
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LV^. Memoirs of the late Eras-mus Darwin^ M. D,

--- [Continued from vol. ixxii. p. 336.]

DARWIN IANA,

JVIadness.—In every species of madness there is a peculiar

idea either of desire or aversion, which is perpetually oxcited

in the mind with all its connections. In some constitutions

this is connected with pleasurahle ideas without the exertion

of much muscular action, in others it produces violent mus-

cular action to gain or avoid the object of it, in others it is

attended with despair and inaction. Mania is the general

word for the two former of these, and melancholia for the

latter ; but the species of them are as numerous as the desires

and aversions of mankind.

In the present age the pleasurahle insanities are most fre-*

quently induced by superstitious hopes of heaven, by senti-

mental love, and by personal vanity. The furious insanities

by pride, anger, revenge, suspicion. And the melancholy

ones by fear of poverty, fear of death, and fear of hell ; with

innumerable others.
yuicquid agunt homines, votum, tiinor, ira, voluptas,

Gaudia, discursus, nostri est farrago libelli.

JuVEN. i. 85.

This idea, however, which induces madness or melan-

choly, is generally untrue; that is, the object is a mis"takerx

fact. As when a patient is persuaded he has the itch, or

venereal disease, of which he has no symptom, and becomes

mad from the pain this idea occasions. So that the object

of madness is generally z delirious idea, and thence cannot

he conquered by reason ; becaue it contin-ues to be excited

by painful sensation, which is a stronger stimulu.-i than vo-

lition. Most frequently pain of body is the cause of con-

vulsion, which is often however exchanged for madness
;

and a painful delirious idea is rhost frequently the cause of

madness originally, but sometimes of convulsion. Thus I

have seen a young ladv become convulsed from a fright, and

die in a few days ; and a temporary madness frequently ter-

minates the paroxysms of the epilepsia dolorifica, and an

insanity of greater permanence is frequently induced by the

pains or bruises of parturition.

Vol. 33. No. 132. yhril ISOp. U Whfre
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Where the patient is debilitated a quick pulse sometimes

attends insane people, which is nevertheless generally only

a symptom of the debility, owing to the too great expendi-

ture oi" sensorial power ; or of tl.e paucity of its production,

as in inirritative, or in sensitive inirrilated fever.

But nevertheless where the quick pulse is permanent, it

shows the presence of fever ; and as the madness then gene-

rally arises from the disagreeable sensations attending the

fever, it is so far a c;ood symptom; because when the fever

is cured, or ceases spontaneously, the insanity most fre-

quently vanishes at the same time.

The stimulus of so much volition supports insane people

under variety of hardships, and contributes to the cure of

diseases from debility, as sometimes occurs towards the end

of fevers. And, on the same account, ihey bear large doses

of medicines to procure any operation on them ; as emetics,

and cathartics, which, before they produce their effect in in-

verting the motions of tlie stomach in vomiting, or of the

absorbents of the bowels in purging, must first weaken the

natural actions t)f those organs.

From' these considerations it appears, that the indications

of cure, rpust consist in removing the cause of the pain,

whether it arises from a delirious idea, or from a real fact,

or from bodily disease; or secondly, if this cannot be done,

Jby relieving the pain in consequence of such idea or disease.

The fir^tii;3 sometimes efl'ected by presenting frequently in a

day contrary ideas to show the fallacy, or the too great es-

timation, of the painful ideas. Sdly, By change of place,

and thus presenting the stimulus of new objects, as a long

journey. Sdly, By producing forgctfulness of the idea, or

«.>bjcet, which causes their pain ; by removing all things

which recall it to their minds; and avoiding all conversa-

tion on similar subjects. For I suppose no disease of the

mind is .-,0 perfectly cured by other means as by forgctfulness.

Secondly, the pain in ecmsequence of the ideas or bodily

diseases above described is to be removed, first, by evacua-

tions, as venesection, emetics, and cathartics ; and then by

large doses of opium, or by the vertigo occasioned by a cir-

-•uhting swing, or by a sea-voyage, which, as they- affect

the
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tlie organs of sense as well as evacuate ihc stomach, may

conirilnUe to answer both indications ot" cure.

Wliere maniacs are outrageous, there can be no doubt

but coercion is necessary ; which may be done by means of a

strait waistcoat; which disarms them without liurling thcoi

;

and by tying a luindKLrchiet rouiid their ankles to prevent

their escape. In others there can be no doubt, but that

conlinenieut retards riiuier than promotes their cure; which

is forwarded by change ot ideas in consequence of change of

place and of objects, as by travelling or sading.

The circunisiances which render confinement necessary,

arc: first, if the lunatic is liable to injure others, which must

be judged of by tlie outrage iVe has already committed. £:dly,

If he is likely to injure himself; this also must be judged

of by the despondency of his mind, if such exists. 3d!y, If

he cannot take care of his atfairs. Where none of these

circumstances exist, there should be no confinement. For

though the mistaken idea continues to exist, yet if no ac-

tions are produced in consequence of it, the patient cannot

be called insane, he can only be termed delirious. If every

one, who possesses mistaken ideas, or who puts false esti-

mates on things, was liable to confinement, I know not

who of my readers might not tremble at the sight of a mad-

house !

The most convenient distribution of insanities will be into

general, as mania mutabilis, studium inane, and vigilia ;

and into partial insanities. These last again may be subdi-

vided into desires and aversions, many of which are suc-

ceeded by pleasurable or painful ideas, by fury or dejection,

according to the degree or violence of their exertions. Hence

the analogy between the insanities of the mind, and the

convulsions of the muscles described in the precedaig genus,

is curiously exact. The convulsions without stupor, are

either just sufficient to obliterate the pain which occasior.s

them ; or are succeeded bv greater pain, as in the convulsio

dolorifica. So the exertions in the mania mutabilis are either

just sufficient to allay the pain which occasions them, and

the patient dwells comparatively in a, quiet state ; or those

exertions excite painful ideas, which are succeeded by fa-

ll 2 riou?-
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riou? discourses, or outrageous actions. The studium inane^

or reverie, resembles epilepsy, in which there is no sensi-

bility to the stimuli of external objects. Vigilia, or watch-

fulness, may be compared to the general writhing of the

body ; which is just a sufficient exertion to relieve the pain

which occasions it. Erotomania niay be compared to tris-

niuSj or other muscular fixed spasm, without much subse-

quent pam ; and moeror to cramp of the muscles of the leg,

or other fixed spasm with subsequent pain. All these coin-

cidences contribute to show, that our ideas are motions of

the immediate organs of sense obeying the same laws as our

nmscular motions.

The violence of action accompanying insanity depends

much on the education of the person ; those who have been

proudly educated with unrestrained passions, are liable to

greater fury ; and those whose education has been humble,

to greater despondency. Where the delirious idea, above

described, produces pleasurable sensations, as in personal

vanity or religious enthusiasm, it is almost a pity to snatch

them from their fool's paradise, and reduce them again to

the common lot of humanity ; lest they should complain of

their cure, like the patient described in Horace,
• Pol! Die oioidistis, amici,

Non scrvaslis, ait, cui sic extorta voluptas,

Et clemptus per vim menlis gratissimus eiTor

!

The disposition to insanity, as well as to convulsion, is

believed to be hereditary ; and in consequence to be induced

in those families from slighter causes than in others. Con-

vulsions have been shown to have been most frequently in-

duced by pains, owing to defect of stimulus, as the shud-

dering from cold, and not from pains from exc-ess of stimu-

lus, which are generally succeeded by inflammation. But

insanities are on the' contrary generally induced by pains

from excess of stiniulus, as from the too violent actions of

our ideas, as in common anger, which is an insanity of

short duration; for insanities generally, though not always,

arise from pains of the organs of sense; but convulsions ge-

nerally, though not always, from pains of the membranes or

glands. And it has been previously explained, that though the

membranes and glands, as the stomach and skin, receive great

. . pain
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pain from want of stimtilus ;
yet that the organs of sense, as

the eye and car, receive no pain from dcfeei of stimuhis.

Hence it follows, that ihe constitutions most liable to

convulsion, are those which most readily become torpid ia

some part of the system, that is, which possess less irrita-

bility ; and that those most liable ,to insanity, are such as

have excess of sensibility; and lastly, that these two cir-

cumstances generally exist in the same constitution. These

observations explain why epilepsy and insanity frequently

succeed or reciprocate with each other, and v\hy inirritable

habits, as scrophulous ones, are liable to insanity, of which

I have known some instances*

- In many cases, however, there is no appearance of the dis-

position to epilepsy or insanity of the parent being trans-

mitted to the progeny. First, where the insanity has arisen

from some violent disappointment, and not from intem-

perance in the use of spintuouo liquors. Secondly, where

the parent has acquired the insanity or epilepsy by habits of

intoxication after the procreation of his children. Which
habits I suppose to be the general cause of the disposition to

insanity in this country.

As the disposition to gout, dropsy, epilepsy, and insanity,

appears to be produced by the intemperate use of spirituous

potation, and is in all of then) hereditary; it seems ])robable,

that this disposition gradually increases from generation to

generation, in those families which continue for many ge-

neratif)ns to be intemperate in this respect ; till at length

these diseases are produced j that is, the irritability of tiie

system gradually is decreased by this powerful stimulus, and

the sensibility at the same time increased. This disposition

is communicated to the progeny, and becomes still increas-

ed, 'if the same stimulus be continued, and so on by a third

and fourth generation ; which accounts for the appearance

of epilepsy in the children of some families, where it was

never known before to have existed, and could not be

ascribed to their own intemperance. A parity of reasoning

shows, that a few sober generations may gradually in the

same manner restore a due degree of irritability to the family,

atid decrease the excess of sensibility.

U 3 From
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From hence it would appear probable, that scrophula and

dropsy are diseases from inirritabillty ; but that in epilepsy

and insanity an excess of sensibility is added, and the two

faulty temperaments arc thus conjomed.

Collcajiatuleiita.—The fiatuleu* colic arises from the too

great distention of the bowel by air, and consequent pain.

The cause of this disease is the inactivity or want of suffi-

ciently powerful contraction of the coats of the bowel, to

carrv forwards ihe gas given up by the fermenting aliment.

It is without fever, and generally attended with cold ex^

tremities.

It is distinguished^, first, from the pain occasioned by the

passage of a gall-stone, as that is felt at the pit of llhe sto-

mach, and this nearer the navel. Secondly, it is distin-

guished from the colica saturnina, or colic from lead, as

that arising from the tc.rpor of the liver, or of some other

viscus, is attended with greater coldness, and with an ach-

ing pain; whereas the flatulent colic being owing to disten-

tion of the muscles of the bowel, ilie pain is niore acute,

and the coldness less. Thirdly, it is (hstinguished from in-

flammation of the bowels, or ifeus, as perpetual vomiting

and fever attend this. Fourihl;.-, it is distingui;<hcd from

cholera, because that is accompanied with both vomiting

and diarrhoea. And lasllv, from the colica cpileptica, or

hysteric colic, as that is liable to alternate with convulsiony

and sometimes with insanity; andreturns by pi-riods.

M.M. Spirit of wine and warm water, one spoonful of

each. Opium one grain. Spice. Volatile alcili. Warm fo-

mentation externally. Rhubarb.

The discriminaiions here merit the utmost praise, and are

of the highest use to the practitioner.

Colica aatiirnina.—Colic from lead. The pain is felt about

the navel, is rather of an aching than acute kind at first,

which increases after meals, and gradually becomes more

permanent and more acute. It terminates in paralysis, fre-

quently of the muscles of the arm, so that the hand hangs

down when the arm is extended horizontally. It is not

attended with fever, or increase of heat. The seat of the

disease is net well ascertained, it probably affects some part

of
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of the liver, as a pale blueish countenance and deficiency of

bile sometimes attend or succeed it, with consequeiU ana-

sarca; but it seems to be caused immediately by a torpor of

the intestine, whether this be a primary or seccmdary affec-

tion, as appears from the constipatitni of the bowels, which

attends it ; and is always produced in consequence of the

great stimulus of lead previously used either internally for a

length of time, or externally on a large surface.

A delicate young girl, daughter of a dairy farmer, who

kept his milk in leaden cisterns, used to wipe off the cream

from the edges of the lead with her finger; and frequently,

as she was fond of cream, licked it from her finger. She

was seized with the saturnine colic, and semi-paralytic

wrists, and sunk from general debility.

A feeble woman about 40 years of age sprained her ancle,

and bruised her leg and tiiigh ; and applied by ill advice a

solution of lead over tlie whcjle limb, as a fomentaiion and

poultice for about a fortnight. She was then' seized with

the colica saturnina, U>st the use oi her wrists, and gradu-

ally sunk under a general tlebiiity.

M.M. First opiuu) one or two grains, thei> a cathartic of

senna, jalap, and oil, as soon as thj [lain is rcHeved. Oleum

rieini. Alum. Oil of almon<ls. A blister on the navel.

Warm bath, 'i'he stimulus ui' the opium, by restoring to

the bowel its natural irritabilily in this case of painful torpor,

assists the action of the cathartic.

'I'his disease is generally produced by lead absorbed by the

surface—for many practitioners are in the habit of giving

sugar of lead, (saccharum Saturni) in spitting of blood, to

a considerable extent, as two grains a day, and continued

for a fortnight without this disease being produced. 'I'he

makers of white lead for paint are particularly sul)ject to this

disorder, and painters from not keeping the hands clean ;

and in such case ih/£ author of these memoirs has found the

highest use in ordering a diet of fat bacon—the corrosive

sublimate (hydragyrus muriitus) in a U)ixture of tincture of

bark, ati ounce, decoction of bark, six ounces, and two

drachms of powdered bark, with two grains of the muriated

Bicrcury, of which a table spoonful is to be taken night and

U 4 morning
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morning—and the bowels are to be first relieved by four

grains of calomel, and in half an hoar a table-spoonful of

castor oil, to be repeated every two hours with fomentations.

This practice, so successfully employed, of mercury, as a spe-

cific in this disease^ appears to be unknown by Dr. Darwin.

[To be continued.]

LVI. Report on a Manuscript Work of M. Andre, for-

merly known under the Name of P. Chrvsologue de

Gy, entitled A Theory of the actual Surface of the Earth.

By MM. Hauy, Levierre, and Cuvier. Read to the

Class of Mathematical and Physical Scie7ices in the Na-
tional Institute, IS07.

[Continued from p. 173.]

About the commencement of the isth century, it began

to be considered, that one single inundation, however vio-

lent it might be, could not produce such immense effects,

of which every day developed more and more their extent.

It was then necessarv to admit of a long series of opera-

tions either slow or sudden ; and those geologists v/ho still

maintained the real existence of a deluge, considered it

simply as the last of the revolutions which have contributed

to bring the globe into the atale we now see it.

This step- once taken, hypotheses were no longer li-

mited. In this branch of natural history the systematical

method of Descartes was again revived, although Newton

appeared to have banished it for ever from the physical sci-

ences. Every one conceived a principle a priori, or founded

solely on a very small number of partial observations, and

employed his skill to accommodate, well or ill, the facts

within his knowledge. But, by a fatality hardly con-

ceivable, in the midst of all those efforts, it was almost en-

tirely neglected to extend our knowledge of facts ; and when

it is remembered that Leibnitz and Buffon were among the

philosophers of whom we speak, it will be allowed that it

was neither for want of genius nor talents, that so erroneous

a method was adopted.

It is thus that the number of systems of geology is so

augmented^
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augmented, that there are at present above 80, and that it

is necessary to class them in a certain order, only to aid tho

memory in retaining tlielr leading principles. Vet the ex-

ample of sonic of the ablest philosophers, during the last

thirty years, has contributed so little to prevent additions to

this long list, that we every day see some new systems ad-

vanced, and our scientific 'journals filled with reciprocal at-

tacks and defences oF their authors.

How can so many men oF talents, replete with science and

integrity, be so discordant, and continue such controversies !

'i'he reason is very simple ; it is, that it' one of them were

right, neither he nor the others could ascertain it. To dis-

cover if a fact is owing to a certain cause, it is necessary to

know the nature of the cause and tlie circumstances of the

fact. What, therefore, in the actual state of the sciences,

^

are the authors of geological systems, but persons who seek

tile causes of facts, before the facts themselves are known?
Can we imagine an end more chimerical ? Yes : we are ig-

norant, we do not say merely of the nature and disposition

of the interior- of the globe, but even of its most exterior

crust.

The researches of miners, such as Pallas, Saussure, De-
luc, Dolomieu, and the school of Werner, have furnished'

us with some important general observations, althouoh not

yet incontestable, on the priniitive njountains: but the se-

condary ones, which constitute the most embarrassing part

of the problem, are scarcely touched ; and the principal

points, on which necessarily depends what relates to causes,

are yet in question. We could cite a multitude of examples;

but to be brief, we shall confine ourselves to one or two.

Have organized beings lived in the places where their re-

mains are found, or liave they been transported there? Do
these beings still live, or have they been wholly or pa,';tly

^lestroycd?

Is it not evident that the system of supposed causes must
differ as much as black and white, according as these ques-

tions are answered in the affirmative or negaliA'e ? Never-

theless, no jierson can yet answer them positively ; and wliat

io still more singular, no philosopher, I beli-cvc, has ever sus-

1 pec ted
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pected that it would be necessary to be able to answer tlicm

before attempting to make a system.

Hence the reuvt /.i \\\\y some will have millions of years

for the formation of secondary mountains, while others

pretend that about 5000 years ago they were formed in one?

AH the inicrmcdiate parts between these two extremes have

had their defenders.

There already exist ten or twelve hypotheses for the par-

tial explanation of the formation of the basin of Paris, yet

not one of those who have formed them knows what exists

in one small corner of this basin, which contains only a few

square toises. At Cjignon there are 600 species of unknown

shells, besides -^0 or 50 that are supposed to be known.

This fact is stated by M. de Lamarck, after several years re-

searches. Neitlier does one of then) know thai our gypsum

contains the bones of 12 or 15 quadrupeds, which neither

resemble those seen here or elsewhere ; another fact which

has only been ascertained after ten years labour.

Judge then what ought to be the explanations coolly ima-

gined in the closet by persons to whom these two little

circumstances of the phrEuomenon were unknown. How
then ought a learned society to act, in order to extend and

improve so interesting and useful a science, and direct it to

real and attainable objects ? It ought in this, as in every

other science, to encourage by its approbation all those who

state positive facts, and preserve the most rigid silence on

the systycms which succeed them. In this manner the au-

thors of systems treat the observers or collectors of facts. It

is curious to see them all, the moment any discoveries are

made by observers, ready to seize them, arrange them ac-

cording to their own ideas, and convert them into weapons

against their adversaries. It appears as if anatomists, zo-

ologists, and mineralogists, were but workmen destined to

furnish materials for their fantastical fabrics.

Happily for the example. of those wdio may be tempted to

pursue such a course, these castles in the air vanish like ap-

paritions, and the more solid edifice raised on facts and in-

duction begins to appear. The plan, if we may so speak,

is already traced; men of judgement at the end of the 18th

century
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century have proposed questions ; they have already an-

swered some, and have indicated the onlymeanii by which

the rcniaiiRler may be resolved. The series of problems is

proposed, and nothing but enlightened prrse vera. ice is

wanted to fill up the outline which constitutes the sc;>'nce.

It is not foreign to the object of our report ti» present

here, as an example, some of the principal objects which

appear to us necessary to be profoundly studied, in order to

niak^ geoloyy a science of facts, and before attempting,

with any hope of success, to answer the grand problem of

the causes which have reduced our globe to its actual state.

To this end we ought,

1st, To search if the division of great chains ii) one middle,

and two lateral banks or dikes, observed by Pallas, and de-

veloped by Deluc, is invariable, and examine, as Ramond
has done on the Pyrenees, the causes which sometimes con-

ceal them.

2dly, To examine if there is also any thing certain or uni-

form in the succcssioti of secondary strata, if such a kind

of stone is always below such another, and vice versa.

3dly, To operate in a similar manner on the fossils, de-

termine the species which appear the lirst, and those wiiich

are only seen afterwards ; discover if these two sorts never

accompany each other, if there are any alternalions in their

appearance ; that is, if the first found appear a second time,

find if the second luive tlien disappeared.

4lh, To compare the fossil v.-ith the livitig species more

minutely than has Inlher been done, and determine if there

is any relation between the antiquity of the beds, and the

siniilarity or dissimilarity of fossils with the living beings.

5th, To determine if there is any uniform relation of cli-

mate between fos^-ils and those living beings which most re-

semble them ; as for example, il they have migrated from

the north to the south, the east to the west, or if there have

been mixtures and irradiations.

6th, To determine what fossils have lived where they are

now found, what others have been transported there, and if

there are, in this respect, uniform rules with regard to the

strata, species, or climates.

7th,
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7ih, To follow minutely their different strata throughout

their whole extent, wh-^tever may be their doublings, incli-

nations^ ruptures, and slopings ; and also to detec. -,ine what

countries belong to one and the same forn)ationj and what

others have been formed sej^aratelv.

8th, To follow the horizontal beds and those which are

inclined in one or different ways, to determine if there is any

relation between the greater or less constancy in their hori-

zontal position, antiquity, or nature.

pth. To determine the valleys in which the re-entering

and sail ant angles correspond, and those in which they do

not; also those in which th.e strata are the same on both

sides, and those in which they differ, in order to discover if

there is any relation between these two circumstances, and

if each of them taken apart has any analogy with the na-

ture and antiquity of the strata comV)osing the heights which

limit the valleys.

All these points are necessary to its elucidation, if we
wish to make geology a body of doctrme or a real science,

independent of every desire which we may have to find an

explanation of facts. We dare affirm that there is not one

of those points on which any thing absolutely certain is yet

known, every thing which has h.itherto been advanced

being more or less vague. The greatest part of those who have

treated of such subjects, have considered them rather as they

answered their system, than according to impartial observa-

tions.

The fossils alone, singly considered, may yet furnish matter

for the study of 30 years to several industrious philosophers;

and iheir connections with their strata will still recjuire as

many more years of travel, of boring, and other arduous

researches.

What service would not a society such aS ours render to

the natural sciences, if it succeeded in directing to these

long, laborious, but determinate researches, those persons

with an ardent desire of knowledge, who arc now likely to

be led, by the contagious example of many men of merit, to

the adoption of systems so easily created and so flattering to

vanltv 1 The work of M. Andre, examined according to

these
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these principles, presents two distinct partsj only one of

which falls within the province ot" this class. It is that in

which this philosopher relates his^ observations during his

travels. ,

Faithful to the laws of the religious order to which he

belongs, M. Andre has traversed on foot numerous and ex-

tensive routes: he travelled as an enlightened observer, noted

with care the elevations and cavities of the earth ; the nature

of stones, and their relative position to each ether and to

the horizon. He has taken for a model the geologist who
first merited this honour, the celebrated Saussure ; that is

to say, he has described in a precise manner all the objects;

which struck him on his route, in the order in which they

occurred.

A chain ol" mountains traversed and described with so

niHch care, forms the subject of a general view which M.
Andre has not failed to trace. It is thus that he exhibits the

part of the Alj)s which he lias seen, and which comprehends

the space between St. Gothard and St. Bernard. He after-

wards passed to the Jura, a secondary ridge very difierent

from the Alps, which he examined From the fall of the

lUione to the Rhine, that is, nearly its whole length. The
Vosges are the third ridge, a part of which was examined

from Epinal to Giromagny. He describes the bank of se-

paration which on the one side throws the water to the

ocean, and on the other to the Mediterranean ; he likewise

passed from the summit of Salitis almost to Ciuni ; observed

and described a part of the plains w hich unite the Alps to

the Jura, and those which, eonmicneing at the Saonc, fol-

low the course of the Rhine to Stmsburgh.

Although M. Andre, throughout the whole of the first

part of his work, frequently alludes to opinions which he

endeavours to prove in the second, it is not the less valuable

for a great number of interesting facts which he detail?, and

which arc independent of all system. Such in.the first {i^ace

are the circi, or circular spaces sunk between high sheltered

rocks, which he frequently observed in the Alps. Such,

also, are his renjarks on certain isolated pyramids, formed

of divers layers or strata^ the contiguous parts Qt which imist

, necessarily
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nt'cessarily have been carried off by some cause, although no

vestiges oF them can now be found at the feet of these py-

ramids.

In Vallais, M. Andre describes many steep banks and

erosions of the water, which escaped Saussure, who had

seen only the lower part of the country, and that during no

more than two days. Nevertheless he also shows that this

great valley, so far from having saliant and re-entering an-

gles corresponding on two sides, enlarges and contracts al-

ternately even to five times. In general the article Vallais is

one of the most complete in this work, M. Andre having

traversed it several times and by different routes. He points

cut, in several places of the Alps, examples of schistose layers

twisted or bent in many directions, which it would be diffi-

cult to reconcile with the common theories. In general,

however, he appears very little favourable to the idea of the

displacing of strata.

His description o^ Mont Blanc \& precise and perspicuous,

and will be read with interest even after that of Saussure, to

whose veracity and acciuacy he renders perfect justice.

With the same care he has described Si. Goihard and its

environs. He remarks that the highest rids;es are not in

the central chain ; a similar fact occurs in the Vosges,

M. Ramond discovered the same thin<!;in the Pyrenees.

in his description of Jura he carefully distmguishes the

compact calcareous rock without petrifactions, which forms

the central parts of the ciiain, from the calcareous congre-

gation of shells which compose the lateral aud less elevated

parts. He ob.-etved rolled pebbles, and large calcareous

Stones worn round bv moving, like the masses of granite in

the Alps ; the latter also were discovered in Jura, althouixh

not believed to exist by Saussure, who had not sufficiently

examined it. M. Andre likewise speaks of numerous ca-

verns and hollows in this chain. He describes \\.^ gLaciers,

particularly the lime glacier five leagues from Besangon. Of
tliis he gives the temperature taken at different periods of the

year, to show that it is far from being the reverse of the ex-

ternal air, as some persons have alleged.

His comparison of the Alps, of Jura, and of Vosges, is

curious

:
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curious; in the Alps there are longitudinal and transversal

valleys ; in Jura those are almost all longitudinal ; in the

Vosges almost all arc oblique. We know that the Pyrenees

have a fourth structure, and that the valle) s there are very

nearly all perpendieular. The Vosges are singular for the

quantity of grcs and of puddingstoue, which cover their

isc'atcd sunnnits, and which appear to be the vestiges of an

immense platform.

From these details it will appear that M. Andre has care-

fidly observed the countries over which he has travelled, that

the facts which his work contains may be very .valuable to

positive geolojrv, at least in what relates to the mineral

masses; and although he was not particularly occupied with

the fossils, we consider that he must i^ke, in this respect,

a distinguished rank among observing geologists.

To his own descriptions of the countries which he visited,

he has added several extracted from the best authors, such

as Saussure, Deluc, Dolomieu, liamond, and Patrin, on

those which he has n(;t seen. Hence the author infers, that

there must be a great analogy between distant regions, and

that the theories applicable to these countries must be

nearly so to the whole earth. At the conclusion he says

something of fossils, but solely after otlicr naturalists.

Having thus ei>faljlished his data with great cfu'C, either from

his own observations or from the most respectable authori-

ties, M. Andre proceeds to the consequences which he

thinks must result from those different fact?. After what

we have said at the commencement of our report, it will not

be expected that wc should pronounce iudgernent on this

part of the work ; hut we shall not abstain iVom giving an

idea of it.

lie thinks thai the actual arrangement of the .surface of

the earth has not existed from a very remote epoch, and he

endeavours to prove it, like MM. Dehic and Dolomieu, by

the progress of depositions [chnulcmcn^), and by that of de-

composition and forraation'of soil {atttrhsemens). He like-

wise thinks that this arrangement is tnfally owing to a cause

unique, general, uniform, violent, and promj)t ; and ap-

pears to attribvile to xh\< cause fven the trau>^pori of foreign

'2 fossils.
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fossils. He attempts to prove that neither volcanoes, earth-

quakeS) rivers, nor currents, could possibly arrange the

surface of the earth as it is in the present dav.

These ideas have also been entertained bv several celebrated

naturalists, especially when restricted to the last change ex-

perienced by the earth. Your coniniiitee [cofmiilssaires)

even feel themselves able personally to adopt them in part,

although they well know that the reasons which determine

them cannot have the same influence on all the world. .Yet,

for the reasons which they have before stated, they do not

wish to engage the Class to pronounce on such subjects.

But they do not hesitate to propose, that the Class should

testify to M. Andre the esteem which it owes to his labo-

rious researches, and to the enlightened zeal which induces

him to continue his useful labours at so advanced an age.

They do not doubt that the work of ,this respectable philo-

sopher will be received by naturalists as a collection so rich

in intciestinii; facts oujrht to be.

LVTT. Ohservai'ions upon Subtoraneous Heat, made in the

Mines of' Poullaonen^ and of Hue/gnat, in Brilany, in

France, i?^ J. F. Daubuisson*.

JLhere are few questions in physics, respecting which it

is more necessary to be in possession of positive and well

established iacis, than the temperature gf the interior of the

globe, taken at depths which it is in our power to visit. I

have already published some facts o\\ this subject with re-

spect to the mines of Saxony, and now proceed to detail

some others resulting from observations made last sunmier

(1S06) ir> the mines of Poullaouen, and of Huclgoat, in

Britany. The habits to which I have been accustomed of

examining these subjects, added to my knowledge of the

coiu-.iry, having enabled me to choose, with some discern-

ment, the points where I wished to ascertain the tempera-

-

ture, I hope that the facts I am about to relate will not be

uninteresting to those who are occupied with the physics of

* Frr?m the Journal des il/uv<;, vol, sxi. p. 1 10.

the
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the terrestrial globe. The thermometer [ used was a mer-

curial one, and graduated into twenty-tour parts, from the

freezing point to that of boihng water. It was inclosed in

a glass tube. 1 ascertained by exjierimcnt, that when it in-

dicated a certain degree of heat, and when it was removed

about twelve degrees therefrom, three or four minutes were

requisite if it was dipped in water at the freezing tempera-

ture, and eleven or twelve minutes when held in the air.

According to these data, at all times when J wished to take

the temperature of a mass of water in mines, 1 plunged the

thermometer entirely into it and kept it there five minutes :

when a mass of air was to be examined, I held the thermo-

meter a quarter of an hour. All these observations were re-

duced to the centigrade thermometer. However great the

care and patience I bestowed, I could never answer pre-

cisely within a quarter of a degree.

Observations made at Poullaouen.

I shall begin by describing the position of the plaee.

The mine of Poullaouen is situated in 48^ 17' 49^' of lati-

tude, and 5° 55' 57" longitude west from Paris : its orifiee

(St. George's pits) is lOC metres above the level of the sea.

It is four myrlametres from the north extremity of Britany,

and six from the south and east extremities. The country

in which it is situated forms part of the tongue of land

which, in the form of a roof, the ridge of which is 2G0 metres

above the level of the sea, advances into the ocean, and con-

stitutes the country called Britany. The district in winch

the mine is situated is about 150 metres above the level of

the sea : this country is broken up in every direction by

valleys; one of them resembles an almost circular basin

about a thousand metres in diameter, and it is under the

soi! of this basin (which is 106 metres above the level of the

sea) that the mine of Poullaouen is wrought.

According to the law followed by the heat of the equator

at the pole, the mean temperature of the surface of the

earth at Poullaouen ought to be 12*4°*. The elevation of

• 1 have been led both from theory and observation to use an extremely

simple expression describing the thermometrrcal temperature of any place, the

latitude of which is known. This expression is, 3C'7" Coss. '•"'S latitude ; or

l\ith a sutficient exactitude in the temperate zone, 'JS** Coss. ' latitude.

Vol. 33. No. I3i. April 1809. X the
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the ground requires nearly a degree of diminution ; so that

we may estimate the mean temperature as 1 \'b^.

My observations were made on the 3th of September 1806.

Durins: the whole of the day the sky was serene and cloud-

less. The temperature taken in (he shade at mid-day was 19^^.

In detailing the rest of my observations, I shall lay down

the position of the points at which they were made, as well

as what appeared to me to influence the temperature. By

the side of each thermometrical expression 1 shall give the

depth below the surface of the point to which it refers

:

1st, In the first gallery, called the level of 50 feett near

the pit by which we descend, in a place where there is but

a feeble current of air, a little water which was upon the

ground indicated,—Temperature 13-1°. Depth 16"".

gd, In the gallery of St. George, under the intersection

of three branches of the ridge, in a kind of culde.<!nc, far

distant from the place occupied by the miners, where there

was no current of air, but from the upper part of it a great

quantity of water fihered. This water gave,—Temperature

11 -9°. Depth 39"".

3d, The water of filtration which fell into this gallery

(St. George's) indicated, on being brought to the mouth of

the pit,
—

^Temperature 12-1^. Depth 39™.

4th, Thirty-six metres lower down, at the level of la

Boullaye, towards the extremity of a long gallery, where

there is neither a current of air nor a single workman ; in

the water I found,—Temperature 11-9°. Depth 75'".

3th, At the very bottom of St. George's pit, in the hole

wherein the waters collect which have fallen from above;

the water indicated,—Temperature 14'2°. Depth 142'".

Cth, The air above this water,—Temperature 15''. Depth

Ml'".

7th, In the hole at the bottom of the pit St. Barbe, (at

the other extremity of the mine,) in the water I found,

—

Temperature IS-S"". l^epth 130'".

8th, In the air above this water,—Temperature 14"4''.

Depth 130'".

gth, The water of the old excavations adjoining,—Tem-

perature 13- 3".
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NiB\ The waters coming from the filtrations (which prin-

cipally take place in the upper parts ot the ancient works)

are cold ; and as they form the greater part of those which
How into the jiit or well of St. Barhc, they arc the cause of

the little heat presented by those which exist there.

loih, \\\ an excavation not far distant from the bottom

of the well ol St. Barbe (called the furnace gallery), the sides

of which arc almost completely covered with radiated py-
rites, partly efflorescent, the thermometer left for more
than a quarter of an horn- in a small hollow made in the

midst of the pyrites, and which contain a good deal of white

sulphate,— in this case the thermometer stood at,—Tempe-
rature 1

4-6". Depth 140"'.

1 1th, When afterwards plunged into a small hole whence

a very strong spring issued, it also stood at,—-Temperature

14-6°. Depth MO'".

Consequences.— 1st, Observations 2, 3, and 4, prove in-

contestably that the heat of the rock in the upper parts of the

mine is 12", as the waters which indicated it filtered through

the rock ; and we find that this temperature does not sen-

sibly differ from that- pointed out by theory. If the first Ob-
servation gave a greater heat, it is because it was made in a

place through which air from without continually passes ;

and this air was warm, the experiments having been made
at the end of summer.

2d, Observations 5 and 6 also show that the temperature

of the lower parts of the mine is more considerable than

that of the upper parts. If in deep places the air appears

to be warmer than the water, it is probably because it has

preserved a part of the heat which it had upon entering the

mine. I have already assigned the reason which accounts

for our having in Observations 7, 8, 9, a less heat thaa

might be expected from the depth.

3d, Experiments 10 and 11 show that there are cases In

which the presence of pyrites does not produce heat: the

heal indicated in these cases cannot depend upon that cause :

in the pit of St. George there is no pyrites, and the tempera-

ture is the same.

ThuSj if we abstract every extraordinary cause, the Obf
X 2 servationa
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servatioiis I have related appear to me to indicate that, at

the depth of 1 50 metres, the temperature is at Poualloueu

3" or 4" higher than at the surface of the ground.

Observations made at Huelgoat.

The mine of Huelgoat is situated at 48" 16' Xl" latitude,

and 6° \' AG" of west longiiiulc: its orifice (the mouth of

the pit) is 173 metres above the level of llie sea. It is situ-

ated upon a broad hill, which separates two valleys, the

depth of which is from 80 to 90 metres.

From what we have said as to the latitude and elevation,

we may conclude that the mean temperature is 11".

The rock like that at PouUaouen is an argillaceous schist,

and also contains several strata of aluminous schist.

The following are the Observations made by me on the

5th of September, being on the same day with those made

it PouUaouen.

1st, Tn a gallerv about five metres below the one by which

the workmen generally enter the mine, which has no other,

orifice but one, and which no person has entered for many

vears, where there is no current of air, the thermometer

placed at its northern extremity marked in about 20 mi-

nutes,—Temperature 11°.

After having descended the pit called the Miners* pit, I

entered another pit which adjoined a gallerv absolutely with-

out any communication with the rest of the mine, and iu

which there was consequently no current of air.

2d, The thermometer, when plunged into a little stag-

nant: water upon the ground, rose to,—Temperature 12* 2".

Depth 70'".

Sd^ I reaseended to the first gallery, and in the water af

a gutter, in a place through which a current of air passed,

the thermometer marked,—Temperature IS*?**. Depth 60"'.

I then proceeded southward, to the spot where they were

then working.

4lh, Iu the second gallery, a little way from the pit by

which the produce of the mines is extracted, in a place w|jere

there was a continual and strong current of air, a little stag-

nant water marked,—Temperature 15\ Depth 80'".

5th.
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6lhj 111 the fifth gallery, the thcmiomcter, plunged into u

wateV-taiik near the great pit, rose to,—Temperature 17 .

Depth I Go"'.

6th, At" the extremity of the gallery No. 9f, a great quan-

tity of water is seen to issue from the rock slightly vitriolic:

the thermometer, when held a quarter of an hour in the midst

of the jet, constantly marked,
—

'rcmperalure 1»)"7". Depth

t230'".

7th, When held in the air on one side, it also markLd^

—

Temperature 19-7°. Depth 230'".

Sth, About 60 paces nearer the mouth of. the j)itb, the

water of the stream formed IVom the above jet stood also

at,—^Temperature \i)'V' Depth v'SO"'.

The bottom of the nnne was under water which was Id

aiietres deep. I descended through a small pit, a short way

from the great one, to the level '^f the subterraneous lake.

9th, The thermometer, when kept for a quarter of an

hour upon a plank lloatin'.^ in the water, marked,—Tem-
perature IS'S"". Depth 238"'.

10th, When plunged in v.atcr it also mdicaled,
—

'i em-

pcrature IS'S". Depth 23S=".

All the water which flowed into this southern pail of the

mine proceeded to the subterraneous lake lioni which it was

pumped up,

lllh. The temperature of the water poured into tl.c gal-

lery No. 7, from the pv:mp, was,—Temperature 19-4".

Depth ISC'".

Proceeding along this gallery the water flowed into

another pi^ in the northern part of the mine.

12th, Here it mingled with a small quantity of water,

the temperature of which was 15°. Depth 120'".

13th, And when the whole together were poured, by means

of pumps, into the uppermost gallery, they marked,—Tem-
perature 18*4'.

We have here two classes of observations, which must be

kept distinct ; namely, those made in the northern, and

in the southern part of the mine.

The former, in my opinion, indicate the natural tempera-

ture of the soil. No. 1, being made 20 or 30 metres below

X 3 the
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the surface of the ground, ought to be regarded as giving the

real degree of heat of the surface of the countrv in y;L'neraI.

1 see no cause which could alter the temperature naturally

proper for this place, which is far distant from any working

places : one thing is certain, that it continues the same

during the whole year ; and the result is precisely the

same as pointed out by theory. Observations 2 and 3 also

show thai this teniptrature increases in proportion as we

descend. The current of air in the lirst gallery accounts

for the trifling excess of heat we remark there in propor-

tion to the depth.

As to the temperature of the Observations made in the

southern part of the mine, it is visibly inlluenced by an ex-

traneous cause; namely, by the vitriolic water which flows

from the south. On digging a new pit 100 metres distant

from the south part of the present workings, they have cut

through beds of an aluminous schistus, which has a very

strong styptic taste. By the help of a microscope we dis-

cover in it a multitude of pyritous points, which, by their

decomposition and their action upon the sch.istus. have

probably produced a disengagement of caloric, which must

have heated the water passing through these beds. The

latternot being Tery deep, communicate with the atmosphere

by some fissures, while decompositions and disengagements

must have been efifectnated in the interior of the earth.

However this may be, it seems certain that it is by pass-

ing through these beds that the water must have acquired a

heat of 20^, a heat far superior to that which agrees v\'ith

the depth at which it is found.

I shall also here observe, that if we ascribe this heat to

the pyrites, they produce it by their action upon the schis-

tus. In the observations made at Poullaouen, we have seen

pyrites in a considerable quantity occasion no particular in-

crease of heat. I shall repeat here what I have said in an-

other place : I have seen workings of pyrites, and I have

not found the heat sensibly stronger than in other mines:

thus I am led to think that the pyrites in a mass, at least

those not radiated, produce no subterraneous heat : but those

which are disseminated in minute particles in a body upc/U

whiel^
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which the sulphuric acid can Iiavc an action, aot diflTcrent-

ly when there is an accession of atmospheric air. I have

remarked in another Memoir, that it is not the coal which

contains most pyrites, which gives in the inside of the

mines the inHanniiabie gas known by the name of fire-

damp, but rather the coal which contains little or none
visible to the naked eye, and in which the sulphurct of iron

probably exists in particles not discernible.

LVril. Method ofasccriaining the Value of Growing Timber

Trees, at different and distant Periods of Time. By Mr.
Ciiari.es Waisticll, of High Holborn*.

SIR,

\_/ONCEiviNG that the Tables contained in the annexed

papers will afford useful information to growers of timber,

and tend to 'encourage the growth of it in these kingdoms,

and thereby promote the views of the Society of Arts, ixc.

I trust you will have the goodness to lay them before the

Society, as I have formed them with great attention.

Having last autumn viewed some plantations made under

my direction about thirty years ago, I found the value of one

of them much to exceed my expectation. 1 became there-

fore desirous to devise some means of estimating what its

value might probably be at different future periods. I was

thus led to construct the first of these tables, and on the

completion of this, other tables scenied necessary; and I was

thus progressively led on to the construction of the whole.

For this purpose I searched in various authors for the mea-

sure of trees, in girt and height, at different ages, and ob-

tained similar information among my acquaintance. ITencc

I collected, thai the increase in the circumference of trees

is generally from about one to two inches annuailv, and

from twelve to eisihtecn inches the annual increase in height.

Some fall a little short, and some exceed those measures.

* From Transactiovs of the Snciehi for the Enrr,urag,cmait of Arts, Manufac

VuTfn, and Commnce, for 1808. The ^old medal of the Society was voted

to Mr. Waistell for this conimunicition.

X 4 I shall
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1 shall now briefly notice a few of the advantages to be

derived from the first Table.

1st, The first Table shows every fourth year, from twelve

years old to a hundred, the rates per cent, per annum at

which all trees increase, whether they grow fast or slow,

provided their rate of growth docs not vary. This table tpay

be the means of saving young thriving woods from beino

cut down, by showing how great a loss is sustained by fell-

ing timber prematurely *.

2d, And it maybe the means of bringing old trees to

market, by shou'ing the smallness of the interest they pay

for the money they are worth, after they are 80 or 100 years

old.

But this table shows the interest which they pay, only,

whilst the trees continue growing at their usual rate. Iti

case they fall short only a little of their usual increase in,

Jlirt, this considerably diminishes the rate per cent, per an-

num of their increase. And trees do decrease in their rate

of growth before they appear to do so f. A pale and mossy

bark are certain indications of it.

3d, The first Table may also assist the valuer of such,

timber as is not to be cut down, but to continue growing,

by enabling him to estimate its present value more accurately

* " A wood, near West Ward, in Cumberland, of more than 200 acres,

was felling in 1794, it was little more than 30 years old. The whole was cut;

away without leaving any tp stand." See JMUUr's Gardener's DicLionarij, last

editioriy wider the Head oj'lf'uuds.

At 30 years old timber pays 10 per cent, for standing, and probably this

wood might have paid 7 per cent, per annum on an average for the next fiOi

years.

f lu Mr. Pringle's Agricultural Report of Westmoreland is a paper of the

Bishop of LandafF's, stating, "That a very fine oak, ©f 82 years growth,

measured in circumference at six feet from the ground, on the 27th of Oc-

tober 1792, 107 inches, and on the same day of the same month in 1793, it

measured 108 inches.'' He tiien states the interest it paid to be only about

2 per cent., and says this tree was a singularly thriving one. It is evident

that, with all this appearance of thriving, it was on the decline. For if wc
divide 108, its inches in circumference, by 82, its age, we find its average

annual increase had been one inch and a third. Its faUing off to one inch re-

duced the rate per cent, of increase one-fourth.

than,
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^han is usually done, especially when it is increasing after a

|iigh rate per cent, per annum**".

The second Table shows the rate per cent, to be the same

as in the first Table, though the annual increase ii ipure both

in height and circiinifcrcnce.

The third Tabic is calculated to show the number of trees

that will stand on an acre of ground, at thp distance of one-

fifth of their height, (which distance is recommended by

Mr. Salmon, in a paper in the Society's 24th volume,) and

the number of feet the trees will contain, both those to

be cut out, and those to be left standing, at the end of everv

four years, from 16 to fit years old, supposing they increa&c

12 inches in height and 1 in circumference annually. This

distance may suit fir trees, but wilj be too near for oaks.

The fourth and fifth Tables show the same particulars

when the trees grow at greater rates.

The sixth Table is calculated to show the same particulars

when the trees are constantly thinned out every l'(uir \car3,

so as to leave them at the distance of one-fourth of their

height. According to this table there will be 48 trees left

on an acre when they are 120 years old; and it seems <Te-

perally agreed, that from 40 to 50 full-grown oak trees arc

as many as have sufficient room to sand on an acre.

The seventh Table shows the same particulars resjiectintT

trees which increase 15 inches in height and l| inch in cir-

cumference annually.

The eighth Table shows the same particulars respecting

trees which increase 18. inches in height, and two inches iu

circumference annually.

The ninth Table shows the same particulars as Table C,

till the trees are 28 feet high, after which the distance is in-

creased from one-fourth to one-third of their hei<i^ht.o
The 10th, nth, and 12th Tables show the annual in-

crease in boles of 24, 32, and 40 feet long, and the differ-

ence of their increase at the same ages.

* A fir wood of more than 30 acres, and about HO years old, was lately-

valued to be sold with an estate, by several eniyitnt v/ood-valuers, without
taking into consideration its rate of increase. It was then increasin'r after the

rate of 10 per cent, per annum, and probably would increase after the rate

^i 8 per ccct. on an average for the next iiO years.

' To
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To these Tables succeed comparative statements, showing

the number of feet conlained in boles of different lengths,

when the trees are 60 years old ; by which it appears, that,

if cut down at that age, the longest boles are not the most

profitable to the fxrowers of timber.

And I have added the valuation of the plantations before

alluded to, with remarks on them. -

Having finished my introductory remarks, I conclude,

and am. Sir, your very humble servant,

Charles Waistell.

Tables respecting the Growth of Thnler.

Calculations, showing every fourth year, from 12 to 100,

the progressive annual increase in the growth of trees, and

gradual decrease in the rate percent, per annum, that the

annual increase bears to the whole tree.

The whole height of the trees is taken to the top of the

leadincT shoot, and the girt in the middle ; but no account

is taken of the lateral branches.

If trees increase 12 inches in height and 1 in ciicumfercnce

annually, their increase will be as undermentioned, viz.
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In Tabic X. of the increase of :i hole of 9\ feet la height,

of a tree growing at the abovc-nicnlioncd rate, it will be

obscrvetl, that tb.e contents at 24 years of age are the same,

and at (M years nearly the same as in the above Table, but

the contents of the bolo at all the intermcchaie periods ex-

ceed the above. And a 40 feet bole exceeds the above con-

tents froui 44 years to 100, as may be seen in Table XII.

For these reasons chiefly I did not think it necessary to take

into consideration the decrease in height that takes place in

trees at different ages, according to the kind uf tree and

quality of the soil.

The increase per cent, per annum is the same as the above

in all trees at the same age, whether they have grown faster

or blower, provided their mcrease in height and thickness

annually ha.s not varied on an average. The jjrogress of

trees is sometimes greatly retarded by insects destroying

their leaves, by unfavourable seasons, and by then- roots

penelruing into noxious strata. But these accidents cannot

enter into calculations.

Calculations, showing every I'ourth year from 12 to 64, tlic

jn-ogressive annual increase in the growth of trees, and

the gradual decrease in the rate per cent, per annum that

the annual increase bears to the wliole tree.

The whole height of the trees is taken to the top of tl;e

leading ehoot, aiul the girt in the middle j but no account

is taken of the lateral branches.

If trees increase eighteen inches in height, and two inches

in circumference, annually, their increase will be as undcr-

incutioued, v\z.

TABLE ir.

•--
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Explanation of the Construction of Tahlcs I. ajid W.
To reu'k'r the preceding tables easy to be understood by

persons not accustomed to calculations, I will stale the pro-

cess of the operations in the first line of Tabic II.

The height of the tree at 12 years of age is supposed to

be 18 feet to the top of its leading sbooi, and 24 inches ia

circuinfercnce at the ground, consequently, at half the height,

the circumference is 12 irchcs,—one-fourth of this, being

three inches, is called tlic girt. The girt being squared and

jiinltiplied into the height, gives one foot one inch and six

parts for its contents. At 13 years old the tree will be I9f

feet high, 2G inches in circumference at the ground, and

13 inches at hall" the heiaht 5 one-fourth of 13 gives 3J; inches

for the girt. This squared and multiplied into the height,

gives one foot five inches and one part for the contents.

Deduct from this the contents of the tree at 12 years of age,-

and there remains three inches and seven parts, which is the

increase in the 13th year. Then reduce the contents of the

tree when 12 years old, and the increase in the 13th year,

each into parts, dividing the former by the latter, and the

quotient will be 3*76 ; by t^iis number divide 100, and the

quotient is 26*3, which is the rate per cent, of increase made

in the thirteenth year; consequently whatever the tree might

be worth when I2 years old, it will, at the end of the 13th

year, be improved in value after the rate of 26/. 105. pes

cent., or in other words, that will be the interest it will

have paid that year for the money the tree was worth the

preceding year.

At every succeeding period, both in this Table and Table I,,

the like process is gone through.

[I'o be continued.]

LIX. Proceedirifys of Learned Societies.

nOYAL SOCIETV,

April 13.—Earl of Morton in the chair. A paper by the

Rev. Mr. M*" Gregor, on native arseniatc of copper, was

read. The existence of this substance in nature has long

been held problematical, and its discovery in amine between

50 and
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ho and 60 fathoms below the surface of ihc earth, in Cora-

wall, is an addiiional siiinulus to pursue our researches.

This mineral Is of a pale yellow colour j two specimens of it

were analysed bv Mr. M'Grcgor, one of which contained

69.— of arsenic acid, and 26.— copper; the other 7i2.— acid,

and 28.-- copper. Some muriate of iron and silica were also

found, but they are deemed not essential to the mineral.

April 20.—The Piesident in the chair. Dr. Chisholm

laid before the Society some particulars respecting a race of

pygmies, said to exist as a nation in the centre of the islaad

of Madasrascir. A M. Baudin, who had visited that island

and spent 50 days among them, and who was in the French

West Indies, had one of these beings preserved ; it was a

man about 33 years of iige, measuring only 32 inches, hut

perfectly proportionate in all his ^arts. A child of a y^ar

old was also preserved in spirits, and measured one foot.

These people are represented as being much fairer than the

other natives, and of a bright copper colour j they are also

said to be very ingenious, to be expert with bows and ar-

rows, or javelins; and to be hospitable, humane, and gene-

rous. One account states them to have long hair, and an-

other short and woolly. They arc also very numerous,

M. Baudin having seen above 8000 m one town. The wo-

men arc said to have little breasts and almost no milk, so

that the children are fed with that of cows. Dr. Chisholm,

who personallv insp/ccled and measured these preserved bo-

dies, concludes, that a pygmy race should no longer be con-

sidered as fabulous, and that such has now been discovered in

Madao^dscar. Some other French voyagers have likewise

mentioned the existence of these singular people.

SOCIETY OP ANTiaUARIES.

Monday, April 24, (St. Gi;orge's day falling on a Sunday,)

the Society of Antic^uaries met at their apartments in So-

merset-place, in pursuance of their statutes and charter of

incorporation, to elect a president, council, and officers of

the Society for the ensun^g year : whereupon

—

The Most Noble George Marquis of Townshend and Earl

sif Leicester; F. A. Barnard, Esq.; W. Bray, Esq.; Nich.

Carlisle,
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Carlisle, Esq. ; F. Douce, Ksq.^ Sir H. C. EngltHeld, Bart. J

A. liamilton, D-D.; S. Lysons, E-^q, ; C. Ord, Esq.;

JM. Raper, E'^q. ; J. Windham, Esq., (eleven ot" the Coun-

cil,) wcie rechosen of the New Council ; and—

-

George Earl of Aberdeen; J. Caley, Esq.; W. Flamil-

ton, Jan. Esq. ; A. B. Lambert, Esq. ; Charles Lord Bishop

of Oxford ; R. Pearson, ALD. ; T. B. Richards, E>cj. ; Sir

f . T. Stanlcv, Bart. ; J. Synnnons, Esq. ; H. N.Willis, Esq.,

(ten of the other members of the Societv,) were chosen of

the New Council : and they were severally declared to be the

Council for the year ensuing. And on a repoit made to the

officers of the Society, it appeared, that

—

The Most Noble George Marquis of Townshend and Earl

of Leicester uas elected President ; William Bray, Esq.,

Treasurer; William Hamilton, Jun. Esq., Director; Rev,

Thomas William Wrighte, A.M., Secrelary; and Nicholas

Carlisle, Esq., Secretary for tlie year ensuing.

The Society afterwards dined together at the Crown and

Anchor Tavern in the Strand, according to annual custom.

LX. Intelligence a?id Miscellaneous Articles.

V-/N the 2.Hh of March as Mr. John Barnes, a Gravesend

pilot, was proceeding in his boat to the Nore, he observed

the sea unusually agitated a few miles below Gravesend, and

approaching the spot, he perceived a whale struggling in the

water: he immediately fired a swivel three difTerent times
;

the second shot struck it in the tail, and the third wounded

it mortally in the bodv, when, by a violent and sudden

plunge, it threw itself on the beach, and was left nearly

dry at low water. Four hours elapsed from the time it was

wounded until it was perfectly dead, and it was towed next

tide to Gravesend, where it was exhibited during four days.

Tt was then brought up the Thames above London Bridge

in a large barge, into which it had been previously put by

the barge being scuttled and sunk, and afterwards floated to

the surface, the whale having been first towed over it at high

water, so that on the ebb of the tide it was left in the barge.

The
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The scuttles were then plugged up, and the barge floated on

the return of the tide.

This is the only animal of the kind seen in the Thames

since the year 1780, when a whale 90 feet in length was

killed near the same place.

Many seamen who have been in Greenland, after examin-

ing the whale in question, pronounced it to be a young one

not exceeding a year old
;
yet its dimensions were as follow :

Extreme length from the lower jaw to the end of the tail

76 feet six inches ; from the lower jaw to the end of the

body at the tail 69 feet j lower javv longer than the upper

jaw 1 foot 4 inches; end of upper jaw to its eye 14 f«et

;

from the upper jaw to its dorsal iin 48 ieet 2 inches ; length

of dorsal fm at the base 4 feet; hcioht of the dorsal fin 2 feci;

from the body to the end of the tail 7 feet 6 inches; extre-

mity of the tail 15 feet; circumference of the body at the

dorsal fin 21 feet; eye placed from the spiracle 3 feet; length

of the mouth from the jaw 16 feet 6 inches ; length of pec-

toral fin 6 feel, breadth of ditto 2 feet; longitudinal lines

(almost straight) beginning under the mouth to the middle of

the fish ; length of its eye 5 inches; colour of its laminae

whitish towards the back behind ; distance of the eye to the

mouth 5 inches
J 6} feet to the pectoral fin from back bone;

outer skin peeled oft", thickness of fine writing-paper; from

one eye to the other 9 feet 9 inches ; breadth of the lines on

the belly 3 inches; orifice of its ear 3 inches ; from its eve

to its ear 3 feet 2 inches. It is pronounced by naturalists to

be the Balcna loopsj or pike- headed species.

After being exhibited for about eight davs to the inhabi-

tants of London, it was put up to public sale and produced

seventy-five pounds.

LECTURES.

Dr. Clutterbuck will commence his Summer Course

of Lectures on the Theory and Practice of Physic, Materia

Medica, and Chemistry, on Monday the 5lh of June, at

Nine o'clock in the Morning, at his House, No. 1, Cres-

cent, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars ; where further parti-

culars may be had.

METKORO-
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I)avs of the

Mouth.

Meteorology,

Meteorological table,

;^Y Mr. Carev, of the Strand^

For April 1 8O9.

Thermometer.

U

March 27

28

29
30
31

April 1

a

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

37"*

43
42
37
43

37
36
33

31

30
33
40
39
43
44
47
36
43
42

151 40
48

40
33
32

33

55*=

49
45
44
45
44

44
43
40
42
46
46
51

53

56

47
49
52

49

49
54
41

43
45
44

U"fc>,

Height of

the lJa:om.

Inchcb.

G c

43**

42
40
41

39
35
32
32

30
32
40
39
43
44

47
35

42
40
40

42
41

33
32
38
33

21 33 47 45 -55 30

22 44 47 43 *70 28

23 43 46 42 30*05 21

24 40 47 39 '30 ^5

13 39 I 47 46 -25 26

•iG 46
I
49 46 29-82

N.B. The Barometer's lieight is taken at one

29*32
•50

•76

•79

•72

•76

•80

•86

30-05

•25

•14

•20

•30

•03

29-72
•38

•75

•21

•09

'5Q

•06

•22

•60

•72

•66

52

30
34
30
5\

52

54
30
41

38
34
48
35

51

25

27

37

41

47

31

51

36

VVeather.

Cloudy
Kain

Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Shower of sleet

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Cloudy
Cloudy
Fair

Cloudy
Cloudy
Showery
Fair

Showery
Thunder with

hail

Cloudy
Showery
Kain

Storms of sleet

Fair

Storms of sleet

a great fail of
snow during
the night.

Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
Rain

o'clock.
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FuENCii Institute.

LXI. Report on t lie ponderous Flint Glass intended for the

MannJ'aclure of' Achromatic Glasses, i'resented to the In-

stitute bij M, DouFouRGKRAis, Optician to His Majesty

the Emperor and Kin'j^.—Laid before the Class ofMathe-
matical and Physical Sciences, Itj Messrs. De Prony,
GuYTON, and IIochon, onTuesduij ylpril 10, ISOy.

W E know that the invention of achromatic glasses Is one

of the grandest discoveries of the last century. VVc are in-

debted for it to a celcl)ratcd geometrician, who has enriched

the mathematical sciences with the most astonishinp- con-

ceptions. In 1747 Euler entertained the sublime idea of

correcting, by the employmciit of several diaphanous subr

stances, the aberration rcsuliing from the decomposition of

light in spherical glasses. 'I'his was the more valua'jlc, be-

cause philosophers had been led to believe, according to the

experiments of Newton, that there was no refraction when
there was no dispersion,—thus banishing all hope of destroy-

ing the colours in glasses.

Euler infonr.s us, in the Memoirs of th^ Academv of Peters-

buvgh, that some experiments made upc.n meniscus jilasses,

thex:oncaviiie5 of which he lilled with various liquors, proved

that the different refiangibility of the rays of light could bs

diminish.cd, and even reduced to nothiiin-, (these are the ex-

pressions of tins great man, whose niodesty was equal to

his talents,) by employing two or more transparent sub-

stances. He adds, what is very remarkable, that the won-

derful structure of the eyes, which represent the imafres of

objects from their posterior extrca)ity, suggested to him
that it would be possible to diminish, and even to annihilate,

all the defects to which the different refraction of the ravs

of light at that time seemed to be necessarily subjected.

** Here again," says Euler, " we recognise the power of the

Deity, as well as his infimie wisdom." He informs us at

the same time, that his opinion was attacked by John Dol-

lond, an ei^iincni optician of London : but upon some ob-

servations of M. Klingcnstierne, he ascertained, after a mul-
Vol. 33. No. 133. iV/«^ I8O9. Y tiphcity
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tiplicity of experiments, that the great inequality of the

dispei'sive powers which takes place in two kinds of glass,

vulgarly known by the names of Jlint and croicn glass,

was sufficient for realizing the idea of Euler, and thereby

good achromatic glasses were obtained. Dollond's success

procured him a patent in 1759, wich was called in question,

however, by Valtines in Westminster Hall. Valtines proved

that the ingenious Chester Morchall had constructed glasses

long before DoUond, perfectly achromatic, and of an im-

mense amplifying power. So early as the year 1754, M.
Ayscough, an optician of Lancaster, possessed one of these

instruments, as did also Dr. Smith. These facts, although

but little known, deserve to be published, and were authen-

ticated by lord Mansfield, who maintained Dollond in his

privileges, merely because the benefit of a patent does not

belong to him who has the first scientific idea of an inven-

tion, but to him who enables the public to enjoy the ad-

vantages of the discovery.

' So far Mr. Dollond deserved a recompense; and the cele-

brated achro'matic instrument with a triple object glass which

he presented to the Royal Society excited a great sensation

in the scientific world.

• The Academy of Sciences, on being informed that instru-

ments were made at London upon the principles of Euler,

and which magnified one hundred times the diameter of the

objects with the degree of clearness and distinctness requisite

in delicate observations, proved by ingenious inquiries, that

it attached the highest possible value to the new discovery

in question. Two eminent geometricians, Messrs. Clairaut

and D'Alembert, have left nothing to desire upon the in-

tricate theory of the construction of these instruments.

They fixed the spherical curvatures of glasses of unequal

dispersive forces, which reduce to the minimum the aberra-

tions of refrangibility and sphericity.

M. Clairaut afterwards ascertained by experiments, that

the lapidaries of Paris, who endeavoured to imitate the dia-

mond in their glassy compositions, made use of a kind of

glass vulgarly known by the name of 5^rc'55 ; the dispersive*

power of which is greater than that of flint glass. But this

glass.
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glasSj to winch an aruGt of the nanieof Strass had given, by

means of the oxide of lead, a gravity equal to that of the

diamond, isgenerally so soft {gelaiineux) , that it is very diffi-

cult to succeed in employing it usctuUy in the manufacture of

achromatic object glasses, which require glasses not only

perfectly homogeneous, but also blown glasses, according

to the remarks of the most eminent opticians, who have

discovered, in the practice of their art, the advantages of

these blown jrlasses over those which were run into crucibles.

M. LoyscI, in his Essay upon Glass Making, gives us

the composition of a glass imitating the dispersion of the

diamond : it is, he informs us, uith 100 partsof while sand,

washed in muriatic acid, combined and fused with 150 parts

of red oxide of lead, to which must be added 30 parts of

aerated and calci/u-d potash, and ten parts of calcined borax,

that the lapidaries produce, in small furnaces, the crystal

which imitates the diamond, and which has the same

weight ; its specific gravity being as to water 35 to 10. They

sometimes add one part of oxide of arsenic ; but this com-

position, which they allow to cool in crucibles, produces

but very small masses, which can only be used in mal.ing

trinkets.

If, in the origin of the inventioti of achromatic glasses,

M. Clairaut made use of this glass in the construction of

some achromatic object glasses, it was because he was de-

sirous to make an useful application of his fornmUs upon

glasses the dispersive power of which was much ^rt-atcr

than that of flint glass : but M. de I'Ktang, whom he charged

with this work, remarked to him that blown glass, such as

flint ai~d crown glass, was requisite for good object glasses.

On this account the Academy of Sciences, at the sus^gtsiion

of the government, who were unwi|iir)o^ that France bhould

be tributary to England m the article uf glass, proposed in

1766, a« the subject or a prize dissertilion, tdc best process

for imitating in France a ponderous glass exempt from all

defects, and having all tiie properties of tiint glass.

This prize was gr'.ntcd in' 1773 to M. Lebaude, the ma-

nager of a glass-work, and his Memoir was printed among

the Momoires des Savans Etrangeres fof I77*i.

Y -2 M. Lcbaude,
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M. Lebaude, on this occasion, merely produed specimens

of ponderous glass, and wliicli could not satisfy the wants

of opticians: tlie Academy was therefore obliged. In 17&G,

to renew the same subject as a prize dissertation, and the

sum offered was 12000 hvres. In announcing the subject

proposed, a process was required, bv means of which the

quantity of ponderous glass necessary to supply the wants

of commerce might be constantly supplied, and without the

defects of flint glass.

Since the above period^ essays have certainly been pre-

sented, but they were either too imperfect or too meagre for

attaining the essential object which government had in view
j

namely, that of furnishing France with all the ponderous

glass requisite for optical instruments, without having re-

course to foreigners. This enterprise was not unattended

with difficulties in its execution, because the heads of

great glass-works, who alone could enter into these delicate

and difficult inquiries with any chance of success, could not

flatter themselves that the sale to opticians, of ponderous glass

blown without any defects, was likely to reimburse them for

the enormous expense this degree of perfection requires.

This consideration is sufficient to show, that we cannot as-

similate simple essays with works which should serve to

vivify and extend an important branch of industry and

commerce.

M. Doufourgerals, manufacturer of glass to the emperor,

ah'eady known bv the celebrity of his manufactorv of cry-

stal glass at Mont Cenis, has certainly excited a lively in-

terest among us, on account of the decided preference which

the produce of his industry has generally obtained over the

glass of England and Bohemia, although he had to surmount

many powerful obstacles. The Institute could not view

without extreme satisfaction the works on a great scale which

this ingenious and zealous manufacturer has recently exe-

cuted. One specimen consists of 600 kilogrammes of a glas;»*

weightier than flint glass. It is 9000 millimetres thick, and

270 centimetres high. He has already sold upwards of 300

kilogranmies of it to opticians, and the remainder will sooa

be bought up also, without the price being adequate to the

capital
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capita! generously sacrificed for the attaiimifut of an object,

the importance and utihly of which he knew how to ap-

preciate.

We shall now give an account to the Institute of the na-

ture and (juaHly of the ponderous glass which has been sub-

mitted to our examinaliun.

We ought to premise, that the most eminent opticians are

fully satisfied of the qualities of the glass in question, and

that a great number of achromatic telescopes have been made

with it. We now call the attention of the Institute to a

letter to M. Doufourgerais from M. de Frcminville, chief

engineer of roads and bridges, who is specially charged wiiahi

furnishing the telegraphs and the navy with the glasses re-

quired for the observation of signals.

" Pieces of glass from your magazine, taken at random^

and subjected to the necessary operations for employing them

as optical glasses, produced object glasses comparable to the

best of Doilortd's of the same dimensions. You have there-

fore attained, and I am proud to bear witness to it, the

highest decree of perfection ever possessed by English glass,

whetht'r I consider it in a comniercial or scientific point of

view, since in your article beauty and utility are united to

cheapness."

This impartial testimony from a person well acquainted

with optical instruments, we arc happy in being able to

corroborate from our own experience. The glass made by

M. Doufourgerais is heavier than flint glass; one of us

measured the gravity of the former in the hydrostatic ba-

lance, and found it to be 3,58S with respect to distilled

water, while the heaviest flint glass is only 3,329.

A prism of the glass made by M. Doufourgerais, having

an angle of two degrees, ceases to colour objects the instant

we place it against a prism of common glass, (such as the

blown glass made at Cherbourg, which differs very little

from crown glass,) when its angle is 18 degrees : from the

€xperimcnts therefore of one of your committee, it appears

that the dispersion v/hich takes place in the glass made by

M. Doufourgerais, is, to that observed in the most ponderous

Y 3 flint
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flintglass, as 36 to three. The mean refraction is also stronger,

being \64f while that of thnt gUss is 160.

Wq caused a piece of the ne^v glass lo be cut into lenses of

}60 iniilm^esres focus; and we can assure the Institute, that

this rigorous examination convinced us that France may now
dispense entirely with flint glass in the construction of good

achromatic glasses, so necessary in the naval and military

service. The above glasses, which we have examined and

compared with English glasses, prove that the eulogies we

bestow on them are well founded : we do not mean to sav,

however, that, when taken indiscriminately, the glass made

byM. Doufourgerai? can be used for the large object-glasses

used by astronomers in delicate observations : in this case,

as in flint glass, it would be necessary to pick out a piece, in

order to avoid the air-drawn threads and streaks from which

blown glass is rarely free; and we ought not to require, in a

large mass of glass, a perfection which is perhaps cliimerical,

for instruments of no importance in a commercial point of

view, however valuable in scientific pursuits. We must ob-

serve, nevertheless, that the glass made bv M. Doufourgerais,

although very ponderous, has generally fewer threads than

flint glass, and its clearness equals, if it does not surpass, th^t

of English glass.

The largest glass made with the article manufactured by

M. Doufourgerais, and which we examined, was only eight

decimetres in length. Its object glass had an aperture of 60

millimetres, and it magnified the diameter of objects 3Q

times. With astronornical eye-glasses we can make it ex-

hibit a much greater magnifying power: but this increase

is not of any use in the examination of terrestrial objects^

We doubt if it has all the aperture whicli it can support,

because opticians must change the ordinary proportions,

when they use a glass which has a stronger dispersion thaa

itrass.

In 1774, Nicholas Fust published a work in French, with

the following title: " Instruction detaillce pour porier le»

Lunettes de tonics les dijf(-rentes Especes a.uplus hant Dtgro

de FerJ'ection doni elks sonl susceptibleSf tiree de la ThSorie

dioptrique
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dioptriqve de M. Euler, et mise a la Vortce do tons los

Ouvriers en ce Genre." This work ought to be in the hands

of every optician : but it is scarce in France, having been

printed at Petersburg.

Artists will learn, from the above book, the advantages and

changes which it is inriportant to observe in the use of a

kind of glass with a greater dispersive power than that of

flint glass. But these inquiries are interesting to opticians

only, and are foreign to the labours of M. Doufourgerais,

who seems to us to merit in every n-spcct the encouragement

and protection of the Government, as well as the approbation

of the Institute.—Signed De Prony, Guyton, Rochon.

The Class approves of the above report, and assents to its

conclusions.

Signed, Delambre, perpetual secretary.

LXII. Description of an improved Telegraph. By Major

Charles Le Hardt, of the Island of Jerseij*.

SIR,

XIaving discovered a mode of communicating by signals,

which to me seems to unite every advantage that can be ex-

pected for that mode of communication, I beg leave to trans-

mit to you a plan of it, and to write a few explanatory lines

upon the subject.

The telegraph, of modern invention, is an improvement

on communication by signals, which has been in use for

ynany ages. Monsieur Chappe was, T believe, the first who
proposed a machine for that purpose, which was put in ex-

ecution about the year 1793. Since that time several modes
have been proposed by different persons, none of which
seem to have fully attained the object. A machine of this

kind should be simple, and easy to comprehend. All those

which have come to my knowledge are executed by com-
binations, which render them too complicated for common

* From Tra7isactwns of the Societi/ for Ihe Encourai^emejU ofArts, Manufac-
ktrt, and Commerce, for 1808. The silver medal of the Society was voted
to Major Charles Le Hardy for this communication.

Y 4 use.
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use, and therefore liable to many errors. That which I now
submit to your consideration, seems to me to have removed

every objection of the kind ; it is simple, easy to compre-

hend, and extensive in its means ; its combinations, which

by simple numeration may be carried to 40,000, might with

ease be extended to almost infinite numbers; but the present

seems sufficient to answer every purpose. All the words in

Enlick's Dictionary amount to about 25,000; every one of

which may thus be numbered. With how much more di-

spatch would a letter be communicated by signals which

express words, than by signals which express only letters 1

Words may be forwarded as fast as they can be looked for

in a dictionary; and even whilst only an equal number of

letters could have been communicated by the present mode.

Another advantage resulting from the use of words in tele-

graphic correspondence is, that the words of the same

meaning in the several languages having the same number,

correspondence may be carried on from one language into

another, v.'hich though not grammatically correct, yet

would be sufficiently intelligible.

Proper names must be spelt, which may easily be done,

every letter having a corresponding number.

Though the use of telegraphs has to this time been con-

fined to military purposes, yet a machine of this kind is

well adapted to accelerite commercial communication from

one end of- the kingdom to the other. The arrival, the de*

parture of vessels, the various transactions of conmierce,

ini»^ht be speedily announced, to the very great advantage

of trade. By this method inaccessible places might com-

municate their wants, and correspondents, though at a di'

stance of five or six miles, might erect them for a trifling

expense. I made the experiment with one of eight feet by

ten, and, with the use of a telescope, I took down every

pumber from a distance of a mile and a half.

I remain, sir.

Your most obedient and humble servant,

Charles Le Habdtt.
London, Tan. 13, 1?08.

To C.Taylor, M,D. Sec.

r.efere?ice
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Reference to the Engraving of Major CHAr.i-r.s Ll IIardy'^

Tdtgniph. See Piaic VIII. Figs. J, i', 3, and 1.

' .Tliis machine is intended lo express numbers, which may
be seen at a distance, and to which words may be referred

at pleasure.

Fig. 1 represents a front view of the machine—it is com-
posed of nine bars or radii, answering to the nine figures of

arithnieiie, as numbered in the plate. The four polygonal

or concentric bars, A. B, C. D. which intersect the radii, arc

for the decimals; thus A stands for units, B for tens, C for

hundreds, D for thousands. Over each of these concentric

bars or circles, an index, as that marked H, fig. -2, tra-

verses, which marks the number of thousands, of hundreds,

of tens, and of units, as far as ten thousand; for instance,

if it is required lo make the number 9-202, turn the hand H
in the circle D of thousands to the radius 9, then the hand

H in the circle C of hundreds to the radius 2, then, as there

are no lens, turn the hand to the radius ;2, upon the circle

A of unit> ; but as ten thousands are not sufficient to ex-

press the number of words in the English language, two

square boara? are added in the corners, of which that mark-

ed E is equal to 10,000, that marked F to 20,000, and both

being shown together, are equal to 30,000, which, with

the numbers made on tlie circles, bring it up to -30,000,

which number is more bv many thousands than all the words

in the Englisli language.

Fig. 2 is a view of> the mechanism which works the sig-

nals round: this is done by means of a rack wheel at I,

upon which is firmly fixed the hand with its signal board H

;

this wheel is made to revolve by means of a rack Ij, which

being raised or lowered, makes it go backwards or forwards;

this rack is set in motion by the pinion K, to which is fixed

a winch, as M, fig. 3. To prevent the necessity of inspect-

ing the signals, the wheel I, to which is fixed an index, as

at N, ii^. 4, is added, which revolving in the same time as

the signal board H, marks the number of the decimal, so

that it may be worked correctly from within doors. O,

fig. 4, is a bolt to slop the hands at any given point, by

means
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means of a wheel with four notches Q fixed to the pinion.

Fi'^. 3 is a side section of the machine, the lines aaaaxt-

present boards, upon each of which is fixed the mechanism,

fig. 2. b bh b are the hands and signal boards, one of which

is shown at H, fig. 2. The square boards E and F, fig. I,

are fixed upon iron bars which pass through the bars or

radii 4 and 6, and have each of their ends made to move in

holes in the radius 5, and in the frame at ii, fig. !, upon

which they turn a quarter round, by means of cross bars at

ggy to each end of which ropes or wires hh are fastened,

and which are connected with two lever?, one of which is

shown ai P, fig. 3, the raising or depressing of which makes

them appear or disappear as required.

LXIIT. Description of an Improvement in Jury Masts. By
Capi. William Bolton, of t fie Royal Navy*.

SIR,

Xi-RREWITH you will receive the model of a plan for fitting

ships' jury masts, to be formed from the spare spars usually

carried on board king's ships, and in every merchantman

that is properly found. By having jury masts so fitted,

ships will be enabled to carry as much sail as on the usual

regular mast ; the great use of which I need not dwell on,

only observing that it may be of great importance to fleets

after a general action, or when in want of proper lower

masts, either at home or abroad, and enable ships, after the

loss of their mast, to prosecute their voyage, or service,

without anv deficiency of sail.

I beg you will be pleased to lay it before the Society, and

1 have the honour to be.

Sir, your obedient humble servant,

Wm. Bolton.
His Majesty's Ship Fis.g^ard,

Sheernrv-, Oct. 31, 1807.

To C. Taylor, M.D. Sgc.

* From Tranaaclions of the Society for the Eneoiiragemmt of Arta, Manu-

factures, and Commerce, for 1808.' The silver medal of the Society was

voted te Capt. William Bolton for this communication.

REMARKS,
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REMARKS.
Tn the model in the Society's possession the main mast is

broken about one- third of its length above the deck, proper

partners are secured on the deck, in which a hand mast and

spare main top mast are lixed on each side ot the broken

main mast, and secured thereto by two Sjiar-j caps, morticed

nn a square made in its centre. A strengthening cap, move-

able <)n these additional masts, connects them, and the

upper parts of these masts are secured fiimly by Iruslle trees

in the »nain top. I'he fool of a Sparc fore top mast passes

through a cap made from strong plank, morticed into the

Iieads of the two temporary masls above mentioned, goes

throuoh the main (op, and rests in the moveable strength-

ening cap, which connects those two masts, and enables

the fore top mast to be raised to any height which the main

top will admit, and be then firmly secured by the upper cap,

the main top, and the slrenethening cap below it. The

fore top mast being tlius adjusted, the cross trees and top

gallant mast are mounted upon it, wliich completes tlie

whole business.

Two caps are the only things necessary to be made ex-

pressly for the purpose, the other articles being usuahy leady

on hoard the ship.

Reference in the Dravnng of dipt. Bolton's Jvy '^fast.

Plate X. Figs. 1, 2, 3.

Figs. 1, 2, and 3, wiiere A A represents the partners or

pieces of timber which are bolted to the ijuartcr deck iorthe

mast to rest upon. B is the stimipof the lower mast, wjiich

is cut square at the top, and of the same size as the head

of the mast originally was; upon this square, the main and

spare lower caps a a are fixed ; two morfiv-es must he cut iu

the partners A A to receive squares made at the lower enda

of the two temporary masts D D, which are supported by

the caps a a ; one of them is a spare main top mast, the

other a hand mast ; these two support the main top E, ad-

ditional squares being made on tl;e trustle trees t(» receive

each of them, h is a cap showii in llg. 2, made of four-inch

plank doubled for the purpose, and fitted upon the heads oi

tb?
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the masts DD, for a top mast FF, the heel of which resfs

in a n»ortice made in the stump oF the lower mast : it is also

steadied by a double cap G, scparatt-ly shown in fig. 3, on

which it fids finally on the top. Tlie top- gallant mast H is

fixed to the mast F by the top and cap in the usual manner.

The figures 2 and 3 show the caps separated from the masts,

and are the only things necessary to be made for the pur-

pose ; and the object of the cap, fig. 2, is to steady and pre-

vent any wringing of the lower jury mast, and to fid the

top mast whenever it is reefed. The fore top mast FF ap-

pears in two separate pieces, on account of its length.

LXIV. Improvement in Anchors, to render thim more du-

' ruble and safefor Ships ; and an improved Mode of Fish'

' ing Anchors. By Capt. H. L. Ball^ oJ the Royal Navy*

.

SIR,

JL HE great expense of timber in the navy for anchor stocks,

and the frequency of their failing or giving way in the cen-

tre, where the square of the anchor is let into the stock,

have induced me to offer to the Society of Arts, &c., a plan

of an anchor which may be cheaper in construction, and

more likely to hold in various situations than those in com-

mon use.

The model I have sent will sufficiently explain my inten-

tion, and show how beneficial it may be in strengthening

the anchor stocks. I wish much to notice to you its proba-

bility of holding in the ground longer than other anchors,

on account of the additional weight of the stock ; and this

will more particularly be the case in banks which shelve

suddenly down from the shore, sucli as at St. Helena, Caw-

sand Bay, and indeed in most of the islands in the West

Indies. The proportion of additional iron, as explained by

my model, is in all anchors to be twice and a half the dia-

meter of the shank from each side at the stock, and of

* From Transaclions of the Society for the Encourai^cmenl of Arts, Mannfnc

ture.a, and Commerce^ for 1808. -The silver medal ot the Society was voted

to Capt. H. L, Ball for this communication.

cour&e
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course tlii:; mode will siif»plv the place of the present nuts,

wliich are only intended to prevent the stock from slipping

in and out, whenever it becomes loose ; which accident

anchors are very liable to in hot climates. My anchor stocks

will save a considerable qiiantit) of the finest limber, and

give much greater security.

I likewise beg leave to offer to the Society a model of a

double fish hook, for the purpose of fishing the anchor, an

operation which, in the coujuion mode of doing it, is fre-

quently attended with accidents both to the ship and crew,

from the anchor suddenly slipp.ng unexpectedly in raising

it to its proper position.

I flatter myself that these improvements will meet with

the Society's approbation.

I am, sir,' your most obedient humble servant,

II. L. B.\LL.
Lower Mitcham, Feb. !S, ISOR.

To C. Taylor, M.D. Sec.

Reference to the Engravings ofCapt. H.L. Ball's Method

of Fishing an Anchor. See Plate X. Figs. 4 and 5.

Fig. 4, PI. X., represents captain Ball's method of fish-

ing an anchor. Fig. 3 shows an enlarged view of his double

hooks used for that purpose.

In the usual operation of heaving an anchor, it is drawn

up by the cable until it appears above- water; the cable will

not now raise it higher, it is therefore bowsed up by the cat

block a, fig. 4, from the cat head i, the cable d being

slackened out as it rises. When it i.s got up as high as the

cat block will raise it, a strong hook, called the fish hook,

fastened to a rope e, which is suspended by a tackle from

the shrouds, is hooked to the anclior at the bottom of the

shank, and thus the arms of the anchor are elevated above

the stock, until one of the liukes is brought up to the tim-

ber headsyyj to which it is made fast by a rope and chain,

called the shank painter. In this operation the fish hook

sometimes slips, and occasions mischief; to remedy which,

captain Ball has appHed two hooks instead of one, wliich

keep firmer hold. These hooks are shown upon an enlarged

scale at ^^g, fig. 5, allached to the rope e; each of these

hooks
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hooks takes one of the arms of the anchor, close to the

shank, and holds it firmly, ii are two small lines made fast

to the hooks, to direct them so as to get proper hold oi the

anchor.

Reference to the Engraving of Captain H. L. Ball's Im-

provement in the Formation of Anchors. See Plate X.

Figs. 6, 7, and 8.

This anchor, in external appearance, differs very little

from the common anchor ; the improvement consists in

forming and fixing of the shank of the anchor to the stock.

The stock a a, figs. 6 and 7> is made of two pieces of oak

bolted together, and well secured by hoops, [n the common

method, in order to prevent the anchor stock from slipping

off the shank, a square projection b by fig. S, is forged upon

i the shank ; this is improved by captain Ball, as shown in

fiff. 6, where this projection dd h extended on each side of

the shank, far enough to receive two bolts through each of

these extensions, which bolts hold firmly together the two

pieces of timber which form the slock, and secure the stock

fast to the shank. Two iron hoops, fig. 7, e e, are driven

on the stock between the bolts, and ffff are other hoops,

and g ggg are tree-nails to strengthen the whole.

LXV. Method of ascertaining the Value of Growing Timler

Trees^ at different and distant Periods of Time. By
Mr. Chakles \Vj\istell, of High Holhorn.

[Concluded from p. 332.]

Observations on Tables I. and II.

JL HE preceding tables furnish us with the following useful

information, viz.

1st. That all regular growing trees, measured as above,

as often as their age is increased one fourth, contain very

nearly double their quantity of timber.

2d. That when a tree has doubled its age, its contents

will be eight-fold.

3d. That when a tree has doubled its age, the annual

growth will be increased four-fold,

8 4lh.
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1

4tb. Consequently, that when a tree has doubled Its age,

the proportion that its annual iiierease bears to the contents

of the whole tree is then diminished one-half.

This last observation explains how it comes to pass that

a tree, when its age is doubled, the rate per cent, per annum
tiiat its increase then bears to the content of the whole tree,

is diminished one-half.

It may not be unuseful to observe, that the rate percent,

of increase in the last columns, is the same as the rale per

cent, that the increase of the tree that year will pay for the

money it was worth the precc^ding year.

In the two preceding tables, we find that the rate of in-

crease per cent, per annum is the same in both at the same

ages, although the quantity of timber in the second table is

six times as much as in the first table in trees of all ages :

therefore, when the age of a tree is known, the rate per

cent, per annum of its increase is known on inspecting these

tables, whether the tree has grown fast or slow
;
provided

the growth of the tree has been regular, and that it has con-

tinued its usual growth.

And having the age, girt, and height, of any tree given,

we can readily calculate what quantity of timber it will con-

tain at any future period whilst it continues its usual rate of

growth.

A Table showing the Number of Trees to be cut out in

thinning ofWoods, and the Number left standing at every

Period of 4 Years from 20 up to 6-1 Years.

In the 24th Volume of the Transactions of the Society of

Arts, &c. page 7-5? Mr. Salmon, in a paper on the Ma-
nagement of Fir Woods, says, " the distance of trees from

each other should be one-fifth of tlieir height." At that

distance, which is probably sufficient for fir trees, the fcJl-

iowing will be the number on an acre, and the number to

be cut out ai the ages and heights under mentioned, and the

number of feet they will then contain in the bole, when

measured to the top of the leading shoot. These trees are

supposed to increase twelve inches in height, and one in

circumference.
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circumference, annually, and to have been at ^ui,t planted

TABLE III.

lour feet apart.
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It win be observed in all these tables, that when trees have

doubled tht:ir age, there are only one-iburth ot" the number
remaining on an a»re, in consequence- oi' their distance being

doubled ; but as each tree will ihen have increased its con-

tents eight-fold, therefore the number of feet on an acre

must be then doubled. Above, at C4 years of age, there is

exactly double the number of feet that there is at 3-2 years

of age.

And if trees be periodically thinned out to the distance of

one-fifth of their height, and that they increase eighteen

inches in height, and two inches in circumference, annually,

the number of trees on an acre, and the number to be cut

out at different periods, and the number of feet they will

then respectively contain, will be as under, viz.

TABLE V.
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tively contain in the bole, when measured to the top of th;

leading shoot, will be as under, viz.

TABLE Vr.
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TABLE Vll.

S55
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It is difficult in thinning plantations to leave the trees at

nearly equal distances. The distances stated in all these

tables must be considered the average distances. If, for in-

stance, there be 302 trees on an acre, their average distance

will be 12 feet, although few of them may stand at exactly

that distance.

If the trees be first planted four feet apart, and be peri-

odically thinned out to the distance of one- fourth of their

height until thty are 28 feet high, and to one-tliird of their

height afterwards, and that they increase 12 inches in height

and one in circumference annually, the number of trees on

an acre, and the number to be cut out at the ages and

heights under mentioned, and the number of feet they will

then respectively contain in the bole, when measurt-d to

the top of the leading shoot, will be as under, viz.

TABLE IX.
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• The timber to be thinned out before the age of 28 years,

will be the same as in Table Vf., but at 28 years of age there

are 583 feet more to be cutout according to this T^ble than at

the same age in Table VI.; there will, however, be less to

be cut out between the ages of 28 and 60 years of age. But

if the trees in this Table, in const-'quence of having more

room, were to increase 1| inch in circumference annually,

instead of one inch after they are 28 years of age, the pro-

duce of an acre at (JO years of age would equal the produce

stated in Table VI. at the same age; taking into considera-

tion that the value of the v58.3 feet excess cut out at 28 years

of age would then be more than quadrupled, if the money
were placed out at five per cent, compound interest. A
considerable additional increase in circumference may cer-

tainly be expected, in consequence of the trees having al-

most double the room in which to extend their branches,

and for the admission of those powerful agerits, sunshine

and air.

Ohservalions on the Tables respecting the Thinning offVbods,

arid their Produce.

Mr. Salmon is the only person 1 know of, who has o-jven

a general rule for thinning plantations. But as I conceive

his distance of one-fifth of their height would leave oaks too

close, especially after they had, acquired a sufficient length

of stem, I have calculated boti> on his plan, which is pro-

per for fir trees, and also at greater distances.

The preceding Tables VI. VII. and VIU. are calculated

on a supposition that the trees are never suffered to stand

uearer, on an average, than one-fourth of thtir height ; and
although the quantities of timber thinned out and left stand-

ing on the ground at that distance, at the end of 60 vears

be only two-thirds of the quantity according to Mr. Sal-

mon's distance, yet I suppose it will be generally thought

an ample produce and sufficiently encouraging.

According to Table VI. which is calculated for oaks, the

first thinning is at sixteen years old, and the second at

twenty, but it is the advice of an eminent planter, (Mr.
Z 3 Ponley,)
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Pontey,) to begin ihinninir at about thirteen years old, fie-

cording to the state ot the trees, and to cut out about 150

poles per acre annually, tor tlie next seven years. Without

putting any value upon the thinnings before 20 )-ears old,

we find that at the 20th and C4th years the thinnings mea-

fure 9-15 Icet, the value of which, at a low estimate, will

be sufficient to repay the rent and taxes of ground of a mo-

derate quahtv, liie expense of plants, planting, and after-

management, calculated at five percent, compound interest.

When 28 years old, and at the end of every fourth year

following, up to 120, the trees to.be cut out of an acre will

measure from 495 to 550 feet; but say 500, at As. a foot,

on an average, including the value of the bark ; this gives

lOOl. which bum divided by 4, leaves 25/. for the produce

per acre per annum. T\\\i deserves the consideration of those

who are inclined lo convert j'oung woods into cop])ices,

without leaving a reasonable number of standards.

It may however be said, that as the tree? cut out in thin-

ning plantations are the bad thrivcrs and.vinderlings, their

contents will be less than the average; but, if we take their

vakie at one half the above estimate, that is, after the rate

of 12/. lOy. per acre per annum at 28 years of age and up-

ward?, even this produce nnist be thought ample, together

with the value of the trees left standing.

Table Vf. \^'as constructed chiefly with a view to oaks,

their annual increase in circumference varying from \ of an

inch to \i inch, the medium of which is one inch.

Tables VH- and VIII. were calculated for ash, elm, sy-

camore, firs, poplars, and other woods of swift growth,

their increase in circumferjoce being, generally from lA

to 2 inches annually. If ash trees he found to increas-e

after the rates of Table VII. or VIII. tiiey must be exceed-

ingly profitable, at the high prices ncnv given for that limber.

Many other observations might be n)adc on Tables VII. and

Vill., but tliese will readily occur to peisons interested ir;

Cuick-growing trees.

An acre of trees increasing after the rate of Table VT.

produces in 64 years little more than half the number of feet

that
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that another acre produces which incrcastfs utter the rate of

Table VII., and httle more than one- third of another, ia-

creasing after the, rate of Table VIII, in ilie same time.

In planting with a view to profit, the first object is a long,

straight, and clear stem. This is most certainly and speedily

obtained by thick planting at first, and not thinning top

60on. A kind of competition among the trees is thereby-

occasioned, each struggling, as it were, to outgrow its neigh-

bour, in search of light, heat, air, and moisture.

This competition nmst, liowever, be judiciously mode-
rated by timely thinning; always keeping the trees sutB-

ciently strong in the stem. If they be suffered to gtandsome
years too near each other, their stems will become weak, and
bend under their small tops when thinned. Where this has

taken place in only a small degree, they will make but little

progress for some years afterwards.

By the time the trees have advanced to 24 or 30 feet high

this competition should cease, if they are inteuded to be cut

down at or before 60 years of age, and they should then be

encouraged to extend their tops more in wiJili than in

height, strong side branches being apparently quite as con-

ducive as the leading shoot, to the vigorous growth of the

bole below them. Alter this period, the best rule for thinning

will probably be, to leave a clear space around the top of

each tree, in which the branches may extend them.selves

without obstruction. A tree whose top is 20 feet diameter,

leceives four limes the benefit from air, rain, and dew, as

another does whose top is only ten feet diameter.

The trees in the interior of young woods arc smaller in

their boles than the exterior trees. And in a fine oak wood,

of about 40 acres, divided into squares by several avenues

or ridings crossing each other at right angles, I observed the

rows of trees next the avenues much thicker in their boles

than the trees in the interior of the squares ; owing, no
doubt, to their having more and larger branches in ccmse-

quence of their having more room, although it is only on
one side.

Being too parsimonious of ground seems to me a great

and very general error. If the same number of trses of 32

y^ 4 feet
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feet high and upwards, in Table VI. were allowed the space

of two acres instead of one, and, in consequence of their

standing thinner, were to increase annually only the fiftieth

part of an inch more in girt than they would do if they stood

on one acre, this small additional increase in girt would pay

an ample rent for the additional acre.

In the year 1791 a paper of Observations on the Propa-

gation and Management of Oak Trees in general, but more

particularly applying to his majesty's New Forest in Hamp-

shire, was published hy T. Nichols, Purveyor of the Navy

for Portsmouth Dock-yard.

In this paper it is said, that " there are to be seen in

many parts of the forest from 40 to .50 fine oaks standing

on an acre, that will measure one with another two loads a

tree."

'* Several woods in the forest are almost ruined for want

of thinning, and it3 being done at proper times
;

particularly

the inclosures that were made in the year 1 700 :—these were

originally well planted, and great numbers of trees brought

up in them, which now remain so close together that they

are nearly stagnated, particularly in Salisbury, Trench,

Brimley Coppice, and Woodfidley ; and although it is 90

years since thev were planted, the trees will not measure,

one with another, above six or .seven feet a tree ; whereas,

if the business of thinning had ijcen done as it ought, the

remaining trees (after drawing much useful timber) would

by this time have been of a size nearly fit for naval uses, as

in some of the woods that were planted at the same time,

the trees which have had room to expand, and a free air ad-

mitted to them, will measure from 70 to 80 feet."

Observations on the Grpivth of Timber.

The rings observable in the transverse section of a tree at

its butt-end, are the same in number as the years of its age;

an additional ring being produced annually, in consequence

of the annual rising of the sap. The rings are nearly con-

centric in trees that have grown in the interior of close shady

woods, but eccentric in others, being of different breadths

on the northern and southern sicjcs of auch -s have growp

smgle.
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single, or in any other situation uhert; their boles have beca

much exposed to the rays ot the sun. This cliHerence is oc-

casioned by the different degrees of heat to which the oppo-

site sides of the boles of trees are exposed. And, indeed,

vvc find these rings are always broadest on that side of the

bole or stem mo?t warmed by the sun. Hence we see the

utility of exposing tl»eir boles as niuch as possible to its

rays*. It is often seen in the stumps of trees that have

stood single, that they have grown nearly twice as fast on
the southern side as on the northern, their piih beii>2 so

much nearer to the norllicm side.

It is, however, to be remarked, that the \^'ood from that

side of a tree which [las grown the slowest, is heavier than

from the opposite side which has grown the fastest, and it

is probably stronger in the same degree.

It may be worth the consideration of those who have

southern hangs or declivities to plant, whether to plant, or

rather leave tlie trees in thinning, in double rows in lines

running east and west, at about fourteen or sixteen feet di-

stance, and the double rows at about thirty-six feet distance,

less or more, according as the declivity is more or less, iu

order that their boles may receive the greatest possible benefit

from the direct rays of the sun.

No doubt many gentlemen are in possession of facts that

would in some degree ascertain how much faster the boles

of trees swell that stand exposed to receive the full benefit of

the warmth of the sun, than those that are either partially or

constantly in the shade. 7'o make these facts known would
iTiaicrially benefit planters ; for I am fullv persuaded that

there are but few persons apprised of the magnitude of the

power of the sun's rays upon the boles of trees in causing

ihem to swell.

Of Ihe most profUnlle Length of B<>Ics of Trees.

We rarely see timber trees pruned, and siill more rarely

* On a hot day in the middle of May I have observed the mercury in the
thermometer to rise and fall from twelve to sixteen degrees, on liangiuo-it al-

ternately in the sunny and shady sides of the same tree, hctween the hcsiirs of
two and five o'clock, at which time of the d.ty the bes: 'n geaeraJIy tfc«

greatest.

do
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do we see the pruning perfonned in a judicious manner.

This bnsiness should commence early, never suflering the

branches on the intended stem or bole to grow to a large

size, in order that, when cut off, the wounds may be small

and soon healed. Those who want directions for performing

the operation, may think it well to consult Mr. Pontey's

Forest Pruner. There are, however, divers opinions as to the

most profitable height to which trees oue^ht to be pruned,

and tlie instruments most proper for pruning ; some persons

objecting to the use of the saw, unless afterwards smoothed

by the knife; and not a few objecting to pruning in any

way ; the consequence of which is,, that we often find trees

that stand single, particularly oaks, with boles not more than

six or eight feet high, but with wide spreading bushy tops,

fit only for the fire. The shade and drip of one such tree is

sometimes found to do more injury than four well-trained

trees, and perhaps it is not of half the value of one of them.

On the contrary, trees in close plantations are often suffered

to stand so much too thick as to destroy each others

branches, excepting only a few small ones near their tops
;

and not unfrequently we see tall elms trimmed up to within a

few feet of their summits—it is certain that such trees must

swell verv slowly in their boles; for we find in woods where

the trees are all of the same age, that those with the largest

tops have generallv the thickest boles.

There is no doubl a medium length of bole for different

kinds of trees on different soils, that will be found produc-

tive of more timber, or timber of more value, than boles

that are much longer or much shorter. And although we

may not be able previously to decide with certainty what

that exact length of bole is, in any kind of trees, on any

soil, which will eventually prove most profitable, yet it is

deservinff of investigation, if we can thereby approach with

certainty to within a few feet of the exact point. It is cer-

tainly a matter of too much importance to be left, as it ge-

nerally is, to each individual woodman to decide upon, ac-

cording to his own vague opinion. I shall, therefore, take

the liberty of stating by what steps I have endeavoured to

approximate towards the most profitable lengths of boles of

trees
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trees oF different rates of growth, thai are not intended to

stand beyond the age oF sixiy years.

Ill the preceding' tables the trees arc supposed to be mea-

sured to the top of the leading shoot, but iu the lullouini'

tables only to tltc height of their boles of 24, 3Q, nnd 40 feet.

Tables showing the Increase of Boles vf Trees- of d'ljftrcut

Lengths.

If a tree has increased twelve inches in height and one in

circvinilcrence annnaliv, until it is twenty-lour years old, it

will then be twentv-foiir fLct higii, and ihrte inches girt at

twelve fcft high; and supposing ihat in process of time thii

tree be pruned up so as to leave the bole twenty- four ft-et

hisih clear of branches, and that it continue increasing one
inch in circumference annuidiy, the rate per cent, per annum
of its increase will be as under, exclusive of ihe increase of
timber in its lop and lateral branches.

TABLE X.

Ye.u-.-
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But if a tree increase 12 inches in height and one inch in

circnmi'erenc-e annually, until it be 3$ feet high, and in pro-

cess of time the bole be pruned up to that height, the rate

per cent, per annum of the increase of this bole will be as

tindt-r, exclusive of the increase in its top and lateral branches.

TABLE XT.

Years
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Observations respecting Trees ofdifferent "Lengths in the Bole.

Trt'cs that increase anmially 12 Indies in height and one

in circumference, and have boles of diderent lengths, these

boles, if of the under-mjuiioned lengths, increase after the

rate of five per cent, per annum at the ages and htighib un-

der mentioned, and ih-y measure as under, viz.

Contents.

Years olJ. In. Ft. Fc. iu. p.

Trees with 12 feet boles at 46 their girt 10 at « !,i;,'h, 8 4

To.
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latter, trj exceed it in measure, to sav nothing of the excess

of timber in the larger top and branches. It must, however,

be remarked, that at eiirhtv years of age, the forty feet bole

will exceed the thirtv-t'.vo feet bole nearly six feet; and at

one hundred years, thirteen feet, provided it swell equally

fast in thickness. But unless the trees be oak, fit for the

use of tlie navy, for which an increased price can be had, I

imagine few gentlemen would now choose to let their trees

stand to eighty years of age, vi hen the increase of their boles

will not be four per cent. ; still fewer would kt them stand

to one hundred, when the increase will not be three percent,

per annum.

Again, lef it be supposed that trees sixty years of age

have increased annually, during their growth, fifteen inches

iu height, and one inch and a half in circumference, the

girt and contents of their boles, if of the under-mentioned

lengths, will be as under, viz.

Contents.

rt. in. pt.

Trees with £0 feet hole?, will be ]?J inches girt at !0 feet high, .I'i 9 9

Do. ii5 til). l^ df). 121 tio. 61 5
Do. 30 do. IS do. 15 do. 67 6 O
Do. 40 tlo. I'li do. CO do. IT, 1 G

Do. 50 tlo. 15 do. 1:5 do. 78 1 6

Takinfr it for oranted that the shorter boles will increaseo o
faster in thickness than the longer ones, it is reasonable to

expect that the forty feet bole will contain more timber than

the fifty feet bole when they are both sixty years old ; and

if thev are both sold at the same rate per foot, the forty feet

bole must consequently be more valuable. If, however,

a higher price can be had for longer boles, this may com-

pensate not only for their deficiency in measure at sixty

years of age, but also for their standing bevond the period

when they cease paying the connnon rat:e of interest for the

money they are worth, which I suppose is frequently the

case a.s to tall elm trees, fit for keel pieces, and perhaps

beech for ship planking. It is hence evident, that where

the soil is such as will enable trees to grow to a great height,

it will be necessary, before we decide how high to prune

them, to consider to what purposes the timber can be most

advantageously appropriated.

8 ' Whatever
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Whatever the Iciifj-ths of the bolci of trees increasinjr as

above may be, their increase is five per cent, per aiinuiu, one

year after their girt in the middle is 13 inches, but not longer.

Again, let it he supposed tl.at trees sixty years of ag^e

have increased annually, during their jirowth, eightcea

inches in height, and two inches in circumference, the girt

and contents of their boles, if of the under-mentioned

lengths, will be as under, viz.

Contents.
Ff. in. pt.

Trees with 24 feet boles, will be 26 inches girt at 12 feet high, 112 8 O
Do.
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between forty-six and sixty years of age, according as iht

boles are shorter or longer.

But it being; generally allowed that oak trees, of a size

fit for the navy, require to grow from eighty to one hundred

and fifty years, according to the quality of the soil, and it

is so stated in the eleventh report of the commissioners ap-

pointed to inquire into the stale and condition of the woods,

forests, and land revenues of the crown ; I have therefore

been calculating tables^ showing what the proportionably

advanced prices should be, at different periods, up to one

hundred and fifty years, to pay the proprietors for letting

their trees stand to those periods. These prices, especially

at the later periods, very greatly exceed any that have ever

been civen. It certainly has been much the interest of theo
growers of oak timber to fell it at about sixty years of age,

even if they replant the same ground. To let it stand to one

hundred and twcntv years of age, and sell it at the present

prices, their loss would exceed double the whole value of

the timber at sixty years of age. Nothing short of a suf-

ficient price will long coaimand a sufficient supply. Owing

to too low prices, the quantity of large timber on private

estates has long been rapidly decreasing ; and it will be too

late to commence oflcring reasonable prices for it when it is

all gone, and no oaks left of greater growth than sixty years..

To have to wait their growing the second sixty years, may
bring upor.us evils exceeding all calculation.

Viiluations made in Octaher, 1807, of several Plantations

in Staffordslure.

The Valuations were made of the trees growing within the

space of a chain square, being the tenth part of an acre, of

the medium growth of each plantation.

In the plautaiicn by tb.e mill wall there are now growing

within twenty-two yards square, as under, viz.

£. s. d. ^. s. d.

70 oak trees, conlaining 175

feet, at 2.«. 3d. 19^ 13 9

120U of oak bark, at l!:i5. 7 4

f2(> 17 9or, per acre, 268 17 &
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The above is part of about four acres planted, in 177j, on,

a strong loamy soil, worth about 205. an acre.

One pound per annum forborne 32 years, and improved at fiv*

percent, compound interest, would amount to 7dL 6s..

But the valuii of the tiuiber is more than thrive tunes this

amount.

The ground was prepared for planting by ploughing..

On the cast side of Cottage Wood there are now sfrowing,

^vithin twenty-two yards square, as under, viz.

£. s. d. £, s. d.

50 ashes, containing 300 feet,

at ]s. 6d. - - - 22 10

13 oaks do. 7 do. 25. 14

Bark - - - 7

23 11 or, per acre, 235 10

The above is part of about two acres planted in 1776,

partly on heaps of earth in clay pits, and partly on strontr

soil upon a deep bed of sand, value about 155. an acre.

Fifteen shillings per annum, forborne 31 years, and im-

proved at five per cent, compoimd interest, would amount

to - - - - - - 53/, 05. Od.

But the value of the timber is more than four times this

amount.

In the clay pits only holes were dug for the plants, but

the other part wholly trenched, or double dug with the spade.

In Pickrnore Pool plantation there are now growing uithla

twenty- two yards square, as under, viz.

97 Scotch firs, containing' 636 feet*, at 15.—31/. I65. Qd.

or, per acre, 318/. 05. od.

The last plantation is part of about six acres planted in

the springs of 177S and-9. Much of the soil is a touoh peat

on gravel or hungry white sand, worth, sav 55. per acre.

This ground lay between two tenants who had never cul-

tivated it. They had then nineteen years uucxpiitd of their

* This produce is after the rate of 6:'C0 feet an acre, which is about ihe

rate of TaBle iV

Vol. 33. No. 133. May JS09. A a kase
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lease of thirty-one years of this and the adjoining lands, and

willingly gave it up to be planted, on condition of having

the fences made and kept in good repair.

Five shillings a year, forborne 29 years, and improved at five

percent, compound interest, would amount to 15/. 115. 0^.

But the value of the timber is more than twenty times this

amount.

The trees were about two feet high, and planted at two

yards distance, in holes dug with the spade, 1210 on an

acre. Labour of making the holes and planting the trees

cost ]/. Gs. lO-?.-/. per acre.

About 2 700 were planted on an acre in the other planta-

tions, where the ground was wholly broken up.

In the reiT)arks on these three plantations, no notice is

taken of the thinnings. I am informed by gentlemen who

"have kept accounts of thinnings, that these have repaid the

rent of the land and every expense, with compound interest,

some fjme before the woods were thirty years old; and the

preceding calculations show that it may be so. And if so,

the present value of these plantations is all clear gain.

The valuer of these plantations has bought a good deal of

wood out of ihtm ; and the prices he has valued at per foot,

may possibly be a fair value there ftir such small timber.

The growth of the firs in the last-mentioned plantation,

is probably as great in that poor ground as it would have

been had they been planted on ground of three or four times

its value; this must be a powerful induceinent to gentlemen

to plant all such poor ground in the first instance.

And a few of oaks, ashes, and firs, may be raised on al-

most every farm in screens, that may, by their shelter, in-

crease the value of the farm to the occupier, by increasing

the produce, particularly that of grass grounds. In this case

the interest of landlord and tenant may be reciprocal; but it

'is the reverse where trees are planted in hedge-rows.

And even the sides and tops of high mountains may he

made abundantly more productive of grass, if certain por-

tions of them were surrounded by i)lantations. These planta-

tions, by breaking the force of cold winds, diminish their

ckilling effect on the fields the plantations surround, and

render
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render the climaie on mountains much more mild and

genial.

Tills last kind of improvement will generally be found

very greatly to exceed the expectation of the improverj pro-

vided it be judiciously planned and executed.

May I take the liberty to suggest, that information of

very great value might be obtained by the Society from the

gentlemen to whom medals and premiums have been given

for planting trees, if they would favour the Society wjth

their subsequent observations respecting those plantations.

It would, for instance, be desirable to have the nature of

the soil and under strata described,—the sorts of trees best

suited thereto,—the distance at which the trees were first

planted,—at what periods they were thinned, and how many
cut out at each thinning, and their measure and value,— the

present height, distance, measure, and value, of the trees

now growing on an acre,—what distances are Ibiuid most

advantageous, and also the best height to be pruned.

The fund of information that such communications mioht

afford, would prove of very great value indeed to future

planters, as well as to many proprietors of plantations of

different ages now growing.

If the Society should think it advisable to solicit this in-

formation, no doubt the ample and valuable, materials they

would thereby obtain, would enable some abler pen to do

justice to the curious and important subjects of the preceding

pages. In the mean time it is hoped, that this attempt to

reduce our knowledge of the growth of timber to somethinfr

like system, however imperfect it may be, will be received

with indulgence. Assuredly, it had not so soon seen the

light, had not the present situation of our country in)pe-

riously demanded of every individual his utmost exertion to

render us as indcjiendent as possible of supplies of every

kind from the continent of Europe, from which we are now
almost totally excluded.

High Holborn, March 15, 1S08.

To CiiAULEs Taylor, M.D. Sec.

C. Waistell.

A a 2 LXVI. On
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LXVI. On the intended Thames Archway leiween Bother'

hithe ojid Limphouse. By Mr. John Farey, Mineralo'

gical Surveyor.

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sir,

In an age like the present, when the abilities of a Reiinie,

a Jessop, a Telford, and numerous other British civil en-

gineers are so universally known, by the great works which

have been executed within the last 30 years under their di-

rection, wherein difficulties of almost every kind have been

successfully overcome, and tunnels in the most difficult

situations have been constructed, in considerable numbers

:

it must excite surprise in every one to learn, that after more

than three years have been spent by a company of proprie-

tors in the metropolis of the country, in ineffectual attempts

towards constructing a dry tunnel for a road-way under the

bed of the river Thames, as a substitute for a bridge, that

the directors appointed by these proprietors should now be

advertising (in the newspapers, and by a printed hand-bill,

which is given below,) for the schemes of inexperienced

adventurers, ratiier than call in the professional aid of one

or more of the established engineers of the country, to the

efl'ectlng of the purposes which they have in view. Surely it

cannot be expected by these gentlemen, that any of the ex-

perienced engineers alluded to, will submit their designs and

estimates for the great work which the proprietors have un-

dertaken, on the terms and for the considerations held

out ;

—

who is to decide on the merits of the different dcsisins

which may be delivered in ? and zi'/to is to superintend and

cxequte the design which may be adopted ? On both of these

questions, the probability either of honour or profit to be

derived from their labours, will in all likelihood turn,

according to the conditions which the directors have laid

down.

In your Magazine, No. 97, for June I8OG, (vol.xxv. p. 46,)

I cave a hastv sketch of the state of the works at that time,

and an account, extracted from Mr. Robert Fazie's books,

of the strata expected by him to be met with in sinking the

shafts' on the south and norlh shore?, and in driving under

the
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the river between these shahs : at thai time Mr. V. was very

confident in considering the strata as regular and undisturbed

which his borings had penetrated, notwithstanding my
opinion expressed to huii on seeing the specimens, that the

whole were alluvial, and their continuance horizontally not

in the least to be depended on, as mentioned at page 49 of

my paper in your Magazine, of which he had three or four

copies from me at his request, to distribute among the di-

rectors of the concern. The following accounts, which the

directors have lately published, show, after more than two

years of very expensive trial, that these ideas of mine have

been confirmed, as they might have been in a few weeks time,

by the borings in the bottom of the river which I recom-

mended, first in Dr. Rees's New Cyclopccdia (sect. Thames,

in the article Canal), and again in my paper in yourMagi-

zine above referred to ; and such borings would doubtless

have suggested the conclusion, without all this loss of money

and time, which the engineer (Ouere, was it Mr. V. or

Mr. T. ?) at length came to, viz. : " That an underground

tunnel could not be made in that line, unless the fractures

were covered by caissons, without which the further pro-

gfessof the drift would be useless ;" but he continues, *^ that

he had no doubt of being able to make a tunnel over the

same line through the river, sufficiently deep into its bed,

by means of movable caissons, or coffer-dams, and at a less

expense considerably than the original estimate for the un-

derground plan : and without any impediment to the naviga-

tion of the river." From the expressions of the directors

which follow, it is too much to be feared, that the counsels

which first prevailed in adopting a deep underground tunnel,

rather than one laid as near as may be to the bottom of the

water in the river, has still a prevailing influence among
them; in which case I venture again to predict, that the

expectations of the proprietors and the public, will be ulti-

mately and grievously disappointed.

At the time of writing the short notice of this under-

taking, in connection with the navigation of the Thames
river, for the Cyclopaedia, I was too much hurried to give

the subject that consideration, which its obvious importance

A a 3 has
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has since occasioned it to have, particularly when I have

been in the company of ingenious and practical men in such

matters, and have introduced the subject, in order to hear

the ideas ot others relating to it. Instead of piling off the

river, as I there hastily mentioned, I would suggest to the

consideration of those engineers who may turn their atten-

tion to the subject, an immense tub in form of the frustum

of a cone, secured by hoops outside, and polygonal framing

inside, but without either bottom or top, which being prin-

cipally of wood, might be floated at high water to the spot

where the tunnel is to be begun ; the bottom edge of it

might be so secured to the bottom of the river, by means

•which will suggest themselves to competent engineers, as to

prevent the influx of water from the river, or the pressing in

of quick-sand or silt, after the water is extracted from the

tub by engines ; and after a length, of 70 or SO feet per-

haps, of the tunnel was constructed, its end might be so se-

cured as to admit of moving the tub, to include a new length
;

with scarcely any interruption to the navigation of the river.

J have often been sanguine enough, to expect to see se-

veral tunnels constructed under the Thames and other of

our important navigable rivers, in some instances super-

seding, perhaps, the ancient bridges like that of London
;

but must confess, that the origin and proceedings of the two

Thames Archway Companies, which we have seen, and

.particularly the proposals by the directors of one of them,

which follow, have occasioned me to doubt much, vvhether

I shall live long enough, to pass through a tunnel con-

structed under their auspices, unless indeed a material change

takes place in their principle of proceeding.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

John Farey,
Westminster, May 12, 1809,

Particulars of the strata met with, in sinking a shaft near

the Horse-Ferry in Rotherhithe, and in driving a heading

thence under the bed of the Thames river, 1035t feet in

length, intended as a drain for the proposed road arch-

way : with an account of the progress and present state of

th§
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the works, and of two premiums advertised by the direc-

tors for plans, according to which the tunnel may be

constructed.

The Thames Archway Company w-as established by aa

act of parliament (45 Geo. III.) "tor the i)urnose of form-

ing a tunnel under the river Thames, either tor foot passen-

gers or carriages, or for both ;" and by the unanimous opi-

nion of every engineer who had been consulted, it was

deemed necessary, as a preparatory step, to make a drlh-

way to extend as far as the deepest part of the river ; and ac-

cording to the original plan of this undertaking it was in-

tended then to begin to construct the tunnel, carrying it

forward in both directions from the centre to the north and

south sides of the river : a shaft was therefore sunk on the

south side near the Horse-ferry, Redriffe, and a drift-way

made to the point first proposed. It was, however, then

determined to continue the drift to the opposite shore, in

the line and direction of the proposed tunnel, for the sake,

amongst other reasons, of exploring the ground through

which that part of the tunnel was intended to passj and

thereby enabling the engineer to anticipate and guard against

difficulties.

In pursuance of this determination the drift-way w-as

carried on to the extent shown in the accompanying plan,

at A, when the engineer proposed another mode ofexecuting

the tunnel, and, in his opinion, much less difficult and less

expensive, and for which the further extension of the drift

would be useless; the directors, being convinced that ther<;

are many methods of accomplishing the object, and that it

is their duty to procure the best in their power, thouirht

proper, before this or any plan were adopted, to suspend the

works, and to fnvite ingenious men of every description to

a consideration of the best means of completing so useful

and so novel an undertaking.

With this view the directors are induced to offer the fol-

lowing premiums, namely,

Tvuo hundred pounds to the person whose plan shall be

adopted and acted upon ; and a further sum of ihree hundred

founds if it be executed.

A a 4 The
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The first premium to be paid within three months after

the plan shall have been put in. execution. The second

prenuum within three months after the tunnel shall have

been opened tor passengers.

The plans to be accompanied with full and clear specifi-

cations and directions how to carry them into execution,

and an estimate of the expense. They must be signed by

fictitious names, mottoes, or marks, and will be returned if

not adopted to any person claiming them under the fictitious

name, motto, or mark ; the real na;ue to be enclosed in a

sealed note, and externally marked with the fictitious name,

&c.; which note shall not be opened unless it be that of

the person whose plan shall be adjudged entitled to the

premnun.

All the plans will be submitted to the judgement of emi-

nent and competent persons chosen by the directors, who
shall not be either proprietors or competitors; so that every

person offering plans may rely upon the fairness and impar-

tiality of the decision.

The plans must be delivered at the office of Mr, Wadeson,

in Austin Friars, London, solicitor to this concern, on or

before the first of June next.

To enable engineers and others to form correct opinions

on the subject, the directors have caused the following ac-

count of such facts as were noted to have occurred in the

progress of the undertaking, to be extracted from the en-

gineer's journal, which is accompanied by an engraving

showing the plan and section of the works as far as they

have proceeded.

Fig. 1, (PI. XI.) is the section of the river, shaft, and

drift-way, B the shaft on the south shore lined with nine-

jnch brick-work laid in cement impervious to water. The

gtrata through which it passed consisted of.

Ft. In.

1

.

Brown clay , 9

2. Loose gravel with a large quantity of water 26 8

3. Blue alluvial earth inclining to clay 3

4 . Loam 5 J

§, Blue alluvial earth inclining to clay, mixed

with shells . , , ,,,.,,.,.. 3 9

6, Cal-
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Ft. 111. Ft. Ift.

6. Calcareous rock in which are imbedded

gravel stones, and so hard as to resist

the pick-axe, and to be broken only

by wedges 7 6
7. Light coloured muddy shale, in which

were imbedded pyrites and calcareous

stones 4 6

8. Green sand with gravel and a little water 6

9. Green sand 8 4

CB 4

From the surface of the ground to high water

mark T T 8

Depth of the shaft from high water mark 76 4

The gravelly stratum No. 2, in the shaft extends about

400 feet into the river from high water mark at T to V ; at

this latter place it is about two feet thick, and underneath

is alluvial earth approaching the nature of clay.

The framing of the drift consists of three-inch plank, five

feet high, three feet wide at bottom, and two feet six inches

at the top inside.

Fic^. 2 is a plan of the drift-way and shaft.

In proceeding with the drift -way from the south to the

north shore, the strata were constantly varying at the face

of the drift as noted at the following places specified. The

variations in the intermediate spaces were not noted.

Face of the drift at the entrance from
the shaft, measuring from the bot-

tom upwards. Ft. In. Ft. in.

Green sand . . , 4 6
Gravel , 6

5

At 177 feet from the shaft.

Green sand 4

Gravel 6

Blue muddy shale o 6

5

At 231 feet. Green sand 3 9

Grxvvcl 3

Jilue muddv shale 1

• 5

At
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Ft. In. Ft. Id.

At 295 feet. Green sand 3 7

Gravel *..... 3

Blue muddy shale . , . ^ . . 1 2

5

At 31 7 feet. Green sand j .... 3 5

Gravel . 4
Blue muddy shale 1 3

5

At 321 feet, Green sand 3 3

Gravel 4
Blue muddy shale 1 5

. 5

At 333 feet. Green sand 3 3

Gravel 4
Blue muddy shale 1 5

5

At 330 feet. Green sand 2 8

Gravel 4
Blue muddy shale 2

3

At 493 feet, the green sand ends.

At 730 feet. Hard calcareous rock, mixed
with loamy sand 5

At 790 feet, Hard rock 5

At 838 feet, Ditto 5

At 901 feet. Ditto 3

At 931 feet, Rock, with a little sand

and shells, and water in

the roof 5

At 945 feet. Hard rock 2 6

Clay and shells 2 6
3

At 966 feet. Rock 3

Clay 4
Shells 2

Clay 1

Cockle shells 4

Clays and shells 1 O
Sand S

Clay 6

Sand .0 3

6

At 972 feet, Clay and shells ....... 4

Sand 1

-^ 3

At
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At 992 feet, Clay and shells o 8
Sand 4 4

At 1011 feet. Sand 3 6
CJay 1 6

5 O

5 O
The quantity of wafer in the gravelly stratum No. 2 of

the shaft, was so considerable, that a fourteen-horse engine

could only keep the water a few feet below its natural level,

and the shaft was sunk through, by far the greatest part of

this stratum, into the blue stratum No. 3, with the water

standing in it to the depth of several feet. It is well ascer-

tained that this stratum of gravel extends through a consi-

derable part of the adjoining country; but borings being

made in the shaft from the bottom of this stratum, no wa-
ter was met with in the sub-strata to the depth of eighty-sir

feet from high water, where a spring was discovered, which

rose in a few hours, through pipes inserted for that purpose,

to a higher level than that in the gravelly stratum No. 2,

The shaft was therefore sunk only to the depth of seventy-six

feet four inches.

The drift was then carried forward in a horizontal direc-

tion to the north, five hundred and fifty-nine feet. And, ia

order to explore the ground in the northern part of the line

of the then proposed tunnel, the drift was turned to the

west twenty-three feet six inches from the centre of the

former line to the centre of the new direction, and then to

the north, as shown in Fig. 2, (intended to be enlaro-ed af-

terwards to the size of the tunnel) and carried forward three

hundred and forty-one feet, making the distance from the

shaft to the beginning of the rise at D nine hundred and
twenty-two feet. Through the whole of this line no ma-
terial interruption occurred; the strata, as shown above

consisted of firm sand, calcareous rock, and concreted gra-

vel, with no more water than was easily kept under by a
fourteen-horse engine.

At the point D the drift was made to incline upwards at

the rate of one foot in nine. In prosecuting this part of the

drift, at the distance of twenty-three feet from the beoin_

ping of the incline, the earth in the roof broke down, and

discharge4
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discharged a great quantity of sand and water into the drift.

At the time this circumstance happened, a space of only six

inches by thirty of earth in the roof and none in the face

was left untimberedj and through this space the earth kept

falling by degrees, until a hole was formed capable of letting

a man stand up in it ; who observed a quicksand, about

three feet thick, and about four or five feet above the roof

of the drift. The stratum between the drift and sand was

clay ; water flowed from the sand. The hole was after some

difiiculties filled up, and the works proceeded.

From the observations which had been made in the pro-'

gress of the drift, the engineer found that the strata dipped

slightly from the south to the north, and concluded that the

gravelly stratum No. 2 in the shaft would end in quicksand.

This inference was confirmed by borings in the north shore

at E, and by the fact that the wells there are much deeper

than on the south. In expectation therefore of drawing off

the water from the face of the work, borings were made at

D, through the roof of the drift, and pipes forced up to the

top of the quick-sand, which had the desired effect. The

water came free from sand for a considerable time; bat

when the sand began to come througfi any of the pipes they

were plugged up, and others occasionally inserted in diffe-

rent places to the south of these, with the same object iu

view ; and which kept the face of the work dry. By this

means, and by using the utmost precaution in all other re-

spects, the drift was afterwards extended seventy feet be-

yond this fracture ; where the roof broke down a second

time, and sand and water entered the drift-way with great

violence, and to an alarming degree ; so that in about a

quarter of an hour the water rose in the shaft nearly to the

top of it. On examining the river an opening or hole at w
was discovered in the bed, of about four feet diameter and

nine feet deep, and its sides nearly perpendicular. Into this

hole, clay partly in bags, and other materials, were thrown

sufficient to fill it up ; and which succeeded in stopping the

communication between the river and the drift. The face

of the drift was again opened; but the men could make but

little progress, as the water and sand frequently burst iu

upon
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upon them, and drove them away. Pipes were again put

up at G, and the drift was extended twenty feet six inches-

further, in nearly a horizontal direction, through the quick-
sand. The face was then timbered up, to prevent anv further

fall of earth or sand ; and a pipe nine feet long forced

upwards diagonally at the face of the drift. The first eiglit

feet through which this pipe passed was blue clay, and the

Jast foot quicksand, of which a considerable quantity im-
mediately ilowed into the drift. This pipe soon became
clogged up, it is presumed with clay, as some lumps came
through nearly as large as the diameter of the pipe. An-
other pipe, eight feet six inches long, was inserted hori-

zontally in the face, and discovered nothing but blue clay :

no sand nor water came through it.

At this period the engineer reported, that he had ex-

amined the bed of the river, and found the hole at w con-

siderably increased both in width and depth, and the earth

at X very much sunk; and that he had no doubt these two
fractures communicated underneath. He then gave it as

his opinion that an nnJergronnd tunnel could not be made
in that line, unless the fractures were covered bv caissons,

without which the further progress of the drift would be

useless ; but that he had no doubt of being able to make a

tunnel over the same line through the river, sufficiently

deep into its bed, by means of moveable caissons, or coflTer-

dams, and at a less expense considerably than the original

estimate for the underground plan ; and uillioiit anif impe-

diment to the navigation of the river. Under these circum-

stances the further progress of the works was suspended.

But the directors think it nece-^sary to state, that allhouch

the engineer then in the Comininy's service was of ot)iuioii

that an underground plan could not he executed in or very

near the proposed line, yet there are others of a conlrarv

sentiment; and notwithstanding the directors are in posses-

sion of designs or plans (which may be inspected on appli-

cation at the clerk's office in Austin Friars) for compleiiiio-

the undL-rtaking, yet wishing to avail themselves of all the

ability of their country, in an undertaking of sucli noveliv

and importance, it becomes thtir duty to auait the event of

this
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this address to the public, before any plan be adopted,

laowcver considerable its merits, or however eminent its

authors.

In the design of any plan for this concern, engineers will

doubtles pay particular attention to the difficulties which are

likely to occur, from the situation of the quicksands, the

communication with them and the river, and the falls in the

bed of the river. And that they will not consider themselves

as prevented from offering plans for executing the tunnel

throuo;h the river itself, by means of caissons, coffer-dams,

or any other method (if such method appear to them pre-

ferable to the underground mode), provided in the execution

of such plans no impediment be occasioned to the navigation

of the river.

It is necessary to state, that any alteration in the line of

the tunnel can be but inconsiderable, as it must be confined

within the limits of the ground laid down in the accom-

panying plan.

It is an important consideration with the Company, that

the size of the tunnel be large enough to admit two car-

riages to pass each other; or two of smaller dimensions,

each to admit a carriage.

The Company contemplate a foot t'tmnel, only in the

event that a larger one should appear to be impracticable.

The plans must be formed with regard to the tunnel being

lighted.

N.B. That plan whose line is the shortest, and ascent

the easiest, will have great claims to preference, if equal in

merit in other respects.

Reference to the Plate.

Fio^. I, (Plate XI.) section of the river and works. Fig. 2,

plan of the same.

B the shaft. A B the drift-way, as far as it has been ex-

ecuted. The dotted lines De and EF, Fig. 1, show the

proposed ascent and opening of the tunnel. The dotted

lines in the plan, Fig. 2, show the proposed direction of

the tunnel. The width of the river at low water is 6i9 feet,

at high water 850 feet. The distance between the drrft-

way
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way and the bottom of the river between D and E is no

where less than 28 feet, and from D to A no where less

than 25 feet.

The parts shaded in plan Fig. 2 arc buildings.

LXVII. On the Fibres used in Micrometers: JVilh an Account

of a Method of removing the Error arising from the In-

fection of Light, by employing Hollow Fibres of Glu<s.

By David Brkvvstek, LL. D., F'elloto of the Royal

Society of Edinburgh, and of the Society of the Anti-

quaries of Scotland.

DEAK SIR,

JlIavin'G directed my attention for some years to the con-

struction of micrometers, 1 have had frequently occasion to

regret the difficulty of procuring fibres sufficiently fine and

elastic for these delicate instruments. The impossibility of

obtaining silver wire of a diameter small enough for this

piirpose, has induced Mr. Troughton to use the web of the

spider, which he has foiuid so fine, opaque, and elastic, as

to answer all the obj;.'Cts of practical astronomy. I am in-

formed, however, by this celebrated artist, that it is only

the stretcher or the long' line which supports the spider's

web, that possesses these valuable propertK's. 'ilie other

parts of the web, though equally fine and elastic, are very

transparent, and therefore completely unfit tor micrometri-

cal fibres. The difficulty of procuring the proper p:irt of the

spider's web, has compelled many opticians and practical

astronomers to employ the raw. fibres of unwrought silk, or,

what is much worse, the coarse silver wire which is manu-

factured in this country. But whatever be the relative ad-

vantages of these diflerent substances, they are all liable to

the error arising from the inHection of iight, v\hich renders

it impossible to ascertain the exact contact between the fibre

and the luminous body. This disadvantag;:; has been ex-

perienced by even' astronomical observer, and has always

been considered as inseparable from the wire mieronieter.

} have, however, succeeded in obtaining a delicate fibre

which
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which enables us to remove the error of inflection, while it

possesses the requisite properties of opacity and elasticity.

This fibre is made of glass, which is so exceedincrlv elastic,

that it can be drawn to any degree of fineness, and can al-

ways be procured and prepared with facility; a circumstance

of no smalhiniportance to the practical astronomer, who is

frequently obliged to send his micrometers to a great distance

to be repaired.

It is evident that this vitreous fibre, when drawn from a

fcoUow glass tube, will also be of a tubular structure, and

that its interior diameter may always be regulated by the

inner diameter of the original tube. When the fibre is

formed, and stretched across the diaphragm of the eye-piece

of a telescope, it will appear perfectly opaque, with a deli-

cate line of light extending along its axis. This central

transparency arises from the transmission of the incident

liofht through the axis of the hollow tube : and since this

tube can be made of any calibre, we can also increase or di-

minish the diameter of the luminous streak. In a micro-

meter which I have fitted up in this way, the glass fibres

are about the ]?00dth part of an inch in diameter; and the

frino-e of light which stretches across their axis is distinctly

visible, though it does not exceed the SOOOdlh part of an inch.

In using these fibres for measuring the angle subtended by

two luminous points, whether they be two stars, or the op-

posite extremities of a luminous disc, wo may, as has been

done hitherto, separate the fibres till the luminous points

are in contact with their interior surfaces ; but in order to

avoid the error arising from inflection, 1 would propose to

separate the fibres till the ravs of light issuing from the h.j-

mmous points dart through the transparent axes of the fibres.

The rays thus transmitted evidently suffer no inflection in

passing; through the fibre to the eye ; and besides this ad-

vantage we have the benefit of a delicate line about one third

of the diameter of the fibre itself.

I am, dear sir, your most obedient servant,

D. Brewster.

To Mr. Tilloch.

LXVIII. Oi-
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LXVIII. Observations siiggesled by the Geological Paper

if Mr. John Fauey in last Month's Philosophical

Magazine.

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sir,

T . '

HE geological facts communicated by Mr. John Farey, in

his Paper commencing your last month's Number, are in

an eminent dciiree instructive and interesting. It is only

from the itinerant geologist cautiously pacing over various

and extensive districts, and marking, with experienced in-

telligence, the wonderful phaenomena which every where

present themselves, that we can hope to obtain thai accu-

mulation of practical facts which can alone guide us to a

sober and correct theory of the natural causes which, at re-

mote periods, haveoperated those stufiendous changes which

are evcrv where seen on and near the surface of our globe.

The almost infinitely diversided exterior of the earth, and

its universal stratification, furnish the most interesting sub-

jects of inquiry ; and every natural inequality upon, and

every bed which reposes beneath, the surface is connected

with a history which well merits, and can only be developed

by, the researches of the strongest intellect. Indeed the

common mind is ovcrpov.'ered by the stunning magnitude

of geological facts; it shrinks from the bold but just con-

clusion, that the lowest stratum which the deepest excava-

tions into the earth have yet reached, was once itself a sur-

face, and that the highest peak of the loftiest stratified

mountain is only the remaining speck of a vast country

whicli once spread Itself out on the same, and in many in-

stances much higher, level : the mountain deriving its pre-

sent form and exaltation, not from masses of matter suc-

cessively piled up by unknown means, but solely from the

superior durability of its materials, which have withstood the

operation of those tiemendous agents, that have swept away

the surrounding country in which it was imbedded, leaving

the mountain itself a magnificent land gauge, by which to es-

timate the immensity of the tracts that have disappeared. Th.e

formation of mountains in this way, and that of the exten-

sive strata of the earth, mutually elucidate each other. The

Vol. 33. No. 13'3. May liOQ- B b incal-
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incalculable masses of materials necessary to form the latter,

could only be derived from the destructive transportation of

other strata equally extensive ; and the present elevation

of stratified mountains is demonstrative evidence of the

former existence of the countries which, in disappearing,

have furnished such vast masses of diversified material for

the formation of other stratified countries in other situations.

'J'hese simple and sublime geological truths, however they

may now shock minds unaccustomed to the conten)plation

of natural grandeur, will, at no disrant period, be as gene-

rally assented to as the gravitation of Newton.

The just appreciation of geological phaenomen^ is amongst

the most creditable things of modern science. Already are

the ig?iesfatin of hypothetical invention disappearing, and

we no longer hear of seas fourteen thousand feet above the

level of the present ocean retiring into cavernous recepta-

cles, or of the exaltation of continents, to equal heights, by

vulcanian energies. Forged in the same fabulous workshop,

they are ah'eadv slumbering on the same shelf with the vi-

treous sparks of Buffon.

The great source, I concLivc, of all hypothetical reason-

ins on the formation of the earth arises from the mistaken

opinion, that the present laws of nature are insufficient to

account for past eflccls ; without duly considering, that the

natural causes which are now operating changes on our

globe have been in attion n>iliions of years, and that it is

the almost infinite duration and variance of tlieir action,

rather than the apparent little which we can now perceive

them performiug, that will enable us to account for the stu-

pendous effects. which they have accoraplibhed. The system-

builder bv a deluge, an internal fire, an external cru^t, the

vicinity of an erratic planet, of some such fanciful creation-,

is for a,ccomplishing, almost in an mstant, that which, far

more probably, required many thousands of years to effect ;

and it assuredly is a rigid aiteuticuvlo, or <lisregaid t:)f, the

two important circumstances of time and agency j that marks

t-he boundary line between fanciful hypothesis and genui-ne

theory. When the investigator Hies off in search -of a cause

which no longer exists, ox no bnger oper'a\teS"wilhin •• the

spherr^
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sphere of his inquiry, he is ct.rlainly indulging in hypo-

thetical visions; but when he fairly generalizes, by some

common agrtcinent, a niullitudinoas class of acknowledged

phaenomena, and directly connects them with causes still ia

operation, he is developing a lucid theory which will en-

lighten and improve.

it is this di'parture from nature, by an assumption of ex-

tinct or itr)aginary causes, that has induced me to ofier the

present observations. The closet geolcjgist may be expected

to indulge hiniself in the creation of hypothetical phantoms;

but that he who has had the great and instructive volume of

Nature spread out before him, and, page after page, has read,

in her indelible and expressive characters, the history of her

magnificent transactions, should imagine her j>resent ener-

gies unequal to her past performances, and that others must

be sought for in lunar regions^ forsoothi is at once matter

ot surprise and regret.

I apply this to Mr. Farey, but with the utmost deference

for his practical knowledge. In any thing relating to effects

which have taken place, and to practical facts resulting from

extensive personal oliservalion, he is clear, correct, and in-

structive ; but the instant he attempts to develop cause, the

genuine spirit of philosophy forsakes him, and he becomes

bewildered in the unprofitable maze of hypothesis. Mr. Fa-

rey is evidently preparing to add one more inventive system

to the many that have already so much retarded the progress

of real knowledvre, bv the introduction of a non-existent

satellite at some indefinite time, and from some indefinite re-

gion, whose near approach to the earth is to reverse the ac-

tion of gravitation, and undulate or distort the upper strata

into some or all of their present irregularities. Before

further committing himself, it wiH be well for Mi". Farey to

consider whether, by the promulgation of a hyj^othesis so

utterly incongruous with all the present operating laws of

Nature, he is not about to sacrifice n)uch of that fair fame,

which liis practical researches have so deservedly assigned

him.

A system-builder^ like "a religious or political bigot, is

ever a most irritable being, and to prick his favourite bubble

B b i is
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is to explode ail his virulence: but I confidently trust that

Mr. Farey will be found a distinguished exception lo this, and

that he will hail with approbation a liberal criticism which

has solely in view the expulsion of error from his favourite

pursuit, and the recalling of his attention within those sober

limits which experience and observation so justly prescribe.

A dwarf stationed on the shoulder of a giant can see further

than the giant himself; and if I assume this visual preemi-

nence, it is only to acknowledge the Colossus that supports

me.

Certainly the great and most desirable desideratum in ge-

olojrv is lo account, satisfactorily, for the original formation

of all stratified countries ; and when that has been clearly

accomplished, all irregularities and anomalies in the strata

themselves, which have hitherto been almost the only cir-

cumstances attended to, will be comparatively an easy at-

tainment ; for it is impossible to doubt that the same power-

ful agent, whatever it inay be, that has given mobility and

transportation to such massive and diversified materials, and

has spread them out, on so gigantic a scale, over the face of

the globe, mn^t also be equal to their separation, disruption,

denudation, excavation, and almost every other geological

appearance which observation has discovered.

And I have only to advance one step further and add,

that the only agent in nature, with which we are acquaint-

ed, and to whose action we can assign, with any colourable

probability, all these extraordinary and stupendous effects,

is irater.

To this powerful and incessant operator allow but a suf-

ficiency of duration, and a suitable diversity of fluctuating

circumstance, and he will have a bold and arduous task to

perform who shall undertake to advocate its limitation in

geoloo'ical' efSeacy. And here it is that I would more espe-

cially sohcit the attention of Mr. Farey, by urging him to

relinquish his aerial assistant, which does not untie, but

clumsily cut, the Gordian knot, and substitute in its stead

this simple and natural instrunjcnt, in which he will expe-

rience a power and pliability of action competent to the il-

lustration of almost every geological pheenomcnon. It is,

however,
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Kowever, I think, very unf.ortunate for Mr. Farey himself,

that he cither does not perceive, or is strangely indisposed

to admit, the most obvious effects of water on the surface

of the earth. A decisive and very singular proof of this is

given in that most extraordinary and unphilosophical con-

clusion which he draws ou the formation of valleys, and

which unquestionably detracts, to an extent which he can-

not be aware of, from his other acknowledged merits as aa

observing naturalist.

The action of water, in operating extetisive changes on our

earth, naturally divides itself into two distinct branches ;

those changes which are effected by streams of fresh water

running over the surface, and those far more mighty ex-

terior and interior changes which the ocean itself has ac-

complished, during the submersion of our present continents.

iWere there any probability, Mr. Editor, that these cur-

sory remarks of mine could merit a place in your most re-

spectable repository of scientific knowledge, 1 would pursue

the subject in two subsequent papers on both of these

branches; first by investigating, circumstantially, the form-

ation of all valleys through which streams are now running,

and afterwards adverting to the diversity and magnitude of

marine action. I am, sir,

your most obedient humble servant,

JoH^f Carr.
Princes Street, Manchester,

May 13, 1809.

LXIX. Introduction to the Study of Mineralogy. By
M.Hauy*.

If the motives which invite us to cultivate a natural science

were founded merely upon the interest which certain pro-

ductions of then)selvcs inspire, and upon what a))pcars at

first sight attractive, zoology and botany would seem to

have a preponderance over mineralogy which would attract

d grt^ater number of admirers.

• This is a translation of M. Hauy's Preliminary Discourse to his celebrated
Work on Mineralogy.

B b 3 Minerals,
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Minerals, for the most part being hid within the cavities

of the earth, only come out of it in fragments, and bear the

marks of the iron instruments that have been eniploved to

tear them from tlieir beds : to tlie generality of mankind

they are only crude masses, without character and without

ai)propriatc definition, and appear as if intended solely to

be appropriated to our wants. It has seldom been imagined

that a distinct science could have been reared out of the sub-

ject, and that the naturalist should hold a place between the

miner who extracts the treasures of Nature from the earth,

and the artist who works them.

Those however who, without dwelling upon first ap-

pearances, will consider minerals more closelv, and with

lonu, continued attention, u ill easily perceive bow nuich is

to be gained by a more intimate acquaintance with their

properties.

Polyhedric forms, the dimensions and angles of which

appear to have been regulated by a scientific liand with the

assistance of the con)pas^ , the variations wliich these forms,

without ceasing to be regular, undergo in one and the same

substance ; and the advantage of being able, by the help of

calculation and observation, to re-discover the traces of Pro-

teus concealed under these metamorphoses ; ingenious ex-

periments coticurring wim indications which speak at once

to the eye, in order to develop the properties which escape

liim 5 the principle of Archimedes applied to the comparison

of weights under a given volume ; the refrangent power em-

ployed in tracing a limit between bodies through which the

imao-e of each object appears simple, and those which pre-

sent two to the astonished beholder ; heat substituted for

friction in order to produce electrical poles, in bodies the

crystalline form of which, by particular modifications, in-

dicates beforehand the positions of these poles; the mag-

netic qeedle making use of iron to disclose itself; various

chemical agents presenting methods of dispelhng doubts

which other experiments had still left ; the resources fur-

nished by analysis for the formation of a method grounded

upon the intimate knowlcdiie of the objects- which it em-

braces 3 every thing conspires to make mineralogy a science

worthy
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worthy of being received by niiiuls naturally inclined to in-

quiries susceptible of precision and vigour, presenting in-

genious combinations, and a colleciion of facts closely con-

nected with each other.

'io such minds mineralogy presents 'itself under a new
aspect. It is a picture which is embellished bv the mere

habit of seeing and studying it; in \^hlch Nalure exhibits

herself, as she does every where else, under an aspect which
claims for the Creator the tribute of our homage and admi-

ration.

Mineralosy embraces a multitude of productions which

human industry has not yet been able to moukltothc wants

or pleasures of life, without a certain study of their cha-

racters and of their nature, and wiiliout which art could

not possibly clear the paths of science. From the earliest

tinjes the collection of these familiar productions had been

subdivided into stones, sails, bitumens, and metals. The
methods of the mineralogist are, as it were, the first out-

lines of a picture. The working of metallic substances had

shown several essential differences which distinguish them.

Among the stones there have been composed numerous

groupes under the names of marbles and gems, which, not-

withstanding the disparity of the bodies which they served

to connect with each other, were attempts at the formation

of the genera which subdivide the classes. Certain proper-

ties, reniarkablc from their being elicited under ceiiaru cir-

cumstances only, have not csca|)ed attention : the attraction

exercised by amber when rubbed over light bodies, and the

kind of synipathy between iron and the magnet, u Inch had

been considered as a simple stone, have all been observed.

Even the forms of crystals were not wholly unknown to the

ancients: that of rock crystal and ol the diamond have been

distinctly alluded to by Plmy*. The regular polyhedrons,

which at present excite our admiration from their multitude

and diversity, were then also remarked as wonderful singu-

larities.

It is only since the commencement of this century, how-

* Hist. Nat. 1. xxxvii. c. '-.' 6c 1.

li b 4 ever.
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ever, that the learned have begun to submit the assemblage

of inorganic bodies to nielhodcal arrangements, and that

the term mineral kingdom has been adi^pted. Aniong the

various systems which have successively appeared, some

of them, such as those of Linnaeus, Wallerius, Daubenton,

&c., employ in the iklermination of the species, genera,

orders and classes, certain characters which are, as it were,

presented to the naked eyej such as those which are derived

from the form, texture, and transparency of the colours
;

or certain properties easily verified, such as those of emitting

light with steel, effervescence with nitric acid, &c. Other

systems, subjected to a more scientific progress, as traced

by Cronstadt, and followed by Bergman, Born, KirwaUj

&c., present the series of minerals classified according to

their analyses ; so that, the species being determined by the

identity of the component principles, the genera are formed of

species which have a common principle. The same method

also serves in certain cases to connect together several genera

in one and the same order; thus the neutral salts may be sub-

divided into alkaline salts, earthy salts, and metallic salts,

according to the kind of acid united to an alkali, an earth,

or a metal. But when analysis failed in enabling mineralogists

to form orders, its place was supplied by some chemical

property common to all the genera of which each order was

the assemblage : and with respect to the classes, they were

in the same way characterized after the manner in which

the substances which composed them were modified in the

various operations which spring from chemistry.

It must not be thought, however, that there was a line

of separation clearly traced betwen the two modes of me-

thodical distribution which we have mentioned. Chemists,

after having determined the series of the classes, orders, ge-

nera, and species, by the help of chemical properties, or of

the results of analysis, could not descend to the varietieSj

except by employing external characters in order to distin-

guish them from each other. Now, in a complete method,

we are the less entitled to dwell upon the species, as they

are frequently ramified into several subdivisions, the diffe-

rences of whicbj much roore striking than those light and

fuiritive
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fvigltive shades which modify the varieties in boLiny, pre-

sent, from the different laws of Nature, or from the different

ways in which she operates, resuhs very distinct. In calca-

reous species, for exr.mple, the various crystalline forms,

stalactites, marbles, &c., are so many modifications of one

and the same substance, which, without doubt, deserve to

be separately observed and studied ; and if in all these we
were not to see. any thing but lime and carbonic acid, it

would be as if we contented ourselves with the inscription

of a picture equally interesting by the assemblage and by

the variety of its objects.

On the other hand, it is evident that mineralogists have

really profited to a certain point, by the results of che-

mistry, in order to form the distributions which have been

designated by the term mineralogical niethods : for without

speaking here of the use which they have made of certain

properties, such as effervescence with the acids, which is a

true chemical property, they never could have been able,

without the aid of analysis, to refer subsances to their true

classes. The carbonate of lead, commonlv known •is.ivliite

lead, was regarded as a species foreign to the metals, and

was probably arranged among the stones. Tn the Bris2;aw,

a few years ago, rhf^re was found a crystallized substance

with small incrusted laminae, and of a white colour: mine-

ralogists had alternately regarded it as a zeolite, and as a

ponderous spar. The analysis of Pelletier, however, ni'^io-ned

its true place, as being among the ores of zinc, by tiie name
of calamine.

Chemistry has therefore been, at least tacitlv, the cruide

of mineralogists in the determination of species ; and the

formation of the genera is really the point at which systems

in every respect begin to diverge.

In those of the mineralogists, the species which compose
one and the same genus are connected with each other bv
a character derived from some quality which is common to

ihem, or by several characters so combined that their as-

semblage is considered as bclonginc: only to the collection

of the species in cjuestion. The genera adopted by chemists,

have their foundation in analysis ilscU; they depend, as wc

have>
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have said, upon the existence of a principle common to the

tiifterent kinds, the distinction of which afterwards bears

upon the principles which are peculiar to them.

We see from what precedes, that chemistry and mine-

ralogy necessarily concur to the fori^iation of a method,

whatever it may be, which has for its object the classifica-

tion of inorganic bodies ; that it belongs to chemistry to lay

the first foundations of the method by the determination of

the species ; and that the difference depends upon what is

contributed by each to the construction of the edifice which

is raised upon that basis. I shall soon detail the principles

which seem to me to conduce to the most advantageous ap-

plication of this kind of alliance.

On the other hand, natural philosophy unites with che-

mistry in order to furnish mineralogy with distinctive cha-

racters, the more advantageous from their diving to the very

bottom of substances, and they are much less variable than

those of which we judge only with respect to the manner in

which they strike our senses. Experiments equally simple

and easy seem to give us new organs, in order to penetrate

to the most intimate properties of a substance : and we may

answer those who think that mineralogy is sufficient for its

own wants, without internjixing with foreign substances,

that in operations so elementary, and requiring so small an

ejcpense, we see neither the naturalist nor the chemist pro-

perly so called, but the mineralogist alone, interrogalmg

nature in a more urgent and more fortunate manner*.

Geometry, in its turn, has direct and necessary relations

with mineralogy, bv the description of crystalline forms,

and still more by its numerous applications to the structure

of crystals, which, of itself, is only the result of a natural

* Altlioiigh this simple indication of chemical and physical properties be

sufficient for fulfilling our principal object, we have thought it right to add

the explanation of these properties, and thus to labour for men more particu-

larly versant in the sciences by which mineralogy may be extricated from the

labyrinth of phrases purely descriptive, and be raised to the rrnk of the true

sciences, which aggrandiae their object by ascending to the laws to wliich

they are subjected. They will of course do us a service, if they do not con-

fine us to the results of solitary experiments, but, ou the contrary, proceed

lo show their connection with the causes upon wliich they depend.

jreometrv.
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geometry, subjected to panicular rules, and l)y wh'ich each

solid has its figure dctern)iiu(.l by the conibiuatioii ol an in-

liniiv of other small solids, which are like the elements of

the first. A hasty glance at crystals will obtain for them

the ap[>ellatiou of pu-e lusiv: jiuturce ; which is only an ele-

gimt wav ot confessing our ignorance. A closer examina-

tion unfolds to us the laws of arrangement In them, by the

aid (if which calculation reprcsent.s and unites to each other

the results observed ; laws so variable, and at the same time

so precise and regular; simple in the extreme, yet display-

ing the utmost fertility.

The theory \\ hich has served to develop these laws, rests

entirely upon a fact the existence of which had been hi-

therto rather presumed than demonstrated. It consists ia

this, that these small solids, which are the elements of cry-

stals, and which I call their iiilegrant molecules, have, in all

those which belong to one and the same species of mineral,

one iiivariable form, the faces of which are in tlie direction

of the natural joinings indicated by the mechanical division

of these crystals, and of which the respective angles and di-

mensions are given bv calculation combined with observa-

tion. Besides, the integrant molecides relative to different

species also have diversities among them more or less re-

markable, except in a very few cases where their forms

have characters of retrularity, whence result, as it were,^ '
, \ .

points of contact between certain species. It follows from

this, that the determination of the integrant iwoleculcs

should have a great influence over that of the species ; and

this consideration has led uie more than once, either to sub-

divide into several species a groupe wiiich, in the ancient

methods, form only one, or to refer and re-unite the scattered

members of a single species, of which several distinct spe-

cies had been made. Some of these separations and re-

unions, made at a time when analysis had not vet lunelled

the true nature of the substances which were the object of

it, are lunv coufirmod bv chemical results ; and I stiall even

venture to sa)', that upon the hypothesis that no mineral

jtnbstance iiad been as yet decomposed, we might, by a con-

tinued uive5tlgation of the inlei^rani muiecuks, furm assort-

liicnts.
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merits, which we might be justified in regarding as belong-

ing to so many species distinctly circunriScribed * : so that, in

order to distribute them atterwards in a well arranged me-

thod, it would be sufficient tahave the analysis of one single

body taken in each.

From this we may conceive in what sense to understand

what I have above hinted at, namely, that to chemistry be-

longs the determination of species. It would perhaps be

more correct to say that it completes this determination by

making us acquainted with the principal molecules, of which

the integrant molecules are the assemblages. Already it is

easy to perceive (and the subsequent part of the work will

contain several examples) how interesting it is that the in-

quiries relative to these two kinds of molecules should con-

spire towards one common object ; that the chemist and the

mineralogist should mutually enlighten each other by their

labours ; and that goniometry, which furnishes data for sub-

mitting crystalline forms to calculation, should be associated

with the scales that weigh the products of analysis.

The principal object of this Treatise is to detail and de-

velop a method founded upon certain principles, and which

serves as a kind of survey to all the information presented

by mineralogy, assisted by the different sciences which can

go hand in hand with it in one and the same line. It is

calculated to bring all the minerals known under one and

the same point of view, in order to compare them with each

other, to study their characters, and to investigate alter-

nately by experiment and theory the different phaenomcna of

which they are susceptible. Every thing which can procure

the observer the double advantage of being at once guided

and enlightened during his progress will be employed; and

These assortments would not be limited to crystals properly so called

:

we might also include lamellated masses, or even those which caniiot be sub-

jected to a mechanical division .- for these last have frequently, when com-

pared with analogous crystallized substances, a relation, in point of position

and aspect, which ascertains them to belong to the same species : and thus

these masses, insignificant in themselves, may be determined, at least inter-

mediately, by the assistance of crystals which berve tbem in some measure as

interprears.

thia
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Ihis upon the principle that every science embraces every

other science necessary to its eUlcidation.

Mineralogy, in order to be successfully cultivated, re-

quires extensive preliminary knowledge and persevering in-

dustry. It is the lot of all the sciences, that, in proportion

as they acquire new degrees of perfection, they require ad-

ditional efforts also, in order to attain the point at which, as

from an elevated and commanding eminence, we can em-
brace at one glance a greater number of truths.

The result of my investigation, even supposing it to be

as complete as possible, could not be regarded but as an in-

troduction to the study of Nature. The different substances

of which the globe is composed, placed in their respective

positions by the concurrence of various causes, the actions

of which have been directed by the Supreme Being towards

the object proposed by his wisdom, present a spectacle per-

fectly novel, even to the eye the most familiarized with the

aspect of minerals transported from the bowels of the earth

into our collections. Here wc see them collected and dis-

posed in a perfectly symmetrical order; and Nature, break-

ing through on all sides the artificial limits traced by our

systems, separates what we had united, while she associates

and confcHUids those which we had separated. On one hand

she exhibits, by striking contrasts, substances which touch

and adhere together ; and on the other hand s!ie exhibits

certain gradual transitions from one substance to another :-~

those are the successions of shades, which call upon a judi-

cious observer to remark : Here, the sid'stance before vi is

no longer such a mineral, nor is it any longer such another.

Wc may easily conceive how useful and even necessarv a

preparatory smdy isto the naturalist, to enable him to derive

more benefit froT^n his travels, and froin observations n^^.d(t

upon the spot. Objects already familiar to him, dispose him
to form an acquaintance with those which vj'xW be new to

him : he has not yet seen Nature herself, but h.e has received

eyes lar the purpose.

Although the observations here alluded to beloncr to 2

branch of science which has been q3\\^(\ geology , the know-

ledge
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Jedge to which thcv lead appertains too closely to miner.-ilogy

to be oiYiilted in a treatise relative to tliis last science. I

shall conlTne nivselt to the mention of some sjeneral hicts,

the existence of uhich is confessed bv several celebrated ge-

ologists; and shall subjoin an abridged description of the va-

rious ajigregations known by the name of rocks, and of

others which are nothing else than groupes or mixtuies of

niineralogical spec.es. Tluisf who desire more detailed no-

tions may derive them from the works o.' Dcmc, Saussnre,

Dolomieu, Pallas, Ramond, and other ^clenlilic men who
kave seen Natvire upon a larije scale, and have acquired from

her a ri^^ht to describe her phaenomena.

But independently of thos'e who are led bv a particular

taste towards researches which are the result of travels

and voyages, there exist men every where, who, while re-

siding in towns, are desirous of procuring useful informa-

tion res])ecting the various mineral productions of Nature
;

and mineralogy has this advantage over the animal and ve-

getable kingdon)s, that the collections of objects connected

with it are more plentiful, and susceptible of fewer chasms,

on account of the smaller number of species, while they are

also less exposed to deterioration, and may be studied with

delight at all seasons and in all places. I have fialiercd niv-

self that there would be found in this work an additional

facility for acquiring the knowledge so proper for adorning

reason and cultivating the mind, and for exciting in the

soul a becominsi' gratitude for the benefits conferred bv an

all-seeing Providence. With the view of attaining every

object connected wiih the science, I have given, as often

as opportunity offered, an idea of the purposes to which

the minerals are applied, and of the processes employed by

artists in oider to render them fit for ihe use of mankind.

I'o return to the method wbiLh I have adopted in the

classification of minerals. In the first place 1 resolved to

direct my steps, as far as I could, by chemical lesuhs.

Where, in fact, can we find relations more proper ibr closely

connecting various mineral substances with each other, than

those which are founded upon the existence of one identical

principle ?
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principle? Where can we find diffierences more striking,

bflween ihcsame substances, than those which depend upon

principles peculiar to each ? Now, when we classify the

substances of one and the same kingdom, we establish a

continued comparison between ihcm, according to the re-

lations which connect and the differences which, separate

ihem. This comparison will therefore be t!»e most exact,

and at the same time the most natviral possible, and the

least arbitrary, if the method chosen for establishing it is

that which unveils to us the intimate composition and foun-

dation of each substance, which teaches us what it is in it-

self, rather than that which only shows us the outlines, or

perhaps the external effects.

We n)ay remark, before going further, that there arc in

the present case two problems to sol.ve. The first consists in

dividing and subdividing the collection of substances which

a system should embrace, so that each may hold its true

place. This is called clamijyiiig. The second has for its

object the furnishing of easy and convenient methods for

characterizing each substance in such a manner that we may
ascertain it, wherever it presents itself, and discover in the

system the place which has been assigned to it. The solution

of the first of these problems is the sole object at present.

Let us now examine what are the resources presented to

us by the present state of science, in order to attain this ob-

ject. Among the mirierals which in the common i:nethod5

compose the class of stones, there are several in which ana-

lysis ha^ demonstrated the j^resence of an acid combined

with an earth. Such are the calcareous carbonate of the

modern chemists, calcareous fluate, barytic &ul[ihate, &c.

Other substances, such as the emerald, topaz, garnet, &c,,

have onlv presented earths combined with each other, and

sometimes with an alkali. We shall for a moment lay

aside? these last substances, in order to speak of those which

contain an acid in their composition.

Here an important consideration presents itself relative t^

the distribution of these compounds. The modern chemists,

in forming the table of the results of that new system which

changed
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changed the face of science, by arranging in genera and

species the acid substances, made choice of the acids for

characterizing the genera, and distinguished the species ac-

cording to the diversity of the bases united in succession

with one and the same acid. This method of classifying

seemed to be pointed out by the course of their operations

alone. Oxygen being the acidifying principle, the common
generator of the acids would become, by this kind of univer-

sality, the primitive substance, the different combinations

of which with the different acidifiable bases we should first

consider: and by a natural consequence, the acids resulting

from these combinations would becon)e, in their turn, the

general terms to which we should refer the classification of

the different and more connpound substances of which they

form part. The activity and energy of those principles

which have so strong a tendency to unite themselves with

the earths, the alkalis, and the metallic oxides, and seemed

to rule over the combinations into which they entered, pre-

sented a new reason for assigning them the first place in

these very combinations in vi'hich they then formed the

principal part. But the mineralogist, whose object simply

is to apply the results of analysis to the works of Nature,

sees things in another point of view, and is necessarily led

to choose the inost fixed principles, as the comnion ties of

the different species which ought to concur to the formation

of genera.

In order to place this truth in its proper light, we may

teniark that, among the metallic substances which form

one of the great divisions of the mineral kingdom, several

admit an acid into their composition: hence it results in

the first place, that, by giving the first rank to the acids,

we could not avoid associating together in one and the same

genus, on the one hand, carbonate of lead with carbonate

of lime and barytes; on the oihcr hand, the sulphate of

iron with the sulphate of lirnc and that of magnesia ; and so

on with several other relations, in order to preserve the

^unity of the genera. Besides, by reasoning from combusti-

bles, which ire.pjently form part of the acidsj as with these

acids
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acids themselves, we should be forced to place together the

8.ui|>liuret oi iron, the sulphiiret of lead, the sulpluirel of

zinc, See. This is not all : the oxygen which should have

determined the preeminence granted to the acids of which

it is the generator, would obtain it for itself for a stronger

reason, relative to its combinations with the metals, known

by the name of metallic oxides, which would still form a

single genus. It would remain to mark these places of the

native metals in this distribution, and it seems that the only

part to take would be to associate them also in one and the

same genus,
[To be continued.]

JLXX. ui new Method for detecting Arsenic. By Joseph

Hume, Esq., of Long Acre, London.

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sir,

X* EW chemical tests are so interesting as those which dis-O
cover the presence of a poison, particularly that of arsenic.

It is not merely to the chemist or the mineralogist that such

assistance is advantageous, but it is often of the greatest

importance to the administration of public justice, where

the innocence or guilt of the accused depends frequently on

no other evidence than the exisience of this most dcleierious

substance.

The methods principally adopted are few, perhaps not

more than five; and though either of these, in many in-

stances, may sutficiently answer the end, yet, when the

quantity of the arsenic is extremely minute, I fear these are

liable to objections, and ihe results may be ambiguous.

The latest observations on this subject are, probably,

those of doctor Bostock, which were read before the Liver-

pool Medical Society. As I have oot seen that gentleman-5

paper, excepting merely so much as is detailed in the critical

analysis of books, published in the last number of " Medical

and Physical Journal," I sm not aware of any new instruc-

tions or cautions to render the usual methods more certam
;

but the test which 1 propose as a substitute, appears to by

more efficacious, in as much as it produces ?, more copi&Ui'

•' Vol. 33. No. i33,iHc7/ 1809. Cc precipitate
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precipitate from a given quantity of the arsenic ; the result ia

all cases must, therefore, be nearer the truth, being more

evident to the senses.

One experirnent will sufficiently elucidate the plan I pur-

sue. 'Let one grain of white oxide of arsenic and the same

quantity of carbonate of soda be dissolved by boiling, In 10

or 12 ounces of distilled water, which ought to be done in

a glass vessel ; to this let a small quantity of the nitrate of

silver be added, and a bright yellow precipitate will instantly

appear. This is a more decisive test than sulphate of cop-

per, which forms Scheele's green (arseniate of copper); and

thouo"h my process answers very well with potass or even

lime- water, yet I am inclined to prefer the common sub-

carbonate of soda. I remain, sir, your obedient servant,

Jos. Hume.
Long-Acre,

May 19, 1809.

LXXI. On the present Mode offinding the Rates of

7"nnekeepers. By a Correspondent.

\Jf all the requisites by which a seaman is enabled to con-

duct his ship from one distant climate to another, no one

appears to be of greater importance than an accurate know-

ledp"e of the time. The parliament of Great Britain, aware

of its necessity, have, for the last century, offered a large

reward to any person who may contrive a machine, that will

keep time within certain limits of error during along voyage.

So anxiously has this been desired by that part of the nation

who have any interest in its commercial or maritime con-

cerns, and so great has been the honour awaiting the per-

son who shall produce this desideratum, joined to the in-

citement naturally arising from the hope of obtaining a large

reward, that many ingenious watchmakers and mechanics,

both at home and abroad, have exhausted their utmost skill

in the endeavour to bring it to perfection. Although they

have hitherto found this impracticable, yet by the repeated

attempts, and successive improvements of various hands,

such an approximation to the truth has been attained, as

refkcts
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reflects great credit on their ingenuity; and it would be un-

just not to allow them this tribute of praise, when, for want

of reaching precisely to the point required, they are deprived

of those advantages, and remunerations for their trouble,

which would in that case so justly become their due. Too

frequently indeed docs it happen in this country, that the

most useful and ingenious mechanics, who have been re-

duced to indigence by attending perhaps to contrivances for

the general good, rather than to their interest by labouring

in the old beaten track, are sufiered to pine in want and

languish in distress 3 whilst pretenders and quacks have risen

to affluence, basking in the sunshine of favour, although,

deluding the public with one hand, and picking their poc-

kets with the other.

Few persons who have read the marquis of Worcester's

Century of Inventions, and know the fate of his machines,

have not regretted, that no attention was paid to his peti-

tion, for pecuniary assistance to enable him to complete

these inventions, and publish them for the generai benefit

of mankind ; more especially, as we are now convinced from

the circumstance of many of them having been reinvented,

that they were not the idle fancies of a lively imagination,

but that they were realities, which he had actually con-

structed and applied to practice. Indeed at present, there is

not any one department of the abstruse sciences, which can

boast of receiving that encouragement or support, which,

from its value to a commercial nation like Great Britain, it

has a right to expect.

It may appear rather extraordinary at this enlightened pe-

riod, when so many improvements have been made in in-

struments, and so great a decree of accuracy attained in

practical astronomy, that the present mode of ascertaining

and applying the rale of a timekeeper, practised in our fixed

observations, should be called in question : and although I

have looked over most of the publications on this subject,

yet I am not aware of any arguments by which it can be

justified.

The object intended by obtaining a rate, is to predict how
far from truth the chronometer will be at the end of a given

C c a time ;
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lime 5 and to ascertain the degree of dependence that can

be placed upon it, during the intermediate part oF that time :

or, to find whether the quantity of error increases uniformly

and regidarly in pro orti(jn as the time increases. It would

seem, that in all the trials hitherto made of tinn-keepers in

fixed observations, this object has only been partially pur-

eed ; whilst another of eqvial importance has been alto-

gether neglected : that is, no method has been adopted, for

finding the unavoidable alteration in the rale, produced by

the different changes of temperature, to which most longj

voyages are liable : but on the contrary, the rate has be^n

ascertained, lYjevely for thai temperature which happened to

eccur whilst it continued under trial, without endeavourmg

to find, whether any change would take place m the rate,

if a material alteration should be produced in the wearher,

from heat to cold or from cold to heat.

Can it reasonably be expected, in machines like these, thai

a rate found in a temperature of 30° of Fahrenheit, wiihout

iny grc»ter variation than Jo^ on either side, will be ade-

ijuate to compute forward, and tind the error of a watch

that is afterwards to be kept going in a temperature of 100°

pr higher, wherein the expansion of the metals is so difTe"-

rent from that of the former? It has also frequently hup-

pened, that the rate has been obtained in the coldest part of

winter, when metals are most contracted, and applied tp

the hottest part of summer when they are most dilated,

\i'ithout any correction for the unavoidable defect of exact

compensativHi ; or that the rate luis been found in a very

cold latitude, to apply to the going of the watch in a very

warm one ; and vice versa.

Perhaps it may be asked here, Then of what use is your

compensation ? To v^hich I reply. The value of this com-

pensation in the balance is not depreciated because the ut-

most degree of perfection cannot be attained in adjusting it,

any more than the v.due of the chronometer because it does

not keep exactly with njean time, or any more than the in-

direct nictliod of finding the true from the mean anomaly,

because it is <lonc by means of an approximation.

When chronometers have been sent on trial for twelve

months
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months or more, it has beta the general practice to com-
pute forward with the first month's rale, (no matter what

time of the year, or m what temperature it has been taken,)

and tu eoiitpare this contpnted error with the actual errvt

shown hy the watch, at the end of each succeeding month
that it coiitinued under trial. Now it is evident, that unless

thie rim«fk.eepercouid be accurately compensated for the effects

of heal and cold, which is seldom the case, there must arise

a very material difference between these two rates, when any

change ha« occurred in the temperature ; and that a very

smHll defect in the compensation must produce a very large

;dcviaiion from the computed rate, by placing the watch to go

in. a different temperature, whether considerably warmer Qr

cold«r, than that in which the first month's rate was found.

Hence, if It should so happen, that the month's rate on which
;.4his computed error is founded, has been taken in January,

when the thermometer was at 30° j then in July, when it is at

fiO°, the error m some cases becomes immense, but in most

-Cases of too great consequence to be altogether neglected. Iii-

-iieed, let this be taken in any part of the year, there is a great

probability against its having been taken iu that month,

wherein the mean temperature occurred, of that season during

which the watch continued ilicre for trial. On the contrary, if

the change of rate arising fronj the alteration of temperature

be taken into account, and applied with the computed rate,

an essential defect in the going of watches will thereby be

obviated, and they will be found to have gone considerably

nearer than people now believe they have.

Some of ihe best njakers of chronometers, at the time of

delivering them to the purchasers, have told them, how
much the dally rate would vary between the hent of summer
and the cold of winter. Although this is but a vague sort

of statement, yet I believe few seamen, who know how,
have faded to take advantage of it, and to apply it on all

occasions where they could. But it has met with a very (ii!-

ferent fate in our observatories, and has not only not been

applied, but has been cond^nmed, and declared improper

to be admitted there. Indeed, we have one publication ex-

•t:int, wherein it is expresslv asserted, that as the act of

C c 3 parliament
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parliament makes no mention of the rate, therefore the al-

lowance of a rate is an indulgence j and that the commis-

sioners might require the maker to adjust the watch, so as

to keep mean time accurately. With as great propriety

might it be said, that the placing a glass over the face to

view the hands and figures is an indulgence ; or that to make
the balance of two or more metals is an indulgence ; or that

the watchmaker having the power of choosing his own
escapement is an indulgence; or lastly, that the astronomer

being allowed to take the moon's place from the Nautical

Almanack, instead of computing it with proper data anci

La Place's equations, is an indulgence. The act prescribes

no definite means by which the object is to be attained, but

leaves the artist entirely to his own choice: it cannor there-

fore but appear extraordinary, that the act should be thus

construed, to the exclusion of the most essential part of the

principle on which the method is founded.

Those who are acquainted with the adjustment of the

balances of timekeepers know, that it is almost an impossi-

bility to bring them precisely to that minute point of exact-

ness, by which alone they keep accurately with mean time

:

and the difficulty of adjusting the balances for the effects of

heat and cold, so that they shall never vary with the greatest

extremes of either, would be at least as difficult to accom-

plish. But the former' is attended with no other trouble to

the practical navigator, than merely requiring the aid of a

little calculation to allow for the deviation. It would be

precisely the same with the allowance for the effect of the

alteration of temperature: and it cannot therefore but appear

extraordinary, that any objection should be made against

applying this correction, when, by means of it, so much
greater dependence can be placed on the time shown by the

machine. Art has always lent her friendly aid to science,

and science should return the kindness. Little can be ex-

pected in the progress of the longitude by either of thent^

separately ; but when they cordially unite their efforts, what

is there that they cannot subdue ?

Nothing would tend more powerfully to advance the in-

terest of our own countrymen, than the establishment of a

public
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puljllc observatory, for trying timekeepers and keeping their

rates; to which every maker ot"lhcm, if he thought proper,

might have access at stated hours, and be allowed always to

keep there a certain limited number of pieces. Here he

could try the effect of improvements, and gain experience

thereby j then alter, and try again, until he succeeded to

his mind : an advantage which he could not perhaps en-

joy in his own house, for want of instruments of sufficient,

accuracy, and leisure to make the necessary computations,

A book containing the rate of each timekeeper belonging

to each person might be kept, always ready for the use of

the owner, and, if he thought proper, for the inspection gf

the public *at large ; by which, he would be enabled to fix a

price on the machine, proportioned to the excellence of its

going, and avoid all suspicion of partiality in giving the rate

of his piece to the purchaser.

From this place, captains of ships or others mi<!,ht always

be furnished with timekeepers, suitable to the price ihey

could afford, or adapted, with respect to accuracy of going,

for the purpose they might be required to execute.

In shortj so many advantages would evidently be deri\^ed

to the makers, and the public, by an institution of this kind,

which could not fail to bring forward deserving merit as a

claimant on public favour, that I am surprised the watch-

makers have not established one at their own expense, by

subscription, as the amount of it when divided betv/een a

number of proprietors would not be an object to each indi-

vidual.

There are many situations near London that are well

adapted for the purpose ; the instruments necessary for it

would not be expensive ; and a steady careful person, cap::^*^

ble by his scientific knowledge of conducting it with ability,

might no doubt be found, who, considering it as an amuse-

ment rather than a labour, would be moderate in his terms

for the discharge of 'a duty, which must evidently be bene-

ficial both to the venders and the purchasers of these useful

and necessary machines.

T.

Ce4 LXXII. Pro-
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iiXXIt. proceedings &f Learfted ^ocibliei-

ROYAL gOCIETY.

J\j.AY 4.—A paper was read on the triple snlphuret ^f lead,

«dpper, and antimony, discovered by count Bournon iti

Cornwall. Mr. Jameson proposed to call this mineral Bonr-

lionite; but the count, in this additional memoir, in which

he corrects the mistakes he made respecting the figure of its

crystals in a former paper, prefers the name of the place

^here it was found. The integral molecule of this mineral

he has determined not to be a perfect cube, as at first con-

cluded, but having dissimilar sides in the proportion of 3 \h

5. The count, in answer to a paper of Mr. Smithson in thfe

l*hilosophical Transactions, defends the existence, not only

of binary but also of ternary and quaternary compounds,

and proves that the mineral in question is an example of the;

latter coniliinatlon, a quaternary sulphuret. As an instance

of the very singular difference in minerals in Consequence of

this variety of combination, the count refers to the anhy-

drous sulphat of lime, which is so very different from com-

mon gypsurn, although composed of the same materials

with the addition only of a little water.

May 10.—A paper by Mr. Home, on the Squat'us

maximusy was read, stating some particulars of the dimeri-

sions and conformation of the different basking sharks which

have been thrown on the coast of Britain in the coin-se of

the last year. The author considers this species of shark aB

occupying an intermediate place between the mamtnali'a

(whales) and fishers, and partaking of the characters of both.

May 18.—Capt. Burney stated to the Society some more

particulars respecting the floating of heavy bodies in a

stream, and the nature of their moving faster than the cur-

rent. He ;5eem€d to consider the cause or all such motioa

to be owing to the prtciure of the atmosphere.

Mr. Cavendish laid a paper before the Society on the me-

ibods of dividihg mathematical instruments, in which h^

proposed to substitute a balance compass and microscope for

Mr. Troughton's cylindrical ruler. The plan was illustrated

Jjy a drawing of the instru^nerit;, which effected the purpose

without
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uithout ihe nece^sily or risk of calculations, which almost

always involve errors,

A part oFa letter from Dr. Henry to Mr. Davy, on ox-

ygen of ammonia when exposed to electrization, was read.

By some recent experiments Dr. H. has ascertained, that in

decomposing the ammonia, som6 oxygen was admitted in

the process, and that consequently what was found as the

Tesuh of his former experiments was not derived from the

ammonia by electrization, but from the agents emploved.

The final result, however, of his experiments proved that

ammonia, as Mr. Davy originally concluded, is composed
of oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen.

The Society then adjourned over one Thursday on account

of the holidays,

SOCIKTY OP ARTS, ADELPHT.
At a late meeting (ff this Society, a conn..;\nication from

Mr. H. Porrett jun. was read, announcing that he '•uc-

eeedcd in obtaining prussous (ot* sub-pruspic) acid—an acid

difteriug from prussic, assidphurous does from sulphuric acid,

by containing less oxygen. It is a most delicate test of the

presence of silver in solution, and has the singular property

of precipitating iron of a red colour. It ha« completely

proved the presence of oxygen in prussic acid ; as by de-

oxygenating the latter it becomes prussous acid ; and on
adding oxygen, it is again capable of aft'ording a blue preci-

pitate of iron.

A new process for hardening the surface of caRts in plai<-

ter of Paris, has been communicated to the same Society.

It consists in boiling the cast in a solution of one pound of

alum in a pint of water for 15 minutes, and then ouflcrinor

it to dry gradually for about a month ; in this way the cast

acquires a very considerable degree of hardness upon its sur-

face, and is even capable of receiving a polish by friction,

so as to resemble white marble ^ and the surface of it may
be cleaned from time to timd, without the least injury to

the sharpness of the cast.

WERNERIAN NAtlTRAL HlStORV SOCIETr.

At the meeting of this Society on the 8th of April, there

was read t!ie drst part oi: a Description of the Mmefal Strata

of
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of Clackmananshire, from the bed of. the river Forth to the

base of the Ochils, illustrated by a voluminous and very-

distinct plan or section of those strata, done from actual

survey, and from the register of the borings and workings

for coal in Mr. Erskine of Mar's estate in that district;

communicated by Mr. Robert Bald, civil engineer, Alloa.

In this first part Mr. Bald treated only of the alluvial strata.

In poutinuing the subject, he is to illustrate it still further

by exhibiting specimens of the rocks themselves.

Mr. Charles Stewart laid before the Society a list of insects

found by him in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, with in-

troductory remarks on the study of entomology. It would

appear that the neighbourhood of Edinburgh affords no very

peculiar insects, and but few rare ones. The list contained

about 400 species ; which, Mr. Stewart stated, must be

considered as the most common, as they were collected in

the course of two seasons only, and without very favourable

opportunities. It was produced (he added) merely as an

incitement to younger and more zealous entomologists.

At this meeting there were laid on the Society's table the

first two volumes 4t0j with a volume of figures, of Comte

de Bournon's System of Mineralogy ', presented by the

author.

At a meeting of this Society on the 13th of May, the

second part of Mr. Bald's interesting mineralogical descrip-

tion of Clackmananshire was read, giving a particular ac-

count of two very remarkable slips or sliifts in the strata,

near 1000 feet in depth, and by means of which the main

coal field of the country is divided into three fields, on all

of which extensive collieries have been erected.

The Rev. Mr. Fleming, of Bressay, laid before the So-

ciety an outline of the Flora of Linlithgowshire, specifying

only such plants as are omitted by Mr. Lighifoot, or are

marked as uncommon by Dr. Smith. This, he stated, was

to be considered as the first of a series of communications

illustrative of the natural history of his native country.

Mr. P. Walker stated a curious fact in the history of the

common eel. A number of eels, old and young, were found

\i\ a subterranean pool at the bottom of an old f^uarrv, whirh

had
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had been filled up, and its surface ploughed and cropped, for

above a dozen of years past.

The secretary read a letter from the Rtv. Mr. Maclean,

of Small Isles, mentionmg the appearance of a vast Sea

Snake, between 70 and 60 feet long, among the Hebrides,

in June 1808.

And he produced a list of about 100 herbaceous plants,

and 200 crvptogamia, found in the King's Park, Edinburgh,

and not enumerated in Mr. Yalden's catalogue of plants

growing there ; communicated by Mr. G. Don, of Forfar,

late superintendant of the Koyal Botanic Garden at Edin-

burgh.

MANCHESTER PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

We copy from a Manchester newspaper the following

^Resolutions, which were occasioned (as appears from the

advertisement containing them) by some extraordinary cir-

cumstances, that have lately occurred in the Literary and

Philosophical So -iety of that place. They were passed una-

nimously at a meeting of the Society, which was held op

the 5lh instant, in consequence of a special requisition ; and

•which was attended by a greater number of members than

bad ever been assembled on any former occasion: consistently

with the spirit of them, Mr. Henry was re-instated in the

office of president on the 12th instant.

—

" At an extraordinary meeting of the Literary and Phi-

losophical Societv of Manchester, held on Friday, May 5,

1809, in consequence of a special requisition signed by

twenty-nine members, it was resolved unanimously,

" 1st. That the thanks of this meeting are Awo, to Mr-

Henry, for his long and valuable services, and for his uni-

form exertions to promote the best interests of the institu-

tion.

" 2dly. That the circumstances of Mr. Henry's age, and

standing in the Society, the great respectability of his cha-

racter, his valuable contributions to the Society's Memoirs,

and the rank which he has long held in the scientific world,

peculiarly distinguish him as a fit person to fill the chair of

4his Society.

^•' 3dly. That a deputation be appointed to wait upon Mr.

Henry,
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I ly, to c'>i:)in.. licaie, m the most respectful manner, the

gen iincult* expressed ni the two ioregt)ing resolutionii."

STONYHURST SCIENTII IC ESTABLISHMENT.
When the Frencli enter^-d Liege, the gentltmeii of the

gcnnnarv at that place were forced to make a precipitate re-

treat, abandomhg a large establishment, together with a

valuable library and a fine collection ot mathematical instru-

ments. Havmg since found an asylum in this country, they

have formed an establishment at Stonyhurst, where they are

makmg a laudable attempt to introduce the sciences, in their

improved state, into their common course of education. As

a tirst step, a handsome room for a library and another for

mathematical apparatus have been built, to which it is in-

tended to add a chemical laboratory as soon as possible.

As the arrangements of the building appear to us to unite

much m a small space, we are happy in being enabled to

present our readers with an engraving of the ground plan,

{see Plate XI 1.) which may prove useful to those who pro-

ject similar establishments.

It is not doubted that the gentlemen at Stonyhurst will

Boi only be soon enabled to finish the erection of their

building, but to procure the books and instruments neces-

sary to the perfecting of their undertaking—a very liberal

subscription having been procured among the friends to their

establishment.

Among other respectable names in the list of contributors

we observe the duke of Northumberland's forlOO/. ; the

marqviis of Buckmgham subscribes 50L, the earl of St,.

Vincent 60/., and the earl of Moira 5QL, &c. &c.

LXXIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneo2is Articles.

SMYRNA MADDER.

1 HIS valuable plant has lately been introduced into this

c » Hitiv *H' ^''r. Spencer Smith, who furnished the Society

(i \iis, &c. (See, with S'lme seed, from which Mr. Salis-

buiv vi the Boi'nic Gariien, Cadogan Place, Sloane Street,

"Itas aecu so lortunate as to obtain plants^ which have grown

in
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in a most promising manner. He expects to obtain seed

from ihcm, and by iheir cultivation hopes may now be en-

tertained that this most valuable dye-root will become na-

turalized to our soil.

LKCTURES.
iMr. Brookcs's Summer Course of Lectures on Anatomy,

Physiolovy, and Surgery, will commence on Saturday the

loth of June, 1809, at Seven o'Clock in the Morning, at the

Theatre of Anatomy, Blenheim-Street, Great Marlborough-

Street.

Surgeons in the Army and Navy may be assisted in re-

lieving their Anatomical Knowledge, and every possible

Attention will be paid to their Accommodation as well as

Instruction.

Anatomical Converzationes will be held weekly, when
the diflcrent Subjects treated of will be discussed familiarly,

and the Students' views forwarded—To these none but Pu-
pils can be admitted.

Spacious Apartments, thoroughly ventilated, and replete

with evciy Convenience, are open at Five o'Clock in ihe

Jvlornliig, for the purposes of Dissecting and Injecdncj,

where Mr. Brookes attends to direct the Students, and ( -

nionSiPate the various Parts as they appear on Dissection

An extensive Museum, Qontaining Preparations illustra-

tive of every Part of the Human Body, and its Diseast.-s,

appertains to this Theatre, to which Students will h:\ve oc-

casional Admittance-*-GentIemen inclined to support this

S ho(ji by contributing preternatural or morbid Pans. S. bj s

in Natural History, &cc., (individually of liitie value to t::e

possessors) may have the pleasure of seeing t'^em pnsei ved,

Vr4ii^ed, and registered, with the Names of the Donors.

For a Course of Lpctures, including the Dissections, 5 5
Fi r a i'erpetual Pupil lo the Lectures and Dissections, 10 10 O

The Tneonvenienceg usually attending Anatomical Inv?sti-

ga'. ons are counteracted by an antiseptic Process. Pupils

mav be atconnnodated in the House. Gentlemen established

in Practice, desirous of renewing their Anatomical Know-
IcCi ;, may be accommodated with an Apartment to Dissect

in i.Nv»t( J.

Mr. Taunton
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Mr. Taunton will commence his Summer Course of Lec-

tures on Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology, and Surgery, on

Saturday the 3d of June, 1S09, at Eight o'Clock in the

Evening precisely. They will be continued every Tuesday,

Thursday, and Saturday, at the same hour. Particulars may
be had on applying to Mr. Taunton, Greville-Street, Hatton-

Garden.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.

To Simeon Thompson, of Maddox Street, Hanover

Square, for a machine or machinery for raising, lowering,

drawing, driving, forcing, impressing, or moving bodies,

substances, materials, fluids, articles, or commodities.—

March 20, 180g.

To Charles Valentine, of the parish of St. James, Clerk-

eiiwell, japanner, for a new mode of ornamenting and paint-

ing all kinds of japanned and varnished wares of metal,

wood, paper, or any other composition, and various other

articles.—March 20.

To James Yonnie, of Theobald's Row, Middlesex, smith,

for a machine or instrument, to be applied to stoves or

grates, for preventing accidents by fire ; and whereby the

fires in stoves or grates may be put out and extinguished

with safety and facility.—March 28.

To Elizabeth Perryman, of Greek Street, Soho, Middle-

sex, for a new street and hall lamp, and the necessary ap-

paratus for expediting the trimming, lighting, and cleansing

the said street and hall lamp.—March 29.

To Richard Willcox, of the parish of St. Mary, Lambeth,

Surrey, mechanist, for sundry apparatus or machinery for

accelerating the manufacturing of felt or stuff hats ; and for

cutting and removing by machinery the furs of beavers,

rabbits, and the whole variety of skins, the furs or wool of

which are used for the purpose of hat-making.—April 3.

To Richard Willcox, of the parish of St. Mary, Lambeth,

Surrey, for certain machinery for facilitating the manufac-

turing of stuff, wool, and other hats, and bonnets felted.—

April 3.

*To John Thomas Groves, of Great Scotland Yard, White-

^ . hall,.
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hall, Middlesex, esq., for an improved mode of constract-

ing buddings, by which great expense, labour, and time, is

saved, and the buildings secured from dry rot, with other

advantages.—April 3.

To John Frederick Arehbold, of Great Charlotte Street,

Surrey, gent., for a method of converling salt or sea water

into fresh water, both on land and on board of ship at sea,

—April 18.

To William Pleasants the elder, of Abbey Street, in the

city of Dublin, bachelor of arts, for a self-mover, or ma»
chine which can keep itself in motion.—April 19.

To Pliillips London the elder, and Phillips London the

younger, of the parish of St. Luke, Chelsea, Middlesex,

gents., for certain new and improved methods or processes

of manufacturing, refining, and purifying muriate of soda

or common salt.—April I9.

To Phillis Bovvn' Thomason, wife of Edward Thomason,

of Birmingham, manufacturer, for improvements in the

making of umbrellas and parasols.—April 19.

To Matthias Wilks, of Brabant Court, in the city of

London, merchant, for his compound substance or cake for

the feeding of horses and other animals.—April 20.

To John Barton, of the town of Tunbridge, in the county

of Kent, gent., for his machine for raising weights or water

with greater facility and at less expense than any at present

used.—^April 25.

To Richard Trevithick, of Rotherhithe, in the county of

Surrey, engineer, and Robert Dickinson, of Great Queen-

Street, in the county of Middlesex, esq., for certain inven-

tions calculated to improve naval architecture and naviga-

tion, and to contribute to the comfort and better subsistence

of mariners.—April 29.

To William Hamilton, of Lower Mount-Street, in the city

of Dublin, for his new mode of preparing soda and other

mineral waters, spirituous, acetous, saccharine, aromatic

liquors, and sundry improvements relative thereto.—May 4.

METEOJIO-
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meti:orological table,

By Mr. Carey, of the Strakd^

For Majj 1309.
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LXXIV. Thoughts on Atmospheric Density and Pressure,

By I'homas Charlton Sicker, Esq,

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sir,

iNoTvviTHSTANDiNG the wide field of inquirv which the

iTiechanical history of the atmosphere prtsents to us, and

notwithstanding the interest which such inquiry must na-

turally excite in a philosophic mind, yet we niuct cOniess,

our labours in it have been but partial, and our kncwledge

of it is but limited :—the attention of men of science has

(comparatively speaking) been mostly confined to its che-

mical history, probably from its more immediate coniici tioii

with, and relation to, practical and usehil results. On the

former subject, therefore, I beg to ofFor some ideas \ hich

have suggested themselves to me, and w hich relate to one of

its principal (though I think least understood) pYopcitit-s*.

Unaided by the lights of natural philosophy or the force

of experiment, it scarcely comes within the limits of h,man
conception, that that invisible inodorous aeriform mass of

fluid surrounding our globe should at all he subject to the

Jaws or possess the properties of matter; but particularly

that it should possess either density, ivcight, or pressure.

These three properties of atmospheric air, viz., density^

weight, and pressure, are often misunderstood, and gene-

rally confounded with each other, particularly the two

former. Now we well know that attraction of cohesion and

attraction of gravitation sensibly differ from each other ; if

not, platina would be the hardest, and the diamond the

heaviest, bodies in nature. We know that their action is

quite different, that of the one being inversely as the squares of

the distances, that of the other increasing at a much Or.'cker

rale as bodies approach, the smaller the distance tlie greater

its power. By the word density therefore, (which in parti-

cular seems often misapplied and misunderstood,) I mean,

strictly speaking, impermeability, or that power in a body

by which it is enabled to resist or obstruct (more or less) the

passage of other bodies through it, and which may be e^ti-

mated by the greater or less difficulty with which such re-

sistance or obstruction is conquered. Now this .imperme'

Vol. 33. No, 134. Jwie 1809. DU ability
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alil'ity in a body must arise not only from the closeness

with which its integrant parts are connected, but also from

the weight of these parts, and consequently the difficulty of

removing them ; so that, in other words, density, I think,

may be defined, that power resullhig J'rom the union of the

attraction of cohesion and gravitation.

That the atmosphere is possessed of this power is well

known :—take two bodies of different weights but equal

bulks, drop them from the same heiiiht, it will be found

that the differences of their velocity in descent will be di-

rectly as the differences of their weights, and as the dif-

ferences of the times of their descent, and that consequently

the spaces of atmosphere descended are directly as the squares

of the times, and as the squares of their velocity in falling.

To this it may be answered, that gravity is the sole cause,

and that the air has no effect whatever : however, that this

i-s not the case is well known by the old experiment of a

feather and guinea falling alike in the exhausted receiver of

an air-pump. Hence, were it not for the greater or less re-

sistance or impermeability of the atmosphere, the force of

gravitation would be equal in bodies; their absolute gravity

depends, more or less, on the density of the atmosphere,

not the latter on the former.

Now it is obvious that this power can only exist where

there are particles or molecules (see Boscovich) : it must

depend on the disposition of those particles, and even on

the particles of those particles to the ultimate one, viz., on

their size, their shape, form, &c., and their degree of

aggregation and consequent distance from each other. At-

mospheric air, therefore, must have its particles or mole-

cules, (though completely imperceptible to our organs of

sensation,) certainly, from its great permeabHity, its yielding

to the slightest impression, and affording little or no resist-

ance to the insinuation of bodies denser between the in-

terstices of its particles ; this power in atmospheric air may
almost be said to be at its minimum.

This permeability in atmospheric alrarises, it is supposed,

from the very slight aggregation of its particles, and conse-

quently their small quantity and great distance from each

other:

—
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oilier :—however, this may not be the case ; it (the atmo-

sphere) may contain many particles, and these papticles

closely approximated together by a strong cohesive torce ;

but this permeability may arise from their extreme minute-

ness and want of gravity, from their spherical form, (their

angles being blunted off by friction,) and their thus sliding

through, among, and under each other, yielding to, and

being impelled by every motion communicated. Indeed the

latter hypothesis, I think, seems the more probable. How-
ever, from whatever cause it is, a degree of tenuity or

permeability arises which scarcely any other body possesses,

and which may be estimated by the velocity with which

heat, light and sound travel throua;h it.

Atmospheric density is generally confounded with atmo-

spheric pressure, though distinct from each other; the one

is a property it possesses in common with all other bodies,

the other is peculiar to itself alone. In the one there ap-

pears an inherent and self-existent direction of the particles,

and this direction seems positive and determinate ; in the

other there appears no direction but what is given by exter-

nal and accidental causes, and therefore quite vague and

indeterminate, and only what is possessed by all matter.

Atmospheric pressure may be shown in various ways, per-

haps one of the simplest is thus :—invert over a bason of

•Vvater, a tumbler previously exhausted of its air; the water

of the bason will ascend in the tumbler much higher (ac-

cording to the dimensions of its column) than its level in

the bason,—being pressed down by the external atmosphere,

its particles are forced to cohere closer together, until the

force of pressure is withdrawn ; they then recede from each

other, the interstices between thenj are increased, and thus

taking up a greatcB space, they consequently ascend, being

prevented by the sides of the tumbler from expanding la-

terally.

Now surely it is inconceivable that a body weighing only

the eight or nine hundredth part that of another, could pos-

sess the power of raising it up, and consequently forcing it

to assume a contrary direction to that gravitating one which

it, though in so slight a degree, possesses in common with

D d 2 other
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other bodies, were it not for a self-impelling self-existing

force in the atmosphere. For instance, were the experiment

tried under a fluid still heavier than air, but lighter than

water (oil for example), in a vacuum, Quere, Will not the

water remain level inside and outside ?

Hence we must argue, that pressure is distinct from den-

sity, self-existing in the atmosphere, and in that alone
j

nor even do they always act directly of each other, particu-

larly in the upper regions of the atmosphere. (See Bouguer's

Travels he, in the Andes.) However, although they do

not appear to be one and the same power, vet they seem

intimately connected, and to act directly with each other,

and what affects the. one affects the other.

Galilei was the first discoverer of atmospheric pressure,

-by observing that fluids rose to a certain height in a vacuum,

which had formerly been accounted for by the old idea of

* Nature abhorring a vacuum."

Torricelli, his pupil, completed the discovery*, observing

that the atmosphere pressed equally on all bodies at the

earth's surface, and in proportion to their densities; viz.,

more on a fluid than a solid, and more on a gas than either:

and as fluids are of different densities, and the only bodies

susceptible of being acted on by this pressure, from the

slight cohesion and consequent motion of their parts, he

naturally conceived that the rarer the fluid the higher it

would rise in a vacuum, and i.'ice versa.

Thus, he first found that water, at the medium tempera-

ture of the atmosj)here, would ascend about 32 feet, con-

sidering this the rarest fluid, which height or column of 32

feet was consequently an equipoise to a column as high as

the atmosphere:—calculating the comparative densities of

fluids, he conceived that one twice as dense as water would

ascend half as high, and so on, the density of the fluid being

inversely as the height of its ascent. Then, considering the

comparative density of water, the rarest, with that of mer-

cury, the densest fluid known, he found it to be 14'

l

; con-

• After Torricelli, P;iscal brought this discovery to still further perfection,

and made many important additions, particularly by his celebrated experi-

xaeats on the Puy de Dome.

sequent ly
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sequently he concluded that the mercury would risC-jJi^th the

height of the water : this he found exactly to answer. He
tilled a glass tube about three feet long, closed at one end and

exhausted of its air, and inverted it into a bason of mercury ;

the mercury rose 29 inches, = Vt^^ ^he height of the column
of water; the remaining part of the tube was of course a.

vacuum (the Torricellian vacuum).

This mercurial column 29 inches high, is therefore equal

to a column of the atmosphere extending from its summit
to the earth.

The atmosphere presses equally on all bodies at the surface

of the earth, or equally distant from it.

This pressure decreases in a direct ratio (generally) with

its distance upwards from the earth's surface, (the atmo-

spheric column being shortened,) or rather from the level of

the sea, it being the only natural uniform level from whence

such indications are deducible. Hence it follows, that it

increases directly with its distance downwards from such

level—(the atmospheric column being lengthened)—so that

in pits the pressure must (comparatively speaking) be at its

maximum : of this, however, I believe we have no direct

proofs.

Thus the atmosphere may be said to constitute a inass

consisting of strata lying on each other, each stratum pressing

on the one next it with not only Its own individtial weight,

but with that collected weight with which it is pressed from

above, so that the lower stratum has the whole superjacent

pressure as it were on its back, ?»nd with it presses the

earth.

Hence (supposing the ratio to be direct), if heights in the

atmosphere be taken in arithmetical proportion, its rarity

(from want of pressure) will be in gcomeulcal progression :

thus, at 7 miles above the earth it is 4 times rarer, at l\

miles it Is IG limes rarer, at 21 miles it is 6i times rarer,

and so on, the rarity increasing in proportion lo the height

as 4*1.

This principle of the atmosphere decreasing in pressure

"*^ we ascend, and this decrease being (generally) equable,

D d 3
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has been most happily applied in the estimation of altitudes

(particularly those of mountains) by theTorricellian tube, or,

as it is more commonly called, the barometer*. The mer-

curial column decreasing as we ascend, vthe column of air

decreasing in height, and of course decreasing in its ability

to support the former ; at that height therefore at which the

mercury would no more rise but remain in its bed, the pres-

sure must either be at its limits, or too slight to raise so

dense a body as mercury : but if a rarer fluid were employed

at this height, the force of pressure might still perhaps sen-

sibly act on it until that period, when, from the want of

both density and pressure in tlie air, its particles could no

longer keep together, and a vacuum must ensue : indeed

this I think (if possible) the only true mode of ascertaining

the height of the atmosphere, because where there is atmo-

sphere there will be pressure also.

However, the barometer does not appear calculated for

estimating great heights in the atmosphere, because there, as

was said before, its decrease of density does not often keep

pace with its decrease of pressure or gravity, as appears from

the observations of Bouguer and Don LJlloa, &c. on the

Andes, the upper regions being (from various causes) not

yubject to the same laws as the lower ones. Hence, as ui

the common indications of a barometer, the pressure, weight,

and density are more or less connected with each other,

though in reality, and strictly speaking, distinct, as before

mentioned : consequently the equability of its ascension

must, at these high regions, be considerably diminished,

from these three powers being more or less at variance with

each other, and therefore its indications must be erroneous.

Jf the ratio of the mcrcurv's descent for our ascent uere

known, and was equable, the barometer might ascertain any

height, and we might easily know that at v.'hich it would

remain at its level.

In the lower regions (ihe heights of mountains for in-

sta;;cc) tlae mercury, it is said, generally falls an inch

* Barometer, however, in strictness, means a racasurcr of the weight of

the air.

fof
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for 850 or 900 f'cct at a inedimn* : it' this ratio held good

altogether, the mercury must remain in its bed at the height

of 27000 feet.

As a square inch coliurni of mcrcurv 30 inches hin^h

(which various observations and experiments have proved to

he the medium pressure in those countries, or others situated

in or near their latitudes,) weighs about 13lbs., so the at-

mosphere must press with a weight equal to 15lbs. on every

square inch, or ISOlbs. on each square toot: calculating thus,

the whole superincumbent pressure of the atmosphere

amounts to 1 2,043,4-1 8. SO0,000,o00,000lbs.t Reckoning

the surface of a man's body to be about 11 square feet, he

sustains a pressure (calculating thus) of 11 tons 2 hundred

weight 18!lbs.

It may be wondered how man could bear such a weio-ht

on his bodv and not be crushed. On the contrarv, this pres-

sure is indispensably necessary to our existence, and two

reasons concur in preventing its being felt troublesome : 1st,

its being so equal all over our bodies as not to move their

fibres; 2dly, the caloric generally evolving from hence

counteracts and renders it less sensible. Besides, sensations

we have been accustomed to from our birth do not much
annoy us, and it is probably this pressure that occasions the

cries of the new-born babe.

Atmospheric pressure is necessary to our existence. In

ascendino- into the air, we might suppose our sensations'

would be more ao;reeable bv beinir^ loosed as it were from a

heavy load : yet the"" contrarv is the fact; the blood of our

internal vessels not being pressed down, bursts and over-

flows its barriers, insomuch as sometimes to endanger death.

These sensations are always perceived in ascending con-

siderable; heights : spitting of blood, and bleeding at the nose

and eyeSj a drowsiness, listless apathy, and inexertion are

* Tliis appears from the observations and experiments of Saussure and

De Luc on the Alps, Do'i Ulloa, Toupuer and Condamine on the Andes,

and of Mr. Kirwan un moimtains in h'eland ; all of whoRe labours in this

intereslinp; subject, besides those of Dr. Halley, .Sir George Shuckbargh, aiid

General Roy, have so much contributed to its advanccoieiit.

f Eijual to a ball of lead GO miles in diameter. See Coles's Lectures.

D d 1 expc-
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experienced*. Hence Provid<^iice has wisely ordered it, that

this pressure, though apparenrly such a load on us, should

be absolutely necessaiy to our lives, by keeping our blood

within its proper limits, making its particles retain their

proj^.T .CDhesion, and thus giving the pulse, heart. &c., that

uriit'orni gradaiion of beatmg in which the vital principle

consists.

Atmospheric pressure varies considerably, (as was before

observed,) particularly in the upper regions, and these varia-

tions M|)pear to increase as we ascend into theni ; because the

decrease of density not keeping pace with the decrease

of pressure, there must, in thqse high regions, be sudderi

condensations and rarefactions, which must dtvej-t from their

direction the pressuTg down particles of the atmosphere, and

drive them laterally and oiherwise, &c. Hence the secon-

dary cause that afflicts these variations is the winds : on this

account these variations are greatest at the poles, and de-

crease towards the equator, there being greater winds at

the former, the atmosphere there being denser from its less

high state : that they are little or none at the equator, ha?

often been proved.

Were it not for atmospheric pressure there would be but

little distinction between liquids and gases, no more than

what is produced by the action of that aggregate attraction

on the one hand, and that quantity of caloric on ihe other,

with which they are naturally endued. For, as the pressure

always assists cohesion, and ponsequently counteracts the

effect of caloric ; and as the particles of bodies have liberty

to move and recede from each other direct ly as the positive

and repelling power, and.i/iicrseli/ as the negative and ap-

pr'>ximati)ig one, viz., cohesi(Mi ; and as between these con-

btituent internal powers all bodies are balanced ; it follows,

that '.'.'hen a third neutral external power is introduced, viz.,

pressure, it must turn the scale, weaken the action of the

caloric, and tend to keep the body in a liquid state ac-

cording to it? force. Hence the quantity or degree of heat

* Messrs. Humboldt and Bonpland perceived thci-c s)-mptoins to a very

alarmisi^Lj dc;{rcec en the Cordilleras: even Dr. Pitcairn in ascending Ar-

thur's Seat (only 900 feet) bfgan to be sensibly affected so,

necessary
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necessary to produce the conversion ot a liquid into a gas

(or evaporation
J
must depend on the pressure ot the air: the

greater the pressure, the greater the heat necessary trom ii»

greater resistance to its escape, and vice versa.

Thus, in the application of a heat (nearly boilii.g) to a

fluid, its particles being rendered so rare and minute acquire

a disposition to ascend, from want of gravity. In this dis-

position to ascend they come into contact with the particles

of the air pressing downwards, and are thrown down again,

their force of ascent being inferior to the force of descent

possessed by the atmospheric particles. The body is there-

fore still kept liquid in this degree of heat: if, h()v\ever, it

is increased a little further, the particles are forced to rise

up and conquer the force of pressure, and thus evaporation

takes place.

In ihis state then a body is balanced between three

powers, two of which may be said to be quiescent^ and the

'third dv-Uent; if the united sum of the quiescent forces,

pressure and cohesion, amounts to more than the divellent

caloric, its liquidity remains; if less, evaporation ensues.

Then, in a case of evaporation, to know the force or power

with which it takes place, add the sums of the quiescent

powers, cohesion and pressure, (numerically expressed,) de-

duct their united amount from the sum of the divellent ca-

loric, and the remainder will be the sum required. 'I'hus,

suppose a body possessed with the three powers so, the qui-

escent A and B, and the divellent C, thus A with the force

of 6, B with the force of 2, and C with the force of 10,

then we have A 6 + B » = 8 — C 10 == 2, the force with

which the body evaporates. If the forces are equal, and

that there is no remainder, the body of course will remain

as it is.

On the other hand, in the reconversion of a gas into a

liquid (or condensation) where the powers are reversed, to

know the force with which the body condenses, subtract

the quiescent caloric from the united sum of the divellents,

pressure and cohesion, the remainder is the sum required,

7 hu?, suppose a body with the powers to C, caloric with

the force of C, B pressure with the force of 8, and A cohesion

with
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with that of 2, then we have C6 — B8 + A2== 10:= 4.'

The body therefore condenses with the force of 4. Thus
then, by numerical expression^ we find the conversion of

liquids int(; gases, and vice versa; and hence this conversion

depends more or Jess on atmospheric pressure.

Although the force of pressure is too slight to affect solids,

yet crystalli'zation is in a certain degree dependent on it ; the

cohesive power in the liquid would not be sufficient of itself.

Henee, though the points of condensation and evapora-

tion are established at certain standards, it is merely because

the pressure is similarly established at a certain standard

point (30 inches). The boiling point of water at this pres-

sure is 212°. On the tops of mountains a much less degree

of heat will suffice*, and in an exhausted receiver it will

boil at 70\

On the contrary, when the pressure is increased (in pits

or mines), a greater heat is of course required, and by arti-

ficial pressure water may almost sustain any heat without

evaporating f. The exact ratio of the decrease of heat for

the decrease of pressure, or the increase of heat for the in-

crease of pressure, in the process of ebullition in water or

other fluids, has not, I believe, been hitherto determined.

Thos. Charlton Speer.
May 19, 1S09,

LXXV. On Geometrical Froportlon. By Wm. Marrat,
Esq., ()/' Boston, Li//col/i'i/iire,

To Mr. Tilloch,—Siu,

JL HR doctrine of proportion is well known to be of so much

importance to mankind in general, that anv attempt to elu-

cidate its principles cannot be deemed entirely useless. A
great part of the obscurity with which this subject is enve-

loped, arises from tlie vague and ambiguous manner iu

* See SaussLire, on the Alp's, 5:c.

+ Hence, by means (;f au instrument t!iat would veiy sensibly measure the

degrees of heat,' we migiit (c.-ieieris paribus) ascertain lieiojhts in the atmo-

sphere, and our distance above it, by the dfcrcose of the boilinj^ point ; and, on

;he other hand, our distance below it fin piK for instance) by its i/icrer'xr.

which
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which authors have defined the word proportion: thus, it is

frequently confounded with the words ratio, rcawn, ana-

logy/, 8f.c., and sometimes two, sometimes three, and some-

times /owr quantities are said to ho proportional. 1'his mode

of procedure creates a good deal of confusion, and not a

little embarrasses the ideas of beginners ; and it is to obviate,

in some measure, these irregularities, that I now send you

the following short disquisition on this interesting branch

of science. I must observe further, that the manner which

is generally practised by authors of treating the subject geo-

metricallv, as is done in Euclid's Elements, and most of

the modern books of geometry, is certainly not the most

eligible, or best adapted to learners ; and, except the few

trifling observations uhich may be met with in books of

arithmetic, it is to book'O of g.'ometry alone to which a learner

can have recourse for any infoririation he may require.

To prove that what I have advanced concerning the ob-

scurity of the subject, when treated geometrically, is cor-

rect, 1 need only appeal to those genilemen wlu are in the

practice of teaching the fifth book of the Elements; it is

well known that the difficulties attending it are so great,

that very few studentsevcr thoroughly undeistand his demon-
strations, owino- most probably to their not being able to

form a correct idea of his criterion of proportion. Again,
*' Ordinary language (as Professor Playtair observes) con-

veys the ideas of the different operations supposeel to be per-

formed by these den^onstrations so slowly, and breaks them'

do'^vn into so many parts, that they make not a sufficient

impression on the understanding ; and this generally happens

when the things treated of are not represented to the scn«e9

by diagrams, as they cannot be when vi-e reascMi concernmg

magnitudes in general, as in this part of the elen)ent3 of ge-

ometry. It is obvious, therefore, that we ought to adopt

the language of arithmetic, or algebra, which by its short-

ness, and the rapidity wi;h \\hich it places of)jects before us;

makes up for its being a conventional language; and also for

vising symbols to denote the things we wish them to express."

The iirst ideas of proportion which we Cfenerally acquire,

arc obtained by comparing natural objects with one another:

3 thus,

if
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thus, we say one thing is twice^ thrice, &c., as large as

another, or one thing will cost twice, thrice, &c., as much
as another : but, as our ideas expand, we wi&h to compare

all kinds of magnitudes as exactly as possible ; and then it

is that a more ample view of the subject becomes necessary.

Arithmetic instructs us how to compare any two quantities

with each other, so as to determine the relation which sub-

sists between them : this is the first notion which we ac-

quire of proportion, and it is the foundation upon which

we must raise our future reasonings : this comparison of any

two quantities may be called a raiiOj and hence we have the

following

Definition I.—The word ratio signifies the relation

which subsists between two quantities with respect to their

magnitudes. One of the quantities thus compared is called

the antecedent, the other the consequent of the ratio, and they

are sometimes expressed by placing two points between them,

or more frequently by writing them in the form of a frac-

3 .

tion : thus, 3 : 4, or-, is the manner in which we generally

CI

designate the ratio of 3 to 4, and a : ^, or y, denotes the

ratio of a to b,

6 . , 3 1

The ratio of 6 to 12, or —-, is the same as -.-, or as --;'12 2

hence it is plain that the terms of a ratio may vary, and the

ratio still continue the same : if, therefore, the terms of a

ratio be either multiplied or divided by the same quantity, the

a

ratio will not be altered : for -^ =
, , and ~ = j = themob b b

m
same ratio*

It will now be very easy to define the word proportion.

Definition II.—Four quantities are proportional when the

ratio between the first and second is the same as the ratio

between the third and fourth ; and, in general, any number

of quantities are in the same proportion when they are com-

posed of equal ratios.

Thus four quantities, a, I, c, c/, are in the same pro-

portion
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portion when - = -
, and any number of quantities^ a, ly c,

^t ^)fi &c., have the same proportion when -r — -=.- &c.

Hence we have a criterion by which proportional quan-

tities may easily be distinguished, viz. an equality of ratios
;

and this being understood, ihc whole doctrine of proportion

flows immediately from the above obvious principles.

Four proportional quantities arc comnjonly expressed by

saying that a is to Z/ as c to d^ and they are usually written

thus, a : b : : c : d; where bund c are called the mean terms,

and a and d the extremes ; also a and c are called antece-

dents, and b and d their consequents. The subject is further

illustrated in the following articles :

Article I.—When four quantities are proportional, the

product of the two means is equal to the product of the two

(X c
extremes. For since, by hypothesis, y = -r, multiply both

sides of the equation by W, and we have -.— =-.- ,ovad=bc.

Also, conversely, if the product of any two quantities be

equal to the product of two others, the four quantities are

proportional. For, since ad = be, divide by bd, and we
ad he a c , . ,

have J-. = T-ji or -,- = -7 : that \&, a : b : : c : d.
Id bd b d '

ArticleW.—If four quantities are proportional when taken

directly, they will be proportional when taken inversely

;

that is, '\{ a : b '. '. c : df then will b : a : : d : c.

(I c
For when a : b : : c : d. we have — = — , and dividiu<»-

b d

'

<=>

unity by each of these ratios, or inverting them, we get

b d
, J- = -, or tr : : : a : c.

a c

Article III.—When four quantities are directly propor-^

tional, they will also be proportional when taken alternately
j

that is, \i' a : b : : c : d, then will a : c : : b : d.

For, because y- = -, multiply both sides by — , and wr

la Ic a e , .
, ,

have , = , , or - = , : that is, a : c : : b : d.
he dc c d ' '

Note.
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Note.—Here, unless the four quantities are all of the

same kind, the alternation cannot take place.

ArticlelW.—When four quantities are praportional, the

first together with the second is, to the second, as the third

together with the fourth is to the fourth; that is, when

a : l> : : c : d, a -\- h : h : : c + d : d.

For, since-,- = — , add unity to each side, and -^ + 1 —ha. b

c . r (^ + ^
-T + 1, and reducing each to an improper fraction, — .

—

= —J— 3 that IS) a + b : l) : : C + d : d.
a

Jtrt'icleN

.

—When four quantities are proportional, the

excess of the first above the second is, to the second, as the

excess of the third above the fourth is to the fourth j that

is, when a '. h : : c : d, a — h '. h \ : c — d : d.

. a c a c a — i
For, since --,- = -,-> we have -,- — 1 ~ -j 1, or —-,

—

•

' h a do
= —;;—, that \sy a — b : : : c — d : d.

a

ArtldeNl.—When four quantities are proportional, the

sum of the first and second is, to their difference, as the

sum of the third and Fourth to their difference j that is, when

a : b : : c : dy then will a -{ h : a — b : : c -{ d : c — d.

For, by Art. IV.,-^ = —j-, and by Art. V., —^ =

; multiply both equations by b d, and d x (a + b) =
d

b X (c + c7), also c? X {a — b) — b x {c — d), and if we

divide equals by equals, the quotients will be equal; therefore

dx(ai-b) bx{c+d) , . a+b c+d
^

7T = , ; : that IS, r = ., or a -4- 6 :

Jx(a — /:) bxic — d)' ' a-b c-d' ^

a — b : : c + d '. c — d.

Article VIT.—When three quantities are proportional, the

first is, to the third, as the square of the first to the square

a b
of the second ; that is, if >- = , or a ; i : : i : c, then will

a '. c : : a^ : /'^

For,
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1

For, since -.- = — , we have ac = b^x multiply by a, and

a^c = a b^ ; or, =
,a

by Art. T., therefore a : c : :a^ : b^.
C V

This proportion is often used in Dynamics.

Article VIII.—When any number of quantities are pro-

portional, as one antecedent is to its consequent, so is the

sum of all the antecedents to the sum of ail the consequents
j

o c e
that is, if a : ^ :: c :(/::<?: y" Sec, or . = - = &c.,

then will a : b : : a -\- c -{- e ; b + d +f.

For, since r- = — ;=—:, &c., we have ad = be, also
a /

af= be, and by adding equals to equals, ad-\- «y =
b c -\- b e; add a b to both sides, diud a b -{- a d -{ af^= b a

•\- b c + b e, or a x {b+d +/) — b x (n + c+ e); that is^

, . , . a a -\- c -\-e , r-

(Art. I.) J = f_^r^ri or a:b:'.a + c + e:b ^ d +f.

Article IX.—When four quantities are proportional, any

like powers or roots of these quantities will be proportional :

that \^,\ia:b::c:d, then will «"
:
^'"

: :. c" : ci'" ; where

m may be either a whole number or a fraction.

a c ft™ c"*

For, since - = -, therefore ;— = -7-, or a™ : Z-"" : : c'" : c?'".
a fc»'" a'"

Article X.—If the corresponding terms of two ranks of

proportional quantities be multiplied together, their products

will be proportional; that is, if a : b : : c : d,

and e :f : : g : li,

then will ae : Ij': : eg : dh.

. a c . e g 1-1 It
For, smce = -y, and -„ = , ,multiplyequalsbyequals,

and , ^= ° , or ae : bf :: eg : dh : and the same is true for
bf dh -^ ^

any number of ranks of proportionals.

Article XI.—When four quantities are proportional, if

the antecedents or consequents be nudtiplied or divided by

any quantity, the products or quotients will be proportional;

that is, U' a : b : : c : d, then will 7/ia : 7nb : : ne : nd.

For
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^ a c . . ma nc
,

_

lor , = ~7j tnererore —; = —,, or ma : mu : : nc : nd •.

V a mu nd '

where m ox n may be either whole numbers or fractions.

Article XII.—If there be four quantities, such that

a : i) :: c : d, and four others, such that a : d : : e '.f, then

will a I h : : e :f.

For, since -r — , = t- » therefore a : b : : e : f.
b d j ^

The above articles contain nearly all that is necessary to

"be imderstood concerning proportional quantities ; and by

students who know how lo manage a simple equation in al-

gebra, they will be read without much difficulty in a very

'short lime. Not being incumbered with equimultiples, the

demonstrations are general, and will serve equally for cither

.commensurable or uncommensurable quantities. Very little

indeed of what I here send you can be said to be entirely

new : it is presumed, however, that the principles on which

the above demonstrations are founded, are laid down with

more clearness and precision than in any author who has

written on this subject. By inserting them in your valuable

Miscellany, you will very much oblige your very humble

servant, Wm. Marrat.

Boston,

May 18, iSOJ).

LXXVI. Afew Hints concerning the Benefit that may le

expectedfrom the Nature of Coal Gas.

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sir,

JL HK oras which is obtained when coal is distilled in close

vessels havint^ lately attracied the attention of the public,

chiefly on account of its application for the production

of artificial light, has encouraged me to lay before your

readers a few observations concerning this subject, which

bids fair to be ranked among the most beneficial applica-

tions of chemical science to the useful purposes of so-

ciety. I will leave it to your judgement to abridge of these

lines, or to cancel, whatever you deem unworthy of notice,

to make room in your journal for more valuable subjects

vou
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you may have received I'rom othtr quarters. The brilliancy

of the Hght wliich is produced duriinj; the comhu3tion of

coal gas, is so superior iu sj^londour and beauty, that it sur-

passes not only wax candles and the best sperijiaceti oil,

but every other substance hitherto employed lor artificial

illumniation. The coke obtained in the same process i3

so valuable, that it ^appears iiicxplicable that men si.ould

noi avail themselves of th»; mode of procurfng light, to the

almost total exclusion of all other methods now in ijse. As
a landholder, placed among an industrious but wholly il-

literate society of men, I have had the more opportunity

of trying this S'j)ecies of fuel or coke, which I. could not

otherwise procure in this sequestered spot, at a tolerably

cheap rate, for purposes to which it has not, as far as I

know, been hitherto employed. I must tell you that I am
my own lime- burner, ^duster (of Paris) baker, and hrkk-

vnaher ; and that in these processes of rural cEConomv I

have derived the greatest benefits from this species of fuel,

which I now pcepaie at a cheap rate, although 1 waste

almost the whole of the liuht of the C(ial gas intentionallv.

The coal which I employed formerly for the burning of

Jimestone into lime is a very inferior kind of small coalj

called here Welsh cuhn; the only kind of limestone I can

command is the gray kind, which strongly effervesces with

acids. It readilv splits into distinct layers, and becoiDcs

perfectly white after having been exposed to a red heat. The

kiln for burning it into lime is a cup-shaped concavitv,

surrounded with solid brick-work, open at the top, and

terminating below by an iron grate. It has a stone door

that may be opened and closed for charging and emptymg

the furnace when required. This furnace I formerly charged

with alternate strata or layers of small coal and limestone,

the latter being broken previously into pieces not larger

than a man's fist, until the kiln was completely filled. The

Stone is thus slowly decomposed ; the upper part of i'!ie

charge descends, and when it has arrived at tiie bottom of

the furnace new strata are super- imp )5td, <o as to keCj) the

furnace coatinually full during a period of 50 hours. The

quantity of lime f thus procured with small coal formeri-v

Vol. 33. No. 134. June 18'jy. E.e amountecl
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amounted to 83 bushels. The strata of coal necessary for

the production of this quantity of lime require to be four

inches thick, and the time ahsolulelv necessary for the pro-

cess of calcination was, as stated already, 30 hours. On
applying coke instead of coal, (which coke I obtained from

the same kind of coal,) the produce of lime may be increased

to nearly 30 per cent, from the same furnace, and the time

required to eflect the calcination of this quantity of lime-

stone is reduced to 39 hours : it also requires less attendance

and l^ess labour, and the whole saving thus accomplished

amounts to move than 50 per cent, on the lime-kiln.

I have lately also employed coke for the burning of bricks.

My bricks are burnt in c/um/jy made of bricks themselves.

The place for the fuel, or fire-place, is perpendicular, about

three feet high. The flues are formed by gathering or arch-

ing the bricks over, so as to leave a space between each of

a brick's breadth; and as the whole of the coal, if this fuel

be employed, vmst, on account of the construction of the

pile, be put in at once, the charge of the bricks is not, and

never can be, btirnt properly throughout; and the inter-

ference of the legislature with regard to the measurement of

the clamp is a sufficient inducement for the manufacturer

to allow no more place for coal than he can possibly spare:—

-

the reason is obvious. If coke be applied instead of coal,

the arches or enipty si)aces in the clamp or pile, as weii as

the strata of the fuel, may be considerably smaller : the iitat

produced in this case is more uniform and more intense, and

a saving of 32 per cent, at least is gained. In the baking of

my own plaster sio?ie (the compact sulphate of iimc of a

reddish tinge) I also employ coke. The calcination of this

stone for mantire I perform in a common reverberalory

furnace, and the men who conduct the process (who are

otherwise averse to every thing new) are much pleased with

the steadiness of the fire, and lit'.lc attendance which the

process requires, when coke is used instead of coal. These

are the few facts I wish to state to you, with regard to the

useful application of this species of fuel, which, no doubt,

hereafter will become an object of ceconomy of incalculable

advaitti'ge to individuals, if its nature be better understood

2 lluiv
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than it is now. In feailinji; the injrt^iious observations of

Mr. Acciim * with regard to this sithjcct, who states that

the effects of" ciiHerent kinds of fuel may be letarnt from the

time required to heat a given quantity of water, &c., the

determining, frou) the quantity of fuel consumed, the 'sco-

noniica! applicaiiou of different sorts of combustible matters,

to ascertain the cwsi of ihe one when ccnnpared with the

cost of the (Uher, parlicuhuly arrested my attention with

regard to the oeconomical application of coke, when com-
pared with fuel of oilier kinds now in use.

It will not, I am persuaded, be regarded as indicatiuL' a

wibh to detract in the smallest degree from the well-earned

crexlit due to the talents and skill of this chemist, so respect-

ably known to the scientific public, when I venture to state

that I am inclined to believe he has rather over-rated the

power of coke, in stating it as three to onef, unless his

cjke be considerably better than mine obtained from Welsh
culm. Ivly experiments in the rough way gave about two

to one, comparing it with coal weight for wei;^'ht. I have

also no doubt that coke miglu be advantageously employed

in the smelting-houses. 14 pounds of brass can be fused in

a portable chemical furnace, bv means of coke, in 48 ml-'

nules, which, with compact wood charcoal, I could not ac-

complish in less thnn 1 hour and a quarter. The difference

U'iih regard to j^rice in this case is very remarkable. When
the coke made from Welsh culm is once conipletely if-

nite<l, (which it readily is, if not decarbnretted too much,)

it throws out a very compact ;ind sieadv heat, and vieids

but a very slight sulphureous odour; and this ceases when it

is fully ignited. It lasts a longer time in a state of icnitioii

than charcoal of wood in a quadruple ])ioportion, and it.-?

•beat is constantly equal, and of almost the same intensity.

It also reqLiires less trouble and 'attendance.

Havinti; stated above, (and as is indeed well known,) that

the brilliancy of the light produced during the combustion

of cca/ fffl.v is far superior to oil or c;n;dles, and bsingf de-

sirous to know to what this preeminence was owing, I iiiAde

Tbe Re-iort, .Sic., page 84. + Ibid.

i^ e -J a number
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a nutiiber of experiments, of which T shall merely state the

results, and not the proceedings. The gas was prepared

from VVel:<h eujm enclosed in a common iron pot covered

with a head made of hrkk ware ; the tubes lor conducting

the gas were leaden pipes furnished with perforated roicilike

the extrem'ily of the pipe of a common watering-pot. In

this manner it was found that the degree of the illuminating

power of the coal gas differs according to the degree of heat

employed for its evolution. Coal exposed to a dull red heat,

just sufficient for the production of the gas, yielded a gaseous

product, which exhibited much less brilliancy when burnt

than gas obtained during a temperature of a bright cherry

redness.

100 cubic inches of the former gas when made to burn

slowly from a small aperture under a gardener's large glass

bell, connected with a stone barrel filled with oxvecn gas,

required 259 cubic inches of oxygei\ for its complele com-

bustion. On removing the residual gas into a stone pan

containing i ley obtained from the ashes of brush-wood,

114 cubic inches of the'gas vanished.

100 cubic inches of coal gas obtained at a clierry red

heat, required for its combustion 312 cubic inches of oxygen

gas obtained from oxymuriate of potash. The voknue of

gas, after having been agitated with a like alkaline ley, lost

1 17 cubic inches. Hence the light of this gas, or its inten-

sity, is probably in the ratio of the quantity of oxygen

nccessarv for the combustion of the carburetted hydrogen.

An increased temperature produces a gas better adapted ibr

illumination than a gas procured by a degree of heat merely

sufiicient for its evolution.

The gas obtained at a /c)«' temperature has a much stronger

odour than that produced during an increased teniperature.

It contains a considerable piirtion of suipliurL'tt.^i hydrogen 5.

for on collecting a quantity vA' ii in a gasometci' made of two

pinieheons, the one of v.hich was painted with white lead

within, and sufl'ering the gas to stand in this apj^aratus, ,it

completely blackened the white paint of the wooden vessel.

The gas obtained at an increased temperature acted but

feebly on the oxide of lead.
. .

Ok

I
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On passing a stream oF the gas obtained from Welsh culm

tliroi.igh a soUition o\ aceiiie of lead with excess of acetous

acid, it instantlv produced a copious black precipitate, v\hich

effervesced strongly with nitric acid, and yielded much sul-

phuretted hydrogen gas.

A quantity of gas which had been repeatedly agitated la

contact with a solution (jf acetite of silver with excess of

acid, when suflered to burn under a gardener's bcll-glasi

filled with comnion air, dc[)osited a dew on the inner sur-

face of the bell ; the moisture produced permanently reddened

a blue cabbage leaf, aud caused a precipitate in acetate of

baryies ; the preci|)itate was insoluble in dilute nitric acid ;

the gas therefore still contained either sulphureous or sul-

phuric acid ; and hence the gas, when intended for the illu-

mination of dwellings, should be procured at a bright red

heat. The odour of it becon)es under this condition di-

minished, and the property of blackening paint is but slight

and feeble.

The ujclhod recommended to deprive the gos of its odour,

by passing it through lime-water, or through lime in a state

of itrnition, was found to be absolutely insufficient ; continued

ao-itation with lime dilfuscd throutih water to the consist-

ence of cream, with a portion of alkaline ley, was found to

deprive the gas of part of its strong odour.

If the gas from coal be suffered to stand over water for

some da)s, or if it be agitaVed with that Huid, its property cf

nroducino- a brilliant white liuht is much impaired. It then

burns with a bluei.sh flame instead of a white one : hence,

for the purpose of iilumination, the gas should be used as it

issues iVom the distillatory vessel.

Whether the sulphuretted hydrogen gas spoken of is an

accidental or unavoidable ingredient in the gas of coal, I

have not been able to learn. Indeed the whole nature of the

gas seems to be Init ill understood by chcKiists themselves.

For, notwithstanding the merit which Mrr Henry's paper

in the Philosophical Transactions for 1606, p. 1 1, describing

an apparatus for the analysis of tlie compound inflammable

gas, contains, the results of his experiments cannot be ac-

curately relied oil. The imperfection of the apparatus em-

E p 5 plny?4
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plovcd by this philosopher must be obvious to every one ;

for it cannot separate nor ascertain the nature of above one-

fifth ot" the infiammable gas from coal, the composiiion of

the remaining portion being left still undeterniined.

The quantity of jias obtained from one chaldron of Welsh

culm, I have reason to state, is sufficient to give a quantity

of light equal in intensity to that aflbrded bv 8u9 tallow

candles, eight to the pound, burning for 16 hours. The

increase of coke in bulk is more than 50 per cent.

The quantity of lar and other condensable products I

have not been able to ascertain, owing to the imperfect

state of mv apparatus. They appear to amount at least

to qne-tenth of the coal eniployed. They will probably be

found useful hereafter. For cart grease, or to paint palings.

Sec, the tar mav certainlv be used with advantage.

With the pungent ammoniacal saline liquor I have nnade

no rustic experiment.

J.W.Davis.
Tanbyraoore, M^y 1, 1S09.

LXXVIT. On the feriiiizing Properties of Manures wldclf,

contain Ammonia. By Mr. William Cox*.

Xt is only within the last three weeks or a month that anv

.application v\'as made to me for niy opinion on the use of

anv of the articles produced by Mr. Winsor's apparatus,

and therefore I have not had the opportunity of making anv

experiments with this identical annnoniacal liquor, espe-

ciallv with regard to the use to which I beg leave to state I

think it applicable. But it will readily be admitted by

several gentlemen present, acquainted with chemistry, that

ammonia is a chemical matter, as identical in one situ-

ation as in another; and as long as I am certain that it is

annnonia, it is the same thing if it is produced here or in

the North. I was desirous, some years ago, of making am-

inonia in large quantities, and was of course at some pains

* From Minutes of Evidence taken before the Ccimmittet' of tke House of

Commons on the Gas-Light and Coke Comp.iny's Bill.

in
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in atcertaining what would be the most oecononiicil process

for its production : I had resort to the various difl'erent arti-

cles of a refuse nature, such as were easily to he procured

at the cheapest rate, for the pur|K)se of obtaining animonia;

but I found, however much I varied the article, that, accord-

ing to the quantity of amnio-nia I could produce troni that

article, the farmers had always been beforehand with me in

raising the price of it ; as they found it useful in the same

proportion in its application on land : and that is as far as I

am acquainted with ihe mailer. Of course the prnduclior>

of ammonia, on a great scale, would be of great in)poriance

to the agricullural interest.

Are you acquainted with the subject of the use of am-

moniacal liquor, in agriculture?— I am.

[The witness here read a paper to the committee]

Gcnilcmen,

Your inquiry as to my opinion of the uses to which your

ammoniacal liquor is or may be applicable, 1 shall endea-

vour to satisi'v as far as the shortness of time will permit.

Positive evidence of the immediate result of experuDcnts,

which require time and seasons, cannot be obtained in re-

gard to such uses as, from the closest analogy and the most

reasonable inference, we should be induced to apply this

production of your process to. There are many uses in the

arts and manufactures to which the application of the am-

monia or volatile alkali is well known, and which are al-

ready in part enumerated. Bui when the demand for these

purposes ia supplied, and, on the probable great extent

of the production of your ammonia, should a surplus

quantity remain, I have reason to think, that in some very

considerable departments of agriculture that surplus, how-

ever grt-at, will find a ready and adequate market. vV judi-

cious application of ammonia to land belbre it be sown with

turnips, (but if afterwards, on no account after the plants

are up,) is likely to produce the most beneficial results.

What justifies me in this conclusion, is the siujple conside-

ration, that all the poweifid and concentrated manures of

hi<^h price, and in great request, are just so in t!ie degree in

which I have found ihem by analysis to coutaiu eiiher am-

E e 4 mouia
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monia or ihe elements that compose it. Soot, well known

to hit in small quantities a jjoweirul encourager of vegeta-

tion, contains mr.ch carbonate of ammonia, combined with

some of the carbonaceous parts, rendering them extractive

and soluble in water, forming a brown pungent liquid.

Pigeon dung is a drcssino- k'nx turnip land in great request in

the North, where many hundred quarters are annually sold

at 15LV. the quarter, though a very small proportion of the

demand is supplied. T have found, by experiment, that this

material is richly impregnated with carbonate of ammonia

as well as with the well-known element of ammonia, azote,

which, in the natural decomposition of the manure by putre-

faction, when comn)itted to the earth, will be produced.

Rape dust is that particular part of the seed (left after the

oil is pressed out) which is intended by nature to corrupt^

and become the early cause or stimulus of the growth of the

embryo germ, and therefore contains the same element, and

which we can readily, by a chemical process, exhibit in the

ammonia which rape dust may be made to yield. It is hardly

necessary to mention urine, &c., from which ammonia is

.obigined in great quantity, or the dung of all animals, which

contains the same principle. It was froui the dung of the

animals which fed on the fertile plains of Egypt that all the

sal-ammoniac known in commerce was for many centuries

obtained. From that country, the site of the temple of Ju-

piter Anmnon, its name is derived. Soon after sal-am-

moniac became an article of European manufacture, it was

disco\ered that the bones and horns of animals yielded its

peculiar salt, that is to say, the ammoniacal principle, in

rnuch greater quantity than their dung, and those parts were

aloi>e used to the exclusion of these : hence the name spirit

of hartshorn, given to the volatile alkali used in medicine.

It has been of late years discovered, that the scrapings,

shavings, and chips of the horns used in manufactures (par'

ticularly of the knife handles at Sheffield) are the niost power-

ful and the best of all land dressings known ; and it is from

these very materials also that ihe greatest quantity of am-

monia is to be obtained, woo!, silk, and hair excepted, anc}

these are again in great use in agriculture, when collcctec)

and
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ami sold as old woollen rajrs. Bones ot" all kinds, not cx-

ct.'j>tii)g human bones, are sent bv sea in great quantity

from this metropolis into the North ; many hundred tons of

these are ground, or rather broken small, in nulls contrived

on purpose, as the quantity neeessary for an acre of land is

small in comparison of other materials. The co!iveu;ence

of easy carriage is the cansc of the most distant lands being

brought into the richest cultivation. It would not be pro-

per, on this occasion, to enter into a theoretical disquisition

on the nourishment of vegetables, whether they derive their

food who'.Iv, or only in sma.l part, from the earth by their

roots, or from the atmosphere by their leaves and green parts;

but it. apjiears clear to me, that that principle which ihe

farmers term xyarmth and force, is constantly accompanied

by the chemic element mentioned. This stimulus of en-

couragement and force is of more consequence to the growth

and eventual vigour of annuals than of perennials, and par-

ticularly at the early periods immediately succeeding the c%-

})enditure of this sure principle which nature has jirovided

in the seed. The putrefactive fermentation always gene-

rates j^nnnonia ; the earth imbibes the dilTcrent miasmata,

and holds them in store for the use of plants ; to these

they impart health, strength, and, as may be said, ap-

petite.

A great difference is observed by farmers in the qualities

of the manure of cattle, when fed on oil cake or on hay
;

it is supposed to be of four times the value in the first case.

The beneficial effects of sometimes mixing Ume with arable

soil is easily explained in this way. The ammonia is always

to be recognised by its peculiar smell. As soon as newly

slacked lime is mixed up with the mould of a good soil, but

which is beginning to show sign^ of impoverishment, in this

case, the ammonia, which had formed a chemic combina-

tion with the fixed acids of the manure (formerly ploughed

in and fermented) is set at liberty. These are the phospho-

ric and vitriolic acids, whicl), as is well kno>.vn, will leave

ammonia to combine with lime., I have therefore no hesi-

^lion in de-claring, as matter of opinion, that the production

of
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of ammonia, in great qviantily, and its judicious applicaliou

to agricultural purposes, are processes of very great impor-

tance to the landed interest.

LXXVIir. Geological Observations on the Excavation of

Falleys, and local Denudations of the Strata of the Earth

in particular Districts, &'c., in Reply to Mr. John
Cakk's Letter in ike last Number^ p. 383. By Mr. Jobs
Farey.
" It is only from the itinerant geologist cautiously pacing over various and

extensive districts, and marking with experienced intelligence the wonderful

phenomena which every where present themselves, that we can hope to ob-

tain that accumulation of practical facts which can alone guide us to a sober

and correct theory of the natural causes which, at remote periods, have ope-

rated those stupendous changes which are every where seen on and near the

surface of our globe*." John Carr.

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sir,

WET morning, which seems to threaten an interruption

of some hours' duration, to my researches in the highly in-

teresting district which surrounds this town (Sheffield in

Yorkshire), presenting the opportunity of looking into the

last Number of the Philosophical Magazine, I have been

induced to trr)uble you with a few lines, in explanation of

some points, which your able correspondent Mr. John Carr

of Manchester has touched upon in his Letter therein. In

the present stale of geological knowledge, nothing can be

more just than the introductory remark of Mr. Carr, which

I have quoted above, as to the class of persons who are at

this juncture most likely to trace out and discover the natu-

ral causes which have operated, in efl'ecling the present stale

and condition of the earth ; arising from the circumstance,

that very few, of the great and leadingyac/9 appertaining to

the crust of the earth have yet been touched upon, much

less have they been so fully treated on or illustrated by geo-

logical writers, that '^ the closet geologist" can, over an

" accumulation of practical facts," sit down, and deduce

" a sober and correct theory," or even judge of the truth or

• Vide p. 385.

Otherwise,
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ollierwlse, of suggestions as to causes, which ** itinerant

geologists" may advance. This state of things onghl not,

however, longer to continue, hut tlie exertions of every

wcU-wisIitr to science ouglit to be rx'douhled, in tracing out

nin\J'ulLij describing the facts which the British strata present ;,

were it only for securing to this country the honour of per-

fecting, and rendering the important discoveries of Mr.
W'lLf.iAM Smith relative to the strata and tiicir alluvial ruins,

as siihscrvienl to science as they have alreadv begun to be

to the mining and other ceconoinical interests of our couu-

tryiTien, in different counties.

Wonderful and important as the discoveries made about

17 years ago have })roved, as to the certain vrdcr and cvn-

tinuous planes of the undi^tu^bcd strata, each of which, al-

most, entombing its own peculiar remains of organized

lei/ig ; and the more recent results, that all such arc per-

fectly disi ingiiisliablejrovi the present race of animals and

plants occupying the surface of the strata, as well thfjsc parts

of them which are now subaqueous, as the others : vet,

^\ith<nU the means of accuiatelv distinguishin'i; allnvml or

movtd matters, from the stratified sand and other sul)Stanccs,

which have hillicrto been almost universally confounded with

them ; of discriminating between the extraneous and the

local alluvia of any district ; and further acquirino; the

knowledge, that faults or fissures, slips, throws, or what-

ever else they may be denominated, are the mere iVacture

and displacement of the piles of strata, and do not in any

instance afi'cct the order or nature of the strata, (bevond their

immediate vicinity,) when an extent of the series is taken

into account, commensurate with the derangement that the

two ]iarts of the separated pile of strata have sustained, and

the eilect of a subsequent denudation or excavation of the

surface to its present diversified form of hills and valleys is

duly considered : wiihput, I say, that these latter facts and

their practical applications were also known and made, the

order and continuity of the strata might still have remained

as unproductive to geological science, or even to scientific

mining, as they have hitherto proved in the hands of practical

c.olliers and ironstone miners, who have been i'ully aware of

these
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these two points, nay all their operations have been founded

upon them, from the earliest periods in the practice of their

arts: but unfortunately, with some rare exceptions, such

have confined tlieir researches to their own particular fields

or to very limited districts round them, and have loo often

satisfied themselves, with the most vague and unsatisfactory

guesses, at the identity of the particular strata worked by the

miners in otherdistrictSj even of those which adjoin, in nu-

irierous instances : and I am sorry to add, that after visiting

more than 200 collieries between Nottingham and this place,

and conversing with the owners or workmen or both, upon

most of them, I have not been able yet to discover any two

whose ideas are perfectly consistent with each otlier, as to

the identity or otherwise, of the coal and ironstone working

in places distant from their own works : my confidence,

however, increases daily, of being able (should health and

prudential considerations admit of a sufficient application

of time to the subject) to leconcile all the facts I have col-

lected, "o the satisfaction of this great body of practical men,

and to scientific inquirers in general. The zeal which I

feel, for stimulating others, better qualified than myself, to

ent.r on and pursue similar and even more minute inquiries

jn this or other districts, than I have been able to accomplish

or attempt, has however here led me beyond what I in-

tended at present: and I return to page 3S5 of vour last

J^umber, in order to notice the opinion advanced by Mr.

Carr, that '' solely from \\\e superior darab'd'Uy of its ma-
terials, which have withstood the operation of those tre-

mendous agents that have swept auay" the surrounding

country,'' are we to look fcjf the cause of an isolated nioun-

tain composed of successive piles of strata : in order, on a

point of so nuich monient to mention, ib.at though a grit-

Stone rock very often occupies the very sunnnits of hills in

the coal districts, vet that such are generally too soft and

their blocks adhere too s-lightly, to admit of our referring

theybrmof the \\\\\ solely to the resistance tliese rocks oflered

either to a violent action of gravity irom above, (as I have

supposed,) or to the sudden or even to the long-continued

^ction of " water," moving over the suri'ace according to

any
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any law which I have been able to imagine : besides, to what

part of the earth's surface is the abraded matter removed ?

The very extctisivc deiiudatcd district which I am now in,

furnishes a quantity of local alluvia ihcun.iidcrable indeed;

all that I have yet seen, would not, if added together,

amount to ilic thousandth part of the quantity removed from

a single mile in length, of each of a hundred difterent ex-

cavated vallcvs:, vi'hich I could refer to on my map, and the

little that there ij, is almost invariablv fcunid so near to the

present currents of the rivers and brooks, as to be naturally

enough referred to the torrenta which hurry through these

valleys in ordmary heavy rains; not to meniion the bursting

of uater-spouts Sec. w Inch we are at liberty also to sn[)pose

may have occurred, on the hills above. Tht hunimocks of

gravel in Derbjshire which I have mentioned p3ge 261, as

well as the innnense tract of sandy gravel on Sherwood

Forest in Nottinghamshire, belonc!." lo the extraneous al-

luvia, and ciuiiain no pebble or stone, wherein a high de-

gree of rcww^/?;^, does not concur, witli its chemical qualities,

in proving the distance it has travelU'd, to its presc^it rcsl-

ins-place. I cannot but entirely dissent from the opinion

adopted by Mr. Carr, at the top of the next page, viz., that

the ierr;.'>trlal strata " could only he derived from the de-

structive transportation of other strata -equally extensive;

and the present elevation of stratified niouutains is demon-

strative evidence of the countries which, in disappearincr,

have furnished such vast masses of diversified materials for

the formation of other stratified countries in other situa-

tions," because, such ideas have been often pron)ulgatcd,

and found so '^ utterly incongruous" with the phacnon.'ena

which the strata themselves present, both in the regularity

of their planes, and the lodgment of perfect and peculiar

organized remains in them, respectively, that I cannot but

consider it, " at once matter of surprise and regret," that

Mr. Carr should have compared this exploded notion, with

the principle of graviiaiioji, as elucidated by Newton, T.

Simpson, and La Place, to the entire accountins; h)r, all

phcenomena, to which It has been legitimately applied.
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From what source can it be inferred, that the "present laws

of Nature," as Mr. Q. has defined them, have been inac-

tion Tiiillions of years F any more, than that the fanciful

creation of an '' erratic planet^' is intended " for accomphsh-

ing, almost in an instant, that wliich, tar more probabh', re-

quired many thousands of years to eftectr" My personal

acquaintances well know, that I have all along supposed the

probable period to be verv loner ; during which a satellite

revolved in a continuallv decreasing orbit (from causes tliat

are perhaps as-!icj;nable,' without clumsily cutting any Gordian

knot) and effected the stupendous operations on the strata,

previous to its fall iiito, and assiTnilation \\lth, the com-

pound mass of the terr:'.queous globe, which it is the busi-

ness of " closet" as well as " itinerant" geoloeists to in-

vestigate and uiidersiaiKi fully, before they pronounce ilie

proposer of a new application of the principle of gravitation

to the earth, as a person forsaken by the genuine spirit of

philosophy, and become " bewildered in the unprofitable

maze of hypothesis !" Surely grauity (as exemplified daily

by the tides, p. 259,) n^'siy safely be classed among the

** present energies" of Nature : and who is there, that can-

not perceive, that the energies, be they what they may,

which effected the disruption and denudation of the strata,

must have acted in degrees and modes, utterly distinct from

those which have prevailed, since the last and great opera-

tions of creative power were performed, in the creation of

the present race of vegetables and annuals, and of man,

whose reasoning faculties rendered him capable of tracing

back to eveiits, which took place long, very long prior to

the existence of his species.

Strong as the laiiouage I have used herein may at first

seem, I will not anticipate the slightest irritation in Mr.

Carr thereat, much less an explosion of any thing like viru-

lence on his part, but on the contrary, cordially wish, that

he would engage seriously in applying the action of ivuter,

(without the reversed and deranged action of gravity) to tl>e

explanation of the phaenomena presented by the neighbour-

hood of Manchester, or any other which he may choose,

and
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and convey to us, both the facts and the reasonings, through

the medium of your useful Magazuic : recollecting, that the

tides which I have snp^posed, necessarily imply all the me-
chanical agency of water, which is consistent with the pe-

riodic time and circumstances of the satellite occasionin<»-

them and giving inipuhe to the fluid ; and Mr. Carr will

not, I hope, fail to consider, and inform us, of the moti,ve

forces propelling and directing his " incessant operator" in

the excavation of valleys. The example of ilie immorlal

Nieu'loji, in declining to attempt iti^e definition of the cause

of gravity, to which neither he nor any one else have yet

found themselves equal, shall be my excuse, in not at-

tempting a conjv! tine on the manner in which the forces

were directed, which excavated the valleys; the facts ot

many of them luivino- been n)cchanica!Iy excavated, and

that none (comparatively speaking) of the displaced mate-

rials are now any where tube found, arc, as I think, incon-

trovertible.

Perhaps Mr. Carr, when he speaks of water having given
*' mobility and transportation lo such massive and diversified

materials," as conij^osc the strata, had not contemplated a

supposition, which forced itself upon my mind; after having

perceived the ditliculiies which his position involves, viz.,

that each successive stratum in ascending the series, w-as

created since the animal or vegetable remains which it co-

vers, had completed their growth, and the deposition of

which stratum, or its precipilaiion from the superincumbeni

fluid, jK-rhaps, occasioned the successive extinction of these

organized beings. The universal prevalence f)f grahis in

siliceous strata, suggests the supposition, as I think, that

something analogous to the foruialifjn of hail in a storm,

(in irregular crystals) took place during the precipitation of

silex, generally, in very minute grains ; but in the first or

Mill-stone Grit Rock (vol. xxxi. Plate II.) il is not uncom-
mon to meet with grains half an inch, and even in some cases

three quarters of an inch in diameter, having that smoothness

of surface, as to induce Mr. Whitchnrst and many others to

describe these large siliceous grains as rolled peb aIss, but

which opinion I never could see reason for adojjiinii ; the

.surJace
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surface of ihe^e large grains, appearing to me, no way dif-

ferent from the surface of the smallest 'siliceous s:rr»ini<, when

viewed by a iDagniticr proper for siiowint:; each under the

same apparent angle. i am^ sir, your obedient servant,

CammercJ.il Inn, Pheificld, JoHN I-AUKV,
June 6, 180;J.
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LXXIX. Co?ifriva?7re for prcvevfing Dnnr^ from Dragging

on Carpets. By Mr. John Tad*.
SIR,

1 riAVT-: t;»ken the lihertv of laying before the Society a

model of my invention to prevent doors from dragging on

carpets, and to keep out the current of cold air, which en-

ters under such doors as are not c!o^e to the carp.ets under-

neath them.

I can affix this machinery to the bottom of any door, so

that the door shall pa>;s over the carpet with ease, and, whe«

shut, be air ti«;ht. It obviates the necessity of screw rising

hincres, and is less expensive than other inventions for the

sanie purpose.

The machinery is constructed of a slip of well seasoned

beech wood, equal in length to the width of the door; this'

slip is one and a quarter inch wide, and half an inch thick,

and to be covered with green cloth on the inside ; it is to

be hunc- to the bottom of the door with three small brass

hinges, and is drawn up by a concealed spring as the door

opens, and is forced down when the door shuts, by one end

of it, which is semicircular, pressing upon a coticavc semi-

circular piece of hard beech wood, fastened at the bottom of

the door case, and which holds it down close to the floor or

carpet, so as to exclude the air from entering under it.

Hoping this invention will meet with the approbation of the

Society, I remain, with respect.

Sir, your most humble servant,

No. 4, Little Hermltnpe Street, Wapping, JoHN TaD.
Nov. 9A, i>07.

To C. Taylor, M.D. Sec.

* From Tranmrtk'7is of the Socicti/ for the Enronrogement rif Arl<;, Manvfac-

t'lrcs, and Commerce, for 1803. Five guineas wrre voted to Mr. Tad for

Jii* comr.iunicatiot).

Referencef
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Reference to Mr. Tad's Method of preventing Doors from
Dragging on Carpets. See PI. XIII. Figs. 1, 2, 3, a?id 4.

Mr. Tad's inveiitiion consists in fiiit cutting away the bot-

tom of the door, so tliat it is about one inch and a quaiter

above the floor; lliis allows a sufficiency ot" room It^r the

door to open over any carpet. To close the- opening which

would now be left under the door when shut, he proposes

to fix beneath the door, by means of hinges, a slip of wood,

of which a I) de, figs.2a£i(l3, PlateXlII. is a section. Fig. I

is a perspective view of the bottom of a duor, with the

invention annexed to it ; fig. 2 is a section across the door

when closed ; fig. 3 is a view of the tdy:^ of the door when
open ; and fig. 4 is a section supposed lo be made by cutting

the door in two parts, edgeways. The hinges, on which

the slip turns, are fixed to the edge. In figs. 2 and 3, from a

to/', is exactly one inch and a quarter, so that when the ruler

is turned down upon the hinges, it reaclves the floor A A
as in fig. 2 j in the other direction a c? it is much less, being

only half an inch, so that when it is turned up under the

door, as in fig. 3, it leaves three quarters of an inch clear of

tlije floor. It now remains to show how the ruler is turned

up or down :— it has always a tendency to rise up into the

state of fig. 3, by the action of a steel wire spring, shown

in figs. 2 and 4, which is concealed in a rebate cut in the

bottom of the door; one end of the wire is screwed fast to

the door at/", the other is inserted into an eye fastened into

the slip at g, lo throw it down into the position of figs. 2

and 4. The end h, fig. 4, of the slip furthest from the

hinges of ihc door, is cut into a semicircle, as seen in fig. 3.

When the door is just closed, this semicircle is received

into a fixed concave sen)icircle k, fig. 3, cut in the end of

a piece of wood k /, made fast to the door-case ; the line m /,

fig. 3, represents the plane of the door when shut, and p p
part of the door seen edgeways : as the door in shutting

moves from p to m, the semicircular end of the slip aide
presses against the end of the piece k I, and as the door pro-

ceeds, it turns down as in fig. 2, so that by the time the doc>r

is shut, the slip is turned quite down; the edge e I of the

Vol. 33. No. 134. June ISOQ. f i slip
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slip Is cut into a segment of a circle struck from the hinges

on which it turns. The perspective view in fig. 1 shows,

that thi.- contrivance, applied to arvy door, will not offend

the eye, as it can scarcely be distinguished from an ordinary

door. K, fig. 1, shows the concave semicircle of the piece

of wood fastened to the door-case, in which the semicircular

end of the slip e is to be received.

LXXX. Description nf an Improved Screw IVrench to Jit

different -sized Nuts or Heads of Screws. By Mr. Wm.
Barlow, of His Majestifs Dock Yard, Portsmouth**

SIR,

JTERNriT me to make a few observations on a shifting screw

wrench of my invention, which I beg leave to lay before the

Society of Arts, &c., through the hands of Mr. Brunei,

inventor of the block machinery here.

I have found, from long experience, the imperfections of

the various wrenches in common use, for the screw heads

and nuts of engines in general, which are often materially

injured for want of an instrument which would fit variety of

sizes, and be applied with as much advantage as a solid

wrench. I have had it in view to unite steadiness with con-

veniency in making such an instrument; and flattering my-

self that I have obtained both, I am desirous to comnmni-

cate my invention to the Society, and have therefore sent

an instrument on the principle I have actually used, and

which has met with the approbation of my employers and

other persons.

This wrench, by means of a nut and screw, is adjusted

with the greatest ease to the exact size required, and in that

state rendered so steady that in use it is found equal to a

solid wrench.

I have, for several years, been intrusted with the care

and repairs of many valuable engines of various descriptions,

* From Traiisaclions of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manu-

factures, and Commerce, for 1808.——Five guineas were voted to Mr, Barlow

for this communication.

composing
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coiuposing the block machinery in this .dockyard, and I'

have alvv.ivs considercdjt as at) ^bjeci of uMat^ impnrtjnce,

for the preservation and;^e^J^,AjJiP-ar.iuce^of cn^.ne,:?., „to at-

tend to all the means wji c.lj wouki obtain these auvaiaages,

and such, I think, will arise from the use of my universal

wrench.

It is, perhaps, i!nnece.-s;iry to point out, that a wrenchi

on this principle may be varied in its form and size, so as to

be rendered probably more Convenient for some particular

purposes for which such instruments are required.

I am J sir^ your obedient servant,

Portsmouth Dock Yard, Wm. BARLO\y.
March 1, 1808.

To C. Taylor, M.D. Sec.

Reference to the Engraving of Mr. Barlow's Improved

Wrench. See Plate XIII. Figs. 5, 6, and 7.

This instrument is represented in Plate XlII. Fig. 5 is a

perspective view of it ; fiii;. 6 a section of its head ; and fig.

7 an external representation of the head. The screw head

or nut to be turned is held between two jaws, one of which

a I) d e is forge'd in the same piece with the handle A A, the

other, f g, is moveable between two chukes, and fastened to

the fixed jaw by the strong screw i, which is fixed to the

sjlme j(iw, passes through the moveable one, as shown in

the section fig. 0, and has a nut screwed upon it ; the other

screw, //, is tapped through the moveable jaw, and its point

presses' upon the bottom of a cavity made in the fixed jaw

shown at tn in ihe section fig.' 6. To make the wrench fit

any particular screw head or nut, the nut upon the strong

screw i must first be loosened, and the screw h screwed in

or out of the moveable jaw, until the opening ^^r is just

the proper width to receive the screw heati ox nut to be

turned by the vvrench ; the nut of the screw i is Ihen to be

screwed down, until it presses upon the jaw, and holds it

perfectly tight.

Ff2 LXXXI. 0.1
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LXXXI. On the Natural Causes which operate in the Forma-

tion of Valleys. By John Carr, Esq.

" Revolving the circumstances of excavated valleys in my mind, as 1 have

ftbserved them wonderfully distributed over the whole surface of large di-

stricts, effecting a descending outlet or drainage to any part : I have been lost

in conjecturing any application of mechanical or known principles, that

could have directed the almost irresistible forces, which effected this impor-

tant, and as it were finishing operation on the matter of our globe, but refer

the same to Omnipotent Power itself, acting, perhaps, in this instance, with-

out the intervention of the agents whose operations in Nature the light of

science enables us in so many instances to trace."

Mr. John Farky, Philosophical Magazine for April 1809.

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sir,

JL HE above " most lame and impotent conclusion" fur-

nishes a very singular instance of the great difference between

observing and judging ; between the accurate perception of

effects, and the more rare and discriminating faculty of

drawing from their common agreement and general com-

binatior*, just and rational deductions of their cause. Phae-

nomena so extensive, combined in such union, and ope-

rating so indispensable an office in the wise ceconomy of

Nature, surely ought to have suggested a more natural and

philosophical inference. To me, there are few things more

evident than that " the irresistible forces" which have effect-

ed the excavation of valleys, are no other than the identical

streams which now flow through them ; and that by means

so natural and obvious, as to excite extreme wonder how so

experienced and intelligent an observer, as Mr. Farey un-

qi^iestionablv is, can have surveyed the practical facts, and

reflected on the subject_, without arriving at the clearest

conviction.

Every river which disembogues itself into the ocean is

the great drainage trunk of a considerable extent of country,

receiving through every part of its course lateral streams,

which again receive others, and these others still, in so much
that the river itself is frequently the receptacle of hundreds

of other streams of various magnitude and extent; and not

only the river, but every brook, however remotely con-

nected, has its peculiar range of valleys, which aftbrd it the

2 most
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most easy and direct communication with the stream into

which it falls: and all these ranges of valleys are as sub-

servient to, and as intimately connected with, the exten-

sive and general system of drainage of the. country, as the

streams themselves ; and the uniform directitni, general con-

nection, and admirable subserviency of the vvliole, are so

palpable, that we are irresistibly led t(j one of two conclu-

sions,—cither that the ircveral ranges of valleys have been

purposely and specially formed for the streams which now
flow through them, or that the streams themselves have

scooped out their own peculiar vallevs. The former opinion

is too absurd to merit a moment'i^ attention ; and the latter

has so many direct and positive proofs; in its favour, as to

yield the most satisfactory conviction to any impartial and

competent mind, that will take an actual survey of the

spring heads and courses of even the most trivial brooks.

But though there are no natural operations whatever, that

from personal inspection more clearly illustrate themselves

than this operation of streams in forming their own valleys,

it is a subject of considerable difficulty when limited to mere

description. The proof circumstances, in all their com-
binations, are distinct objects of visual inspection, and when
spread out beneath the eye exhibit a connected chain of il-

lustrative evidence irresistibly convincing; but the same im-

pressive picture is comparatively faint, and its beautiful unity

broken into fragments, like the landscape in the rippling

stream, when held up to the *' mind's eye" in the closet.

Nevertheless there is a bold prominency in the outline of

this natural scenery, which even the ])en can trace, and I

will endeavour to delineate it in a brief and hasty sketch.

The horizontal parallelism of the upper brows of valleys,

and of the strata and their identity in the opposite banks,

have long ago demonstrated that the strata were formerly

continued across, and that the valleys have been formed by

the strata being cut through and the niissing portions carried

away. The truth of this no one will question, who, by ac-

tual inspection, has given due attentiun to the facts upou

which it rests.

The source of every stream is alw ays situated on a higher

F f 3 level
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level than that o,f the country through which the valleys

have been cut j and were they all filled up, there would still

be a sufficUnt fall in the country for the streams to flow the

san:ie way : and as waiter, when left to itself, i)y its fluidity

and gravitation constantly seeks the lowest place, we may
always be assured that the conr.se which the stream has

taken is the lowest descent of the country in that direction.

With these circumstances in view, let us select any indi-

vidual stream, and suppose all its valleys to be filled up by

replacing the very materials of the strata formerly carried off,

thereby restoring the country to its pristine state before the

valleys were excavated; and then, by attending to the course

of the stream from its source, we shall acquire a clear and

correct conception of the nsanner in which the valleys v.'cre

originally formed. The old channel being in the lowest fall

of the country, the stream will still- fiow in the same direc-

tion, but it will be on and over the newly restored mate-

rials, wiiich we have supposed to be replaced ; and it will

first pass over that portion which has filled up the first val-

ley, until it arrives at what was the lower end, which being

now H ciecliviiy, it will be precipitated into tlie hollow

below. In tkat hollow or flat the water will spread itself

out into a lake, wider or narrower in its dimensions ac-

cording to the form and bearing of the ground ; and the lake

continuiu*!; to {i]\,\ the water will rise over the level of the

niaterials which filled up the second valley, and running on

to where was the lower end, it will again descend the

declivity into the holk)w below, and will accumulate and

spread itself lintil it again rises over the third valley, and

descend again at the lower end ; and in this manner it will

continue its ci)urse, falling down every declivity which it

reaches, and accumulating into a lake wherever the nature

of the ground obslrucis it, until the water reaches over the

level ot the ob^trlletit^g rise ; and the stream in this stage of

its course will con-isl of a chain of streams, waterfalls and

lakes, from its source to the channel of the next stream, or

of the se. its If, the grand receptacle of the v\hole. Let us

riovv attend to what will take j)lace at the several fall-;. There,

in every aistauce where the btratum is not an indurated roeJc,

the
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the momentum and action of ilie deactnding water will cut

a channel, deep and expediiious in proportion to the height

of the fall and the yielding nature of the stratum: and M
this channel deepens, the unsupported sides will fall in, and

the materials be swept away into the lake below. The water

"cvill continue this process, but with diminished force, as the

inclined plane becomes less hteep, until it has again exca-

vated a valley similar to that which we have supposed to

be filled up : and this new vallev opening directly into the

lake above, the Jake will, in time, be completely drained

off, and the stream will soon work itself out a limited chan-

nel in the alluvial materials which have formed the bottom

of the lake, and which had been brought down from the

detritus of the valley above. Alter a certain time the whole

course of the stream will be chanaed, in this way, from a

succession of streams, waterfalls and lakes, into a succession

of valleys and alluvial flats, such as we actually now find

existing in the course of almost every stream. If the flat

ground a little way beyond any valley be exannned, below

the vegetable mould, it will be found to consist of sand,

gravel, and other alluvial materials precisely similar to the

strata in the valley above ; and if the valley iumiediatelv be-

low be filled up, a lake will forthwith be fcrmed above it,

and covering the alluvial materials which had formed the

bottom of the former lake:—and these two iinportant facts,

capable of the most direct proof in every district where val-

leys abound, are surely decisive evidence that the original

course of the stream did consist of a chain of vatcrfalls and

lakes, and that the falls have worn out the valleys backwards

into the lakes above, thereby giving vent to their waters,

and leaving the course of the streams, as wc now find them,

a succession of valleys and alluvial flats.

It may be easily imagined that the valley will be deep and

^:ipaciou3 in proporti^in to the height of the waterfall where

the excavation commences, and that the exit of the water ni

the lake above will increase the fall in ilie next vallev up-

wards ; and it niav also be readily conceived, that when the

action of the water has worn the inclined pl.tne, down wVi'crj

it descends, lo a certain point, all further excavation of tlie

Ff4 channel
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channel will cease, and that the stream may continue to flow

for innumerably ages with but trivial alterations in its course.

This is the true reason why we do not now see streams

forming valleysj the work having been lono; since accom-

plished by the channels being reduced to their lowest de-

scending level : and only by the burslijig out of a new
spring head, in a situation distant from any other stream,

could we now practically observe the progression of" i'alls

and lakes into valle\'s and flats, in the maimer described.

The progress of the stream flowing from such a new

Spring head would most assuredly establish tlie truth of

every thing I have already stated. For it cannot be

doubled that every stream must originally have formed its

own channel ; and it must be equally obvious, that when

first left to find its o\> n way over a great incqualitv of sur-

face, it must frequently have precipitated down declivities

into hollows, out of which it could have no other exit than

by swelling into a lake, until the water rose over the level

of the lowest ground which bounded the hollow.

In mai,iy cases a valley commences immediately at the

source of a stream, just opening there and gradually deepen-

ing downwards to the lower end, where, questionless, the

stream once fell, and where the cutting of the valley com-

n^enced; and this form, of being shallow at the upjier and

deepening down to the lower end, where the fall of the

stream first began to act for its formation, is also common
to numerous valleys, more especially tho.se near the spring

heads ; and while it perfectly accords with the action of the

stream, it is utterly irreconcileable with any other explana-

tion. Nothing, too, is more usual than the intersection

of one valley with another at the confluence of two streams;

and in every such instance the anule of intersection of the

valleys and streams is acute above and obtuse below, and

the two streams invariably meet on precisely the same level.

All this would naturally and necessarily result from the

streams forming their own valleys and channels, but it is

utterly impracticable to assign the most.remote probable cause

for the same union and unison of effects by any other na-

lur^^l means.

In
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In some cases, indeed, the capacious magnitude of the

valley, compared with tlie diniimitivc size o! the stream,

might arrest our belief of so trivial an agent having accom-

plished so great a work ; bvit those occasional and powerful

floods to which every brook is subject, the immense diirn-

tion of the action, and the yielding nature ot the eartiiy

mati-rials removed, are amply sniricient to suppress every

doubt and to reconcile every ditTiculty.

There are multitudes of other practical facts which the

actual survey of the course of streams readily supplies, and all

of them speaking the same forcible language, of the streams

themselves being the only agents that have broken down

the opposing obstacles in their course and reduced their

channels to the regular gradation slopes down which we now
find them flowing.

Those who may be desirous of verifying these observations

on the formation of valleys, have only to. visit the spritiii;-

heads of their neighbouring streams, tracing the channel

downwards, and they will find little dKFiculiy in marking

the site of every former lake and watcrtall, by only sup-

posing the valley which lies before them to be tilled up;

and the obvious effect will be a lake at the upper and a

waterfall at the lower end : and a proper examination of

the soil below every valley will discover the very materials

formerly brought down when the valley was excavating.

The very intimate connection between waterfalls and lakes,

and their disappearance together, by the former eflTcctiniij

breaches into the latter, has been very fully dwelt upon ; and

accordingly where waterfalls now abound, there ought to i>e

a corresponding abundance of lakes ; and this is strikingly

corroborated by the fact, Canada is productive of the most

numerous and celebrated waterfalls, and there also, ahove

these falls, are the most numerous and most extensive lakes

on our globe.

Every waterfall that now exists is produced by a stratum

of rock crossing the course of the stream, and it is solely

owing to the indurated durability of the rock, that we now
find a fall where we should otherwise have found a valley.

This is so evident, that many of our most celebrated water-

falls
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falls are not precipitated from an open height of higher

ground, but clown into a deep chasm, or rocky valley,

formed, undeniably, by the violent action of the water,

which has continued, and is still continuing, from the de-

tritus of the rock, to remove the fall higher up the stream :

«uch strictly is the case with the far-famed Falls of Niagara.

The surrounding country is nearly on the same level, and

the river is propelled over an immense bed of rock, down

into a profound valley, which extends for nine miles below

the falls, and with every appearance of having been formed

by the proiiressive removal of the fall backwards, in conse-

quence of the gradual waste of the rock by the destructive

action of the water.

But there is another point of view in which this magnifi-

cent waterfall ouj2;ht to he considered as eminently illustra-

tive of the subject under consideration. The height of the

fall, and what are called the rapids immediately above it, is

upwards of two hundred feet ; and there is a still nirlher

considerable fall in the descent of the river from the lake

above.

Now it certainly requires but a small effort of mind to

perceive that the vast stratum of imperishable rock which

crosses the channel of the river, has alone prevented the

St. Lawrence from excavating one of the largest and most

caivicious valleys on our globe, and that the excavation

would have extended upwards into lake Ontario, liberating

its waters, and leaving the river to form, for itself, a chan-

nel throuo^h the central and deepest parts of the exhausted

Jake,

The retreat of these waters would be productive of another

vast fall in the channel from lake Erie, and that fall again

excavating a valley upwards, and into the lake, would oc-

casion the exit of its waters, which again would produce a

fall and excavation up into lake Huron, the retreat of whose

waters would be followed by falls from, and excavations

into, lakes Superior and Michigan; and hence this exten-

sive chain of innnense lakes would disappear, leaving in its

place an equally extensive chain of valleys and alluvial flats,

jKimilar, but on a far more gigantic scale, to the thousands

of
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of lakes which have disappeared by the same natural process

in every country.

I tear, Mr. E'hfor, I have trespassed much too far on the

limits of your trulv estiniable record of scientific jiapcrs
; yet

I trust the subject is one of superior interest, by bringing us

acquainted wiih the origin of those beautiful excavations

which adurn ^n much of our landscape, and add so much of

plea?>urable variety to every excursion. They ofler, how-

ever, still higher claims to our attention from their para-

mount usefulness in the provident oeconomy of Nature, by

operating, with such aduurable and subservient address, and

such 4 harmonized system of combination, as the universal

conduits of all the waters of every countrv.

I am, sir, your most obedient humble servant,

John Carr,
Princes Street, Manchtstcr,

June 10, 1809.

LXXXII. Introduction to the Study of Mineralogy. By
M. Hauy.

[Concluded from p. 401.]

Ijut the authors of systems of mineralogy, without even

excepting chemists, have followed a very different course.

They have considered each metal as the base of a parueular

genus ; and in the case in which this metal existed per se^

in the state of native metal, it would form the first gpecies

of the genus ; and its combinations with different principles

would give the other species. Thus, in the genus of cojjper,

we should have successively, as species, native copper, oxide

of copper, sulphuret ot copper, carbonate of copper, mu-^

riate of copper, Sec. In short, metallic substances have

characters so striking., that they have been adopted with one

accord, as the fixed points around which all the combina-'

tions ought to rally of which they form part.

Now, uniformity of method would require, that the same
rule whieli had been followed in the arrangement of metallic

substances should also preside over that of substances pro-

duced by the uuiou of an earth with au acid j i. e. lime, for

examnle.
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example, should be considered as the basis of a genus, which

should have as its species the combinations of that earth

with the carbonic, phosphoric, and fluoric acids. It is evi-

dent that all the parts of a clear and distinct distribution

should be symmetrical, and that one method cannot be

adapted to two different scales; otherwise it would no longer

be a method.

But if the natural order should prescribe to us to deter-

n^ine the genera according to the most fixed principle of

each conipound, nothing should hinder us from generalizing

imder another view the employment of the acids, by bor-

rowing irom these principles a classical character, serving

to connect with each other all the substances not me-
tallic fif which they form part; and henceforward those

substances which bear the name of salts would be united

in one and the same superior division with others ; such as

the carbonate of lime, phosphate of lime, sulphate of ba-

rytes. Sec, which had been ranked among the stones. This

intimacy had been already as it were prepared for by the

transition of the calcareous sulphate from the class of stones

into that of the salts. The characters drawn from the solu-

bility in water and from the taste, so little remarkable in

these substances, had almost obliterated the boundary between

the two classes ; the definition of salts had become vague

and equivocal ; and it appeared to me that it would be to

nstore order and precision into the class of bodies which

liad bf)rne this name, to introduce into it all those which

contained an acid joined to an earth or an alkali, and some-

times to both. The collection of all these bodies will there-

fore form the first class, or that of ac'id'ifcrous substances*.

T shall exclude the metallic salts, in order to arrange them

among the metals, always taking care not to fritter down

the fjenera. This class will be subdivided into three orders,

the first of which will comprehend the earthy-acidiferous

substances, the second the alkaline-acidiferous substances,

and the third the alkalino-earthy-acidiferous substances.

* The author uses this word uniformly to express those substances into

which acids enter as one of their component parts. We shall therefore re-.

tain the term in. our translation.

—

Edit.

The
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The second class will be formed of the substances which

I call earlkyy i. c. of those which admit no acid among
the earths that enter into their composition. I do not

think that we are as yet sufficiently accjuainted by analysis

with the number and proportions of these earths in a part of

the substances in question, to be able to subdivide this class

into genera. Thus, I shall content myself with presenting

the series of the species it contains, taking advantage only

(in order to arrange the terms of lliis series) of analogies or

differences which the knowledge we already possess admits

of our perceiving among them.

Let us hope that the chemistry of minerals, which since

the days of Cronstadt and Bergman has made so great pro-

gress, will at length attain a point of perfection which will

place this class, and even certain parts of subsequently de-

scribed classes, upon a level with the first. We have seen

for several years discoveries succeed each other rapidly.

Klaproth has furnished us with zircon, uranium, titanium,

and tellurium. To Vaiiquelln we are indebted for glucina

and chrome.—Analyses made by one person have been ve-

rified by others. What may not science gain by this for-

tunate concurrence ?

But if the second class still leaves any thing to desire re-

lative to the regularity of the whole, I flatter myself that I

have at least contributed to perfect it in its details, not only"

by a more exact division of the substances which constitute

the species, but also by the care which I have taken to

apply this name only to those substances which really de-

serve it, and to those which have a type susceptible of a pre-

cise determination*. Thereby we exclude from the method,

and throw into a separate appendix, the argils, marls, and

every other similar aggregate composed of fragments bor-

rowed from different species, and consequently possessing

mixed characters.

I comprehend under a third class ihe common name of

* Thus the beryl and emerald are ranged in one and the same species

:

the zeolite, on the contrary, is divided into four different species : the stralil-

«tein of the German mineralogists, into two forms very distinct from each

other.

comhist'd'h
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comhustihle substances-, the different non-metallic bodies

susceptible of combustion, Such as the diamond, sulphur,

and minerals known by the name of bitumens. Among
those substances some have hitherto resisted the attempts

made to analyse them ; others, treated by distillation or by.

other means, give out several of the principles which en-

tered into their composition. This difference naturally in-

dicates the subdivision of the cja&s in question into two

orders, distinguished from each other by the denominations

oi simple and compound cornbustible substances. -,

The metalic substances still remain, which give tbef

fourth class, subdivided into as many geneva as there are

metals. Under each of these genera is to be ranked" as a

species the native metal when it exists j then the metal com-

bined,, eiiher with another metal, with oxygen, combustibles,

or acids. With respect to the orders which subdivide this

class, I have formed them after the example of Bergman,

who has borrowed their characters from circumstances which

determine their oxidation and reduction, by placing in the

first order those which are not oxidizable, but only reducible

by heat ; in the second, those which are oxidized when

heated, and which, when heated more strongly, are reduced:

and in the third, those which are oxidizable, but not redu-

cible by heat*.

* The relations which characterize the divisions and subdivisions of the

chemical methods being founded upon the intimate properties and upon the

composition of bodies, these methods will at first appear- to give way to a

certain point to those who employ external characters, and in some measui'e

more accessible characters, in order to establish the classification. I have ati

tempted to supply the place of it, at least relatively to the great divisions, by

characters easily ascertained. To conclude : 1 have not thought that the .

consideration I have mentioned can balance the advantage of presenting a

distribution founded upon the very essence of the substance which it em-

braces, and at once more symmetrica!, more satisfactory to the mind, by

jrivino" legitimate order to oiu' icieis. What furnishes an additional motive

for supporting this preference, is, that, the number of mineralogical species

being very inconsiderable, the instant they are once clearly circumscribed, the

principal object is fulfilled. For in this case we gain by a little practice such

a stock of knowledge, that, when a mineral presents itself for the first time,

nothing remains in order to determine It than to decide between two or three

species, successively trying the characters which distinguish each of them,

until we haye removed all doubt-

. -^ - The
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The choice of a method fouiKlecl upon the resuUs of ana-

lysis naturally kd nie to adopt, wherever I could, the new
chemical nomenclature, so proper in other respects for facili-

tatinsi: the study of science, from the advantages of present-

ing names truly pictures^jue, which carry along witli them

the exact notion of the things they express: but the manner

in which my genera were formed, occasions a slight inver-

sion in the denominations, the first word of which ought to

express the base of the genus, and the second the specific

difference. Consequently, we must substitute, instead of

the terms filiate of lime, sulphate of larytes, sulphate of

ironJ Sec, the terms fluated lime, sulphated haryteSy sul-

phated iron, See.*

But it is evident that these last denominations produce no

real change in the received language ; that they require

nothing else than memory ; and that they present to the

mind the same images tmder the same traces ; mineralogy

does nothing more here than take the counterproof of the

drawing chalked out by the chemist.

I have not dissembled the difficulties which may be pre-

sented in the way of my method; but the strongest appeared

to me to arise from the state of imperfection in which che-

mistry still remains with respect to the analysis of some of

the minerals. I cannot foresee, for example, the manner in

which it micht be best to organize and denominate the new
genera which future discoveries will produce in the series

of earthy substances. I propose the method which seem*

the least defective in the present state of science. I take ad-

vantage of what has been already done, without anticipating

what still remains to be done : in short, I stop at the limits

prescribed to me by experience, expecting that future la-

bours will extend them.

But it would not have been sufficient to have given to the

plan of the system all the regularity and accuracy which

practical knowledge requires. I thought myself obliged

therefore to extend this plan, by introducing the greatest

* Bergman, who had a very correct mind, and who even assumed fixed

principles for tlie bases of his genera, cMed Jliwrattd line, aerated lime, ckc.,

wliac we cal\Jluated time, cattuuaied lime., &c.

possible
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possible number of species, and by taking advavantage of

the recent discovenrs which ba/e enriched mineralogy.

J. here testify mv gratitude to those ingenious foreigners to

whom i am indebted for some of the greatest rarities in my
collecti(^n, and particuiirlv to Messrs, Abildgaard, Manthey,

Karsten, Necrgaard, Esmark, Baron de Moil, Coden, and

Hoffman-barts. To some of these friends I also owe som^

interesting ohs-rvations, which have given additional value

to their presents. N(;ihing more strongly confirms what

has been so often said of the learned of all countries, namely,

that thvy form onefaimly, th:m thisdivisionof riches, which

makes ihe distance between their respective countries- disap-

pear, and this communication of light which renders them

constantly present with each other.

All that I have said concerns the solution of the first of

the two problems 1 have mentioned, and its object is, the

classification of substances. Now analysis, which presents

data so advantageous for attaining this object, requires ope-

rations frequently long and delicate, and on that account

alone would become embarrassing, if it was necessary always

to have recourse to it, in order to resolve the other problem,

%. e. in order to recognize the substances.

I now return to the employment of characters which,

being more easily ascertained, more convenient and expe-

ditious, may serve as a beacon to the minerals already classi-

fied.

To judge of this according to the manner of viewing

things generally adopted hitherto with respect to the solution

of the problem in question, the simple description of mine-

rals by the helps of their external characters contains all

that is sufficient to distinguish them from each other. No-

thing has more contributed to establish the reputation of the

system in which these characters are employed, than the per-

fection given to it by Werner. This ingenious mineralogist

has presented it under the form of a complete system *, in

which every thing in a mineral that is capable of affecting

* Vide Tabula: synoptica: teyminvnan Syxtematis oryclng^iostici JVerneriaTii, a

Gngorio JVud. liajm<s, 1798. See also Berthout and Struve's Principles of

Mineralogy, and the plates ^lich accompany Brochant's Mineralog]'.

our
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oiir senses, every thing that is tangible is carefully defined,

in which all the different signs by which an attentive ob-

server may recognise it are given by so many expressions,

which arc afterwards presented separately by themselves_, in

order to form the picture of each species.

This union of suffrages in favour of the system I have al-

luded to, the great reputation which it has so justly acquired

for its author, would present powerful motives to prevent

me from quitting the track he has pointed out. But the

plan to which I had referred the order of classification, by

only admitting into it species properly so called, susceptible

of a rigorous determination, led me, in order to establish

their distinct characters, to profit by what they have most

constant, most general, and most intimately connected with

the constitution of their integraiit molecules : and I have

given way to the obligation of reconciling with the fixed

principles T had adopted, relative to the whole of the science,

the method of studying its details.

I shall here briefly mention the reasoning which directed

me in the manner of arranging this method. " The picture

of a species," 1 said to myself, *^ ought to present; 1st, a

sum of characters, by the assistance of which an observer

can ascertain that a mineral, which he endeavours to class,

belongs to this species : 2d, the series of the varieties which

Subdivide the species.

" Now the specific characters being as the fixed points

whence proceeds the knowledge relative to the species, I

shall exclude colours, at least when we speak of an earthy

or acid substance, as fugitive variable modifications foreign

to the type of the species which is the integrant molecule.

** But I shall point out among these characters the spe-

cific gravity expressed numerically according to the Result

of experiments, and note the hardness estimated by the

power which the body has to scratcb another well known
substance employed to serve as a term of comparison. Nor
will I omit the property of double or single refraction,

because it belongs to the very ba?is of substances, although

it can be observed but very rarely when these substances afe

in their natural state. The lustre will be sometimes referred

Vol. 33. No. 134. June 1809. Gg to.
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to, not so.jiHich with x?spcct to its greater or less intensity,

because in this resjiect it is too much subject t.o lie motlified

by accidental causes, but relatively to a certain aspect less

susceptible of being disguised bv the .effect of the same

causes, and which is, as it were, unctuous in certain mine-

rals, and j)car]y in others. Sec. New characters will, ac-

cording to circumstances, be associated with the preceding,

such as electricity by heal, or phosphorescence by the action

of fire.

'' I shall endeavonr to define precisely, the character which

is inferred from ihe niechauical division of a mineral ; and

instead of confining myself to announce in general if it has

taktn place in one, two, or three senses, will add the

values of the angles which the natural joinings form among

each other;—and these joinings beiiig as the first data for

attaining the exact determination, either of the primitive

form, or of that of the integrant molecule, it will be ne-

cessary to indicale these forms, a knoudedge of them being

important in order to forrn a just idea of the species,

^' Finally, T shall comprehend within the same view, the

characters, the verification of which is reserved, for agents

v/hich, like the acids and caloric, change the nature of a

small part of the substance, in order to assist us in becoming

acquainted with the whole.

" So mubh for.,what concerns the species in general. It

will afterwards be requisite to subdivide itj and in order to

this, first to consider the varieties relative to the forms,

a's the most w'orthy of attention. Each of them will have

its peculiar denomination and defiuition : and if this form

is the produce of a regular crystallization, it will be cha-

racterized by an abridged sign* composed of letters and

indications of the laws of decrement upon which it depends,

which, added to an e^act figure, will present the best of all

-descriptions. I shall add the respective incidences of its

faces, determined by theoretical calculation, and in which

properly resides the impression borne by a crystal of the spe-

cies to which it belongs.

* T shal' detail in the generalities the method of writing these signs ; and I

>iope that it will be found simple, and easy of comprehensiou.
" Ina Tt
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*^ In sliort, the modifications rclailvc to colours, trans-

parency, or opacity, will be inilicaicd in their turns, and

will form as it were the last shades of the picture."

Thus a specific gravity of about triple that of water, a

hardness equal at most to that of such bodies as slightly

scratch glass, natural joints parallel to the faces and to the

bases of a regular hexahedral prism, the property of dissolv-

ing without effervescence in the nitric acid, will easily as-

certain that a crystal provided with these properties belongs

to the species of phosphated lime; and if it is a regular

hexahcdra^ prism ternjinated by hcxahddi-al pyrariiidf;, the

faces of which are inclined to each other b^^ about IC*)"*,

this particular character will point out the variety which I

denominate pyraviidated phosplioted lime \ and the conse-

quence already deduced front the specific character u-ith re-

spect to the nature of the crystal ol)^erved, will even thca

becorne an evidence, so ir.uoh the nioie striknir^ that this

measure of 15!)° would alone be sufficient for indicatino- a

primitive f()rm of phosphated lime ; the analogous inclina-

tion being different in the forms of the saJme genus which

beloncr lo other species f. if the same c'rystail has trans-

paren<>V5 if it is of an orange colour, as we find it in Spain^

the indication of these accidental circumstances will com-
plete its denomination, and the observer can place it in his

fcollection, with this inscription^ phosphated lime, pyramidal

(nange- transparent >

But this will not be a crystal ; it will be an irregular mass,

in which the geometrical type of the species will have dis-

appeared, and the aspect of it will excite a doubt in the ob-

server, if what he sees be not a coarse carbonated liiT)e,

similar to what we call building- stone (pierre a hl'itir). His

doubts will be dispelled, when, having put a small fragment

of this mass into the nitric acid, 1 e will obtain a slow and

tranquil solution, or at the most accompanied oy a slinht

effervescence ; when, having thrown some of it in pow ( er

upon lighted charcoal, he will see a fine phosphoric light pro-

* More strictly speaking, 129" 13'.

f Quartz, carbonated barytes, phosphated lead.

G g 2 duced
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duced at the same instant. By these traits he will also recog-

nise a phosphated lime ', and on examining in detail, upon the

picture of this substance, the varieties relative to indetermi-

nable forms, he will learn that the name which he should

give to the substance under inspection, will be thatofpAos-

phatedy earthy, whitish lime.

I shall only add one reflection. We can easily conceive

that a pupil, when studying with^specimens in his hands,

and a system founded upon external characters, can suc-

ceed in ascertaining all other specimens which may present

themselves to him under the same aspect. But his sy-

stem having accustomed him to examine objects by the

eye and touch, custom has produced an impression upon

his mind, which is awakened by their presence, and the

cause of which he would be much embarrassed to explain

clearly by the help of language. A similar exercise will

produce an analogous effect with a person who has at first

employed more precise characters j the object which he

has considered attentively, after having once determined it,

has only occasion to appear ; it says enough lo his organs,

and enables him to dispense with referring to experiment, or

to the use of an instrument, unless it has ceased to be fa-

miliar to him. But when an unknown object conceals the

same intimate composition under an aspect quite different,

the student wKo is accustomed to take as his guide a method

purely descriptive, (eontined to the circle of bodies, which

its author had under his eyes,) may commit a mistake,

while another, with the assistance of the first methods, will

not be imposed on by a false appearance : and this is a new

proof of the preeminence of these characters, which, be-

longing more closely to the nature of substances, and mark-

ing those points which are least likely to escape a common
observer, are susceptible of a much greater latitude, and

have the double advantage of being applied to our acquired

knowledge, and, as it were, to go before those which will

subsequently present themselves*.

After

* It would be desirable to endeavour to add new physical and chemical

characteri, simple, and easy to be determined, to those which we already

know.
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After having presented the picture of the characters, the

assemblage of which distinguishes tl)e species, and the series

of the varieties which sul)divide it, I have added annotations

which contain as it were its history. Here will Ije found

the indication of its principal situations in (he earth, and

that o[ the substances which most cfencrally accompany it.

I afterwards detail the various opinions which have been en-

tertained as to the nature of the mineral which constitutes it

;

and I thought that it would not be useless to explain, when
I had an opportunity, what appeared to have deceived former

observers, and how the transition from error to truth was

eflected. Here a<rain naturally comes the explanation of the

phaenomena which the mineral is susceptible of presenting,

in the event of its enjoying some interesting property. I

shall be the more respected by my rca.lcrs, uhen I inform

them that, in my applications of the subject to the mechani-

cal and healing arts, I have been furnished w ith valuable

assistance by M. Chaptal in the former department, and

M. Halle in the latter.

The point of view under which I have considered mine-

ralogy in this treatise, required that the reader should be

prepared for the study of the method, by a detail of the

knowledge which was resorted to in fornrmg the plan. I

have paid every attention to fulfilling this object in a series

of details, in which I develop the principles proper for clear-

ing up the entrance upon the science. T have presented in

two ways, the theory of the laws to which the structure of

crystals is subjected; the one by simple reasoning aided by

figures, which render sensible to the eye the mechanism of

this structure ; the other in a separate article, by the aid or

mathematical analysis, by giving to the results the whold

generality which the subject requires*.

I ought

know. I have found several, which will be pointed oiit in this treatise; and

I am pcrsuadetl that we shall succeed, after continued inquiries, to augment

the number considerably.

* I am far from thinking that the numerous applications which I have

made of this theory to the crystals examined by me, possess all the same degree

of exactncbS. The difficulty of determining, in several of these crystals, the

true direction of the natural joinings, the smallness of others, the defects

G g 3 which,
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T ought not to omit how much I am iudebted to the' in-

telligence and assiduity of those who. have traced the prov-

jections relative to crystallography, and to ihe theories which

flow from mineraloofical science. The idea of this great work
was conceived by M. Brochant, mining engineer, who has

begun to realize it. Several other engineers and scientific

men have endeavoured to complete what he had begun.

M. Tremery, to whom belong, among other things, almost

all the projections depending upon calculation, which he

perfectly well understanrls, has carried into their execution

the intelligence and accuracy so necessary for enabling the

eye easily to catch the respective positions of the different

lines, the constructions of which form the whole. Messrs.

Cordier, Lefroy, Gallois, Houry, Dcpuch, Cressac, Da-
cros, and Hericart, have also given proofs of zeal and talent,

in the drawing of figures which relate to the different classes

of minerals. Such is the masterly manner in which ihey have

represented, relative to a nucleus which has constantly the

same position, the different secondary forms which are so

many modifications of it, that we perceive, as atone glance,

the relations of these forms, both with each other aiul with

their common nucleus : this is a kind of graphic treatise of

the laws to which the structure is subjected.

The vSchool of Mines has (offered me another resource of

great value, on the subject of the very basis of my work.

Placed in an isolated situation for many vears, and limited

to my own exertions, I occupied myself, in solitude, wjih

arranging the materials for my work ; with determining, by

observation and theory, all the crystalline forms which I

was able to procure ; a>^cending to th. causes of tlie most

interesting phsenouiena presented by minerals ; drawing, from

the properties of these bodies, characters proper for distin-

guishing them, and collectinn- every thing relative to their

history, &c. I had even already traced the plan of their

which, upon those of a more sensihle volume, would alter the level of the

forces, are so many causes of uncertainty, wiiich ought to inilue.ice the solu«

tiqns of the problems. It is very probable, that ol)servatiohs subsequcpiiy

made under' more favourable circumstances will serve to rectify several of

my data, aad pl^cc the results of calculadan on a par with those of N ture.

methodical
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methodical distribution, which was nearly the, same "\vith

what I have given here. But in the midst of thi:? complica-

tion ot" inquiries, directed towards so many varit)us objects,"

there are always some which are attended with doubts, and

there are details which either escape us or remain imjjerfect.

I have said enou'ih to convince mv readers h(nv advantageous

I found it to be placed in the same establishment with Gil-

let, Lelievre, Lefebyrc, Dolomieu, Brogniart, V'auquelin,

Coqucbert, Tonnel'.icr, from whom 1 imbibud informa-

tion and advice. Several important points have been fully

and coolly discussed among us ; and when the sentiments

which (low from a perfect intimacy are freely given in

friendly discussion.s, they produce reflections and observa-

tions of great value. The conflict of opinions only paves

the way for a better understanding among the disputants,

and the cause of true science is uniformly promoted by such"

discussions.

LXXXIII. Analyns of the M^canlqiie Celeste of M. La
Place. By M, Biot.

[Contlr.ucd from p. 270.]

Book Second.

xjLFTER having developed the laws of motion of bodies

when actuated by known forces, the author projjoses to as-

certain what should be the general cause of the celestial mo-
tions, in order to reconcile them with actual observations.

Setting out therefore with the consideration of the ellip-

tical niotion of the planets, arid the laws discovered by

Kepler, he concludes that the force which attracts the planets

and comets is directed towards the centre of the sun, that

it is reciprocally as the square of their distances, and that it

only differs :h difterent bodies in proportion to these di^

stances. The motion of the satellites aroimd their planets

presenting nearly the same phienomena as that of the

planets round the sun, the satellites are attracted towards

the planets and the sun, bv forces reciprocally as tTi'e

squares of their distances. This law extends to' saicliii'es;

Gg-1 whose
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\vho*e orbits have not yet been ascertained to be elliptic j and

it follows from this, that, for each system of satellites, the

squares of the times of their revolutions are as the cubes

of their mean distances from the centre of the planet: the

earth having but one satellite, we cannot apply this con-

sideration to it ; but the author shows that, if we determine

the lunar parajjax according to the terrestrial experiments

upon gravity^ and with the hypothesis that the recipro-

cal gravitation is as the square of the distance, the result

obtained by this way is perfectly conformable to the observa-

tions, whence it follows, that t;he attractive force of the earth

is the same as that of all the celestial bodies. These conclu-

sions give rise to several important reflections, from which the

author infers this gerjeral consequence, that the particles

of matter attract each other in the direct ratio qf tlje masses,

and the inverse ratio of the square of the distances.

Conformably to this theory, the author establishes the

differential equations which determine the motion of a

system of bodies subjected to their mutual attraction, and

develops the small number of exact integrals which they

have hitherto b,een able to obtain : as observation only makes

us acquainted with the relative motions, he gives the for-

inulse for the motion of a system of bodies subject to the

laws of gravitation round a body considered as the centre

of their motions, and develops the exact integrals which we

know how to deduce from them. In order to go further,

recourse must be had to the methods of approximation,

and we must profit by the facilities offered for this purpose

by the constitution of the system of the world ; the author

shows that, according to this constitution, the satellites of

the planets are moved nearly as jf they only obeyed the

action of the planet ; and the motion of the centre of gravity

of a planet, and of its satellites, is very nearly the same as

if each of these bodies was collected into its centre. He af-

terwards proceeds to inquire into the attractive properties

of spheroids, and establishes some general propositions

on this head, from which it follows that a point placed in

the interior of a spheric stratum is equally atttacted from all

parts, and that a point without the stratum is attracted by

it
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U as if its mass were entirely collected to its centre
;
pro-

perties which also take place with respect to globes formed

of concentric layers, of density variable from the centre to

the circumference : the author inquires what arc the laws of

attraction in which these eflects subsist ; and he p:oves that,

among the infinite number of laws which render the attrac-

tion very small at great distances, the law of Nature is the

only one in which a spheric stratum attracts a point placed

without it, as if it was all collected to its centre ; he proves

also, that this law is liie ou\y own \\\ which the action of the

layer upon a point placed within il is nothing : he also makes

a second application of the same formulas, to the case in

which the attracting body is a cylinder whose base is a re-

entering curve, the length of which is infinite; he demon-
strates that, when this curve is a circle, the action of the cy-

linder upon a point without it, is reciprocally as the distance

from its axis to this point; and that, if the attracted point is

(Situated in the interior of a circular cylindric laver of a

constant thickness, it is equally attracted from all parts.

Xhe formulae of the motion of a body give rise to some
very remarkable conditional equations : the author develops

them, and points out their use for verifying the calculations

of the theory, and the theory itself of universal gravity ; after

which he presents the various transformations which it may
be most frequently useful to subject the differential equa-

lions to, of the motion of any system of bodies animateti by

their njutual attraction. The bodies which compose the so-

lar system, moving nearly as if they obeyed only the prin-

cipal force which animates them, and the perturbatinir f(;rces

not being very considerable, the author previously gives as

» first approximation, the exact determination of the motion

of two bodies w hich attract each other directly in the ratio of

the masses, arrd inversely as the square of the distances : he

explains successively three different methods of inte^rrating

diflferential equations relative to this hypothesis : the second

of these methods is founded upon an elegant theorem rela-

tive to the integration of differential equations of the first

degree, and of any order whatever. The third, which makes

\\it required integrals of one equation only to depend on

partial
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partial differences, has the advantage of giving the arbitrary

quantilics in functions of tlie co-ordinates, and of their first

differences, which is frequcntlv uscfiil : the author deduces

from it the relations which take place helween these arbi-

trary quantities, and the elements which determine the na-

ture of the conic section and its position in space: finally,

he integrates the differential equation which gives the time

in a function of the radius vector; and the motion of two

bodies is thus determined by three equations, between the

eccentric anomaly, the true anomaly, the mean anomaly,

and the radius vector of the orbit : these equations being of

a nature not capable of being resolved except by approxima-

tion, the author details some general theorems upon the re-

duction of functions into series; and applying these resul'ts

to the elliptical motion of the planets, he deduces from them

the values of the eccentric anonialv, the true anomaly, and

of the radius' vector, in convergent series of the sines and co-

sines of the mean anomaly: by referring the motion of the

planet to a fixed plane a little inclined to that of the orb;t,_,

these series furnish the means of determining by approxi-

mation the latitude and longitude of the planet with respect

to the fixed plane, as well as the projection of the radius of

the orbit upon the same plane. The author explains the the-

ory of motion in a very eccentric ellipsis, and thence de-

duces the theory of the parabolic motion applicable to co-

Hfiets : he afterwards considers the hyperbolic motion ; and

then arriving at Kepler's law, according to which the

squares of the revolutions of different planets are to- each

other as the cubes of the transverse axes of their orbits, he

shows that this law is not accurately true, and that.it only

takes place when we neglect the action of the planets upon

each other, and upon the sun, and when we consider their

masses as infinitely small with respect to that of the sun.

He shows the use of these results in determining the ratios

of the masses of the planets which have satellites, to the

mass of the sun.

After having detailed the theory of elliptic motion, anct

the method of calculatinn; it bv converainc series in the two
cases of Nature, that of orbits almost circular, and that of

orbits
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orbits very much eloncralctl, the author pmcecd? to determine

ifie elements ot these orbits: he sho'.va in ihe-.first place how
we nright deckice them from the eircnmsumees of primitive

motion, iF these circumstances were known ; and it is re-

niarkai)le that the direction of this motion docs not influence

the nature of the conic section. These researches produce

the discovery nf the relation wjiich exists between the trans-

verse axis of the orbit, the chord of the elliptic arc, the

sum of the extreme radii veciores, and the time taken to de-

scribe tiiis arc.

As the observations do not inake known the circumstances

attending the primitive motion of the celestial bodies, we

caimoi determine from this supposition the elements of their

orbits : it is necessary for this purpose to compare their re-

spective positions, observed at ditVerent epochs, with each

other : this is what we may do at all times with respect to

the planets, which wc mav observe without interruption
;

but it is not the case with comets, which are only visible to

us in that ()art of their orbit which is nearest to the sun : it

is important,- therefore, to be able to determine the eleiTiCnts

of the orbit of a comet from the circumstances attending its

appearance. In order to attain this, the author in the first

place gives converging formulae, which make known for a

given tirne, and according to any number of adjacent ob-

servations, the geocentric longitude and latitude of the co-

met, as well as their first and second difl'trenccs divided by

the corresponding powers of the element of the time : he

shows that, by supposing these quantities to be known for a

given time in a system of bodies subjected to their mutual

attraction, we may easily, and without the assistance of in-

tegration, deduce therefrcnii the elements of the orbits.

After having detailed these methods to the utmost extetit

that isnecessarv, and given them all the pcrlcction of which

they are susceptible ; attending also in a very simple manner

to the cece'ntricrty of the terrestrial orhit, the author applies

them to the case of Nature, in which ihc orl^its of cornets

are ellipses trreatly elongated, wliich arc sensibly coniouiulecj

with the parabola towards the peniieiion, which adn;its of

our considering their trausverac axes as inlhnle: this eir-

cuinstance.
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cumstance, which makes known a priori one of the elements

of the orbit, introducing a new equation, it follows from it

that the determination of parabolic orbits of comets con-

duces to more equations than unknown quantities, which

gives room for various methods of calculating them. After

having ascertained that method which ought to give the

greatest precision, the author enters upon the subject at full

length, and divides it into two pars: in the first he deter-

mines nearly the perihelion distance of the comet, a:nd the

time of its passage by the perihelion : in the second- he ecives

the method of correcting these two elements by means of

three observations taken at a distance from each other, and

he deduces all the others from them. There exists a peculiar

case in which the orbit of the,, comet may be rigorously

determined : it is that case wherein the comet has been

observed in its two nodes : after having examined it, the

author gives the corrections necessary to be made in the ele-

ments calculated in the parabola to obtain the correspond-^

ing elements in the ellipsis : these inquiries, applied to co-

mets, furnish the method of determining nearly the dura-

tion of their revolutions, when we have a great number of

very exact observations, both before and after the passage

by the perihelion. The method explained has the .double

advantage of correcting, by the number of observations, the

influence of their errors, and of giving the elements by a

rigorous analysis, simply by making the approximations to

fall upon those data which are given by observation.

[To beconfiinied.]

LXXXIV. Repli/ to Mr. Barlow's Article on Floating

Bodies. By G. Orr, Esq.^ of Buckingham Place,

Fitzroy Square.

To Mr. Tilloch,—Sir,

In sending for your Magazine of March last a short essay

on the subject of barges, timber, &c., floating down rivers,

streams, or currents, it was not my intention to court a

paper war. But Mr. Barlow * having asserted that I did not-

* Philosophical Magnzine^or April 1809, p. 300.

under-
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understand the subject, I beg to be allowed to trespass again

on your indulgence.

I am persuaded that no person '.vlio has investigated the

subject, will deny that all water in motion descends an in-

clined plane, and that bodies fioating in it arc actually de-

scending ar. iuclnied plane also, being inflaenced by two

causes \u their progress; first, ly the motion conunnnicaied

to then) by the fluid in which they float ; and secondly, by

their own weight arisincf from the inherent property of gra-

vity, which; whether the body he more or less specifically

heavy, is immutable, and peculiar to -^W matter.

—

In vacuo,

as every one knows, a feather and a piece of gold will de-

scend with equal velocity, and pass through equal spaces in

equal times; but in air or water, tlie proL^ress ol bodies spe-

cifically difl^erent, will vary according lo their specific gra-

vity; the lighter body, possessinsj; less pcnver to overcome

opposition, must of course be slouei- in its progress.— If

the wood and metal balls, which [ mentioned, were let fall

in vacuo, or if they were mathematically polished, and passed

down an inclined plane so polished and placed in vacuo, they

would both descend with the same velocity; but in open air,

and on a rough surface, the heaviest body being possessed

of greater power, arising from a greater quantity of matter,

viz. from greater specific gravity, it willhave the greater

power in overcoming oppositioUj and will pass on with the

more rapid motion; but still in both bodies ihe principle of

gravity is the same.

Mr. B. says that I am mistaken in making a comparison

between balls of different weights rolling down an inclined

plane, and barges or beams of difiercnt weights floatim^

down a running stream : that is, as I understand him, he

does not like the romparison, and he says the balls move
through a medium perfectly at rest, but the barges, &c.,

through & medium m motion.— I beg leave to ooserve to

Mr. B., that the air or atmosphere is never perfectly at rest,

except when all its particles are m eijuilibrio, which is sel-

dom the case, and never generally so. Balls mav meet cur-

rents of air, or may overtake air irioving slower than tliem-

selves: in either case, their inolion must be retarded mere or

less,
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less, ihe same as beams flcnitinsr in running water may be

retarded by eneountcriug irregular or slower mclions in

water.

]^.Ir. B. illustrates his opinion by supposing a beam of

timber loaded at one end, [ilaced in running water, and

movirig paraUtl to itself, or, in other words, having an equal

vclociiy at both ends. But this is absolutely imiio^sible in

the naiure pt things. The beam thus loaded cannot preserve

its parallelism for an instant. It must obey the laws of gra-

vity, and msiamaneously begin to change its situation^ tlie

bcav'v end getting tbreniost. It wouid be just as impossible

that such a loaded beam could preserve its parallelism, as

that a ruler loaded a». one end, and placed parallel on an in-

clined plane, should rest in that position, >or that a cone

should keep in such a situation without force.—Mr. B. says

again, " if a beam should meet any resistance, that end

which is heaviest will oppose it with the greatest effect.'*

Certainlv, because it contains the greatest quantity of mat-

ter : But will not the heavier end always go foremost with-

out any resistance ? In considering this subject,.j allowance

must be made for currents, eddies, Sec. ; but to understand

it the more clearly, it would be best to consider the floating

bodies as passing down a regular stream.

Mr. B. seems to me to confound weight, which is only

the result of gravity, and of a greater quantity of matter,

with gravity itself; for though one end of a beam be heavier

than the other, and the beam consequently will float with

the heavier end foremost, yet the inherent and inseparable

property of graviiy is the same in both ends of the beam.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

G. Obk.

P. S. I do Conceive that all bodies floating with the stream,

and which have a heavy and light end, will become depressed

at their heavier end, and be borne parallel to the plane on

which the water moves,—in all such cases adapting them-

selves to the inclination of the plane or bed on which the

vvater runs.

LXXXV. Tke
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LXXXV. The Bukcrlan lecture. An Jccount of some new

anulijlkal Raemches on tlie Nature of certain Bodies,

particuiarlij the yll/iulies, Phosphorus, Sulphur, Carlo-

?iaceous JMattcr, and thf Acids hithtrto undecomposcd

;

tfitk some general Observations on Chemical Theory. Jiy

Humphry Daw, Esq., Sec. U.S., F.R.S. Edin., and

M.R.I.A.'^
I. Introduction.

Xn the following pages, I shall do myself the honour of lay-

ing before the Royal Society, an account of the results of

the ditrercnt experiments, inade with the hopes of extending

our knowledge of the principles of bodies by the new powers

and nicihod.s arising from the applications of electricity to

chemistry, sonic of which have been long in progress, and

others of which have been instituted since their last session.

The objects wiiich have principally occupied my attention,

are the elementary matter of anmioiiia, tiie nature of phos-

phorus, sulphur, charcoal, and the dianiond, and the con-

stituents of the boracic, fluoric, and muriatic acids.

Amongst the numerous processes of deconiposition, which

I have attempted, many have been successful ; and from

those which have failed, some new pha^nomcna haveusualiv

resulted which mav possiblv serve as guides in future in-

quiries. On this account, I shall kecji back no ])art of the

investigation, and ! sliall trust to the candour of the Society

for an ex'-use for its imperfection.

The more approaches are made in chemical inquiries to-

wards the rclJiK-d analysis of bodies, the greater are the ob-

stacles which present theniselvcs, and the less perfect the

results.

Ail the difficulties which occur in analysing a body, are

direct proofs of the energy of attraction of its constituent*

parts. In the play of affinities with respect to sccondapy

compounds even, it rarelv occurs that any perfectly j>nre or

unmixed substance is obtained ; and the principle applies still

more strongly to priniary combinations.

The first methods of cxperimaiting on new objects like-

* From Philosophical Transactions for 1809. Part I.

wise
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wise are necessarily imperfect; novel instruments are de-

mandeJ, the use of which is only gradually acquired, and a

number of experiments of the same kind must be made, be-

fore one is obtained from which correct data for conclusions

can be drawn.

11. Experimeftts on the Action of Pota^mim on Ammonia^

and Observations on the Nature of these two Bodies.

In the Bakerian lecture, which I had the honour of read-

ing before the Society, November 19, 1807, I mentioned

that, in heating potassium strongly in ammonia, I found that

there was a considerable increase of volume of the gas, that

hydrogen and nitrogen were produced, and that the potas-

sium appeared to be oxidated ; but this experiment, as I had

not been abk- to examine the residuum with accuracy, I did

not publiilt. 1 stated it as an evidence, which I intended td

pursue more fully, of the existence of oxygen in ammonia.

In a paper read before the Koyal Society last June, which

they have done me the honour of printing, I have given an

account of various experiments on the amalgam from am-

monia, discovered by Messrs. Berzelius and Pontin, and in

a note attached to this comnmnication I ventured to con-

trovert an opinion of MM. Gay Lussac and Thenard, with

respect to the agencv of potassium and ammonia, even on

their own statement of facts, as detailed In theMoniteur for

May 2 7, 1S08.

The general obscurity belonging to these refined objects of

research, their importance and connection with the whole

of cliemleal theory, have induced me since that time to ap-

ply to then) no Inconsiderable degrt-eof labour and attention :

and the results of my inquiries will, I trust, be found not

only to confirm my former conclusions ; but likewise to offer

some novel views.

In the first of these series of operations on the action of

potassium on ammonia, I used retorts of the green glass ; I

then, siispceting oxygen might be derived from the metallic

oxides in the green glass, employed retorts of plate glass
j

and last of all, I fastened the potassium upon trays of pla-

tina, or iron, which were introduced into the glass retorts

furnished
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furnished with stop cocks. These retorts were exhausted by

an excellent air puuip, they were filled with hydrogen, ex-

hausted a .second time, and then filled with ammonia from

an appropriate mercurial gas holder*. In this way the gas

was operated upon in a high degree of purity, which was

always ascertained ; and all the operations performed out of

the contact of mercury, water, or any substances that could

interfere with the results.

I at first employed potassium procured by electricity ; but

I'soon substituted for it the metal obtained by the action of

ignited iron upon potash, in the happy method discovered by

MM. Gay Lussac and Thcnard, finding that it gave the

same results, and could be obtained oFan uniform quality f,

and in infinitely larger quantities, and with much less labour

and expense.

When ammonia is brought in contact with about twice its

weight of potassium at common temperatures, the metal

loses its lustre and becomes white, there is a slight dimiiui-

tion in the volume of the gas ; but no xither cHects are pro-

duced. The white crust examined proves to be potash, and

the ammonia is found to contain a small quantity of hydro-

gen, usually not more than equal in volume to the metal.

On heating the potassium in the gas, by means of a spirit

lamp applied to the bottom of the retort, the colour of the

crust is seen to change from white to a bright azure, and

this gradually passes through shades of bright blue and green

into dark olive. The crust and the metal then fuse together;

there is a considerable effervescence, and the crust -passing

* A represcatatijn of the iu'triiments will be given in the next Number

of ovir Magazine. *

f When the potash used for procuring potassium in this operation was

very pure, and the iron turnings likewise very pure and cle.in, and tlio whole

apparatus free from ruiy foreign matters, the metal produced differed verj'

little, in its properties, from that obtained by the Voltaic battery. Its lustre,

ductility, aud inflammability were similar. Its point of fusion and specific

gravity were, however, a little higher, it requiring nearly ISO* of Fahren-

heit to render it perfectly fluid, and boing to water as 7950 to 10000, at 60"

Fahrenheit. This I am inclined lo attribute to its containing a minute pro-

portion of iron.

s Vol. 3S. No. 134. ^Tune I6O9. H h off
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off to the sides, suflTers the brilliant surface of the pa-

tassium to appear. When the potassium is cooled in this-

state, it is agan covered with the white crust. By heating a

second time, il swells considerably, becomes porous, and

appears crystallized, and of a beautiful azure tint; the same

series of phaenomcna, as those before described, occur in a

continuation of the process, and it is finally entirely con-

verted into ths dark olive- coloured substance.

In this operation, as has been slated by MM. Gay Lussa^

and Thenard, a gas which gives the same diminution by

detonation with oxygen as hydrogen is evolved, and am-
monia disappears^

The proportion of the ammonia which loses its clastic

form, as 1 have found by numerous trials, varies according

as the gas employed contains more or less moisture.

Thus eight grains of potassium, durins; its conversion into

the olive-coloured substance, in ammonia saturated with

water at 63" Fahrenheit, and under a pressure equal to that

of 29*8 inches of mercury, had caused the disajipearanee of

twelve cubical inches and a half of aiimionia; but the same

quantity of metal acted upon under similar circumstances,

except that the ammonia had been deprived of as much
moisture as jiossible by exposure for two days to potash that

had been igiiitcd, occasioned a disappearance of sixteen cu-

bical inches of the volatile alkali.

Whatever be the degree of moisture of the, gas, the quan-

tities of inflammable gas generated have always appeared to me
to be equal for equal quantities of metal. MM. Gay Lussac

and Thenard are said to have stated, that the proportions In

their experiment were the same as would have resulted from

the action of water upon potassium. In my trials, they

have been rather less. Thus, in an experiment conducted

with every possible attention to ticcuracy of manipulation,

eight grains of potassium generated, by their operation upon-

water, eight cubical inches and ahalf of hydrogen gas: and

eight grains from the same mass, by their action upon am-

juonia, produced eight cubical inches and one-eighth of in-

fianmiable gas. This difference is inconsiderable
j yet I have-

always-
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always foiuul it to exist, even in casts where the ammonia

has bcfii in great excess, and every part oi the metal appa-

rently converted into the olive-coloured substance.

No other account of the experiments of Mi\l. Gay Lus-

sac and Thcnard has, I believe, as yet been received in this

country, except that in the Moniteur already referred to ;

and in this no mention is made of the properties of the sub-

stance produced by the action of ammonia on potassium.

Having examined them minutely and found them curious,

I shall generally describe them.

1. It is crystalliz'jd, and presents irregular facets, which

are extremely dark, and in colour and lustre not unlike the

protoxide of iron; it is opaijue when c>:<imined in large

masses, but is semi-transparent in thin films, and appears

of a bright brown Cfjlour by transmitted light.

2. It is fusible at a heat a little above that of boiling water,

and if heated much higher, emits globules of gas.

3. It appears to be considerably heavier than water, for it

sinks rapidly in oil of sassafras.

4. It is a non-conductor of electricity.

5. When it is melted in oxygen gas, it burns with great

vividness, emittins; bright sparks. Oxygen is absorbed, ni-

trogen is emitted, and potash, which from its great fusibility

seems to contain water, is formed.

6. When brought in contact with water, it acts upon it

with much energy, produces heat, and often inflammation,

and evolves ammonia. W^hen thrown upon water, it dis-

appears with a hissing noise, and globules from it often

move in a slate of ignition upon the surface of the water.

It rapidly etfervesces and deliquesces in air, but can be pre-

served under naphtha, in which, however, it softens slowly,

and seems partially to dissolve. When it is plunged under

water filling an inverted jar, by means of a proper tube, it

disappears instantly with effervescence, and the non-ab-

sorbable elastic fluid liberated is ibund to be hydrogen gas.

By far the greatest part of the ponderable matter of the

ammonia, that disappears in the experiment of its acticm

upon potassium, evidently exists in the dark fusible product.

On weighing a tray coniaining six grains of potassium, be-

H h 2 fore
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fore and after the procf:ss, the volatile alkali employed having

been very dry, I found that it had increased more than two

grains ; the rapidity with which the product acts upon mois-

ture, prevented xuc from determining the j)oint with creat

minuteness ; but I doubt not, that the weight of the olive-

coloured substance and of the hydrogen disengaged precisely

equals the weight of the potassium, and anmionia consumed.

]MM. Gay Lussac and Thenard* are said to have procured

from tliC fusible substance, by the application of a strong

heat, two fifths of the quantity of ammonia that had disap-

peared in their first process, and a quantity of hydrogen and

nitrogen in the proportions in which thev exist in arnmonia,

equal to one fifth more.

I\Iy results have been very different, and the reasons will,

I trust, be immediately obvious.

When the retort containing the fusible substance is ex-

hausted, filled with hydrogen and exhausted a second time,

and heat gradually applied, the substance soon fuses, effer-

vesces, and, as the heat increases, gives off a considerable

quantity of elastic fiuid, and becomes at length, when the

teniperature approaches nearly to dull redness, a dark gray-

solid, which, by a continuance of this degree of heat, does

not undergo any alteration.

In an experiment, in which eight grains of potassium had

absorbed sixteen cubical inches of well dried ammonia in a

"lass retort, the fusible substance oave off twelve cubical

inches and half of gas, by being heated nearly to redness,

and this gas analysed, was found to consist of three quarters

of a cubical inch of ammonia, and the remainder of elastic

fluids, which, when mixed with oxygen gas in the proportion

of 6f to 6, and acted upon by the electric spark, diminished

to 5\. The temperature of the atrnosphere, in this process,

was 57^ Fahrenheit, and the pressure equalled that of 30'

1

inches of mercury.

In a similar experiment, in which the platina tray contain-

ing the fusible substaircc was heated in a polished iron lube,

* No notice is taken of tiic apparatus used bv AIM. G.iy Lussac and The-

nard in the Moniteur; but, fro.'.i the tenour of the details, it seems that the^

must have operated in glass vesseisin iheway htr«;'oture adopted ewer mercury.

filled
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filled with hydrogen gas, and conncclcd with a pncunnatic

apparatus containing very dry mt ivury, the quantity of elastic

fluid given off", all.ttie corrtcliuns being made, (-(jualled thir-

teen culjical inclics and three quarters, and ot these a cubical

inch was aininonia ; and the rc&idual gas, and the gas in-

troduced into I lie tube being accounted tor, it appeared that

the clast.v. fluid generated, destructible by detonation with

oxygen, was to tlie uid-.'structible elastic Huid, as 2-.5 to 1.

In this process, ilie licat applied approached to the dull

red heat. The niercury, in the ihernionietcr, stootl at 6-2^

Fahrenheit, and that in the barometer at 30-3 inches.

i'J.\\ various experiments on difTercnt quantities ol the fu-

sible substance, in some of" which the heat was applied to

the tray in the green glass retort, and in others, after it had

been introduced into the iron tube; and in which the tem-

perature was sometimes raised slowly and sometimes quickly,

the comparative results were so near these that I have de-

taiijcd, as to render any statement of them superfluinis.

A little more ammonia, and rather a larger proportion of

inflammable gas*, were in all instances evolved when the

iron tube was used, which I am inclined to attribute to the

following circumstances. When the tray was brought

through the atmosphere to be introduced into the iron tube,

the fusible substance absorbed a small quantity of moisture

from the air, which is connected with the production of am-
monia. And in the process of heating in the retort, the

green glass was blackened, and I found that it contained a

very small quantity of the oxides of lead and iron, wliich

must have caused the disappearance of a small quaniitv of

hydrogen.

MM. Gay Lussac and Thenard, it appears from the state-

ment, had brought the fusible substgnce in contact with

mercury, which must have given to it some moisture; and

whenever this is the case, it furnishes bv heat variable

quantities of ammonia. In ;)ne instance, in which I heated

the fusible substance from nine grains of potassium, in a

* The average of six ckpcriinents m:!(le t:i a rube of iron, is 2-1 of inflam-

mable gas to 1 of uninflammable. The avera;;e of three made in green glass

retorts, is 2*;i to 1.
i

H h 3 retort
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retort that had been filled with mercury in its comiTion state

of dryness, I obtained seven cubical inches ot" aninionia as

the first product; and in another experiment which had

been made with eight grains, and in which moisture was

purposely introduced, I obtained nearly nine cubical inches

of ammonia, and only four of the mixed gases.

- I am inclined to believe, that if moisture could be intro-

duced only in the proper proportion, the quantity of am-
monia generated, would be exactly equal to that which dis-

appeared in the first process.

This idea is confirmed by the trials which I have made, by

heating the fusible substance with potash, containing its wa-

ter of crystallization, and muriate of lime partially dried*.

In both these cases, ammonia was generated with great

rapidity, and no other gas, but a minute quantity of inflam-

mable gas, evolved, which was condensed by detonation with

oxygen with the same phaenomena as pure hydrogen.

In one instance, in which thirteen cubical inches of am-
monia had disappeared, I obtained nearly eleven and three

quartos by the agency of the water of the potash ; the quan-

tity of inflammable gas generated, was less than four tenths

of a cubical mch.

In another, in which fourteen cubical inches had been

absorbed, I procured by the operation of the moisture of

muriate of lime, nearly eleven cubical inches of volatile al-

kali, and half a cubical inch of inflammable gas ; and the

diflferences, there is every reason to believe, were owing to

an excess of water in the salts, by which some of the cas

was absorbed.

Whenever, in experiments on the fusible substance, it has

been procured from ammonia saturated with moisture, I have

always found that more ammonia is generated from it by

mere heat ; and the general tenourofthe experiments inclines

me to believe, that the small quantity, produced in experi-

* If water, in its common form, is brought in contact with thefusil)le sub-

stance, it is impossible to regulate the quantity, so as to gain conclusive re-

sults, and a very slight excess of water causes the disappearance of a very

large quantity of the ammonia generated. In potasli and muriate of ]ime. in

certain states of dryness, the water is too strongly attracred liy the saline

matter to be given oS, except for the purpose of generating the ammonia.

ments
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inents pcrlbrmcd in vacuo, is owing to the small qtiantity

of moisture rurnishcd by the liydrog-cn gas introduced, and

that tVie fusible substance, heated out of ihe presence of

moisture, is incapable of producing volatile alkali.

MM. Gay Lussac and Thenard, it is staled, after iiaving

obtained three fifths of the ammonia or its elemcnls that had

disappeared in their experiment, by heating the jiroduct,

procured the remaining two (ifths, by adding water to the

residuum, which after this operation was found to be potash.

No notice is taken of the properties of this residuum, wliicb,

as the details seem to relate to a single experiment, probably

was not examined ; nor, as mcif,ture was present at the bc-

ginninsrof their operations, could any accurate knowledge of

its nature have been gained.

i have made the residuum of the fusible substance after

it has been exposed to a dull red heat, out of the contact of

tnoisture, an object of particular study, and I shall detail its

general properties.

It was examined under naphtha, as it is instantly de-

stroyed by the contact of air.

1. Its colour is black, and its lustre not much inferior to

that of plumbago,

2. It is opaque even in the tiiiuncst films.

3. It is very brittle, and alTords a deep gray powder.

4. It is a conductor of'tlectricily.

5. It does not fuse at a low red heat, and when raised to

this temperature, in contact with plate glass, it blackens the

rlass, and a grayish sublimate rises from it, which likewise

blackens the glass.

6. When exposed to air at common temperatures, it usually

takes fire immediately, and burns with a deep red light.

7. When it is acted upon by water, it heats, eflcrvesces

most violently, and evolves volatile alkali, leaving behind

nothin<T but potash. When the process is conducted under

water, a litile inflammable gas is found to be generated. A
residuum of eight grains giving in all cases about ,Vo of a

cubical inch.

8. It has no action upon quicksilver.

""JJ. It combines with sulphur and phosphorus by heat,

11 h 4 . without
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without any vividness of efiect, and the compounds are

highly inflammable, and emit ammonia, and the one phos-

phuretted and the other sulphuretted hydrogen gas, by the

action of water.

[To be continued,]

LXXXVI. Oil the Agency of Electricity on Animal Secre-

tions. By Wm. H. Wollaston, J/.D,, Sec. R.S.

XJLT the time when Mr. Davy first communicated to me his

important experiments on the separation and transfer of che-

mical agents by means of the Voltaic apparatus, which was in

the autumn of 1806, I was forcibly struck with the proba-

bility that animal secretions were affected by the agency of

a similar electric power ; since the existence of this power

in some aninials was fullv proved by the phcenomena of the

Torpedo, and of the Gymnotus Electricus ; and since the

universal prevalence of similar powers of lower intensity in

other animals was rendered highly probable by the extreme

suddenness with which the nervous influence is communi-

cated from one part of the living system to another.

And though the separation of chemical agents, as well as

their transfer to a distance, and their transition through

solids, and through fluids which might be expected to op-

pose their progress, had not then been effected but by power-

ful batteries
;

yet it appeared highly probable that the weakest

electric energies might be capable of producing the same

effects, though more slowly in proportion to the weakness

of the powers employed.

I accordingly at that time made an experiment for eluci-

dating this hypothesis,, and communicated it to Mr. Davy

and to others of my friends. But though it was conclusive

with regard to the sufnciency of very feeble jjowcrs, it did

not appear deserving of publication, until I could adduce

some evidence of the actual employment of such moans in

the animal oeconniy.

As I am not accustomed to making experiments on living

animals.
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animals, I had doltiTetl pursuing the app!ication-.of my ih?-

ory, until it uas agaui brought bcxk to niy iniiul by (jnding

that the same thuuglit had occurred to Dr. Young. And
as it has already been printed sonic months in the Syllabus

of his Course of Medical Lectures, I had for the prestnU re-

linquibhed all thoughts of recording cf)njectures, whi'ch, if

jaot well founded, might retard the progress of science.

But since sonic experiments relating to the same inquiry

are now about to be published by Mr. Mome, it may j^crhajjs

be of use to add my experiment to the general slock of in-

formation, although I have not myself unproved upou it by

any further consideration, and am not yet enabled to ccni-

firm the hypothesis, which it appeared to support, by any

new arguments.

The experiment was conducted as follows :

I took a piece of glass tube about thiee quarters of an inch

in diameter and nearly two inches long, open at both ends,

and covered one of them with a piece of clean bladder. Into

this li'ie vessel I poured some \vaier in which I had dis-

solved ~'\^ of its weight of salt; and after placing it upon a

sJ- Img with the bladder slightly moistened externally, I

ti-i.t a wire of zinc so, that while one extremity rested on

the shilling the other might be immersed about an inch in

the wa'er. By successive examination of the external sur-

face of the blad<ler, I found that even this feeble power oc-

casioned soda to be separated from the water, and to tran-

sude through the substance of the bladder. The presence of

alkali was {liscerniblcby tlic application of reddened litmus-

paper after two or three minutes, and was generallv mani-

fest even by the test oi' turmeric before five minutes jud ex-

pired.

The efficac}- of powers so feeble as are here called into

action, tends to confirm the conjecture that similar agents

may be instrumental in etiecting th'i various aniuial secre-

tions, which have not yet been otherwise explained, Tbc
qualities of each secreted lluid may hereafter instruct us" as

to the species of electricity that prevails in each organ of

the body.

For instance, the general redundance of acid in urine,

thoueh
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though secreted from blood that is known to be alkaline,

appears to indicate in the kidneys a state of positive electri-

city ; and since tlie proportion of alkali in bile seems to be

Greater than is contained in the blood of the same animal, it

is not improbable that the secreting vessels of ihe liver may
be comparatively negative.

With such views of the vital functions it becomes an in-

teresting subject of inquiry, what other organs may also be

considered as permanently different in their state of electri-

city, and what others may possibly be subject to temporary

states of opposite electric energies, and may, by means of

euch relation, produce the most powerful effects in the ani-

mal ceconomy.

JjXXXVII. Report ofSurgical Cases iniheCilyand Finslury

Dispensariesfor October, November, and December, 1608.

iVitli the Dissection ofa singular Fcelus. By Jon n Ta u n -

TON, Esq.

Xn October, November, and December, there were admitted

on the books of the City and Finsbury Dispensaries 738

surgical patients.

Cured or relieved — 321

Died — — 7

Irregular — — 3

Under treatment — 407

738.

Durinc' the year 1808, there have been admitted on the

books of the City Dispensary 3103 patients.

Cured or relieved — 306{)

Discharged for irregularity 5

pied — _ 31

3105

The expense of the City Dispensary for the year 1808, in-

cludino- every item of disbursement, amounts only to 575/. 95.

\d. ' a sum comparatively small to the benefits derived by the

lower order of socict}-, by persons incapable of providing

either
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either ultendancc or lucdicine otherwise. The few deaths

are perhaps the strongest proof of the advantage of medical

C'StahhshnieiUs of this kind, where the pitieiUs are treated

iti the michf of their famihes, and where they enjoy the kind

and affectionate offices of the licalthful.

" 'i'o contrast dispensaries with liospitals might seem in-

vidious; hut the dispensary has this pecuhar advantage, that

it retains the unhappy suti'erers in the boson) of their fami-

lies :—Judge of thi=, yon who have fell the miseries of part-

ing with those who are nearest and dearest to you, and

wiio have experienced the anxious cares and sympathies

of an afiectionate husband or v\ife, of a lender parent or

child, in the day of distress !—Judge of it also, vc who are

acquainted with the nature of the animal ccconomv ;— vvith

the influence of the mental facuhies and passions over the

body;—with the injurious eflects of depressing, and the

beneficial and important consequences of scjothing, passions

in the alleviation or cure of disease*."

Mrs. has had several children, none of whom have

lived :—she was taken in labour at three V. M. : nothing re-

markable occurred previous to the expulsion ol the foetus, ex-

cept that there was a larger quantity of the li(]a(jr amnii dis-

charged soon after the labour comineir.'cd than is usual ; the

pains returned at irregular periods, from ij to 30 minutes,

for 36 hours, without producing any descent of the head: the

pains thus became stronger, and returned at shorter interv;ils,

so as to expel the head in three quarters of an hour; the

shoulders and body followed soon by a few more pains.

The pulsation had ceased in the funis, but soon returned;

and the infant showed signs of life sufTicient to encourage

the hope of respiration beui<j; establi>iieci, the wb.ole surface

of the body being changed from a livid to a florid hue.

The inspirations became more frequent, and were attend-

ed with convulsive twitchings; the motion of the heart was

very evident, but there was not any pulse at tb.e wrist distin-

guishable ; the vital functions gradually diminished, and

ceased in three hours after birta.

* Introduction to Dispensary Rules and R-c^^Mbiions.

Dissection,
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Dissection.—A small quantity of a yellowish fluid was

fouiul in each cavity of the thorax ; the mediastinum was

atiachcd only to the right side of the sternum ; the heart

was placed on ihe right side, and no part of that organ

reached beyond the middle of the sternum ; the right lung

very small, but divided into three lobes.

The left cavity of the thorax contained the small and part

of the huije intestnies, which had protruded through an

opening in the diaphragm of a sufficient size to admit of

their beinii essily retracted ; the left lung was also very small,

but divided into two lobes.

The cavities of the heart were natural ; the foramen ovale

of its usual appLvirance ; the eanalis arteriosus was large^

the pulmonary vessels were small, particularly on the left

side, corresponding; to the diminislu-d state of the lung.

The vessels from the curve of the aorta and intercostals

were distributed as usual ; the phrenic, coelic, emulgent,

spern^aiic, and umbilical vessels were natural ; the trunk of

the superior mesenteric artery was continued through the

opening of the diaphragm to supply the abdominal viscera

tliat had protruded into the thorax ; the inferior mesenteric

and the vessels going to the lower extremities were distri-

buted in the usual manner.

The liver was large ; the gall-bladder and vessels were

perfect ; the spleen, pancrta- and stomach were well

formed ; the duodenum ascended in its course across the

spine to the oper.ing in the diaphragm 3 the jejunum ilium^

csecum. ascending and transverse colon, were situated in

the thorax, where they appear to have been formed, as from

the attachment of the mediastinum and size of the lung

there could nc>t have been any viscera to have occupied the

left cavity of the chest.

The descending colon passed through the same opening

into the abdomen oKtx the Icfi kidney, and formed the sig-

moid flexion on the brim of the pelvis, and terminated in

the rectum.

The superior part of the left kidney was opposed to the

opening in the diaphragm, and could be seen from the tho-

rax oil raising the intestines.

The
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Thfi child was much above the standard size, inil the ex-

ternal parts of the body were well iornicd.

Death ensued in coiiseqiienec o\ ihe diminished caj)aeily

c)l the Kings, their organs not being of sufficient size lo ad-

mit air in quanlity sufficient !ur llie continuance of respira-

tion.

The preparation, and dra^vings made from tht same, arc

preserved in my niusciun, and may l)c seen bv anv jicrson

\vh(i is desirous.

John Tahnton,
Greville street, Hatton Ganicti, Si'.rjrc');! to tlic Cityantl l-ii.sbury JJispcn-

May !8, 1809. ia..-;cs, and City Truss Society, Lecturer

on .\natoniy, Siir^ery, Phy>i(>!ogy, &c.

LXXX\'III. Proceedinga of Learned Societies.

KOVAL SOCIKTV.

J. HK First Part of this Society's Transactions has just been

published. The following are its contents :

1. The Croonian Lecture. On the Functions of the Heart

and Arteries. By Thomas Young, M.D., For. Sec. R.S.

—

2. An Account of son^e llxiicriments, performed with a

View to ascertain the most advanlui^cous Method of con-

structing a Voltaic Apparatus, f(;r the I'urposcs oi Chemical

Research. By John George Children, Esq., F.R.S.—3. The
Bakerian Lecture. An Account of some new analytical Re-
searches on the Nature of certain Bodies, particularly the

Alkalies, Phosphorus, Sulphur, Caib'jr.aceous Mailer, and

the Acids liitherto undtcompounded : with soni:: (Tenerai

Observations on Chemical Thcorv. By liumphry Daw, Esq.,

Sec. R.S. , F.R.S. Ed. and M.R.LA.— i. AnAccountofa
Method of dividing Astronomical and other Instruments, bv

ocular Inspection ;
in whict« the usual T(,'ols, lor graduatiiu'-

are not employed ; the whole Operation being so contrived,

that no Error can occur but \\\\M is chargeable to \'ision,

when assisted by the best optical Means of viewing and mea-
suring!: minute Quantities. By Mr. Edward Trouohton. Com-
municated by the Astronomer Royal.— :>. A Letter on a

Canal in the Medulla Spinalis of some Ouadrupcds. In a

Letter
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Letter from Mr, William Sewcll lo iLvcrard Hoir.c, Esq,,

F.R.S.— G. A numerical 'l'aU!<.' oi elective Attractions; with

Remarks on the Sequences of doul-le Deconipositions. By

Thomas Youmj;, M.D. For. Sec. R.S.— 7. Account of the

Dissection of a Human Foetus, in which the Circulation of

the Blood was carried on without a Heart. By Mr. B. C.

Brodie. Communicated by Everarrl Home, Esq., F.R.S.

—

S, On the Origin and Formation of R>)(>ts. In a Letter from

T. A. Knight, Esq,, F,R,S., to the Right Hon. Sir Joseph

Banks, Bart., K. B. P.R.S.—y. On the Nature of the inter-

vertebral Substance in Fish and (Quadrupeds. By Everard

Home, Esq., F.R.S.

June I.—The president in the chair. The conclusion oF

Dr. Henry's paper on the decoi^npobiiion of ammonia was

read. The result of the author's present experiments led him

to perceive sonic errors in those of bis preceding paper,

and to conclude that the o.xygen which he had disengaged

from amrnonia by electrization was derived from other

bodies, and not from the ammonia; consequently that am-

rnonia should not yet be considered as an oxide.

Mr. Davy read some remarks on Dr. Henry's experi-

ments, which tended to prove that the composition of am-

monia cannot be ascertained till the nature of nitrogen is

determined. Dr. H. thought the proportion of hydrogen in

ammonia, as determined by Mr. Davy, rather low, and es-

timated it at 72 hydrogen and 28 nitrogen, instead of 74

bydrogen and 26 nitrogen ; but Mr. D. having repeated his

experiments, found them very nearly correct, and took

73—27 as the truth.

An ingenious jiai)er !)y the Rev. Mr. Lajr, professor of

astronomy at Cambridge, was read, on the means of gra-

duating and correcting mathematical instruments. The au-

thor uses Carey's semi-circle of a foot diameter, corrects it

by microscopes aiul observations, and adjusts it so as to

counteract the expansion and contraction by change of tem-

perature.

June 8.—Dr. Wollaston read a pa])cr proving the identity

of coiuiYibium and tantalium, the former discovered by Mr.

Halcbett,, the latter by tlie Swedish chemist Ekeberg. Dr.

W. pro-
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W. procured some grains of the original specimens from the

British Museum, and from Mr. ilatclicit ; and notwith-

standing; the sniaihiess of the quanticy, he succeeded in

proving them to be radically the same metal.

Dr. Wolla'^ton also read another ingenioud paper discover-

ing a method of constructing a gonyometer for measurinsj

the angles of crystals by means of redection, wiih micro-

scopes, which enable the observer to ascertain accurately

the angles of crystals, whether rough or smooth. Dr. W.
applied this useful instrument, of which a drawing was ex-

hibited, to crystals of carbonate of lime.

A mathematical paper by Mr. Ivory was laid before tf.e

Socict}'.

June 1 "j.—A paper by Sir James Earle was read, dc^,

scribing a stone in the bladder, which occupied its whole

contents, and weighed 44 ounces.

The Society for improving animal chemistry furnished a

paper by Mr. Brande, detailing the results of a series of ex-

periments on animal mucus and albumen exposed to <ral-

vanic electricity.

P^ paper by Dr. Pearson, on expectorated matter, was read.

It appears from the Doctor's experiments, that the diflcrcnt

kinds of expectorated matter difier rather in the proportion of

the ingredients than in kind. Tiiey all consist of albuminous

matter, water, and the two principal ingredients are muriate

of soda and potash neutralized by animal oxide, if not by

a destructible acid, besides a small proportion of phosphate

of lime, ammonia, carbonate ol' lime, and probably phos-

phate of nic-gnesia and sihccous earth. The Doctor an-

nounces that potash neutralized by animal Tiiailer is con-

taineii in the blood, and in most or all of the secreted and ex-

creted tluids, namely, in dropsical water, pus, hot!) tiiat sc-

cri-tcd without breach of surface as well as that of abscesses,

and in the urme, Sec. fie has not found ;he soda, as repre

sented bv former chen>isls, to impregnate the animal fluids,

and this he seems to think miaht have been concluded a

priori, because it is admitted on all hands, that almost every

kind of vesxetable food contains the potash united to sonic

matter destruciibic by fire, \\ hich is not the case of soda ;

3 and
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and that it is a.s little likely the potash should be aUered by di-

gestion, as the imirin.tc oi' soJa itscUsu constantly taken with

our Food. It is uoiihy of rcniaik, that ihe potash is in much
larger ])rnportion in expectorated matter than in the serum

of the, !)lood ; so much so, that exjiectorated matter when
exsiccated coituhoiiIv shou's siirns of dclicjuescence on ex-

posure to the air.

June 2-2.—A letter from Mr. T. A. Knight was read, on

the relative influence of the male and female on the size and

character of the offspring. Contrary to the opinion of Lin-

naeuSj Mr. K. considers the female as influencing the size

and character, but opposes Mr. Cline's opinion, that large

females should be used for breedinsi; ; because, although

their le^s will be longer in proportion to the size of the foe-

tus^ yet their bodies w ill want the due proportion of depth

and thickness, and the animal will be less vigorous and

powerful. Thus, for instance, foals of large mares and

small horses have the chest thin and narrow, whereas the

contrary is the ease with those of small mares and large

horses. Mules Irom large mares the author found unser-

viceable from their want of proportion, and consequently

want of strength.

The Society for improving animal chemistry furnished a

paper by Mr. Home, on animal secretions. Mr. H. formed

some plausible conjectures on the probable efiects of electri-

eitv in assisting the secretion of blood, serum, albumen,

and the other annn:d fluids. He was induced to this opinion

by examining the electric eel, and the ninriense quantity of

nerves which appear necessary to produce the electric power,

Scmie interesting additional observations by Messrs. Pepyj,

and Allen were read, on the azote disengaged by respira-

tion. The authors in all then experijnents on this subject

found that a considerable quantity of oxygen was lost iti the

process of respiration, and that azote was formed ; tliat an

animal can breathe oxygen and hydrogen an hour without

any inconvenience, but that hydrogen alone occasions sleepi-

ness. The term azote, they observe, is an indefinite name

for all gas that is incombustible, irrespirable, and inab-

sorbable by water ; but, from Professors Davy and Berze-
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lius's experiment^!, they conjecture that it is really of a me-

tolL'tc origin.

An adtlilioiiaj account of M, De Luc's atmospherical

electroscope was read, and also some illustrations of his

theorv of meteorolo^.w tlcvelopinc:; his opinions of theoritiin

of repeated ihunder-claps, clouds, hail, &cc,, and other me-
teorological phaenomena. The author accounts for the rapid

fall ol the barometer previous to a thunder-storm, bv sup-

posing the existence of some unknown light fluid which as-

cends in columns at such times. This su()posed flai<l in his

opinion eflects various other purposcb of aimo^pherical phaa-

jionicna.

The Society then adjourned during the long vacation till

Thursday the gth of November next.

FnKNCH NATIONAL INSTITUTE.

Anahjs'is of ihe Lohouis (f t 'le Class of Matliematkal ant}

Physical Sciences ofthe French Imlitnte, Jor the Year 1 807

.

MATIIEM ATICA!, DEPARTMENT*.

Astronomy.-—The French astronomers, who are now in

possession of excellent instruments and methods of singular

perfection, have not allowed any opportunity to escape of

practising upon these instruments and these methods all

the amelioration which reflection aided by long practice can

suggest. There were grounds for sup|)osing, that in the

construction of telescopes all possible combinations had

been exhausted. In fact, the great mirror is necessarily con-

cave, in order to collect under one and the same point all

the rays of light which it reflects; but the second mirror

may be concave, as in Gregory's telescope, plain as in New-
ton's, or convex as in Cassegrain's; in short, ue may sup-

press this second mirror as proposed by Leniuire, and so

jiappily accomplished by M. Herschel.

Instead of these four plans, all of which have their ad-

vantages and disadvantages, M. Burckhardt has proposed to

substitute a fifth, which should have m addition all the

merit of facility and of convenience. His small mirror is

plain like Newton's: instead of placing it obliquelv to the

• Drawn up by M. Delamlue, Secretary.

y^>U 33. No.. 134. June 18O9. I i focus
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focus of the great mirror, i. e. towards the upper extremity

of the tube, which renders it inconvenient to observe under

many circumstances, particularly in large telescopes, he

places it perpendicularly to the axis, and towards the half of

its length. In this place the section of the reflected cone of

light is a circle, the diameter of which is precisely the half

of that of the great mirror : it will therefore intercept a

fourth part of the direct rays ; but M. Burckhardt remedies

this loss by giving a larger dimension to the first mirror.

The retrenched cone assumes a reverse position : the rays,

instead of uniting, as they would have done, beyond the

plain mirror, are collected at an equal distance, but in front,

and pass through an aperture made in the centre of the great

mirror, in the space which, as we have seen, receives no

direct ray, and which is consequently useless for assisting

vision. The advantage of this construction consists in re-

ducing the length of the telescope one half, which thereby

becomes easier to manage, and less costly. If the diameter

of the concave mirror is a little larger, the central part which

should have a hole requires no trouble ; it is sufficient that

the speculum, the only useful part, should receive the cur-

vature neccssarv for the distinctness of the image; and when

it was really a little difficult to render it very exact, we might

make up for it, since we have only a single mirror to curve,

and because the plain mirror, on account of its dimension

being a little larger than in the Newtonian telescope, fur-

nishes easier and more precise verifications. The observer

should be placed at the lower part and behind the great mir-

ror, as with Gregory's telescope, which is the most con-

venient position for following a star continually changing

its place. Finally, M. Burckhardt has calculated, by setting

out from the measurements of Newton himself, that a tele-

scope of eight metres in focal length, reduced in this way to

the actual length of four metres, would have three times

more lisjht than a common telescope of four metres, and

would have a very valuable advantage over the latter for

micrometrical measurements, on account of the double di-

stance of its focus.

Before putting his new idea into execution, M. Burck-

hardt
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liarclt fairly discussed it. Several objections were started :

—

the result was, however, that the idea deserved a trial. M.
Caroche undertook to make the plain mirror proposed by

M. Burckhardt, and to adapt it to a telescope the great

iDirror of which was two metres in tocal length, and the

aperture about a sixth of \U Icnsth.

The invention of Borda's circle, from its exactitude, light;-

ness, and moderate price, forms an interesting period in,

the progress of modern astronomy. The utility and con-

venience of this instrument for geodesic operations is uni-

versally acknowledged: it is admitted to be superior to every

thing for fundamental and delicate researches, in which the

necessity is felt of multiplying angles in order to attain the

utmost precision. Thus, in order to determine the altitude

of the pole, the obliquity of the ecliptic, the equinoctial and

solstitial points, the declinations of the most brilliant stars

which are not too close to the zenith, and finally for refrac-

tions, Borda's circle seems preferable to the largest mural

or entire circles which are not repeating. It is therefore

doing a real service to extend to new objects the utility of

30 precise an instrument: we may also employ it in the de-

termination of the hour by absolute altitudes either of the

sun or stars. I'he astronomers who have recently measured

the meridian of Dunkirk and Barcelona, have already de-

rived the advantage of thereby regulating their pendu-

lums ; they have supposed that in the interval of four or six

minutes, during which four or six observations may be

made, the altitude increases uniformly in proportion to the

interval of time ; and thus we n)ay without any risk take a

nn-dium between four or six consecutive observations, and

treat them, by taking a simple arithmetical method, as we

would treat a single o'oservation. M. Delambre, in fact, as--

certauied that there was no sen^blc error when the obser-

vations regularly succeeded each other; which is most com-

monly the case. As the contrary, however, may sometimes

happen also, he biid sought for a method of correcting the

small error of supposition and of tljese various methods
;

he has- only published one, which, however, he had never

occasion to make use of. These methods may also be applied

1 i 2 to
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to the observation of the distance-, from a star to a terrestrial

object for the dettTinmatioa of ihe azimuths. M. Burck-

hardt has contrived a ntw one, which he discovered by iwicef

differencing the fornuila: of the altitudes. The correction of

the second differences is proportional to the square of tlie

variation of the horary ani'le multiplied liy a constant. This

.square may be taken in the table which M. Delanibre has

given ; and immediately we easily detern.ine the correction,

having precise results for the hour^ notwithstanding the

inequalities of motion in the altitude.

In the observations of a star before and after its p:issage

to the meridian, in order to have the meridian height, wc
may suj^pose the declination constant when a star or even

the sun is observer! about tl^e time of the solstices ; i;.,t to-

wards the equinoxes in particular, wc must take an account

of the variation in declinations; and M. Delambre has also

given on this head a formula of a convenient application

to all the planets, and even to the moon. M. Burckhardt:

now gives another, still simpler, since it merely consists in

adding to the mean altitude the motion in declinr.tion be-

tween the mean instant and the passage to t!ie n.eridian ;

but this seems to require more ritiorousiy an equal number

of observations before and after the passage, as well as equa-

lity among the corresp in-iii- = horary angles.

The parallax of riglit ascension requires a second correc-

tion when the moon IS under observation; M. Burckhardt

reduces it into tables of an equally convenient construction

and application; he is the first who examined this problem,

by means of which Borda's circle will give the meridian al-

titudes of the moon with the same precision as that of the

stars, the declination of which has no sensible motion.

When a star is very distinct, like the sun and moon, it

is easy to bring it into the object glass for each successive

observation ; but when it is a star, we experience greater

difficulties : the use of the azimuth circle, intended for

these inquiries, is tedious and inconvenient ; we may see in

the meridian the various methods resorted to by M. Delam-

bre. M. Burckhardt proposes a moveable arc of a circle,

which he attaches to the azimuth circle with a screw, and

which ,
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Vvlilch prevents the alidada from going fronn one extremity

of this arc to the other, without describing pretiselv an arc

of 180 degrees. In lhi« way the circle is in the vertical of

the star; and in order to find it, \vc have only to give to the

circle or lo the object glass a vertical motion ; but this me-
thod would still be insufficient if we had to observe a star by
day light, fur in this case we might pass far above it without

perceiving it.

It the star has a perceptible azimuth motion in order to

bring ii to the centre of the glas^, we shall be under the ne-

cessity of slackening the screw, in order to displace a little

the subsidiary arc : this atlcnlicn will neither be long nor

troublesome.

This subsidiary arc requires a small change in the form of

the alidada; but without in the least changing this form, a

simple trace with the crayon upon the azimuth circle, or

rather a small spring which should drop in order to allow

the alidada to pass, and which should rise when it has passed,

would be sufficient for bringing it either to the same posi-

tion or to a different position of ISO degrees in azimuth.
[To be continued.]

LXXXIX. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles,

ERUPTION OF ETNA.

OiciLY, April 13, 1809-—" Mount Etna burst nut on the

26th or 27th ult. in a most tremendous manner. The first

great ernption was from the very top. Twelve new graters

opened shortly afterwards, about half way down the moun-
tain, and have continued lo throw out rivers of burninirlava

ever since. Several estates have been covered with the lava

30 or 40 feet deep. During the first three or four nights, it

was seen very distinctly from this place, and a very large river

of red hot lava running down from the crater."

PETRIFIED TORTOISE.

As some men were lately digging in Swanage rocks, 011

the island ofPurbeck, a petrified land tortoise was discovered,

seventy feet deep fronj the surface, in the highest state of

perfection;
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perrectlont the Rev. Samuel Woolmer being in the neigh-

bourhood, the men brought it to him for his inspection,

who being struck with admiration at so great a curiosity,

immediately offered (hem t'lve guineasfor it, which they de-

clined accepting, but after exhibiting it about, sold it to a

gentleman of Upway, for eight guineas ; since which 300/.

has been offered for it, but refused. It was supposed very

probable that its mate mii]:;ht be found near, as the male and

female are generally together: upon which further search was

made ; when after digging some time, another was dug up,

but entirely broken in pieces and spoiled.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.

To Thomas Noon, of Burlon-upon-Trent, in the county

of Stafford, for improvements on guns, pistols, and other

similar fire-arms, which improvements are applicable to

cannon and other large guns.—May 4, I8O9.

To Nugent Booker, of Lime Hill, in the county of Dub-
lin, for his new plan for improving and erecting lime-kilns,

whereby a very considerable saving is made in fuel, and the

lime most perfectly burnt in a short time, which he deno-
minates Greilier and Booker's lime-kiln.—May 9.

To Bartholomew Folsch, of Oxford Street, in the county
of Middlesex, merchant, for improvements on certain ma-
chines, instruments, or pens, calculated to promote facility

jn writing.—May Q.

To William Johnson, of Blackheath, in the county of

Kent, gent., for his new or improved process for heating

fluids for the purposes of art and manufacture.—May 13.

To Edward Manley, of Uffculm, in the county of Devon,
for a plough upon an entire new construction.—May 30.

To John Lindsay, (late lieut.-col. of the 71st regiment,)

of Grove House, Edgwarc, in the county of Middlesex, for

a night and day telegraph.—May 30.

To Edward Cragg, of Hertford, in the county of Chester,

carpenter, and William Cragg, of Old Ford, in the county
of Middlesex, builders' agent, for certain new modes of im-
provements in the making or preparing of salt.—June 8.

To John Frederick Archbold, of Great Charlotte Street,

in the county of Surrey, gent., for an improvement in the

systcvn of distillation, rectitication, and brewing.—June 8.

To Thomas Wells, of Erdington, in the county of War-
wick, cock-founder, for a method of making and consttuct-

uig barrel cocks and water cocks.—June 8.
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D lys of the

Mouth.

May 27

June

29
30
31

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

U
12

13

14

15

16

17

1

19

20
21

22
23
24

25

26

Meteorology,

meteorological table,

By Mr. Carev, of the Straxd,

For June 1809.

Thermometer.

503

60°

62

60

50
50
54

52
50
55

53

52

52
53

49
50
52

59
60

6l

58
5Q

57
55

56
62
63

64
66
66
56
52

6<r
71

70

61

63

73

57
63

66

63

66
64
63

59
60

59
69
69
68
66
68

69
67
66

76

73

69
76

74

65

65

54°

53

52
5!)

55

50

47
55

55

51

52
51

51

50
52
55

56
54

55

54

55

52
54

56
62

63

64
62

60

49
50

Height of

the Baiom.
Inches.

29-64
65
•50

•89

•75

•42

•52

•99

•69

•34

'56

'79

'65

•59

•59

•86

30-10
•01

29-93
•90

•95

'78

•85

•91

30^ 10

•26

•35

•31

•36

•45

•38

70
62

64
80
51

85

46
80
51

47
48
62
32
30
33

47
56
61

58
81

85

62

59
82

91

85

59
78

96
71

75

Weather.

Fair

Fair

Sliowcry

Fair

Fair

Fair

Stormy
Fair

Showery
Rail!

Sliowcry

Showery
Rain

Kain

Showery
Cloudy
Fair

Fair

Fair

Cloudy
Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Cloudy
Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

N.B. The Barometer's height is t:ikoii ;u one u'ciock.
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A CURO^fJiTIC glasses. On, 3S7
Add-P'w.sphoric, found in iron ore,

14-, prubsic, exper. on, 42; fluoric,

deromposition of, 88 ; muriatic,

combinations of, free from water,

89 •, prussous, discovered, 409

Acid.^- Davy on the hitherto unde-

composed, 479
J'kalis. Davy on, 479
Allen on respiration, 496
Amriumia. Action of potassium on,

173

Ammonia from pyrophorus, 89; use-

ful in manure, 438

Analyses. Vegetable and animal

matters, 3 ; iron, iron ores, and
scoriae, 12; prussic acid, 53; of

potash, 89; of steatites, 136; of

Laplace's Mecanique Celeste, 471
Ainhors. improved, 348

AitderAoiVs method of painting cloth,

151

Andre on the earth's surface, 170
/f/t<fre'5 geological theory, Sl2
Animal substances. On carbonising,

3,47, 116

Animal secretions. Agency of elec-

tricity on, 488, 496

Antrim. Basaltic surface of, 102,194,
257

Arseniate ofcopper, native, 332
Ari-cnic. New method of detecting,

401

Astronomy. Hist, of, for 1807, 497
Atmosphere. Density and pressure of,

417

Bakeriaii lecture, Davy's, 479
Ball's improved anchur, 348

Banks (Hit J.) on Meruio sheep, 241,

Baritium obt ai r ed by fusion, 1 62
Barlow's icv\. ivrench, 45Q
Barlow on noaLuig bodies, 300; reply

to, 476
Barcyiieliicoi niccf'ureir.ents. On, 97
Baryies Curious Exper. on, 158, 160

Basalt. On. ' 102, 194,257
Basking i/ ark, 92, 174, 408

Bfngorc promontory. On the, 104,

194,257
Bf ::.eliiis's pr< pocd hygri meter, 39

;

rem;;kb on, 177

Biot'sdualysib MJcanique Celeste,

204:

Blood. Cliarcoal of, 47

iffiion's jury masts, 346

Books new, ^9S
Boullat on ether, g02
Bournoiis triple sulphuret. ^^H
Brewster on optical instrument?, 290,

383
Brick-ynaking. On, 433
Bridge, portable, Mr. Elme's, 10

B:uls produced from bark, not from
alburnum, 17i

Burney on floating bodies, 17-^

Carbon, oxides of, their affinity for

iron, 234, 273
. Davy on, 479

C(^'bo>>riied hydrogen gasfrom pit-coal.

Appar;itusfor, 217 ; on, 4.32,439

Carionisution. E-^tper. on, 3,47,116
Carey's Mcleorol"i;ical Tables, 96, 1 76,

256, 336,416, 503
Carr ou geology, 385, 452 ; reply tOj

442
Chaptal on vineyards and wine, 77,

142, 227
Chrnv:e found in the iron ores of Bur-
gundy, 1

4

Clegg's apparatus for carbonated hy-
drogen gas, 317

Coalgas. On, 217,432,439
Cuke. On its uses, 433
Coltiiihoun on dispensaries, 221
Commerce. Graham on, 68
Comet oi \801. Observations on, 5S
Co.r on ammonia in manures 438
Ciiuier on theories of the earth, 170

Datlo'i's theory. Berzelius on, 39
Darui/daiia, 305.

Dauluiss' ii on subterranean heat, 520
Dnvis ou coal gas, coke, lime burning,

&c., 433
Davy's theory, 86, 87 ; Bakerian lec-

ture on the decomposition of
fluoric acid, on the muriatic acid,

88; on ammonia from pvrophorus,
89; exper. on the ac lun of potas-
sium on ammonia, 173; alkalis,

phosphorus, acids, &c. 479, 494
Deluc's electroscope, 497
Density of atmosphere, 417
Derbyshire. Geology of, 257
Dary. Basaltic surface of, 102,194,

257
Dietetic dispensary proposed, 221
Diseases. Treatment of, 305
Dispensary reports, 490
DisliUalion of animal and VfgetHble

suhbVinces, per se, 6, 116; cf pep-
permint, 166

Du iiing
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[)ividing instrument. Cavendish's,

40.Si Lax on, 494
Dollond's jJulciU. Hist, of, f?SS

DnuTs. To prevent froia dragsjin^

on carpets, 418
Eirtk. Oil theories of the, 170
Earlliquake in Perthshire, 91

Kar/h.i. Experini. on, to ascertain if

nietaU, 1.57

Eels. Curious fact respecting-, 4 10

iJff^.f carbonised, 5

EleclroM\>i>e, DeUic's, 497
Elmes's portable bridge, 10"

Elher, apparatus for preparing, 302
£/«a, eruption of, .^01

Elder on rcfranjjibility of ii.n;ht, ?/?>!

Fare;/ on !:reology, iJ57 ; remarks on,

385, -152 ; in reply to Earl Stan-

hope on musical tones, 292; on the

Thames archway, 1572

Ecalhers, carbonised, ."5

Fente. The invisible, 270
Fihesfof microvietirs. New, ;}S;5

Fhhin;; ofwiihors. Biill's method, "43

Flint glass. Report ou, 'i'.il

Floalinti l-odie.t. Burnev on, 174
-, Orr

on, 249, 47G ; Barlow on, 300
Fluoric acid decomposed, 88
Ficlus, a singular one, 174
French Nutional Inslilule, 497
Fruit. To preserve without sugar, 20S
Fruit-trees. On training, S5
Galvanism. On decomposition by,

86, 87
Garden on distilling peppermint, 167
^-'arf/ii/iorc on dispensaries, 221

Ga.s-lif:lils. On, 217,432
GeomelricaL propni;liori. On, 426'

Geolofry, 102, 1 70, 1 94 , 31 2, 335, .".89,

442, 452
German on wine, and on vineyards,

77, 142, 227
GianCs causeway. On the, 104,194,

257
Ginlio on gold dust of Le Loire, 28

1

Glass,{[h\t, report on, 337 ; pastes, 339
Gold dust in department of Le Loire,

281

Goniometer. Wollaston's, 495
Goiigk's remarks on Berzelius's hy-

grometer, and Dalton's theoiy, 178

Graham on commcTce, 68 ; on icy

crusts, and on marine plants, 191
Grapes. On culture of, ;<2

Gruuiing timber. To ascertain value

of, 327, 350
//air, carbonised, 6
Haiiy's Introduction to Mineralogy,

S89, 4.59

Hauy on Andre's Theory of the Ear;h,

170
Heal, subterrnneon^. On, 820
lleiiry on ammonia, 494
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Ilerdni'iii's idcA of a dietetic dis;ien-

sary, 221

Herschcl on comet of 1807, 5fi; on
coloured concentric rings exhibited

by glu^ses in cont ict, 250
Home on a peculiar joint in the b.isk-

i.ig-shark, 174, 2.':0

H:ni;eii's new fence, i;70

IJume's new method of detcc;iiig

arsenic, 401
JJydriiulic investigations, 1C3, 1S2
Hydrogen. Davy'» opinion respect-

ing,' 173
gasfrom pit^coal. Appara-

tus for, 217; on, 432, 439
Hydropluibia. Op, 2'1

riygromcler, Berzelius's, 3S ; remarks
on Berzelius's, 177; Guugh's, 173

Iron, analysis of ores of, 12; atfiaity

of carbon for, 231,273
Jury 7nasl<!, Bolton's, 346
Kiright on training fruit-trees, 35 ; on

radicles and buds, 174; on breed-
ing of animals, ^96

Laplace's Mecanique Celeste, 264,
495.

Laskcy's list of Scottish testacea, 252
Lax on dividing instruments, 494
Learned Societies, US, 173, 250, 332,

408, 493
Lectures, 93, 175, 335, 41.'^

Leitardi/'s telegraph, 343
Leuicrrj; on Andre's Theory of the

Earth, 170
Lime. On bm-iiing, 433
Lime fused witli iron, 150
Linen ciuth. New method of paint-

ing, 151

Madder, Smyr7ia, introduced into cul-

ture, 412
Minchesler Philosopkical Society, 4 1

1

Manure. On, 43S
Marine aninuils, large, l.itely taken,

90, 02, 174, 251, 253, 334, 408,41

1

Marrat on geometrical proportion,

426
Mists, jury. Bolton's, 316
Mtcaiiique Celeste. Laplace's, 264, 4D4
Medicine, 3 '5

Meieorolo^y, 95, 96, 1 76, 256, 336, 4 1 6.

503
Micrometer. Improved, 333
MmeraLvgy. Hauy's Introduction to,

3S9, 459
Mountains. On formation of, 385,

442, 452
Muriatic arid, compounds of, free

from water, 89
Muslict on charcoal, 3, 116; experi-

ments on earths to ascertain if me-
tallic oxides, 157; on aflimty of

oxides of carbon for iron, 234,
273

K k A'jt. c,g(;n.
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!\^llrorr.!i. ?;ingulardisappe.ir?,t3ce, and
tO!-..ialion of, by potassiu-n aiid

ammonia, 1 73; Davy's opinion of,

173
Nitrniis compound. Opinion on, 173
Oiron floating bodies, t:49, 476
CplitaliiislruvienCs, ?P0, 337, 3S3
PuUadium, native, found in Brazilian

plau'ua,
'

250
Polenis, 93, 174,' 253, 414, 502
Fearsvn on expectorated aiatter, i93
Pcndidum loa'.v. On, 30
Peppermint. On distilling, ](J7

Pepi/s on'respiiation, 495
Pe.lii/acliiiv. A curious, 501
Phosp>ioiic acid found in iron ores, 14
Phvsplwric tthcr. On, S02
Phasphonis. Davy on, 479
Piuister of Puris rasls. To harden,

409 ; on burning, 433
PLatviiiy BrazUian, contains - native

palladium, 2J0
Pour, interesting details respecting

the,
'

221
Potiuh fused with iron, IGO
Potij<nuy7i. Exper. on, with ammonia,

173; action of, on ammonia, 480
Pressure of atmosphere, 4 1

7

Proportion. On, 426
Proust on prussiates, 42
Prussiales. On, 4:}

Pygmies. Race of, 3.03

Radicles produced from bark, n^t

from alburnum, 174
Rcfraiigilniil:; oj light. On, 3:i7

Respiralio)!, on, A96
Richardson's, R., method of raising

large stones out of the earth, 214
Richardson, ff., on basakic rocks,

102, 194; cbservaiions on, 237
Enrks. On struc.'ure of, 102,194
Royal Society, 88, 173, 250^332, 40S,

' 493
Saddingfon's method of preserving

fruif, 20S
Screw-wrench. Improved, 450
Sea.make,

"

PO, 251,411
Stnctions, cnibnal. Agency of t-lectri-

citj'on, 4S8
Silk, carbonised, 4

Societies. Learned, 88, 173,250,332,408
493

Siiriely ofA/itiqiiaries, 333
&ocicly of Arp, Sec. 409
Speer on atmospheric density and

pressure, 417

Stanhope (Earl), Farcy's reply to, 292

Steatites, analysis of, 130'

Stones. Machine for. raising out of

the earth, 214

Si'inyhirst est:;7Jtshmer,t, ^JJZ
Stroiip.nn fused with iron, 160
Sulterran''mis keat. On, 320
Sugrir. Charcoal of, 3
Siilphin: D.tvy on, 479
Svlphurel, a triple, 408
l^iin fish, 92
Surgical cases, 490
Tad\<: contrivance for preventing
doors from dragging, 44S

Taunton on hydrophobia, 24; Dispen-
sary report, ' 490

Talc. Analysis of, 136
Taylor (the Piatonist), discoveries in

mathematics, 92
TeU'gxipk. Lchardy's, 343
Telescopes. Proposed improvements

of, , 290, 337
Ttslace/7, Scottish, 252
Thames archway. On the, 372
Thermometer. Proposal to alter scale

of, 166

Timber, Grauing. On value of, 327,

350
Time-keepers. On pendulums of, SO;
on finding the rates of, 402

Toad found at the depth of 57 fa-

thoms in the earth, 251
Trees, frMtt. On training, 35
Troitgkton's dividing instrument, 90,

173
Falleys.On formation of, 385, 442, 452
ranqiielin onsteatites, 136
t'ciuqucliii's analysis of iron and

scori.-E, 13

Vegetable substances. On carbonising,

3,49,116
Fines. On culture of, 3'i

Vineyards IJ Champagne. On, 77, 142,

227
JFaislell on value of growing timber,

' " 327, 350
Water. Ponderable matter of, 173
fVilker, Ezra, on pendulum rods, SO
/-A?.'Z/rf)'« scale for thermometer, 166
fVernerian Socii ty, 90, 251, 409
Tf-liale caught in the Thames, 334
IViUiams on culture of grapes, 32
Jflne, Ch.amp^gne. On, 77, 149, 222
lFolinslu7i on Brazilian platina, 250

;

on agency of electricity on animal

secretions, 488; on columbiumand
tantalium,494 ;on goniometer,495

Wool, carbonised, 4; Merino, 241,

287

Hrench. Barlow's improved, 450

Young's hydraulic investigations, 123,

182; tables of elective attraction,

17i
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